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FOREWORD 

The Reports of General MacArthur include two volumes being published by the 
Department of the Army in four books reproduced exactly as they were printed by 
yeneral MacArthur's Tokyo headquarters in 1950, except for the addition of this 
foreword and indexes. Since they were Government property, the general turned over 
to the Department in 1953 these volumes and related source materials. In Army and 
National Archives custody these materials have been available for research although 
they have not been easily accessible. While he lived, General MacArthur was un
willing to approve the reproduction and dissemination of the R eports, because he be
lieved they needed further editing and correction of some inaccuracies. His passing 
permits publication but not the correction he deemed desirable. In publishing them, 
the Department of the Army must therefore disclaim any responsibility for their ac
curacy. But the Army also recognizes that these volumes have substantial and endur
ing value, and it believes the American people are entitled to have them made widely 
available through government publication. 

The preliminary work for compiling the MacArthur volumes began in 1943 
within the G-3 Section of his General Staff, and was carried forward after the war by 
members of the G--2 Section, headed by Maj. Gen. Charles A. Willoughby with Pro
fessor Gordon W. Prange, on leave from the University of Maryland, as his principal 
professional assistant. Volume II of the R eports represents the contributions of J ap
anese officers employed to tell their story of operations against MacArthur's forces. 
The very large number of individual , American and Japanese, who participated in the 
compilation and editing of the R eports would make a complete listing of contributors 
relatively meaningless. 

Volume I narrates the operations of forces under General MacArthur's command 
from the Japanese attack on Luzon in 1941 through the surrender in 1945. While 
service histories have covered much of the same ground in separate volumes, no single 
detailed narrative of General MacArthur's leadership as commander of the Southwest 
Pacific Area has yet appeared. Chapters dealing with the reconquest of Borneo, 
plans for the invasion of Japan, and the Japanese surrender make a distinctly new 
contribution. Volume I Supplement describes the military phase of the occupation 
through December 1948, reporting events not treated elsewhere in American publica
tions. Volume II on Japanese operations brings together a mass of information on 
the enemy now only partially available in many sepaTate works. Collectively, the 
R eports should be of wide interest and value to the American people generally, as well 
as to students of military affairs. They are an illuminating record of momentous 
events influenced in large measure by a distinguished American soldier. 

Washington, D.C. 
January 1966 

HAROLD K. JOHNSON 

General, United States Army 
Chief of Staff 
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FOREWORD TO THE 1994 EDITION 

I determined for several reasons to republish General MacArthur's reports to 
commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of World War II. First, the Reports of General 
MacArthur still stand as a detailed account from MacArthur's perspective of his opera
tions against the Japanese in the Southwest Pacific Area. Second, the Reports offer a 
unique Japanese version of their operations in the Southwest Pacific that remains one 
of the few English-language descriptions of Imperial Army campaigns during World 
War II. Third, excellent illustrations, many of them original artwork commissioned for 
the Reports, plus superb maps give these volumes an enduring value for military histo
rians and the American public. Finally, while General MacArthur remains a towering 
figure in American historiography, the passage of fifty years has dimmed the contribu
tions of the U.S. Army units that first checked the Japanese southward advance in 
Papua New Guinea, then spearheaded the counteroffensive along the north New 
Guinea coastline that enabled MacArthur to make good his promise to return to the 
Philippines. The veterans of these campaigns, both men and women, deserve to be 
remembered for their contributions to the Nation in its time of greatest peril. These 
are General MacArthur's Reports, but they are also his testament to the American sol
diers who served under his command. 

Washington, D.C. 
31 January 1994 

IV 

HAROLD W. NELSON 

Brigadier General, USA 
Chief of Military History 



PREFACE 

This volume parallels the record of Allied operations in the SWPA from the 
Defense of Luzon, 8 December 1941, to the Surrender Negotiations in Manila, 15 
August 1945. It is the Japanese official record, contained in operational monographs 
furnished by the Japanese Demobilization Bureaux, the successors to the former War 
and Navy Ministries, developed by Officers of the Japanese Imperial Headquarters, 
Tokyo, and on the Staffs of major Japanese Commanders in the field. Like Volume I, 
the material is thus presented by eye witnesses to events, and is supported by officia l 
documentary evidence. 

It is a record of bitter resistance and tenacious fighting by a first-class Army and 
Navy, led by Diplomats and Military Politicians through the holocaust of national 
destruction, an Army that was steeped in medieval cruelty, but fought with the most 
modern technical skill and savage valor, until superior skill and equal valor broke the 
spell of the Samurai and the legend of an invincible Empire. 

DOUGLAS MACARTH U R 
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CHAPTER XIII 

STRUGGLE FOR LEYTE 

Activation of Sho Operation No.1 

In the growing light of dawn on 17 October, 

the Japanese naval radar station and lookout 

post on Suluan Island, lying athwart the en

trance to Leyte Gulf, suddenly discovered the 

presence of an enemy task force standing in

shore. ' At 0719 an urgent warning was flashed 

to all Navy headquarters, reporting the ap

proach of one enemy battleships, and six 

destroyers. This was followed an hour later 

by a second terse report: "Enemy elements 

have begun landing". Then the Suluan radio 

ceased transmitting. 

Admiral Toyoda, Commander-in-Chief of 

the Combined Fleet, was still at Shinchiku, 

Formosa, when these reports were received! 

Promptly interpreting the landing as prelimi

nary to an invasion, he issued an order at 0809 

alerting the entire Combined Fleet for Sho 
Operation No. 1.' This was followed at 0928 

by an order directing Vice Adm. Kurita's First 

Striking Force to advance at once trom Lingga 

anchorage to Brunei Bay, North Borneo, in pre

paration for a sortie against the enemy invasion 

fleet. A further order issued at noon directed 

the Task Force Main Body, under Vice Adm. 

Oza wa, to prepare for a coordinated sortie 

trom home waters to facilitate the attack of the 

Kurita Force.' 

Meanwhile, the Fourth Air Army had vainly 

been endeavoring to clarifY the situation in 

Leyte Gulf. At 0800, the 2d Air Division was 

ordered to conduct search operations and pre

pare to attack any enemy shipping which might 
be discovered. However, bad weather ham

pered reconnaissance flights , and the situation 

remained obscure throughout the morning.' 

Lacking confirmation of the enemy landing 

I This chapter was originally prepared in Japanese by Maj. Tashiro Magari, Imperial Japanese Army. For dULY 
assignments of th is officer, cf. n. I, Chapter XI. All source materials cited in chis chapter are located in G-2 Historical 
Section Files, GHQ FEe. 

2 Cf. Chapter XII, section on Fo , mosa Air Battle . Admiral T oyada left Formosa on 17 October to return 
to Tokyo, where he arrived on the 20th. The initial alert orde!' to the Combined Fleet was sent out directly from 
Formosa, but subsequent orders were issued through Combined Fleet headquarters in Tokyo. 

3 At 0946 on 17 October, Combined Fleet dispatched a message to all major subordinate commands transmit
ting the following estimate of enemy intentions: II Allhough not yet certain. the .Allied landing on Su[uan Island 
appears to be part of an invasion move against the south central Phil ippines . The enemy seems to be launching the 
invasion in accordance with previously prepared plans. despite the unsatisfactory progress of his operations in the 
Palau area and [he substantial losses inflicted on his fleet (in the Formosa Air Battle) ." Hito Homen Kaigun Sakusen Sono 
Ni !t~:Jj1i'iiilifl!II'r.~1!;= (Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II) 2d Demobilization Bu«au, Oct 47, PP. 39-40. 

4 The expected time of attack by the Kurita Force was provisionally set by this order at just before dawn on 22 

October, assuming that the enemy main landing would be in the Leyte-Samar area. The Task Force Main Body was 
to sortie from the Inland Sea on 19 October and reach the area east of Luzon Strait by late evening of 21 Oc~ober. Dai 
/chi Yugeki BUlai Sento Shoho: m--ID"tffl~\'ill [jfl:-Ft.u (First Striking Force D etailed Action Report) Second Fleet Head
quarters, 1 Dec 44. p. 39. 

5 A reconnaissance craft based on Leyte made a fl ight over the gulf area during 17 October, but no enemy ships 
were discovered inside the gulf. Visibility outside the gulf was so poor due to dense clouds that observation was 
impossible. The 16th D ivision sent a staff officer on this flight to make a 6rst-hand study of the situation. Hito 
SakusenK;rokuDa; Sank; Da; Nikan FurobRei(e Sak,uen Kiroku J±!i', :1'-rt<t .lcJiI<tP;=.Wlm=i(8'ftJiI< v -1 T l1'-iilJ! .-iciil«Philippine 
Operations Record, Phase Three, VoL II Supplement: Leyte Operations Record) 1st Demobilization Bureau, Oct 
46, p. 34· 
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from Army sources, Southern Army headquar

ters at Manila regarded the Suluan reports with 
some suspicion in view of the earlier false 

landing scare at Davao. 

In the early afternoon , however, corrobora

tive evidence began to appear. At 1230 naval 
reconnaissance planes from Legaspi, favored by 
a brief break in the weather over the gulf, 

spotted the enemy task force off Suluan. The 
First Air Fleet immediately ordered an attack, 

but by the time the attack group of 13 planes 
reached the scene, the weather had closed in 

again, and the enemy ships were invisible. 

Enemy carrier aircraft had meanwhile launched 
attacks, beginning shortly after 0800, on air 

bases in the Manila area, at Legaspi and on 

Cebu, clearly indicating that hostile surface 
forces were operat ing off the Philippines. 

These developments convinced Army head

quarters by the afternoon of 17 October that 

the Suluan landing was indeed a fact , but there 
was still doubt as to whether or not it repre

sented the beginning of a major invasion 

operation. The scattered enemy air attacks 
did not for the moment appear to point to 

imminent invasion" and belief persisted that a 

major enemy venture was unlikely in view of 
the damage believed inflicted on the enemy's 

naval forces in the Formosa air battle. Both 

Southern Army and Fourteenth Area Army 

thus remained undecided. 
By the night of 17 October, however, a more 

serious view began to prevail. Fourth Air 

Army headquarters concluded that the carrier 
air strikes, carried out in the face of extremely 

bad weather, indicated that some major enemy 

move was afoot. In addition, intercepts of 
enemy tactical radio messages gave evidence of 

unusual activity. Lt. Gen. Kyoji Tominaga, 
Fourth Air Army Commander, immediately 
relayed this information to Southern Army 
headquarters and recommended that steps be 
taken to activate Sho Operation No. I. 

Field Marshal Hisaichi Terauchi, Southern 

Army Commander-in-Chief, now agreed that 

the weight of evidence pointed to a probable 
invasion of the Philippines. He therefore sent 

an immediate recommendation to Imperial 
General Headquarters for the activation of Sho 
Operation No. I and ordered the Fourth Air 
Army to launch attacks on the enemy ships off 

Leyte without delay. Lt. Gen. Tominaga 
promptly assigned this mission to the 2d Air 

Division and also ordered the newly-organized 

30th Fighter Group to assemble its strength 
with all possible haste at forward bases in the 
central Philippines.' 

As day broke on 18 October, a violent storm 
with65 mile-per-hour winds enveloped the entire 

Leyte Gulf area, preventing the 2d Air Divi
sion from executing its attack orders. During 

the morning, 16th Division lookout posts 

along the Leyte coast reproted sighting an 
undetermined number of enemy ships inside 
the gulf. The division radioed this informa

tion to Thirty-fifth Army headquarters on Cebu 
and also to Fourteenth Area Army headquarters 

at Manila. The report, however, noted the 
possibility that the enemy ships might have 
entered the gulf merely to take temporary 
refuge from the storm, a hypothes~s which was 

supported by the fact that they had as yet 

6 The total number of carrier planes which attacked the Manila area and C lark Field was calculated at 100, 

while about 50 attacked Legaspi. Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part H, op. cit., pp. 12-3· 

7 (1) H;/o Koku Saku,," K;roku Da; Mk; !tJilJiJt'i>;r1' \i~ " d:r.m=WJ (Phil;pp;ne A;r Oper.t;ons Record, Ph.se 
Two) 1St Demobilization Bureau, OCl 46, p. 67- (2) Statement by Lt. Col, Katsuo SaLO, Slaff Officer (Operations) 
Fourth Air Army. 

8 The 30th Fighter Group had been activated in Japan on I I OctOber. On 18 October, the group headquarters 
and the 16th Fighter Brigade were already in the Phitippines, while the 12th Fighter Brigade and 200th Fighter 
Regiment had not yet arrived. ([) Dairikumei D..1i Senhyakugoju-go *g~~it~ T--a Ji. I-Wi ( Imper ial ~ene ral H ead· 
quarters Army Order No, 1150) 11 Oct 44. (2) Philippine Air Operations Record. Phase Two. op. CI[. , pp. 69-7 1 • 
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taken no hostile action.-

Despite the indecisive nature of the 16th 

Division report, the Thirty-fifth Army and 
Fourteenth Area Army commands shared Field 

Marshal Terauchi's estimate that the enemy 

was about to begin an invasion. It was still 

considered premature, however, to assume that 

the enemy's objective would necessarily be 

Leyte, though this appeared to be the greatest 

probability. 

Meanwhile, Combined Fleet, in close con

sultation with the Navy High Command , had 

hastily drawn up a new battle plan for Sho 
Operation No. 1 to conform to changes in fleet 

disposition and carrier air strength resulting 

from the Formosa Air Battle. This plan, issued 

to the Fleet at I I 10 on 18 October, was con

sidered tentative, to apply only in the event 

of an immediate enemy invasion attempt at 

Leyte. Its essential points were as follows: '. 

1. The enem"/s ol'er-all landing plans have not 

yet been ascertained, but judging from the landing 

on Suluan Island, the sweeping of Surigao Strait, and 

the air al/acks on Manila and Cebu, the ponibj/ity 

of a landing in the Tacloban area is considered great. 

2. In the e"enl such a landing attempt materi. 

alizes, Combined Fleet surface and air forces will 

operate dJ follows: 

a. The First Striking Force will ad"ance 

through San Bernardino Strait and attack the enemy 

j1lYasion forces . 

h. In coordination with this attack, the Task 

. Force Main Body will lure the enemy to the north 

and attack elemeuts of the enemy forces at the 

mOj! favorable opportunity. II 

c. The Second Striking Force will come under 

the command of Southwest Area Fleet and will 

cooperate with the Army in executing counter

landings. 13-

d. The base air forces will concentrate in the 

Philippines for an all-out al/ack on the enemy 

carrier groups. 

e. The Ad.ance Submarine Force will attack 

damaged enemy 'Yeuels and amphibious convoys 

with all forces at its command. 

f. The First Striking Force will execute its 

attack against the enemy inl'asion forces at the 

landing point 0/1 X-Day. The Task Force Main 

Body will ad'Yance to the area east of LU{on on 

X-lor X-2. 

g. X-Day will be announced by separate 

order. It is tentati'Yely set at 24 October. 

9 The 16th Division estimate suggested the possi bility that the ships in the gulf might be a group of damaged 

vessels retiring from the Formosa baltle , which the storm had forced to put in for shelter. Hilo Sakusen Kiroku Dai Sanki 

Dai Nikan: Reife Sakuien ni okeru Dai Juyon Homengun no T oiui !tldJ('Frvlricj~tP;-=:'1m~,)=@ v -1 T{'F~K:ljNt Q m
+UB:1.7iiri11I 0)*lEOrtJ (Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, Vol. II; Fourteenth Area Army Command in the 

Leyte Operations) 1st Demobilization Bureau, Oct 46, p . 6. 

10 (1) Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II, op. cit., pp. 40- 1. (2) First Striking Force Detailed Action 

Report, op. cit. , pp. 40-Z. 

I I As a result of the transfer of the flying groups of the 3d and 4th Carrier Divisions to Second Air Fleet for 

the Formosa air barrIe, the Task Force Main Body had lost much of its planned striking power. The mission assigned 

to it was therefore less offensive than that assigned in the original Sho-Go banle plan. The original plan had called for 

a diversionary attack by the Ozawa Force against the enemy's main carrier task forces. (Cf. Chapter XI, p. 305) Under 

the more general terms of the 18 October plan, however, Vice Adm. Ozawa was left discretion to choose an attack 

target more commensurate with the strength of his force. (Statement by Capt. Toshikazu Ohmae, Staff Officer (Opera

tions), First Mobile Fleet. 

12 The Second Striking Force, for this newly-assigned mission, was to be composed only of the Fifth Fleet 

(two heavy cruisers, one light cru iser, seven destroyers) plus the 16th Cruiser Division (one heavy cruiser, one light 

cruiser, one destroyer) detached from the First Striking Force. Under [hi s plan, the r6th Cruiser Division was 

ordered to proceed to Manila , while the Second Striking Force main body, then at Amami O shima in the Ryukyus , 

was ordered to go first to Mako, refuel , and then proceed to the Phil ippines. While en route from Mako on 23 

October, the main body received new orders from Southwest Area Fleet changing its mission to support of the First 

Striking Force in the attack on Leyte Gulf. Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II, op. cit., pp. 63- 4. 83 . 
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In Leyte Gulf, events now began to move 

more rapidly. During the afternoon of 18 
October, enemy naval units unleashed a heavy 
gunfire bombardment of the Dulag, Catmon 

Hill, and Tolosa sectors, while minesweepers 

boldly penetrated into the northern part of 
the gulf and began sweeping operations. 

Enemy carrier planes meanwhile flew a total of 

400 sorties throughout the day against airfields 
on Luzon and in the Visayas. It was becoming 

clear that amphibious operations would be 
launched momentarily. 

In T okyo, the Army and Navy Sections of 

Imperial General Head'luarters had been 

closely watching developments . Following 
receipt of Field Marshal Terauchi's message 

recommending activation of Sho Operation 
No. I, the Army Section decided that the 

situation had become sufficiently clear to 

warrant such a step. Joint consultations had 
already been held with the Navy Section to 
secure coordinated action. 

As a result of these consultations, the Navy 

Section, at 1701 on ,8 October, issued a direc
tive to Combined Fleet ordering the e, eclltion 
of Sho Operation No. I.') This was followed 

immediately by an Army Section order acti
vating the same operation for all Army forces 

concerned. The latter order stated :" 

1. The Philippines are designated as the area of 

deosi'JI{! battle for the japanese armed forces. 

2. The Commander-in-Chief, Southern Army, in 

cooperation with the Nayy, will conduct deciri .. baltle 

operations against the main strength of the United 

Stale! forces a/tacking the Philippines. 

3 · The Commander-in-Chief, China Expedition

ary Army, and the Commander, Tenth Area ( Formosa) 

the Army, will take all necessary action to facilitate 

abo'JIe operatiom. 

Simultaneously with its decision to activate 
the Sho-Go Operation, the Army Section re
examined the existing plan to withhold decisive 

ground action until the invasion of Luzon. 
The High Command was now convinced, on 

the basis of the results believed obtained in the 

Formosa Air Battle, that conditions had become 
highly favorable to the conduct of decisive 

ground operations in the central Philippines. 

More than one-half of the American fleet's 
known carrier strength was still believed to have 

been destroyed or put out of action in the 
Formosa Battle. It conseguently appeared that 

the enemy, counting upon the heavy damage 
he had inflicted on the Japanese air forces, was 
undertaking the invasion of the Leyte area with 

seriously reduced carrier strength. Land-based 

air support would have to come from the distant 
enemy bases on Palau and Morotai, neither 

of which was within effective fighter range. 

Although Japanese air losses had admittedly 

been severe, the High Command estimated 
that these could be replaced with relatively 

greater speed than the enemy could replenish 

his carrier forces . The J apanese air forces 

therefore had good prospects of gaining at 
least temporary local superiority over the 
Philippines. This would make possible the 

safe movement of troop reinforcements and 

supplies to the Leyte invasion area, thus 
eliminating the major reason for the original 

decision to attempt only a delaying action in 
the central or southern Philippines. 

Imperial General Headguarters therefore 
made the crucial decision to set aside the pre

vious Sho-Go plan and throw all available 
ground strength into Leyte. The disadvantages 

inherent in a last-minute change of plan were 

believed greatly outweighed by the better 

13 Daikaishi Dai Yonhyakushichljuroku.go *Ufmmmrs t+;:;'\£dl (Imperial General Headquarters Navy Directive 
No. 476) ,8 Oct 44. 

I 4 Daihony~j Rikugun To!uj Kiroku **-:n!t 'ill 1!i~~-re~ (Imperial General Headquarters Army H igh Command 
Record) 1st Demobilization Bureau, Nov 46, p_ 269_ 
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prospects of dealing a crushing defeat to 

the enemy through simultaneous and concerted 

commitment of air, sea and ground forces." 

To transmit this decision to the theater 

command, the Army Section ofImperial Gener

al Head'luarters decided to dispatch a staff 

liaison group to Manila. This group, headed 

by Col. Ichiji Sugita of the Operations Sec

tion, left Tokyo by air on the morning of 19 

October, stopping at Taihoku, Formosa, to 

effect necessary liaison with Tenth Area Army. 

Meanwhile, Field Marshal Terauchi andGener

al Yamashita at Manila continued to shape 

their plans on the basis of the standing 

instructions to fight only a strategic delaying 
action in the central Philippines. ,. 

Southern Army, early on 19 October, had 

issued an order to Fourteenth Area Army 

and Fourth Air Army, implementing the Im

perial General Head'luarters order of the 18th 

for activation of Sho Operation No. 1. This 

stated in su bstance : ' 7 

1 . Actj"ation of Sho Operation No. 1 hal been 

ordered. 

2. The Southern Army, anembli7lg all it, fight

ing power, will seek decisi"e battle with the main 

strength of the enemy forces landmg in the Phi/ippillfS. 
J. All forces must fulfill their assigned miSSIons 

by e'YeT), means at their disposal and must fight this 

battle to a successful concl usian. 

Pursuant to this order, Fourteenth Area 

Army on the same day directed Lt. Gen. 

Suzuki, Thirty-fifth Army Commander, to 

commit maximum strength to Leyte for the 

execution of the Army's assigned mission of 

strategic delay in that sector." Lt. Gen. 

Suzuki simultaneously ordered activation of 

the Su:(u NO. 2 Operation (Cf. Chapter XI) 

and directed the 16th Division to repel enemy 

landing forces and secure the Leyce airfields. 

Enemy activity in Leyte Gulf meanwhile 

was accelerating rapidly. Beaches along the 

Leyte east coast were aggressively reconnoitered 

by small landing parties.'" Shore installations 

were shelled and bombed. Various types of 

shipping continued to enter the gulf in ever 

increasing numbers. The main enemy landing 

effort was obviously imminent. 

Despite the optimism of the Army High 

Command with regard to the prospects of 

gaining eventual air superiority in the battle 

area, it was already evident that the air phase of 

. the Sho-Go Operation plans was not working 

out as intended. Those plans had envisaged 

mass air attacks against the invading enemy 

naval forces and troop convoys beginning prior 

to their arrival at the landing point. Thus, 

the enemy would suffer severe losses before his 

troops could hit the invasion beaches. '" 

The enemy, however, had forestalled these 

15 Data regarding the reasoning which resulted in the Imperia l General H eadquarters decision to shift the 

decisive ground battle area to Leyte furnished by Col. Takushiro Haltori, Chief, Operations Section, Imperial General 

Headquarters, Army Section. 
16 Statements by Lt. Gen. Jo Iimura. Chief of Staff. Soutliern Army, and Maj. Gen. Toshio Nishimura, Deputy

Chief of Staff, Fourteenth Area Army. 
17 Reite-To rJj okeru Sakusen Keika Gaiyo narabini Kyokwn v1 -rh:,K lkl1 o{ti'F .. t.ll~ ;JtHt1. ~S~ K$!{illll (Outli ne of 

Operations and Lessons of the Leyte Campaign) Imperial General Headquarters. Army Section, Feb . 45. p. 23· 

18 Philippine Operations Record, Phase III , op. cic. Vol. II, pp. 6-7. 

19 The 16th Division reported that its troops had fired upon and repulsed enemy forces attempting to land on 19 

October. Philippine Operations Record, Phase nr, op. cic. Vol. II Supp!., pp. 39-40. (American Editor's Note: The 

forces engaged by the 16th Division on 19 October were not, as the Japanese assumed, the initial waves of the main 

assault forces, but merely amphibious reconnaissance patrols and undcrw,ltcr demolition teams dispatched to prepare 

the way for the main landings.) 

20 Cf. Chapter XI, pp. 304, 308. 
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plans by striking at Leyte before the planned 
concentration of Japanese air strength in the 
Philippines had been completed, and before 
the Navy's base air forces had time to recover 

from losses sustained in the Formosa Air Battle 
and earlier enemy carrier strikes on the Philip

pines. The First Air Fleet, already in the 

Philippines, had been reduced to an operational 

strength of less than 50 aircraft." The Second 

Air Fleet, which had lost half its strength 
in the Formosa Battle, had not yet begun 

its redeployment from Formosa to the 

Philippines. 
Although the Fourth Air Army had sus

tained relatively lighter losses, its strength was 

widely dispersed. Before it could operate 

effectively in the Leyte area, it had to concen

trate at forward bases in the central Philip

pines," an operation rendered both difficult 
and dangerous by enemy action, bad weather, 

and the virtually useless condition of many of 

the forward fields due to continuous rains. 

Under such unfavorable conditions, the concen

tration required a minimum of several days, 

and in the meanwhile the enemy was able to 

operate in Leyte Gulf against extremely light 
air opposition. 

On '9 October, when weather conditions 
finally permitted an air attack against the enemy 
invasion fleet, no more than five naval and 

three Army aircraft could be mustered against 

the steadily increasing concentration of enemy 

shipping in Leyte Gulf." 

Defensive Dispositions 

Air reconnaissance during '9 October gave 
the first clear indication of the size of the inva

sion force which the enemy was throwing 

against Leyte. At 08,0 only ,8 transp~rts 

were reported in the gulf, together with some 

34 naval ships, including six carriers. By 1800 
of the same day, the number of transports 

reported in or near the gulf had increlsed to 

100, and the naval units to 46, including six 
carriers and ten battleships. At the same time, 
two covering naval task groups, one with four 

carriers and the other with two, were reported 

maneuvering off the east coast of Luzon." In 

the Admiralties and at Hollandia, further large 

concentrations of invasion shipping were re

ported in readiness for departure." 

It was evident from these reports that the 

invading forces would be formidable. The 

only major combat unit available to counter 

the first wave of the assault pending the con

centration of forces from other sectors of the 

Philippines was Lt. Gen. Shiro Makino's 16th 

Division, veterans of the initial Japanese con

quest of the Philippines and strongest of the 
Thirty-filth Army's field divisions. 

Estimating that enemy landings would most 

probably occur in the Dulag-Tarragona-Abuyog 

sector, Lt. Gen. Makino had disposed the bulk 

21 Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II, op. cit., p. 10. 

22 The Fourth Air Army had only a handful of planes already based in the ceOn tra l and southern Philippines, 

and some of its fly ing un its were scattered into North Borneo, Malaya and the Celebes. The main strength of the 

2cl Air Division and part of the 30th Fighter Group, aggregating about 70 planes, were on Luzon. Remaining strength 

of the 30th Fighter Group had not yet begun deploying from the Homeland. Philippine Air Operations Record, Phase 
Two, op. cit., pp. 68-9, Chart NO. 9. 

23 (I) Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part H, op. cit ., p. 13. (2) Oudine of Operations and Lessons of the 
Leyte Campaign, op. cit., p. 28, Appended Chart NO.3. 

24 Senkyo Shubo ~~vc.:fii~ (Dai ly Record of the War Situation) Operations Section, Imperial General H ead
quarters, Army Section, II Oct 44-Jul 45. pp. 1-2. 

25 The concentration in the Admiralties was reported to consist of a naval force with six carriers and a trans. 
port group of 30 ships. The group at Hollandia was reported to number about 150 ships, of which about 80 were 
believed to be transports. Phil ippine Area Naval Operations. Part II, op. cit., p. 13. 
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of his troops in prepared coastal posItIOns 

between Abuyog on the south and Palo on 

the north, with the heaviest concentration of 

strength in the vicinity of Dulag. Construc

tion of a secondary defense line through 

Tabontabon and Santa Ana and of the 

projected main line along an axis running 

through Dagami and Burauen, was still incom

plete due to terrain difficulties and guerrilla in

terference.'" Division headquarters and rear 

installations remained in the Ta,c1oban sector, 

to the north of the main defensive disposi

tions." (Plate No. 88) 

Except for minor elements left on Luzon 

and Samar, Lt. Gen. Makino had at his 
immediate disposal the full combat strength of 

the 16th Division, in addition to 4th Air Divi-

sion ground units in the area, and part of the 

service forces of Thirty-fifth Army. Elements 

of the 36th Naval Garrison Unit at Ormoc 

and Tacloban were to come under his com

mand immediately upon an enemy invasion.'" 

Tactically the main combat forces were or

ganized in two groups, the first responsible for 

defense of the right flank sector south of and 

including Dulag and Burauen, and the second 

charged with operations in the sector extending 

from CatmonHiII (inclusive) to Palo(exclusive). 

The main strength of the division reserve (Bd 

Infantry, less 2d Battalion) was stationed in 
the Palo sector, with elements at Dagami (1st 

Battalion, 20th Infantry), Tagungtong (2d 

Battalion, Bd Infantry), and north of Burauen 

(7th Independent Tank Company). Artillery 

26 (1) Statement by Maj. Gen. Yoshiharu Tomochika, Chief of Staff, Thirty-fifth Army. (2) 20th Infantry 

Regiment Operations Order No. 219 , 20 Sep 44. XXIV Corps ADVATIS Translation No. 1,3 Nov 44. 
27 Both Fourteenth Area Army and Thirty-fifth Army felt that the retention of 16th Division headquarters at 

Tacloban, on the flank of the"main coastal defense positions, was unwise . In August, they instructed Lt. Gen. Makino 

to relocate his headC)uarters and command facilities in the rear of the main defenses, near Dagami or Burauen, but 

since this required the prior establishment of communication, transport, supply and other necessary facilities, as well 

as the pacification of guerrilla forces active ~n the mountainous region west of Burauen, the transfer had not yet been 

effected when the enemy invasion of Leyce began. (I) Philippi ne Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. II, 

p. 4. (2) Statement by Maj. Gen. Tomochika, previously cited. 

28 Order of batLie of the Japanese forces on LeYle at the time of the Allied landing (company level and above) 

was as follows: 

Arm)' Troops: 

J 6th Division 

9th Infantry (less three companies on Samar) 

20th Infantry 

33d Infantry ( less one company on Samar) 

22d Artillery Regt. (less 3d Bn. on Luzon) 

,6th Engineer Regt. ( less 2d Co.) 
2d Co., 16th Transport Regt. 

7th Independent Tank Co. 

16th Division Special Troops 

Thirty.fi fth Army depot units 

Elms, 63d Indep. Motor Transport Bn. 

316th Indep. Motor Transport Co. 

317th Indep. Motor Transport Co. 

34th Air Sector Command 

9Bth Airfield Bn. 
JJ4lh Airfield Bn. 

54th Airfield Co. 
2d Airfield Construction Unit 

1 I th Airfield Construction Unit 

Misc. service elms. 

Nayal Land ForceI: 

Elms, 36th Naval Garrison Unit 

311th Naval Construction Unit 

Misc. service elms. 

(r) Philippine Opelations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. II Suppl. , Attached Chart IT. (2) Philippine Area 
Naval Operations, Part II, op. cit., p. 78. (3) Koku Butai Haicbi Yozu ili:~1$K~ rt!TIitl~ (Air Unit Disposition Chart) 

Home Depot Division, 21 Ju147. Atlached Chart VI. (4) Situation Map, 16th Division. ATIS Bulletin No. 1624, 

'7 Dec 44. (5) Situation Report, r6th Divis ion, 8 Oct 44. ATfS Bulletin No. r678, 4Jan 45. (6) Chart of Air Force 

Ground Units in the Tacloban Sector, 20 Aug 44. ADVATIS Bulletin No. 75, 15 Dec 44· 
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retained under division control was emplaced 

at Catmon Hill, San Jose, and Tolosa. The 

tactical allocation of units was as follows: '9 

Southem Defense 

Uuit: 

Northern Defenre 

Uuit: 

D""Hlon Reser'Ve: 

20th Inj. (less lSt Bn.) 

2d B"., 22d Arty. Regt. 

(less 6th Co.) 

9th Inf· (Iw 2d, 5th, and 

7th COL) 
33d Inj. 

lSt Bn., 20th 171f. 

7th Ind. Tank Co. 

Di.ision Artillery: 22d Arty. Regt. (/w 5 cos.) 

These dispositions remained in effect unti! 

,8 October, when the enemy's pre-landing 

operations in Leyte Gulf afforded Lt. Gen. 

Makino his first definite due as to where the 

invading forces would go ashore. These op

erations appeared to confirm the previous es

timate that the major landing effort would be 

made in the Dulag area. However, the presence 

of a large number of enemy ships, as well as 

minesweeping activity in the northern section 

of Leyte Gulf also gave ominous indications 

that the enemy might execute a secondary 

landing closer to Tadoban, outflanking the 

main concentration of ,6th Division strength 

and immediately threatening the division head
quarters itself. 

To meet the completely unexpected threat 

on the north,'" Lt. Gen. Makino swiftly ordered 

the 33d Infantry to move its main strength, 

supported by two batteries of division artil1ery, 

into positions in the Palo-San Jose coastal 

sector_" Simultaneously, the 2d Battalion of 

the regiment, which was standing by at 

Tagungtong in the southern sector, was released 

from the reserve and assigned to reinforce the 

Southern Defense Unit. This battalion moved 

up to Julita to 
southern flank. 

give doser support to the 

The 1st Battalion, 20th In-

fantry, stationed in reserve at Dagami, was 

ordered to prepare for rapid motorized move

ment to any sector where further reinforcements 

might be required," Execution of these orders 

got under way late on 18 October. 

Despite these last-minute moves, Lt. Gen. 

Makino's forces were il1 prepared to meet 

the overwhelming assault which impended. 

Defensive works, where they had been complet

ed, were weak and imperfectly disposed." 

Many positions were demolished by the heavy 

naval gunfire preparation, which continued 

29 (1) Oudine of Operations and Lessons of the Leyte Campaign, op. cit., Attached Chart 1. (2) 22d Arti(lcry 

Regt. Operations Order, 16 Jul 44. XXIV Corps ADVATIS Translation No. I, 3 Nov 44. ( 3) Situation Report, 

16th Division, 8 Oct 44· ATIS Bulletin 1678, 4 Jan 45· 

30 In all defensive planning for Leyte prior to the actual enemy invasion , neither Thirty-fifth Army nor the 16th 

Division command had given serious consideration to the possibility of an enemy landing in the Tacloban area. The 

principal reason for this was the belief that the enemy would not risk sending large numbers of assault craft into the 
narrow confines of San Pedro Bay, where they would be more vulnerable to attack. Landings in the Dulag area, 

farther south , would not involve this risk. (Statement by Maj. Gen. Tomochika, previously cited.) 

31 In compliance with this order, the 33d Infantry dispatched its 1st Battalion to the San Jose sector, while the 3d 
Battalion was ordered to take up positions in the vicinity of Palo. The reinforcing batteries of division artillery moved 

into position at San Jose. Regimental headguarters was set up on the heights north of Palo. (I) 33d Infantry 

Regiment Operations Order No. 433, 18 Oct 44. X Corps ADVATIS Translation No. 5. 28 Oct 44. (2) Reite To 

ni okeru Dai }uroku Shidan SakuJen Keika no Gaiyo v -1 T tJ 1C1t::11 6 2f'; t-~mp ~'lI ;'f.ii~ /i~ i@(7) .fe:1.!f (Summary of Operations 

of the 16th Division on Leyte ) Summarized by Survivors of the Leyte Campaign, 23 July 49, p. 12. 

32 (1 ) 33d Infantry Regiment Operations Order No. 433 , IS Oct 44. X Corps ADVATIS Translation No. 

5, 2S Oct 44. (2) 16th Division Staff D ispatch No. 231 , rS Ocl 44· ATIS Bulletin No. 1616, 8 Dec 44· 

33 The field positions were old-type long connecting trenches prepared in three echelons. These were difficult 

to defend and easily discovered from the air since camouflage was lacking. The only effective positions were the cave 

emplacements for artillery, which had been constructed on Catmon Hill. (Interrogation of Col. Shujiro Kobayashi, 

Chief, Operations Seclion, Fourteenth Area Army.) 
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throughout '9 October. The bulk of the 
22d Artillery Regiment's guns, with the excep

tion of the battery empiaced on Catmon Hill, 
were also put out of action by the rain of shells. 
Effective resistance was further handicapped by 
a general breakdown in division communica

tions as a combined result of the enemy bom
bardment and damage wrought by the typhoon 

of '7-,8 October." 

Launching of the Invasion 

On the morning of 20 October, the enemy 

finally began his main landing operations . 
While naval units subjected the shore defenses 

to a final preparatory bombardment, the ene
my's vast transport convoy maneuvered into 
take-off positions and put more than 200 as

sault craft into the water. The first waves of 

the invasion force, now estimated at about three 

divisions," began hitting the beaches at II 30 

Japan time (1030 Philippine time)." 
The assault was delivered in two main 

thrusts, one aimed at the Dulag sector, and 

the other at San Jose, just five miles southeast 
of Tacloban. (Plate No. 89) As the enemy 
troops moved ashore, they were subjected to 

scattered fire from artillery emplacements not 

destroyed by the naval gunfire and air prepa
ration." In the Dulag sector, Col. Keij iro 

Hokoda's 20th Infantry Regiment put up what 
initial resistance it could from its shore posi
tions but was unable to prevent the establish
ment of a small but firm enemy beachhead. 

The simultaneous landing near Tacloban 
was far more critical. The two battalions of 

the 33d Infantry, which Lt. Gen . Makino had 
ordered to the Palo-San Jose coastal sector on 

18 October, had barely enough time to move 
into position before the enemy assault began, 

and the absence of adequate preplred de

fenses in the area made effective resistance im

possible. These elements and the small 

number of naval troops already in the San 
Jose sector were forced to fall rapidly back from 

the beaches. The 1st and 3d Battalions, 33d 
Infantry, took up strong positions on the 

heights north and northwest of Palo. The 
naval troops withdrew northward to Tacloban. 

By nightfall of 20 October the enemy had 

overrun Tacloban airfield and penetrated into 
the outskirts of the town itself. ,8 

Already on the day prior to the enemy land

ings, Lt. Gen. Makino had decided to establish 
his command post at Dagami in order to be in 

a more central location for directing subsequent 
operations. The division commander and his 

staff moved out of Tacloban during the night 

of '9-20 October. Most of the division head

quarters and special troops were ordered to 

34 Signal communications were impossible. Roads were washed out and impassab le. Bridges were down . ... 

For ahom a week from the lime the storm first hit the island , elements of the division were scattered and out of contact 

with one another. While trying to assemble its forces for operations, the division was hit by enemy . .. . attack. Ibid. 

35 Three divisions was the strength initially estimated by Japanese intelligence. On 26 October, the presence 

of a fourth division, the 24Ut, was ascertained. Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol I[ Suppl., 

Appended Map IV. 
36 Gunreibu Socho no Sojosho 1JI~-rr"5~:l5tt1)aJ:t!f (Reports to the Throne by Chief of Navy General Staff) 21 

Oct 44. 

37 A majority of Ute gun emplacement on the beach were destroyed, but defiladed positions and cave defenses 

remained intact, with only light casualties. Maj. Gen. Yoshiharu Tomochika, Gun Sa11Jbocho no Shuki : Hilo Haisen 

no ShinJO W-$ ,.x:J;f cv r-~e!t!,~l&~cv lltlH (The Tcuth of the Philippine Defeat: Notes of an Army Chief of Staff) 
Tokyo, 46, p. 19. (Maj. Gen. Tomochika was Chief of Staff of Thirty-fifth Army and was present on Leyte through 

the entire campaign after 30 October.) 

38 These enemy forces also seized a base which was secretly under construction on Cancabato Bay for the use 

of naval special·attack forces. 
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follow as soon as possible. The command 
group was proceeding along the highway west 
of Palo when reports of the first enemy landings 
reached them about midday on the 20th. 

Immediately perceiving the serious danger to 
his northern flank as a result of the San Jose 
landing, Lt. Gen. Makino ordered the division 

mobile reserve (1st Battalion, 20th Infantry) at 
Dagami to proceed at once to the Palo-San 

Jose sector to back up the 33d Infantry. 
Meanwhile, to bolster the equally hard-pressed 

forces in the south, the 7th Independent Tank 
Company was released from division control 
and ordered to move up from Buri to the 
Dulag front. Lt . Gen. Makino and his staff 

continued on to Dagami, arriving early on 21 
October." 

The evacuation of Tacloban by the division 

rear echelon, which began early on 20 October, 
necessitated the abandonment of permanent 

wireless installations and resulted in complete 
severance for forty-eight hours of all contact 
between the 16th Division and higher head

quarters at Cebu and Manila.'o During this 
critical period, Fourteenth Area Army and 
Thirty-fifth Army were completely without 

knowledge of developments on Leyte. 
Swiftly exploiting their success on the north

ern flank, the enemy pushed ahead to occupy 
Tacloban completely during the night of 20-
21 October. The naval garrison elements and 

16th Division rear echelon personnel retreated 
into the hills west of the town. These small 

forces were all that remained on the extreme 
north flank, and they now found themselves 
cut off from the main ] apanese forces to the 

south. 
On the southern flank of the San ] ose 

beachhead, the enemy also pressed forward vig
orously against the 33d Infantry positions on 
the heights northwest of Palo. Although enemy 

elements infiltrated past this strongpoint, the 
regiment held its positions throughout the 21st 

and even launched minor counterattacks against 
the enemy left flank. 

In the Dulag area to the south, the enemy 

forces, after comp~etely occupying Dulag itself, 
drove on to take the airfield west of the town. 
They then continued to exert heavy pressure in 

the direction of Burauen, opposed by the 
Southern Defense Unit and airfield garrisons 
of the 34th Air Sector Command. Artillery 

emplaced on Catmon Hill, which had not yet 

come under ground assault, shelled the enemy 
beachhead area, while 9th Infantry e~ements 

engaged advancing enemy forces along the 
northern perimeter of the beachhead above 

Dulag. Enemy naval bombardment slackened 

on 21 October, but carrier planes immediately 
took over the task of supporting the ground 
forces . 

Despite a gradual stiffening of 16th Division 
resistance, the enemy, by noon of 21 October, 

had succeeded in extending his northern beach

head from Tacloban south to the mouth of the 
Palo River, while his southern foothold had 

been expanded to a roughly semi-circular beach
head about two miles in depth, centered on 

Dulag." 

Air opposition to the enemy invasion re
mained on a minor scale as Fourth Air Army 
and the naval air forces continued the gradual 

39 ( 1) Statements by Lt. Col . Toshii Watanabe , Staff Officer (Intelligence later Operar ions), Thirty·fifth Army i 
and Maj. Eizo Horl , Staff Officer (Intell igence), Fourtcenlh Area Army. (2) Summary of Operat ions of the r6th 
Division on Leyfe, op. cit., pp. 11 - 2. ( 3) 16th Division Operation Order No. 837, 22 Oct 44. XXIV Corps 
ADV ATIS Translation No. 13. 20 Nov 44. 

40 This break in communications was complete from 2400 on 20 October until 2 200 on 22 October, by which 
time field stations were put into operation at the division command post at Dagami. Philippine Operations Record, 
Phase Theee, op. cit. Vol. II Suppl., p. 45. 

4' Ibid., p. 41. 
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concentration of their strength in the Philip. 
pines in preparation for the all· out air offensive 

tentatively set to begin on 24 October." On 

20 October, 37 Army and Navy planes attacked 
invasion shipping off Leyce, claiming to have 
sunk or damaged several enemy craft. The 

number of attacking planes dropped to 21 on 
21 October, and on 22 and 23 October no 
attacks were carried out." 

Both the 2d Air Division, containing the 
major combat flying elements of the Fourth Air 

Army, and the First Air Fleet had undergone 

command changes just as the enemy invasion 
of Leyte got under way. Lt. Gen. Isamu Ki· 
noshita took over command of the 2d Air 

Division from Lt. Gen. Masao Yamase after the 

latter was wounded in the enemy air strike on 

Clark Field on 19 October. On the 20th, Vice 
Adm. Takijiro Onishi relieved Vice Adm. 

T eraoka as Fi rst Air Fleet Commander." 

The assembly of Fourth Air Army strength 

for the big offensive was proceeding less rapidly 

than anticipated. Not only was it proving 
extremely difficult to move already available 

fighter strength to forward bases, but it appeared 
unlikely that the transfer from the Homeland 

and China of the 30th Fighter Group's most 

powerful units, the 12th Fighter Brigade and 
200th Fighter Regiment, could be completed 

before 22 or 23 October. Second Air Fleet, 
however, had completed its transfer to Clark 

and Nichols Fields by the 22d. 

A ction by Army H eadquarters 

Urgent 16th Division dispatches reporting 
the launching of the enemy invasion reached 
Thirty.fifth Army headquarters at Cebu and 

Fourteenth Area Army and Southern Army 

headquarters at Manila around noon on 20 
October. These headquarters tensely waited 

for further information, but before any detailed 

reports could come through, the black·out of 
16th Division communications drew a cloak of 
obscurity over the situation on Leyce. 

Though handicapped by inadequate infor· 
mation, Thirty.fifth Army took immediate ac· 

tion to move reinforcements to Leyte in accord· 

ance with the Suzu No. 2 Operation plan, 
which had already been activated on 19 Oc

tober. Orders were issued during the 20th 

directing the following units to advance im· 
mediately to Leyte, where they were to come 
under 16th Division command:" 

1. 41St Infantry Regiment (less one battalion) of 

the 30th Di"ision (Army resene) [rom Mindanao. 

2 . J69th Infantry Baltalion of the I02d Di"is;otl 

from the ViSdYdS sector . 

3· One infantry battalion of the 57th Inde· 

pendent Mixed Brigade, from Ceb •. " 

Since Imperial General Headquarters' de
cision to fight a decisive ground action on Leyte 

had not yet been transmitted to Southern Army, 
all Army headquarters in the Philippines were 

42 On 20 October the Fourth Air Army ordered the 7th Air Division in the Celebes area to dispatch immediately 
to the Philippines the bulk of its strength, consisting of the 3d and 9th Composite Air Brigades . 

43 (I) Outline of Operations and Lessons of the Leyte Campaign, op. cit., Appended ChattIII. (2) Philippine 
Area Naval Operat ions , Part II, op. ciL, pp. 13-4, 101. 

44 Vice Adm. Onishi reached Manila on J 7 October from Formosa, where he had been conferring with Admiral 
Toyoda, Commander-in-Chief of the Combined Fleet, regarding the missions of the First Air Fleet in the Sho-Go opera
tion. Although his new command did not become effective until 20 October, Vice Adm. Onishi began on the night of 
the 19th to organize the first Kamikaze attack units within the First Air Fleet . Cf. Chapter XVII. 

45 Outline of Operations and Lessons of the Leyte Campaign, op. ciL, p. 30. 
46 This unit, designated as the Tempei Battalion, was a provisional organization consisting of filler troops des

tined for the 57lh Independent Mixed Brigade, currendy being organized in the Celebes by Second Area Army. The 
batta lion was awaiting transshipment at Cebu when the Leyte invasion began, and Thiny-fi fth Army, on its own authority, 
decided to assume command of the unit and use it to reinforce Lerle. Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, 

op. cit.Vol. II Suppl., p. 54· 
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still operating on the assumption that only a 

strategic delaying action would be conducted in 
accordance with the original Sho·Go plans. The 

staff mission dispatched by Imperial General 
Headquarters to transmit this vital decision 

reached Manila at about 2000 on 20 October, 

immediately launching into a series of night 

conferences'? Developments on Leyte sub· 

sequent to the enemy landing remained entirely 

unknown at this time:t8 

The High Command directive evoked dia

me'rically opposite reactions from Southern 

Army and Fourteenth Area Army. Field Mar

shal Terauchi was entirely in agreement with 

the decision to wage a decisive ground action 

on Leyte, since Southern Army headquarters 

had become increasingly skeptical of the prac

ticability of the original Sho·Go plans." Field 

Marshal Terauchi and his staff held that not 

only the sea and air forces , but the ground 

forces as well, must be fully committed in de

fense of Leyte, since the establishment of an 

enemy foothold in the central Philippines, in

volving the acquisition of air bases, would 

render decisive ground action on Luzon an 

impossibility. 
The reaction of General Yamas"ita and the 

Fourteenth Area Army sraff, on the other hand, 
was one of shocked surprise.'o The principal 

reasons for this doubt on the part of the Area 

Army command were the following :" 

I. Judging from the strength of enemy air attacks 

in support of the Leyte in')ldjion,)'2 it appeared highly 
questionable that the enemy's carrier air strength had 

been so seriously depleted in the Formosa Air Battle 

as to ass-ure Japanese ability to gain air superiority. 

W ,thout such superiority, the movement of large-scale 

reinforcements to Leyte would be subject to gra'Ve risk. 

2 . The [ramport of the requisite troop strength 

to Ley/e, and its logistical support, would require 

shipping far in excess of the amount dyai/able to 

Fourteenth Area Army, and the assembly of shipping 
from other aredS would so delay troop mOl'ement as 

to weigh heayily against the chances of success on 

Leyte. 

3. It was still difficult to determine with certainty 

whether the invasion of uylc was the main enemy 

effort, or n,helher it would prove to be a limited 

objecti'Ve operation preliminary to a quickly following, 

major attack on Luzon. 

47 The Chief of Staff, Deputy·Chief of Staff and other staff officers of Southern Army took part in these con· 

ferences. Immediately thereafter, Maj. Gen. Nishimura, Deputy-Chief of Staff of Fourteenth Area Army, was called 

to Southern Army headquarters and informed. (Statements by Col. Ichiji SUgit3, Staff Officer (Operations), Imperial 

General Headquarters, Army Section; and Maj. Gen. Nishimura, previously cited.) 

48 Outside of the fact that the enemy had landed, Fourteenth Area Army had absolutely no information on 

the progress of the ground battle on Leyte until 25 October. (S~atemem by LL Col. Shigeharu Asaeda, Staff Officer 

(Operations), Fourteenth Area Army.) 

49 Statement by Lt. Gen. Iimura, previously cited. 

50 These orders were a bolt from the blue to the Fourteenth Area Army .. .. The Chief and Deputy-Chief of 

the Army General Staff had outlined this plan [to fight the decisive ground battle on Luzon J to General Yamashita 

when he stopped in Tokyo to confer with Imperial General Headquarters on his way to the Philippines .... General 

Yamashita had confirmed his own understanding of the plan by further guestioning. Maj. Gen. Nishimura, Fourteenth 

Area Army Deputy-Chief of Staff, and others who had been widl General Yamashita at the time were now dumbfounded 

and highly indignant. Unpublished Memoirs of the Philippines Campaign written by Lt. Gen. Akira Muto, Chief of 

Staff, Fourteenth Area Army, Hitosen no Jisso j:tJ.'a ri!kO)1i11~ (The Truth of the Philippines Campaign), 15 Jun 47, pp. 
1-8. 

51 (1) Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. n, pp. 9-10. ( 2) Statement of Maj. Gen . 

Nishimura, previously cited. (3) The Truth of the Philippines Campaign, op. ciL, pp. 7-8. 

52 The total number of reported sorties by enemy aircraft over the Philippines amounted to approximately 350 
on 17 October, 970 on 18 October, and 600 on 19 October. Outline of Operations and Lessons of the Leyte Campaign, 
op. cit., Appended Chart Ill. 
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4. Luzon was ellentually certain to be inlladed 

by reason of its strategic and political import(tnce to 

the enemy. Therefore, tf Luzon were stripped of 

troops to reinforce Leyte and, despite this, Lerte were 

lost, a decisille ground defense of the more strateg· 

ically important area of Luzon would be seriously 

prejudiced. 

Despite these views, General Yamashita re

cognized that much depended upon the actual 

development of the situation on Ler te, and 

even more upon the outcome of the impending 

sea and air offensive. He therefore proffered 

no formal opposition at this time and directed 

the Area Army staff to begin working out plans 

to implement the revised operational policy. 

Pending the elaboration of these plans, 

Fourteenth Area Army took steps to obtain 

Navy cooperation in transporting the 30th Divi

sion elements already ordered to Leyte by 

Thirty-fifth Army. Southwest Area Fleet 

promptly assented to a request that the 16th 

Cruiser Division and available naval transports 

be dispatched to Cagayan, northern Mindanao, 

by the evening of 24 October to pick up these 

troops and ferry them to Ormoc, on Leyte." 

Fourteenth Area Army also confirmed Thirty

fifth Army's decision to use the T empei Bat-

talion and decided, in addition, to make avail
able the 20th Antitank Battalion from Luzon. 

An Area Army order implementing these 

arrangements was issued at '700 on 21 Octo
ber." 

The following morning Field Marshal Tera

uchi summoned the Fourteenth Area Army and 

Fourth Air Army commanders to Southern 

Army headquarters and transmitted to them a 

formal order directing compliance with the 

decision to fight the decisive ground battle on 

Leyte. This order stated :" 

1. The opportunity to annihilate enemy 15 at 

hand. 

2 . The Fourteenth Area Army, In cooperation 

with the NallY and the Air forces, will muster all 

rtrength possible and destroy the enemy on Leyte. 

In accordance with this order, General Ya

mashita promptly ordered the 26th Division, 

presently on Luzon, to prepare for early ship
ment to Leyte. ,I, He also decided that the 1st 

Division and 68th Brigade, scheduled to reach 

the Philippines s~ortly, would be allocated to 

Thirty-fifth Army as additional reinforce

ments." An urgent dispatch was immediately 

sent to the Thirty-fifth Army Commander 

53 The 16th Cruiser Division, already under orders to proceed from Brunei to Manila. left Brunei at 1800 on 

21 OClober. The division was not re-ordered to proceed direct to Cagayan under the reinforcement plan because 

Southwest Area Fleet wished to keep it outside the range of enemy carrier strikes until the scheduled time for the 

reinforcement operation, and also des ired to brief the division commander at Manila prior to the start of the operation. 

(Statement by Vice Adm. Gunichi Mikawa, Commander, Southwest Area Fleet.) 

54 This order formally placed the Tempei Battalion (n. 46) under Thirty-fifth Army command, effective im

mediately. The 20th Antitank Battalion was to embark for Leyte from the Mani la area on or about 23 October. 

Outline of Operations and Lessons of the Leyte Campaign, op. cie, p. 24 · 

55 The Truth of the Philippines Campaign, op. cit., p. 7· 

56 The 26th Division was in no condition to be moved at this time . Part of the division personnel and all of 

its equipment was deployed in the Tarlac and Bongabon areas. A detachment of 6000 men was on special dUly in 

Manila as a port labor force, and preparations for a tactical move to a combat area would take a great deal of time. 

On 22 October, Gen. Yamashita ordered the division to prepare selected units for qu ick shipment to Leyte . The divi

sion began to prepare the 12th Independent Infantry Regiment for this mission. On the 24th, the Area Army com

mander further ordered that the main strength of the division would eventually be shipped to Leyte. 

57 Orders to that effect were issued on 27 October. The 1st Division had been ordered to move to Luzon from 

the Shanghai area on 22 September, and was currently en route. It reached Manila on 27 October. The 68 ~h Brigade 

was still on Formosa, although scheduled under [he Sho-Go plans to move to Luzon and come under Fourteenth Area 

Army command. (Cf. Chapter XI, p. 302 and Chapter XII, p. 329.) 
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notifying him of the vital change in the Army's 

mission and the reinforcement plans. 

Upon receipt of this dispatch, Lt. Gen. 
Suzuki and his staff began formulating a new 

operational plan covering the deployment of 

forces on Leyte. This plan, completed within 

the next few days, was essentially as follows :,8 

1. Operational policy: 

a. The Army will act immediately in coopera

tion with the decisive operations of the naval and 

air forces. 

b. Reinforcements will be concentrated on the 

plain near Carigara. 

c. Enemy troops which ha .. landed near Tac

loban and in the Dulag area will be destroyed. 

d. The direction of the initial main effort will 

be against the enemy in the Dulag area. 

e. The general attack will begin on or about 

10 No vember. 

2 . Allocation of missions: 

a. The 16th Di • . will hold the Dulag area, 

Catmon Hill, and the heights west of Tacloban 

in order to coyer the concentration of the main 

forces of the Thirt y-fifth Army. 

b. The followillg utlits, after landing at the 

POTts i1ldicated, will CQnce1ltrate 0" the Carigara 

plain : 

1St Diy.-Carigara 

26th Di •. -Carigara 

I02d Di • . (Hq. and three battali01lS)- Ormoc 

c. After the concentration of the Army's 

main forces on the Carigara plain a71d adjacent 

areas to the southeast, operations will begin with 

the objecti .. of destroyi ng the enemy in the Dufag 

and then the Tacloba1l area. 

d. 111 C01~U1/.Ctj01l with the Army COUll· 

teroffensiye from the Carigara plain) the followillg 

units will perform the iudicated operatiollJ : 

(1) 30th Di •. (Hq. a7ld three battali01lS) will 

la7ld at A lbuera or Baybay, ad.a7lc:e to the 

Dulag area, aud operate against the euemy's left 

rear. 

(2) If circumstances permit, the 68th Brig. will 

f/age a coumerlaJlditig south oj Dulag. Failing 

this, the brigade will/and at Ormoc, ad .. a'JCe to 

the Dagami area, and joiu in the rna;'! assault. 

3. The headquarters of the Thirty·fifth Army 

will ad.ance to Leyte. 

Owing to the obscurity surrounding the 

situation on Leyte, the Thirty-fifth Army plan 

of operations was formulated on the basis of 

serious miscalculations. First, the enemy in

vasion force was estimated from the initial 

intelligence reports at not more than three 

divisions. Second, it was estimated that the 

enemy, as in previous instances, would not 

attempt to advance inland until his Tacloban 

and Dulag beachheads were joined, thus allow

ing adequate time for the planned concentration 

of reinforcements in the Carigara area. Third, 

even if such an attempt were made, Thirty-fifth 

Army overconfidently believed that the combat

tested 16th Division would be able to contain 

the enemy in the eastern part of Leyte long 

enough to cover the assembly of reinforce

ments.59 

Preparations for Sea-Air Attack 

While plans were being made for committing 

maximum ground strength in the defense of 

Leyte, the sea and air forces were rushing to 

complete preparations for the concerted assault 

on the enemy invasion fleet , which constituted 

the first phase of the Sho·Go Operations. 

At 0813 on 20 October, a few hours prior to 

the Leyte landings, Admiral Toyoda issued a 

Combined Fleet order confirming, with minor 

changes, the tentative battle plan issued two 

days earlier. The essentials of this order were 

58 Dai Sanjugo Gun Hauuchaku Bumho Utsushi m=.+li1IL::ajrf3t:!}:Q (Document Fifes, Thirty-fifth Army head
quarters) Oct- Dec 44, pp. 21-2, 25. 

59 Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Va!. II Supp!., pp. 47, 49- 51. 
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as follows :60 

2. The Combitled Fleet, in cooperation with the 

Army, will annihilate the enemy invading the Ceutral 

Philippines in accordance with the following opera

tional plan: 

a . The First Striking Force will penetrate to 

the T acloban area at dawn on 25 October 

(X-Day) and destroy the enemy transport group 

and its covering nd'Yal escort forces. 

b. In coordination with the attack of the First 

Striking Force, the T ask Force Main Body will 

maneUl'er ;" the area east of Luzon in order to 

lure the enemy to the north. It will also attack 

the enemy at the most fa'llorable opportunity. 

c. The Southwest Area Force (Southwest Area 

Fleet) will command all na'Vdi air units assembled 

in the Philippines and will utilize them to destroy 

the enemy carrier and invasion jorces in conjunc 

tion with the penetration of the First Striking 

Force. It will also effect immediate amphibious 

counter/andiugr on uyle in cooperation with the 

Army. 

d . The main strength of the 6th Base Air 

Force [Second Air Fleet] will advance to the 

Philippines and come under the command of 

Southwest Area Force. It nlill execute a general 

attack against enemy task forces on 24 October 

(Y-Day). 

e. T he Advance Submarine Force will con-

tinue its pre')liously assigned missions, as will other 

forces pctrticipatitlg in the Sha-Go Operation. 

While this order was being disseminated, 

the surface forces schedu led to participate in 

the attack were already maneuvering into posi-

tion. Vice Adm. Kurita's First Striking Force 

reached Brunei Bay, North Borneo, at noon on 

20 October, and began making final prepara

tions . Far to the north, Vice Adm. O zawa's 

Task Force Main Body sortied from the Bungo 

Channel, at the southern entrance to . the 

Inland Sea, on the afternoon of the same day, 

immediately after receiving the Combined Fleet 

battle order. 

The mission of the O zawa force was of vital 

importance to the success of the over-aU plan. 

It was to act as a decoy to draw off the main 

strength of the enemy naval forces covering the 

invasion operations in Leyte Gulf, thus aUowing 

the First Striking Force to penetrate to the 

landing point and smash the enemy's troop and 

supply ships. To heighten its effectiveness as 

a lure, the O zawa Force sortied with aU of the 

3d Carrier D ivision, made up of the regular 

carrier Zuikaku and the light carriers Zuiho, 
ChilOse, and Chiyoda. The total number of 

aircraft available to put aboard these ships, 

however, was only 108. These belonged to 

the poorly trained air grou ps of the 1st Carrier 

Division and represented about half the normal 

complement. In addition to the half-empty 

carriers, the force comprised two battleships 

(Ise, Hyuga),., three tight cruisers(Oyodo, Tama, 
Isuzu) and ei ght destroyers (3 1st Destroyer 

Squadron)" Vice Adm. O zawa fuUy anticipat

ed that his fleet would be completely wiped out, 

but th is sacrifice was deemed essential to achieve 

the primary obj ective- destruction of the entire 

enemy lnvaSlOD force.6J 

60 First Striking Force Detailed Acrion Report, op. cit., pp. 8-9· 
6J lse and Hyuga (4th Carrier Division) had been converted for use as semi-carriers by removing their after gun 

turrets and installing aircraft lifts and launching catapu lts. However, neither ship had ever been used as a carrier 
in combat. They were included in the decoy force mainly because of their firepower, each ship having eight 14-inch 

guns . 
62 Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part H, op. cit., pp. 71-3 . 
63 "The chief concern was to lure your [ the American] forces .... north; we expected complete destruction. I 

thought that, if Kurita's Fleet succeeded in attacking your landing forces, I would be satisfied; if they destroyed the 
transports there in Leyte Gulf , I would have been satisfied." (Interrogation of Vice Adm. Jisaburo Ozawa, Commander, 
Task Force Main Bod;-. United States Strategic Bombing Survey (Pacific), Naval Analysis Division, Report, Interro

gations of Japanese Officials. Vol. I, p. 223.) 
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L- -1 T !jI~'::Ik It 7.> 13 * &: ~ ~ * :t.Fffll ~ 
TACTICAL GROUPING OF JAPANESE NAVAL FORCES 

FOR THE LEYTE BA TILE '" 
COMBINED FLEET II!IIfr&'~ (Adm. Toyed.) 

TASK FORCE MAIN BODY jjl!iJJ:lII~*~~ (Vice Adm. Ou~) 

3rd Carrier Division (CV Zuibku &: 3 CVL Chitose, Chiyoda &: Zuiho) 

4th Cartier Division (2 BB Hyuga &: 1st) 

3'st Destroyer Squadron 

CL Isuw 

4iSt Destroyer Division (DO Shimotsuki) 

43rd Destroyer Division (4 DO Maki, Kuwa, Sugi & Kiri) 

G,st Destroyer Division (3 DO Akitsuki, H atsUlsuki &: WakatSuki) 

2 CL Oyodo &. Tama 

FIRST STRIKING FORCE'" ti\-iltl¥.f.lI[.j: (V;ce Adm. Ku,;,,) 

First Task Group 

4th Cruiser DiviSion (4 CA Atago, Takao, Maya &. Chobi) 

1st Baldeship D,vislCln (3 SB Yamaro, Musashi &. Nagaw) 

5th Cruiser Division (2 CA Myoko &. Haguro) 

2nd Desnoy.::r Sc:juadron 

CL Noshiro &: DO Shimakaze 

2nd Destroyer Division (2 DO HaY3.Shimo &. Akishimo) 

3'St Ocstroye~ DIVISion (4 DO Kishinami, Okinami, Asashimo &: Naganami) 

pnd Dt'strayer Division (2 DD Hamanami &. Fujmami) 

Second Task Group 

3rd Battleship Division (2 BB Kongo &: Haruna) 

7th Cruiser Di\'lSion (4 CA Kumano, Suzuya , Tone &. Chikuma) 

I mh Destroyer Sc:juadron 

CL Yahagi &: 2 DO Nowaki &: Kiyoshimo 

17th Demoyer DIVision (4 DO Urakaze, Isokaze. Yukikaze & Hamabze) 

Third Task Group 

2nd B:mleship DiVision (2 B6 Yamashiro &: Fuse) 

CA Mogami &: DO Shigure 

4th Destroyer Division (3 DO Mitsush io, Asagumo &: Yamagumo) 

SOUTHWEST AREA FORCE 'IHIJ1j:1Jlliiml l~ (V;ce Adm. M;kow.) 

Second Striking Force m ~lt~~~!)i: (Vice Adm. Shima) 

21St CruiS(:( Division (2 CA Nachi 8£ Ashigara) 

1St Destroyer Squadron 

CL Abukuma 
7!h Destroyer Division (2 DD Akebono &: Ushio) 

I&h Destroyer Division (2 DD Shiranuhi &: Kasumi) 

21St Destroyer Division (3 DD Wakaba, Hatsuharu &: Harsushimo) 

dil:h Cruiser Divislon~ 31 (CA Aoba, CL Kinu &. DO Uranami ) 

Fifth Base Air Force (1St Air Fleet ) appro". 35 14U !>I (Vice Adm. Onishi) 

Sixth Base Air Force (2nd Air Fleet) approx. lOO(UI' . (Via: Adm. Fukudome) 

Philippine Force Itr.~~)~~ 

ADVANCE SUBMARINE FORCE *mmlr>t (V;ce Adm. M;w.) 
Appro,,_ 33 submarines of which about '9 were available for Sho Operation No. I . 

I I ) Includes only those forces which participated directly in the naval batde for uyte Gulf. 

(2 ) Combined Fleet assumed direCl command of First Striking Force 20 Ocr. 

Ozawa Force 

Kurita Force 

Shima Force 

( 3) After activation of Sho Operation No. I, ,6th Cruiser Division was assigned the mission of transporting troops from Mindanao to 

Lcyte and operated independently during the Leyte battle. 

(4 ) Fifth and Sixth Base Air Forces were grouped under a unified command designated First Combined Base Air Force 25 Oct. 

( 5) Number of planes in operational condition 3S of ,8 Ocl. 
( 6 ) Number of planes which had advanced to Philippines by 23 Oct. 

PLATE NO. 90 

Tactical Grouping of Japanese Naval Forces for the Leyte Battle 



Vice Adm . Kurita's First Striking Force, by 

the night of 21 October, had almost completed 

final preparations for its sortie from Brunei. 

By order of Admiral T oyoda, it was to operate 

henceforth under direct Combined Fleet com

mand instead of under Vice Adm. O zawa, who 

thus became responsible only for directing the 

Task Force Main Body." Late on 21 October, 

Vice Adm. Kurita issued to his subordinate 

commanders a final battle plan calling for twin, 

coordinated thrusts at Leyte Gulf from north 

and south. This plan was as follows: " 

1. Mission: In accordance with Combined Fleet 

dispatch order No. 363, this Force, in cooperation 

with action of the base air forces and the Task Force 

M ain Body, will sortie to the Tacfoban area at day. 

break on 25 0(/obe7.66 After destroying enemy 

71 0 1101 forces in the 'Vicinity, it will annihilate enemy 

transports and landing forces . 

2 . Dispositions and Operational Procedure: 

a. 1 will personally lead the lSt and 2d Task 

Groups, starting from Brunei at 0800 22 October. 

After penetrati'lg through San Bernardi710 Strait 

at sunset on 24 O ctober, I will destroy the enemy 

surface forces in night battle eaJt of Samar and 

then proceed to the Tadoban area at daybreak on 

25 October to destroy the enemy transport conyoy 

and landing jorce;. 

b. The 3d Task Group ullder command of 

Vice Adm. Nishimura will leaye Brunei at a time 

fixed by the commander and mon up separately. 

At daybreak on 25 Odober, this jorce will sortie 

to the T adoban area through Surigao Strait and 

cooperate with the main body in annihilating the 

enemy transports and landing forces. 

While the Kurita Force was preparing to 

weigh anchor, the Second Striking Force under 

Vice Adm. Shima was enroute from the Pes

cadores to Manila, where it was to operate with 

the 16th Cruiser Division in moving troops to 

Leyte. Since Fourteenth Area Army had indi

cated that no troops were ready to embark, 

however, Combined Fleet suggested to South

west Area Force, now commanding the Second 

Striking Force, that Vice Adm. Shima's ships 

be utilized temporarily to support Vice Adm. 

Kurita's attack. Southwest Area Force concurred 

and radioed Vice Adm. Shima to take his force 

to Coron Bay and refuel there hom fleet tankers 

in preparation for a possible sortie through 

Surigao Strait." 

At 0800 on 22 October, the main body of 

64 
dispatch. 

65 
66 

The change of command became effective at 1802 on 20 October upon transmission of the Combined Fleet 

First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. cit., p. 9. 

lb;d. , pp. 4-5. 
The attack date of 25 October set by Combined Fleet was actually too early for Vice Adm. Kurita' s force 

to meet wi lhout difficulty. In order to reach the target area on scheduled time, he could not send his main force via 

the safest route ski rting west of the Dangerous Ground, in the South China Sea, but had to navigate up the Palawan 

Passage, which was known to be infested with enemy submarines. The shortness of time was also a factor in Vice 

Adm. Kurita 's decision to send Vice Adm. Nishimura's 3d Task Group through the still more dangerous Sulu Sea 

and Surigao Strait. The 3d Task Group included old, slow.speed battleships, which necessitated taking a shorter 

route in order to reach the Leyte Gulf area in time. (1) Interrogation of Vice Adm. Takeo Kurita, Commander, 

First Striking Force USSBS, Interrogations of Japanese Officials, op. cit. Vol. I, p. 36. (2) Statement by Vice Adm. 

Kurita, previously cited. (3) First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. cit ., p. 10. 

67 During the evening of 21 O ctober, Southwest Area Force dispatched a recommendation to Com~ined Fleet 

headquarters that Vice Adm. Shima's force, since it was to operate in the same waters as the First Striking Force, be 

placed under Vice Adm. Kurita to assure unified command. Combined Fleee, however, did not act on this recom

mendation since Vice Adm. Kurita was on the verge of departure from Brunei with his battle plan already decided. 

To rev ise the plan would have required considerable long-range radio communication, possibly compromising the secrecy 

of the attack plan. Also, Combined Fleet felt that Vice Adm. Shima's force should remain under Southwest Area 

Force command at Manila to preserve flexibility in case it became possible to start reinforcement transfers to Leyte sooner 

than anticipated. (Statement by Rear Adm. Toshitane Takata, Vice Chief of Staff, Combined Fleet.) 
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the First Striking Force sortied from Brunei 
Bay as planned, and seven hours later Vice 

Adm. Nishimura's 3d Task Group clelred the 
anchorage en route for Surigao. Far to the 

north, Vice Adm. O zawa's imposing but actu

ally weak decoy force was due east of Okinawa, 

heading south into the Philippine Sea. The 

surface phase of the Sho-Go Operation plan had 

swung into action. 

Meanwhile, the Army and Navy air forces 

were speedily concentrating their strength in the 

Philippines for the start of the coordinated air 

offensive on 24 October, One day in advance 

of the fleet attack. (Plate No. 91) This was 

essential to the success of the entire plan, both 

to cover the penetration of Vice Adm. Kurita's 

attack groups to the landing point and to destroy 

a portion of the opposing naval strength, partic

ularly carriers, in advance of Kurita's attack. 

The Second Air Fleet was assembled in the 

Manila area (principally Clark Field) with all 

units expected to reach full operational readi

ness at their new bases by 23 October. Fourth 

Air Army, however, was experiencing more 

difficulty in assembling its scattered forces and 

barely expected to get them deployed at their 

battle stations in time. Lt . Gen. Tominaga, 

Fourth Air Army Commander , nevertheless had 

issued the following order on 2 I October direct

ing final dispositions for the attack; " 

1. The enemy is continuing to land au Leyte. 

The main strength of our Nervy has started operations 

with the objecti .. of destroying the enemy in the 

waters east of the Philippines. 

2. Fourth Air Army will employ its entire strength 

in an effort to annihilate enemy ships engaged in 

landing troops in the L.eyte Gulf area. 

3 . Pending concentration of the 30th Fighter 

Group in the central Philippines, the 2d Air Di'Vision 

will Comillue attacking the enemy on the present 

basis. Upon arri.al of the 30th Fighter Group, the 

di'Yision will assume command of this unit and launch 

attacks iu force as soon as possible . These attacks 

will be co.'uinued in full strength thereafter. 

4. The 30th Fighter Group will deploy in the 

central Philippines by the <Yening of 23 October and 

come under command of the 2d Air Di"ision , 

5. Fourth Air Army will establish an ad.ance 

command post at Bacolod by the <Yening of 23 

October. 

The deployment plan of the 2d Air Division, 

which was to command all Army combat flying 

elements assembling in the Philippines , envis

aged retaining heavy and light bomber units 

at Clark Field and Lipa, on Luzon. Fighter, 

fighter-bomber, and reconnaissance units, be

cause of their shorter range, were to operate 

from bases around Bacolod, on Negros Island. 

As the deployment of the latter progressed, the 

taxi strips at the N egros bases became so sofr 

and muddy under prolonged rainfall that the 

useability of the fields was seriously reduced. 

However, alternate bases were lacking, and time 

was so short that plans could not be changed." 

In spite of many difficulties, Fourth Air 

Army succeeded, by late on 23 October, in 

gathering together the bulk of its widely scat

tered units and deploying them for the decisive 

battle. This redeployment operation was as 
follows ;,0 

68 Philippine Air Operations Record, Phase Two, op. cit., p. 72. 

69 Statement by Lt. Col. Shiro Nonogaki , Staff Officer (Operations), 2d A,ir Division. 

70 A number of units arrived too late to participate in the general air offensive, but early enough to engage in 

the first stages of the Leyte campaign. These were the 200ch Fighter Regiment which arrived from the H omeland 

between 23-26 October, the 38th Air Reconnaissance Regiment from the Homeland on the 24th, the Bd Fighter Reg

iment from Malaya on the 29th, and the remaining one-half of the 12th Fighter Brigade from the Homeland and China 

on 24 October. Philippine Air Operations Record, Phase Two, op. cit., pp. 24, 45- 7, 68-9, and 76. 
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To Bacolod: 
16th Fighter Brigade from Clark Field 

22d Fighter Brigade from Manila 
Fighter complemetu of the 9th Composite Air 

Brigade from Celebes 

6th Fighter-Bomber Brigade from North Bonleo 

2d Air Reconnaissance Regt_ from Clark FIeld 

20th Fighter Regt. From Formosa 

To Manila: 

a'le-half of the 12th Fighter Brigade (30th Fighter 

Group) from the Homeland and China 

To Lipa : 
Bomber complement of the 3d Composite Air 

Brigade from Celebes 

3d Light Bomber Regt_ (25th Bomber Brigade) 

from Formosa 

To Clark Field : 

7th Hea.y Bomber Brigade from Malaya 

14th Hea.y Bomber Regt. (25 th Bomber Brigade) 

from Formosa 

On the evening of 23 October, Lt. Gen. 
T ominaga proceeded from Manila to Bacolod 

and established the advanced command post 
of Fourth Air Army. Nearly 400 Army and 
Navy craft were now poised at Philippine bases 
in readiness for the decisive air and sea battle." 

Leyte Sea Battle: First Phase 

At dawn on 23 October, the main body of 
Vice Adm. Kurita's powerful surface attack 

force, speeding northward from Brunei, sustain
ed the first of series of telling blows which 

ultimately reduced the force of 32 ships to 
less than half its original strength before it 
had reached the objective. This initial blow 

was struck by enemy submarines. (Plate 

No_ 92) 
At 0634, as the Force passed up the western 

side of Palawan, a spread of torpedoes suddenly 
entered the cruising disposition . Four of these 

squarely hit the flagship, the heavy cruiser 

Atago, which sank inside of 19 minutes, the 

destroyer Kishinami taking off Vice Adm_ Kuri
ta and his staff. Two more torpedoes struck 

the heavy cruiser T a/{ao, inflicting such severe 

damage that she had to be ordered back to 

Brunei under destroyer escort. 
Twenty-two minutes after the first attack, 

another spread of torpedoes found its mark on 

the heavy cruiser Maya , which blew up and 
sank in four minutes. Within the space of 

less than half an hour, the Kurita Force had 

thus lost three major combat units, not count
ing the destroyers Naganami and Asashimo 
detached to accompany the crippled Takao back 
to port. Far more serious, the submarine 

contact had alerted the enemy two full days in 

advance of the scheduled assault on Leyte Gulf. 

Vice Adm. Kurita's undamaged ships sailed 
on at high speed after the submarine attacks, 

not slowing down until 1623, when it was con

sidered safe to effect the transfer of the com
mander and his staff from Kishinami to the 

super-battleship Yamato, which he had decided 

to make his flagship. The force then continued 
northward, heading into Mindoro Strait during 

the night. 

During the 23d, Vice Adm. Nishimura's 

southern force (3d Task Group) had meanwhile 
negotiated Balabac Strait without incident and 
begun crossing the Sulu Sea. Vice Adm. 
Shima's Second Striking Force, now under 

definite orders to penetrate Surigao Strait on 

the night of 24 October in support of the 

71 Over-all strength of the forces deployed for the air offensive by night of 23 October was as follows: Navy
First Air Fleet, about 50 aircraft of all types; Second Air Fleet, 196 aircraft. Army- Fourth Air Army, 150 aircraft, 
with approximately 80 additional planes to reach Philippine bases on 24 O ctober. (1) Philippine Area Naval Oper
ations, Part II, op. cit., p. 14. (2) Dai Yon Kokugun oyobi Dai ju)'on H omengun Shorui Tsuzuri mmU1i:;2:lJt1k1,g+UY 
::1JOO .. i!t~jU~ (Documencs of Fourth Air Army and Fourteenth Area Army) Plan for General Annihi lation Attack on 
Leyte Gulf, 22 Oct 44. 
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Nishimura group?' had reached Coron Bay on 

schedule and was making final preparations to 

sortie." To the north, Vice Adm. Ozawa's 

decoy force, after refueling its destroyers from 

larger units about 800 miles east of Formosa, 

had set a southwesterly course, at the same time 

opening up a powerful long-wave radio trans

mitter aboard the flagship in order to attract 

enemy attention. 

At dawn on 24 October, the critical alr 

phase of the battle plan swung into action. At 

0630, the full strength of the First and Second 

Air Fleets - I99 planes- took off from Clark 

Field to sweep the waters east of Luzon." This 

force, after nearly two and a half hours ' flying, 

finally spotted an enemy group with a nucleus 

of six carriers 160 miles east of Manila and 

immediately attacked. Action reports claimed 

one battleship set afire, one carrier and one 

cruiser damaged, and 32 enemy planes shot 

down. Japanese losses were heavy, 67 planes 

failing to return to base." 

While this attack was in progress, a search 

plane discovered a second enemy group with two 

carriers about 40 miles to the north , and at 

0940 a third group including three carriers was 

spotted due east of San Bernardino Strait. The 

importance of knocking out this third group 

to facilitate the penetration of Kurita's force was 

fully realized, but the all-out effort of the 

morning made it impossible to mount another 

attack until early e,·ening. An attack group 

of 24 planes then sortied but, unable to locate 

the enemy force off San Bernardino due to poor 

visibility, turned north to attack the enemy 

groups east of Luzon instead. The results of 

these attacks were not ascertained.'" 

Army air units had meanwhile launched 

full-scale attacks against enemy invasion ship

ping in Leyte Gulf itself. Beginning at 0800, 

the 2d Air Division mountd three major 

attacks during the 24th, using 80 planes in 

the first attack, 38 in the second, and 29 in 

the final attack at dusk. Results reported, 

however, were extremely meager. In all three 

attacks , only one seaplane tender, one cruiser 

and one lancling craft were believed sunk, with 

five transports and two cruisers damaged." 

The first day of the land-based air offensive 

had thus failed to achieve one of its most vital 

objectives , the neutralization of the enemy 

carrier forces threatening Vice Adm. Kurita's 

two-pronged thrust toward Leyte Gulf. At the 

same time, Vice Adm. Ozawa's parallel effort 

to lure these forces to the north, where they 

could not interfere with Kurita's advance, had 

produced no apparent results by late afternoon 

of the 24th, a failure that was not, however, 

attributable to lack of persistence on the part 

of the Task Force Main Body. Indeed Vice 

72 These orders were received by Vice Adm. Shima at 1645 on 23 October , while the Second Striking Force 

was still en route to Coron Bay. The 21St Destroyer Division, which had been on detached service transporting ground 

elements of Second Air Fleet to Manila , was ordered to join Vice Adm. Shima's force immediately. 

73 When the Second Striking Force put into Coron Bay at dusk on 23 October, the fleet tankers from which it 

was to refuel had not yet arrived . Since the time schedule made it impossible to wait, destroyers were immediately 

refueled from the cruisers. The force sortied at 0400 on 24 October, still without the 21St Destroyer D ivision which 

followed about four hours behind. 
74 An earlier attack force had sortied before dawn but returned to base without having located any enemy carrier 

groups. Philippine Area Naval Operations, Parr II, op. cit., p. 15. 

75 Ibid. (Access to Allied records after the war revealed to the J apanese that the U. S. Fleer carrier Princeton had 

actually been sunk in this attack.) 

76 Ibid., p. 15-6. 
77 (r) Philippine Air Operation.;; Record, Phase Two, op. et t., pp. 75-7. (2) Outline of Opcrdtions and Lessons 

of the Leyte Campaign , op. cic., Appended Chart III. (3) 2d Air DiVision Telegram, No. 943 ,2 ,) Oct 44. ADVATIS 

BuHetin No. 170, 22 Jan 45. 
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Adm. Ozawa, convinced that the luring opera

tion could only succeed if the enemy were 

given a physical demonstration of the proximity 
of his force, had actually closed to within 150 

miles of the northernmost enemy task group 

and sent all his operable aircraft, totalling 56 

of all types, to carry out an attack." When 

this attack still drew no enemy retaliation, 

Vice Adm. Ozawa in mid-afternoon ordered 

his advance guard (Ise, Hyuga and four de

stroyers) under Rear Adm. Chiaki Matsuda to 

break away from the carriers, proceed south, and 

forcibly divert the enemy by a night attack." 

The combined ineffectiveness of the air of

fensive and of Vice Adm. Ozawa's decoy opera

tion had meanwhile brought further disaster 

to the Kurita Force as it headed across the 

Sibuyan Sea toward San Bernardino Strait. At 

0810 on the 24th, enemy scout planes spotted 

the Force in Tablas Strait, and at 1025 a group 

of about 30 carrier aircraft swept in for the first 

attack. The super-battlesh.ip Musashi and heavy 

cruiser Myoko both sustained aerial torpedo hits, 

and in addition Musashi was hit by a heavy 

bomb. Damage to the strongly-armored Mu
sashi was negligible, but Myoko, her speed cut 

to 15 knots, dropped out of formation and 

was ordered back to Brunei." 

Almost simultaneously with this first attack 

on the Kurita Force, Vice Adm. Nishimura's 

3d Task Group diving across the Sulu Sea was 

discovered and attacked by 22 enemy carrier 

planes just south of the Cagayan Islands. The 

battleship Fuso and destroyer Shigure received 

bomb hits which caused only superficial dam

age, and the force raced on toward Surigao 

Strait," followed closely by Vice Adm. Shima's 

Second Striking Force, which had sortied from 

78 At 0910 Vice Adm. Ozawa received reports of the Second Air Fleet's attacks on an enemy carrier group east 

of Luzon. He immediately flew off a search mission, which reported at 1105 that it had spotted an enemy group 180 

miles southwest of lhe decoy force. After closing to about 150 miles, Vice Adm. Ozawa launched his carrier aircraft 

at noon for an attack . Due to bad weather conditions and the fact that most of the fliers were insufficiently trained 

in operating from carriers, the attack groups were instructed to proceed to bases on Luzon if, after carrying out the 

attack, they were unable to return to the carriers. Only a few aircraft actually returned, and these had failed to locate 

the enemy. However, 26 planes from his flagship, Zuikaku, had succeeded in making an attack on the enemy group, 

those planes not shot down continuing on to shore bases. The rest of the attacking groups were engaged by enemy 

interceptors and failed to find their targets. Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II , op. cit., pp. 73- 4. 

79 Account of operations of the Ozawa Force is based on the following sources: (I ) Ibid., pp. 73- 8. (2) Inter· 

rogations of Rear Adm. Chiaki Matsuda, Commander, 4th Carrier Division, Vice Adm. Ozawa and Capt. Ohmae. 

USSBS, Interrogations of Japanese Officials, op. cit. Vol. I, pp. 219-27, 153-60, 277-83. (3) Gunkan Senji Nisshi 

1Ifi!:~\tHH1~ (Batde and Flag Logs of I1MS) Vol. I, Zuikaku Zuiho and Chitore, OCl 44. 

80 Account of operations of the Kurita Force is based on the following sources: (I) Philippine Area Naval 

Operations, Part If, op. cit., pp. 36- 57. (2) First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. cit. (3) Battle and 

Flag Logs IJMS, op. cir. Vol. I, 7th Cruiser Division; Vol. II , Yamato, Nagato, and Musashi. (4) Interrogalions of 

Rear Adm. Tomiji Koyanagi , Chief of Staff, First Striking Force; Capt. Kcnkichi Kato, Executive Officer, IJMS 

Musashi; Comdr. Tonosuke Otani, Staff Officer (Operations), First Striking Force; Vice Adm. Kurita. USSBS, 

Interrogations of Japanese Officiah, op. cit. Vol. I, pp. 32-55, 147-52, 17J-5, 171; Vol. II, p. 362. 

81 Account of operations of the Nishimura Force is based on the fol!owing sources: (1) Philippine Area 

Naval Operations, Pare II, op. cit., PP' 57- 62. (2) Interrogation of Comdr. Shigeru Nlshino, Commanding Officer, 

I1MS Shigu,.. USSBS, [nlmogalions of Japanese Officials, op. cit. Vol. II, p. 34l. (3) Statements by ComdL !chio 

Shlbayama, Commanding Officer, IJMS Asagumo, and Lt. Comdr. Tomoo Tanaka, Commanding Officer, IJMS 

Michishio. 
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Coron Bay at 0400. 

Enemy air attacks on the Kurita Force were 

renewed with deadly intensity on the afternoon 

of the 24th. At 1207 the second wave of about 

30 carrier aircraft attacked, concentrating on 

Murarhi, which took three more torpedoes and 

two large bombs. The speed of the 64,000-ton 

battleship was reduced to 22 knots, and the 

disposition had to slow down to keep her in 

formation. At '3'5, hoping to spur the air 

forces and the Ozawa Force into more effective 

action to ease enemy pressure on his group, 

Vice Adm. Kurita dispatched the following 

radio to Vice Adm. Ozawa and Southwest 
Area Force: B. 

I am recei,ing repeated torpedo and bomb attacks 

by enemy carrier aircraft. Request urgent informa

tion concerning situation as regards attacks on, or 

contacls with, the enemy by your forces. 

Immediately after the dispatch of this mes

sage, a third enemy attack wave swept in to 

inflict new damage. Five more aerial torpedoes 

struck Murarhi, while four bomb hits shattered 

her superstructure. Down badly at the head, 

the huge ship lost further speed and fell slowly 

astern of the disposition. Vice Adm. Kurita's 

flagship Yamato also received a torpedo hit, 

but damage was superficial. A fourth attack 

one hour later resulted in further slight damage 

to Yamato and to the battleship Nagato. 
With Murarhi too badly damaged to con-

tinue, Vice Adm. Kurita at '452 ordered the 
destroyer Ki)'orhimo to escort her back to Mako 

in the Pescadores. Just as the retirement was 

getting under way, however, the fifth and 

heaviest air attack of the day began, enemy 

carrier aircraft completing the destruction of 

Murarhi with II more torpedoes and ten large 

bombs.B
, A bomb also hit the escorting Ki)'o

rhimo, reducing her speed to 20 knots. 

Vice Adm. Kurita was now convinced that 

to continue would risk the destruction of his 

entire force before it could reach the objective." 

He therefore decided to execute a temporary 

retirement and, at 1530, ordered his force to 

reverse its course to the northw~t. At ,600 he 

originated a dispatch to Combined Fleet re

porting this action and indicating that he 

deemed it best" to withdraw temporarily out

side the range of enemy planes while awaiting 

the results of our other operations and standing 

by to cooperate as developments warrant"". 

For an hour and a half the force continued 

to retire until approaching nightfall brought 

safety from further air attacks. Vice Adm. 

Kurita was now expecting fresh instructions 

from Combined Fleet in resp :mse to his mes

sage of ,600, but since the retirement had put 

his force dangerously behind schedule in case 

Combined Fleet ordered execution of the attack 

as planned, he ordered his ships at '7'4 to put 

about once more and head for San Bernardino. 

82 First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. cit., p. 17. 

83 MUSdShi had now taken a total of 20 aerial torpedoes and 17 large bombs. the most terrific punishment ever 

sustained by any baltleship. Even then. she remained aRoat for some four hours after the last attack, finally capsizing 

and sinking at 1935 with the loss of approximately half of her 2,4oo-man complement. The damage which finally 

caused her to sink came from three torpedoes, one of which reached a magazine, while two others struck the side suc

cessively in the same spot, thus penetrating the inner armor. Cumulative bomb damage hindered efforts to keep the 

ship afloat by pumping. Survivors of the sinking of MUJashi were returned to Caron Bay in the destroyers Hamaka-<.e 

and KiyoJhimo. 

84 Thus far Vice Adm . Kurita had lost one battleship and two heavy cruisers sunk, and two heavy cruisers and 

three destroyers which had to be sent back to base. This reduced the number of ships by one-fourth, but the loss in 

gunnery strength was considerably greater since the casualties were mainly in heavy units. 

85 First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. cit., p. 18. 
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The force was already one hour along on its 

new heading when , at 1815, the following mes

sage, addressed to all naval units engaged in 

the Sho-Go Operation, was received from the 

Commander-in-Chief, Combined Fleet:86 

All force, will da,h to the attack, trUIting in di.ine 

dssistdtlCe.87 

Now committed to carry out the attack, 

Vice Adm_ Kurita studied the situation in the 

light of meager reports received from the O zawa 

and Nishimura Forces. A dispatch from Vice 

Adm. Ozawa, which had been received at 1603, 

confirmed the conclusion which Vice Adm. 

Kurita had drawn from the fierce air attacks on 

his force, namely that the decoy operation had 

not yet taken effect, and disclosed O zawa's plan 

to divert enemy attention forcibly by a night 

attack.88 Actually, less than three hours after 

this dispatch was sent, a search plane from 

the enemy's northernmost task group had 

finally spotted Ozawa's carriers, starting a chain 

of reactions that soon brought the decoy plan 

into belated but effective operation. 

From the Nishimura Force, now well into 

the Mindanao Sea, Vice Adm. Kurita received 

a dispatch at 2020 indicating that the force ex

pected to 'penetrate through Surigao Strait into 

Leyte Gulf by 0400 on 25 October. This was 

much earlier than his own force, delayed by its 

retirement, could possibly reach the objective, 

and a revision of the coordinated timetable was 

clearly necessary. Vice Adm. Kurita therefore 

sent off a dispatch at 2145 modifying the attack 
plan as follows: " 

1. The main body of the First Striking Force 

will pan through San Bernardino Strait at 0100, 25 

OcttJber, and will then proceed southward down the 

east COdst of Samar, reaching Lerte Gulf at 

about [100. 

2. The 3d Ta,k Group will penetrate into Leyte 

Gulf a, scheduled and will then join the main body 

at a rendezvous point ten miles northeast of Su/uan 

hland 0900 , 25 October. 

Less than three hours later, the Kurita Force 

sped through San Bernardino Strait slightly 

ahead of schedule, debouching into the Phil

ippine Sea at approximately 0035 on 25 Octo

ber. Vice Adm. Kurita now headed around 

the northeastern tip of Samar, expecting to 

encounter enemy surface opposition at any 

moment. In /act, far less was in opposition 

than he knew, for the bulk of the enemy naval 

forces covering the northern approaches to 

Leyte Gulf was already speeding to attack the 

Ozawa group."" The lure had begun to work. 

Now, however, sudden disaster enveloped 

the southern prong of the attack. The Nishi

mura Force, ignored by enemy aircraft since 

the morning of the 24th, entered Surigao Strait 

at 0130 on the 25th, immediately becoming the 

target of continuous torpedo attacks by enemy 

PT boats. His ships maneuvering sharply to 

86 Actually this message was scnt out by Combined Fleet headquarte rs at 1813 prior to receipt of Vice Adm. 

Kurita's dispatch. The latter did not reach Combined Fleet until 1959. at which time Admiral Toyada sent off a further 

message ordering the First Striking Force to carry out the attack. (I) Statement by Rear Adm. Takata, previously cited 

(2) First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. cit., p. 19. 

87 Ibid. 
88 This message had been dispatched by Vice Adm. Ozawa at 1439. 

89 First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. cit., p. 20. (There is no record clarifying whether this 

dispatch reached Vice Adm. Nishimura.) 
90 The Ozawa Force was at this time still operating in two groups. From shordy after 2000 until about mid· 

night on the 24th, the carrier main group ran northward to readjust its schedule in view of Vice Adm. Kurita's 

temporary retirement, then turned southeast to rendezvous with Rear Adm. Matsuda's advance g uard. The latter had 

meanwhile failed to make contact with the enemy and was heading north again for the rendezvous point. 
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avoid being hit, Vice Adm. Nishimura pressed 

on, making brief contacts at 0300 and 0315 
with small enemy destroyer groups, which 

retired as the] apanese force opened fire. 

At about 0320, a heavy torpedo attack struck 

the formation from both flanks , setting fire to 

the flagship Yamashiro , badly damaging the 

heavy cruiser Mogami, and sinking the de

stroyers Yamagumo and Michishio outright. 

Another destroyer, Asagumo, received heavy 

damage and dropped out of formation , sinking 

a few hours later." Yamashiro and Mogami. 
though damaged, moved on with the forma

tion. 

With the destroyer Shigure in the van, Yama
.shiro, Fum and Mogami pressed on through the 

strait, dodging spread after spread of enemy 

torpedoes. At 0350 shells from heavy enemy 

surface umts at the northern end of the strait 

began crashing into the formation. In five 

minutes, Mogami, heavily hit and afire, was 

forced to withdraw. The flagship Yamashiro 
sank a few minutes later under a hail of shells, 

and Fum followed her to the bottom at about 

04'O. Shigure, well out in frOllt, had sped on 

toward the enemy until 0403, when she turned 

back to find that the rest of the force had 

vanished. Her commander decided to retire, 

and the destroyer ran south to become the sole 

survivor of the Nishimura Force." 

Vice Adm. Shima's Second Striking Force 

had meanwhile entered Surigao Strait at 0300, 

approximately two hours behind the 3d Task 
Group. Aboard his flagship , the heavy cruiser 

Nachi, Vice Adm. Shima overheard Vice Adm. 

Nishimura giving orders by radio-telephone for 

evasive action against torpedo attack, and before 

long enemy PT boats were attacking his own 

formation. At 032I the light cruiser Abukuma 
was suddenly hit and fell out of formation. 

The rest of the force plunged on through heavy 

smoke drifting down from the battle ahead, 

and at 0420 the burning Mogami was sighted 

off the starboard bow. 

At this juncture enemy targets were identified 

by radar off the port. Nachi and the heavy 

cruiser Ashigara immediately swung to starboard 

to fire torpedoes, and in executing this maneu

ver Nachi collided with the crippled Mogami, 
receiving underwater damage which reduced 

her speed." From Mogami, Vice Adm. Shima 

learned that both Yamashiro and Fum had been 

sunk." Rather than sail into the evident enemy 

trap, he decided to execute a temporary with

drawal from the strait in order to regroup his 

strength. Laying a smoke screen, the force put 

about at 0450 and ran south. 

Actually, the Surigao battle was now at an 

end. Vice Adm. Shima's Force, after safely 

emerging into the Mindanao Sea," underwent 

91 At 0330 Vice Adm. Nishimura dispatched a message to Vice Adm. Kurita reporting the damage sustained 
by his force In this attack. The message, however, did not reach the First Striking Force commander until 1425. 

First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. cit., p. 30. 
92 Preceding account of the 3d Task Group action in Surigao Strait is based on the following: (I) Inter

rogation of Comdr. Nishino, USSBS, InterrogatIOn of Japanese Officials, op. cit. Vol. II , p. 341. (2) Statements by 
Comdr. Shibayama and Lt. Comdr. Tanaka, previously cited (3) First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. 
cit., pp. 19-20, 29-30. 

93 The bridge watch on Nachi, due to poor visibility, thought that Mogami was dead in the water and conse
quently misjudged the turn. Actualty, Mogami was making about 18 knots on a converging course. 

94 At 0449 Vice Adm. Shima sent a dispatch to Vice Adm. Kurita reporting the" complete destruction" of 
the 2d Battleship Division (Yamashiro and FUJo) and the fact that Mogami was heavily damaged and afire. This mes
sage was rece ived by the First Striking Force at 0532, and was the only information o n the outcome of the Surigao 
battle to reach Vice Adm. Kurita prior to his own final thrust toward Leyte Gulf. First Striking Force Detailed 
Action Report, op. cit., p. 30. 

95 At 0630, as the force reached the southern entrance of Surigao Strait, it underwent a torpedo attack 
by enemy PT boats but escaped wit-hout damage. (Statement by Comdr. Kokichi Mori, Staff Officer (Torpedo), 
Second Striking Force.) 
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two enemy air attacks, which indicated that 

a renewed penetration attempt in daylight 

would almost certainly risk destruction." All 

ships were running short of fuel, and the situ

ation of Vice Adm. Kurita's main striking 

force remained unknown. At 0900, therefore, 

Vice Adm. Shima finally abandoned all 

thou ght of penetrating Surigao." 

The task of destroying the enemy invasion 

fleet in Leyte Gulf now rested solely on the 

shoulders of the Kurita Force, already heavily 

engaged off the coast of Samar. 

Leyte Sea Battle: Finale 

Daybreak on 25 October found Vice Adm. 

Kurita's battle formation speeding south toward 

Leyte Gulf, now less than 100 miles away. At 

0623 Ya1nalo's radar screen suddenly showed 

the presence of enemy aircraft, and Vice Adm. 

Kurita ordered the force to shift to antiaircraft 

cruising disposition. The signal for this 

maneuver was being .sent out from the flagship 

when, at 0644, lookouts in her crow's nest 

spotted the masts of enemy ships on the horizon 

to the southeast. One minute later the contact 

was identified as a group of about six carriers 

in the act of launching their planes. 

Since the enemy ships were erroneously 

identified as Fleet earners, Vice Adm. Kurita 

believed that he had surprised an element of 

Admiral Halsey's fast carrier Task Force and 

was thus presented with an opportunity to strike 

a telling blow at the enemy's main carrier 

strength." He immediately decided to attack 

and ordered his ships to deploy for action. 

(Plate No. 93) 
With the wind trom the northeast, Vice 

Adm. Kurita set the mean course of deploy

ment at 110 degrees so as to bring his force 

around to the north of the enemy group. This 
was to permit the attack to be delivered down

wind, forcing the enemy carriers to run in that 

direction and preventing them trom launching 

more of their aircraft. The maneuver, however, 

had the effect of partially nullifying the advan

tage in speed which Kurita's ships possessed 

and lengthening the time required to close. 

The order to engage was given at 0658. 

Ya1nalo opened fire with her 18-inch batteries, 

marking the first and only time in naval history 

that guns of this caliber were used in surface 

action. The enemy carriers , with their screening 

ships, began fleeing eastward, engaging in 

evasive action and laying down heavy smoke." 

The smoke and scattered rain squalls gave 

effective concealment, and Kurita's ships had 

to cease firing temporarily for want of targets. 

¢ The first air attack was carried out at about 0730 by more than ten enemy carrier planes, and, the second at 

0900 by 30 planes. In the second attack a direct hit was made on Mogami, retiring with the Shima Force, and the ship 
finally had to be sunk by friendly torpedoes later the same morning. Ibid. 

97 Ibid. 
98 Vice Adm. Kurita's belief that he was engaging a portion of Admiral Halsey's main carrier forces persisted 

throughout the action off Samar. Actually, the group sighted and engaged by h is force was Rear Adm. C. A. F. 

Sprague's Task Unit 77.4.3, composed of six escort carriers, three destroyers and four destroyer escorts. Two other 

groups with a lotal of 12 escort carriers were disposed to the south and southeast of Rear Adm. Sprague's group. 

Both latter groups sent their aircraft to attack Kurita but were not engaged in the surface action, although the group 

to the southeast was spotted and br ie Ry pursued by one of Kurita·s flanking battleships. Cf. n. 101. 

99 At 0702 a dispatch was sen[ to Vice Adm. Nishimura's 3d Task Group reporting that the Kurita Force was 

engaging an enemy force with six carriers off Samar, and ordering the 3d Task Group to joi n up as speedily as pos

si ble. This dispatch was sent because Vice Adm. Kurita, although informed of the loss of Nishimura's two 

battleships and damage to Mogami in the Surigao battle, thought that Mogami and the remaining elements of the 3d 

Task Group might have succeeded in getting through Surigao Strait. First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. 

cit., p. 23. 
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At 0710 planes from the enemy carriers 

began scattered attacks, causing superficial 

damage to some of the Japanese ships . Enemy 

escort vessels simultaneously dashed through 

the smoke and rain making torpedo runs. At 

0725 Yamato drew first blood when she brought 

her main battery to bear on an enemy ship 

believed to be a cruiser, sinking her in two 

mlOutes. Almost immediately, however, an 

enemy torpedo caught the heavy cru iser Kuma
no , causing her to lose speed and fall behind 

the formation . At 0729 Vice Adm. Kurita 

released his cruisers, ordering all ships to 

pursue the enemy at full speed. 

Still receiving intermittent air and torpedo 

attacks, the Kurita force gradually closed on 

the fleeing enemy ships , the direction of the 

pursuit swinging from east to south. At 0754 

Yamato and Nagato were forced to maneuver to 

evade a spread of six torpedoes and fell several 

miles astern of the lead ships- the fast battle

ships Haruna and Kongo and four heavy 

cruisers: Chikuma, Chokai, Tone and Haguro. 
The latter drove on at top speed. narrowing 

the range to about ten miles and gradually 

maneuvering the enemy into position for a 

torpedo attack by the loth Destroyer Squadron. 

At 0826 Kongo reported that she had 

knocked out one of the enemy carriers, and 

fifteen minutes later Yamato sank another ship 

believed to be a cruiser. From about 0830 

enemy planes again began attacking in increas

ing numbers, concentrating on the cruisers 

which were leading the Japanese pursuit. Chi
kuma and Chokai were both hit and put out of 

action by 0900. At 0902 Kongo reported that 

she had sunk an enemy destroyer attempting a 

torpedo run on the outside of the formation. 

Leaving the crippled Chikuma and Chokai 
astern, Tone and Haguro pressed on, closing 

the range to about six and ~ half miles by 0910-

The enemy ships were now running south

west, with Tone and Haguro taking them under 

tire from off the port beam and the loth 

Destroyer Squadron attacking with torpedoes 

from the starboard.'~ The complete destruc

tion of the enemy appeared imminent. 

Yamato's evasive maneuvers under torpedo 

attack had meanwhile put her still farther astern 

of the lead cruisers and battleships. Between 

the flagship and the scene of action lay rain 

squalls and several curtains of smoke, which 

made direct observation of the progress of the 

battle impossible. Due to overloaded battle 

circuits, radio reports from the ships engaged 

were fragmentary, and attempts at air observa

tion by means of spot planes launched from 

Yal1lato netted little additional information due 

to enemy fighter interference.'" Vice Adm. 

Kurita consequently did not know that, beyond 

100 The loth Destroyer Squadron had begun firing its torpedoes at 0905 while stil l at extreme range of about 

eight miles, completing firing its first salvoes at 09'5. It continued on a course parallello the enemy while reloading 

for another attack, but at 0930 was obliged to break off the attack in response to an order to rendezvous with the main 

body to the north. At 0925 the squadron reported by radio to' Yamato that it had sunk a Reel carrier and set another 

afire. Battle and Flag Logs of I]MS, op. cic. Vol. I, loth Destroyer Squadron. (American Editor's Note: The loth 

Destroyer Squadron's claims regard ing the results of its torpedo attack were entirely inaccurate. Accually, the 

torpedoes failed to reach the American carrier group, presumably because they had been nred at more than maximum 

range. Damage received by the carriers at this stage of the baule came from the guns of the Japanese cruisers and 

battleships attacking from port.) 
101 The second spot plane launched at 0851 reported another group of four enemy carriers , distinct from the 

group engaged by the Kurita Force, running south under a smoke screen laid by four destroyers. A short while earlier 

(0810), the battleship Haruna had reported sighting two enemy carriers, screened by four desltoyers, to the southea.st 

of the scene of action. Haruna started in pursuit but broke off at 0930 without having succeeded 10 getting within 

effective firing range. 
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the smoke and rain, his cruisers and destroyers 

had barely begun the destruction of a virtually 

helpless enemy. 
Although ignorant of the situation in the 

van, Vice Adm . Kurita was forced both by 

events and by consideration of the basic mission 

to make a rapid decision concerning his next 

move. At this point enemy air attacks , stead ily 

mounting in frequency, had inflicted consider

able damage to the First Striking Force. In 

addition-and even more important- there was 

a danger that further continuation of the fight 

would exhaust the fuel needed for execution of 

the primary mission-a penetration into Leyte 

Gulf. Vice Adm. Kurita still labored under the 

misapprehension that he was pitted against a 

group of Admiral Halsey's fast carriers and 

that it would be impossible to close the enemy 

with his main battle strength. All these con

siderations impelled the First Striking Force 

commander to seek an early opportunity to 

disengage. 

The moment now seemed propitious. Know

ing that the loth Destroyer Squadron had 

already launched its heavy torpedo attack on 

the fleeing carriers and estimating that the 

cruisers out of sight in the van had, after a two 

hour action, inflicted devastating damage on 

the hapless enemy, Vice Adm. Kurita decided 

to reassemble his force for the final penetration 

attempt. At 0911 the flagship began sending 
out the order to break off action and reassemble 

on a northerly COurse. By 0930 the order had 

reached all units , scattered over 25 miles of 

ocean, and the cruisers and destroyers hammer

ing at the fleeing enemy carrier group imme

diately put about to the north. The reassembly, 

carried out under sporadic air attacks, was not 

completed until 1030.'°' 

Vice Adm. Kurita now had an opportunity 
to evaluate the results of the battle on the basis 

of initial reports made by the returning units. 

Three or four enemy fleet carriers were believed 

to have been sunk, in addition to two heavy 

cruisers and a destroyer also sunk and several 

other units heavily damaged. '0' These optimis

tic figures totaled up to a substantial victory, 

but tbe cost had not been light. 

The heavy cruiser Kumano and destroyer 

Hayarhimo, both heavily damaged, were retiring 

independently. Chikuma and Chokai, mortally 

wounded by enemy aerial torpedoes and bombs, 

remained on the scene of action with two de

stroyers standlllg by."" At 1114 the heavy 

cruiser Su(uya was added to the casualty list 

when an enemy bomb hit started uncontrollable 

fires.'o, Thus, for the final thrust into Leyte 

Gulf, Vice Adm. Kurita could muster but 15 

of his original 32 ships- four battleships, two 

heavy cruisers, two light cruisers and seven 

destroyers. 

The regrouping of his units completed, Vice 

Adm. Kurita at 1120 gave the order to change 

course to the southwest for the crucial run into 

the gulf. Some members of his staft, however, 

were now of the opinion that the penetration 

attempt should be abandoned, and discussion 

continued even as the force headed toward its 

final objective. Vice Adm. Kurita now had to 

make the most fateful and dramatic decision of 

the entire Leyte sea battle. 

The backgtound against which this decision 

was finally taken was as follows: Dispatches 

from Vice Adm. O zawa reporting that the 

102 First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. cit., p. 24. 

103 Ibid., p. 51. 

104 Chokai's crew was later taken off by the destroyer Fujinaml , which then sank the crippled cruiser by torpedo 

fire. Chikuma and the destroyer Nowak; were never heard from again and presumed sunk. 

J05 SU{u)'Q was left behind With the destroyer Okinami standing by. Fire aboard the cruiser finally reached her 

torpedo locker. selling off Violent explOSions. Tht: SU<,uya sank at 1300, 25 OCI and the Oklnl1tnl took aboard survivors. 
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decoy force was under heavy attack by enemy 

carrier planes had not reached Vice Adm. 

Kurita, who therefore had no certainty that the 

luring operation had been effective. On the 

other hand, enough was now known of the 

events which had occurred in Surigao Strait 

to make it plain that the southern prong of the 

attack had failed, and that any penetration into 

Leyte Gulf would have to be made by Kurita's 

depleted force single. handed. 

The question of time was of even more vital 

importance. The engagement off Samar had, 
in conjunction with the time consumed in 

regrouping his scattered force , so retarded Vice 

Adm. Kurita's advance toward the gulf that it 

would be mid-afternoon before he could reach 

the objective. With ample warning of his 

approach, it seemed highly probable that the 

enemy would have evacuated his transports and 

supply ships from the gulf. 

There were also indications that the enemy 

was mustering strong forces for the defense of 

the gulf. Radio intercepts revealed not only 

that enemy carrier aircraft were concentrating 

on Tacloban airfield, but that powerful enemy 

surface reinforcements would reach the Leyte 

area within about two hours . Without any 

visible support by friendly air forces,"" it seemed 

likely that a thrust into the gulf would there

fore be not only fruitless but suicidal. 

Reports had meanwhile been received from 

Southwest Area Force to the effect that an 

enemy carrier task force had been spotted 

northeast of Samar. Vice Adm. Kurita and 

the majority of his staff, increasingly dubious 

of the prospects of success in a thrust into 

Leyte Gulf, estimated that a more effective blow 

could be struck by running north to deliver a 

surprise attack on the newly-reported enemy 

carrier force. '07 

At 1236, with the entrance to Leyte Gulf 

only 45 miles away, Vice Adm. Kurita made his 

definitive decision. Ordering his force to put 

about to the northwest, he radioed Combined 

Fleet and all other naval commands concerned 

that the penetration of Leyte Gulf had been 

abandoned, and that he was proceeding north 

to seek battle with an enemy task force, after 

which he would retire through San Bernardino 

Strait. "" 

Enemy carrier planes continued to harass the 

formation during the afternoon but inflicted no 

serious damage. Just before sunset, Vice Adm. 

Kurita's ships reached the area in which the 

enemy task force had been reported, only to 

find that the force had vanished. "'9 With 

nothing to attack and his destroyers beginning 

to run short of fuel, Vice Adm. Kurita or

dered his force to turn west and run for San 

Bernardino. 

The message communicating Kurita's last

minute decision to abandon the penetration of 

Leyte Gulf caused disappointment and indigna

tion in Combined Fleet headquarters. To Ad

miralToyoda and his staff, Kurita's action, espe

cially after the success reported in the battle off 

Samar, seemed tantamount to t hrowing away 

an excellent opportunity. With the First Strik

ing Force rapidly steaming north, it was rec

ognized that a fresh order to execute the attack 

106 Soon after ordering his ships to set course again toward Leyte Gulf. Vice Adm. Kurita had sent off a dis
patch to Sou lhwest Area Fleet urgently requesting air support. 

107 Sources covering the reasons for Vice Adm. Kurita's decision to abandon the penetration of Leyte Gulf are 
as follows: (J) First Striking Force D etailed Action Report, op. cit., pp. 26- 7. (2) Philippine Area Naval Opera
tions, Part TI, op. (iL, pp. 54-6. (3) Interrogat ions of Vice Adm. Kurita and Rear Adm. Koyanagi , USSBS, 
Illierrogation of japanese Officials, op. cit. Vol. I, pp. 32. (4) S{acementofComdr. O tani, previously cited. (~) Reports 
to the Throne by Chief of Navy General Staff, op. cit., 26 Oct 44. 

roB (I) First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. cit., p. 28. (2) In the Detailed Action Report of the 
Flagship Yamato, it is recorded that the telegrams from Ozawa were received at 1215 and 1430, but were not brought 
[Q the anemion of Adm. Kurita until evening. Battle and Flag Logs of IjMS! op. cit. Vol. II, Yamato. 

ro9 Actually, the original contact report was erroneous, and no enemy carrier force was in the area at the time. 
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as planned could probably not be carried out. 

Nevertheless, hoping to spur Vice Adm. Kurita 
into a more positive course of action, Admiral 

Toyoda at [647 originated the following 
dispatch order: ". 

1 . If the opportunity arises, the First Striking 

Force will tonight attack and destroy remnants. III 

Other forces will cooperate with this attack. 

2. If '10 opportunity presents itself, the Task 
Force Main Body and the First Striking Force will 

return to their supply bases, such me»ement to be 

carried out as ordered by the respec/i'Ve commanders. 

By the time this message was received by 
Yamato at [925, the First Striking Force was 

about to begin its run through San Bernardino 

Strait. Vice Adm. Kurita, since he had failed 

to make contact with the reported, but actually 
non-existent, enemy task force northeast of 

Samar, now saw no hope of carrying out a night 

attack, and the fuel situation of his ships was 
becoming steadily more critical. He therefore 
decided to continue on to Brunei. 

Vice Adm. Kurita steamed away from the 

scene of battle unaware that the naval air 
forces,'" resuming their offensive on the morn-

ing of the 25th, had actually scored results 
which would have facilitated his penetration 

into Leyce Gulf. Kamikaze units of the First 

Air Fleet, in the first real demonstration of their 
effectiveness, had heavily hit one enemy carrier 

grou p to the east of Surigao Strait,'" following 

this up with a damaging attack on the group 
with which the Kurita Force had just broken 

off action east of Samar. ". Second Air Fleet 
units based at Legaspi also flew repeated regular 
sorties throughout the day, but these achieved 
little or no success.ll ~ 

Vice Adm. Kurita als) did not know that 
the Ozawa Force had so effectively fulfilled its 

sacrifice mission that it had lost a total of seven 

ships, including all four of its carriers, during 

25 October. At 0630 of the fateful day, Vice 
Adm . Ozawa, after rendezvousing with Rear 

Adm. Masuda 's advance guard, turned his force 

northward and ran away from the Philippines 
at top speed in order to lure the enemy after 
him. At 08[5, just at the height of the critical 
battle off Samar, planes from Admiral Halsey's 

fast carriers, which had sped northward during 

the night, began attacking Vice Adm. Ozawa's 

110 First Striking Force Detailed Action Report, op. cit., p. 31. 

III The attack mission was couched in Lhese vague terms to avoid committing Vice Adm. Kurita to a specific 

course of action which might be impossible under the circumstances prevailing at the time he received the order. 

However, the phraseology implied that Kurita was to take offensive action of some kind , preferably against remaining 

enemy forces in the Leyte Gulf area. (Statement by Rear Adm. Takata, previously cited.) 

r r2 The First and Second Air Fleets , effective 25 October, were combined as the First Combined Base Air 

Force, Vice Adm. Shigeru Fukudome, Second Air Fleet Commander, assuming overall command. Philippine Area 

Naval Operations, Part II, op. cit., p. 18. 
113 This attack was made by a Kamikaze group, which took off from Davao at 0630. One regular enemy c:luier 

was reported sunk. . (Actually, American sources indicate that two escort carriers, USS Santee and USS Suwanee, 

were serious ly damaged, and a third escort carrier, USS Sa"gamon, lightly damaged.) 

114 This attack was executed by the ShikiIhima Unit, based at Clark Field. Two planes were reported to have 

crashed into and sunk one enemy medium carrier, and another plane hitting but not sinking a second carrier. (Ac. 

cording to American sources, the escort carrier USS Saint Lo was sunk, and three other escort carriers sustained 

varying degrees of damage in this attack. Only one of six suicide dives made by the attacking aircraft failed to hit a 

target .) 
115 During the morning of 25 October, an attack force of over 50 bombers and figh~ers took off for a strike 

against enemy carrier groups off the east coast of Samar. The force failed to make contact, however, and returned to 

base. An aggregate of more than 70 planes sortied in the afternoon, between 1215 and 1630. These groups likewise 

were unsuccessful in executing attacks. Reports to the Throne by Chief of Navy General S!aff, op. cit., 26 Oct 

44· 
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ships in the last dramatic act of the battle for 
Leyce Gulf. 

Between 0815 and 1700 wave after wave of 
enemy planes drove in to pound the empty 
Japanese carriers and their protecting units. In 
the first attack the carrier Chitose and destroyer 
Akitsuki were sunk, the light cruiser Tama 
seriously damaged,'" and minor damage re

ceived by other ships , including Vice Adm. 

Ozawa's flagship, the regular carrier Zuikaku . 
During this action, Vice Adm. Ozawa radioed 

to Vice Adm. Kurita that the decoy force was 
under attack by huge numbers of enemy carrier J 

planes, but this message was never received. 

By noon the light carrier Chiyoda had re

ceived such heavy damage that she had to be 
abandoned.'" Meanwhile, communications on 

the Zuikaku had broken down due to bomb 

damage, and at 1100 Vice Adm. Ozawa trans
ferred his flag to the light cruiser Oyodo. Zui
kaku, the last surviving carrier which had taken 

patt in the raid on Pearl Harbor, went down 

under heavy enemy attack at '4'4. Zuiho 
followed her to the bottom at 1527. 

Having knocked out all of Vice Adm. 
Ozawa's carriers, enemy planes now began 
concentrating their attacks on the battleships 
he and Hyuga. Both ships were rocked by 
scores of near misses but escaped with only 

minor damage. Darkness finally brought res

pite, and the battered remnants of the decoy 
force, leaving three destroyers behind to pick up 

survi vors, withdrew northward. ". 
The main action in the historic battle for 

Leyce Gulf was now ended, but still further 

losses were sustained by the retiring forces as 
they made their way back to base under con
tinuing enemy air attacks. " 9 These losses 

brought the total destruction suffered by the 
Fleet to four carrjers, three battleships, six heavy 

cruisers, three light cruisers and nine destroyers, 

representing almost half the participating ton

nage and 34.4 percent of Japan's total naval 
surface tonnage at the start of the Leyce battle."· 

Exaggerated estimates of the losses inflicted 

on the enemy served, temporarily at least, to 
obscure the disastrous nature of the setback 

suffered in the Leyce battle.'" It nevertheless 

116 Tarna, her spt:ed cut to 14 knots, was ordered to retire alone to Okinawa. She was never heard from again. 

117 Vice Adm. Ozawa ordered the light cruiser lsuzu and destroyer Maki to take off Chiyoda's crew and sink her. 

The carrier was still afloat, however, on the night of 25 Ocrober, when she was finally sent to the bottom by gunfire 
from American cruisers. 

118 Two of the three destroyers left behind rejoined the main body late on 25 October. The third, Hatsu:(,uki, 

was believed sunk by enemy surface action while covering the retlrement. Vice Adm. Ozawa thus returned with two 

light cruisers, two battleships, and six destroyers out of his original force of 17 ships. 

Il9 The Kurita Force lost the light cruiser NoshiTO and the destroyers Hayashimo and Fujinami, all by enemy 

carrier plane attack. The Shima Force lost the light cruiser Abukuma, when she was attacked by 30 enemy land bombers 

while limping back to Coron Bay and the destroyer Wakaba of the 21st Destroyer Division which was sunk by enemy 

carrier planes south of Mindoro on the morning of 24 October as the division was trying to catch up with Shima's main 

body. 
120 Tonnage lost in the Leyte Battle was 271,000, out of a total participating tonnage of 556,800. Total surface 

tonnage of the fleet prior to the baltle was 787,550. Losses in the Leyte battle were 26.1 percent of the aggregate losses 

suffered by the Japanese Navy for the entire period. of the war. 

121 Final estimates of the losses inBicted on the enemy by the surface and naval air forces in the Leyte battle 

(24-25 October) were as follows: By the First Striking Force: three or four carriers (including one of the Enterprise 
class) , two heavy cruisers, and one destroyer sunk. By the First Combined Base Air Force : two carriers, one transport, 

and one light cruiser sunk: four carriers, two battleships, and one cruiser damaged. Reports to the Throne by Chief 

of Navy General Staff, op. cit., 25- 26 Oct 44. (According to American naval sources, acruallosses on 24-25 October 

were one light carrier and one escort carrier sunk by air attack (escort carrier Saini La by Kamikaze) : one escort 

carrier, two destroyers and one destroyer escort sunk by surface action.) 
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was soon apparent that the sea-air phase of the 

Sho-Go plan to crush the enemy invasion of 

the Philippines had failed of its objective. 

D eterioration on Eastern Leyte 

On Leyte itself, the ground situation had 

deteriorated rapidly during the period of the 

vital ~ea and air operations. In the northern 

beachhead, although the 33d Infantry contin

ued to hold its key hill positions west and 

northwest of Palo, blocking an enemy thrust 

inland over the Palo-Carigara highway, the 

enemy on 22 October began driving in the 

makeshift Japanese defenses west of Tacloban 

and at the same time pushed ~outh from Palo 

to widen the beachhead to the Binahaan River. 

In the south, a powerful enemy thrust from 

Dulag toward the Burauen airfields was simul

taneously gaining momentum, the spearhead of 

the attack reaching a point three miles west of 

Dulag by 22 October. (Plate No. 95) 

Watching these developments from his com

mand post at Dagami, Lt. Gen. Makino decided 

on the night of the nnd that an immediate 

realignment of the southern sector forces was 

imperative. Since commitment of the main 

strength of these forces in frontal resistance to 

the enemy drive along the Dulag-Burauen 

road would leave the flank of the 9th Infantry 

in the Catmon Hill-Tanauan coastal sector 

dangerously exposed, he ordered the 20th 

Infantry to disengage along the road and shift 

its main strength northward to the Hindang 

area, where it was to occupy prepared positions 

and make ready for a possible counterattack on 

the enemy flank. One element of the regiment 

was to be left at San Pablo to join ground 

personnel of the 34th Air Sector command in 

defending the Burauen group of airfields. '" 

Swift developments, however, soon rendered 

this plan ineffective. Weakened by the shift 

of the 20th Infantry's main strength, the right

flank positions on the Dulag-Burauen road 

gave way under heavy enemy assault, and by 

24 October the easternmost of the three Burau

en airfields, near San Pablo , had been overrun. 

At the same time, the main body of the 20th 

Infantry, moving into its new positions in the 

Hindang sector, was suddenly hit and driven 

into retreat by enemy elements which had 

infiltrated inland, by-passing the 9th Infantry 

strongpoint on Catmon Hill. "J 

Lt. Gen. Makino now recognized that the 

loss of the eastern coastal plain could not be 

averted and laid plans to pull back the division 

main strength to rear-line positions in the 

mountains west of Dagami and Burauen, with 

the 33d Infantry to continue covering the divi

sion left flank north of the Binahaan River. '" 

Orders for the executiOn of the withdrawal were 

transmitted to the 9th and 20th Infantry Re-

122 This order also directed the 9th Infantry to secure its Carmon Hilt-Tanauan positions, screening the 

reassembly of the 20th in the Hindang area, and the 33d Infantry to continue resistance north and west of Palo in 

order to deny the enemy access to the vital Palo-Carigara highway, which must be used by Ja panese reinforcements 

advancing to the front from western Leyre. r6th Division Operations Order No. 837. 22 Oct 44. XXIV Corps 

ADVATIS Translation No. 13 , 20 Nov 44. 
123 Col. Keijiro H okoda, 20th Infantry Regiment commander, had already been killed in action on the Dulag 

front on 23 October. Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. II Supp!., p. 4I. 

124 Under these plans, the 9th Infantry and attached units were to take up positions to the northwest of Dagami, 

being redesignated as the Left Sector Unit; the 20th Infantry and attached units were to become the Central Sector 

Unit with positions northwest of Guinarona; and the airfield troops of the 34th Air Sector command were to become the 

Right Sector Unit with positions to the west of Burauen. Central Sector Unit (20th Infantry Regiment) Operations 

Orders No.2, 27 Oct 44 j No.6, 29 Oct 44 j and No. 13, 1 Nov 44. XXIV Corps ADVATIS Translation No. I, 

3 Nov 44· 
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giments- the lattet already retreating from 
Hindang-on 26 October. The 9th Infantry 
was directed to start evacuating its Catmon Hill 

positions after the 27th. ", 

In the meantime the situation throughout 
the southern sector had deteriorated still 

further. By 27 October, enemy forces pushing 

on from San Pablo had taken both North and 
South Burauen airfields, as well as Burauen 

itself, placing all five major airfields on eastern 
Leyte in enemy hands. ,,6 Other enemy ele

ments were hammering at the 9th Infantry's 
secondary positions at Tabontabon, three miles 

northwest of Hindang, while on the coast a 

juncture of enemy forces in the vicinity of 
T anauan had linked the northern and southern 

beachheads . 

Although rendered hazardous by the speed 
of the enemy's advances, the withdrawal of the 

southern forces proceeded with reasonable 

success. The remnants of the 20th Infantry 

reached their assigned positions northwest of 

Guinarona by 27 October, and at the same time 

the airfield troops driven out of Burauen took up 
positions on the right flank. Except for a small 

rear-guard, the 9th Infantry troops on Catmon 

Hill pulled out on the night of 29 October and 
carried out a dangerous but successful infiltra-

tion past T abontabon and Dagami, both of 
which had fallen ro the enemy in the interim. 

What remained of the regiment closed into its 

new positions northwest of Dagami by 31 Octo
ber, completing the withdrawal. Approximately 

3,500 troops were now assembled in the heights 
west of the Burauen-Dagami road."7 

Meanwhile, resistance in the north had 

crumpled disastrously after 25 October. West 
ofTacloban, the enemy had crosseo the Tigbaw 
River against scattered resistance and were now 

in a position to launch a flanking drive up the 

west side of San Juanico Strait. Simultaneously 

the 33d Infantry was forced to yield its positions 
west and northwest of Palo, "R and the enemy 

immediately drove through the breach to begin 
a swift advance toward Jaro along Highway 2. 

Resistance in the northern sector was now so 

disorganized that 16th Division headquarters 
had no exact knowledge of the extent of enemy 

penetrations inland. '" 

During the final week of October, the 
Fourth Air Army and First Combined Base 

Air Force (Navy) kept up a sustained effort in 

support of the ground operations, gradually 
shifting the main weight of their attacks from 

amphibious shipping and carriers to the enemy
occupied airfields at Tacloban and Dulag." · 

125 Outline of Operations and Lessons of the Leyte Campaign, op. cit ., p. 35. 

126 Ibid. (According to Japanese sources, both the Burauen North and Burauen South airfields were evacuated 

on 26 October. This differs from American records, which state mat the Bayug (Burauen South) airfield was taleen 

on 24 October, and the Suri (Burauen North) airfield on 27 October , the latter against strong Japanese resi stance.) 

127 Ibid., p. 38. These troops included the remaining s~rength of the 2d Battalion, 33d Infantry, which had 

fought under 20th Infantry command in the southern sector, as well as a small number of 33d Infantry survivors who 

had made their way back to the division main body from the Palo front. 

128 Prior to the loss of these posLtions, the regimental commander, Col. Tatsunosuke Suzuki, had been killed 

in action while leading a raid into Palo on 23 October. Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. II 

Suppl., p. 42. 
129 The 16th Division command was entirely unaware that an element of the enemy's northern forces had moved 

amphibiously LO the western end of San Juanico Strait and was gradually infiltrating into the area directly northeast of 

Carigara. It also had no information of the landing on southwestern Samar by elements of the enemy 1st Cavalry 

Division. (Statement by Lt. Col. Watanabe, previously cited.) 

130 By agreement between Southern Army and Southwest Area Force, all the Army Air units and certain regular 

Navy Air units joined in the attack on ground installations (including airfields). The balance of the regular Navy 

units maintained shipping interdiction, while the KamiJuu.e concentrated on carriers . 
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This air support bolstered 16th Division morale 
but did not perceptibly slow the enemy's ground 
offensive. rvloreover, the scale of the effort 
gradually declined as losses mounted'" and as 

increasing air force strength had to be diverted 
to the protection of convoys carrying troop 

reinforcements to Leyte. 'J' 

In conjunction with the main air effort 

against enemy supply shipping and airfields, 
Navy Kamikaze units continued to carry out 

suicide attacks against enemy carrier task forces 

operating off the east coast of the Philippines. 
These attacks were carried out by small numbers 

of aircraft but continued to show a relatively 

high degree of effectiveness. 

Initial Reinforcement 

Back at Cebu, Thirty-fifth Army headquar-

ters had received virtually no information 
regarding the critical developments on eastern 
Leyte and had deferred the advance of the 
headquarters to Ormoc pending the arrival of 
a liaison officer from Fourteenth Area Army 
bringing essential data with regard to general 

operational plans and the scheduled movement 

of troop reinforcements from Luzon. 'll In the 

meantime, the initial reinforcements ordered to 

Leyte by Thirty-fifth Army and Fourteenth 

Area Army had already begun arriving at 

Ormoc. 
Beginning with the T empei Battalion, which 

arrived from Cebu on 23 October, a total of 

approximately 6,150 troops mainly of the 30th 
and 102d Divisions disembarked at Ormoc 

from naval transports, warships, powered sailing 

vessels and small craft over a period of eight 

days ending on 30 October .. " Despite spo-

131 Replacements available to Fourth Air Army units during the latter part of O ctober averaged only about 52 
percent of the losses sustained in combat. As of 31 October, the total operational strength of the Fourth Air Army 
had decreased to 148 planes of all types, while the First Combined Base Air Force was down to a total of 149 aircraft. 
(1) Philippine Air Operations Record, Phase Two, op. cit., Attached Chart 13. (2) Outline of Operations and 
Lessons of the Lerte Campaign, op. cit., Attached Chart 3. (3) Philippine Area Naval Operations. Pat[ II, op. cit., 

p. '9· 
132 Total daily sorties flown by Army and Navy ai r units in attack operations during the period 25-31 October 

were as follows (figures in parentheses represent Kamikaze aircraft): 

25 October 
26 October 
27 October 
28 October 

29 October 
30 October 
31 October 

Fourth Air Anny 
162 

,6, 

43 
2 

5' 

First Combined Base Air Force 

'95 (1 8) 
70 (5) 
52 (14) 

(I) Philippine Area Naval Operations. Part II. op. cit ., p. 97. (2) 
Leyte Campaign, op. cit., Attached Chart 3. 

Outline of Operations and Lessons of the 

133 This officer reached Cebu on 29 October, and the following day the Thirty-nfth Army Chief of Staff, Maj. 
Gen. Yoshiharu Tomochika, left for Ormoe with an advance party. The Area Army liaison officer informed Thirly
fifth Army that the 1st Division and a detachment from the 26th Division (Imabori Detachment) would land at Ormoc 
on 1 November, with the rest of the 26th Division and the 68th Brigade to follow to Ormoc or Carigara at dates to 

be communicated later. Philippine Operations Record , Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. II Supp!'. pp 52-3. 58. 
134 The units d isembarked were: 41 st Infantry Regiment (30th D ivis ion); 169th and 17Ist Independent In

fantry Battalions ( 102d Division); Tempei Battalion (57th Independent Mixed Brigade); 20th Antitank Battalion j 
and an e lement of the 364th Independent Infantry Battalion (55th Independent Mixed Brigade). Shortage of shipping 
made it impossible to transport in the initial movement all lhe reinforcements which Thirty-nfth Army planned to di s
patch from within the Army area. The headquarters, artillery and engineer units of the 102d Division did not move 
to Leyte until mid-November. and the I72d Independent Infantry Battalion of the same division was never sent due 

to a change in plan. Elements of the 77th Infantry, 30th Division reached Ormoe sector in late November and early 
December. but the division headquarters and special troops never moved from Mindanao. Ibid., pp. 53-6, 76-7. 
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radic enemy air attacks, no serious troop losses 
were sustained during these movements . Re

turning to Manila, however, the 16th Cruiser 

Division, with two naval transports, was severely 

attacked by enemy carrier planes in Jintololo 
Channel on 26 October, losing the light cruiser 

Kin" , the destroyer Uranami, and one 
transport,' '' 

At Ormoc, the reinforcement units found 

themselves completely unable to estab lish com
munications contact with 16th Division head

quarters, under whose command they~were now 

su pposed to operate, and began advancing 
independently via Highway 2 with the intention 

of joining the division in the Dagami-Burau

en area. The 41st Infantry (Tempei Battalion 
attached), starting soon after its disembarkation 

on 25 October, led the van and by the 28th was 
passing through Carigara. Immediately behind 

it came the 169th and 171st Independent In
fantry Battalions,"· 

The 41st Infantry had proceeded only a short 
distance east of Carigara when it suddenly came 
into contact with a small enemy force, which 

withdrew northward after a brief skirmish. 

Despite this indication that the enemy had 
already infiltrated into the coastal area northeast 

of Carigara,' '' the 41st Infantry commander 

decided to continue the advance along Highway 
2, leaving the Tempei Battalion to secure the 

east flank. 

On 30 October, as the regiment moved down 
the road toward Jaro, it again ran into the 
enemy, this time in considerable strength. 

Taken badly by surprise, the regiment was 

forced to fall back through the hills toward 
Carigara. The enemy continued up the road 

to attack the 169th Independent Infimtry Bat
talion, which had advanced behind the 41st to 

the vicinity of Tunga, and ihe battalion was 
likewise driven into retreat through the hills to 

the southwest. The Tempei Battalion, at this 
time, had just moved into Carigara, toward 

which the enemy pressed on unopposed. 

The situation was in this precarious state 
when the advance party of Thirty-fifth Army 
headquarters, led by Maj . Gen. Yoshiharu 

Tomochika, finally reached Ormoc on the night 
of 30 October. Nothing was yet known at 
Ormoc, however, regarding the developments 

near Jaro and Tunga; nor was Maj. Gen. 

Tomochika able to obtain any clearer picture 

of the situation from an Army liaison officer 
who had left 16th Division headquarters for 

Ormoc on 27 October. The report of this 
officer indicated an enemy break-through on 

the division's northern flank but gave no clue 
as to the extent of penetration. 

Consequently unaware that the enemy was 
already preparing to strike at Carigara from two 
sides, Maj . Gen. Tomochika believed that the 

Thirty-fifth Army plan to use the Carigara 

135 The sinking of the Kinu and Uranami virtually wiped out the 16th Cruiser Division, since its only other 

unit, the heavy cruiser Aoba, had been hea.vily damaged by submarine attack on 23 October off the west coast of Luzon 

and was laid up at Manila. Philippine Area Naval Operations. Part II , op. cit., pp. 83-5' 

136 The 364th Independent Infantry Battalion remained at Ormoc to secure the area and assist in future debarka· 

lion operations, while the 20th Anti tank Battalion, arriving on the night of 30 Octoher, was not ready to begin moving 

toward Carigara until 2 November. 
137 This was the first knowledge the Japanese gained of the presence of enemy troops in the Barugo area. It 

was ascertained from local informants that they had landed by boat. ( I ) Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, 

op. cit. Vol. II Supp!., p. 68. (2) Field Diary of a Unit of the 30th Division. ADVATIS Bulletin No. 136,4 

lan 45· 
" A completely unexpected move was the American advance through San Juanico Strait. . .. Our naval intelligence 

had estimated that the channel could not be navigated except by small native craft. . . . This surprise maneuver upset 

the plans for the recapture of Tacloban." Interrogation of Maj. Chuji Kaneko, Staff Officer (Intelligence and Opera

tions) I02d Division. 
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area as the massing point for the main forces 
scheduled to undertake the recapture of eastern 

Leyce was still feasible. However, it was 

obviously necessary to set up a unified command 
over the reinforcement groups already moving 

forward and to secure the Carigara area against 

a possible enemy penetration. Since 16th 
Division could not exercise this command 

effectively, Maj . Gen. Tomochika decided to 

undertake temporary direction of the reinforce

ment units himself. 

To implement this decision, Maj. Chuji 
Kaneko, I02d Division staff officer, was dis

patched to Carigara on the morning of 3 I 

October carrying instructions from the Army 
chief of staff. These instructions called for the 

41st Infantry, if possible, to continue its advance 

toward the Dagami area, and for the 169th 

and 171st Independent Infantry Battalions, the 
T empei Battalion and 20th Antitank Batta

lion to take up positions on a river line three 
miles east of Carigara for the purpose of cov

ering the assembly of the main Army forces. 

While Maj. Kaneko was on this mission, 

three naval transports entered Ormoc harbor 
in mid-afternoon of 1 November and swiftly 
disembarked the Imabori Detachment of the 

26th Division,"> representing the first element 

of the major troop reinforcements allocated by 
Fourteenth Area Army. The same night, the 

main body of the convoy, with four large trans

ports, reached Ormoc and began unloading the 
veteran 1st Division from Manchuria.'N By 

noon of 2 November, a total of 13,000 troops 

had safely landed, concluding the most success
ful major reinforcement operation of the Leyce 

campaign."· (Plate No. 96) 
Meanwhile, on the basis of staff studies 

completed between 22 and 25 October, Four
teenth Area Army had estimated that five addi
tional divisions were needed to fill long-term 

operational requirements in the Philippines, 
three for Thirry-fifth Army use on Leyce and 

two as strategic reserve on Luzon.'" This 

estimate was submitted to Southern Army on 
28 October, and on the 30th the latter forward

ed an initial request to Imperial General 

Headquarters for the earliest possible shipment 

138 The Imabori Detachment was composed of the 12th Independent Infantry Regiment (less 2d Battalion), 

plus reinforcing elements. It had been ordered to Leyte by the 26th Division commander on 22 October in compli· 

ance with Gen. Yamashita's orders. (Cf. p. 352) 
139 As it landed at Ormae, the division was short one battalion from each infantry regiment. these battalions 

having been constituted as a second echelon for later shipment. Component units disembarked on I November were; 

Headquarters 
1st Infant'}' (less 2d Bn.) 
49th Infantry (less 3d Bn.) 
57th Infantry (less 1St Bn.) 
1St Reconnaissance Regt. 
Two light tank cos. (att.ached from 2d Armored Div.) 
1St Field Artillery Regt. 
1 st Engineer Regt. 
1st Division Special Troops 

Dai fchi Shidan Sakusen Kodo no Gaiyo m-eiPlMft~fi'lEh (7)~~ (Summary of 1St Division Operations) Home Depot 

Division. 1 Mar 47. pp. 1- 4, 9· 
140 The convoy had moved from Luzon under strong air and surface escort and had undergone no serious at· 

tacks en route despite being sponed by enemy planes on I November. One ship was sunk in Ormoc harbor on 2 

November, but the enemy air attack came after all troops and the bulk of the equipment and supplies were already 

ashore. Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II, op. cit. , pp. 85- 7. 
141 The three·division estimate for employment on Leyte excluded the 68 .h Brigade, which had not yet arrived 

from Formosa but was already earmarked for Thirty-fifth Army. It also excluded the 26th Division, only one element 

of which had so far been transported from Luzon to Leyte. (Statement by Maj. Gen. Nishimura, previously cited.) 
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of one to two more divisions.'" Shortly there
after Southern Army was informed that the 

transfer of the 23d Division from Manchuria 
was tentatively scheduled. 

Plans for the continuing reinforcement of 

Leyte underlined the necessity of bolstering a:r 

strength, since the diversion of planes to convoy 
escort duty was seriously reducing the ability 
of Fourth Air Army and the First Combined 

Base Air Force to carry out primary operational 
rrusSlOns. An Army-Navy Central Agreement 

was therefore concluded on 28 October, ear

marking the bulk of new aircraft and flying 

units for the Philippines as they became avail
able .. " Under this agreement, the Army 

planned to dispatch a number of additional air 
regiments and earmarked all available replace

ment pilots and aircraft for the Fourth Air 

Army. The Navy planned to deploy no addi

tional units but to replenish the existing base 
air forces through the allocation of maximum 

replacements. 

Limon Battle: Phase I 

On the morning of , November, Maj. 

Kaneko reached the Carigara area to discover 
that the situation was actually so critical as to 

render Maj. Gen. T omochika' s instructions 

to the reinforcement groups, as well as the 
general plan to hold the Carigara plain as the 

assembly area for the Army main strength, 
impossible of execution. 

The enemy's drive along Highway 2 to 
within a few miles of Carigara not only blocked 

the 4,st Infimtry's route of advance to the 

Dagami area but outfla~ked the proposed river 
line east of Carigara even before it had been 

established. Troop strength immediately avail
able to defend this line was inadequate. The 

4'st Infantry and the Tempei Battalion were in 
the general vicinity of Carigara, with the '7,st 

Independent Infantry Battalion about a day's 

march to the west, but the ,69th Independent 
Infantry Battalion was far off in the mountains 

southwest of Tunga, and the 20th Antitank 

Battalion was still at Ormoc. (Plate No. 97) 
Since immediate action was necessary, Maj . 

Kaneko decided to abandon Maj. Gen. Tomo

chika's instructions and effect new dispositions. 
Contacting the commanders of the reinforce

ments units in the Carigara area, he advised 

them to occupy the heights southwest of 
Capoocan instead of the river line east of 

Carigara. By the night of 2 November, the 

4'st Infantry and the Tempei Battalion had 

pulled back from Carigara, joining the '7,st 
Independent Infantry Battalion in the new 

positions. 

Maj. Kaneko had dispatched a courier to 
Ormoc on , November with a report of the 

situation and the emergency dispositions he 

planned to effect. The courier, however, did 

not reach Army headquarters until the morning 
of 3 November. In the meantime, on 2 Novem

ber, the Army Commander, Lt. Gen. Suzuki, 

had arrived at Ormoc from Cebu and, on the 

basis of an outdated briefing by the chief of 

staff, had drawn up a plan for an early 
counteroffensive from the Carigara area. Aware 

of the fact that the heaviest enemy pressure 
was being brought against the northern flank 

142 This was in the nature of an emergency interim requisi tion made pending further examination by Southern 
Army of the Area Army estimate. Southern Army further requested the shipment of 800 replacement aircraft, to ar
rive not later ilian 6 November. 

143 The agreement further speci6ed the missions of the Army and Navy air forces as follows: Army dir [orees
(I) to neutralize enemy land air bases; (2) to secure air control over the enemy anchorage area; (3) to attack trans
ports and interdict unloading operations j (4) to render close support to ground troops . Na'l'Y air {orceJ-(l) to 
intercept enemy supply and reinforcement from the sea, including attack on enemy transports In anchorage; (2) to 

attack enemy carriers and gunfire support ships. Imperial General Headquarters Army High Command Record, op. 
cit., pp. 272-3. 
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of the 16th Division, the Army Commander 
decided to shift: the main weight of the counter
offensive toward Tacloban instead of Dulag as 
originally planned. This plan provided: 'H 

1. Upon completion of the assembly of the rst 

Di"ision in the Carigara area, the Army will begin an 

offe1lsi"e in the direction of Tacloban and will destroy 

the enemy. 

2. The lSt Di'Vision will make the main effort. 

3. The Imabori Detachment will occuPy the 

northeastern foot of the heights southwest of j;Jro and 

co.er the assembly of the rna'" body of the 26th 

Di1l;5;on. 
4. After landing, the 26th Di.ision will assemble 

in the "icinity of Dolores. It will then adlldnce to 

the Jara area and launch an attack toward T acloban. 

The 1st Division was meanwhile beginning 
its march northward to Carigara. The advance 

guard, consisting of the 1st Reconnaissance 

Regiment (reinf.), moved out of Ormoc on 

Highway 2 at '430 on 2 November. The 
division commander, Lt . Gen. Tadatsu Kata
oka, and the first serial of the division main 

body, composed of the 57th Infantry Regiment 
(reinf.), followed about nine hours later. 

When Maj. Kaneko's report finally arrived, 

the full seriousness of the situation in the 

Carigara area became clear. Lt. Gen. Suzuki 

immediately approved the emergency disposi
tions already taken and issued orders temporari

ly attaching the various reinforcement units to 
the 1st Division. It was impossible, however, 

to notifY Lt. Gen. Kataoka immediately of the 
changed situation, and the division advance 

guard moved into the vicinity west of Capoocan 

at 0900 on 3 November to find itself unexpected

ly engaged by the enemy. '" 
Badly surprised, the advance guard fell back 

toward Colasian with the enemy in pursuit. 

Meanwhile, at 1000, Lt. Gen. Kataoka reached 

the high ground south of Managasnas. Finding 
his advance guard engaged, he immediately 

ordered the 1st Reconnaissance Regiment and 
the 20th Antitank Battalion"- to check the 

enemy advance. At the same time he dispatch
ed an order to the division main body to close 

up at forced march. '47 

W'hile the 1st Reconnaissance Regiment 

fought in Colasian during the afterno:m to 

check the enemy push from Capoocan, an 

enemy amphibious force estimated at one 

battalion, with more than four tanks, suddenly 
landed in the regiment's rear at Pinamopoan,just 

east of Managasnas. Lt. Gen. Kataoka thought 

that this small force could easily be pinched off, 

and he ordered the 57th Infantry to move up 
from the Limon area and attack, with the remain
der of the division to complete its concentration 

in the vicinity of Cananga as rapidly as possible. 

Meanwhile, however, the enemy, after a heavy 
artillery bombardment, had moved into Mana

gasnas. The 1st Reconnaissance Regiment fell 

back to the southwest and occupied the east 

end of a long ridge overlooking the coast. 
At 1800 on 4 November, the 57th Infantry 

began moving up into attack positions on the 
left of the 1st Reconnaissance Regiment. Dur

ing the 5 th and 6th, attacks were launched 
toward Managasnas, but enemy artillery superi

ority caused heavy casualties, and the 57th 

144 Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three. op. cit. Vol. II Supp!. , pp. 67-8. 
145 The enemy had entered Carigara on 2 November to find that the Japanese had already evacuated . 

146 The 20th Antitank Battalion had left Ormoc shortly before the advance guard of the 1st Division, but had 

been overtaken by the latter's mechanized reconnaissance elements. The battalion henceforth operated as part of the 

division. 

147 Narrative of the operations in the Limon area is based on the following sources: (I) Summary of 1st 

Division Operations, op. cit. (2) Dai Hyakuni Shidan SdkuJen Keika no Gaiyo ma=lmill i'F-ifil ~~H~ / tfft~ (Summary 

of 102d Division Operations) Home Depot Division, Apr 46. (3) Outline of Operations and Lessons of the Leyte 

Campaign, op. cit., pp. 41-84. (4) Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vo!' II Supp!., pp. 56-'52. 
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Infantry was obliged to yield part of the coastal 
ridge. 

The 1st Division main body had by this time 

almost completed its concentration in the 

Cananga area. On 6 November Lt. Gen. Kata· 

oka issued a new operational plan envisaging 

commitment of the division's full strength, plus 

the reinforcement units under division control, 

in a wide four-pronged attack. The essentials 
of this plan were as follows: ,.8 

I . The Hi Di",ision will attack the enemy in the 

Carigara area, the 41St Infantr y on the right, the ISI 

Infantry on the right center, the 49th Infantry on the 

left center, and the 57th Infantry on the left . The 

line of departure for the attock and unit fronts will 

be as indicated below. 

2. The 41st Infantry, reinforced by the Tempei 

Battalion, will secure the di.."ision right flank by 
occupying the heights west of SalllO Nino to H ill 582. 

3. The 169th Independent Infantry Battalion 

will ad'JIance to the upper reaches of the Naguison 

Ri"er and, upon arri'JIctf, will be attached to the ISI 

Infantry. 

4. The 171Jt indepe71dent Infantr y Battalion 

will assemble near Hill 517 and will be attached to 

the 49th infantry. 

5. The Ht Infantry (reinf., less 2d Bn.) will 

ad.ance to the high ground astride the Naguison 

River, maintaining liaison with the 415t Infantry on 

the right and the 49th Infarury on the left . 

6. The 49th Infalllry (reinf., less 3d Bn) will 

advance to a line extending from the northern foot 

of Hill 517 to the northern foot of Hill 465 and 

prepare to attack in the diredion of Copoaron . 

7 . The 57th Infa ntry (reinf., less lSt Bn.) will 

continue its present mission in the sectoT south of 

M anagasndS. 

8. The IS/ A rtillery Regimelll will support the 

attack from positions around MI. CatabaTdn. 

Two factors, however, rendered Lt. Gen. 

Kataoka's planned scheme of maneuver difficult 

to execute. First, the 1st and 49th Infantry 

Regiments had to deploy over the mountainous 

terrain to the east of the Ormoc-Limon 

Highway to reach their assigned line of depar

ture; and second, the reinforcement units were 

widely scattered and, in some cases, far from 

their designated sectors. Progress of the de

ployment was extremely slow, and the 57th 

Infantry, with the 1st Reconnaissance Regiment 

and 20th Antitank Battalion, meanwhile had 

to carry the attack alone. These units fought 

a savage two weeks' action but were barely able 

to hold their own in the strategic heights south 
of Managasnas. ' •• 

While the Limon battle thus entered a 

temporary stalemate, over-all developments in 

the battle for Leyte were impelling higher Army 

headquarters in Manila to undertake a serious 

review of both tactical plans and strategic policy. 

Command D ecisions 

Two main factors led Fourteenth Area Army 

to decide early in NovemSer on a revision of 

the tactical plan being followed by the Thirty

fifth Army on Leyte. The first of these factors 

was the enemy's unexpectedly rapid sweep 

across northern Leyte to the Carigara area. 

The second was the steadily increasing use by 

enemy land-based air power of the captured 

airfields in the Tacloban and Dulag-Burauen 
sectors. 15

0 

148 1St Division Operations Order NO.4', 6 Nov 44. ATIS Bulletin No. 1656, 28 Dec 44. 

149 On top of the failu re of the 1St and 49th Infantry Regiments to reach their attack positions, heavy rains 

and enemy air attack hindered the deployment of the 1st Artillery Regiment, with the result that supporting fire to 

neutralize enemy arti llery in the Carigara sector was not opened until ~ November. Another severe rainstorm on 9 

November hampered operat.ions by logistic difficulties. 

150 On 5 November air intelligence reports indicated that about 150 medium bombers and fighters were based 

on the Tacloban airfield , and approximately 100 aircraft of various types o n the fields in the Burauen area. Philip

pine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. II Suppl., p. 90. 
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Thirty-fifth Army had formulated its initial 
plan of operations on the basis of the estimate 
that the enemy could be contained on eastern 
Leyte until the main Army forces could be 

concentrated in the Carigara area . The con

centration completed, these forces were to move 
up to the Jato sector, on the left flank of the 

16th Division, and from this line of departure 

launch the mairi counteroffensive effort toward 

Dulag. 
The enemy's penetration of the Carigara area 

even before the 1st Division had time to move 

up from Ormoc, changed the tactical picture 
drastically. If Thirty-fifth Army now adhered 

to its plan of advancing via Carigara and Jaro, 
it would face enemy resistance from the start. 

It would also be seriously handicapped by the 

necessity of conducting operations on two 
widely separated fronts , with the main forces 

engaged around Carigara and the 16th Division 

fighting an isolated action to hold its positions 
west of Dagami and Burauen. 

The Area Army command estimated that 

the combined effect of these disadvantages 

would be to prolong the operations for recapture 
of eastern Leyte to such an extent that their 

ultimate success would be jeopardized. Speed 

was of the utmost importance since the enemy, 

if left free to expand the use of the eastern 

Leyte airfields, would gain a steadily increasing 
air advantage fatal to the reinforcement and 
supply of the Thirty-fifth Army. It therefore 

seemed imperative to modify the operational 
plan with the primary objective of recapturing 

the airfields as guickly as possible. 
Since the 16th Division in the Burauen

Dagami area still held advantageous mountain 

positions within striking distance of three of the 

five major airfields occupied by the enemy, 
Fourteenth Area Army decided that the most 
effective plan was to restrict operations in the 

Carigara area to a holding action and throw the 

main weight of the Thirty-fifth Army's forces 

into an offensive on the 16th Division front. 

About 5 November, therefore, an order was dis

patched to Lt. Gen. Suzuki directing him to 

deploy the Army main strength toward Burauen 
and launch offensive operations in that sector 

as speedily as possible. " . 
At the same time that this modification of 

the tactical plan was ordered, General Y ama

shita and his staff were becoming increasingly 

convinced that the overall situation afforded 

scant hope of victory on Leyte and that the 

whole strategic policy of fighting decisive 

ground action there should be abandoned, 

involving the cancellation of further reinforce

ments to Thirty-fifth Army. On 7 November, 

one day prior to the scheduled embarkation for 
Ormoc of the 26th Division, this view was 

verbally transmitted to Lt. Gen. Iimura, South

ern Army Chief of Staff, by Lt. Gen. Muto, 

Chief of Staff of Fourteenth Area Army. The 

major reasons advanced in support of the Area 
Army view were as follows: ", 

I. The ('Vident failure of the decisj;;e operations 

carried oul by the sea and air forces to bring abow 

our rigniftcant weakening of enemy forces on Lerte 

or of eflemy carrier air strength supporting the 

ill')ldSiofl . 

2 . Deterioration of the o"/lera/l air situation due 

to attrition of japatJese air strength as against a steady 

build-up of en.emy air forces operating oYer the 

Philippines .• " 

'5' (,) Phil ippine Ope.ations Record, Phase Three, op. ci t. Vol. n, pp. '5- ,6. (2) Statement by Maj. Gen. 
Nishimura. previously cited. (3) Interrogation of Col. KobayC!;s hi . previously c ited. 

152 Statements by Lt. Gen. Iimura and Maj. Gen. Nishimura, both previously cited. 
153 In addition to an intensification of enemy air operation from land bases on eastern Leyte and on Morotai, 

carrier forces continued intermittent but heavy attacks on Luzon. On 5 and 6 November, enemy carrier planes at. 
cacked Manila, Clark Field, and Legaspi in a total of 1,170 sorties . Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II, op. 
cit., pp. 22- 3. 
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3. Theextremely unfa.orable deyelopment of the 

tactiea/ situatiotl on Leyte. 

4. The increasing difficulty of tranIporti"g troop 

reinforcementr due to enemy air acti'Yity, coupled with 

itk1bility to check the steady reinforcement of enemy 

forces on Leyte . 

5. The danger of stripping the defenIes of Lu,on 

withoul reasonable prospedS of securing a decisi'Ye 

'Yictory on Lerte. ' 1-4 

Despite these representations, the Southern 
Army Chief of Staff declined to consider any 

departure from the policy fixed by Imperial 
General Headquarters, and the embarkation of 
the 26th Division proceeded on schedule. The 

convoy carrying the division main strength, 

together with the remaining three infantry 

battalions of the 1st Division, sailed from 

Manila on the morning of 8 November under 
s~rong air and surface escort .. ,0; 

The first section of the convoy, carrying the 
1st Division elements, reached Ormoc on 9 
November, unloaded, and left the harbor with
out incident . The 26th Division transport·s, 

however, underwent air attack as they neared 

Ormoc, resulting in damage to one ship. The 

transports entered the harbor at 1830 and began 

disembarking troops, severely hampered by 
heavy seas and a shortage of landing craft." · 

By morning of 10 November, all troops were 
ashore, but no machine-guns, heavy weapons, 

supplies or equipment had been unloaded. 
Despite this , the convoy commander, in order 

to escape the enemy's regular mornmg air 
attack. ordered the transports to suspend 

154 The Fourteenth Area Army estimate of overall add itional troop requirements for the Philippine theater (d. 
p. 380) had been pared down by SOUlhern Army from five ro four divisions. On 4 November, Southern Army requested 

Imperia l General H eadquarters to effect the transfer of the 23d and one other division as speedily as possible, and to 

assign two additional divisions for shipment to the Philippines prior to 31 December. On the same date, Southern 

Army received notification of the official transfer of the 23d Division to Fourteenth Area Army, but until 10 November 

there was no indication of Imperial General Headquarters' reaction to the troop request as a whole. This increased 

Fourteenth Area Army's skepticism with regard to continuation of decisive ground action on Leyte. (I) Nampa Gun 

Sakusen Kiroku m:JJ.nr I1 iiI,t1cJ,~ (Southern Army Operations Record) 1st Demobilization Bureau, }u1 46, pp. 155-6. 

(2) Statements by Lt. Gen. rimura and Maj. Gen. Nishimura, both previously cited. 

155 Units embarked on Utis convoy were the following: 

26th Division 

Headquarters 
t 3th Independent Infantry Regt. 
2d Bn. , 12th Independent Infantry Regt. 
3d Bn., 11th Independent Infantry Regt. 
26th Division Reconnaissance Regt. 
I Ith Ind .. Field Arty Regt. ( less one bn.) 
26th Engineer Regt. 
26th Division Special Troops 
25th Antitank Bn. 
21st Mortar Unit 
65th Independent Engr. Bn. 

1St Division 

1St Bn., 57th Infantry 

2d Bn., 1st Infantry 

3d Bn .. 49th Infantry 
(I) Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. IT Supp!., pp. 82-3. (2) Summary of 1st Division 
Operations, op. cit., p. 9. ( 3) Outline of Operations and Lessons of the Leyte Campaign, op. cit., p. 36. 

156 Insufficient landing craft were available at Ormoc because Thirty·fifth Army had been informed that no 

large ships would henceforth be employed in transport operations to Leyte. The Army wa.s therefore employing most 

of its landing craft elsewhere. Phil ippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. II SuppL, pp. 81-2. 
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unloading and sail for Manila. This precaution 
proved fruitless, for enemy planes caught the 

convoy shortly after it left the harbor, sinking 
two transports and one escort vessel. The 

surviving ships continued on to Manila. 
On II November, a follow-up convoy of five 

transports reached Ormoc with ammunition 

c.argoes and elements of 26th Division special 

troops. Just as unloading began, 300 enemy 
planes unleashed an attack which sank all the 

transports and five of seven escort vessels. The 

reinforcement operation, at an exceedingly 
heavy cost in ships, had ended in partial 

failure.' '' 
At Manila, Fourteenth Area Army mean

while pressed its recommendation for abandon

ment of decisive ground operations on Leyce. 
Following a direct interview on 9 November 
between General Yamashita and Lt. Gen. 

limura, Southern Army Chief of Staff, Field 

Marshal Terauchi summoned a conference of 

the Southern Army staff on 10 November to 

discuss the issue. On the basis of the decision 

reached at this conference, Field Marshal 

Terauchi personally summoned General Yama

shita to Southern Army headquarters on 11 

November and informed him that the fol
lowing basic decision had been reached :,,8 

I. The Leyte decisi .. operation will be continued 

to the best of the Army's ability, and, at the >frl 

least, the eIIemy will be dellied the use of the Leyte 

airfields. 

2. The defem" of Luzon will be strengthened 

but 1Iot so as to compromise the successful continuation 

of the Leyte operation. 

In compliance with this decision, Fourteenth 
Area Army proceeded to draw up long-range 
plans for the continuation of the campaign, 

taking into account a notification to Southern 
Army on 10 November that Imperial General 

Headquarters planned to assign the loth and 
possibly one other division to the Area Army 

in the near future.' '' On 15 November, a 
general directive incorporating these plans was 
issued: ,60 

1. The Thirty-fifth Army will endeavor to ac

complish the destruction of the enemy on Leylt, 

setting as its minimum objecti1le the disruption of the 

enemy's use of air bdSes. 

2. Forcer: 

d. (Troop units already on Leyte enumerated) 

b. Projected reinforcements: 

68th Brigade (main part to arri>e Manila 

17- 18 Nov.) 

23d Diyision (main PdTt to arri'Ve Manila 

22- 23 NOli; remainder from mid to 

late Dec.) 

10th Dj')lision (arri"e Manila early Dec.) 

3. Dependent upon the availability of sufficient 

air coyer and surface escort J these reinforcements will 

be tramported to Leyte as required by the local situa

tion . Under unfa'Yorable conditions, the transport 

of troops may be delayed or temporarily suspended, 

but every effort will be made to maintain supply ship

ments adequate for the existing forces. 

4. In the event that further troop shipments 

cannot be accomplished, Luzon will become the main 

theater of future operations in the Philippines. 

Expansion of air force strength in the Phi

lippines was meanwhile progressing under the 

157 Phil ippine Area Naval Operations, Part II, op. cit., p. ag. 
158 Statement by Lt. Gen. Iimura, previously cited. 

159 The loth and 19th Divisions, in Formosa and Korea respectively, were officially assigned to Fourteenth Area 

Army on 20 November. With this action, Imperial General Headquarters had assigned three of the four additional 

divisions requested by Southern Army. Due to the shipping situation, it was deemed impossible to move a fourth 

division to the Philippines before 31 December. (Statement by Col. Hattori , previously cited .) 

160 Documents of Fourth Air Army and Fourteenth Area Army, op. cit . Outline of Operation Plans for the 

Leyte Decisive Battle, 15 Nov 44. 
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Army-Navy Central Agreement of 28 October. 

Of eleven fresh Army air regiments scheduled 
for deployment during November and Decem

ber, five (29th, 54th and 246th Fighter Regts. ; 

74th and 95th Heavy Bomber Regts.) had reach
ed the Fourth Air Army by mid-November, and 

shipments of replacement aircraft were increas

ing.'"' On 23 November, the Air Army 

reorganized its subordinate units, making the 

4th Air Division, hitherto charged only with 

base activities and anti-submarine patrol, fully 

operational, with responsibility for the Luzon 

and Mindoro sectors, the 2d Air Division 

remaining responsible for operations in the 
central and southern Philippines.'"' 

Replenishment of naval air strength was also 

proceeding satisfactorily, replacement aircraft 

to the First Combined Base Air Force exceeding 
losses by 26 per cent during November. ,", On 

'5 November Combined Fleet decided to dis

continue the training of carrier air grou ps in 

favor of concentrating on the expansion of the 
base air forces, ,", and the Third Air Fleet, 

stationed in the homeland, was assigned the 

primary mission of training replacement units 
for deployment to the Philippines. At the 
same time, the "T" Attack Force was ordered 

to advance from Formosan to Philippine bases, 

and its missions were expanded to include 

attacks on transports and enemy airfields.'"' 

With plans completed for continuing the 
decisive battle on Leyte, Field Marshal Tera

uchi and his staff departed Manila for Saigon 

on '7 November in order to establish the 
Southern Army command at a more central 
location within the Army zone of responsibility. 

The transfer had been authorized by Imperial 

General Headquarters prior to the Leyte 
invasion but had then been deferred so that 

Southern Army could more effectively direct 

the preparations and planning for the decisive 
battle. ,66 

16, Four additional air regiments (18th, 55th, and 71St Fighter Regts. and Io6th Reconnaissance) arrived during 
the last half of November, and two (72d and 73d Fighter Regts.) dUring the early part of D ecember. In addition, 
the 15th Air Reconnaissance Regt., which had earlier returned to the Homeland for test and replen ishment, and the 13th 
Fighter Regt., which was in the Celebes, were redeployed to the Philippines in ear ly December. The ratio of replacements 
to aircraft losses increased from 52 percent for October to 79 percent for the first three weeks in November. (1) 
Phil ippine Air Operations Record, Phase Two, op. cit. Chart XIV. (2) Daily Record of the War Situation, op. cit., 
pp. [4- 32 . 

162 Four fighter regiments (the 29th, 246th, 33d, and 20th) were assigned to the 4th Air Division, the 2d Air 
Division retaining control of eleven fighter regiments (the 17th, 18th, 22d, 24th, 27th, 31st, 45th, 54th, 55th, 7Ist, and 
2ooth), one 6ghcer.bomber regiment (the 67th). and two reconnaissance regiments (the 2d and 38th). The 30th Fighcer 
Group, cemporarily released to 2d Air Division command on 23 October, returned to direct command of Fourth Air 
Army on 23 November, when it was ordered back from Bacolod to Clark Field for rest and replenishment. The remain· 
der of the air units in the Philippines, including the entire heavy bomber force, was under direct Fourth Air Army 
command. Documents of Fourth Air Army and Fourteenth Area Army, op. cit. Outline of Air Operations of the 
Fourth Air Army in the Leyrer Decisive Battle, 15 Nov 44; and Fourth Air Army Operacions Order No. 593, 23 
Nov 44. 

163 Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part H, op. cit ., pp. 23, ~. 
164 As a result of this decision, the Third Fleet, then engaged in training carrier air units, was broken up. The 

634th Air Group was assigned to Second Air Fleet, and most of the pLiols and aircraft of the 60lSl Air Group were 
used as replacements to the First Combined Base Air Force. H eadquarcers , Third Fleet and the 653d Air Group were 
deactivated. 

J65 Philippine Atea Naval Operations, Part II , op. cit., p. 27· 
166 Marshal Terauchi had consistently maintained that Southern Army headquarters should be centrally located 

on the continent to assure more effective strategic control of operations throughout the southern area. In August, 
Imperial General Headquarters agreed in principle to a transfer of Southern Army headquarters to Saigon but left the 
time to be decided later . Transfer was finally authorized in October followmg a staff visit to Manila by Maj. Gen. 
Joichiro Sanada, Chief, 1st Bureau (Operations), Imperial General H eadquarters, Army Section. (Statement by Lt. 

Gen. Iimura, previously cited.) 
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Execution of the transfer involved no change 

in the chain of command, Southern Army re

taining control of both Fourteenth Area Army 

and Fourth Air Army. Subject to this control, 

the Area Army and Fourth Air Army remained 

egual theater commands for ground and air 

operations respectively, and were to effect local 

coordination between themselves and with 

Southwest Area Fleet.'" 

Limon Battle: Phase II 

The debarkation of the 26th Division and 

the second echelon of the 1st Division at Ormoc 

on 9-10 November found the situation on the 

Limon front still stalemated. The 1st Division 

elements set out immediately for the Limon 

area, while the 26th Division main strength, 

despite its lack of weapons , was ordered to 

assemble at Dolores, five miles north of Ormoc, 

in preparation to move up and join the Imabori 

Detachment engaging the enemy southwest 

of Jaro.' '' 

The 1st Division elements were well on the 

way to Limon when the Fourteenth Area Army 

order of 5 November, delayed in transmission, 

reached Thirty-fifth Army on 10 November. 

To comply with the directed shift of the Army's 

main front toward Burauen, Lt. Gen. Suzuki 

abandoned his plan to commit the 26th Divi

sion on the Jaro front and ordered Lt . Gen. 

T suyuo Yamagata, the division commander, to 

move his troops as rapidly as possible to 

Albuera, rune miles southeast of Ormoc, and 

prepare for operations eastward. To replace 

the 26th DiVIsion in future operations on the 

Jaro I ront the Army Commander planned to 

use the 30th Division. The division, which 

had not yet left Mindanao, was accordingly sent 

orders to land at Ipil, concentrate north of 

Ormoc, and prepare to reinforce the Imabori 

Detachment. 

By 13 November the newly-arrived battalions 

or the 1st Division closed into the Limon area, 

and Lt. Gen. Kataoka immediately decided to 

regroup his forces for a new offensive. The 

scheme of maneuver embodied in the 6 Novem

ber battle plan was discarded, since the 1st 

Infantry had still not reached its scheduled 

attack positions astride the Naguison River. 

Lt. Gen. Kataoka decided to launch the 

offensive on a narrower front, shifting the 

1st Infantry to the left flank to support the 57th 

Infantry, under heavy enemy pressure to the 

south of Managasnas. On '4 November the 

following dispositions were ordered: ,." 

1. Dispositio" of second echelon units: The 1St 

Batta[ion, 57th Infantry, will reyert to 57th Infantry 

control. The 3d Batta[ion, 49th Infantry, will be 

attached to the 57th Infalllry. The 2d Batta[ion, 

lSt Infantr y, will be the division reSeT'JIe. 

2. The 57th Infantry (reinf.) will attack along 

the main road toward Managamas. 

3. The 49th Infantry ([es; 3d Bn.), with the 

Ipst independent Infantry Batta[ion attached, will 

envelop the enemy [eft flank in the direction of 

167 At the time of the transfer. a proposal was advanced in favor of placing the Fourth Air Army under com

mand of Fourteenth Area Army to assure more effective coordination of ground and air operations. Southern Army 

rejected the proposal , however, on the principal ground that it was necessary to maintain a strategic mobility of air 

forces between all sectors in the Southern Army zone of responsibility. (Statement by Col. Yozo Miyama, Chief, 

Operations Sect ion, Southern Army and Col. Hottori, previously cited.) 

168 The Imabori Detachmem had moved up from Ormoc to the vicinity of Daro, about three miles southwest 

of Jaro, by 4 November. Since that date it had been engaged by the American g6th Division. 

169 (1) Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vo!' II Supp!., pp. 103- 4. (2) Summary of 1st 

Division Operations, op. cit., p. 9-tJ . (3) Field Message, CO 49th Infantry Regt to CO 2d Bn, undated. X Corps 

ADVATIS Translation No. 23, 25 Nov 44. 
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Co/asian. 

4· The ISt Infantry (1m 2d Bn.) will concentrate 

in the sedor south of Limon. ' ';'0 

5 · The ISt Field Artillery Regiment will rupport 

the ad."nce of the 57th and 49th Infantry from its 

present positions, priority of fire to the 57th Infantry. 

6. The 4ISt Infantry (rein!) will COYer the 

di.ision right flank by operations from the heights 

southwest of Capoocan. 

7 . The 2d Battalion, 1st Infantry, will be the 

division reserve. 

In execution of these orders, the 57th Infan
try launched an attack on 14 November, 

pushing forward to the summit of the ridge 
overlooking Managasnas but suffering heavy 

casualties in an enemy counterattack with f1ame
throwing tanks. The 49th Infantry, which did 

not attack until 16 November, made even 

slower progress in the densely-forested foothills 
to the southwest. 

While the battle continued, the commander 

and headguarters of the I02d Division, together 
with a battalion of field artillery and part of 

the divisional engineers, landed at Ormoc from 

Iloilo on the night of 17 November.'" Thirty

fifth Army immediately ordered the reversion 

to I02d Division control of the 169th and 17Ist 
Independent Infantry Battalions and also direct
ed the division to take command of the 41st 

Infantry Regiment (reinf.) and the 364th Inde
pendent Infantry Battalion. ", With these forces, 

Lt . Gen. Shimpei Fukue, I02d Division com
mander, was assigned the mission of securing 

the heights south and southwest of Capoocan 

and harrassing enemy artillery and rear installa

tions by raiding tactics.''' 

The force of its attack spent, the 57th 
Infantry was now losing ground south of 

Managasnas and fighting desperate! y to prevent 
an enemy breakthrough into the Pagsangahan 
Valley corridor leading south to Ormoc. On 

the right flank, however, the 49th Infantry 

succeeded on 18 November in infiltrating the 

enemy left to launch a two-pronged thrust 
toward Colasian and Capoocan. Using raiding 

tactics, the 1st Battalion reached the sea west 

of Capoocan, while the 2d Battalion penetrated 
to the viciniry of Colasian. 

This pressure on the enemy's rear line of 

communications brought no let-up in his attack 

on the 57th Infantry front. A fresh enemy 
division (32d) was thrown into battle on 18 

170 The 169th Independent Infantry Battalion, previously ordered attached to the 1st Infantry, was not included 

in the 14 November plan. The battalion was still separated from the right Rank elements of the 1St Division by a six

mile gap, and communication contact was so poor that the battalion commander did not know that he was under 1st 

Division command. (f) Field Message, CO r69th lndep Inf Bn to CG 102d Div, 7 Nov 44. ADVATIS Bulletin 

No. 63. 13 Dec 44. (2) Summary of 102d Division Operations. op. cit., p. 15· 

171 With the arrival of these elements, the total strength of the 102d Divi sion on Leyte, less units attached after 

arrival, was approximately 3.600. The 172d Independent Infantry Battalion was left behind on Negros to guard the 

BacoIod airfields against guerrillas, and the remaining five battalions were dispersed on Negros, Panay, Masbate. Sohol 

and other islands of the Visayas. Reile Tonyu Heiryoku Hyo v"'" -T&A*JJ~ (Chart of Forces Committed on Leyte) 

1st Demobilization Bureau. Dec 48. 

172 The 364th Independent Infantry Battalion was now up to it.<; full complement of 1,000 troops as a result of 

the movement of its remaining elements from Cebu. Upon attachment to the I02d D ivision. the battalion was relieved 

of its guard mission in the Ormoc area. (t) Ibid. (2) Philippine Operations Record. Phase Three, op. cie. Vol. 

II Supp!. , pp. 54, 112. 

173 The division command post was established in the sector southwest of Mt. Pina on 21 November. but 

communication difficulties made it imposs ible to establish liaison with scattered subordinate units until about 25 No

vember. By Army order, eight guns were released by the divisional artillery unit to the 26th Division. (1) Philip

pine Operations Record, Phase Three. op. cit. Vol. II Suppl.. pp. 11 1-112 . . (2) Field Message, Chief of Staff. 102d 

Division, 22 Nov 44. ADVATIS Bulletin No. 94, 24 Dec 44· 
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November, the left /lank of the 1St Division 
was turned, and the strategic heights north of 

Limon were lost. Lt. Gen. Kataoka now 

decided to commit the 1St Infantry around the 

left of the 57th Infantry to restore the line. 

Before this could be done, however , enemy 

elements drove between the 57th Infantry and 

the Leyte River to capture Limon on 24 

November, and a second enemy spearhead 

crossed the Leyte River west of Limon, threat

ening the positions of the 1St Artillery Regi

ment.''' The 1St Infantry, reaching Its 

scheduled attack positions on the left rear of 

the 57th, found itself already outflanked and 

forced to go on the defensive. 

The 1St Division was now in a tenuous 

situation. With no reserves available for com

mitment, Lt. Gen. Kataoka had to suspend the 

49th Infantry's operations in the Colasian

Capoocan sector and make these troops avail

able to support the division left flank along the 

Limon-Ormoc highway.''' The withdrawal 

of the 49th opened a wide gap between the 1St 

and I02d Divisions, and the enemy swiftly 

advanced through the breach to attack rear 

echelon elements of the 1st Division along the 

highway south of Limon. 

On 5 December the Thirty-fifth Army Com

mander ordered the Imabori Detachment to 

disengage its main forces leaving only a security 

detachment on the front southwest of Jaro, pull 

back to Dolores, and then hasten northward to 

bolster the disintegrating 1st Division. While 

the detachment was engaged in this maneuver, 

the situation on the north grew steadily worse. 

The 1st Division was now enveloped on both 

flanks, and the offensive-to retake Carigara had 

become a desperate struggle to hold the enemy 

away from Ormoc. 

Battle of Burauen 

On the 16th Division front west of Burauen 

and Dagami, November witnessed determined 

Japanese efforts to break the enemy's grip on 

the Burauen airfields, but these efforts, too, 

proved unavailing."· 

The beginning of the month found the 

division, reduced to less than 3,500 effectives 

and with almost no heavy weapons, endeavor

ing to consolidate its positions in the hills west 

of the Burauen-Dagami road.' '' On the 

174 To relieve the threat to the 1St Artillery Regiment, Lt. Gen. Kataoka committed the division reserve (2d 
Battalion, 1St Infantry) to an attack along the west side of the Limon-Ormoe highway in the vicinity of T abayho. 
This attack did not succeed in driving the enemy back across the Leyte River but did save the artillery positions from 
direct attack. Summary of 1St Division Operations, op. cit., pp. 12-3 

175 The 49th Infantry units operating in the Colasian-Capoocan sector were subjected to strong enemy counter
attacks on 24 November and began pulling back the same day to positions south of Colasian. On I December, the 
2d Battalion was ordered to evacuate these positions to reinforce the division left flank, and two days later the 1St 
Battalion was likewise ordered to the left flank sector. Ibid. pp. 11, '3· 

176 Narrative of the battle of Burauen is based on the following : (I) Philippine Operations Record, Phase 
Three, op. cit. Vol. II, pp. 20-6; Vol. II SuppL op. cit., pp. 131 - 44. (2) Philippine Air Operations Record , Phase 
Two, op. cit., pp. 94-7. (3) Oudine of Operations and Lessons of the Leyte Campaign, op. cit., pp. 71-4.81-7,91-2. 
(4) Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II, op. cil., pp. 29- 32. (5) Gohoku Sakusen Kiroku Furoku Daj Ni Dai Sanjuni 
Sh;Jan (Kaede) Morola; To Senlo Ga;sh; f.€~tfi'r.~~cU1<~f·ti~f.j';=jj';=+=r.'~JJlIJ!\""" J' 1.h\j~~#l!!I: (No"h of Aust<alia 
Operations Record , SupplemendI, General Outline of the 32d Division (Kaede) Operations on Morotai) 1st Demobiliza
tion Bureau, Jul 46. pp. 25-6. (6) Statement by Lt. Col. Sato, previously cited. (7) 16th Division Repott on the 
Wa Operation, 15 Dec 4+ ADVATIS Bulletin No. 152,1 5 Jan 45. (8) Airborne Raiding Unit, 2d Parachute 
Group. Operations Order No. II, 28 Nov 44. ADVATIS Bulletin No. 146, 12 Jan 45· (9) Situation on Leytc, 
19- 20 Nov 44. X Corps ADVATIS Translation No. 39. 14 Dec 44· 

177 By 10 November total strength , including 800 attached naval base personnel, was down to 3,350. The 
division staff was almost intact, but most of the company commanders and all battalion commanders and above in the 
infantry units, half the battalion and company commanders in the artillery, and aU engineer officers had been killecl 
Only three infantry guns and 20 machine guns remained in the division. 
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night of 6 November, the enemy launched a 
savage attack, supported by armor, which 
pushed Lt. Gen. Makino's troops back to the 
foot of Mt. Lobi and a point about three miles 

southwest of Burauen. The supply situation. 

was critical, but the division continued small

scale night raids on enemy positions and 
ambush attacks on enemy patrols. In order 

to aid the 16th Division in these efforts, Thirty

fifth Army hastily organized and dispatched to 
the Burauen front a provisional infantry com

pany. 
The 26th Division was meanwhile preparing 

to move up from Albuera toward the Burauen 

front. As far as Lubi, a road unusable by 

vehicles was the only route of advance, and 

beyond Lubi even fo"t-trails were non.-existent. 

Lt. Gen. Yamagata ordered the 3d Battalion of 
the 13th Independent Infantry Regiment ahead 

as an advance guard, with the 26th Engineer 
Regiment to follow and repair the road to Lubi. 

On 18 November the advance guard reached 
Lubi and moved on into uncharted terrain. 

Behind it, the engineers made slow progress, 

hampered by bad weather, lack of e9uipment, 
and constant enemy air interdiction. 

Meanwhile, a new threat was developing to 

the south. On 10 November, an enemy force 
had been reported moving up the western coasr

al road north of Baybay, and Lt. Gen. Yama
gata had ordered the 2d Battalion of the 12th 

Independent Infantry Regiment to move down 

the road from Albuera to verify the report and 

cover the division right flank. On 15 Novem
ber, the battal:on was attacked by guerrillas and 

shortly thereafter made contact with elements 
of an enemy force which was apparently con
centrating in the vicinity of Caridad. ,,' N oti

fied of this development, Thirty-fifth Army 

ordered the 26th Division to contain any 

eventual enemy thrust north toward Albuera 

while proceeding with the movement of its main 

strength toward Burauen. 

It was apparent, however, that the division 
would remain only effective unless its lack of 

heavy weapons, ammunition and e9uipment was 
remedied. To meet this need, Fourteenth 

Area Army planned to run two supply convoys 
into Ormoc sometime after 23 November and 

re9uested Fourth Air Army to provide adeguate 
cover against enemy air attack. 

In view of the increasingly stringent enemy 

air blockade around Leyte, Fourth Air Army 

recognized that the usual escort measures would 
probably be insufficient. Lt. Gen. Tominaga 

therefore planned to supplement these by a 

large-scale offensive against enemy air bases and 

shipping, coupled with a neutralization attack 
on the Burauen airfields by a small force of 

airborne troops. The latter mission was assigned 

to the Kaoru Airborne Raiding Detachment, 

with a strength of 80 men. ". On 22 Novem

ber this unit was alerted, and the following 
operational instructions were issued: 

1. The Fourth Air Army will cOYer the mo.-

ment of transport con.oys to Leyte during the period 

23-27 NO')lember. 

2. Throughout this period e"emy airfields will be 

rubJeded to concentrated neutralization attacks, and 

attacks will also be carried out agai1lst enemy lIessels 

178 Since no amphibious movements of enemy troops had been detected around the southern coast of Leyte, it 

was presumed that the force in the Caridad area had advanced from eastern Leyte over the Abuyog-Baybay road. 

Thirty-fifth Army had discounted the possibility of an enemy advance over this road In view of 16th Division reports 

to the effect that the road had been rendered impassable by road blocks and demolitions. 

J 79 The Kaoru Detachment was organized from part of the strength of the Gi-Go (~~) Airborne Raiding Unit, 

a specially-trained and equipped infantry force of abom company size, attached 00 Fourth Air Army. The Gi-Go Unit 

originally belonged 00 the 1St Raiding Unl[ (Cf. n. 25. Chapter XII), the bulk of which had been sent 00 western 

New Guinea and Morotai . One company remained in the PhilIppines and was lrained for airborne operations. Fourth 

Air Army intending to use it on Morotai . This company was redesignated as the Gi-Go Airborne Raiding Unit. 
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in anchorage. 
3. In the ",,""ing of 26 No .. mber the Kaoru 

Raiding Detachment will be trallsported by air to the 
Burauen North and South Airfields. The transports 
will crash land on the airfields with landing Rear 
retracted and the detachment will then demolish airfield 
installations. After landing, the detachment will come 
ullder the command of the Thirty-fifth Army. 

The airborne attack on the Burauen airfields 

was thus conceived as a limited hit-and-run 

operation. Fourteenth Area Army and Fourth 

Air Army immecliately proceeded, however, to 

draw up a more ambitious plan for a coordinat
ed airborne and ground offensive to effect the 

permanent recapture of the Burauen airfields . 
O n 23 November Fourteenth Area Army issued 

a series of orders embodying the plan for this 

offensive, henceforth designated as the Wa 
Operation. The essential points of the plan 

were as follows: 

1. General outline: As much air power as 

possible will be assembled in order to gain temporary 

air superiority. Airborne forces will be utilized to 

seize the Burauen and San Pablo airfields in a 

surprise attack. To further insure capture of the 

abo .. areas, the 16th afld 26th Di.isions will launch 

a general land offensi'l'e. 

2. X -Day to be announced. It will fall in the 

period 5-10 Decpmber. 

3 . Preliminary AI/acks 

a. 1-3 December- General air offinsi'l'e 

aimed at airfields. 

b. 4-7 December-Na.al air support of 

ground operations in the Limon sector to 

create a di'l'ersion. 

4. Main AI/acks 

a. The 2d Parachute Group,80 will secure an 

airborne lodgement at Burauen Army Air

fields (North and South) and at San Pablo 

Airfield on the night of X-I. 

b. Thirty-fifth Army will execute strong 

patrolling and itlfiltration operations on 

the Dagami-Burauen front on X-I. 

e. On X-Day, the 16th and 26th Di.isions 

will execute a coordinated al/ack. The 

16th Di'l'ision objecti'l'e will be Burauen 

North Airfield and the 26th Di.ision objec

ti • ., will be Burauen South and San Pablo 

Airfields. 

On 24 November the air offensive to cover 

the moment of the supply convoys got under 
way, with sixty 2d Air Division planes striking 

at the Leyte airfields and 30 Navy aircraft 

attacking enemy shipping in Leyte Gulf. Daily 
attacks were mounted over the Leyte area 

during the next fou r days, while the 7th A ir 

Division carried out coordinated strikes against 
enemy bases on Morotai. On the evening of 

26 November, transports carrying the Kaoru 

Detachment took off from Lipa Airfield, on 

Luzon, reporting by radio two hours later that 
they were over the target area. No further 

reports were received, but since no enemy planes 

appeared over Ormoc Bay on 27 November, it 
seemed that the operation had been at least 
partially successful. ••. 

Despite these measures, the supply operation 
proved a failure. The first section of the first 

convoy, consisting of three transports with one 

escort, was caught by enemy carrier aircraft on 
24 November off Masbate, and all four ships 
were sunk. The second section, identically 

composed, was attacked the following day 

180 The 2d Parachute Group was composed of the 3d and 4th Parachute Regiments. These regiments had 

been ordered to the Philippines by Imperial General HeadGuarters on 25 October for employment on Leyte. On 6 

November, Imperial General Headquart.e:rs activated the 2d Parachute Group to command the two regiments and an 

air regiment assigned to provide airlift. The Group was assigned to Fourth Air Army. (Statement by Col. Hattori, 

previously cited.) 
181 Post-war access to American documentary sources estab ~ishes that the Kaoru Detachment raid actually failed. 

Three of the transports overshot their targets and crash-landed in the surf at Bincay, aboU': five miles south of Dulag, 
on the coast of Leyte Gulf. A fourth transport tried to land at Burauen North (Buri) Airfield but was turned back by 
antiaircraft fire . All detachment personnel were killed or captured . 
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northeast of Mindoro, losing two ships while 

the remaining two put back to Manila. The 

second convoy, with two transports, two sub

chasers and a patrol boat, reached Ormoc safely 

on 27 November, only to be attacked the same 

night by enemy PT boats operating in Ormoc 

Bay. Enemy land-based planes followed up 

with a dawn strike. and every ship in the convoy 
was sunk. 

Thirty-fifth Army now faced almost insuper

able obstacles to the execution of its mission 

under the Wet Operation plan. Of the two 

divisions earmarked for the ground assault, the 
16th Division was down to 2,000 men by the 

end of November and was losing an average of 

about 75 men per day. The main body of the 
26th Division was not yet moving toward the 

attack area and still lacked weapons and sup

plies. The battalion guarding the division 

flank against the enemy threat from the south 

had been pushed back, forcing Lt. Gen. Yama

gata to move his main strength from Albuera 

toward Caridad to relieve the pressure. At the 

end of November, the 3d Battalion of the 13th 

Infantry in the Lubi area was the only element 
of the 26th Division within a week's march of 

Burauen. 

Under these circumstances, Thirty-fifth 

Army felt that no coordinated attack on the 
Burauen front could be mounted before 7 

December. Fourteenth Area Army neverthe

less designated 5 December as X-Day, and Lt. 
Gen. Suzuki was forced to try to meet the 
deadline. Instructions were sent to the 16th 

Division to launch an attack toward the Burau

en North Airfield on the night of 5 December, 
and, the 26th Division, newly reinforced by the 

3d Battalion of the 77th Infantry, 30th Division, 

which had just landed in the vicinity of Ipil, 

between Ormoc and Albuera, was ordered to 

move immediately to the Lubi area and prepare 

for an attack on Burauen South Airfield. Three 

battalions were to remain at Albuera to contain 
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the enemy moving north on the coast highway. 
The 68th Brigade, scheduled to arrive about 

6 December, was to land at Ipil and assume 

the role of Army flank guard against the threat 
from the Caridad sector, thus relieving the 

balance of the 26th Division for operations on 
the Burauen front. 

Pursuant to instructions, the 9th and 20th 

Infantry Regiments, 16th Division, hastily drew 

their remaining effectives together into provi

sional composite assault units. The 9th In

fantry, 400 strong, and the 20th Infantry, with 
800, assembled west of Dagami. Meanwhile, 

the main strength of the 26th Division dis

engaged in the Caridad sector and began 
advancing toward Burauen. So slow was its 

progress that by 3 December it had only reached 
Lubi, and it was apparent that the movement 

could not be completed in time for the attack. 

Despite this, the advance battalion of the divi

sion assembled in a mountain defile west of 

Burauen and prepared to attack on 5 December 

as planned. 

On 1 December, the Thirty-fifth Army 
Commander left Ormoc to establish an advance 

command post at Lubi. Two days later, advice 

was received from Manila that the airborne 

assault had been postponed until the night of 
6 December due to predictions of adverse 

weather. Thirty-fifth Army immediately took 

steps to notify the 16th and 26th Divisions, 
but a communications breakdown made it 

impossible to get through to General Makino's 

headquarters. 
On the night of 5 December, the 16th Divi

sion composite assault units , unaware of the 

change in schedule, set out from their assembly 

point west of Buri, infiltrated the enemy lines, 

and attacked Burauen North Airfield during 

the morning of the 6th. Initial enemy reaction 

was confused, and the Japanese had successfully 

occupied about half the airfield by the time 

the first wave of airborne troops parachuted 



down on the target area at 1920. The com

bined forces renewed the attack, completing 

the occupation of the airfield during the night 

of 6-7 December. 
This initial success was shortlived. Plmes 

carrying the second wave of airborne troops 

from Lipa were forced back to base by bad 
weather, and the third wave, also waiting at 

Lipa, never got off the ground. On 8 Decem

ber the enemy launched a strong counterattack 

on Burauen North Airfield, supported byartil
lery, mortars and tanks. The small Japanese 

force resisted stubbornly for three days but, by 

11 December, was forced to withdraw into the 
mountains to the west after demolishing a 

number of enemy aircraft, guns and vehicles. 

Simultaneously with the attack on Burauen 

North Airfield, other parachute units had 

jumped on Burauen South and San Pablo 
Airfields, but these units were never heard from 
and were presumed to have been wiped out. ,8. 

A coordinated ground attack toward Bu rauen 

by the 3d Battalion, 13th Independent Infa ntry 

Regiment of the 26th Division, on 6-7 Decem
ber had likewise ended in failure due to stub

born enemy resistance. The bid to regain 

possession of the eastern Leyte airfields was at 

an end . 

Ormoc-Final Collapse 

While the abortive Wa operation was in 

progress, the already critical situation on north

western Leyte was rendered still more desperate 

by a sudden enemy amphibious landing directly 
on the eastern shore of Ormoc Bay. ,8, Thirry

fifth Army, though aware of increasing enemy 
patrol boat activity in the Camotes Sea, had 

had neither time nor adequate forces to remedy 

the almost complete lack of defenses in the bay 
area. ISi 

To the authorities in Manila, the latent 

enemy threat to the Camotes Sea area was a 

source of great concern. Southwest Area 

Force headquarters had for some time been 

studying possible countermoves to an enemy 

penetration of the area, and, on 4 December, 
Fourteenth Area Army issued an order estab

lishing a Camotes Islands Garrison Detach

ment, the strength being fixed at two pro

visionally organized infantry companies, a bat

tery of artillery, and an engineer platoon. This 

182 Post-war access to American documentary sources reveals that these units landed on their assigned targets 

but were immediately engaged by elements of the enemy I rth Airborne Division and forced to withdraw from both 

Burauen South and San Pablo Airfields by noon of 7 December. In addition to the major airborne landings on the 

Burauen group of airfields , small parachute detachments were dispatched to attack the airfields at Dulag and Tacloban. 

The transports carrying these units, however, were unable to reach the targets due to anti-aircraft fire and never returned 

to base. 

183 The narrative of the Ormoc battle is based on : (I) Philippine Operations Record , Phase Three, op. cit. 

Vol. II, pp. 26-33. (2) Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three op. cit. Vol. II Suppl., pp. 58,62, '39-'94. (3) 
Philippine Air Operations Record , Phase Two, op. cit., pp. 95- 8, 100-0', Chart XVII . (4) Oudine of Operations 

and Lessons of the Leyte Campaign, op. ciL , pp. 92-1 I I. (5) Daily Record of the War Situation, op. cit., pp. 25-33. 

(6) Document Files, Thirty-fifth Army, op. cit. (7) Reports to the Throne by Chief of the Navy General Staff, op. cit. 

(8) Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II, op. cit., pp. 32-6, 95-5. (9) Statements of Maj. Gen. Tomochika, Lt. 

Col. Asaeda, and Lt. Col. Watanabe, all previously cited. ( 10) Field Message, Fourteenth Area Army to CG, 26th 

Division, 19 Nov 44. Eighth Army ADVATIS Translation No. II, 12}an 45 . 

184 When the initial plans were formulated for the defense of Leyte, the possibility of an amphibious attack on 

the west coast was conSIdered negligible si nce an enemy convoy would have to negotiate the treacherous and heavily 

mined Canigao Channel and sail close to the naval and air bases on eebu. In mid·November, enemy PT boat activity 

in the Ormoc Bay area drew attention to the need of stronger shore defenses, and plans were laid for the construction 

of field fortifications in the foothills of the coastal range. However, since combat troops could not be spared and 

shipping unit personnel in Ormoc were fully engaged, little construction was ever accomplished. 
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detachment was to leave Manila for the Camotes 

Islands as soon as possible. 

At 0305 on the morning of 7 December, 

naval patrol bombers operatingovertheCamotes 
Sea detected an 80 vessel convoy of cruisers, 

destroyers, and transports about ten miles 

southwest of Baybay on a northerly course. 

The alarm was flashed to Manila and to Army 

and Navy units throughout the central Phil
ippines. At 0800, the gunnery ships of the 

enemy formation began a violent bombardment 

of Ipil and Albuera. Between 0920 and 1100 

enemy amphibious troops estimated at more 
than a regiment swarmed ashore at Albuera. 

Meanwhile, the wheels of Japanese coun

teraction had been set in motion. Southwest 

Area Force ordered First Combined Base Air 

Force to hit the enemy amphibious force im

mediately and in fUll strength. At 0940 Fourth 
Air Army ordered the 2d Air Division to 

throw its fUll strength against the enemy land

ing force as soon as its planes could be pu t 
into the air. The 5th Air Brigade, comprising 

the main heavy bomber strength of the Air 

Army, and special attack units of the 4th Air 

Division were likewise ordered to begin attack 

operations immediately. Fifty planes of the 2d 

Air Division, 12 heavy bombers of the 5th Air 

Brigade, and 20 suicide aircraft promptly 

sortied against the enemy landing point. In 
addition, 56 naval aircraft of the First Com

bined Base Air Force from Clark Field joined 
the attack .• 8, 

Fourteenth Area Army meanwhile dis

patched orders to the Thirty-fifth Army com
mander to suspend the Wa operation at once 

and throw the main strength of his forces 

against the new enemy landing. The 68th 

Brigade, which was already .enroute to Leyte 
under orders to land at Ormoc, was ordered 

to go ashore instead at Palompon, 15 miles 

west of Ormoc, from which a first-class metalled 

road gave quick access to Highway 2 and the 

Ormoc corridor. 

After landing, the 68th Brigade was to rush 

north and shore up the disintegrating lines of 

the 1st Division, thus making it unnecessary 
for Lt. Gen. Suzuki to weaken his forces in 

the south for that purpose. Fourth Air Army 

meanwhile agreed to land the remammg 

strength of the 2d Parachute Group at 

Valencia airdrome, eight miles north of Ormoc, 
for use against the enemy beachhead. Four

teenth Area Army also began considering the 

advisability of shipping additional ground units 
from Luzon to northwestern Leyte. 

The situation on the Ormoc front was 

desperate in the extreme. The only troops 
within close striking distance of the enemy's 

Albuera beachhead were the Mitsui Shipping 
Unit reinforced by newly-arrived minor ele

ments of the 77th Infantry, 30th Division, the 
26th Division flank guard detachment already 

engaging elements of the U. S. 7th Division 
south of Albuera, and some 26th Division and 

Thirty-fifth Army rear echelon personnel. 
Beside these fragments, the only regular line 

unit within reasonable distance was one bat

talion of the Imabori Detachment at Dolores. 
The remainder of the detachment was strung 

out in march column along the mountain trails 
to the east, still engaged in its withdrawal from 

the J aro front. 
At Thirty-fifth Army headquarters in Ormoe, 

the deputy chief of staff, Maj. Gen. T omo

chika, in the absence of the Army Commander 

185 Results claimed in these attacks were one battleship, one cruiser, two destroyers, five transports, and more than 

len landing barges sunk, and eight transports damaged. (According to American sources, one destroyer, one large 

transport and a number of amphibious craft were damaged. The damage to amphibious shipping hampered the 

logistic support of [he 77th Division.) 
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on the Burauen front, took immediate steps to 
meet the situation. ,86 The Mitsui Shipping 

Unit was instructed to occupy defense posi

tions on Red Roof Hill, a commanding terrain 

feature about one and a half miles southeast of 

Otmoc, while the Imabori Detachment was 

ordered to rush south through Ormoc and 

engage the enemy advancing from Albuera. 

The Mitsui Shipping Unit immediately 
moving into its assigned positions, while the 
commander of the Imabori Detachment hurried 

to Ormoc, arriving there late on the 7th. 
Pending the arrival of the detachment main 

body, the battalion already in the Dolores 

sector was ordered to move south toward I pil 

as an advance guard. In the Albuera sector, 

the enemy landing was being opposed only by 
small elements of the 26th Division flank 

guard detachment and by division and Army 

rear echelon troops. Brushing aside this weak 

opposition, the enemy advanced the beachhead 

north to take Ipil late on 7 December. 
On the evening of 8 December, Lt. Gen. 

Suzuki received word from rear headquarters 

at Ormoc that Fourteenth Area Army had 

ordered suspension of the Wa operation, and 

he immediately directed the 16th and 26th 
Divisions to initiate a general withdrawal from 

the Burauen-Dagami front. The 26th Divi· 
sion was to move back through Lubi and attack 

the enemy on the Albuera front , while the 16th 

Division was to follow the 26th over the Lubi 

trail to be available for possible use in the 

Ormoc sector. Early on 9 December, the 
Army Commander left the advance command 

post at Lubi to return to Ormoc. 

Meanwhile, the battle for Ormoc had already 

begun. On the night of 8 December, the 

advance guard battalion of the Imabori Detach· 

ment arrived in the vicinity of Ipil and began 
to dig in. On the morning of the 9th, before 

it had been able to complete organization of 

the position, the battalion was subjected to a 

counterattack by elements of the enemy 77th 
Division. Heavily outnumbered, the battalion 

was driven back to the Mitsui Shipping Unit 

positions on Red Roof Hill. While this action 

was being fought, the balance of the Imabori 
Detachment arrived in the Ormoc sector and 

was joined by elements of the 2d Parachute 

Brigade, which had begun to land at Valencia 
Airfield on the 8th. In view of the precarious 

situation south of Ormoc, Col. lmabori decided 
to station the detachment main strength on the 

heights northeast of the town and ordered the 

hasty preparation of defense positions. 

As the opening round of the battle for 

Ormoc was being fought, Fourteenth Area 
Army and Southwest Area Force completed 

plans for counteraction. On 8 December, 

the Camotes Islands Garrison Detachment 
finally left Manila. The next day, the 

Area Army further designated the Takahashi 

Detachment (5th Regimental Combat Team, 
8th Division) as an emergency reinforcement 
to leave for Leyce immediately. Southwest 

Area Force ordered the Ito Naval Landing 

Unit'" to accompany the Takahashi Detach
ment, and both units embarked for Palompon 

late on 9 December. 
Fourteenth Area Army regarded the dispatch 

of these units only as an emergency measure and 
proceeded to plan further counteraction. On 

10 December, when the 39th Infantry Regi
ment, loth Division arrived on Luzon, General 

Yamashita promptly ordered the regiment to 

prepare for a counterlanding in the Cangara 

Bay area on the night of 16-17 December. This 

186 Under a reorganization and expansion of Thirty-fifth Army headquarters, effected on 14 November, LL 

Gen. Takaji Wachi. Deputy Chief of Staff of Southern Army, replaced Maj. Gen. Tomochika as Chief of Staff of 

Thirty-fifth Army, Maj. Gen. Tomochika becoming Deputy Chief of Staff. 
187 The Ito Naval Landing Unit had a strength of 400, with 5 amphibious tanks and 16 light howitzers. 
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was to be known as the Ketsu (rR: ) Operation. 
Enemy air attacks were meanwhile disrupting 

troop movements to Leyte. On 7 D ecember, 
the 68th Brigade,'88 scheduled to land at 
Palompon, was forced ashore by air attack at 

San Isidro, on the northwest tip of Leyte, where 
it was unable to establish communication with 

Thirty-fifth Army. Headquarters and one 
battalion of the 77th Infantry, 30th Division 

landed successfully at Palompon on 9 December, 

but the convoy carrying the Takahashi Detach
ment from Luzon underwent a heavy air attack 

which sank one ship with the loss of an entire 

battalion of the 5th Infantry Regiment. The 
remainder of the detachment landed at Palom

pon on II December, together with the Camotes 
Islands garrison unit, which was unable to carry 

out its planned mission due to strong enemy 

forces in Ormoc Bay. The Ito Naval Landing 
Unit moved further south and landed near the 

mouth of the Pagsangahan River, west of 

Ormoc. 

The situation by this time was virtually 

hopeless. On II December, the Mitsui Ship

ping Unit and advance guard battalion of the 
Imabori Detachment, after delaying the enemy 

for two days, were forced to evacuate Red Roof 

Hill under heavy pressure. W'hile these units 

assembled astride the road north of Ormoc, the 
enemy moved into the deserted ruins of Ormoc 

on the same day. The Thirty-fifth Army had 

now lost its main supply port, and the retire
ment route of the 16th and 26th Divisions was 

completely severed. 

Lt. Gen. Suzuki reached the Army command 
post at Huaton, five miles north of Ormoc, at 

2020 on 13 December. By this time, the 1st and 
102dDivisions to the north were engaged in des

perate, last-ditch fighting east and west of Mt. 
Catabaran. To the south, only miscellaneous 
elements, including the Imabori Detachment 

and Mitsui Shipping Unit, stood between the 

command post and the enemy."· 

Despite this hopeless situation, Lt. Gen. 
Suzuki, counting upon the arrival of additional 

77th Infantry reinforcements from Palompon, 

decided on a final offensive effort. On 14 
December he issued the following order to 

activate the operation, fixing 17 December as 

the attack date; 

r. The Imabori Detachment (reinforced by ele
ments of the 2d Parachute Group and the ito 

Landing Unit) will, on 15 December, gradu.lly push 
attack positions forward. At dusk on 17 December. 

the detachment will assault Red Roof Hill, southeast 
of Drmor, and thence will penetrate into the outskirts 

of the town. 
2. The 77th Infantry (less two battalions) will 

relie'Ve the Imabori Detachment on the main road 

north of Drmoc on 15 December, and, 011 '7 Decem

ber, will attack Ormoc from the north. 

3. The IIt Di,ision will dispatch a battery of 

field artillery to the south of Huaton and will support 
the Imabori Detachment's assault on Red Roof Hill. 

4. The Mitsui Shipping Unit will hold its 
present position northeast of Grmoc and facilitate 

the lmaborj Detachment's attack. 

Although there was considerable doubt at 
this time as to the situation of the 26th Divi

sion south of Orrhoc, Lt. Gen. Suzuki felt that 

it could playa part in the forthcoming opera
tion by harrassing the enemy's rear. Accord-

188 The 68(h Brigade, commanded by Maj. Gen. Takeo Kurisu, was roughly equivalent to a regimental combat 

team in the American Army. The nuclear regiment was the I26th Infantry, supported by brigade artillery, engineer, 

signal, and medical units, aggregating (less attachments) about 5,000 men. Attached for this operation was the 380th 

Independent Infantry Battalion of the 58th Independent Mixed Brigade, raising the total strength to about 6,200 men. 

In landing at San Isidro, four ships of the 68th Brigade convoy were heavily damaged by enemy air attack and had to 

be grounded. The brigade got ashore but without most of its equipment, supplies and heavy guns. 

189 The Ito Naval Landing Unit had been ordered under the command of the Imabori Detachment but was 

unable to reach the detachment positions north of Ormoc due to enemy capture of intervening territory. 
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ingly, at '700 on '4 December, he dispatched 
the following order: 

I. The 26th Di'JIision will endedYOr to secure the 

heights aroulJd TalisaYdn with its main strength dud 

interrupt the enemy's northward ad'Vance . 

2. A7I element will be stationed 071 the heights 

east of A/buera to coyer the rear of the 16th Diyision. 

As for the ,6th Division, marooned in the 

mountain fastness of central Leyte, its plight 

seemed utterly hopeless. The Thirty-fifth 

Army Commander, however, hoped to ex

tricate a portion of it for further operations, 

and, on the afternoon of the 15th, sent the 
following order to Lt. Gen. Makino, the divi
sion commander: 190 

The main streJIgth of the 16th Di.isio71 will mo .. 

to the sector 7Iorth of Talisayan .ia Lubi and aid the 

26th Dj",isioll iu interrupting the enemy's northward 

adYdnce. 

Before preparations for the '7 December 
offensive against Ormoc could be completed, 

the enemy again seized the initiative with a 

series of surprise thrusts. Advancing through 

the swampy lowlands of the Pagsangahan 
River valley on the west side of Highway 2, 

an enemy force attacked Valencia airfield on 

'5 December. The next day the Imabori 

Detachment found itself beating off a strong 
enemy assault on its right flank at the juncture 

of Highway 2 and the Antilao River. The 

77th Infantry, which had just come up to 

relieve the right flank elements of the detach

ment, was also hit by the enemy attack, suffering 

heavy casualties. On the morning of '7 
December, an enemy combat patrol raided the 
Army command post at Huaton and almost 

captured the Army commander. 

Although these developments entirely dis

rupted Lt. Gen. Suzuki's attack plan, the 

Imabori Detachment nevertheless assaulted 
Red Roof Hill on the evening of '7 December 
and succeeded in carrying the summit. The 

detachment subsequently encountered such 
severe resistance, however, that it was unable to 

approach Ormoc and finally had to yield Red 

Roof Hill and retire to the 77th Infantry and 

Mitsui Shipping Unit positions in the hills 
northeast of Ormoc. 

In the meantime, the enemy had completely 
overrun Highway 2 as far north as Valencia, 

and Lt. Gen. Suzuki, at his new command post 

at Libongao, was cut off from all units to the 

south. On the night of '7 December the Army 
commander committed one battalion of the 

Takahashi Detachment southward along the 

highway in an abortive attempt to restore 
Communications. The same day, a discourag

ing message was received from Fourteenth Area 

Army that the Ketsu Operation had been can

celled. No reason was given. 

On 18 December, whatever fleeting hopes 

were still entertained that the Leyte decisive 

battle could be continued were dealt a final, 

crushing blow when the news arrived fro11). 

Fourteenth Area Army that the enemy had 
landed a force of about one division on 

Mindoro, at the very threshold of Luzon. It 
was plain that no further reinforcement could 

possibly be sent to Leyte. This message was 

quickly followed by another containing a policy 
guide from Gen. Yamashita with the follow

ing general provisions: 

1. It is contemplated that the missio1l of Thirty

fifth Army will be changed to one of strategic delay. 

2. In preparatio1J for official notification of such 

a change, the Army should promptly pla71 for self

sufficient, sustained resistance. 

Lt. Gen. Suzuki and his staff therefore, drew 

190 Enemy airborne landings at points along the Ta!isayan-Lubi trail, carried out simultaneously with the 

amphibious landing on Ormoc Bay, rendered the withdrawal of the 16th and 26th D ivisions doubly difficult. Remnants 

of the 26th Division did not reach tl- ~ mountains west of Ormoc until the end of February, followed in mid-March by 
a handful of survivors of the 16th r livision. 
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up a tentative plan for self-sufficient action in 
the Palompon area and issued it to the troop 
units at noon on 19 December_ The 1st and 
102d Divisions, which were still holding off 

the enemy in the north, were instructed to 

await further orders before initiating a with

drawal toward Palompon, but in case such orders 

were never received, they were to act on their 

own initiative. 
At 1400 on the 19th, the Thirty-fifth Army 

command post at Libongao was raided by the 
enemy _ As a consequence, the headquarters 

was displaced to Kompisao, a small barrio 

about five miles northeast of Palompon, 
.closing into the new location on 20 December_ 

Meanwhile, the Takahashi Detachment arrived 

at Libongao on the evening of the 19th. 

Reports received during 20-21 December at 
the new Thirty-fifth Army command post were 

extremely fragmentary, but they all continued 
to reflect the hopelessness of the situation and 

the imminence of total collapse. Although no 

official order confirming Gen. Yamashita's 

policy guide of the 18th had been received, the 
circumstances were such that Lt. Gen. Suzuki 
saw no further reason to delay the planned 

general retreat. Orders were therefore dis

patched on 21 December to the Takahashi 

Detachment to cover the withdrawal of all Army 

forces into the Palompon area. 

The huge and costly effort to turn the tide 
of battle in the Pacific by a defeat of the enemy 

on Leyte had ended in complete failure. Japa

nese air, sea and ground force strength had 
been consumed in vast quantities, and the 

enemy now possessed a forward base in the 

heart of the Phili ppines, from which to continue 

operations northward and expand his range of 
air control over the slim remaining lifeline 

between the homeland and the southern area. 

Already, by his advance to Mindoro, the 

aggressive enemy served notice that the invasion 

of Luzon was rapidly approaching. 
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CHAPTER XIV 

PRELUDE TO THE DEFENSE OF LUZON 

Estimates and Plans, November 1944 

By the first part of November '944, the 
Fourteenth Area Army command was already 

convinced that the loss of Leyte could not be 
averted.' Closely watching the unfavorable 

development of the struggle for this strategic 
island, General Yamashita and his staff con

cluded that enemy control of Leyte would be 

firmly established before mid-December, and 
that General MacArthur's forces would then 

be ready to launch the next move in the plan

ned conguest of the Philippines. 

The guestion of what this move wou ld be 

was given serious study. Although a d irect 

jump from Leyte to Luzon was not ruled out,' 

the Area Army command considered it more 

probable that General MacArthur would pre-

face his assault against Luzon by an inter

mediate operation in the central Philippines. 

The objective of this op~ration, it was surmised, 

would be to acguire advance air bases covering 

the most direct route of approach to the west 

coast of Luzon via the Sulu Sea.' 
In the opinion of General Yamashita's staff, 

the enemy would probably seek such bases in 
the western Visayas. The Iloilo sector of 

Panay was considered a highly probable target 
of invasion because its coastline was suited for 

amphibious landing operations and because 
well-developed airfields already existed there. 

Cebu and Negros were rated secondary possi

bilities. M indoro, although situated in greater 

proximity to the anticipated landing areas on 

central Luzon, received almost no consideration 

since it possessed relatively few favorable sites 
(or the construction of operational airfields.< 

1 This chapter was otiginal!y prepared in Japanese by Maj . Hiroshi Komatsu , Imperial Japanese Army. Duty 
assignments of th is officer were as follows: Student, Army War College, Nov 4T-Nov 42: Staff Officer (Training), 
51st Air Training Division, Dec 42-May 44 i Scaff Officer (Intelligence and Supply), Fifth Air Army, May 44- Mar 
45 ; Staff Officer (Operations), 13th Air Division, Mar 4,- Aug 45. All source materials cited in this Chapter are 
located in G-2 Historical Section Files, GHQ FEe. 

2 If such a move materialized, it was expected to be a limited operation employing three to five divisions and 
directed at the east coast of Luzon. The purpose of this attack, it was estimated, would be to draw Japanese strength 
eastward preparatory to later land ings by the main invasion forces on the west coast of Luzon . Baler, Dingalan and 
Lamon Bays were considered the most probable land ing points along the east coast, wirh possible secondary landings at 
Legaspi and/or Aparri. Dai Yon Kokugun oyob; Da; Juyoll Homengun Shayui Tsu(ur; ttllY.hJt~llI}k~TIl!l/.1mi1Jl~ '~.mm 

(Documents of Fourth Air Army and Fourteent h Area Army): Operationa l Policy Outl ine for Luzon, 14 Nov 44. 

3 Following the invasion of Leyte, the consensus of opinion of the Area Army staff was chat the main effort of 
the enemy's evenmai assault on Luzon would be direcred at the west rather than the east coast of the island. Greater 
suitability of the west coast terrain for the deployment of large forces and proximity of the landing sites to the key 
strategic area of Manila were the main reasons for this estimate. (Statement by Maj. Eizo Hori, Staff Officer (In

telligence), Fourteenth Area Army.) 

4 Fourth Air Army had surveyed Mindoro for air base sites which could be developed for operational use, but 
had found the terrain generall y unfavorable. The only project undertaken by the Air Army was the improvement of 
an already existing strip near San Jose , on the southwest coast of the is land . for auxiliary and emergency use. (State
ment by Col. M isoo Matsumae, Staff O fficer (Operations), Fourth Air A rmy.) 
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Already short of troops for the defense of 
Luzon itself, Fourteenth Area Artny could not 

contemplate serious resistance to a move into 

the western Visayas . It was therefore expected 
that the enemy would rapidly achieve his 

preliminary objectives and at the same time 

complete the build-up of his forces for the final 
blow against Luz,on. This assault, it was 

estimated, would come around 7-10 January 
and would involve a total enemy strength of 

more than ten divisions. The main landing 

was expected either at Lingayen Gulf or in the 

Batangas area, with possible secondary landings 

at one or more of several points- Aparri on 

the north, Lamon Bay on the east, and Legaspi 

on the south. Airborne landings at key positions 
on the central Luzon plain were also considered 

probable.' 

In the light of this assessment of enemy 

plans and capabilities, General Yamashita felt 

that it was imperative to stop diverting troops 

to Leyte immediately in order to reserve full 

strength, including all reinforcements either 

already allocated or promised to Fourteenth 
Area Army, for the defense of Luzon. This 

view was strongly pressed upon Southern Army 

between 7 and 10 November. On II Novem

ber, however, Field Marshal Terauchi bluntly 

informed General Yamashita that the decisive 

battle on Leyte had to be continued at all 

costs, and that defensive preparations on Luzon 

might be expanded only insofar as they would 

not interfere with the execution of this policy.' 
To comply with Field Marshal Terauchi's 

decision, Fourteenth Area Army promptly drew 
up a new reinforcement schedule. This called 

for the progressive commitment to Leyte of the 

68th Brigade, the first elements of which had 
recently reached Luzon from Formosa,' and 
the 23d and loth Divisions, just allocated to 
the Area Artny by Imperial General Head-

9uarters. Since the Tokyo High Command 
currently was considering the allocation of only 

one additional division, the new schedule 

meant that the Area Army would divert the 

bulk of the reinforcements still to reach the 

theater to the Leyte battlefront. 

General Yamashita. though keenly aware 

that execution of the reinforcement schedule 

would bar any attempt to revitalize the 

weakened defenses of Luzon, was prepared to 

carry it out as far as future developments 

allowed. At the same time, however, he could 

not ignore the fact that the rapid consolidation 

of the enemy's hold on Leyte and his ever

tightening control of the central Philippine sea 

lanes made it highly improbable that any 
reinforcements reaching Luzon later than the 

68th Brigade could actually be moved to the 

battle zone. There was a strong possibility, 

therefore, that the 23d and loth Divisions and 

any other forces later allocated wou ld be avail

able for the defense of Luzon. Again , how

ever, this was contingent upon whether these 
forces could be successfully moved to Luzon 

from rear areas before the enemy invasion of 

Luzon was launched. 

The existence of so many uncertain factors 

made it impossible at this stage to draw up 

any clear-cut tactical plan for the deployment 

of forces on Luzon. General Yamashita's staff 

nevertheless drafted a tentative outline of op
erational policies to meet the major situations 

which might arise. This outline, dated 14 

5 The preceding summary of Fourteenth Area Army's estimate of enemy plans and capabilities as of 7 November 
is based on the following sources: ( I) Statement by Maj: H ori , previously cited. (2) Documents of Fourth Air 
Army and Fourteenth Area Army, op. cit: Operational Policy Outline for Luzon, 14 Nov 44. 

6 The stalf discussions here referred (0 are dea lt with more fully in Chapter XIII, pp. 384- 7 and n. 158, p. 387. 

7 The 68th Brigade had already been earmarked for Leyte in October and was scheduled to move to Manila early 
in November for transshipment. When the new Leyte reinforcement schedule was drawn up, only the first elements of 
the brigade had reached Luzon, and its movement was not actua lly completed until about 2f November. 
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November, was the first indication that the 

Area Army command was beginning to think 
in terms of a delaying defense of Luzon rather 

than a decisive engagement of forces. A sum

mary of the essential points of the outline 
follows :' 

1. In the eyen! of an early enemy inl't1siotl of 

Luton (prior to about mid.December) , the Area 

Army will conduct operations as indicated below: 

a. In general, the Area Army will conduct a 

strategic delaying actiotl, making use of existing 

defense positions, hut local offe1lsi'Jles will be carried 

out cU permitted by the tactical situation. Particu

larly, should the enemy effect a landing only in the 

Lamon Bay area, the 8th Di,ision and 2d Armored 

Division will be dil'erted to that front for offemil'e 
act jo n. 

b. If, prior to or accompanying a landing on 
((Hirai LU?oll, the enemy carries out landings on 

northern Lu?oll or in the Legaspi area, the /03d 

a"d I05th Dh,isiotls will prnent enemy se;t ure of 

air basts in their respecti'Yt areas of responsibility . 

If, how"er, the enemy lands directly on central 

Lu('on without a prior or accompanying operation 

in the Bicol area, the /05th Di,ision will be with· 

drawn to central Luzoll to reiuforce the force on 

that front. 

c. Uuits other than those me1l1ioned above 

",ill generally conduct delaying action; designed to 

weaken enemy strength. However, in certaiu circum

stances, the Manila Defeme Force may be rein

forced by the 2d Armored Di,ision for the purpose 

of conductiug a major defense of the Manila area. 

2. In the event of a full-scale enemy invasioll of 

Luzon after mid-December, the Area Army will 

conduct operatio,1S as indicated below : 

a. If reinforcements haye not yet reached 

Luton, strategic delayillg operations will be carried 

out by existing forces with the objectil'e of consum

ing maximum enemy strength. 

b. If reinforcements haye already arrived, 

operational plans will be decided on the basis of 

the st rength of such reinforcements and the prevail

ing situation. Howeyer, in case adequate forces 

ha>e been deployed III central Luzon prior to the 

enemy Invasion, decisiye battle operations will be 

conducted as outlined ;11 the Area Army opera

tional plan of u October.' Either the Lingayen 

Gulf or Batallgas area will be the decisi" battle 

zone . 

3. To prepare for the WOTIt eYentuality, the 

Area Army will organi~e positions for final sustained 

resistance in the followi ng key areas: 

a. Northern Luzon-mountains around 

Baguio a,.J north of San j ose. 

b. Western Luzon-mountains west of 

Tarlac. 

c. Central Luzon-mountains east of 

Manila. 

4. In anticipation that the enemy will enjoy Ita 

and air control during operations on Luz on, special 

combat methods will be fully exploited. Particular 

importance will be placed on the use of special.attack 

boat unitJ, which will prepare to operate in the 

Batangas, Lingayen Gulf, M3nila Bay and Lamon 

Bay areas. 

5. Mnor troop elemenu will be Jtationed on 

islauds adjacent to LUZ011 to act as outpost guards and 

hinder the use of these islands by the enemy. Troops 

may be dispatched by small craft to reinforce these 

eleme1Jts, depe1lding upon the situation. 

In conformity with this rough outline of 

operational policies, General Yamashita im
mediately dispatched staff officers from Area 

8 Documents of Fourth Air Army and Fourteenth Area Army, op. cit ; Operational Policy Oudine for Luzon, 

14 Nov 44. 

9 This plan, drawn up immediately after the arrival of General Yamashita in Manila to assume command of 

Fourteenth Area Army, was based on the original Sho-Go Operation concept of fighting the major ground battle in defense 

of the Philippines on Luzon. The essence of the plan was the concentration of three divisions, designated as U decisive 

battle forces", on the central Luzon plain ready for speedy deployment against enemy forces landing at one or more 

of three anticipated major invasion poims, i. e. Lamon Bay, Lingayen Gulf and Batangas. If possible, decisive batrie 

was to be fought on or near the beaches. Documents of Fourth A ir Army and FouCleench Area Army, op. cit ; 

O perational Policy Outline for Decisive Battle in the Luzon Area, 11 OCt 44. 
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Army headguarters to carry out a preliminary 
survey of the three mounrain districts designa

ted as areas of final resistance. Late in Novem
ber the transfer of essential base installations 

and reserve stores of ammunition and supplies 

to these areas began. '" To guard transport 

movements against increasingly troublesome 
attacks by guerrillas, the 2d Armored Division 

was ordered to augment its security measures 

protecting the central highway network leading 

out of the Manila area. Meanwhile, Area 
Army forces elsewhere on Luzon continued to 

strengthen their defense positions in prepara

tion for the expected enemy assault. 

Situation on 13 December 

Despite these preparatory steps for the 

defense of Luzon, the main effort of Fourteenth 
Area Army still remained centered on main

raining the flow of troops and supplies to Leyte 
in compliance with Field Marshal Terauchi's 

orders. To provide adeguate reinforcements to 
the Thirty-fifth Army before its resistance 

collapsed entirely, General Yamashira was 

obliged to weaken still further the forces 

reserved for the defense of Luzon. Early in 

December, the 380th Independent Infantry 

Batralion of the 58th Independent Mixed 
Brigade was released to reinforce the 68th 

Brigade upon its final embarkation for Leyte. 

On 9 December the 5th Infantry Regiment of 
the 8th Division was shipped to northwestern 

Leyte in a last effort to prevent enemy capture 

of the Ormoc plain. 

Of the five full divisions and two mixed 

brigades which had been present on Luzon 
and adjoining islands at the beginning of the 

Leyte operation, only two inferior divisions, 
the 103d and I05th, and one mixed brigade 

sti ll remained unw!akened. The Area Army 
had diverted to Leyte almost all of the 26th 

Division and varying portions of the 2d Armor
ed Division, 8th Division, and 58th Independ

ent Mixed Brigade. 
The remainder of these original forces was 

thinly distributed over Luzon and adjoining 

islands. (Plate No. 103) On the Batan and 

Babuyan Islands to the north of Luzon was the 

61st Independent Mixed Brigade. The 103d 

Division was spread over northern Luzon, with 

its main strength around Aparri . The 58th 

Independent Mixed Brigade, reinforced by the 
12th Surface Raiding Regiment with about 80 

special-attack boats, guarded the vital coastal 

sector of Lingayen Gulf." 

The 2d Armored Division, the only large 

mobile force under Fourteenth Area Army 

control, had the bulk of its forces concentrated 

in the San Miguel-Cabanatuan sector to protect 

the highway system of north-central Luzon. 
One tank regiment of the division was sra

tioned south of Laguna de Bay, in Batangas 
Province, to act as a spearhead force in the 

event of an enemy landing in that area. 
The Manila Defense Force covered the 

Manila area and Bataan Peninsula." As of '3 

December, this force had a combat strength 

10 The Area Army attributed particular importance to the build.up of the three key defense areas bUl at the same 
time made every effort to maintain secrecy regard ing the extent of the program in order to avoid a possible adverse 
effect on the morale of the forces on Luzon. (Statement by Maj. Gen. Toshio Nishimura, Deputy-Chief of Staff, 
Fourteenth Area Army.) 

11 The 12th Surface Raiding Regiment formed part of the 3d Surface Raiding Force, assigned to the Lingayen 
area. Additional dements of the force were at Manila awaiting transshipment north. When the enemy landed on 
Mindoro on 15 December, however, Fourteenth Area Army decided to keep these elements in Manila Bay to strengthen 
the bay defenses. The 3d Surface Raiding Force was transferred [he same day to direct Area Army command and 
assumed control of all Army surface raiding units in the Mani la Bay area. Organization and tactics of Army and Navy 
surface raiding units are treated in Chapter XVIL 

12 The headquarters of the Manila Defense Force was activated at Manila on I November, under orders trom 
Tokyo, to command the miscellaneous troops units in the Manila area. 
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of four provisional infantry battalions and five 
infantry companies. One provisional infantry 
battalion was stationed on Bataan Peninsula, 

one company each at Olongapo, Bagac, and 

Mariveles. 
The 8th Division, less elements transferred 

to Leyte, continued to keep its main strength 

disposed at key points in Batangas Province. 
The division also had under its command the 

2d Surface Raiding Force with about 220 

special-attack boats, based in Batangas and 

Balayan Bays. Mindoro Island was included 

in the divisional area of responsibiliry, but 

because of inadequate troop strength and the 

belief that an enemy landing there was un
likely, only a small security force of two provi

sional infantry companies under command of 

the 17th Infantry Regiment was stationed on 
the island." ' 

Defense of the Baler and Dingalan Bay 

sectors , on the east central coast of Luzon, was 

charged to the Tsuda Detachment, composed 

of the I rth Independent Infantry Regiment 
(reinf.) of the 26th Division. The 82d In

fantry Brigade of the I05th Division, orgitnized 

as the Kawashima Detachment and operating 

under direct Area Army command, occupied 
positions in the Lamon Bay area, farther to the 

south, where it was reinforced by the 1st 
Surface Raiding Force with about 180 special 
attack craft. The lo5th Division, reinforced 

by the 26th Independent Mixed Regiment 

(less 1st Battalion on northwest Samar), was 

deployed on southern Luzon, principally in the 

Legaspi area and at Naga." 
It was not until December that elements of 

the additional divisions allocated by Imperial 

General Headquarters began to amve on 

Luzon. The first echelon of the 23d Division 

debarked at San Fernando, on northwestern 

Luzon, on 2 December and began a period of 

regrouping and re-equipment necessitated by 

severe losses inflicted by enemy submarines 

while the convoy was en route from Formosa." 

On I 0 December the first echelon of the ,Oth 

Division arrived at Manila, followed on the next 

day by the second echelon of the 23d Divi

sion." No elements of the 19th Division, 

newly assigned to Fourteenth Area Army on 

20 November, had yet reached Luzon. 

Immediately upon the arrival of its first 

echelon, the loth Division was ordered by 

Fourteenth Area Army to organize a force to 

execute a counterlanding on northern Leyte 

under the Ketsu Operation plan." This force, 

designated the Nagayoshi Detachment, was 

13 Hila Sakusen Kiroku Dai Sttnki Dai Yankan Mindoro T o Sento Gaishi tl::Cr~ipklBj1F:1.i'~.=.WEBIlH1{B ~ y ~. P &rl 
1fJ1~.tl;t~ (Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, Vol. IV; General Oudine of Mindoro Operations) 1St Demobi
lization Bureau, Nov 49, pp. 1-2. 

14 General sources covering the disposition of Fourteenth Area Army forces in the Luzon area as of 13 December 

are as follows: (I) H ita Sakusen Kiroku Dai Sanki Dai Sankan Ruson To ni okeru' Sdkusen J;t l.'Mtif!~~j.Ji:Pi~=WJp.it= 

:m15*''iI'ci'tH" QfP.~ (Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, Vol. III : Operations on Luzon) Jst Demobili

zation Bureau, Oct 46, pp. 49-51 and Attached Map No. I-A. ( 2) Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. 

A-217. 8 Dec 44. ADVATIS Bulletin No. 414, 13 Mar 45, pp. 1-4. 

15 The first echelon included 23d Division headquarters and the 64th and 72d Infantry Regiments. Submarine 
attacks sank several troop transports in the convoy, with heavy losses to both regiments 2S well as to the d ivision staff. 
(Statement by Lt. Col. Masaichi Takahashi, Staff Officer (Operations), 23d Division.) 

16 The first echelon of the toth Division comprised the major portion of the 39th Infantry Regiment and some 
division troops. The division headquarters moved to Manila by air about the same time as the arriva l of the first 
echelon convoy. The second echelon of the 23d Division included the 7Ist Infantry Regiment, the division engineer 
regiment, and an independent attillery battalion. ( I) Doi}u Shidon (TelIu Heidon ) ShijilJU Shiryo tr1T~iji~<ril~~)lI! 
ft:ttt'\- [Historical Data, loth Division (Tetsu Force)] Home Depot Division, 15 Feb 47. (2) Statement by Lt. Col. 
Takahashi , previously cited. 

'7 Cf. Chapter XIII, pp. 399, 401, 
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organized from the 39th Infantry and support
ing troops_ Although the detachment im

mediately began preparing to re-embark, 

tightening enemy control of the central Philip

pine sea routes made it virtually certain that the 

rest of the loth Division and all of the 23d 
Division would never move to Leyte as 

scheduled in mid-November. The Area Army 

therefore began fitting these units into its plans 
for the defense of Luzon. The first step was 

an order to the 23d Division on 8 December, 

directing it to move to the San Jose and 

Umingan sectors and organize defense posi
tions. One infantry battalion was to be released 

by the division to reinforce the 58th In

dependent Mixed Brigade in the Lingayen 
sector. 18 

In addition to the Army forces on Luzon, 

approximately 25,000 naval ground combat 

troops were distributed in the Manila Bay area, 

at Clark Field, and at Legaspi. '. These troops, 
with the exception of the naval garrison unit 

stationed at Clark Field, were under command 

of the 31st Special Base Force headquarters in 
Manila, which in turn was controlled by 

Southwest Area Fleet, the top theater naval 

command. The Clark Field unit was com

manded by the First Combined Base Air Force. 

The numerical weakness of the ground 

combat forces was aggravated by a dangerously 

low level of ammunition and food reserves. A 
large proportion of the stores built up on Luzon 

for the Sho-Go Operation had been drained off 

to supply the Thirty-fifth Army on Leyte.~ 

Enemy submarine activity against Japanese 
supply lines leading to Luzon made it increas

ingly difficult to replace the amounts expended." 

As of mid-December, each division on Luzon 

had on hand 1,600/2,000 tons of ammunition , 

in addition to an Area Army reserve of not 

more than 1,000 tons per division, mostly stored 

in the Manila area. U With the arrival of 

additional troops, the shortage of available 

reserves became even more accentuated. 

The situation in regard to air strength was 

equally ominous. Despite an increased flow of 

air replacements from the Homeland during 

November, constant enemy attacks on Japanese 

air bases and heavy losses incurred in support

ing the Leyte operation had gradually whittled 

down the army and navy air forces in the 

theater. On the eve of the Mindoro invasion, 

they could muster a combined op!rational 

strength of only about 230 aircraft of all types. 

The Fourth Air Army, on 9 December, .had a 
total of 133 operational planes, divided between 

bases on Luzon and in the Bacolod area of 

Negros!' On 14 December, the Navy's First 

Combined Base Air Force, including the First 

and Second Air Fleets, was down to about 100 

18 Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. A'2t7, ADVATIS Bulletin No. 414, 13 Mar 45· 
19 This figure included the crews from sunken vessels w~o ' had been absorbed by the naval ground combat 

forces. Sen'luhlakulonjulon 0lobi Yonjugo N .. Zai Hito Nihon Gun Heiryoku -JLlllllllllkll!l1£lf-tEltkb I'pis::iIL*7J 
(Strength of Japanese Forces in the Philippines, 1944- 45) 1St and 2d Demobilization Bureaus, Nov-Dec 49· 

20 During November over 23,000 tons of ammunition and rations were shipped from Luzon to Leyre, more chan 

half the amount being sunk in transit. Hito Sakustn Kiroku Dai San ki Dai Nikan f'uroku Reilt Sakusen Kiroku .I:t.lilrf'f:~ 

iI~j!J(;g=JUl;g=!{;;'ftj!J( v -I T fi'~JI ,l~j!J( (Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, Vol. II Supplement: Leyte Oper

ations) 1St Demobilization Bureau, Oct 46, pp. 149-50. 
21 About 80 per cent of food supplies shipped to the Philippines from Thailand and French Indo-China, which 

were the major sources, were lost in transit due to ship sinkings. Unpublished memoirs of Lt. Gen. Akira Muto, Chief 

of Staff, Fourteenth Area Army, Hito"n no Jisso It!'b~7) 1'tifj (The Truth of the Philippines Campaign) '5 Jun 47, p. 17. 
22 Philippine Operations Recotd, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. IH, p. 46. 
23 Senk,o Shubo ~iJ1,'fli (Daily Record of Ihe War Situation) Operations Section, Army General Slaff. II 

OCt 44-Jul 45· 
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aircraft, based mainly at Clark Field on Luzon." 
The condition of the naval surface forces also 

precluded strong fleet intervention against an 

enemy move into the northern Philippines. 
Vice Adm. Shima's Second Striking Force, 
which had retired from Brunei to Lingga in 

November after the Battle for Leyte Gulf, was 

the only surface force of any conse9uence 

remaining in the southern area. Its operational 

strength on '3 December comprised only the 
two hybrid battleship-carriers Ise and HyIlga, 
three cruisers and three destroyers." All other 

major fleet units were in the shelter of Japanese 

home waters. Of these , only three battleships, 
one cruiser and five first-line destroyers were fit 

for action. All six existing carriers were im

mobilized by lack of air complements." 

Naval units actually present in Philippine 

waters were limited to small craft. Five escort 

destroyers still remained in Manila Bay on '3 
December, but the initiation of heavy enemy air 

attacks on the Manila area led Southwest Area 

Fleet on the 14th to order them to Camranh 

Bay in French Indo-China, and to Singapore. 
The withdrawal of these units left in the 

Philippines a total of two submarine chasers , '9 

PT boats, ten midget submarines, and about 

180 naval special-attack craft. The last were 

assembled mainly in Manila Bay." 

Such was the over-all situation of the Japa
nese ground, air, and sea forces available for the 

defense of the northern Philippines when the 

approaching end of Thirty-fifth Army resistance 
on Leyte foreshadowed the launching of Gen

eral MacArthur's next assault. The Fourteenth 

Area Army command had estimated correctly 

the time of this assault, but the enemy again 

struck at a point where invasion was least 

expected. 

Enemy Advance to Mindoro 

First warning that an enemy amphibious 

force was on the move came at 0900 on '3 
December. An Army reconnaissance plane 

radioed back to its base that a formation of 

about 80 ships was moving westward through 

the Mindanao Sea 45 miles north of Cagayan. 

Further air searches confirmed this sighting, 

and at 17'0 three naval Kamikaze aircraft with 

fighter escort took off from Cebu to attack the 

formation as it passed south of Negros Island. 
Two cruisers were reported set afire by suicide 

crashes." Army special-attack planes launched 

additional strikes during the day and claimed 
hits on one naval unit and one transport." 

24 In addition to these forces, 150 special.attack planes were currently on Formosa. These were ordered on 14 
December to proceed to the Philippines as reinforcements for the First Combined Base Air Force. Ddi Niji Sekai 
Ta;sen Ryakureh OlIU !i~=(?(·J]!:JI!.*!i\Ii~alMz. (Abridged Chronicle of World War II, B) 2d Demobilization Bureau, 
Mar 46, Pa" III, p. 25. 

25 Gunreibu Socha no Sojolho m.~)1~~:R(7)~ I:W (Report to the Throne by Chief of Navy General Staff) 14 
Dec 44- (Afler surviving the Battle (or Leyte Gulf, in which they operated with Vice Adm. Jisaburo Ozawa's northern 
decoy force, l se and Hyuga were ordered to Lingga in November to strengthen the Second Striking Force.) 

26 Operational strength in home waters as of mid-December compiled by Capt. Toshikazu Ohmae, Chief, 
Planning Sub-Sect ion, Imperial General Headquarters, Navy Section. (The Saule for Leyte Gulf had reduced fleet 
carrier strength to five ships. Two carriers were subsequently commissioned, of which one, the 62,oOO-ton supercarrier 
Shinano, was sunk by enemy submarine attack on 29 November during her shakedown run.) 

27 (I) Report to the Throne by the Chief of Navy General Staff, op. cit., 14 Dec 44. (2) Statements by Comdr. 
Tadao Kusumi and Comdr. Shigeichi Yamamoto, both Staff Officers (Operat ions), Southwest Area Fleet. 

28 H;to Home" Ka;gun Sakusen Sono San Itt::,::I1rui ilJ,il"fIfl; '~~~~ (Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part Ill) 
2d Demobilization Bureau, Nov 47, pp. 3-5. (American naval records covering the Mindoro operation indicate that the 
flagship of the invasion task lorce, the U.S.S. Nashville, was severely damaged in this attack, forcing the transfer of the 
command staff to a destroyer.) 

29 Hila Kaku Sakusen Kiraku Ddi Niki 1t b',~AA:~ f~ij~ll~$!k~~=M (Philippine Air Operations Record, Phase Two) 
1st D emobilization Bureau, Oct 46, Appended Chart No. 17. 
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Although the size and composition of the 

enemy force left no doubt that an amphibious 
landing was intended, the target remained 
uncertain. The position of the convoy by 
nightfall on the 13th had eliminated Cebu as 

a possible objective, but it was still expected 
that the landing would be made in the western 

Visayas, either on Negros or on Panay. 

Ground forces throughout the threatened area 

were alerted. On Luzon, the Fourth Air Army 

and First Combined Base Air Force commands 

prepared to throw all available strength into an 
aerial assault on the invasion convoy at dawn 

of the following day.'o Southwest Area Fleet 

simultaneously ordered the Second Striking 

Force to move up from Lingga to Camranh 

Bay in preparation for a possible sortie. 

To pinpoint the convoy for the planned air 

attack, search planes took off before daybreak 

on '4 December and combed the coastal waters 

off Panay and Negros, expecting to find the 

enemy already starting landing operations. 
Actually, the invasion force was steaming on 

northward through the Sulu Sea, and the search 
failed to re-establish contact. The main attack 

groups poised at Clark Field nevertheless took 

off at 07 I 5 to make a sweep of the general 

target area. Flying south over Batangas, they 
ran headlong into a formation of enemy carrier

borne fighters, and only part of the force was 

able to elude pursuit and continue the mission. 

Most of these planes failed to locate the enemy 

convoy, and results were not clear. 
Further attack operations from Luzon bases 

were interdicted throughout the day by heavy 
and sustained enemy carrier-plane raids involv

ing an estimated total of 560 sorties. In the 
meantime, however, Army aircraft based at 

Bacolod had picked up the invasion fleet off the 

southwestern tip ofPanay at 0745. Intermittent 
strikes were flown by small formations of planes 

from Negros bases during the morning and 

afternoon, with undetermined results." At 

'330 the enemy force was reported still heading 

northwest through the Sulu Sea at a speed of 

'5 knots. 
By late afternoon of the 14th the location of 

the convoy in the southern waters of Mindoro 

Strait made it clear that the objective lay beyond 

the western Visayas. For the first time Four

teenth Area Army estimated that the landing 

would take place on Mindoro and ordered the 
8th Division to alert its outposts there." It 
was also a serious possibility, however, that the 

enemy might strike directly at Luzon. General 

Yamashita therefore issued a warning to Area 

Army fo rces throughout central Luzon. As a 

further precaution, the Nagayoshi Detachment, 

which was awaiting shipment to Leyte, and 

the 7,st Infantry Regiment ofthe 23d Division, 

which had just reached Manila, were ordered 

to deploy immediately to Bataan Peninsula and 

Batangas, respectively, to meet potential enemy 
landings in those sectors." 

30 Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part III, op. cit., pp. 5- 6. 

31 The total number of sorties Bown against the invasion convoy during 14 December was 69, broken down as 

follows: By Founh Air ArmY- 29, of which 16 were special-attack planes. By First Combined Base Air Force-4°, 

of which 33 were Kamikaze planes. Twenty-one Army and 18 Navy planes failed to return. (I) Philippine Air Oper

ations Record , Phase Two, op. cit., Appended Chart 17. (2) Hito Homen Kaigun Sakusen Sona Ni lttb:1J1Hii1U: lJlf'J::. 
~J:t;V= (Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II) 2d Demobilization Bureau, Oct 47, p. 103. 

32 (I) Statement by Major Hori, previously cited. (2) 17th Infantry Regiment (8th Division) Operations Order, 

t4 Dec 44· Eighth Army ADVATIS Translation No. II, I2Jan 45. 

33 The Nagayoshi Derachmem was re lieved by this order of its mission, assigned four days earlier, to prepare 

for the Ketsu Operation on Leyte, and was placed under command of the Manila Defensp. Force. Fourteenth Area Army 

assumed direct command of the 7lst Infantry Regiment, 23d Division, which had arrived in Manila on 1 I D~cember. 
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The Navy and air commands in Manila saw 

much greater probability of a landing on Luzon 
than on Mindoro. They therefore directed all 

subordinate units and installations to prepare 

for action against both enemy amphibious forces 

and possible airborne attack groups." 

Developments early on '5 December proved 
the Area Army's eleventh-hour estimate correct. 

At 0530 a navy plane reported that the invasion 

force was standing at anchor off San Jose, on 

the southwest coast of Mindoro, apparently 

starting to put troops ashore from 30 transports. 
An element of the 1st Pwvisional Infantry 

Company, 359th Independent Infantry Bat
talion, and a small number of naval seaplane 

base personnel were the only Japanese forces 

present in the area. Incapable of offering any 

serious resistance to the enemy landing, which 

was estimated to involve an entire division , 
these forces hastily withdrew inland along the 

trail toward Bulalacao, on the southeast coast 

of the island." (Plate No. 105) 

Air opposition to the landing during '5 
December was restricted by a renewal of heavy 

enemy carrier-plane raids on Luzon bases, as 

well as by cumulative operational losses sus-

tained during the two preceding days. Before 

the enemy raids began, however, a group of '3 
navy suicide planes took off from Clark Field 

and penetrated to the landing area without 

fighter escort to execute a determined attack. 

Only two planes returned, reporting three 

transports sunk and several other ships 

damaged. A further sortie against the landing 

point was attempted in the afternoon by Cebu

based naval aircraft but was unsuccessful.·· 

The enemy's new invasion move had already 

set in motion a vital exchange of communica

tions between General Yamashita and Field 

Marshal Terauchi at Saigon. Early on '4 

December, less than twenty-four hours after the 

enemy convoy was first sighted, the Fourteenth 

Area Army Commander had radioed to Field 
Marshal T erauchi recommendations for a basic 

modification of operational policy for the Philip

pines. These recommendations were premised 

explicitly on the a~sumption that the enemy 

was about to invade Negros or Panay, in the 

western Visayas . They provided that further 

operations in the Thirty-fifth Army zone, 

including both Leyte and the Visayas, should 

be limited to delaying actions by the forces 

34 (1) Southwest Area Fleet estimated that the enemy invasion force would penetrate through Mindoro or Tahlas 

Strait during the night of the 14th and attempt a dawn landing in Tayabas Bay or the vicinity of Batangas. Landings 

in Manila or Subic Bays during the 15th were considered possible alternatives. Philippine Area Naval Operations, 

Part III, op. cit., pp. 7-8. (2) Statement by Col. Matsumae, previously cited. 

35 Available Japanese sources covering ground operations on Mindoro indicate that the small elements present 

in the San Jose area attempted virtual!y no hostile action against the enemy landing fotce prior to withdrawing toward 

Bulalacao. This is confirmed by American operational accounts, which mention minor skirmishing on Caminawit Point, 

location of the navy seaplane base, as the only action which took place. The day following the landing, the 17th In

fantry Regiment at Batangas ordered the Bulalacao garrison unit, consisting of another small element of the 1st Pro

visional Infantry Company, to go to the assistance of the San Jose force. On 17 December. this unit took up F;)sitions 

in the hills northwest of Bulalacao and was there joined on the 18th by the elements retreating from San Jose. The 

combined forces continued to occupy positions in this sector until 241anuary when they were attacked by an enemy force 

and compelled to disperse inland. Mindoro To Sento ni kan,uru Hokoku ,;/ I-" 0 .e,iii.lC~K~MT !>~1l; (Mindoro Oper
ations Special Report) Home Depot Division, undated. 

36 Actual tesults of the first attack, according to American tecords, were two LST's sunk and one destroyer damaged. 

Army air action against the landing was limited to an attack by one suicide plane at dusk on the 15th. In addition to 

the attacks on the landing point, 17 sorties were flown by naval aircraft based on Cebu and Mindanao against enemy 

invasion shipping in the Sulu Sea. (I) Philippine Air Operations Record, Phase Two, op. cit., Appended Chart 

'7. (2) Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II, op. cit., p t03 . 
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already present, and that the Area Anny 
should immediately concentrate all effort on 

preparing for the final defense of Luzon." 
When the enemy landed at Mindoro instead 

of in the western Visayas, General Yamashita 
did not withdraw his recommendations of the 

14th. Mindoro was not under Thirty-fifth Army 

but within the Area Army's zone of direct 

responsibility. The enemy landing therefore 

created a situation not specifically covered in 
the recommendations. Despite this fact, Gen

eral Yamashita felt that the broad policies he 

had urged in his message to Southern Anny 

needed no basic revision. 
Even more clearly than if the Visayas had 

been invaded, the establishment of an enemy 
foothold on southwestern Mindoro meant the 

forced termination of all assistance from Luzon 

to Thirty-fifth Army forces in the central and 

southern Philippines. Mindoro was scarcely 
150 miles from Manila Bay, the nerve-center 

of supply and reinforcement operations for the 

entire Philippine area. Enemy air power based 
there would completely block all southward 

movement. Just as clearly, the enemy move 
forewarned that the final advance on Luzon 

would be launched at an early date. This 

made it imperative to complete defense prep
arations with all possible speed. 

General Yamashita, however, still had to 

decide the immediate question of what to do 

about the situation on Mindoro. This issue 
was hastily studied on 15 December, imme
diately upon confinnation of the enemy landing. 

Although the invaded area was dangerously 

close to Luzon, the Area Army staff decided 
that any attempt to bolster the meager forces 

on Mindoro was not feasible. Enemy control 

of the air and sea, the impossibility of amassing 

enough shipping to move an effective force, 

and the delay which a diversion of troop 

strength from Luzon would impose upon pre
parations for defense of the main island ruled 

out any attempt at sending reinforcements." 
At Saigon, the policy recommendations 

transmitted by General Yamashita on 14 De

cember were being studied by Field Marshal 
Terauchi when another dispatch from Manila, 

dated the 15th, reported the enemy landing on 
Mindoro. It was clear from this dispatch that 

the Area Army had no intention of undertak

ing aggressive action. Field Marshal Terauchi, 

however, took an opposite view. In his opinion, 

the acquisition of advanced bases on Mindoro 

would so clinch enemy air domination to the 

north that the later defense of Luzon would 

become impossible. He therefore dispatched 
a radio message to Fourteenth Area Army on 

the same day, strongly urging a counterlanding. 
On 16 December Lt. Gen. Jo Iimura, Southern 

Army Chief of Staff, departed for Manila to 
consult with the Area Army on all questions 

of future strategy. 

Reaching Manila on 17 D ecember, Lt. Gen. 
Iimura immediately conferred with Lt. Gen. 

Akira Muto, Area Army Chief of Staff. The 

latter explained in detail General Yamashita's 

strategic plans, and Lt. Gen. Iimura, convinced 

that these plans were sound, sent a radio to 
Field Marshal Terauchi on 18 December ad

vising blanket approval of the Area Army Com

mander's proposals of the 14th. He further 
urged that full discretion be left to the theater 
command in tactical matters. Before this mes

sage reached Saigon, Field Marshal Terauchi 

had again radioed to Manila reiterating the 
need of speedy action to counter the enemy 

landing on Mindoro. On 19 December, how

ever, a further communication from Saigon 

transmitted concurrence in Lt. Gen. Iimura's 

37 Documents of Fourth Air Army and Fourteenth Area Army, op. cit: Chief of Staff, Fourteenth Area Army 
Radio No. 328 (Secret Urgent) [0 Chief of Staff, Southern ArmYI 14 Dec 44. (Plate No. 104 is the facsimile of the 
same message as received by Fourth Air Army) 

38 Statement by Maj. Gen. Nishimura, previously cited. 
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recommendations. 

Despite Southern Army's final agreement to 
give Fourteenth Area Army full latitude in 
tactical decisions, the 'luestion of a counter· 
landing on Mindoro continued to be debated 

in Manila under pressure from other 'luarters. 
Southwest Area Fleet was already making inde

pendent plans for a hit-and-run surface force 

attack on enemy invasion ships off San Jose. 
On 20 December, just as final orders were sent 

to Vice Adm. Shima's Second Striking Force 

at Camranh Bay to execute this attack, the 

Area Fleet received instructions from Combined 

Fleet to discuss the possibilities of a full-scale 

counterlanding with Fourteenth Area Army." 
Both Fourth Air Army and the First Combined 

Base Air Force strongly supported a counter

landing because the advance of enemy land
based air power to Mindoro would virtually 

terminate operations from major Japanese bases 
on central Luzon. 

Imperial General Head'luarters in Tokyo 
had also studied the strategic implications of 
the Mindoro invasion and decided upon a gen

eral revision of the Sho No. I Operation plan 

to meet the new situation in the Philippines. 
This revision was embodied in two draft out-

lines dated 18 December, the first jointly 
concurred in by the Army and Navy Sections, 
and the second drawn up by the Army Section 
operations staff. Although intended only as 
a basis for discussion with the theater com

mand, both these documents contained specific 
provisos for action to prevent or at least impede 
enemy utilization of air bases on Mindoro.'· 

Immediately after the formulation of these 

tentative policy directives, the Army Section of 

Imperial General Head'luarters dispatched a 

staff mission from Tokyo headed by Lt. Gen. 
Shuichi Miyazaki, Chief of First Bureau (Oper 

ations), to confer with Lt. Gen. Iimura and 

General Yamashita's command regarding future 

strategy in the Philippines. Reaching Manila 

on 21 December, Lt. Gen. Miyazaki began a 

series of staff consultations in which the 'lues

tion of bolstering the defense of Mindoro again 

arose. No attempt was made to force any 
definite course of action upon the Area Army, 

but Lt. Gen. Miyazaki indicated that Imperial 

General Head'luarters shared Southern Army's 

opinion that all possible steps should be taken 
to hinder enemy utilization of air bases on 

Mindoro. The Area Army therefore agreed on 

23 December to re-examine the possibility of 

39 On 16 December, the day following the enemy landing at San Jose, Southwest Area Fleet radioed to the 43d 

Destroyer Division, which had len Manila on the 14th en route to Indo-China, to turn back and execute a hir·and-run 

night attack on the enemy anchorage. The commander of the destroyer division, however, failed to obey this order 

because of insufficient fuel, and his ships continued on to Indo-China. On 20 December, therefore, Southwest Area 

Fleet ordered Vice Adm. Shima, Second Striking Force commander, to organize and dispatch a task group to execute 

the attack. This plan was not changed upon receipt of the Combined Fleet instructions to press for a counterlanding, 

because Southwest Area Fleet was anxious to take advantage of a momentary laxity in enemy precautions off the San 

Jose beachhead and also doubted that a counterlanding operation would materialize. (Statement by Comdr. Kusumi, 

previously cited.) 

40 The joint policy outline drawn up by the Army and Navy Sections stated : I I Extreme effort will be made 

to obstruct the utilization by the enemy of bases on Mindoro." The Army Section's supplementary draft, bearing on 

(he same point, stated: U The defenses of air bases in the Bacolod (Negros) area, on Palawan and Mindoro will be 

strengthened i and even in the worst circumstances troop strength will be reinforced as necessary with the objective of 

obstructing enemy use of these bases." Documents of Fourth Air Army and Fourteenth Area Army, op. cit: Draft 

Outline of Sho No. I Operational Policy to Meet Current Conditions; and Draft Basis for Imperial General Head· 

quarters Study of Policy to Meet Currem Conditions in the Sho NO.1 Area, 18 Dec 44. 
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To Fourth Air Army Military Top Secret 
No. 18 of 20 Copies 

18 Decem ber 1944 
Imperial General Headquarters) 
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Headqt=ters Study of Policy 
to Meet Current Conditions 
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Operational Policy 
.. The Sho No. I Op

eration, consisting primari
ly of an aerial campaign, 
will be mounted to cope 
with the situation presently 
developing in the central 
Phili ppines area. 

2. As a concomitant 
to the above operations, 
the military strength for 
which provision has been 
made in previous plans will 
be poured into Luzon in 
an all-out ...• 

Draft Basis Prepared to Army Section, Imperial General Headguarters 



dispatching minor troop reinforcements." 
The result of this re-examinatIon was a half

hearted compromise. The Area Army staff 
adamantly maintained that it would be impossi

ble to move any sizeable forces to Mindoro but 
agreed to dispatch a small raiding unit to 

hamper enemy development of airfields in the 

San Jose area. On or about 24 December, an 
order was issued to the 8th Division to organize 

a task unit for this mission as soon as possible. 

While the counterlanding issue was being 
thrashed out in Manila, Vice Adm. Shima's 

Second Striking Force at Camranh Bay had 

completed preparations for the planned surface 
thrust at enemy invasion shipping in the San 

Jose area. On 24 December, a task group 

composed of the heavy cruiser Ashigara, one 

light cruiser, and six destroyers set out from 

Camranh Bay to execute the attack." 
As the task group neared Mindoro on the 

evening of the 26th, it was spotted by enemy 
aircraft. A severe air attack shortly thereafter 

sank one destroyer and inflicted minor damage 

on the Ashigara and two other shi ps. The 
force nevertheless continued toward the objec

tive and at 2300 broke into the anchorage area. 
There it briefly shelled shore installations and 

launched torpedo attacks against enemy ships, 
four of which were claimed sunk. The task 

group withdrew at midnight withou t encounter-

ing surface opposItIon and headed back to 
Camranh Bay." This marked the last sortie 

by Japanese fleet units into Philippine waters. 
On the same day that the naval attack was 

executed, a small ground raiding detachment 

organized by the 8th Division assembled at 

Batangas and prepared to embark for Min
doro." On 3 I December the detachment 

finally moved by landing craft across the 

Verde Island Passage to Calapan, on north

eastern Mindoro, and thence to Pinamalayan, 

where it arrived on 5 January. Three days 
later, just as the invasion of Luzon was begin

ning, the detachment encountered an enemy 

force advancing up Mindoro's east coast and 

was forced to sail back to Calapan. Although 

it later succeeded in moving to Mansalay, on 

the southeast coast of Mindoro, and then in

filtrated overland toward San Jose, all attempts 

to raid enemy airfields were abortive." 

During the latter part of December and 
early January, the debilitated Army and Navy 

air forces based on Luzon and Negros also 

endeavored to impede the development of 
enemy bases on Mindoro by attacking resup

ply convoys en route from Leyte and raiding 
airfields in the San Jose area." The air effort, 

however, was equally ineffectual in retarding 

the enemy's swift accomplishment of his ob
jectives. By late December reconnaissance 

41 (1) Data concerning the policy discussions which took place in Manila during the period 17- 23December 
are based on a joint statement by the following high-level parcicipants: Lt. Gen. Shuichi Miyazaki, Chief, First Bureau 
(Operations), Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section j Lt. Gen.}o Iimura, Chief of Staff, Southern Army; Col. 
Ichiji Sugita, Staff Officer (Operat ions) , Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section. (2) Statement by Maj. Gen. 
l-faruo Konuma, Deputy.Chief of Staff, Fourteenth Area Army. 

42 Philippine Area Naval Operations, Pare III, op. cit., p. 15. 

43 Ibid., pp. 1~-6. 
44 The raiding detachment was a specially organized provisional unit which included a small number that original

ly belonged to the Gi·Go Airborne Raiding Unit . (Cf. Chapter XIII, p. 393, n. '79) ( I) Philippine Operations 
Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. IV, p. II. (2) Statement by Sgt. Naoji Sato, member of the Mindoro raiding 
detachment. 

45 Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. IV, pp. 11-2, and AttaC'hed Map No.2. 

46 During the period 16 December to 5 January, Army aircraft flew a total of 213 sorties, of which 53 were special
attack planes, against enemy resupply convoys en route (0 Mindoro. Naval planes Rewa total of 110 sorties against enemy 
shipping and 86 sorties against airfields on Mindoro. (1) Philippine Air Operations Record, Phase Two, op. cit., 
Appended Chart 17. (2) Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part III, op. cit., pp. 12- 4. 
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reports indicated that at least two aIr bases 
had been completed and put into full oper
ational use. 

Final Luzon Defense Plans 

During the short breathing spell afforded 

by the Mindoro operation, Fourteenth Area 

Army poured its full effort into speeding final 
plans and prep"rations to meet the impending 

enemy onslaught against Luzon. The Area 

Army command now anticipated that the in
vasion would come between 10 and 20] anuary, 

with the main thrust directed either at the 

Batangas area or at Lingayen Gulf." 

Before formulating detailed plans, General 
Yamashita first had to decide the basic tactics 

to be employed in the defense of Luzon. 

When the tentative plans of mid-November 

were formulated, uncertainty as to the troop 
strength which would be available had made 

it impossible to foresee whether the Area 

Army would be capable of waging another 
decisive battle as on Leyte or whether it would 

be obliged to fall back upon defensive tactics 

calculated to delay the enemy and wear down 

his strength. At that period, however, Gen

eral Yamashita had hoped that he would have 

adequate forces at his command to challenge 
the enemy in decisive battle. 

By the time Mindoro was invaded, no such 

optimism remained. Although the Area 

Army could count upon employing all incom" 
ing reinforcements for the defense of Luzon," 

shipping hazards and delays made it improb
able that these forces would be assembled on 

Luzon in time to deploy for battle by the 
expected date of invasion. Moreover, in view 

of the steady decimation of the air forces , it 

was certain that operations would have to be 

conducted under a smothering blanket of 

enemy aLr power. 

Under these circumstances, General Yama

shita feared that an all-out offensive effort in 

the initial phase of the battle for Luzon might 

result in the early destruction of his own forces. 

Coordinated delaying action, including local 
counter-offensives under favorable CLrcum

stances, seemed to assure better prospects of 

prolonged resistance. Such tactics would con

sume maximum enemy strength and gain 

precious time for the reinforcement of Japanese 

defenses on Formosa and the Ryukyus. The 

Area Army operations staff was therefore in

structed to draw up final plans based on the 

concept of a protracted delaying action." 

47 Immediately after the invasion of Mindoro, the Barangas area was rated the most probable landing point of 
the main enemy forces. In this event, a secondary landing was considered likely in the Lingayen area. Conversely, if 
the main landing took place at Lingaycn, a secondary landing in Batangas was expected. In either case, it was con· 
sidered probable that the enemy would also make an additional landing at Aparri and effect airborne landings on central 
Luzon, especially in the vicinity of Manila . (Statement by Maj. H ori, previously cited.) 

48 With the invasion of Mindoro, Fourteenth Area Army scrapped the November reinforcement plan for Leyte, 
under which the 23d and 10th Divisions were co have been shipped to that island. This act ion was sanctioned by 
the Imperial General H eadquaners draft oudine of future operational policy for the Phil ippines, dated 18 December, 
which provided t.hat the 23d, loth and I9th Divisions should be assembled on Luzon as speedily as possible co hasten 
preparations for the defense of the main island. Documents of Fourth Air Army and Fourteenth A rea Army, op. cit: 
Draft Basis (or Imperial General Headqurters Study of Policy to Meet Current Conditions in the Sho NO.1 Area, 18 

Dec 44. 
49 The conclusions reached by the Area Army command generally accorded with the views of the Army Section 

of Imperial General Headquarters respecting Luzon defense . In the event of a full scale enemy landing on Luzon, the 
maximum strength permitted by the over-all situation, particularly air and sea sure-destructive [special-anack] forces, 
will be committed to thal area in order to destroy the invading forces. Even in the most unfavorable situation, the 
main strength [of the forces on Luzon] will employ key areas in ceorral and northern Luzon as bases and conduct long
term operations with the objective of destroying or consuming enemy combat strength, thereby obstructing his plans 
with respect to other areas ( Ryukyus, Formosa, China coast, etc.) and facilitating over-all operations of the armed forces. 
Ibid. 
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On 19 December a general outline of opera
tion was completed. D etailed app,ndices were 

issued the next day specifying the disposition, 
missions and command status of forces in two 

broad operational zones, one covering northern 

Luzon and the other, central and southern 

Luzon. These plans envisaged an initial effort 

by the forces defending coastal areas to inflict 

maximum losses upon the enemy at the time 

of landing. Delaying actions would then 

follow with the purpose of retarding capture 

of key inland communication points and air

fields. The last phase would be a prolonged 

last-ditch stand in the three mountain regions 

previously designated as areas of final re

sistance. Commitment O'f the main Area Army 

forces in a large-scale offensive was not entirely 

excluded. Such action, however, would be 

undertaken only in an exceptionally favorable 

tactical situation. The general plan of opera

tions was outlined as follows :,0 

I General Policy 

The Area Army will ,ecUT( the .ital northem 

Luzon area with its main strength, ,md the moulltain

ous regioTls east of Manila dud west of Clark Field 
with eiemetlls of its forces. T he forces itl each of 

these areas will coordinate their opera/jom wah the 
objecti'l'f of containing the main body of the American 

forces on Luzar, and destroyi1lg its figking Jtrellgth, 

and at the same time will prepare for protracted 

resistance on an independent, selfsufficietu basis. 

II Outline of Ope ratio", 

I. To !aCJ7itate long-term resistd7JCe, the Area 

Army will ,peedily wabli,h a ma;or base of "pera

tions in the northern LU(07J area dud secoudJry bases 

in the mountainous districts fast of Mauila aud west 

of Clark Field. Other sectors will be utili<:ed a, 

forward areas, in which elements of Are.; Army 

strength will seek to obstruct the euemy's ad"auces aud 

consume h; s strength. 

2. It, the e"ent of attempted enemy landings in 

the central or southem Luzon sectors, forces occupying 

coastal positions and surface raidi"g units will first 

endea.or to repel the landing'. Should the et/emy 

(succeed in landing and) attempt a deep penetration 

inland, elemet/ts will delay his advance as long as 

posJible by securing key communicatio7lS points and 

simultaneously carrying out the complete destruction 

of communicati 01U facilities and essemial imtallations. 

E>ery effort will be made to hold airfield, on central 

Luzon, but If this becomes impossible, the airfields 

will be destroyed. 

3. In the e'Vent of landings by 'e1lemy airhome 

troops on the ce1ltral Luzon plain, mobile forces will 

first contain and then destroy these troops, thereby 

pre"enting their seizure of airfields. 

4. A gainst an enemy force attempt:ng to laud in 

the northern Luzon seclor, ellery effort will be made 

to crush the landiug in its i,,;tial phase. If this is 

impo"ible, defendingforceI will check any deep enemy 

penetration inlaud by holding po,ition, directly 

behind the coast . In the worst evemuality, the main 

defe'Hi'Ve position in the Baguio.Mallkaya,J.Bambang 

area will be secured. Air bases in the vicinity of 

Aparri, Echaglle and Tllguegarao will be kept opera

tional a' 100.g a, po"ible . 

5. After the enemy's maitl strength has penetrated 

into central Luzon, Area Army forces in the (three 

key) defeme areas will carry out c/osel",.coordinated 

raidjug attacks employing substautjal strength. The 

objecti'Ve of these operations will be to contain the 

enemy's main forces, consume his fighting strength 

and especially to hinder his utilization of air and sea 

bases. Under favorable cirumstances the Area Army 

may commit its main forcer in offensive operati01lS 

but will guard against a premature exhaustion of its 

fighting ,tret/gth. 

6. [n the .. <til the enemy ,hould effect a deep 

penetrati071 inlalld prior to the completion of the 

Area Army's new defe7Hivt dispositions, operatl07H 

50 Documents of Fourth Air Army and Fourteenth Area Army, op. cit: Operational Policy Outline for 

Luzon, 19 Dec 44. ( Portions textually quoted are Parts I and II. Part III outlined the general missions of forces, 

more specifically covered in the separate appendices issued 20 December.) 
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will be decided on the basis of the existing situation, 

but in general a')lailable forces, in particular the 

armored dillision, will execute l'igorous short -term 

counterattacks. 

7 . Operational plans for the northern Luzon 
sector and the southem and central Luzon sector will 

be further outlined in separate appendices. 
8. The Area Army will count upon the air and 

na.al forces to carry out the following support 

missions: 

a. Air force-to execute all-out attacks on 

enemy ships at the time inl'a.sion operations begin, 

thereby reducing the combat strength of the 
inllading forces ; and thereafter, to facilitate the 

operations of the Area Army main forces by can· 

ducting raids from bases in the Echague and 

Tuguegarao areas. 

b_ Na'JIal surface forces-primarily to protect 

harbors on northern Luzon. 

c. Air and ntnJal ground units-to participate 

in ground combat, maintaining appropriate com

mand relationships with local army forces. 

The greater part of the Area Army was to 

be committed to the defense of the northern 

sector for two reasons: first, because of its 

strategic importance for the purpose of delaying 
subsequent enemy operations against Formosa 

and the Ryukyus; secondly, because its moun

tain fastnesses and few routes of entry from the 

central Luzon plain provided the most favorable 
tactical conditions for extended resistance. 

The plans of '9-20 December therefore shifted 

the center of gravity of Area Army troop dis

positions to the north. The heaviest ConCen

tration of forces was to be disposed along the 
southern perimeter of the great northern 

defense sector, running from the eastern shore 

of Lingayen Gulf to the vicinity of Baler Bay. 
Southern Luzon was to be virtually stripped of 
troops in order to bolster the second largest 
concentration of forces in the mountains east 

of Manila. Planned dispositions and mission 

assignments of Area Army forces were as 

follows :" (Plate No. 107) 

Northern Zone 

10 3d Dil'; si on : 

1. Di.ision main strength to be deployed in the 

Aparri coastal sector. This force will, if possible, 
repel any enemy landing attempt in the Aparri area 
by a firm defeme of its coastal positions. If a land· 

ing is made, it will prel'ent an enemy penetration of 

the eagayan Valley by defending s~ccessi .. positions 

in the .icinity of Lalla and north of Alcala. 
2 . An element of the di'JIision (about three 

infantry battaljoflS, reinf.) to occuPY strategic points 

on the north-west coast. This force will come under 

direct Area Army commaud at the appropriate time . 

In case of an enemy landing in this sector, it will 

endeallor to inflict maximum losses at the time of 

landing and will then check enemy ad.ances inland 

.ia the Abra Ri.er .alley and the Suyo·Sabangan or 

Lagangilang-Lubuagan roads. 

23d Di.ision (58th Ind. Mixed Brig. attached): 
1. Main strength to occupy positions near the 

coast aloug the eastern shore of Lingaye 71 Gulf1" 

The di'Vision will endea'JIor to smash ar. e'lemy 

landing attempt from these positions and, depending 

upon dnelopment of the situation, may be made the 

pill at of a counterojfensi'Ve by other Area Army 

forces. If the s:tuation becomes WI/enable, the mai" 

strength will hold key positiom around Baguio and 
stril'e to reduce enemy fighting strength ; and t!/t!ments 

will defend mountain positions t!ast of San Fernando. 

51 Documents of Fourth Air Army and Fourteenth Area Army, op. cit: Operational Policy Oudine for Luzon, 

20 Dec 44. 

52 An Area Army order issued on 17 December had already directed the 23d Division to assume command of 

the 58th Independent Mixed Brigade and take over the defense of the entire Lingayen area below the southern boundary 

of the I03d Division near Suyo. When it received this order, the division had just completed r:noving its main strength 

from San Fernando, where it had disembarked on 2 December, to Umingan and San Jose under a previous Area Army 

order to organize defensive positions in those sectors. Cf. pp. 409-10. 
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2. An element of the di.ision to be deployed on 

the western side of Lingayen Gulf This element 

will endeavor to inflict losses 011 an t1lemy /andmg. 

force by raiding tactics and will strongly defend the 

coastal defile farldiflg from the WeI/em pellitlSula to 

Lingayen . 

3. Other elements /0 occupy positions gUdrdi7Jg 

the lower A g1lo River crossi71g poinlJ and t!ndedlloT 

to prevent an enemy breakthrough onto the central 

plain. 

10th Di.ision (Tsuda Detachment attached) : 

t . Main strength to be deployed to the San jose, 

Umingan and Natividad sectors.H Positions will be 

organized in these sectOrI, and at the same time the 

di.ision will prepare to support a pOJJible counter

offensi'Yt! on the 23d Diyision from or to counter

attack east of Bongaboflg against an enemy forct! 

advanciug inlaud after a landing in the Baler

Dingo/an Bay area. 111 Cdse of an enemy penetra· 

tion onto the central Luzon plain, the di"ision will 

hold iII prepared positions against attack and, depend

ing on the situation, may be ordered to cOU1,~erattack 

toward Munoz or act as the pi'Vot of a counter

offinsi>e by other Army forces. If the situation 

becomer untenable, it will occupy mourl/aill positions 

and check an enemy ad>ance toward the Ball/bang 

area. 

2. An element of the di.ision (Tsuda Detach

ment) to secure coastal positions 011 Baler and 

Dingalan Bays. In case of a" enemy landing, this 

force will endea"or to inflict maximum losses at the 

time of landing and will then check an enemy 

ad"auce inland by defending mountain positiotl in 

depth. 

2d Armored Oi'Vision: 

I. Main strength to remaJtl deployed 111 its 

present location (Cabanatuan-San Miguel drea). 

The di"ision will destroy enemy airbome forces 

landi" g on the central Luzon plain and, depending 011 

the situation, may be ordered to launch a counteroffen

si"e 011 the Lingayen or Manila front, or to move 

north to Tuguegarao and defend that area against 

an enemy penetration vf the Cagayan Valley. 

2. The 6th Tank Regiment presently 171 

Manila to remain i" the M.mila area and prepare 

to operate against enemy airborne troops landing in 

the "icindy. H Thereafter, If circumstances permit, 

it will rejoin the dl'Vision in the Cabanatuan sector. 

19th Di"isio71 : 

I. Aj it arri"es on Luzon, the di"isi01l to as

femble its main stre1lgth to the south of San LeOTI . 

This force is designated Area Army second-/me 

reser'Ve , its mission to be assigned laler as the situatim, 

warrallls. 

2. Elements of the di"is;on will secure the 'Vilal 

areas around T uguegarao anJ Echague, and wdl also 

prepare for action against possible enemy airbome 

landings . 

Southern and Central Zone 

Manila De fellSe Force : 

1. Mam strength to occupy posltlom forming 

o,ze wing of the key defenses jn the mountains east 

of Manila. It will secure these positions aud also 

prepare to sortie at any time for a counterattack. 

2. A strong element to occupy positiotlJ in and 

around M c,mila. In case of au ellemy attack, this 

force will illf/ict maximum losses by a determined 

defense of its positiom aud endeavor to cre .lle a 

fa"o rable tactical opportunity for a cQutllerattack by 
the ma;1I strength. 

3 . Garrison forces in the Corregidor Channel 

area (i1l C071jutlction with 7la'Val garrison utJits) will 

defetld this area to the last "tid cooperate closely 

with the lld'Val surface raiding fo rce 111 smashing a1lY 

attempted penetrdtiotl into Mdnila Bay by enemy 

ua"al forces. 

4. Garrison forces in the Bataa" area (Naga-

53 The Area Army, on 18 December, had already ordered the headquarters and first echelon elements of the 

loth Division, less the 39th Infantry Regiment, reinf., which had already been deployed to Bataan under command of 

the Manila Defense Force, to move to the San Jose area and construct defensive positions in the zone vacated by the 

23d Division. 

54 After the enemy landing on Mindoro, the 6th Tank Regiment had moved back from Los Banos, in Batangas, 

and was in the vicinity of Manila when the new operational plans were issued on 15)-20 December. 
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yoshi Detachment") will occupy established positiom 

and t!ndea'JIor to repel any enemy landing attempt in 
this area. If a landing is made, it will hl1lder an 

adyance from the beachhead and endeo'JIor to consume 

enemy strength. Depending on the situation, the 

Nagayoshi Detachment may be ordered to the Angeles 

sec/or to rei1lforce the airfieid umls defendmg the 
mountain positions 'West of Clark fjeld. 

8th Di.ision: 

1. Main strength to occupy positions guarding 

key communication points to the east and weI! of 

Lake Taal. In the e.ent of an enemy landing in 

the Batangos area, it will secure these posItions arid 

check an enemy ad>a7lu inland, co.-ring the redeploy. 

ment of I05lh Di"ision and other forces to the key 

positions east of Ma7lila. As this redeploym"'t 

progreSJes or as the situation on other fronts may 

require, it will withdraw upon Area Army order to 

the seclor north of Lagutld de Bay and reitiioTC(! the 

key positions east of Mdni/a. The di"ision will at 

this time take command of all Army aud Navy forces 

in the area. 

2. Elements of the di"isiou, composed mainly of 

bea", gun units and sutface raiding units, to be 

deployed at key coastal points in Batangas. These 

eleme1lls, cooperating with na"llal surface ratdmg 

units, will resist to the last any enemy landing attempt 

and seek to inflid maximum lO5fes. 

l05th Di"llision: 

1. Main stre7lgth to redeploy immediately from 

southern Luzon to the key area east of Manila. 

Upon assembling in this area, it will organize defense 

positions. 

2 . An element of the di"llision to remain deployed 

in the Bicol area. This force will secure the San 

Bemcrrdino Strait area, and in the e"llelU of an enemy 

landing will endeavor to obstruct enemy seizure and 

utili"atio71 of the airfields at Legaspi and Naga. 

Kawashima Force (82d Jnf. Brig., reinf. / I05th 

Di •. ) : 

1. As the redeployment of the !05th Di.ision 

progresses, the Kawashrtna Force will gradually trans· 

fer troop strength from the southern pari of Its 

operalioual sector, particularly around Alimonall, 10 

the area east of M"nila. Such troops will revert to 

the command of the I05th Di"llisi01l. 

2. The remainder of the force will co1llinue to 

occupy coast posltl07U in the Lamon Bay area . In 

the e"lle7U of ar, enemy landmg, these elemerus will 

endea"llor to i1lflid maximum losses at the time of 

lauding, and thereafter will impede the enemy ad"llance 

by resistl1lg on successi"lle positlotu i" depth in the 

mountains. Depending all the general situatIon, the 

Area Army may order these elements to withdraw to 

positions in the key area east of MJn ila or to revert 

to I05th Di"llisi(m comrol and participate ;11 a counter

attack on the T ayabas or Lip. front. 

Under the foregoing Area Army plans, aIr
field troops and base personnel of the Fourth 
Air Army and First Combined Base Air Force 

were to shoulder the responsibility of defending 

the Clark . Field sector and the projected 

mountain strongpoint to the west. These 

forces were not under Fourteenth Area Army 

control. A draft agreement appended to the 
detailed operational plan for southern and 

central Luzon provided that these troops should 
come under the unified command of the 

ranking air commander in the Clark Field 

sector. However, Fourth Air Army, with Area 

Army assistance, was to plan and direct the 

construction of defense positions." 
The Area Army plans further envisaged 

immediate preparations for the transfer of 
General Yamashita's headquarters from Manila 

55 Upon its actachment to the Manila Defense Force on 14 December for the reinforcement of Bataan, the 

Nagayoshi Detachment was ordered to assume command of the minor Manila Defense Force elements already stationed 

in the Bataan area. 

56 The draft agreement further provided that the 31st Special Naval Base Force commander should exercise 

unified command of Army and Navy units assigned to defense of the Manila Bay mouth. After the start of land 

fighting, however, Fourteenth Area Army was to control the base force in all matters connected with ground operations. 

Documents of Fourth Air Army and Fourteenth Area Army, op. cit: Operational Policy Outline for Luzon. 
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to Baguio and the establishment of an Area 

Army command post at Ipo, northeast of 
Manila, to facilitate control of operations In the 
central and southern zone. 

Battle Preparations 

As the margin of time before General 
MacArthur's anticipated assault narrowed 

steadily, the] apanese forces on Luzon plunged 

into intense activity to implement the newly 

formulated battle plans. The Area Army 

accelerated the displacement of base installa· 

tions and of munition and supplies not required 
in the first phase of operations into the three 

key defense areas. At the same time, the first 
troop movements required by the northern 

sector plans were begun. 

Between 19 and 22 December, the main 

body of the 23d Division in the Umingan-San 
J ose area moved back to the division's newly

assigned sector of responsibility along Lingayen 

Gulf. Headquarters was established at Sison, 
five miles inland from the coast. Meanwhile, 

the 7ISt Infantry, which had been restored to 

division control on 18 December, moved north 

from the Batangas area toward Lingayen." On 
23 December the division third echelon from 

Formosa, made up of supporting elements, 

disembarked at San Fernando, in the northern 

part of the Lingayen section." 

The headquarters and first echelon elements 
of the lOth Division, less the Nagayoshi 

Detachment, had already moved north from 

Manila to occupy the San] ose sector vacated 

by the 23d Division. By 20 December, these 

elements were assembled at San Jose. Three 

days later the division second echelon reached 
Luzon from Formosa. The bulk of the troops 

disembarked at San Fernando and immediately 

prepared to move inland to join the division 
headquarters." As a result of a last-minute 

Area Army order, however, the major portion 

of the lOth Infantry Regiment was diverted to 

Aparri and attached to the I03d Division to 

reinforce the defenses of the Cagayan Valley." 

The 19th Division was now the only major 
reinforcement unit allocated to Fourteenth Area 

Army which had not yet reached Luzon. On 

27 December, however, the main strength of 
the division finally arrived from Formosa, with

out enemy interference and disembarked at 

57 The headquarters and 1St Battalion reached Binalonan on 24 December, followed by the 2d Battalion on 31 

December-I January. The 3d Banalion remained in the Manila area under temporary command of the Manila Defense 

Force until 28 December and only rejoined the regiment in the Sison sector on 13 January, four days after the enemy 

landing on Lingayen Gulf. ( 1) Statement by Lt. Col. Takahashi, previously cited. (2) Manila Defense Force 

Operations Order No. "5, 28 Dec 44. XIV Corps ADVATIS Translation XIVCAET 0079. 27 Feb 45 · 

58 Arrival of the third echelon completed the transshipment of the division from Formosa to Luzon. Losses 

sustained in transit by all three echelons aggregated 30 per cent of division strength, in addition to large quantities of 

equipment and supplies. Philippine Operations Record , Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. I, Appended Chart. 

59 Shipment of the loth Division was carried out in only two echelons, the second including all division strength 

which had not been transporced to Manila in the first put of December. (Cf. n. 16.) Main components of the second 

echelon were the loth and 63d Infantry Regiments, the remaining strength of thl! 39th Infantry Regiment, and elements 

of division troops. Submarine attacks on the San Fernando-bound section of the convoy shortly before it reached 

port resulted in the loss of three infantry battalions and most of the division transport regiment. Historical Data, 

loth Division (Tetsu Force), op. cit. 

60 Under the 19-20 December plans, this mission was assigned to elements of the 19th Division in order to 

permit the concentration of maximum loth D ivision strength in the San Jose·Umingan-Natividad area. The change 

in plan was caused by fear that it would be dangerous to postpone bolstering the defenses of the Cagayan Valley until 

arrival of the 19th Division, which might be del.yed by shipping difficulties. (Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, 

previously cited.) 
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San Fernando." The division immediately 
began hauling its equipment and supplies to an 
inland assembly area at Naguilian, southeast of 

San Fernando, preparatory to moving to its 

assigned positions in the San Leon sector on 
the south rear flank of the 23d Division. 

Meanwhile, Fourteenth Area Army had 

reconsidered the problem of assisting the 

Fourth Air Army and First Combined Base 
Air Force units in the preparation of defenses 

in the Clark Field sector. Ie was originally 

intended to limit such assistance to the dispatch 
of staff officers as technical advisors. As a 

result of an on·the-spot survey, however, the 
Area Army decided that this would be in

sufficient and ordered the 2d Armored Divi

sion to send the main strength of the 2d Mobile 
Infantry Regiment, with a tank company at

tached, to the Clark Field area. This force 

arrived about 24 December and immediately 

began organizing defensive positions. Shorcly 

thereafter, the 2d Glider Infantry Regiment 
and miscellaneous smaller units of the 1st 

Airborne Raiding Group, assigned to Fourth 

Air Army, landed at San Fernando and were 
ordered to proceed at once to the Clark Field 
sector." These were the last seaborne reIn

forcements to reach the Philippines. 

In the central and sou thern zone, troop 

shifts to effect the new dispositions envisaged 

in the 19-20 December plans were not started 
until the last week in December. On the 23d, 

Fourteenth Area Army issued the first imple

menting order, which directed the lo5th Divi
sion to begin transferring its main strength 
from the Bicol area to the sector just north of 

Laguna de Bay. Here it was to organize the 
sou thern flank of the key defense area east of 
Manila.'j Division elements remaining in the 

San Bernardino Strait and Legaspi sectors were 
formed into the Noguchi Detachment and 

placed under direct Area Army contro!''' 

61 The first and second echelons of the division, comprising the 73d Infant~ Regiment, the 75th Infantry Regi

ment less 3d Battalion, the 76th Infantry Regiment less 2d and 3d Banalions, and the major portion of supporting 

division troops, arrived by the same convoy. The third echelon, including aU remaining elements, never left Formosa 

due to the complete interdiction of Luzon-bound shipping just prior [0 and following the Lingayen landing. (State

ment by Lt. Gen. Yoshiharu O zaki, commander, 19th Division.) 

62 Formation of the 1St Airborne Raiding Group, which was to absorb the 2.d Parachute Group and Troop Carrier 

Air Regiment already in the Philippines, was ordered by the Inspectorate General of Army A viat ion on 26 November. 

The Group headquarters was organized in Kyushu but was ordered to remain inJapan until additional component units 

had moved to the Philippines. The additional airlift units flew to Clark Field prior to the waterborne movement of 

the 1st and 2d Glider Infantry Regiments and supporting machine-gun, engineer and signal units. Transports carrying 

the 1st Glider Infantry Regiment and the engineer unit were sunk en route, and. these elements never reached the 

Philippines. The headquarters was ordered on 27 December to proceed by air to Clark Field, where it arrived on 8 

January. (1) Inspectorate General of Army Aviation Operations Order No. A-29, 26 Nov 44. Sixth Army 

ADVATIS Translation 6AAET 036" 26 Feb 45. (2) Statemenrs by Maj. Koji Tanaka, Staff Officer (Air), Imperial 
General Headquarters, Army Section, and Col. Yasuji Okada, Chief of Staft, 1st Airborne Raiding Group. (3) 

Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. HI, Supp!. 2 (Kembu Group Operations in the Clark 

Secror), pp. 2-3. 

63 The division was to assume command of miscellaneous elements already in the area and organize its main 

positions from the heights west of Ancipolo to the vicinity of Morong, on the north shore of Laguna de Bay. The left 

flank was to be guarded by secondary positions north and east of Pililla. D ocuments of Fourth Air Army and Four

teenth Area Army, op. cit: Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. A-268, 23 Dec 44. 

64 (1) Ibid. (2) The Noguchi Detachment, organized under this order, was made up of the BISt Infantry 

Brigade headquarters, the 182d and 185th Independent Infantry Battalions, and the 26th Independenc Mixed Regiment 

less 3d Battalion. (Statement by LL Gen. Yoshltake Tsuda, commander 105th DIvisIOn.) 
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While the I05th Division was preparing to 

execute this order, the Area Army decided 

upon the significant modification of the '9-20 

December plans. These plans had originally 

envisaged a gradual withdrawal of forces into 

the key mountain positions east of Manila, 

possibly continuing after the start of the enemy 

invasion. However, the serious dislocation of 

troop and supply transport by increasingly 

persistent enemy air attacks" and guerrilla 

destruction created a danger that such move

ment might become impossible if delayed too 

long. General Yamashita therefore decided to 

concentrate maximum forces in the area east 

of Manila with all possible speed. 

To implement this decision, the Area Army 

on 27 December ordered the 8th Division to 

transfer its main strength, previously scheduled 

to occupy positions east and west of Lake Taal, 

to the area east of Manila. Effective I January, 

the division commander was to -assume com

mand of all Area Army forces on the southern 

half of Luzon below a line running roughly 

from the Manila area on the west to the Lamon 

Bay area on the east. These forces were 

designated the Shimbu Group. The Noguchi 

Detachment was released from its previously 

assigned mission of securing the San Bernar

dino Strait area, and the Shimbu Group com-

mander was authorized to move both this 

detachment and the Kawashima Force (Lamon 

Bay sector) toward the main concentration of 

forces in the area east of Manila.66 

In accordance with the Area Army order, 

Lt. Gen. Shizuo Yokoyama, 8th Division 

commander, immediately ordered the main 

body of the division to concentrate at Ipo, 

Wawa and Antipolo. The 17th Infantry 

Regiment (less 3d Battalion, but with 3d Bat· 

talion, 3'St Infantry, attached) was simultane

ously designated the Fuji Force and ordered to 

remain in the Batangas area to defend key 

points. On I January Lt. Gen. Yokoyama 

moved to Manila with his headquarters, there 

assuming command of the Shimbu Group. 

An order issued the next day to the forces 

newly placed under his control called for the 

following dispositions :" 

1. The I05th Di.ision main body will defend 

positio,lS uear Antlpolo. 

2. The Manila Defense Foret, 1m the Nagayoshi 

Detachment/,s will occupy pOSllJ0111 itt the Wawa 

sector with Its main strength. ElemetUs will secure 

the Manila area. 

3. The Kawashima Force will occupy positions 

in the Ipo sector. 

4. The Kogure Detachment, to be organized by 

the headquarters of the 1$/ Surface Raiding Base 

65 From 17 December until shortly before the enemy landing at Lingayen, carrier·based air attacks on Luzon 

were inconsequential. However, land-based planes operating from Leyte and later from Mindoro conducted almost daily 

bombing raids throughout this period, forcing movements over the railway and highway network to be limited largely 

to night time. For the period 17-31 December, an average of sixty-five planes a day were reported attacking Luzon 

targets. Senkun Tokuho Dtt; Yonjuyon-go RUIOn To Sttkusen n; okeru Kyokun nttrttbini Keiktt no Gaiyo ~;uII~tliMIlQ+ 

11Y!lIi r JL- Y:.-' J Jil,f'J;~lC jiNt Qf,(Wllu lC l':'. iJi\lO)IIlt~ (Battle Lessons Special Repon No. 44' Summary of Operations 

and Battle Lessons, Luzon Campaign) Imperial General Headquarters. Army Section. 29 Mar 45. Appended Chart 
No. 2. 

66 Shabu Sdkum,i Ka Ddi NihYdkukyujuni.go fl.Jii!:f'i'1i1t'l'm=:IL=!lIi (Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order 
No. A.292) 27 Dec 44. 

67 Statement by Col. Shujiro Kobayashi. Staff Officer (Operations), Fourteenth Area Army. (Upon formation 

of the Shimbu Group. this officer was temporarily assigned to duty on the staff of the Group headquarters.) 

68 On 28 December. following the organization of the Shimbu Group, the Bataan area, with the exception of 

the southern tip of the peninsula, was transferred from the Manila Defense Force sector of responsibility to that of the 

2d Armored Division. Effective the same date, the Nagayosh, Detachment came under 2d Armored Division command. 
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Force, will defend the Lamon Bay area. 

5. The No;;uchi DetachmeTll, less the 26th In

dependenl Mixed Regiment, will continue to secure 

the Bicol Peninsula. The 26th IndependeTll Mixed 

Regiment will move to the area east of Manila and 

come under command of the Shimbu Group. 

When this order was issued , the assembly 

of the lo5th Division in the Antipolo sector 

was already well under way, and the first 

elements of the 8th Division were arriving at 
their new positions at Ipo, Wawa and Antipolo. 

By I January also, the Kawashima Force and 
the major portion of the Manila Defense Force 

had completed necessary preparation and were 

ready to move to the Ipo and Wawa sectors, 

respectively. 
General Yamashita at this time was directing 

battle preparations from the Area Army's 

southern command post at Ipo, where he and 

a skeleton operational staff had arrived from 
Manila on 26 December. Shortly after his 

arrival, he was notified by Southern Army that 

all Fourth Air Army forces in the Philippines 

would come under Area Army control begin· 

ning I January 1945. In preparation for this 
change, the Area Army on 29 December issued 
an order from lpo specifying the missions of 

the Fourth Air Army. General objectives of the 

Air Army were stated in this order as follows : .. 

The Fourth Air Army will make iII main objecti .. 

the destruction of enemy forces seekillg to land 071 

Luzon. Prior to the start of such opera/jom, the 

Air Army will utilize fa'Yorabie opportunities to 

destro y enemy shipping, neulrali,e opposing air 

strength and discover enemy mOlleI to i1ll'ade Luzon. 

As soon as its control over the Army air 
forces became effective, the Area Army took 

further action to hasten the organization of 

ground defenses in the Clark Field sector. Lt. 

Gen. Y oshiharu Iwanaka, 2d Armored Divi-

Slon commander, was ordered to assume full 
responsibility for the execution of this mission 

and to coordinate the activities of the 2d 

Armored Division elements already in the 
Clark Field sector with those of the local Army 

and Navy airfield units. The dispatch of 

additional ground combat troops to the area, 

however, was not contemplated. 

During the latter part of December, battle 

preparations proceeded with discouraging slow· 
ness. Overburdened transport facilities, enemy 

strafing and bombing attacks, guerrilla inter

ference and an acute shortage of automotive 
fuel impeded progress in every direction. On 

the other hand, there were numerous indica· 

tions that General MacArthur was virtually 
ready to strike. In the Batangas area, enemy 

air reconnaissance was conspicuously frequent, 

while the dropping of dummy parachutists 
and the activity of small surface craft along 
the coast also caused grave alarm in the 8th 

Division. Other reports indicated that guer
rilla forces were beginning to assemble in the 

mountains east of Manila, and that enemy 

submarines were delivering arms to guerrillas 
in the Lamon Bay area. 

The concentration of these activities in the 

south· central area of Luzon exerted a marked 

influence on the Area Army's estimate of the 
location of the enemy's main attack. After 

the first shock of the unexp"ted landing on 

Mindoro had passed, belief that Batangas 

would be the principal invasion point gradual
ly diminished. Instead, there was an increas
ing tendency to believe that basic considera

tions of terrain and strategy would lead Gen

eral MacArthur to land his main forces at 

Lingayen. The pronounced enemy activity 

in the Batangas and Manila areas, however, 

countered this tendency and made it impos

sible for the Area Army to arrive at any defi-

69 Shobu Sakumei Ko Dai Sambyakuichi.go f,jiiti'F1lltfllm=O-~ (Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. 

A.301) 29 Dec 44· 
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nite conclusion. As December ended, this 

uncertainty still prevailed.'" 

Prelude to Invasion 

General Yamashita's tense and expectant 

forces were still racing against time to com· 

plete .their battle preparations when the first 
warnings came that the enemy was again on 

the move. At 1322 on 2 January, a naval 

lookout post on Surigao Strait reported that 

a long train of about 80 enemy ships, screened 

by destroyers, was moving through the strait 
into the Mindanao Sea. Other reports which 

followed immediately warned that large num· 

bers of invasion craft were gathered in the 
Leyte, Palau and Marianas areas, and that 

enemy submarines had appeared in force off 

the west coast of Luzon." 

At first it was thought that the enemy con· 

voy was merely a reinforcement and resupply 

group destined for Mindoro. On 3 January, 
however, developments began to point more 

conclusively toward a full-scale amphibious 

operation against Luzon. In the afternoon. 

just as the initially sighted enemy group pass
ed into the Sulu Sea, a large enemy naval 

task force, including 12 escort carriers, four 

battleships and eight cruisers, was reported 
following in its wake through Surigao Strait. 

Another delayed report stated that an enemy 

transport convoy of 90 ships, under strong 

naval escort, had been spotted the previous 

day northwest of Palau, heading in the direc
tion of Leyte Gulf." 

With such powerful enemy forces in motion, 

Southwest Area Fleet headquarters in Manila 
now considered an invasion of Luzon virtually 

certain. Area Army staff officers remaining 

in the Philippine capital took the same view. 
Their estimate of the situation was immediate

ly radioed to Baguio. where General Yama
shita and part of his staff had proceeded the 

same day to effect the planned transfer of the 

Area Army headquarters." All forces on 

Luzon were promptly alerted for action. 

Small numbers of aircraft had struck spas

modically at the enemy ships as they moved 

through the Mindanao Sea on 3 January. It 

was not until late afternoon of the 4th, howev
er, that the first really determined and effec

tive attacks were carried ou t by fighter-escorted 

suicide planes of the Fourth Air Army's 30th 

Fighter Group. Sortieing from Clark Field, 

these planes struck leading elements of the 
invasion force off southwestern Mindoro and 

between the Cuyo Islands and Panay. Five 

planes were reported to have executed suicide 

crash attacks." (Plate No. 109) 
Air action was intensified on 5 January as 

the vanguard of the invasion armada contin

ued on past Mindoro and sailed up the west 
coast of Luzon. Suicide and other aircraft of 

the First Combined Base Air Force joined 

army planes in launching a succession of 

fierce attacks in the late afternoon as the enemy 

70 It was not until 4 January, tWO days before the enemy invasion Reet entered Lingayen Gulf, that the Area 

Army concluded definitely that Lingayen would be the main point of attack. The main reason for this conclusion was 

the sudden shift of enemy bombing attacks from airfields to key bridges befween Lingayen and Manila. The Area 
Army continued to regard a secondary landing in the Batangas area as probable. (Statement by Maj. Hort, previously 

cited.) 
71 Daily Record of the War Situation, op. cit., 2 Jan 45. 

72 Ibid .• 3 Jan 45· 
73 Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previ('ollsly cited. 

74 Philippine Air Operations Record, Phase Two, op. cit., Appended Chart 17. (American naval records show 

that only one ship, the escort carrier Ommaney Bay, was hit in these attacks. Damage was so severe that the carrier had 

to be sunk by an accompanying destroyer.) 
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ships passed to the west of Manila Bay. Al

though extremely strong fighter opposition 
was encountered, returning aircraft reported a 
number of successful suicide hits on enemy 

vessels." 

By this time General Yamashita and his 
staff were firmly convinced that the enemy's 

ultimate destination was Lingayen Gulf. The 

forces in that area, caught with their disposi

tions for battle still incomplete, feverishly pre

pared to meet the impending onslaught. Lt. 

Gen. Muto, Area Army Chief of Staff, hastily 

inspected the 23d Division sector on the after

noon of the 5th and discovered that the divi

sion was organizing its main line of resistance 

so that it veered away from the coast at a point 
northeast of San Fabian and skirted the moun

tains along the northern edge of the central 

plain. From the point where the main line 
swerved eastward, a forward line of positions 

branched off southward to the Cabaruan Hills. 

This forward line was manned by relatively 

minor forces and was to be held only until 

enemy pressure became too severe. The defend

ing elements were then to fall back on the main 

mountain positions. (Plate No. IlO) 
Lt. Gen. Muto considered these dispositions 

weak and inadequate. When he returned to 

Baguio late the same day, he urged the Area 

Army Commander to order the 23d Division to 

strengthen the forward positions on the south 

flank and make them part of the main line of 

resistance. Such an order was immediately 
issued although it was recognized that any 

major shift of troops strength could probably 
not be effected in time. It was hoped, never

theless, that the order would spur the division 
to make a maximum effort in defense of the 

forward positions.'" As a further step toward 
strengthening the sector, General Yamashita 

ordered the 2d Armored Division to send a 

detachment to Urdaneta, just northeast of the 

Cabaruan Hills.n 

Developments on the morning of 6 January 
left no doubt about the enemy's intentions. 

Dawn of that day found leading elements of 

the invasion force entering Lingayen Gulf, and 

shortly thereafter naval units began a pre
liminary bombardment of the shore defenses, 

concentrating primarily on targets in the San 
Fernando area. Simultaneously, enemy land

based and carrier aircraft launched attacks on 

the Manila and Clark Field areas in an effort 

to neutralize air opposition to the landing opera

tion.78 

Despite these air assaults, Fourth Air Army 

and the First Combined Base Air Force threw 

every available plane into a daylong series of 

strikes both at the invasion ships in Lingayen 

Gulf and at follow-up elements along the route 

to the invasion area. In three major attacks 

on the Lingayen Gulf and San Fernando areas 

by Kamikaze of the First Combined Base Air 

Force, over fifteen suicide hits were reported, 

75 Available Japanese documentary sources covering air operations during this period give figures only for the 

number of suicide aircraft and escorting fighters employed in special-attack missions and contain no data regarding 

ordinary attack missions. The total number of planes sent out on special-attack missions on 5 January was 30, of which 

only five were escort fighters. More than 18 suicide planes failed to return, but only seven were definitely reported to 

have crashed into enemy ships. ( I ) Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II, op. cit., p. 103 (2) Philippine Air 

Operations Record, Phase Two, op. cit., Appended Chart 17. (According to American official sources, nine ships 

were actually damaged on 5 January by suicide plane crashes or near misses; no ships were sunk.) 

76 (I) The Truth of the Philippines Campaign, op. cit., p. 3 I. (2) Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously 

cited. 
77 The force organized by the 2d Armored Division to assume this mission was designated the Shigemi Detach

ment. The detachment was to come under direct Area Army command as soon as it reached the north bank of the 

Agno River. 2d Armored Division Operations Order No. A-88, 7 Jan 45· ATIS Bulletin No. 1814, 27 Feb 45. pp. 1-4. 

78 Summary of Operations and Battle Lessons, Luzon Campaign, op. cit., p. 31 . 
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while three other hits were claimed for suicide 

planes of the Fourth Air Army. Naval Kami
kaze also struck at a follow-up group off Iba, 
with reported hits on five enemy ships.,. 

The heavy bombardment of the San Fer

nando sector on the 6th aroused great anxiery in 

General Yamashita's headquarters. An enemy 

landing in that sector would fall north of the 

main positions of the 58th Independent Mixed 

Brigade and create serious danger of a thrust 

toward Baguio over the Bauang-Naguilian 

Highway. The only means of meeting this 

potential threat was to change the planned em

ployment of the 19th Division. The division 

was still in the San Fernando-Naguilian area 

due to postponement of its scheduled movement 
inland, and intense enemy air activiry over the 

whole Lingayen area made it improbable that 

it could move in any case.80 Consequently, on 

7 January, the Area Army ordered the division 

to assume responsibility for the defense of the 

sector north of a line running through San

tiago, Magungunay, Mt. Bilbil, and Asin. Its 

main strength was to be concentrated between 

Naguilian and Baguio." 

Retention of the 19th Division in the Na

guilian-Baguio sector, however, weakened the 

planned dispositions for defending the vital 

south flank of the northern redoubt. To remedy 

this situation, General Yamashita decided to 

effect a gradual shift northward of part of the 

Shimbu Group forces from the area east of 

Manila. As the first step, the troops withdrawn 

from the Manila area were to move to the 
Cabanatuan sector, releasing the 2d Armored 

Division main body for operations to the west. 

Later, they were to transfer farther north and 

take up position behind the loth Division to 

defend the passes leading into the northern re
doubt. The loth Division was also to broaden 

its deployment to take in the sector previously 

assigned to the 19th Division. On 8 January, 

the Area Army implemented its deciSion by 
ordering the lollowing dispositions :" 

1. The Shimbu Group commander will dispatch 

a force of approximately ft"e balta/iom under the 

I05th DI"isioH commander to the Cabanatuan area. 

Maximum artillery arid e'lginur units will be attached 

to this force. Elements of the force will relie .. the 

2d Armored Di"ision of its missioil of securi71g the 

MJlllla·San M, (, uel-Cabanatuan highway. 

2. The main strength of the 2d Armored 

DillisiOll (leIS detached elements) will move to the 

Tar/ae area cmd prepare to check an enemy adllQtlce 

toward the Clark FJeld ",ctor. 

3 . The Shimbu Group will be responsible for 

the rector east of the liue Calumpit-PampaTiga Ri"er

Licab-Guimha-Sau Alltomo, and the 2d Armored 

D i"ision for the Jutor west of this line. 

4. The 10th Di.isi071 will deploy elements in 

the Triangle HillS, and Tayug sectors to oppose an 

dmidpated enemy adl'ullce from Lingayen toward 

San Jose. 

79 A total of 58 suicide aircraft and 17 escorting fighters took part in the strikes against enemy ships in Lingayen 
Gulf and off San Fernando and Iba during 6 January. ( 1) Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II , op. ciL, p. 103. 

(2) Philippine Air Operations Record, Phase Two, op. cit ., Appended Chart 17. (American naval records show that 
one ship was sunk and 14 others damaged in these attacks . Seriously damaged ships included the battleship New Mexico 
and California.) 

80 For a time after its debarkation at San Fernando on 27 December, the division was engaged in transporting 
its equipment and suppl ies from the beaches to an assembly poine at Naguilian. It wa~ then ordered to stand by to 
assist in unloading a fuel and ammunition convoy expected to reach San Fernando shordy. This convoy had not arrived 
by 6 January. The Truth of the Philippines Campaign, op. ciL. p. 32. 

81 Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. III, pp. 72-4 . 

82 Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. 368, 8}an 45. ADVATIS Bulletin No. 278, '5 Feb 45 
83 The 19th Division had previously been scheduled to concentrate in the U Triangle Hill .. sector. This secmc. 

located south of San Leon, was so named by the Japanese because of three prominent hill features forming a triangle. 
Mt. Bangcay was al the southern corner of the triangle . 
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5. The Truda Detachment will assemble it, 

main strength in the B01lgabo1lg area, lea'/ling elements 

at coastal pomts.84 The rO:1ds leading from the 
coaIl to Bongaboflg will be deIlroyed. 

While the Area Army was making these 

last-minute changes in its dispositions, the pre

landing phase of enemy operations in Lingayen 

Gulf progressed swiftly. On 7 January the 

heavy naval bombardment units moved deeper 

into the gulf and began an intensive shelling 
of both coastal and inland targets in the 

Damortis and San Fabian sectors. Enemy 

carrier aircraft directly supporting the invasion 

force supplemented the naval gunfire by 
bombing attacks on 23d D ivision defense posi

tions and ammunition dumps , while other air 

attack groups bombed 'and destroyed vital 

bridges in the Calumpit, Plaridel, and Manaoag 

areas. On 8 January the preparatory shelling 

continued, taking in both the San Fabian and 
Lingayen sectors." 

Despite renewed neutralization strikes by 

enemy task force aircraft, Fourth Air Army 

and First Combined Base Air Force planes 

continued their attacks on invasion shipping 
in Lingayen Gulf and off the west coast of 

Luzon on 7-8January. Suicide planes inflicted 
additional damage," but heavy losses sharply 

reduced the scale of these attacks. On 8 

January the Second Air Fleet and First Com

bined Base Air Force headquarters were deac
tivated, and the First Air Fleet received orders 

the following day to retire to Formosa for 
reorganization. Fourth Air Army's decimated 

forces continued small-scale attack operations 

for a brief period , but rapidly mounting opera
tional losses soon obliged them to retire to 

northern Luzon bases. Subsequent activity, 

for the most part, was limited to liaison and 

reconnaissance flights." 

The last valiant effort of the] apanese air 

forces in the Philippines had failed to repel 
General MacArthur's invasion of Luzon. 

84 The Tsuda Detachment came under loth Division command effective the same day as the Area Army order 

of 8 January. loth Division Operations Order No. A-45, 8 Jan 45. I Corps ADVATIS Translation ICAET 0185. 

2~ Apr 4~. 
85 Sumary of Operations and Banle Lessons, Luzon Campaign, op. cie., pp. 31 - 2 . 

B6 The number of sorties flown by army planes on 7-8 January is nOt known. Naval Kamikaze flew fWO missions 

with a combined total of 12 su icide planes and 11 escort fighters on 7 January, and only one sort ie by a single suicide 

plane on the 8th. Nine Kamikaze and seven escorts made final sorties on the 9th. A total of 17 enemy ships were re

ported hit by Army and Navy su icide pl~nes between 7-9January. (I) Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II, op. 

cit., pp. 103-4. (2) Phil ippine Air Operations Record, Phase Two, op. cit., Appended Chart 17. (According [0 

American naval records, no ships were sunk by suicide planes during this period, but seven ships were damaged. One 

ship, HMAS AUJtra/ia, was hit three times.) 

87 Fourth Air Army headquarters transferred from Manila to Echague between 7 and 10 January preparatory to 

a general withdrawal of combat air units to northern Luzon bases for reorganization. These bases were found inadequate, 

however, and the headquarters withdrew to Formosa on 15 January under a plan to carry out the reorganization there. 

With [he exceplion of one fighter company and reconnaissance elements which were to remain at northern Luzon bases, 

all combat air units on Luzon were co evacuate their remaining strength ( mainly personnel) to Formosa. It was planned 

[0 complete the reorganization of three fighter regiments, one reconnaissance regiment, and one fighter-bomber regiment 

by 20 February, when these units would be redeployed to the Philippines if the situation permitted. (I) Philippine Ale 

Operations Record, Phase Two, op. ciL, pp. 122, 125-6, J30- 3. (2) Statement by Col. Mauumae, previously cited. 
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CHAPTER XV 

BATTLE ON LUZON 

Launching of the American Invasion 

At dawn on 9 January, three days after the 
appearance of the first Allied naval elements 

in Lingayen Gulf, outposts of the 23d Division 

observed two vast transport groups with a total 
of nearly [00 ships maneuvering into position 

off the southern and southeastern sectors of 

the gulf coast. ' While naval units raked the 

shore with intense covering fire , landing craft 

loaded with assault troops began moving in 

toward the beaches. The American invasion 
of Luzon was under way. 

By [040 Tokyo time (0940 Philippine time) 
the assault waves of an estimated total enemy 

force of not less than one armored division and 

two infantry divisions were ashore in the San 

Fabian and Lingayen sectors. ' Small outpost 
detachments of the 23d Division in these 

sectors made little or no attempt to defend the 

beaches against the overwhelming enemy as

sault, fallin~ back to prepared inland positions 
after destroying key bridges near the landing 

points. 

Opposition during the first day was con
seguently limited to harrassing fire thrown mto 
the San Fabian beachhead first from mortars 

and then from artillery emplaced along the 

ridges back of the coastal plain.' In the Linga

yen sector, where a major enemy landing had 
not been antIcIpated, the Japanese dispositions 

did not permit even artillery opposition.4 (Plate 
No. 11 [) 

The Area Army command estimated that 

the enemy would probably limit his initial 

operations to consolidation and expansion of 

the beachheads. However, the weakness of 
the defenses barring an advance into the central 

plain also aroused concern over the danger of 

a rapid enemy push inland either directly 

toward Manila or in the direction of San Jose.' 

This chapter was originally prepared in Japanese by Maj. Hiroshi Komatsu, Imperial Japanese Army. For 

duty assignments of this officer, d. n. t, Chapter XIV. All SOurce materials cited in this chapter ate located In G-:z 

H istorical Section Files, GHQ FEe. 

2 Senkun T okuho Dai Yonju),on-go; Ruson To Sakusen ni akeru Kyokun narabim Keika no Gaiyo ~W!I~fflm[lQ + 

Il!l!!t - JL." :..- J Kdr'i'~.I<lCtNt !>ttlVll tlL tc i"IUJl\ <r.> lfl! ll! (Battle Lessen, Special Repen No. 44: Summa<y of Operations 
and Baute Lessons, Luzon Campaign) Imperial General H eadquarters, Army Section, 29 Mar 45. pp. 34-~. Uapanese 

sources are either vague or in error with regard to the time of the enemy landings . Therefore, the time given here IS 

based on Allied operational records.) 

3 Statement by Lt. Col. Masaichi Takahashi, Staff Officer (Operations), 23d Division. 

4 At the time of the Japanese invasion of the Philippines in December 1941 , the beaches in the southern part of 

Lingayen Gulf around Dagupan and the town of Lingayen had been rejected as unsuitable for a landing because the 

marshy terrain of the coasta l area would impede an advance inland. For the same reason it was thought unlikely that 

'an American invasion force would execute major landi ngs in this sector. ( 1) Cf. Chapter vr. Plate No. 17. ( 2) 

Unpublished memoirs of Lt. Gen. Akira Muto, Chief of Staff, Fourteenth Area Army : Hitolen no jisso ltLis l~G0 U:'m 

(The Truth of the Philippines Campaign) 15 Jun 47, p. 33 . 
5 Statement by Maj. Gen. Haruo Konuma, Depucy.Chld of Staff, Fourteenth Area Army. 
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This danger was aggravated by the fact that 
the 2d Armored Division, due to the destruc
tion of the highway bridge at Calumpit, could 
not without serious risk execute the Area Army 

order of 8 January directing the movement of 
its main strength from Cabanatuan to Tarlac.' 

To cope with this situation, the Area Army 

on 9 January countermanded its previous order 
to the 2d Armored Division and instead in

structed the division to move its main strength 

north to the line of the Agno River in the 

vicinity of Tayug.' General Yamashita's plan 

was now to employ the division in a counterat
tack from the north flank if the enemy over

extended himself by too rapid an advance in

land. If such an opportunity did not arise, 
the division's role was to become essentially 

defensive. 

Back in Lingayen Gulf, the night of 9-10 

January witnessed a determined but shortlived 

effort by the 12th Surface Raiding Regiment, 

based at Port Sual, to disrupt further enemy 
landing operations by an all-out suicide boat 

attack on ships standing off the beachhead 

areas. The full operational strength of the 

regiment, about 70 boats, sortied at midnight. 

Profiting from the element of surprise,. the 
small explosive-laden craft stole in undetected 

to launch an attack of about two hours' dura

tion. Although substantial damage was be-

lieved inflicted, nearly all the participating 
boats were lost in the attack, and the 12th 

Surface Raiding Regiment was rendered in
capable of further operations.s 

Despite this fleeting interference, the enemy 

continued to pour troops and supplies ashore. 

By II J anuaty the forces in the San Fabian 

and Lingayen beachheads had effected a junc

ture and were firmly in control of the coastal 

area extending from a point just south of Rabon 
to the mouth of the Agno River, west of Linga

yen. At the same time, advance elements of 

the enemy left wing forces, supported by armor, 

were already starting to probe the 23d Divi
sion's first line defenses to the east of San 

Fabian.' 
Developments elsewhere had meanwhile pre

cipitated fresh debate in Area Army head
quarters with regard to basic tactical policy. 

The 19-20 December plans called for a long

term delaying campaign in which the Area 
Army would avoid a large.scale counteroffensive 
except in the most favorable circumstances. 

However, on 9-10 January, just as the invasion 

was beginning, reports reached Baguio from 

various districts in northern Luzon to the effect 
that intensified guerrilla activities and enemy 

air attacks had virtually halted the collection 

and movement of essential food reserves into 

the key defense positions in the Baguio-

6 Cf. Chapter XIV, pp. 432-3. Most of the division main strength was to move via Calumpit because the highway 

network leading directly west from Cabanatuan to Tarlac included bridges too weak to support the heavier elements. 

An alternative route skirting around to the north via Talavera, Guimha and Gerona was ruled out because its use might 

expose the division to a Rank attack in the event of a rapid enemy drive inland. 

7 Following receipt of this order, the 2d Armored Division ordered the 6th Tank Regiment, which was still in 

the Manila area, to move north and rejoin the division. For a brief period the regiment had been attached to the 

Manila D efense Force but was returned to division control about 6 January. 

8 On the basis of shore observation reports, 20 to 30 enemy shi ps were believed sunk in this attack. Summary of 

Operations and Battle Lessons, Luzon Campaign, op. cit., p. 35. (Actual results according to American naval records 

were two ships sunk and eight damaged.) 

9 Despite the Area Army order of 5 January (Cf. Chapter XIV, p. 430.) directing the 23d Division to make 

these first line defenses its main line of resistance, (he division by II January had augmented the forces in the forward 

line by only onc addidonal infantry company and half a battery of artillery. The 64th Infantry, reinf., held the segment 

of the line running from southwest of Sison to Manaoag, while the 2d Battalion, reinf., 7 1st Infantry, designated the 

Omori Detachment, held the south Rank anchor positions in the Cabaruan Hills. 
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Mankayan-Bambang triangle_ 
This obviously presented a serious threat to 

the Area Army plan of protracted resistance 

in the mountains of northern Luzon. So 

critical was the view taken by a majority of the 

staff that, on 10 January, recommendations 

were . drawn up for submission to the Area 

Army Commander and Chief of Staff, urging 

that the policy of long-term delay be scrapped 
in favor of launching an early counteroffensive 

with maximum forces. These recommendations 

were placed before General Yamashita and Lt. 

Gen. Muto on II January. 

After urgent consultations with Lt. Gen. 

Muto and Maj. Gen. Haruo Konuma, Deputy
Chief of Staff, the Area Army Commander firm

ly ruled against this proposal. His decision 

rested on two major grounds. First, the 
enemy's cautious development of the beachhead 

before starting any advance inland did not 

appear likely to create a situation in the near 
future, in which a large-scale counteroffensive 

could be mounted with reasonable chances of 

success. Second, although a shortage of food 

supplies would admittedly limit the Area 

Army's ability to wage a long-term defensive 

campaign, such a campaign still appeared to 
be the only feasible method of achieving the 

over-all strategic objective of delay.' " 

In line with General Yamashita's decision , 
the plan to move the main strength of the 2d 
Armored Division to the Tayug sector for a 

possible counterattack against the flank. of an 

enemy thrust inland was now definitely aban-

doned. The Area Army, by a new order is
sued on the I Ith, directed the division to as

semble its main strength as speedily as possible 
at Lupao, about eight miles northwest of San 

Jose." At the same time, the Shimbu Group 

commander was ordered to hasten the move

ment of the lo5th Division main strength from 
the area east of Manila to Cabanatuan, the 

first stage of its projected transfer to the north
ern area. u. 

While firmly against risking a major counter

offensive, General Yamashita nevertheless felt 

that limited offensive action against the beach

head would not only give his forces the advan

tage of the initiative but provide the most ef
fective means of delaying the enemy's advance 

inland. -J This plan was studied by the Area 

Army staff on II-12 January, and on the 13th 
Lt. Gen. Muto drove to the 23d Division com

mand post east of Sison with an order directing 

the division to execute a strong raiding attack 
against the San Fabian-Alacan sector of the 

beachhead during the night of 16-17 Januaty.-· 

The primary objective was to effect maximum 

destruction of enemy weapons, supplies and key 
base installations. 

On 14 January Lt. Gen. Fukutaro Nishi
yama, 23d Division commander, issued an im

plementing order laying down the task organi

zation and plan of attack. The 58th Inde

pendent Mixed Brigade and the 71st and 72d 
Infantry Regiments were each directed to organ
ize a small, streamlined" suicide" raiding unit 

of hand-picked troops heavily armed with 

10 The Fourteenth Area Army staff deliberations of 10-1 r January regarding tactical policy are assumed on the 

basis of statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously cited. 

11 By the time this order was issued, the division headquarters had moved on ly as far as Talavera, a short 

distance north of Cabanatuan, while the advance e lements were just north of San Jose. 

12 Shobu Sakumei Ko Dai Sambyakuhachijuyon-go f~JJitft1fn-lfI tf~ =i\IIY5IJ£: ( Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order 

No. A-384) II Jan 45. 
13 The Area Army estimated at this time that the enemy would start his advance inland momentarily and that it 

would take the form of a two-pronged drive, one prong heading south from Lingayen toward Manila, and the other 

southeast from San Fabian toward San Jose. (Statement by Maj . Gen. Konuma, previously cited.) 

'4 Ibid. 
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automatic weapons and reinforced by demoli
tion squads. A fourrh unit made up of a 

mobile Infantry company and medium tank 
company was to be drawn from the Shigemi 
Detachment of the 2d Armored Division, now 

under 23d D ivision control.· ' These units 

were to penetrate the enemy beachhead peri

meter simultaneously at different points between 

0200 and 0400 on 17 January. After swiftly 
accomplishing their missions, they were to 

withdraw.'" 
From the first, however, the plan went awry. 

Serious enemy penetrations of the 23d Division 

first line positions on 15-16 January so ham
pered preparations for the attack that the 72d 

Infantry raiding unit was finally unable to 

partICipate. Another serious setback occurred 

during the night of 15-16 January, when the 

tank-infantry task unit of the Shigemi Detach

ment, moving up toward its assigned line of 

departure at Manaoag, encountered an enemy 
force just west of Binalonan and was compelled 

to withdraw eastward after a sharp engagement. 

These developments left only two of the four 

raiding units called for in the attack plan 

cap~ble of executing the operation. The attack 

was nevertheless launched at the scheduled 
time, with one raiding unit from the 58th 
Independent Mixed Brigade striking from the 
north toward Alacan, and the other from the 

71st Infantry infiltrating toward San Fabian 

from the southeast. Both units penetrated 

almost to their objectives and succeeded in 

destroying some enemy weapons and equipment 
before heavy losses forced them to retire." 

Due to its small scale, however, the operation 

had little effect toward impeding the enemy 

advance. 
A fter this abortive effort , the 23d Division 

settled down to a stubborn defense of its pre

pared positions, limiting offensive action to 

small-scale night raids. The first-line defenses, 

however, had already been pierced at various 

points, and they now began to crumble rapidly 
under heavy and relentless ground, air and 

artillery assault. On 24 January, the Area 

Army finally recognized that a further defense 

of these positions was impossible and ordered 

the 23d Division to pull back the remaining 
strength of its forward elements to the secon

dary defense positions in the mountains south

west of Baguio.·' 

15 The Shigemi Detachment. ordered on 7 January to proceed to Urclaneta to bolster the 23d Division south 

Rank, reached the vicinity of San Manuel by 10 January, when an Area Army order placed it under 23d Division controL 

On 12 January the 23d Division ordered the detachment to move up to BlOalonan and Urdaneta, but this movement 

was delayed. Composition of the detachment was as follows: 

Headquarters, 3d Tank Brigade 

7th Tank Regt. (less 2d Tank Co.) 
ISt Bn. (less 1St Co. and one MG plat.), 2d Mobile Inf. Regt. 
3d Bn. (less 8th Buy.), 2d Mobile Arty. Regt. 
3d Co. (less one piaL), 2d Armored Division Engr. Unit 

2d Co., 2d Armored Division Maint. Unit 

16 23d Division Operations Order No. A·60. 1800 14 Jan 45. I Corps ADVATIS Translation ICAET 0027, 

2t Jan 45· 
17 Summary of Operations and Battle Lessons, Luzon Campaign, op. cit., pp. 53-5' (2) Dai Nljusan Sbidan 

(Asahi Heidan ) Reika Butai Kodo Gaiyo tr;= + '='ffi!i!lll (jl!u~!llI ) JJ Ftril~1T!VJlIlt ll! [Summa,y of Opewions, 23d Division 
(Asahi Force)] H ome Depot Division, Mar 48, p. 26. 

18 Fourteenth Area Army had already acted to strengthen these secondary defenses by drawing troOps from the 

19th Division to the north. On or about 1 I January, the 2d Banalion, 75th Infantry, and the 1st Battalion, 73d Infantry, 

were ordered under 23d Division control for the purpose of reinforcing the defenses in the vicinity of Camp One. 

The 1st Battalion, 73d Infantry, was subsequendy replaced by the 2d Banahon of the same regiment. (Statement by 

Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously cited.) 
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The initial fighting had been costly. The 
64th Infantry, when it began infiltrating to the 
rear on 27 January, was reduced to about one

third its original strength. '. The Omori 
Detachment (2d Battalion, reinf., 7,st Infantry) 

had been entirely wiped out in the defense of 

the Cabaruan Hill positions on the south flank. 

The 3d Battalion, 72d Infantry, had been 
reduced to less than half-strength by the 

losses incurred during the raid on San Fabian. 

The 23d Reconnaissance Regiment (reinforced 

by the 1st Battalion, 7,st Infantry) had been 
driven into the Zambales Mountains behind 

Sua I shortly after the enemy landing and was 

lost to the 23d Division for subsequent 

operations. The 58th Independent Mixed 
Brigade to the north had suffered less severely, 

but its forward positions in the southern part 
of the brigade sector had been brea:ched, forcing 

a withdrawal to secondary positions north of 

the Damortis-Rosario road. 

The close of January found the 23d Division 

and attached forces closely engaged all along 

the second line of defensive positions guarding 

the southwestern entrance to Baguio, heart of 

the northern defense bastion. 

D efense of San Jose 

Developments had meanwhile borne out the 
Area Army's estimate of probable enemy 

strategy. The invasion forces had unleashed 

two powerful drives from the beachhead-one 

aimed south toward Clark Field and Manila, 
the other directed east and southeast toward 

the key routes of access to the northern bastion 
from the central Luzon plain. These routes 

were the Villa Verde Trail , winding northeast 

from San Nicolas , and Highway 5, the main 

artery running north from San Jose over Balete 

Pass. 

Of the two enemy drives, the second was 

viewed by the Area Army command as the 
more immediate and dangerous threat . From 

the strategic standpoint, seizure of either of the 

key routes would place the enemy in position 

to launch an early thrust into the northern 

bastion from the south, seriously jeopardizing 

the entire Area Army plan for a protracted 

defense of the northern Luzon area. 

San Jose, which seemed certain to be a 

major enemy objective, was vitally important 

for other reasons as well. First, a large volume 

of supplies transported north from Manila had 

piled up at the San Jose railhead, whence its 

further movement into the northern bastion 

was proceeding slowly owing to inadequate 

motor transport and enemy air interference. 
It was therefore essential to hold San Jose until 

these urgently needed supplies could be moved 

north. 

Second, there was the danger that a swift 

enemy penetration to the San Jose area would 
block execution of the plan to strengthen the 

defenses of the northern sector by shifting the 

I05th Division main strength up from the 

Manila area. On '5 January, when strong 
enemy elements broke through the 23d Divi
sion forward I ine into the sector northeast of 

Manaoag, signalling the start of the eastward 

push, the 105th Division had not yet complet

ed the first stage of its northward movement 

to Cabanatuan. 

The enemy breakthrough on '5 January 
spurred the Area Army command into swift 

action . An order issued the same day direct
ed the 2d Armored Division, which had com

pleted its concentration at Lu pao, to advance 
immediately to the Tayug sector. Upon ar

rival , the division was to assume command of 

loth Division elements already disposed north 

of Tayug and in the Triangle Hill sector to 

19 General Yamashita cited the entire 64th Infantry for its valiant defense of the first line positions. Summary 

of Operuions, 23d D ivision (Afahi Force), op. cit., pp. 13-4. 
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the south,~ and the armored division itself 

was instructed to take up positions astride the 

trail north of San Nicolas and on both sides 

of the Ambayabang River. The missIon of 
the combined forces was " to divert and con

tain " an enemy force attacking eastward from 
the beachhead." 

By the same order, the Area Army directed 
the main body of the loth Division, which had 

completed its assembly in the San Jose area 

only about a week earlier, to occupy positions 

guarding the immediate approaches to San 

Jose. The division was to hold off an enemy 
attack while the 105th Division carried out its 

displacement through San Jose and occupied 
new positions to the north." 

A separate Area Army order dispatched the 

same day to the Shimbu Group stipulated that 
the 105th Division, upon reaching Cabanatuan, 

would pass under direct Area Army command. 

The division was directed to move its troops 

on from Cabanatuan to the north as speedily 

as possible and occupy positions behind the 

loth Division at Minuli and north of Car

ranglan." 
Meanwhile, the Shigemi Detachment was 

all that stood between the enemy and Tayug, 

thtough which the 2d Armored Division was 

to move to its newly-assigned positions north 
of San Nicolas. To hold up the enemy ad

vanCe until this move was completed, the Area 

Army ordered the detachment, through the 

23d Division, to advance its main strength 
from San Manuel to Binalonan and defend 

that town to the last man. U Already at Bina

lonan were the remnants of the small armored 

task unit which had been beaten back by the 

enemy on the night of 15-16 January as it 

was moving up toward Manaoag for the raiding 
attack on San Fabian. 

Before the main strength of the Shigemi 
Detachment had time to advance from San 

Manuel , however, the task unit in Binalonan 

was driven out by enemy forces which occupied 

the town on 18 January. The next day the 
enemy drove on {oward San Manuel under 

powerful air cover. The Shtgemi Detachment 

tried to stem this drive by strong resistance 
east of Binalonan but was forced to fall back 

on San Manuel, where it dug in for a desperate 

suicide stand." (Plate No. ll3) 

The Area Army had meanwhile learned of 

two facts which further upset its calculations. 

The 2d Armored Division, after a preparatory 
reconnaissance of the area north of San Nicolas, 

reported back to Area Army headquarters at 

Baguio that the Villa Verde Trail was impas
sable to vehicular traffic. Since the division, 

if it occupied the positions directed by the 

Area Army on 15 January , would have to 

depend exclusively on this trail as its supply 
line from the rear and eventual route of with

drawal into the northern bastion, a change In 

plan was obviously necessary. 

20 The main strength of the lOrn Reconnaissance Regiment, lOth Division, was disposed in the vicinity of San 

Nicolas. Patrols of the same regiment were posted in lhe Triangle Hill sector. 

2t Shobu Sakume; Ko Da; Yonhyakujusan-go f,\Ji1tf101lll 'I' mlZll-'=:~ (Fourreenth Area Army Operations Order No. 

A-4t3) t~ Jan 4~' 
22 Ibid. 

23 Shobu Sakume; Ko Da; Yonhyakun;juyon-go f~Ji1tf101lltEf1mll9=ll9~ (Fourteenth Atea Army Operations Otder 

No. A-424) t5 Jan 45· 

24 Statement by Maj . Gen. Konuma, previously cited. 

25 ( z) Summary of Operations and Battle Lessons, Luzon Campaign, op. cit., p. 65. ( 2) An order issued by 
the Shigemi Detachment commander at San Manuel on 20 January declared : " The detachment will defend its present 

position to the death. Theenemy must be annihilared." I Corps ADVATIS Translation ICAET 0037, 27 Jan 45· 
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Even more serious was the belated discovery 

that the loth Division, which the Area Army 

believed to be guarding the approaches to San 

Jose, had in fact withdrawn northward to take 

up positions near Minuli and north of Car

ranglan. This mix-up, the result of which 

was to leave San Jose virtually undefended , 

came about through the following sequence of 

events. 

Under the Area Army plans of 1')-20 De

cember, the loth Division had been assigned 

to defense of the San Jose-Umingan-Nati

vidad line.'" It was to fulfill this mission 

with approximately two-thirds of its normal 

strength, the 39th Infantry Regiment and sup

porting elements of division troops having been 

transferred to Manila Defense Force command 

for the reinforcement of Bataan. Immediately 

afterwards, however, the strength available to 

the division was further reduced by the Area 

Army's sudden decision to divert the loth In

fantry Regiment to northern Luzon for employ

ment in defense of the Cagayan Valley. This 

left the division with but five infantry bat

talions, plus the bulk of division supporting 

troops, to organize defensive positions over a 

front of more than 22 miles." 

In addition to the excessive length of the 

projected line, reconna issance of the terrain 

convinced the division staff that the open coun

try and relatively low hill features present in 

the area wO(Jld not permit the organization of 

sufficiently strong positions. These objections. 

however, had not yet been communicated to 

26 Cf. Chap'" XIV, p. 422. 

Area Army headquarters by the time the main 

elements of the division completed their as

sembly in the San Jose area just prior to the 

enemy landings on Lmgayen Gulf. 

At this juncture, Maj. Shigeharu Asaeda, 

operations officer of the Area Army staff, visited 

San Jose to inspect defensive preparations in 

the loth Division sector. The division com

mand promptly seized the opportunity to point 

out that the reduced troop strength at its dis

posal, coupled with the unfavorable nature of 

the terrain, made impossible a strong defensive 

organization of the San Jose-Umingan-Nati

vidad line. As an alternative, the division 

proposed to organize its main pos itions farther 

back in the mountainous terrain close to the 

vital passes to the north. 

Inability to establish communications con

tact with Area Army headquarters at Baguio 

prevented Maj. Asaeda from obtaining im

mediate approval of this proposal. However, 

he was convinced that it would encounter no 

objection from the Area Army command, and 

at the same time the need for action was so 

urgent that he advised the division commander 

to begin moving his main strength immediately 

northward to organize positions in the vicinity 

ofMinull and north of Car rang Ian. Adivision 

order on 10 January initiated this movement. '" 

On 15 January, when the Area Army order

ed the 10th Division to secure the approaches 

to San Jose, it was still unaware of the actual 

situation. By the 17th, however, Maj. Asaeda 

had succeeded in communicating the gist of 

27 Under the: n~-20 December plans, the roth Division was CO be reinforced by the attachment of the Tsuda 

Detachment ( 11th Indepcmdent Infantry Regi ment, reint. , 26th Div iSIon), but this unit was to continue its mission of 

securing the Bala and Dingalan Bay sectors aga inst an enemy landing. The main strength of the detachment was 

relieved of thi s mission and ordered to Bongabong by Area Army order on 8 January, but the detachment did not come 

under loth Division command until 10 January. 
28, Tetsu ( 10th Division) Operations Order No. A'54, 10 Jan 45. [Corps ADVATIS Translation ICAET 

0185,25 Apr 45. This order also directed organization of an Advance Force, composed of one infancry company, twO 

artillery batteries, one and a half antitank companies, and one machine-gun platoon. This force was to remain in 

positions just north of San Jose. 
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his action to Area Army headquarters, and 

he was immediately ordered to return to 

Baguio by air to make a full report. Only 

upon his arrival from Bambang the following 

day did General Yamashita and his staff learn 

in detail of the new dispositions of the loth 

Division.29 

It was now doubly clear that the Area Army 

orders of 15 January must be drastically modi

fied. On the one hand, the impassable con

dition of the Villa Verde Trail ruled out the 

previous plan to station the 2d Armored Divi

sion north of San Nicolas. On the other 

hand, the disclosure that San Jose had been 

left undefended except by a small residual 

force of the loth Division made imperative new 

dispositions to secure that key point while the 

defense of the passes to the north was being 

strengthened. 

General Yamashita decided that the only 

feasible course under these circumstances was 

to alter the deployment of the 2d Armored 

Division so as to throw it across the enemy 

line of advance toward San Jose for a series of 

frontal delaying actions. At the same time, 

the plan to move the entire main strength of 

the lo5th Division north to defend the passes 

was modified to provide for the retention of 

two infantry battalions in the San Jose area to 

reinforce the 2d Armored Division and the 

residual elements of the roth Division. On 

20 January these decisions were implemented 

by an Area Army order, substantially as 
follows :'. 

I. The 2d Armored Division will deploy its mai1l 

ftre1lgth Oil the Tayug-T ria1lgle Hill li1le and all 

element in the l'icinity of Munoz. It will occupy 

positio1JJ in theJe sectors dnd endeavor to destroy the 

strellgth 01 tnemy forces attacking from the Lingayen 

dred acroH the cetUral Luz.on plam, especJ(ll1y ;11 the 

directlO11 of San JOje . 

2. The main strength of the 10th Division will 

occupy positions in the 'Viciuity of Mlnuii, north of 

Carranglan, aud north of Gadel1g, arId will prepare 

both to defend these positions against an enemy attack 

from San Jose in the direction of Bambang and to 

courllerattack toward San Jose. A strong elemeu/ 

of the di'Vision will remain in posit jam just north of 

San Jore and check an enemy advance toward that 

poi7lt. A further element will be stationed in the 

Bambang area and secure that district . Di'JIision 

elementf in the T "yug and Triangle Hill rectors will 

remaiu attached to the 2d Armored Di'JIision. 

3. The main body of the I05th Division will 

advance Harth and assemble in the area south of 

Mlllul; as speedily as possible. Oue infantry bat

talion 0/ the divislO1I will be placed under 2d Armored 

Division command at San Jose ; and one infantry 

battalion will be transferred to loth Division com,nand 

to strengtheu the advance positio1H just north 0/ San 

Jose. 

Steps to effect the new dispositions had 

barely started when enemy advance patrols on 

21 January began probing the defenses set up 

by the Shigemi Detachment in and around San 

Manuel." Despite relatively flat terrain and 

inadequate infantry strength, advance prepara

tion of the ground had enabled the detachment 

to dig itself in firmly for a suicide defense of 

the town. Artillery positions were located on 

high ground immediately to the northwest, 

covering the road from Binalonan. The greater 

portion of the detachment's tanks (7th Tank 

Regiment less 2d Company) had been convert

ed into stationary, fortified pill-boxes em

placed at key points around the perimeter of 

29 Statements by Maj. Shigeharu Asaeda, Staff Officer (Operations), Fourteenth Area Army, and Maj. Gen. 
Konuma, previously cited. 

30 Shobu Sakumei Ko Dai YOllh),akusanju),oll-go fAjitr'f.l?rl'EfI ?i')mL=' [IQ5IX ( Fourteenth Area Army Operations 
Order No. A-434) 20 Jan 45. (Plate No. "4) 

31 Effective 21 January, the Shigemi Detachment reverted to 2d Armored Division command by order of Fourteenth 
Area Army. (Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously cited.) 
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the town." Rem~inin~ tanks were held inside 

the town as mobile reserve together with the 

bulk of the infantry." 

The decisive phase of the battle for San 

Manuel began on 24 January when the enemy 

launched heavy and simultaneous attacks from 

both north and south. Although the defend

ing forces inflicted heavy losses, the northern 

prong of the attack penetrated the detachment 

perimeter and gave the enemy a foothold inside 

the town. Fierce fighting continued for four 

more days, culminating in a final desperate 

counterattacks by the remnants of the Shigemi 

force on 27-28 January. The collapse of this 

attack ended all resistance. Only seven tanks 

and 400 troops of the detachment forces which 

had defended the San Manuel area succeeded 

in escaping to join the roth Reconnaissance 

Regiment north of San Nicolas." 

Meanwhile, a new menace to San Jose had 

become apparent. On the left flank of the 

main enemy drive toward Manila, which had 

already enveloped Tarlac and Victoria, eight 

miles northeast of Tarlac, on 21 January. 

enemy tank-infantry patrols had begun probing 

northeastward in the direction of Guimba 

and Munoz. This appeared to foreshadow 

a move to outflank the 2d Armored Division's 

main positions on the Tayug-Triangle Hill 

line and strike at San Jose from the southwest. 

The armored division , in compliance with the 

Area Army order of 20 January, had already 

shifted the 6th Tank Regiment (less two com

panies), reinf. to the Munoz sector, but this 

force was all that stood in the way of the new 

enemy threat." 

The seriousness of the th reat was only too 

clear. The 2d Armored Division main strength 

in the Tayug-Triangle Hill area was in danger 

of being cut off from its sole remaining escape 

route into the northern bastion via San Jose 

and Highway 5. Further, the I05th Division 

was just completing its movement through 

Cabanatuan on 25 January and faced the pros

pect of having its route northward barred by 

the enemy. 

To meet the new situation, the Area Army 

on 26 January again ordered a change in the 

dispositions of the 2d Armored Division. Lt. 

Gen. Iwanaka was directed to pull back all re

maining division strength from the Tayug

Umingan and Triangle Hill sectors with the 

exception of small outpost forces to be left at 

Gonzales and Umingan to delay an enemy ad

vance from the northwest. The division was 

now to concentrate the bulk of its forces in a 

triangular-shaped area bounded by Lupao, 

Munoz and Rizal , with main positions on 

32 Two factors were joindy responsible for the resort made by the 2d Armored Division to the practice of 

imbedding tanks in the ground as fixed defenses. The first was complete enemy control of the air, which made move

ment over the roads and highways next to impossible. The second was the fact thac cross-country movement by armor 

was impossible in areas covered by rice-padd ies. The employment of tanks as dug-in pi ll-boxes was considered highly 
effective on the basis of resul ts achieved. (Statement by Lt. Col. Shigeo Kawai, 5taffOfficer (Operations) , 2d Armored 

Division.) 

33 Ibid. 

34 (I) Ibid. (2) Radio, roth Reconnaissance Regiment commander to Chief of Staff, Joth Division, 29 Jan 

45 . I Corps ADYATIS Translation ICAET 0184, 24 Apr 45. 
35 The force dispatched to Munoz was commanded by the 6th Tank Regimenr commander, Col. Kumpci Ida, 

and was designated the Ida Detachment. it began moving out of the Triangle Hill sector on 24 January and reached 

Munoz the following day. (1) Ida Detachment Operations Order No. f 20, 24 Jan 45. I Corps ADV ATIS Translation 

ICAET 0047.3 Feb 45. (2) Ida Detachment Operations Order No. 122,25 Jan 45. I Corps ADVATIS TranslatIon 

ICAET 0049, 4 Feb 45. 
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Highway 8 between Lupao and San Jose and 
Highway 5 between Munoz and San Jose.'· 

These new dispositions had barely been ef
fected when the enemy began attacking toward 

San Jose from both northwest and southwest. 

On 29 January enemy elements swept around 

the outpost force at Gonzales (Omuro Detach

ment) and cut its 'withdrawal route to Umingan, 

forcing the detachment to withdraw through 

the hills after destroying most of its tanks and 
all of its mechanized artillery." The force at 

Umingan, one infantry battalion of the 26th 

Independent Mixed Regiment," held out until 
2 February, when it was finally compelled to 
retreat eastward. 

Meanwhile, on the Munoz front southwest 

of San Jose, a battle even fiercer than that 

fought at San Manuel was in progress. The 

Ida Detachment had just occupied its positions 

in this sector on 25 January when the enemy 

began preliminary attacks to probe the detach
ment defenses.'- Following these attacks, 

powerful enemy forces launched a full-scale 

assault on Munoz from the southwest on 1 
February. 

As at San Manuel, the Ida Detachment had 

entrenched itself in strong defensive positions 

with a large proportion of its tanks dug-in and 
reinforced to supplement the regular artillery. 
So firm was its resistance that the enemy assault 

made no progress on 1 and 2 February. On 

the 3rd, however. enemy forces by-passed 
Munoz on the southeast and cut in behind the 

Ida Detachment to sever Highway 5 in the 

vicinity of the General Luzon Agricultural 

School , between Munoz and Santo Tomas. 

The enemy then drove on up the highway 

toward San Jose. Antitank gun emplacements 

a short distance southwest of the town suc

ceeded in stemming this advance, but enemy 

elements again swung around the Japanese 

positions to push into San Jose on 4 February. 

By the 6th , Highway 5 from the Agricultural 

School to San J ose was entirely in enemy hands. 

The Ida Detachment cut off at Munoz had 

meanwhile been battling fiercely to hold its 

positions under renewed enemy attack. Col. 

Kumpei Ida, the detachment commander. had 

already been killed in action , ilnd enemy 

artillery had poured into the Japanese positions 

as much as 15,000 rounds of fire in a single 

day." By 6 February, however. the enemy had 

succeeded in gaining possession of only a 

portion of the town. 

36 Shobu. Sakum~i Ko Dai Yonhyakurokuju-go f.%Iit~1fjrIf'MD.:Q~O~ (Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order 

No. A-460) 26 Jan 45 . (By the provisions of this order, the loth Reconnaissance Regiment defending the entrance to 

the Villa Verde Trail north of San Nicolas reverted from 2d Armored Division to lOth Division control.) 

37 Four tanks belonging to the Omura Detachment succeeded in breaking through the enemy encirclement and 

escaped along the highway to Umingan. (Statement by Lt. Col. Kawai, previously cited .) 

38 This unit was one of the five infantry battalions of the I05th Division being transferred to the north. Placed 

under 2d Armored Division command upon its arrival in the San Jose area, it was ordered to proceed immediately to 

Umingan, where it arrived on 29 January , just before the enemy attack. 

39 Composition of the Ida Detachment was as follows: 

Headquarters, 6th Tank Regt. 

3d. 4th and 5th Cos .• 6th Tank Regt. 
8th Btrr., 2d Mobile Arty. Regt. 
356th Ind. lnr. Bn. (less 2 cos.) 

(I) 2d Armored Division Operations Order No. A·88. 7 Jan 45. Annex t. ADVATlS Bulletin No. 307. 20 Feb 

45, pp. 3-4· (2) 6th Tank Regiment Order No. '35. 2 Feb 45 · ATIS Bulletin No. '97'. ,8 Apr 45. P.5. 

40 For its determined defense of Munoz, the Ida Detachment was subsequently cited by Fourteenth Area Army. 

(Statement by Lt. Col. Kawai, previously cited.) 
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Under cover of me delaying actions fought 

by the 2d Armored Division, the main strength 

of the 105th Division had successfully slipped 

past San Jose prior to its capture by the enemy 

and reassembled along Highway 5 to the south 

of the main positions of the loth Division." 

On 4 February, therefore, the Area Army 

dispatched an order to the 2d Armored Division 

to break off action and withdraw through Balete 

Pass to Dupax for a period of rest and regroup· 

ing." 

This order actually did not reach 2d Armor
ed Division headquarters until 6 February due 

to communications failure, but even at the time 

it was issued, the enemy seizure of San Jose 
had already sealed the escape route of the 

division forces still battling at Munoz and a

long Highway 8 in the Lupao-San Isidro area." 

These forces now had but two alternatives; 

either to attempt to break through the enemy 

blocking their road of retreat, or to destroy 

their remaining tanks .and mechanized equip

ment and withdraw cross-country into the 

northern hills. 

The Ida Detachment chose to attempt a 

break-through. Covered by a diversionary 

attack, the remaining strength of the detach
ment pulled out of Munoz with what armor 

still was mobile at about midnight on the 6th 

and headed up Highway 5 toward San Jose. 

The attempt, however, was soon discovered. 

Between the Agricultural School and Santo 

Tomas, enemy artillery, antitank guns and 

automatic weapons raked the column with 

murderous fire which inllicted heavy casualties 

and destroyed virtually all tanks, trucks and 

mechanized artillery. Surviving personnel 

destroyed what vehicles remained and retreated 

off the highway to infiltrate around San Jose 

toward the advance positions of the 10th Divi
SlOn. 

The loth Tank Regiment and other 2d 

Armored Division elements defending Lupao 

and San Isidro, to the northwest of San Jose, 

decided against a similar break-through at

tempt. Destroying all tanks and mechanized 
equipment not already lost as a result of increas

ingly severe enemy attacks, the personnel of 

these units withdrew northeast from Highway 

8 to make their way over the hills into the 
northern bastion. 

By delaying the enemy's seizure of San Jose, 

the 2d Armored Division had successfully 
covered the transfer of the 105th Division to 

the north and the removal from San Jose of 

the bulk of supplies accumulated there. The 

cost, however, had been high. Of approxi

mately 200 tanks which the 2d Armored Di

vision possessed at the time of the Lingayen 
landings, 180 had been lost, together with 

41 The I05th Division completed its reassembly in the area north of Puncan by about 2 February and immediately 

began preparing for a further move northward pursuant to an Area Army order issued on 29 January, which directed the 

division to proceed to the Bagabag area. The division now retained control of only three of its five infantry battalions, 

since one battalion had been released to the 2d Armored Division upon arrival in the San Jose area, and another had 

been transferred to the loth Division to reinforce the latter's advance positions north of San Jose. Under the Area Army 

order of 29 January, one additional battal ion was to be transferred to the 2d Armored Division, but the confused situation 

prevented the transfer from being carried out, and the battalion therefore remained with [he 105m Division. To make 

up for the reduction of the division strength, the Area Army order of 29 January called for the transfer to I05th Division 

control of the loth Infantry, which had arrived at Bagabag from Aparri on 25 January. (I) Shobu Sakumei Ko Dai 
YonhYdkurokujuhd(hi.go f.l!J>tft1llt'!lml!ll"'i\i)J1 (Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. A.468) 29 Jan 45. (2) 
Statement by Lt. Col. Hideaki Kitagawa, Staff Officer (Operations), 'lo5th Division. 

42 Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously cited. 

43 Enemy forces had begun auacking Lupao on 30 January and San Isidro on 2 February. (Statement by Lt. 

Col. Kawai, previously cited.) 
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corresponding proportions of the division's 
artillery and mechanized transport. About 
2,000 division troops had lost their lives." As 
an armored force, the division had been 

destroyed. 

Clark Field and Bataan 

Simultaneously with the enemy's crushing 

offensive along the northern rim of the central 

plain toward San Jose, his right wing forces to 

the west drove rapidly southward from the 

Lingayen beachhead toward Clark Field and 

Manila. Inadequate troop strength had forced 
General Yamashita to leave the area directly 

to the south of Lingayen Gulf virtually unde
fended. The enemy's advance consequently 

was impeded only by demolitions carried out 

by retreating Japanese patrols. By 21 January 
Tarlac had been overrun, and the enemy 

pushed on toward the outer defenses of the 
Clark Field sector in the vicinity of Bamban. 

To deny the enemy the use of the vital 
airfields in this sector, Fourteenth Area Army 

had planned to organize the mountainous ter

rain immediately Ranking Clark Field on the 
west and northwest as one of the three major 

defense strongpoints on Luzon. Right up 

until the Lingayen invasion, however, execution 
of this plan had been hampered by two factors. 

First, no unified command had been set up 

over the large number of Army and Navy Air 

44 Ibid. 

force base personnel stationed in the area." 
Second, Fourteenth Area Army had not been 

able to strengthen these forces with adequate 
numbers of regular ground combat troops. 

Not until after General MacArthur's forces 

swarmed ashore in the Lingayen area was 
General Yamashita finally able to remedy the 

anomalous command situation. On 8 January, 

the day before the invasion, Maj. Gen. Rikichi 

T sukada, commander of the 1st Airborne Raid

ing Group, had arrived at Clark Field from 

Japan with his headquarters. This at last 

made available a ranking general officer compe

tent to direct ground operations." On 11 

January, General Yamashita placed Maj. Gen. 
Tsukada in command of all Army and Navy 

forces in west-central Luzon embracing not 

only the Clark Field area but almost all of 

Bataan Peninsula." The mission assigned to 
these forces was: , 8 

.. . . to check all anticipated penetration of the Clark 

Field sector, facilitate the operatiotlS of the air forces 

as far as possihle, and as a last resort hi,.der enemy 

utilization of the airfields by operati"g from the 

ffro"gpo ,,/ west of Clark Field. 

In the Clark sector, Maj. Gen. Tsukada 

found himself in command of a heterogeneous 

collection of forces aggregating about 30,000 

men. The 2d Mobile Infantry Regiment (less 

one battalion) of the 2d Armored Division and 

the 2d Glider Infantry Regiment were the only 

45 A dran Army-Navy Local Agreement proposed by Fourteenth Area Army at the time of the formulation of 

the I9- 20 December defense plans was never finalized. This draft stipulated that all Army and Navy airfield units in 

the Clark Field sector should be commanded by the ranking air commander present. Cf. Chapter XIV, p. 423. 

46 Maj. Gen . Tsukada became the highest ranking commander in the Clark Field sector with the departure of 
the First Air Fleet Commander on 9 January. 

47 Maj. Gen . Tsukada's forces were made responsible for operations west of the line Calumpit.Pampanga River. 
Licab-Guimba-San Antonio·Santo Tomas. including all of Bataan Peninsula except the southern tip around Mariveles. 

The J I January order rescinded an earlier Area Army order of the 8th assigning this zone (0 the 2d Armored Division. 

Maj. Ge:l. Tsukada was to operate under direct Area Army command and not under Fourth Air Army. Fourteenth 

Area Army Operations Order No. A·384. II Jan 45. op. cit. (Plate No. (15) 
48 Ibid. 
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regular infantry units. The remainder con

sisted mainly of Army and Navy airfield 

battalions, antiaircaft units, and miscellaneous 

base and service forces. Some of the base and 

service troops had been organized into pro

visional combat units." 

The fact that no Japanese forces of significant 

size stood in the way of an enemy drive south 

from Lingayen to the Clark Field area made it 

apparent that time was of the essence. Maj. 

Gen. Tsukada immediately ordered his troops 

to pour all their energies into the completion 

of defensive preparations. The formation 

of provisional combat units was hastened. 
Automatic weapons were dismounted from the 

numerous disabled aircraft littering the Clark 

Field strips and were emplaced in defensive 

positions to overcome the shortage of organic 

artillery. In the rugged mountain terrain to 

the west, work was accelerated on cave and 

trench positions. 

On 17 January Maj. Gen. Tsukada ordered 
final dispositions to meet an enemy attack. 

All available Army combat units, regular and 

proviSIOnal, were tactically organized into four 

detachments with an aggregate strength of 

about 8,000 troops. All the naval forces , 

totalling about 15 .000, remained integrated 
under the immediate command of Rear Adm. 

Ushie Sugimoto, 26th Air Flotilla commander. 

The remaining 7,000 Army service troops were 
placed under Maj. Gen. Tsukada's direct 

command. The composition of the four Army 

detachments was as follows:'· 

Takayama Detachment : 

Hq, 2d Mobile InfaTltry Regt. 

2d Bn, 2d Mo~ile Infantry Regt. 

1 pd, 137th Airfield Bur. 
25th Ind. Anhtank Bn. 

6th Btry., 2d Mo~ile Arty. Regt. 

Mise. mitior units 

Eguchi Detachment : 

Hq, 10th A ir Sector Unit 

3ISt, 99th, 150th, 15 ISt, IJ2d Airfield Bns. 

Shibasaki Pro>. Infantry Bn. 

84th Field Antiaircraft Arty Bn. 

Mise. mitior u71itJ 

Takaya Detachment : 

H q, 2d Glider Infantry Regt. 

2d Glider Infantry Regt. 

Yanagimoto Detachment : 

Hq, 3d Bn., 2d Mo~ile Infantry Regt. 

3d Bn., 2d Mo~ile Infantry Regt. 

8th Ind. Tank Co. 

Maj. Gen. Tsukada assigned all but one of 

49 Order of battle d Army and N avy forces in the Clark Field area as of 17 January (battalion level and above) 
was as follows: 

Army Forces: 
Hq. , 1St Airborne Raiding Gp. 
2d Glide< lnf. Regt . 
2d Mobile Inf. Regt. ( less ISt Bn.), rei nf. 
25th Ind. Antitank Bn. 
84th Field A~tiaircraft A rty Bn. 
HG . loth Air Sector Unit. , 
3Ist,99th, l32d, '37th Air6eld Bns. 
15oth, 151st, 152d Airfield 8ns. 

22d Air Signal Regt, 
Shibasaki Provo Inf. Bn. 

Navy Forces: 

Hq., 26th Air Flotilla 
141 5t, 153d, 2015t, 22ISt Air Gps. (mainly ground personnel) 
3415t, 7615t, 763d, I02 l St Air Gps . (mainly ground personnel) 
37th Naval Garrison Unit 
Elm., Northern Phil ippine Airfield Unit. 

(1) 1st Airborne Raiding Group O perat ions Order No. A-24, '7 Jan 45. XIV Corps ADVATIS Translation 
XIVCAET 0038, 2 Feb 45 . (2) Hilo Sakusen Kiroku Dai Sanki Dai Sankan Furoku Dai Ni Kuraku Chiku Kembu 

Shudan no Sakus," J:I:~ ft'llk i~~p.g=Wlm=i{Ellftj;~lf'= ? '7 -? jt!!~DJ1:iit!.ll ~<7) ft~~ (Phili ppine Operation, Record, 
Phase Three, Vol. III 'lupplemem 1.: Kembu Group Operations in the Clark Sector) 1St Demobilization Bureau, 
Nov 46, pp. '4-I~. (3) :-fito Homen Ka,?,"n Sakuren Sono Shi lo!"b::l:ii!JlifijllIftriLI/J:l;<7)1l9 (Philippine Area Naval 
Operations, Part IV) .l.d Demobil ization Bureau, Dec 48, pp. 46- 7. 

50 Outline of Troop Dispositions. XIV Corps ADVATIS Translauon XIVCAET 0038, Separate Sheet, :z 

Feb 45. 
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PLATE NO. 116 

Fighting In Clark Field Sector, 25 January- 6 April 1945 



the Army detachments to the defense of his 
first and second-line positions. These positions 

faced east toward Highway 3, with the northern 

anchor in the hills west of Bamban and the 

south flank anchored in the vicinity of Sapang

bato and Fort Stotsenburg. (Plate No. Il6) 
The Takayama Detachment was deployed in 

the northern sector with its main strength in 

the forward hill positions overlooking Bamban. 

To the south, elements of the Eguchi De

tachment occupied a forward line running 

through Dolores and Clark Field to a point 

southeast of Sapangbato, while the main 

strength of the detachment held strong moun

tain posltlons north and west of Fort 

Stotsenburg. The Takaya Detachment was 

deployed in the center of the second-line 

defenses. The Yanagimoto Detachment, not 

assigned to fixed ·positions, held its mobile 

units at Angeles and Porac in readiness to 

move against an enemy paratroop landing on 
the south flank of the Clark Field defenses." 

Rear Adm. Sugimoto's naval forces were 

assigned to the defense of positions in the rear 

of the two forward lines held by the Takayama, 

Eguchi and Takaya Detachments. Organized 

into five combat sectors, these forces dug 

themselves in on commanding heights to the 

northwest of Fort Stotsenburg." While last

minute battle preparations were in progress, 

Fourteenth Area Army issued an order designa
ting the forces under Maj. Gen. Tsukada's 

command as the Kembu Group." 

The enemy assault on the Clark Field sector 

defenses was not long in developing. On 22 

January, the day afrer the fall of Tarlac, outpost 
patrols of the Takayama Detachment engaged 

In demolition work along the highway from 

T arlac to Bamban were attacked by enemy 

spearhead elements and forced to withdraw 

southward. On the 23d the enemy invested 

Bamban itself and began probing the main 

defenses of the Takayama Detachment to the 

west of Highway 3. 

The first major enemy attack on these 

defenses was launched on 25 January. The 

Takayama Detachment fought stubbornly in 

defense of each hill mass, but after two days of 
severe combat the detachment was forced to 

pull back toward its second-line positions." 
Other enemy forces had meanwhile driven 

on southward along Highway 3 to seize 
Mabalacat and Angeles. As this advance 

developed, the Yanagimoto Detachment had 
pulled back its elements from Porac and was 

preparing to engage the enemy when it received 

orders from Maj. Gen. Tsukada to evacuate 

Angeles and move into the main positions in 

the Clark Field-Fort Stotsenburg sector. The 

detachment therefore withdrew without making 

any serious defense of Angeles, which the 

enemy occupied on 27 January. 
The Yanagimoto Detachment had barely 

moved back into the main positions when the 

enemy, wheeling west from Highway 3, launch
ed a full-scale attack toward Clark Field and 

Fort Stotsenburg on 28 January. All avail
able artillery firepower was thrown into an effort 

to stem this attack. By nightfall , however, 

the enemy had pressed up close to the first-line 
defenses of the Eguchi Detachment and was 

already in possession of part of Clark Field. 

Elements of the Eguch i Detachment carried 

out a strong raiding attack on the enemy right 
flank during the early morning hours of 29 

January but were obliged to withdraw before 

51 1St Airborne Raiding Group Operations Order No. A-24. 17 Jan 45. XIV ADVATIS Translation 

XIVCAET 0038, 2 Feb 45. 
52 Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part IV, op. cit., p. 49. 

53 Statement by Col. Yasuji Okada. Chief of Staff, 1St Airborne Raiding Group. 

54 Philippine Operations Record. Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. III Suppl. 2, Attached Map. 
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daybreak. The enemy then resumed his 

assault following a heavy artillery and mortar 
preparation. Although the tanks of the 
Yanagimoto Detachment were thrown into a 

determined counterattack in the late afternoon, 
this failed to regain any ground, and by the 

close of the day, a serious breach had been 

driven through the Japanese first-line po

sitions." 

The enemy was now closing in rapidly on 

Fort Stotsenburg. Maj. Gen. Tsukada recog

nized that it would be futile to attempt to 

restore the shattered forward line and ordered 

the Eguchi Detachment to pull back to its 

main positions west and north of the fort. 

Kembu Group headquarters itself transferred 

to the rear during the night of 29-30 January. 
The surviving strength of the front-line forces 

withdrew to the main positions during the 

30th and 31st, fighting stubborn rear-guard 
actions as they went. 

Quick to exploit their advantage. the enemy 

forces overran Sapangbato and most of Fort 

Stotsenburg on 30 January and immediately 
pressed on to attack the Eguchi Detachment's 

mountain strongpoints to the west. Some of 

these were lost in the early days of February 

after heavy fighting. The detachment then 
pulled back to new positions farther to the rear. 

In the Snake Hill North sector, the Takaya 

55 Statement by Col. Okada, previously cited. 

Detachment had meanwhile held firm against 

another prong of the enemy attack from the 
direction of Mabalacat. Early in February, 

however, pressure in this sector sharply in

creased, and on the 9~h the detachment was 
ordered to move back into the rear positions 

occupied by Rear Adm. Sugimoto's naval 

troops.'· This permitted the enemy to drive 

a wedge between the Takayama Detachment 

on the north flank and the rest of Maj . Gen. 
Tsukada's forces. After mid-February dis

integration became rapid, and the Kembu 

forces were no longer able to do more than 

harass the enemy by small-scale raids." 

A startling new development had meanwhile 

taken place in another part of the Kembu 

operational zone. Just as the fighting in the 
Clark Field sector reached its climax on 29 

January, General MacArthur landed a fresh 
invasion force near San Antonio, on the south

west coast of Zambales Province. The 

Nagayoshi Detachment," responsible for the 

defense of Bataan Peninsula, had no forces in 

the landing area, and the enemy put his troops 

ashore without opposition. The invading force 
immediately began advancing along the high

way leading southeast to Olongapo, its objec
tive apparently being to cut across the base of 
Bataan Peninsula and join in a concerted 

assault on Manila. 

56 Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. III Suppt. 2, pp. 20-[, 

57 During late February and March, the Japanese forces continued to execute a series of delaying actions which 

culminated in a withdrawal to the eastern base of Mr. Pinatubo. Here, on 6 April, the Kembu Group commander' 

ordered his remaining troops to disperse and operate as guerrillas. Ibid., pp. 30-2. 

58 Order of battle of the Nagayoshi Detachment as of the date of the enemy landing near San Antonio was as 
follows : 

Hq., 39th Inf. Regt. 
39th Inf. (less rst Bn.) Two provo info cos. 
Elm., roth Engr. Regt. Misc. air-ground personnel 

Main strength of the detachment (Hq. , 3d Bn., 39th Infantry i one provo info co.; and engr. troops) was disposed on 

northern Bataan, to the east of Olongapo. The 2d Battalion and one provisional infantry company were in the area 

east of Sagac, on the west coast. (1) Bataan Detachment Disposition Sketch, 17 Dec 44. XI Corps ADVATIS 

Ttanslations XICAET 0032, ,6 Feb 45. (2) Statement by Col. Sanenobu Nag.yoshi, 39th Infantry Regiment 
commander. 
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At Olongapo, elements of the Nagayoshi 
Detaclmtenx fought a br~f but brisk delaying 

action as the enemy moved in on 30 January. 
They then withdrew eastward to the de
tachment's main p"siricms, which were organ

ized in depth guarding the narrow nmuntain 

defile on the h ighway to Dinalupihan.. The 
enemy advance was tempotarily checked when 

it reached these defenses. Only ,aitor a 

sustained assault by forces estimated to total 

at least one division, supported by heavy fire

bomb attacks from the air, was the detachment 

forced to yield its forward posit ions. 
The enemy now resorted to an eocird ing 

maneuver. Hostile ..,1ements swung around 

to the north of the Nagayoshi Detachment's 

main positions and attacked from the rear on 
7 February. Under the combined weight of 
the frontal assault and the thrust from the 

rear, the detachment forces were driven from 

the last of their positions by 14 February. 

Col. Nagayoshi ordered the surviving troops 
to infiltrate southward to the eastern side of 

Mt. Natib.'" . 
Battle Dispositions in the 

Shimbu Sector 

As General MacArthur's divisions swept 

down the central Luzon plain, the forces of 

the Shnnbu Group arreleraned preparations for 
the defense of Manila and the key mountain 

positions to the east. 1n the latter part of 

January, Lt. Gen. Shizuo Yokoyama, Shimbu 
Group commander, and his staff estimated that 

the attack on Manila would develop about the 

middle of February, possibly involving a new 
enemy landing in Ba ... ngas Province to bring 

the Philippine capital under simultaneous 
assault from north and south.'" 

To meet the anticipated threat to Manila, 

Fourteenth Area Army, in close coordination 

with Southwest Area Fleet, had effected a 

sweeping reorganization and redeployment of 

the Army and Navy ground forces in the 

Manila area during January. By 31 January, 
all these forces, regardless of composition or 

service of origin, had been placed under the 

unified command of Lt. G en. Yokoyama.·' 
In accordance with the Area Army's basic 

Luzon defense plans of ICr-20 December, Lt. 

Gen. Yokoyama had withdrawn the bulk of 

the Army troops stationed in Manila and 

disposed them in the key mountain positions 

to the east. The Manila Naval Defense Force, 

in a coordinated move, had also transferred 

about 3,000 personnel and considerable quan-

59 After tak ing Dinalupihan, the enemy sent e lements down the east coast of Bataan to Balanga. From 
Balanga a force advanced inland along the road crossing the peninsula to Bagac and attacked the Nagayoshi Detach
ment e lements occupying positions to the cast of Sagac. These elements withdrew northward to Mt. Natib, where 
they joined the remnants of the detachment main strength retreating from the north. (Statement by Col. Nagayoshi, 
previously cited.) 

60 S tatement by Col. Shujiro Kobayashi, Staff Officer (Operations), Shimbu Group. (This officer, previously 
senior operations staff officer in Fourteenth Area Army headquarters, was temporarily assigned to duty on the staff 
of Shimbu Group headquarters when it was organized late in D ecember.) 

61 Action to place the naval ground forces in Manila under Shimbu Gmup control for purposes of land combat 
was taken as early as 5 January. This was impelled by sudden concern that the objective of the enemy's Lingayen 
invasion convoy, then passing through Mindoro Strait, might be a point on southwestern Luzon close to Manila, and 
also by the fact that Southwest Area Fleet desired to transfer its headquarters immediately to Baguio to join the Area 
Army. A Southwest Area Fleet order was issued on 5 January to the Manila Naval Defense Force, specifying that 
it would henceforth act on orders from Lt. Gen. Yokoyama in all matters relating to ground operations. Upon the 
departure the same day of Southwest Area Fleet headquarters, a group of five staff officers, headed by Rear Adm. 
Kyugoro Shimamoto, Vice·Chief of Staff, remained behind in Manila to supervise operations of the Manila Naval 
Defense Force and to serve as liaison between the Force and Shimbu Group. (Statements by Col. Kobayashi, previously 
cited, Rear Adm. Kaoru Arima, Chief of Stalf, Southwest Area Fleet, Comdr. Shigeichi Yamamoto, Staff Officer 
(Operations), Southwest Area Fleet and Lt. Comdr. Koichi Kayashima, Staff Officer (Operations), 31 st Special Base 
Force. 
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tItles of food, ammunltlon and supplies to 
the Wawa-Bosoboso sector, east of the capital, 

but the major portion of its strength, num

bering about 13,700, remained deployed in and 

around the city_ 

As finally organized to meet the enemy 

assault, the Shimbu Group zone was divided 

into two main operational areas. The Manila 
Naval Defense Force under Rear Adm. Sanji 

Iwabuchi, 31st Special Base Force commander, 

was made responsible for the defense of the 

Manila Bay islands and a mainland area 

bounded roughly by a line Caloocan-Novali

ches-San Mateo-Pasig-Hagonoy-Binan-T anza. 

Rear Adm. Iwabuchi's command included the 

entire naval garrison of Manila, the bay islands, 

and adjacent areas, as well as all remaining 

Army forces within the assigned zone.·' The 

Army forces deployed in and around Manila 

numbered about 4,000. All Shimbu Group 

forces outside this zone, with a total strength 

of about 54,000, were under the direct tactical 

command of Lt. Gen. Yokoyama. The bulk 
of these latter forces were disposed in the vital 

Ipo-Wawa-Antipolo area east of Manila. 

By the end of January, Shimbu Group 
headquarters had almost finished organizing 

the heterogeneous forces east of Manila into an 

effective combat task organization. (Plate No. 

117) On the north of the I ine, in the vicinity 

of Ipo, was the Kawashima Force with an 

infantry component of four battalions, sup

ported by the main strength of the 8th Field 

Artillery Regiment and reinforced by a consid

erable number of air force ground personnel. 

To the south, guarding the Wawa-Montalban 
area, was the main strength of the former Manila 

Defense Force, which had been moved out of 

the Philippine capital and renamed the Koba

yashi Force after its commander, Maj . Gen. 

Takashi Kobayashi_ This force was organized 

around a nucleus of four infantry battalions.·' 

The departure of the lo5th Division for the 

nothern redoubt had opened a large gap in the 

Shimbu Group positions between the left flank 

of the Kobayashi Force and the north shore of 

Laguna de Bay. Although Lt. Gen. Yokoyama 
planned to fill in this weak point with the 

Noguchi Detachment," the end of January 

found Maj. Gen. Noguchi's troops still engaged 

62 The remaining Army troops in the zone assigned to the Manila Naval Defense Force had been placed under Rear 
Adm. lwabuchi's command by a Shimbu Group order issued about 20 January. These troops comprised three provisional 
infantry battalions and some shipping troops. The provisional infantry battalion stationed on Corregidor had already 
been placed under Rear Adm . Iwabuchi's operational contrallate in December. (1) Statement by Lt. Comdr. Kaya· 
shima, previously cited . (2) Manila Naval Defense Force Operations Order No. 17. 21 Jan 45. XIV Corps 
ADVATIS T.anslation XIVCAET 005', 9 Feb 45. 

63 During late December and January, the Manila Naval Defense Force was strengthened by five provisional 
infantry battalions organized among the replacements, small combat elements, and other U loose ends" in the Manila 

acca. Of nine such battalions organized, four were sent to the Ko~ayashi Force, one to the Kawashima Force, and four 
remained behind to be integrated into the Manila Naval Defense Force. The Kobayashi Force retained command 
over the 3d Surface Raiding Force located along the shores of Manila Bay northwest of the city. (Statement by Col. 
Kobayashi, previously cited.) 

64 On or about 9 January, Lt . Gen. Yokoyama ordered the Noguchi Detachment to move from the Bica! 
Peninsula to the Manila area. By the end of January, the detachment headquarters, the Z82d and the z85th Inde
pendem Infantry Battalions were en route, while the 1St Battalion, 26th Independent Mixed Regiment, scattered over 
northwestern Samar and the southern tip of Bicol, had not yet left for Manila. The 2d Battalion, 9th Infantry, newly 
attached to the Noguchi Detachment, was still on Samar. Maj. Gen. Noguchi planned to leave behind the 35th Air 
Sector Unit Hq., the 147th Airfield Battalion, and the 5th Surface Raid ing Base Battalion to cooperate with the 35th 
Naval Garrison Unit in secu ring the Bicol Peninsula. ( I ) Statement by Maj. Gen. Susumu Noguchi, commander, 
Sist Infamry Brigade. (2) Dokuritsu Konsei Dai Nijuruku R~tai KoJo Gaiyo 3jJl:m~~~=-t-:f;;~~ffJfJ;"-'t:2if) (Summary 
of Operations, 26th Independent Mixed Regiment) Home Depot Division, Sep 47. ( 3) 8ISt Infantry Brigade (No
guchi Detachment) Operations Ordet No. A-H, '3 Jan 45. Sixth U. S. Army ADVATIS Translation 6AAET 
0447, H Apr 45. 
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in the long march from the Bical Peninsula. 
As a temporary mea~ure the Okita Detach

ment, a five· battalion composite force organized 
around the ,86th Independent Infantry Bat

talion, and the Kuromiya Detachment, a three

battalion force with the ,8,st Independent 

Infantry Battalion as its nucleus, were stattoned 

in the Bosoboso~Antipolo area." 

While Lt. Gen. Yokoyama completed 
Shimbu Group preparations in the area east of 
Manila , Rear Adm. Iwabuchi, Manila Naval 

Defense Force commander, regrouped all the 

forces comprising the garrison of greater 

Manila." By, February, the new organization 

for combat had been completed. 
Three main operational sectors were estab-

65 Peripheral commands under the direct control of Shimbu Group included the Fuji Force in Batangas Prov

ince and the Kogure Detachment in the Lamon Bay area. The order of battle of the Shimbu Group (less the Manila 

Naval Defense Force) on I February was as follows: 
Hg., 8th Div. (Shimbu Group) Kuromiya Detachment 

Kawashima Force r8Ist Ind. 1nf. Bn. 
Hq. 82d Inf. Brig., Iwashita Provo Inf. Bn. 
31st Inf. (less 3d Bn.) Kuwazawa Provo Inf. Bn. 
358th Ind. Inf. Bn. Kogure Detachment 
Uno Provo 1nf. Bn. Hq., 1 St Surface Raiding Base Force 
8th Fld. Arty. Regt . ( less 1St and 4th Bns.) 7th, 9th and 10th Surface Raiding Regts. 
9th Air Intel!. Unit 9th and 10th Surface Raiding Base Bns. 
12th Air Sig. Regt. Fuji Force 
18th Surface Raiding Base Bn. 17th Inf. (less 3d Bn.) 
I\iisc. Army Air-Ground Units d B f 3 n., 31St In. 

Kobayashi Force h 
O F 

4th Bn., 8t Fld. Arty. Regt. 
Hq., Manila efense orce Hq., 2d Surface Raiding Base Force 
4th, 7th, 8th, and 10th Prov. Inf. Bns. 

6th, 13th, 14th, [5th and [6th 
4th and 5th Med. Mortar Pns. 
3d Rocket Gun Bn. Surface Raiding Regts . 
Hq., nth Air Sector Unit 6th, 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, and 19th 

Hq., 3d Surface Raiding Base Force Surface Ra iding Base Bns. 

11th, 17th, and 18th Surface Raiding Regts. 8th Engr. Regt. 
11th, 17th, and 20th Surface Raiding Base Bns. 8th Transport Regt. 

Okita Detachment 8th Rcn. Regt. 
186lh Ind. Inf. Bn. 22d Heavy Arty. Regt. 
7th and 8th Surface Raiding Base Bns. 20th Ind. Heavy Aery. Bn. 
Suzuki Provo Bn. 26th Ind. Mixed Regt. (less 1St and 3d Bns.) 
1St Composite Provo Inf . Bn. 3d Bn., 17th In£. 

(I) Hito Sakusen Kiroku Dai Sank; Da; Sankan Furoku Do; [chi ManiraT oho ShimbuShudan no Sokusen .ltkb f'F-~;;c~M=Mm 
=1Q;i\fWHg- ~ ~ 7m:7JlmiP:~IE(7)fi'ijil< (Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, Vol. III Supplement I : Shimbu 
Group Operations East of Manila) 1St Demobilization Bureau, Oct 46, pp. 61-2. (2) Manila Defense Force Operations 

Order No. A-25 , 10 Jan 45, and Kobayashi Force Operations Order No. A-45, 2 Feb 45. XIV Corps ADVATIS 

Translation XIVCAET 0060, 13 Feb 4) , and XIVCAET 0075, 25 Feb 45· (3) Disposition Chart of Kuromiya 

Detachment, 31 Jan 45. XI Corps ADVATIS Translation XICAET 0049,22 Mar 45· (4) Fuji Force Operations 

Order No. A[, [ lan 45. XIV Corps ADVATIS Translation XIVCAET 0098,20 Mar 45 · (5) Statements by 
Maj. Gen . Osamu Kawashima, commander, 82d Infantry Brigade; Col. Kazuo Okita, commander, 186th Independ. 

ent Infantry Battalion ; Lt. Col. Nobutaka Kogure, commander, 1St Surface Raiding Base Force; and Lt. Col. Norio 

Tsutsumi, commander, 2d Surface Raid ing Base Force. 

66 This reorganization of forces in Manila was begun on 21 January, the same day that Rear Adm. Iwabuchi 

assumed operational control of Army forces in the city. On 3 FebruarYl Shimbu Group further strengthened Adm. 

Iwabuchi's hand by giving him absolute command of all Army forces in the Manila Naval Defense Force zone. 

(1) Manila Naval Defense Force Operations O .. der No. 17. XIV Corps ADVATIS Translation XIVCAET 0051, 9 

Feb 45. (2) Shimbu Group Order, 3 Feb 45· Sixth U.S. Army ADVATIS Translation 6AAET 0376,5 Mar 45. 
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lished for the defense of Manila. The Central 

Force, under Rear Adm. Iwabuchi's direct com

mand, included all of metropolitan Manila 

south ofthe Pasig River (excluding Intramuros) 

and extending inland as far as Guadalupe. 

(Plate No. 118) In this sector were stationed 
the Headquarters and Headquarters Battalion, 

Manila Naval Defense Force, and three naval 

battalions. The Northern Force, under Col. 

Katsuzo Noguchi, was responsible for Intra

muros on the south bank and for all of the city 

north of the Pasig. At Col. Noguchi's disposal 

were two provisional infantry battalions, a naval 

battalion, and a miscellaneous conglomeration 

of Army shipping units. The Southern Force, 

under Capt. (Navy) Takesue Furuse, included 
the Nichols Field and Fort McKinley sectot's 

and all of the Hagonoy Isthmus. Capt. 

Furuse's command comprised one provisional 

infantry battalion and two naval battalions.·' 

The mission which the forces defending 

Manila were to carry out had meanwhile 

undergone a fundamental change from that 

laid down in the Area Army's basic plans of 

19- 20 December which had envisaged no 

decisive and prolonged defense of the capital 

itself by major forces . Preliminary talks to 

implement these plans took place late in 
December between representative of the Area 

Army and Rear Adm. Iwabuchi's command."' 

At this time the general policy laid down in 
the basic plans remained unchanged. 

On 6 January, the day following the assign
ment of the Manila Naval D efense Force to 

the command of Lt. Gen. Yokoyama, Shimbu 

Group learned for the first time that, instead 

of only 4,000 naval troops in Manila, there 

were actually about 16,700. Pending further 

67 The complete order of battle of the Manila Naval Defense Force on I February was as follows: 

Hq., 31St Special Base Force 

Central Force Southern Force 

Hq. Bn. , Manila Nav. D eE. Force 3d and 4th Nav. Bns. 

1St, 2d, and 5th Nav. 8ns. Abe Provo InE. Bn. 

Northern Force 

2d and 3d Provo lnf. Bns. 
1St Ind. Nav. Bn. 

3d Sh;pp;ng Depot 
Elms., 3d Sh;pp;ng Trans. Hq. 

Bay Entrance Defense Force 

Elms., 31st Special Base Force 

Ichinozawa Provo Inf. Bn. 

(I ) Manila Naval Defense Force Operation Order No. 17. XIV Corps ADVATIS Translation XIVCAET 0051, 

9 Feb 45· (2) Organization Chart of the Bay Entrance Defense Force. XI Corps ADVATIS Translation 
XICAET 0038, 26 Feb 45. (3) Manira Boei Butai Sento Jokyo -v ~ "7 ~Jil:li"~e\\'li'.l<m~ !UdlL (Manda Naval Defense 
Force Operations) 2d Demobilization Bureau, May 47, p. 21. 

68 The principal participants, Col. Shujiro Kobayashi, who at that time was sti ll senior operations staff officer of 

the Area Army headquarters but who was already slated to be assigned temporarily to Shimbu Group head'luarcers, 

and Lt. Comdr. Koichi Kayashima, operations staff officer, 31st Special Base Force, disagree regarding some elements of 

the discussions. Col. Kobayashi states that it was agreed upon that the forces in Manila would be expected to stem" 

an enemy assault on the capital only for a brief period of days, after which they would withdraw to the main Shimbu 

positions to the east. Lt. Comdr. Kayashima remem bers no spec ific reference to the withdrawal of the naval forces 

after a brief defense. H e did '1uestion Col. Kobayashi regarding the location where the Shimbu Group proposed to 

employ the Manila naval forces if they were subse'luently evacuated from Manila. Col. Kobayashi replied that the 

area around Antipolo would be selected. The Manila Naval Defense Force considered the Antipo lo area unsat isfac

tory. There being a possibility that the Manila forces might be withdrawn to the east, the naval forces, on their own 

initiative, began to transfer surplus rations from Manila to the Wawa-Bosoboso sector early in January. Shimbu 

Group later accepted this arbitrary decision of the naval forces. (Statements by Col. Kobayashi and Lt. Comdr. Kaya

shima, both previously cited.) 
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detailed study by the Shimbu Group stalf and 
an exchange of views with regard to the employ

ment of this unexpectedly large number of 

naval forces , Lt. Gen. Yokoyama on or about 

8 January ordered the Manila Naval Defense 

Force" to continue its present duty, generally 

with existing dispositions"." 
Discussions began immediately thereafter be· 

tween stalf officers of the Shimbu Group and 

Southwest Area Fleet. These revealed that 
Southwest Area Fleet desired a firmer defense 

of Manila than was permitted in the Area Ar
my's basic plans.'· Although the Southwest 

Area Fleet staff officers had no authority to ex
ercise control of the naval forces with respect to 

ground operations, the strong views they ex

pressed influenced Lt. Gen. Yokoyama to mod

ify his operational plan so as to provide for a 
firmer defense in Manila. An order issued to 

all subordinate commands within the Shimbu 

Group on 27 January included the following 

points.7 ' 

1. Gelleral Operatiollal plall : 

The Shimbu Group will cOllcelllTate iII maill strellgth 

in the key positions to the east of MaI,i/a and assem· 

ble maximum supplier ill preparatioll for prolollged 

alld "If-sufficient operatiolls. It will exploit the 

ad"antages of terraitl aud rtrongly fortified positions 

to crush enemy attacks 011 these positions and will 

seize tactical opportunities for carrying out strong 

raidillg coullterattacks. It will firmly defeud Mallila 

alld Ft. McKillley alld check their use by the ellemy, 

at the same time destroying the enemy's fighting 

strength and preparing /0 cowuerattack the enemy 

rear from the main positions when a fayorable Situa

tion arises . 

2. Missio7J of Ma1Jila Naval Defense Force: 

The Naval DefellIt Force will defelld iII already 

established pOI/M'IS alld crUJh the enemy's fightmg 

strength. 

Defense of Manila 

No sooner had this order been issued to the 

Manila Naval Defense Force than the Shimbu 

Group found itself subjected to the anticipated 

two-pronged attack. The speed with which 

the American forces , particularly the group 

approaching from the north, closed in upon 
Manila, however, caught Lt. Gen. Yokoyama's 

forces completely by surprise.?' 
The first knowledge in Shimbu headguar-

69 When (he Manila Naval Defense Force was orgnaized on 20 December, it numbered only 4,000 troops 
because Southwest Area Fleet then had undt'r study a plan to transfer the bulk of naval forces located in Manila to 
the Clark Field area. The following day or so, the Area Fleet notified the Area Army that only 4,000 naval troops 
would remain in Manila. . However, within a few days the Area Fleet decided against this plan in favor of incorporat
ing the bulk of the naval forces then in Manila, into the Manila Naval Defense Force, raising the strength to r6,7oo. 
The Area Army, however, was not informed of this until about 6 January. The mission assigned on 20 December to 
the Manila Naval Defense Force was to defend the Nichols Field and Cavire sectors and those buildings and installa
tions occupied by the naval forces in Manila. (1) Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part IV, op. cit., p. 1 I. (2) 
Statements by Col. Kobayashi, Rear Adm. Arima, and Comdr. Yamamoro, all previously cited. (3) Manila Naval 
Defense Force Operations Order No. 1,22 Dec 44. XIV Corps ADVATIS Translation XIVCAET 0061,14 Feb 45· 

70 In the series of conferences between 8-13 January, opinion was divided among those staff officers of the 
Southwest Area Fleet remaining in Manila with regard to the degree of resistance in the city. Those who advocated a 
firm defense, however, argued their views more strongly than those who were willing to accept a brief defense. (Statements 
by Col. Kobayashi, Comdr. Yamamoto, and Lt. Comdr. Kayashima, all previously cited; and Comdr. Takara Urabe, Scaff 
Officer (Operations). Southwest Area Fleet, and Maj. Yorio Ishikawa, Staff Officer (Operations), Shimbu Group. 

71 This order was communicated to staff representatives of all subordinate Shimbu Group commands at a 
conference at Lt. Gen. Yokoyama's headquarrcrs. Lt. Comdr. Koichi Kayashima represented Rear Adm. Iwabuchi's 
command at the conference. Since leakage of the intention to withdraw after a brief defense might seriously impair 
the morale of the troops in Manila, this part of Lt. Gen. Yokoyama's plan was never included in formal orders issued 
by Shimhu commander. (Statements by Col. Kobayashi and Lt. Comd r. Kayashima, both previous Iv cited .) 

72 Although Shimbu Group was consrantiy in communication with Fourteenth Area Army headquarters at this 
time, very little information was obtained as to the progress of the operations in the north. Even less knowledge was 
available regarding the situation in the central Luzon plain and Clark Field seCtors. (Statement by Col. Kobayashi, 
previously cited.) 
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ters of the imminence of the enemy assaulr was 

received 1 February. On that date a message 

from the Uno (Prov.) Infantry Battalion, Kawa
shima Force, stationed in the Plaridel-Calumpit 

area. reported that an enemy force, believed 
to be the advance guard of an estimated 

one division moving south from the direction 

of Clark Field, had crossed the Pampanga 
River near Calumpit.71 

While the Uno Battalion, aided by the 

destruction of virtually the entire network of 

bridges northwest of Manila, delayed this 

advance, still another enemy thrust developed 

from the north. A task force, later identified 

as the 1st Cavalry Division, had crossed an 

undestroyed bridge at Cabanatuan, on I Feb

ruary. Speeding southward against little opposi

tion, it reached the Angat River the following 

day." After fording the river near Baliuag, 

this unit split into two columns one of which 

drove southeast towards Santa Maria while the 
other followed the Angat River to the east. 

The Japanese outpost in Angat fought a 

delaying action against the latter force during 
the night of 2-3 February before withdrawing. 

The second enemy column, however, sped 

through the hills toward Novaliches and into 

Manila on the evening of 3 February." (Plate 

73 Ibid. 

No 119) Although the Kawashima Force 
immediately executed small-scale raids against 

the eastern flank of this column, it was unab1e 

to block the route Additional enemy troops 
and supplies continued to stream into Manila. 

The southern prong of the enemy pincer had 

meanwhile been launched, 31 January, on 

Batangas Peninsula near Nasugbu. The Japa
nese detachment near the beach resisted the 

enemy landing force only briefly before retiring 

into the hills. During the initial phases of 

this invasion, however, special attack craft, 

operating from the base at Balayan, reportedly 

sank eight enemy vessels.'" 
Shortl y after the American force moved out 

from the beachhead en route to Manila, it ran 

into the main strength of the 3d Battalion, 

reinf., 31st Infantry, Fuji Force, occupying 

positions in the narrow mountain defile about 
fifteen miles inland. This battalion delayed 

the advance until 3 February, when the enemy 

broke through the last barrier. 

Simultaneously, the enemy launched an 

airborne invasion of the Batangas Peninsula. A 

force estimated at approximate I y one reinforced 

regiment dropped along Tagaytay Ridge and 

quickly overcame the scattered Japanese forces 

in that area. Following a juncture of the two 

74 Although the Shimbu Group was charged with responsibility for the sector east of the line Calumpit
Pampanga River-Licab-Guimba-San Antonio, this was interpreted to mean protecting the Manila-Cabanatuan highway 

from the guerrillas. No elements of the group were posted north of the Angat River inasmuch as the movement of 

personnel from Manila and the I05th Division along the road was considered adequate. Moreover, members of 

the Ganap, pro-Japanese political organizations, patrolled the road between Baliuag and Cabanawan. Ibid. 

75 A few ground units had destroyed the bridges and parts of the roads leading along the shore northwest into 

the city. The enemy was forced to come into the city along the road from Novaliches. Some units had been 

stationed on the outskirts of the city to send lip Rares if the enemy was seen approaching. Whether the men were 

asleep or were killed in a surprise attack is not known, but no signals were ever seen. Santo Tomas University, which 

had been used as an internment camp, was one of the first installations overrun by this task force in Manila. Follow· 

ing negotiations wi th an American officer, Lt. Col. Hayashi, the Japanese commander, obtained permission to lead his 

unit out with what arms they could carry in exchange for the release of Allied internees held as hostages. They were 

taken by the American unit to the outskirts of Manila early 5 February and released. Lt. Col. Hayashi was subsequently 

killed in action. (Interrogation of Col. Kobayashi , previously cited.) 

76 Summary of Operations and Battle Lessons, Luzon Campaign, op. cit., p. 88. 
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forces. the enemy pushed north rapidly until 
encountering outposts of the Southern Force, 
Manila Naval Defense Force, defending river 
crossings at Las Pinas and Paranague where the 

bridges had been destroyed. As the Japanese 

withdrew towards Laguna de Bay the enemy 

resumed his advance and began attacking the 

western flank of the positions south of Nichols 

Field on 6 February." 
While the Southern Force parried this 

assault, the Northern Force completed with

drawing the major portion of its strength to the 
south bank of the Pasig River, leaving in north 

Manila small rearguard elements in addition to 

the 3d Surface Raiding Force along the Manila 

Bay sector" and the [st Independent Naval 
Battalion in the vicinity of Sanjuan Del Monte. 

This latter force, under attack from the north 

since 6 February and threatened from the 

southwest by another enemy drive along the 
north bank of the Pasig, was compelled to 
retreat, 8 February, to Montalban.'" 

Simultaneously, the Shimbu Group began 

to formulate plans for a large-scale, coordinated 
raid against limited objectives occupied by the 

enemy. It was estimated that only about one 

American brigade was in northern Manila. 
Moreover, the successful delaying action being 

staged at this time by the Nagayoshi Detach
ment on Bataan and the erroneous belief that 

the enemy force which had landed at Nasugbu 

was still being delayed in Batangas by the Fuji 
Force emboldened the Shimbu staff into taking 

the offensive." 
Lt. Gen. Yokoyama hoped that such an 

operation, extending from Ipo Dam south to 
Antipolo, would not only break the enemy's 

offensive power by striking the vulnerable east 

flank before he had time to consolidate his 

positions but would weld the heterogeneous 

collection of Japanese personnel into a more 

effective, confident fighting force for subsequent 

operations. 
In Manila, however, no such optimism 

prevailed. The Manila Naval Defense Force 

found itself under heavy attack from both 

north and south. The situation was rapidly 

reaching a point where a withdrawal had to 

be initiated if it was to be even partially 
successful. Rear Adm. Iwabuchi, with a staff 

party, therefore withdrew, 9 February, to Ft. 
McKinley. On that same day, he decided to 
dispatch one of the staff officers, Lt. Comdr. 

Koichi Kayashima, to Shimbu Group head

quarters to report on the unfavorable situation 
existing in Manila and to submit a recom

mendation for withdrawing his forces to the east. 

Upon arrival at Shimbu Group headguar

ters, [0 February, Lt. Comdr. Kayashima found 

the staff engrossed in the study of the counter
attack plans. After he had received Lt. Comdr. 

Kayashima's report on the Manila situation, 

77 The remnants of the Abe Provisional Infantry Battalion later withdrew south along Laguna de Bay and 

continued around the east shoreline to join the main body of the Shimbu Group in April. (Statement by Col. Hiroshi 

Hashimoto, Chief of Staff, Kobayashi Fuce.) 

78 The 3d Surface Raiding Force, which had remained un :ier command of Maj. Gen. Kobayashi and which 

had been by-passed by the enemy in his in itial entry into Manila, now found itself under attack from the rear. The 

unit sought unsuccessfully to break through the enemy lines to join the main strength of the Shimbu Group in the 

hills east of Manila. During the I1ghting which followed, the entire unit was annihilated . Ibid. 

79 About 880 troops completed this withdrawal. (Statement by Lt. Comdr. Kayashima, previously 

cited.) 

80 By this date, 8 February, no reports had yet been received in Shimbu Group headquarters concerning the 

American anacks which had commenced against the Nichols Field positions on 6 February. (Statement by Col. 

Kobayashi, previously cited.) 
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which , although considerably worse than was 
known in Shimbu Group headquarters, did 

not yet appear critical to Lt. Gen. Yokoyama, 
the Shimbu Group commander directed that 

the attack plans be enlarged to include 

provision for the naval forces in Manila to 

carry out raiding attacks on a large scale in 

conjunction with the raids from the main 

positions." The general outline of this plan 
was transmitted, 11 February, by radio to Ft. 
McKinley and Manilas, 

The same day, however, Rear Adm. Iwa
buchi had returned to Manila before the 

message was received from Shimbu Grou p." 
His party was one of the last to pass from 

Ft. McKinley to Manila, the enemy effecting a 
juncture later the same day, 11 February, of the 

forces attacking from the south and the north 

in the vicinity of Nielson Field. The 3d Naval 

Battalion, still defending the Nichols Field area, 
was now threatened with complete encircle

ment and therefore withdrew during the night 

of 12-13 February to the northeast where it 

joined the naval forces defending Ft. McKinley. 

With the enemy vigorously pressing his 
ground attacks, closely supported by armor 

and massed artillery fire, it was now apparent 

in Shimbu Group headquarters that the situa-

tion m Manila had reached a critical stage 

more rapidly than anticipated. Lt. Gen. Y oko

yama therefore issued about '3 February an 
order directing the Manila Naval Defense 

headquarters to withdraw to Ft. McKinley as 

the initial step in evacuating the city. 

By '5 February, however, when this order 
was received in Manila," strong enemy forces 

were firmly in control of a three mile wide 

corrider between Ft. McKinley and the main 
strength of the naval forces in the city. Rear 

Adm. Iwabuchi replied on 16 February with 

the following message :" 

Holding the strong point in the city is considered 

to be of great importance from the 'Viewpoint of the 
general situation. Withdrawal of the headquarters 

from Manila would rfuder difficult the executIon of 
operat;om in Manila. Moreo'Yer, we did flot succeed 

in reestablishing o'lleriand contact with Ft. McKinley. 

We are therefore unable to withdraw from Manila . 

Lt. Gen. Yokoyama promptly ordered Rear 
Adm. Iwabuchi to withdraw from Manila on 

the night of '7-18 February in conjunction 

with the raiding attacks from the mam 

positions." 
The Shimbu Group had meanwhile com

pleted preparations for the extensive raids. 

The main attack was to be carried out by two 

81 After learning of this decision of the Shimbu Group commander, Lt. Comdr. Kayashima made no formal 
recommendation to the Shimbu headquarters regarding the withdrawal of the Japanese forces from Manila . Lc. Gen. 
Yokoyama, intending to order the withdrawal of the Manila Naval Defense Force depending upon the outcome of 
the planned counterattack, still made nO reference to the evacuation of Manila. (Statements by Col. Kobayashi and 
Lt. Comdr. Kayashima, both previously cited.) 

82 Lt . Comdr. Kayashima departed on the night of IO- II February co return to Ft . McKinley. Lt. Comdr. 
Kayashima's truck· was destroyed, however, during an enemy air attack, and he was compelled lO relurn to Shimbu 
Group headquarters on the 1 Ith. The plan was immediately transmitted by radio to Fe. McKinley and Manila. 

(Statement by Lt. Comdr. Kayashima, previously cited.) 
83 ( I ) Several naval officers in Manila and Col. Katsuzo Noguchi, who had assumed command of all Navy 

and Army troops in Mani la when Rear Adm. Iwabuchi left for Ft. McKinley, urgently requested a naval staff officer 
to return and control the naval forces in Manila. Ibid. (2) General Yamashita , having previously learned that 
Rear Adm. Iwabuchi had transferred from Manila to Ft. McKinley, was very dist lrbed when, on 13 February he 
received the report that the naval commander had returned to Manila. He immediately d irected Lt. Gen. Yokoyama 
to order Rear Adm. Iwabuchi to withdraw his forces from the city. The Truth of the Philippines Campaign, op. cit. , 

p. 35· 
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battalions of the Kawashima Force attacking 

Caloocan Airfield and three battalions of the 

Kobayashi Force attacking Quezon and Banlat 

Airfield and the vicinity of Rosario. Smaller 

elements were to cover the extreme north and 

south flanks of this main attack.·' 

The 31st Infantry (less 3d Battalion), Kawa

shima Force, moved out of its assembly area 

In the vicinity of Novaliches on the night of 

15.-16 February." The 1st Battalion moved 

along the highway to a point about three miles 

south of N ovaliches befo re being halted by an 

American force. The 31st Infantry (less 1st 

and 3d Battalions), advancing along the east 

side of the Novaliches road during hours of 

darkness, was able to approach within about 

two miles of Caloocan Airfield before encoun· 

tering enemy positions and retreating." 
In the center, the three provisional battalions 

of the Kobayashi Force had even less success. 
This composite force, inadequately prepared 
for such an attack , launched its assault against 
the west bank of the Marikina River on 16 
February at a point about one mile above 
Marikina. The Americans had strengthened 
this line more quickly than had been antici
pated, however, and the Japanese were unable 

87 Statement by Col. Kobayashi, previously cited. 

to break through the enemy defenses. On 

the following day, when the attack was resumed, 

a small bridgehead was established on the west 

bank of the river. Casualties from enemy 

artillery proved to be so heavy, however, that 

the force began to withdraw on 18 February 

after having previously dispatched a raiding 

unit of several squads to infiltrate to the 

objectives." 

The covering forces on the flanks of the 

main attack registered only small, local gains 

before withdrawing. On the north, two com· 

panies of the 358th Independent Infantry 

Battalion succeeded in advancing as far as 

the south side of Angat before being checked 

by the enemy and forced to withdraw. 

During these diversionary raids, only about 

1900 troops, representing most of the surviving 
strength of the 3d and 4th Naval Battalions, 
withdrew from the Ft. McKinley area on the 
night of 17 February and entered the main 
positLons of the Shimbu Group near Antipolo." 
About 12,000 men remained in Manila with 
Rear Adm. Iwabuchi." Although repeatedly 
ordered to evacuate, Rear Adm. Iwabuchi 
rep!ied that it was now impossible to do so." 

Radio contact with the remnants in Manila 

88 As a preliminary move in the attack, Lt. Gen. Yokoyama had ordered, 9 February, the Kawashima Force to 
move up the main force of the 31St Infantry to the vicinity of Novaliches. The regiment (less 3d Battalion) left its 
positions in the vicinity of Ipa on 10 February. (Statement by Col. Shimaji Kobayashi, commander, 31st Infantry 
Regiment .) 

89 The 31St Infantry (less 3d Battalion) was preparing to renew me attack but, on 18 February, was ordered 
to withdraw to its main positions, completing the move on 21 February. Ibid. 

90 Statement by Col. Hashimoto, previously cited. 
91 Statement by Lt. Comdr. Kayashima, previously cited . 
92 During the period 3-17 February, principally in the early phases of the Manila fighting, about 35CO 

additional miscellaneous naval personnel withdrew to Wawa. Ibid. 
93 On 18 February, there having been no indication of an attempted withdrawal the preceding night, Lt. Gen. 

Yokoyama radioed the fol!owing to the Manila Naval Defense Force headquaners: "The counterattacks of the 
Kobayashi and Kawashima Forces will terminate on the night of 18 February. This will afford you a final op
portunity to withdraw from Manila. Report. direction and time of withdrawal." The reply of the same day stated, 
" With the in tention of withdrawing from Manila we drafted a plan but later found that it was impossible to execute 
the withdrawal. If we attempt to withdraw we will be ann ihilated. On the other hand, if we remain in the city we 
will be able to hold the position for one more week. The most important problem is to hold your main positions as 
long as possible and to inflict maximum casualties on the enemy. It is the best way to defend to the last." Another 
message from Lt. Gen. Yokoyama on the same day stated as follows: "From experience gained during the Lingayen 
operations it is not difficul t to penetrate the enemy's front lines during the night and reuear through his lines. Under 
unfavorable conditions the Manila Naval Defense Force headquarters, with some forces, should consider the possibillity 
of withdrawing by way of Hagonoy Isthmus or by boat across Manila Bay. " Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part IV, 
op. cit.,pp. 30-2. 
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ceased on 24 February. Shortly thereafter 

Japanese resistance within the city was 

completely overcome. 

Concurrently with the later phases of the 

fighting in Manila, the entrance to Manila Bay 

was brought under attack by the enemy. Fol

lowing a prolonged sea and air bombardment, 
the Americans first sent troops ashore on 15 
February near Mariveles, on the tip of Bataan 

Peninsula. Although the Japanese attacked 

this invasion fleet with about 50 special attack 

boats, reportedly damaging one cruiser, one 

destroyer, and two transports, the landing oper

ations continued almost without interruption." 

The small Army detachment defending that 

area from positions in the mountains northeast 
of Mariveles was soon forced to withdraw deeper 

into the mountains. 

The garrison on Corregidor, numbering 

about 4,700, of whom about 800 _were Army 

personnel ," was meanwhile being subjected to 
a particularly severe bombardment on the same 

day. The next day enemy paratroops des

cended on the western plateau simultaneously 

with an amphibious landing on the south 

beach. The enemy was further reinforced by 
another paratroop unit which dropped later the 

same day. 
During the bitter fighting which followed, 

the Japanese utilized to a maximum the intricate 

system of cave and tunnel defenses traversing 

the island.'" The terrific enemy superiority 
in tanks and flame throwers, however, finally 

succeeded in overcommg the last organized 

94 Ibid ., p. 39· 

resistance on 27 February. 
Two days later the American fleet had clear 

sailing into Manila Bay," which by thIs time 
was littered with sunken vessels. 

Fighting East of Manila, Phase I 

Even before the intense fighting in Manila 

had begun to subside, the main strength of 
the Shimbu Group was subjected to increas

ing enemy pressure all along the line. By 
late February, most of the forward outposts 

between Ipo Dam and Antipolo had been 

driven back upon the main defensive positions." 
(Plate No. 120) 

Shimbu Group headquarters estimated that 

this preliminary probing signalled an imminent 
full-scale attack on the main positions. The 

northern end of the line, anchored in strong 

mountain positions near I po Dam, and the 

center, near Wawa and Montalban, were both 

considered to be strong enough to withstand 

heavy, prolonged attacks. These positions, 

furthermore, were well secured on the extreme 

north flank and in the rear by the trackless 

Sierra Madre Mountain Range. 

The vulnerable southern flank , however, 

caused Lt. Gen. Yokoyama grave concern. Not 
only were the natural defenses weak, permit

ting attack from any of three directions, but 

the combat effectiveness of the provisional units 

manning that particular area was considerably 

below average. 
Estimating that the main enemy assault 

95 Organization Chart of the Bay Entrance Defense Force. XI Corps ADVATIS Translation XICAET 0038, 

26 Feb 45. 
96 Following its capture in 1942, Corregidor had been left in ruins until the end of September 1944 at which 

time the Japanese began to reinforce the garrison and rebuild the fortifications. Philippine Area Naval Operations, Pare 

IV, op. cit., pp. 36-7. 
97 An American convoy of two cruisers, one destroyer, and 17 transports entered Manila Bay on I March. 

Shukan Joho Da; Hlakujusan-go l!!mHiJ!lfllm--=:;m (Weekly Intelligence Reports No. "3) Imperial General 
Headquarters, Army Section, 10 Mar 45. 

gil Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol III Supp!. t, p. 23. 
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would be directed at Antipolo and the hills 
immediately to the north , the Shimbu Group 

command believed that this attack would be 

accompanied by a powerful secondary attack. 

This might be directed at the north shore of 

Laguna de Bay after an amphibious move 

across the lake, or it might be an attack from 

the rear by way of Siniloan after launching 

new invasions near Infanta or on the Batangas 

Peninsula near Batangas or Lucena." 

To bolster this southern anchor Maj. Gen. 

Susumu Noguchi had been assigned on 12 

February, the day after his arrival, to command 

the eight battalions between the Kobayashi and 

Kogure forces . The units which were under 

his direct command on Bicol Peninsula had 

begun closing in to the assembly area near 

Bosoboso about 18 February to further strength

en the main positions of the Shimbu Group. 

To strengthen the rear, the naval forces which 

had escaped from Manila were ordered in late 

February to secure the Infanta Peninsula. On 

27 February, Southwest Area Fleet appointed 

Capt. Takesue Furuse, commander Northern 

Philippine Airfield Unit, to command all 

naval forces in the hills east of Manila. Two 

days later the Eastern Naval Unit, comprising 

about 3,000 naval combat troops near Antipolo, 

and the Western Naval Unit, made up of about 

6 ,000 naval service troops and civilians attached 

to the Navy in the Wawa- Bosoboso area , were 
organized. The former immediately began to 

transfer to Infanta under the personal command 
of Capt. Furuse.'~ 

Shortly thereafter, on 6 March, the enemy 

commenced a terrific two-day artillery and air 

99 Ibid., p. 2. 

bombardment of the southern portion of the 

front I ines. The ensuing ground attack first 

broke through south of Antipolo. Within a 

few days the first I ine had been penetrated at 

severa l points between Antipolo and Mt. 

Baytangan, compelling Maj . Gen. Noguchi to 
withdraw remnants of the first line units to the 

second line of defenses about 10 March. 

The deepest and most dangerous enemy 
penetration, however, threatened to sever the 

main line in the center near Mt. Yabang. Lt. 

Gen. Yokoyama, therefore ordered the Japanese 
forces on about 10 March to counterattack 

the enemy sal ient. the main effort to be 
launched against the north shoulder of the 

enemy positions.101 

Four battalions from the Shimbu reserve,'~ 

attached to the Kobayashi Force for this 

operation, launched the counterattack on 12 

March from the area south ofWawa. However, 

they were soon stopped far short of their 

objective, Marikina. This assault was accom

panied by a two-pronged attack south and 

southwest from the vicinity of Ipo by two 

battalions of the Kawashima Force and an 

attack west from the north side of Mt. Yabang 

by the 182d Independent Infantry BattalIOn 

of the Noguchi Force. 
Hardly had this unsuccessful operation been 

terminated when the enemy launched another 

powerful attack, 17 March, aimed at the 

positions held by the Kobayashi Force west of 

Mt. Baytangan. The continued enemy pres
sure and the failure of the earlier counterattack 

made it necessary on about 20 March to order 

a withdrawal of the left flank of the Kobayashi 

tOO Statement by Lt . Comdr. Kayashima, previously cited. 

lor Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. III Supp!. I, p. 25 and Attached Map NO.3· 

102 These four battalions included the 31st Infantry ( less 3d Battalion), which had been transferred from [he 

Kawashima Force late in ' February and placed under direct command of the Shimbu Group, the J 85th Independent 

Infantry Battalion, and one provisional battalion from a railway unit, both of which had just arrived from Bieel. (I) 

Kobayashi Force Operations Order No. A·124. 8 Mar 45. XI Corps ADVATIS Translation XICAET 0049. 22 Mar 

45. (2) Statement by Col. Kobayashi, previously cited. 
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Force and the Noguchi Force to new positions 
east of the Bosoboso River. ,., This retirement, 

completed by the end of March, was followed 
shortly by an enemy drive southeast along the 

Pililla-Siniloan highway. 
Concurrently with this withdrawal, the 

Western Naval Unit, was ordered to begin 

moving from the Wawa·Bosoboso area to the 
Infanta Peninsula.'" 

In the meantime, a change had been effected 

in the command status of the Shimbu Group. 

An Imperial General Headquarters order of 

'9 March redesignated the group as the Forty· 
first Army, giving Lt. Gen. Yokoyama for the 

first time complete command over all subordi
nate units. 10)5 

While the attacks north of Laguna de Bay 

eased off as the enemy forces regrouped for 

another attack, powerful enemy drives were 
launched against the widely scattered forces on 

the Batangas Peninsula. Here, the Fuji Force, 

commanded by Col. Masatoshi Fujishige, 

occupied key positions on the road net and 

commanding terrain south of Laguna de Bay. 

The first sustained attack against these positions 

was launched north and south around the east 

shore of Lake Taal in mid-March. The Japa· 
nese forces in this sector were soon compelled 

to withdraw east and take up new positions on 

the north slope of Mt. Malepunyo, five miles 
northeast of Lipa. ,06 

As the enemy attacks turned eastward 
towards Lamon Bay and continued into April, 

Col. Fujishige decided to withdraw still further 

east and concentrate near the north base of Mt. 

Banahao, '7 miles northeast ofMt. Malepunyo. 
Moreover, by this time an enemy column 

moving along the south shore Laguna de Bay 

had already reached Pagsanjan, ten miles south 

of Siniloan completely severing all land com

munication with the main positions of the 

Forty-first Army. Following the assembly near 

Mt. Banahao during late April, the Fuji Force 

was incapable of conducting more than small 

raids.'" 

In the meantime, the remaining forces on 

the Bicol Peninsula were also being driven into 

the hills. An enemy force which landed near 

Legaspi, , April, soon overcame the resistance 

of the 35th Naval Garrison Unit,''' forcing it 

about 7 April to withdraw to previous'y pre

pared positions about five miles north of 
Legaspi. Three weeks later the unit was again 

forced to retreat to the north. Just before 

reaching Naga, however, the remnants en· 

countered an enemy force moving south and 

were dispersed in small groups into the nearby 
mountains. This was the final phase of organ-

103 Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. III Suppt. I, pp. 25-6. 
104 Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part IV, op. cit., pp. 62-3. 
105 Shimbu Personnel Senior No. 50, 29 Mar 45. ADVATIS Bulletin No. ($siB, 5 Jan 45. This change 

had first been considered by Imperial General Headquarters about mid-December, but no decision was reached at 
that time. In January Fourteenth Area Army recommended to Imperial General Headquarters that the Shimbu 
Group be organized as an Army Headguarters. As a group commander appoimed by General Yamashita, Lt . Gen. 
Yokoyama exercised only tactical comrol over troops assigned to the group. To have complete comrol, it was first 
necessary for the group [0 be recognized as an Army by Imperial General Headquarters, after which Lt. Gen. Yokoyama 
had to be appointed by the Emperor as commander of the Army. 

106 Radio communication between Fuji Force and Forty-first Army ceased in late April. Philippine Opera
tions Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. III Suppl. I, p. 32. 

107 Ibid., p. 47. 
108 This naval unitt composed of about 1,800 [toops, was originally under command of the 31st Special Base 

Force in Manila. At the end of February, however, Southwest Area Fleet placed the 35th Naval Garrison Unit under 
command of the 33d Special Base Force on Cehu. ( I ) Senkyuhyakuyonjuyon oyob; Yonjugo Nen Zai Hilo Nihon Gun 
Heiryoku -:iLIl!IIl!I1kIl!l:ll~:(£Jt/.'l,I'I:t..:i!I~7J (SI .. ngth of Japanese Forces in the Philippines, 1944- 45) 1St and 2d 
Demobilization Bureaus. Nov-Dec 49. (2) Stalemem by Comdr. Kusumi, previously cited. 
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ized resistance on the Bieel Peninsula.''' 

Defense of Baguio 

In northern Luzon, meanwhile, Fourteenth 

Area Army had estimated early in February 
that a major enemy drive on Baguio was im

minent. By this date, moreover, guerrilla bands, 

operating along the Bagabag-Bontoc-Mankayan 

road , had already completely ruptured this one 
remaining vehicular route into the northern 

redoubt. ". (Plate No. 121) 
Although this threat on the north of the 

Baguio-Mankayan-Bambang triangle re'luired 

prompt positive action by Fourteenth Area 

Army, no ade'luate reserves were immediately 
available. Only head'luarters guards and the 

16th Reconnaissance Regiment, 16th Division, 
consitituted the Area Army reserve. 

Reserves were likewise unavailable from other 

sectors of northern Luzon. Although the 

enemy had not yet launched an invasion of the 

Aparri coast, it was estimated that such a 
move might occur at any time. It therefore 

appeared inadvisable to weaken this strategical

ly vital sector, in which the lo3d Division with 

three of its independent infantry battalions was 
deployed. ". 

Further south, the Cagayan valley defenses 

were already dangerously undermanned to meet 

a possible enemy airborne strike. Only one 

regular infantry battalion (I77th Independent 

Infantry Battalion, lo3d Division) was available 
for the defense of the naval air base at 

T uguegarao. Elements of the Fourth Air 

Army had just assembled at Echague.''' On 

6 February, Area Army ordered the 4th Air 
Division to organize eight infantry companies 

109 During the latter part of March and April , the main strength of the Sical Detachment, which had been 

organized by Shimbu Group on 20 March 1945 and which included the H eadquarters. 35th Air Sector Unit, the 147th 

Airfield Battalion and the 5th Surface Raiding Base Banaiion. withdrew from the vicinity of Naga to previously prepared 

positions on Mr. Isarog, I I miles to the east where the derachmenr remained until the end of the war. (I) 147th Airfield 

Battalion Operations Order No. 67. 22 Mar 45. XlV Corps ADVATlS Translation 165 LTDoI27. I2 May 45. (2) 

Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. In Suppl. I, p. 48. 

110 The only all weather route leading into Baguio, Highway 3 through Binalonan and Sison to the junction with 

Highway I I at Camp One, had been severed during the first week of the ground fighting. Fourteenth Area Army had 

begun work early in January on a circuitous route winding about 60 miles through Trinidad to Inticak thence over a 

mountain trail [0 Kayapa where a carabao trail continued through Pingkian to Aritao. This particular trail was selected 

because it was believed to require the least effort to improve. Actually, however, the construction proved to be extremely 

difficult, particularly near the rice paddies and lowlands around Inticak. and the steep grades southeast of Kayapa. No 

more than about one ton of supplies could be brought into Saguio each day at the beginning of February. Reserve 

supplies of food were already reaching a dangerously low level. It was mid-April before construction had progressed 

sufficiently to permit motor vehicles to travel the entire length. (t) Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously cited. 

(2) The Truth of the Philippines Campaign, op. cit., p. 35. 

11 t Another consideration for retaining a strong garrison at Aparri was the belief in Area Army that Japanese 

personnel might yet be transported to the H omeland aboard submarines, supplementing the air lift already operating 

at night from Tuguegarao and Echague. Imperial General Headquarters had dispatched a message to Fourteenth Area 

Army late in January ordering the evacuation to Japan of the maximum number of key personnel, such as pilots, 

engineers, and technicians, by every available means. On or about 10 February, three Japanese submarines left Takao, 

Formosa, for Batulinao, 30 miles east of Aparri. Two were sunk en route. The third returned to Formosa safely. 

This was the last submarine evacuation from the Philippines. (I) Statement by Col. Ichiji Sugita, Staff Officer 

(Operations), Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section. (2) Hita Homen ni akeru SensuiktIn Sakusen . lttb:1i 
rm tc. ~ tt .i51i7l<K:f1::~ (Submarine Operations in the Philippine Area) 2d Demobilization Bureau, Dec 47, 

P·36. 
II2 The Navy and Army were operating airlifts from Tuguegarao and Echague, respectively. 
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from the remnants of the 2d Parachute Group 

and miscellaneous flying personnel still remain

ing at Echague. "J This unit, redesignated 

the Takachiho (iWi'f-fllO Unit'" and placed 

under command of Col. Kenji Tokunaga, 

Commander, 2d Parachute Group, was not 

expected to be ready for combat for at least a 

month. 

The Bagabag-Salacsac-Balete Pass sector 

was even more vulnerable. The loth Division 

was already committed to the initial defense of 

the passes. The 105th Division had just begun 

to displace northward to Bagabag from the 

vicinity of Puncan and was not expected to 

complete its movement until early in March. 

In the meantime, the 10th Infantry (less 2d 

Battalion), 10th Division, which had arrived 

at Bagabag on 25 January and been placed 

under the control of the 105th Division four 

days later, was busy keeping the guerrillas 

under control in that vicinity. The survivors 

of the badly mauled 2d Armored Division 

were just beginning to assemble near Dupax. 

These three divisions had been placed under 

the tactical control of Maj . Gen. Haruo 

Konuma, Deputy-Chief of Staff, Fourteenth 

Area Army, on 23 January, when he had been 

named chief of the newly organized Bambang 

Branch, Fourteenth Area Army headquarters. ", 

Maj. Gen. Konuma, immediately set about the 

task of organizing provisional infantry bat

talions from the numerous miscellaneous air 

force ground personnel and service units. In 

view of the virtual isolation of the Baguio front, 

however, these provisional units were to be 

employed in the loth Division sector and the 

Cagayan Valley. 

Of almost 9,000 naval personnel in Bayom

bong, the majority were civilian employees of 

the Navy. One provisional battalion, with a 

strength of about 500, constituted the only 

regular combat force early in February. ". 

Moreover, Southwest Area Fleet headquarters 

still exercised complete command over the 

entire group. 

On the northwestern coast near Vigan, 

where the main strength of the Araki Force 

(79th Infantry Brigade, 103d Division) occupied 

posltlons, well organized and active guer

rilla operations were believed to presage a 

secondary enemy landing on the nearby 

beaches. It was therefore decided not to 

transfer these Japanese forces to the Bontoc 

area to join the 357th Independent Infantry 

Battalion which was heavily engaged with the 

guerrillas between Suyo and Bontoc. 

113 Following the departure of the Fourth Air Army headquarters for Formosa. 15 January, Fourteenth Area 

Army dealt d irectly with 4th Air Division. On 17 February, Imperial General H eadquarters ordered the deactivation 

of the Fourth Air Army headquarters effective 28 February, at which time the 4th Air Division was incorporated into 

the Fourteenth Area Army order of battle . ( 1) Dairikumei .Dai Sennihyakugojuhrrchi-go. *~.ifi[1-;.rfT=Bli+l\~ 

(Imperial General H eadquarters Army Order No. 1258) 17 Feb 45. ( 2) Hila Koku Sakusen Kiroku Dai Niki. ~~ 

*L~fti'ill,te.t~.w;=Wj (Philippine Air Operations Record, Phase Two) 1st Demobilization Bureau, Oct 46, pp. 133- 4· 
114 T akachiho is the name of a mountain in Kyushu on top of which, according to a Japanese legend, Prince 

Ninig i, ancestor of Emperor Hirohico, was told to descend from heaven. 

115 The Bambang Branch, Fourteenth Area Army headquarters, had been established 18 January, under the 

command of Lt. Col. Makoto Nakahara. The scope of the duties assigned to the branch at that time, however, was 

limited co establishing the Bambang area on a self-sufficient basis insofar as supplies were concerned. By the Area Army 

order of 23 January, the mission was broadened to include tactical control of the 2d Armored, loch and I05th Divisions. 

Area Army, however, still reserved the prerogative of making Ihe major decisions. (1) Shobu Sakumei Ko Dai Yon· 
hyakuyonjunana-go. 1"1it(1'1fll-'I' ii';[Il[Il-1:;')I (Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. A-447) 23 Jan 45· (2) 
Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously ci ted. 

116 (I) Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part IV, op. clr., p. 66. (2) S tatement by Maj . Gen Konuma, 

previously cited. 
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After careful consideration, it was decided 

to contract the defense I ines guarding Baguio 
and to transfer the 19th Division to the Bontoc 
area. The implementing order, substance 

of which was as follows , was issued on 13 

February: "7 

1. The maiu strength of the 23d Di.ision will 

establish rlrong POSitIOns along the. perimeter 

Sablan-Mt. Apni-Mt. Lusen-Camp Three-Malatorre 

and will carry out fierce raiding tactics to inflict hea.y 

losses on the enemy_ Simultaneously preparations 

will be made to execute a counterattack at an] time 

on the ce1Jlral Luzon plain. 

2. The 19th Di.ision, upon being replaced by 

the 23d Di.ision, will shift to Bontoc and, while 

occupying as wide an dred as possible , prepare to 

carry out a cou1Iterattack against the trremy in the 

direction of the Cagayan Ri"er. The di,.;sio1l will 

also take immediate steps to establish peace dud order 

G,rd secure the main roads within the newly assigned 

area. 

3. The boundary line, which will be the respo,lSi

bility of the 23d o..ision, will extend from Mt. 
Pulog through Mt. Nangaoto and Kibungan to 

Bacnotan. The time for the change III responsibility 

will be published in a separate order ... 8 

Another Area Army order of the same day 

defined the areas of responsibility of the I03d, 

I05th and 19th Divisions, and placed the 

357th Independent Infantry Battalion of the 

Araki Force under the command of the 19th 

Division. The following boundaries, to become 

effective 2400 19 February, were established by 

this order:'" 

10 3d and 19th Di.isions: 

The lin' running through Santa Cruz--ea5tern 

boundary of Mountain Province-Mt. earnmg;'" 
gel-southern boundary of Abra Proyince-Hill 

305 (four miles east of Sama Maria)-SatJta 

Maria. The boundary ",ill be the responsibility 

of the 19th Divisio". 

I05th a"d 19th Di.i,io",; 

The lin' rulllling through Mt. Pulog-Hucab

Wacnihan-Santa Cruz. The boundary will be 

the responsibility of the 19th Di.isio". 

As the movement to new positions got under 

way the following day, the enemy resumed his 

offensive. (Plate No. 122) Two secondary 

drives began pressing in the direction of 

Pugo and along the coastal road toward 

Aringay, but the major effort was still in the 

vicinity of Camp One. 
Although the last element withdrew in good 

order from Camp One, ,8 February, the 58:h 

Independent Mixed Brigade had borne the 
brunt of the heavy fighting in the Rosario

Camp One area since late January and the 

losses, consequently, were exceedingly high. 

A partial reorganization of the brigade was 

therefore necessary_ '''' 

1 17 This Area Army order provided for the transfer to the 23d Divis ion of the Hayashi Detachment, which had 

been organized by the 19th Division about 7 January from the 544th Independent Infantry Battalion and miscellaneous 

shipping units stat ioned in San Fernando, and the 1st Battalion, 75th Infantry, 19th Division. Other provisions of 

the order stipulated that the 2d Battalion, 73d Infantry, and 2d Battalion, 75th Infantry, were to be returned to the 

19th Division after the completion of the withdrawal. Shobu Sakumei Ko Dai Gohyakujuroku-go. fc\JAtf"f:'1trp.tf,Ji.-1\.i'l 
(Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. A-516) 13 Feb 45. 

118 The redeployment had progressed sufficiendy by 28 February for the Area Army on that date to fix the time 

for the assumption of command in the newly assigned areas as (200, 5 March. Shobu Sakumei Ko Dai Gohyakugojuichi-go. 
1IJlitf'f.11lt!j3 ti'Hin - -'m (Founeenth Area Army Operations Order No. A-~~ I) 28 Feb 4~' 

119 Shobu Sakumei Ko Dai Gohyaku;ushichi-go. fMJ1tf1::1i/rql~13i--t;~ (Fourteenth Area Army Operatiom: Order 

No. A-~(7) 13 Feb 4~. 
120 The 546th Independent Infantry Battalion was depleted to such an extent that the remnants were absorbed 

into the 379th Independent Infantry Battalion. A provisional infantry battalion was integrated into the 545th Independent 

Infantry Battalion to bring that unit back up to approximately full strength. Summary of 58th Independent Mixed 

Brigade Organization, 20 Feb 45. I Corps ADV ATIS Translation ICAET 0177, 21 Apr 45· 
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Early in March a new enemy drive began 

to materialize against the weak defenses of the 
Ambayabang River valley. '" Although this 

attack, threatening the rear of the Baguio 

front and the uncompleted Baguio-Aritao road, 

fell within the boundary of the 2d Armored 

Div,ision in Salacsac Pass, General Yamashita 

decided to shift the responsibility to the 23d 

Division in view of the desperate situation 

facing the Japanese forces in the Salacsac and 
Balete Pass area. ,n Accordingly, Area Army, 

on 10 March, shifted the 23d Division left 
boundary east to include the Ambayabang 

River, simultaneously assigning to the 23d 

Division the 16th Reconnaissance Regiment 

main strength to secure the upper reaches of 
the river. 1<11) 

Shortly thereafter, about mid-March , Four

teenth Area Army began to recognize that the 

fall of Baguio might not be long delayed. 
Although stubborn defensive fighting forced 

the enemy to measure his gains in yards, the 
rate of attrition within the 23d Division was 

beginning to accelerate rapidly. '" In view of 

the continuing deterioration, General Y amashi

ta directed the Area Army staff to prepare a 

plan for prolonging the delaying action deeper 

In Mountain Province and the Bayombon 

plain. '" 

Meanwhile, the Japanese had been trying 
unsuccessfully since early March to clear the 

San Fernando area of guerrilla forces pouring 
in from the north . Concurrently, Maj. Gen. 

Bunzo Sato, Commander, 58th Independent 
Mixed Brigade, had been following with con

siderable concern the progress of the American 

force advancing north from Aringay. This 

enemy drive threatened to isolate the Japanese 
in the San Fernando area. On 10 March, 

therefore, Maj. Gen. Sato ordered the 1st 

Battalion, 75th Infantry, to withdraw and take 

up new positions in the vicinity of Naguilian. 

Simultaneously, the Hayashi Detachment was 

ordered to remain in the San Fernando area.''' 

As the withdrawal began, the Hayashi Detach
ment pulled in its outpost stationed in the town. 

The guerrillas quickly followed up this with

drawal to move into San Fernando on 14 
March. Six days later, after the American 

forces had entered Bauang from the south on 

18 March, the Hayashi Detachment was order

ed to withdraw over secondary roads to Nagui

lian , thence to take up new positions further 
to the rear at Sablan.'" The American col-

121 Only two guard companies under the command of the Inspectorate of the Line of Communications stood 
between the enemy force and the new road. Both of these companies were stationed in the vicinity of Santa Rosa. 
(Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously cited.) 

122 For further details regarding the operations in Sa laesae Pass at this time see page 478. 

<23 Doku,;fSu Kon,d Da; Gojuhach; Ryodan (Me;) Buta; Kodo Ga;yo ~1'l:m1lXWai-t-i\M<~(lR!)ll1I~ffifiJ#l!'<i! 
[Summary of Operations, 58th Independent Mixed Brigade (Mei Force)] Home Depot Division, undated. Record of 
Operations and Movements of the 16th Reconnaissance Regiment. (pages unnumbered). 

124 In addition to the mounting battle losses, for which the only replacements were untrained and inadequately 
armed service troops, the physical stamina of all troops was deteriorating sharply due to the progressive reduction in 
daily ration brought about by the shortage of food supplies. Moreover, the strain of continuous fighting against an 
enemy who had complete control of the air, unlimited supplies of artillery ammunition, and sufficient reserve units to 
permit rotation of the front line troops, was beginning to make itself felt among the Japanese troops. (Statements by 
Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously cited and Maj. Mitsusuke Tanaka, Staff Officer (Operations), Fourteenth Area Army.) 

125 Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit., Vol. III, Operations on Luzon, p. 164. 

126 58th Independent Mixed Brigade Operations Order No. A- 89, 10 Mar 45. I Corps-ADVATIS Translation 
ICAET 0[77, 2[ Apr 45 . 

127 Following the completion of this withdrawal, the H ayashi Detachment was dissolved. The 544th Independent 
Infantry Battalion thereupon took up positions in the main defense line at Sablan, replacing the 379th Independent In
fantry Battalion which now concentrated on the north flank. of the defense line. (Statement by Maj. Gen. Bunzo Sato, 
commander, 58th Independent Mixed Brigade.) 
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umn, turning east at Bauang, overcame the 

Japanese defenses at Naguilian after three days 

of heavy fighting and pushed on late in March 
to Sablan where the Japanese lines finally held. 

In the meantime, another enemy assault had 

penetrated the outer defenses near Gal iano, 

south of Highway 9. 

Area Army now feared that the enemy's 

main effort against Baguio had been shifted 
from the southwest to the northwest. Long 

range artillery dropping on Baguio late in 
March from the northwest supported this con
tention.us 

Preliminary steps to abandon the city were 

therefore initiated.''' On IO April, the In

spectorate of Line of Communications was 

ordered to establish service organizations and 

disperse supply dumps in the Cervantes-Mt. 
Pulog-Bayombon-Lubuagan area (22 miles 
northeast of Bontoc ).' •• 

General Yamashita decided, soon thereafter , 

to transfer his headquarters temporarily to 

Bambang, pending completion of the com

mand post at Kiangan. Accordingly, the 

Area Army established on 13 April, the 

Baguio Branch, Fourteenth Area Army 
headquarters, to control tactical operations 

on the Baguio front following the de-

parture of General Yamashita. Maj . Gen. 
Naokata Utsunomiya, Deputy-Chief of Staff, 

was simultaneously asslgned chief of the 

branch.'" 

The defense of Baguio was now entering 

its final phase. An enemy tank-infantry task 

force , which had been halted late in March at 

Sablan, finally broke through the lines, 15 

April, after first neutralizing the Japanese 

artillery emplaced near Monglo. Several tanks 

swept on through Irisan by the morning of the 

17th. Maj . Gen. Sato, rallying every available 

unit inc! uding miscellaneous service elements 

from Baguio, immediately launched a de
termined counterattack. As the small enemy 

force withdrew, the brigade re-established the 

Japanese line through the northwestern section 
of Irisan.,j1 

Word now arrived in Baguio that the road 
to Aritao was completed. General Yamashita, 

accompanied by a group of staff officers, there

upon departed the evening of the 17th for 

Bambang. Prior to leaving, the Area Army 
commander imparted last minute instructions 

to Maj. Gen. Utsunomiya relative to future 

steps to be taken by the forces on the Baguio 
front. The substance of these orders was as 

follows :'" 

128 Japanese civilians residing in Baguio were ordered to evacuate to Bayombong, 30 March. Fourteenth Area 

Army Line of Communication Staff Transportation Special Order NO.7. 30 Mar 45. ADVATIS Bulletin No. 702, 7 

Jun 45, p. t. 

129 Maj. Gen. Haruo Konuma, who was conducting the defense of Balete and Salacsac Passes at this time, visited 

Fourteenth Area Army headquarters in Baguio on 4-5 April. Upon seeing how discouraged the Japanese were in this 

sector he proposed sending a provisional infantry battalion from the Cagayan Valley to aid in the defense of Baguio. He 

immediately dispatched a message to his command post in Bambang, ordering one provisional battalion to depart for 

Baguio. Because of the poor condition of the Baguio·Aritao trail, however, only the headquarters and one company 

completed the entire march, arriving at Baguio 16 April. Following the withdrawal of the Japanese from Baguio, this 

battalion was ordered by Area Army to come under the command of the 2d Armored Division. (Statement by Maj. 

Gen. Konuma, previously cited.) 

130 Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. C-406, IO Apr 45. in I Corps ADVATIS Translation 163d 

LDT 0205, 5 May 45· 
131 Shohu Sakumei Ko Dai Roppyakuyonjushichi-go f~j'it(~1f[rlflm~[l91::hfl ( Fourteenth Area Army Operations 

O,de, No. A-647) '3 Ap' 45. 
132 Statement by Maj . Gen. Sato, previously cited. 

133 The Truth of the Philippines Campaign, op. cit., p. 46. 
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I. Pre'lle71t the euem'1 from entering Baguio as 

long a5 pOSIible. Whetl the situatiotl makes it 
inevitable, withdraw to the liue extending from the 

heights tlorth of Poitlt 21 Km to the heigh/1 southwest 

of Pingkian so as to mainta;" contact with the Balete 

front. 
2. The main stretlgth of the 23d Di.isiotl will 

occupy new positions extendiug from Point 21 Km to 

the heights southwest of Pitlgkian. Care must be 

exercised to a"foid enemy eucirclemellt. 

3. The 58th Independetlt Mixed Brigade will 

occupy new positions in the sector northwest of 

Pojm 21 Km . 

Two days later, with the fierce battle still 

raging near Irisan, the Japanese defenses in 

that sector began to crumble. The 23d Di

vision commander promptly issued an order 
calling for the transfer of elements from each 

of the three infantry regiments south and south

west of Baguio to reinforce the Irisan sector. 

The remainder of the 23d Division was to 

occupy the present positions along the line Mt. 

Calugong-Mt. Sto Tomas-Camp 4-Tuey Peak

Mt. Ananeto-Dalupirip.·" 

Although the reinforcements began arriving 

on the Highway 9 front that same day, the 

weight of the enemy assault forced the Japanese 

to retreat slowly towards Baguio.·" By 24 April 
the enemy advance threatened to imperil the 

planned withdrawal deeper into the norrhern 

redoubt. Maj. Gen. Utsunomiya therefore 

directed the division to abandon the Baguio 

area and to take up new positions further north 

along a line running generally from Atok to 

Mt. Inoman." · 

The same day, as the advance elements of the 
American forces entered the western approaches 
to the city, the 23d Division issued the imple

menting order and initiated the retreat. By 

29 April most of the troops had successfully 

gained the north side of Baguio. 
While the enemy paused in Baguio to re

organize, the remnants of the Japanese 23d 

Division and the 58th Independent Mixed 

Brigade took up positions along the new line 

in preparation for the final defense of the inner 

mountain stronghold.''' 

Battle for the Northern Passes 

In the meantime, while the 23d Division 

had been delaying the American thrust into 

Baguio, the Japanese forces in the sector guard

ing Salacsac and Balete Passes were engaged 

in even a more bitter and protracted struggle 
to secure the southern £lank of the northern 

redoubt. 

The rugged landscape and dense forests of 

the Caraballo Mountains dominating this sector 

offset to a great extent the enemy's advantage 

of complete and unchallenged control of the 

air and his material superiority. Highway 5 
was the single route over which vehicular traffic 

could move northward into Cagayan Valley. 

(Plate No. 123) The Villa Verde Trail, run

ning from San Nicolas through steep mountains 

to join Highway 5 at Santa Fe, had been im-

134 23d Division Operations Order Nos. A-253 and A-2541 19 Apr 45. I Corps ADVATIS Translation 

,63d LOT 0206, 4 May 45. 

135 One battalion of the 23d Division was thrown into the line about 19 April. followed two days later by another 

battalion of the 23d Division. Finally, about 22 April, the 16th Reconnaissance Regiment main strength, which on 20 

April was ordered to withdraw from the vicinity of Tebbo, was committed with no more success. (Statement by Maj. 

Gen . Sato, previously cited.) 

136 Statement by Maj. Gen. Naokata Utsunomiya, Deputy-Chief of Staff, Fourteenth Area Army. 

137 During the evacuation of Baguio, the 378th Independent Infantry Battalion was almost annihilated. All of 

the artillery pieces of the 23d Division and the 58th Independent M ixed Brigade were lost during the withdrawal. (I) 
Statement by Maj. Gen. Sato, previously cited. (2) Philippine Operations Record. Phase Three. op. cit. Vol. III, 

p. 186. 
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proved to some extent, but much of it could 

not be traversed by vehicles. East of Highway 

5 several smaller trails passed north through 
the mountains. The most important, the 

Suzuka or Carranglan T rai!,'" led north from 

Carranglan through mountains considered less 
difficult to negotiate than those over which 

the Villa Verde Trail passed. 
In mid-]anuary, when the loth Division first 

took up positions guarding these routes, it was 

estimated that the enemy main attack would be 

directed along Highway 5, with a secondary 
attack along the Suzuka Trail slightly more 

probable than one along the Villa Verde 

Trail."· Accordingly, the Tsuda Detachment 
with its two remaining regular infantry battali

ons was deployed to secure the area east of 

Highway 5, while the loth Reconnaissance Re

giment, with a total strength of less than a bat

talion of infantry, was ordered to continue its 

mission of guarding the entrance to the Villa 

Verde Trail. The main strength of the divi

sion, the 63d Infantry, was ordered to occupy 

and defend positions securing Balete Pass, 

through which Highway 5 led .... 
During the following month, as the forces 

along Highway 5 and on the right flank were 

gradually reinforced from the reserves,'" the 
division worked with feverish haste to improve 

the natural defenses guarding each of the ter

rain corridors. The surrounding area was 

literally honeycombed with caves, tunnels, gun 

positions and pillboxes. Stocks of food and 

munitions recently evacuated from San Jose 

were stored near the positions in preparation 

for a long and stubborn battle. 

Although by mid-February the enemy had 

not yet launched a full -scale assault against 

either the Advance Force or the loth Recon

naissance Regiment the tempo of his attacks 

nevertheless was increasing daily. At this 

juncture the Area Army, upon the recom

mendation of Maj. Gen. Konuma, ordered the 

loth Division to defend its positions to the last 

man. Substance of this order, which had been 

previously imparted to the division by Maj. 

Gen. Konuma on 1 February and again on II 

February, was as follows: '.' 

138 This same trail was referred to by the American forces as the Old Spanish Trail. 

139 This estimate of the secondary attack was based on the premise that the enemy would attack up the more 
gradual slope north of Carranglan. Because of this more gradual slope the Japanese also considered the Suzuka Trail 
more difficult [0 defend. (Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously cited.) 

140 Tetsu (10th Division) Operations Order No. A-67. 15 Jan 45. I Corps ADVATIS Translation ICAET 
0185. 25 Apr 45. 

t4t The outposts in front of the 63d Infantry were nrst strengthened following a 23 January order by which the 
Inoue (Provisional) Battalion was added to the Advance Force immediately after be.ng transferred from the I05th 
D ivision. Shortly thereafter, the 2d Battalion, loth Infantry, was removed from the division reserve and also assigned 
to the Advance Force. Early in February, the 359th Independent Infantry Banalion, 105th Division, which had just 
been attached to the loth Division from the 2d Armored Division, was ordered to take up positions mid-way between 
Digdig and Carranglan to block a possible enemy attack on Highway 5 from Carranglan. On 7 February, because of 
persistent though relatively small scale enemy attacks north of San Nicolas and Santa Maria, the division issued an 
order which included the following provisions: a. 1st Battalion, 39th Infantry, will take up positions in Salacsac Pass, 
behind the loth Reconnaissance Regiment. b. The division artillery unit will place about one battalion in the vicinity 
of Imugan and have it prepared to cooperate in the Salacsac Pass fighting . c. Main strength of the Fujikuro Force 
(provisional battation of the Tsuda Detachment) will proceed to the Ambayabang River valley about five miles north of 
Salacsac and pacify the guerrillas in that area. (I) Tetsu ( loth Division) Operations Order No. A-76, 23 Jan 45. 
I Corps ADVATIS Tunsla,ion ICAET 0,85. 25 Apt 45. (2) Statement by Maj. Gen. Sabe Tsuchiya. Chief of 
Staff. 10th Division. (3) Tetsu (10th Division) Operations Order No. A-95. 7 Feb 45. I Corps ADVATIS 
Translation ICAET 0185. 2~ Apr 45. (4) Cf. n. 41. 

-142 Shobu Sakumei Ko Dai Goh,akunijuroku'g> f.\Jiitf1;1Ilt1jl~'li=:>';;!t2 (Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order 
No. A-526) 16 Feb 45. 
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1. Enemy strength must be reduced by carrying 

out l'igorous raiding attacks deep wllhm the enemy 

areas in the }licin;!,), of San Nicolas, San Quilllin, 

San jose, Rizal, and to the romh. 

2. The entire area from the line running east to 

west immediately north of Puncan to the line running 

east to west through Balete Pass must be strongly 

defended to the last as the main position to crush the 

enemy. To accomplish this, counterattacks must be 

made and the enemy crushed 0" the spot with local 

forces or with powerful elements of the dj}lision main 

strength if the enemy attempts to infiltrate or advance 

into the rear through gaps. 

3. The same tactics will be employed if the 

enemy attempts to infiltrate through the Ambayabang 

River or Mt. Nanaabung (13 miles "ortheast of 

Carranglan) flanks. 

4. Depending on the situation, the mai" strength 

must be prepared to counterattack an enemy assault 

which may come from the San Nicolas, San Jose J or 

the Rizal sectors. 

5. Withdrawal from the main positiom will be 

o"ly upon Area Army order. 

The stage was now set for more than three 

months of the most violent and fanatical defen

sive fighting on all of Luzon. Near Puncan 

enemy forces were already moving through the 

hills on each side of Highway 5 to outflank the 

Japanese positions. On 19 February, Lt. Gen. 

Okamoto ordered the 359th Independent In

fantry Battalion, to pull back its main strength 
closer to Digdig from where it could check an 

enemy advance from the south or east. Simul

taneously the Advance Force was redesig 
nated the Puncan Sector Defense Unit.''' 

With operations progressing favorably at 
Puncan, Maj. Gen. Konuma, on 25 February, 
directed the loth Division to counterattack the 

American forces in this area with a powerful 

element. Having no division reserve, Lt. Gen. 

Okamoto decided to employ the main strength 
of the 63d Infantry and immediately dispatched 

an implementing order to this effect. '44 Shortly 

after the designated units reached the hills 

northwest of Digdig, however, the enemy 

column overcame the Puncan Sector Defense 

Unit, 2 March, forcing the remnants to with

draw northwest into the hills. Elements of the 

63d Infantry thereupon began moving back to 

the main positions. 

In the meantime, a more dangerous enemy 

drive began gaining momentum on the right 
flank, where an estimated one division was 

forcing the loth Reconnaissance Regiment 

back along the Villa Verde Trail. On 2 

March, the Japanese were reported to be hold

ing out with great difficulty in positions near 
Salacsac 2d Pass. ,<> As a stop-gap measure, 

pending additional reinforcements from the 

Area Army, the loth Division on 3 March 

placed the 1st Battalion, 39th Infantry, and 
the Fujikuro Force, both of which were in 

Salacsac 1st Pass, under the control of the 

loth Reconnaissance Regiment.'" 

Maj. Gen. Konuma promptly cancelled his 

directive of 25 February to the loth Division 
and issued, 3 March, in the name of the Area 

Army Commander, an order which included 

the following provisions :'" 

'43 Tetsu (10th Division) Operations Order No. A·'II, 19 Feb 45. I Corps ADVATIS Translation ICAET 
0185, 25 Apr 45. 

144 (1) Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma. previously cited. (2) 63d Infantry Operations Order No. 83. 25 Feb 
45· I Corps ADVATIS Translation ICAET 0185,25 Apr 45. 

145 Salacsac 2d Pass was the term applied by the Japanese to a saddle on the Villa Verde Trail between two 
prominent hills about two miles west of the village of Salacsac. The summit nearest Salacsac where the trail broke out 
into the open in the direction of Sante Fe was ca lled Salacsac 1St Pass. 

146 Tetsu (10th Division) Operations Order No. A-132, 3 Mar 45. I Corps ADVATIS Translation ICAET 
0185, 25 Apr 45· 

'47 Shohu Ha Sakumei Ko Ddi Nijuichi.go f.;)Ji\:iIi\f'l'11lt'llm= -i)Jl (Fourteenth Area Army, Bambang Branch, 
Operations Order No. A-21) 3 Mar 45· 
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I. The 2d Armo"d Di.ision will depdrt from 
its present locatIon on the tvtmng of 4 March and 
ad;ance to the 'Vicinity of Salacsac Pass via the Toad 
through Aritdo, Sdrlid Fe, dnd Sdldcsac P,w. The 
di.isioll wi II occupy thdt dred dnd crush the enemy on 

the west side of the pass by a systematic order of coun· 
terdttacks. Locdl positiom must be defer.ded dt dll 

coslS (withdrdwd" dre prohibited) dOO the enemy must 
be destroyed before he redches the rear perimeter (lIedr 
Salacsdc PdSS) of the positiom. Raidillg assaults 
must be carried out not only on tbe fro II[ of local 
positions, but deep itllo the rear of enemy territory. 
Counterattacks with a large force will be carried out 
systemdtically dnd expediently dt both fldnks of the 

enemy salient. 
2. The commdnder of the 10th Di.ision will 

continue his present dutieJ and transfer subordinate 
units (less units in the 'Vicinity of Santa Fe) in the 
new operational area of the 2d Armored Di'JIisio7J 
to the command of the 2d Armored Division com
mander when he arri"es in the ')Iidnity of Sa/acIdc 
Pass. From the.. forces which WeTt expected to coulller

attack the enemy ;11 the yicinity of PU71can about three 
companiej will immediately assemble in the 'JIiciuity 
of Imugan and (orne under the command of the 2d 
Armored Di'JIision. 

3. The boundary, which will he the responsibility 
of the 2d Armored Di.ision, will he the line running 

through Sarlid Fe-Hill 1210 (dbout five miles south· 

west 0/ Santa Fe)-Nati.idad. 
4. The 105th Di.i,io" commd"der will dirpdtch 

the main strength (about one battalioll commanded 
by the regimental commander) of the 10th Ill/alltry 
dOO the Fourteenth Area Army Trainillg U"ittow.rds 

Aritao with objecti'JIe of going i1lto actioll near 
Solacrac Pas,. 

5. The 4th Air Di.isio" commander ",ill dis
patch the Takachiho Unit towardr Aritao with the 

objecti'JIe of going into act;o11 near Salacsac Pass. 

Implementing orders by each of the divisions 
followed shortly thereafter. Advance elements 

of me 2d Armored Division began moving 

from Dupax on the evening of the 4th, and by 

IO March the major portion of the division 

was deployed in positions securing the Salacsac 
2d Pass. ,.' Lt. Gen. Iwanaka immediately 

initiated a series of sharp counterattacks in an 

effort to regain lost positions in that area. 
Although these attacks succeeded in tempora

rily slowing the enemy drive, the 2d Armored 

Division was nevertheless finally forced to 

withdraw on 25 March to positions further to 

me rear near Salacsac Ist Pass, where the 

division began a stubborn defense. '49 

In the meantime, another threat had taken 

shape on the left flank of the loth Division 
sector. On 12 March, it was reported that a 

strong American force, estimated to be another 

division, had concentrated along the southern 
approaches to the Suzuka Trail. ,,0 Upon re

ceiving a further report two days later that this 

enemy division had begun to attack the Tsuda 

D etachment, Maj. Gen. Konuma immediately 

reinforced the roth Division with one provi
sional infantry battalion and the Takachiho 
Unit,'" which was expected to arrive at Dupax 

the following day. ". 

148 The 2d Armored Division had reorganized the 6th and loth Tank Regiments and the division antitank 

unit into three infantry battalions. These were supported by the 2d Mobile Artillery Regiment, which by this time 

was reduced to a strength of approximately one artillery battalion. Total strength of the division numbered about 

4,300. (Statement by Lt. Col. Kawai, previously cited.) 

149 An attempt by the 2d Armored Division on 31 March to recapture the Salacsac 2d Pass failed to dislodge 

forward elements of the enemy force. Ibid. 

ISO Shobu Ba Den Dai Sanbyakuju5hichi.go fl;JitAUt.m=--1::~ (Fourteenth Area Army, Bambang Branch, 

Telegram No. 317) 12 Mar 45. 
151 With the assignment of the Takachiho Unit to the Suzuka Trail sector, Col. Kenji Tokunaga, who was senior 

to Col. Den Tsuda, took over command of all Japanese forces in this area. (Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previous

ly cited.) 
152 When, on 18 March, it was learned that the original reports had overestimated the size of the enemy force 

attacking in the Suzuka Trail area, the newly added reinforcements, last elements of which arrived on 20 March, were 

nevertheless left in that acea. Ibid. 
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Along Highway 5, meanwhile, the enemy 
continued to forge ahead. By mid-March he 

was attacking the forward positions of the 63d 

Infantry.'H Although by the end of March 

the American forces had broken through 
the first line positions in one sector along the 

highway, they did not exploit the penetration. 

In~tead, construction was begun on a new road 
east of, and parallel to, Highway 5. 

This project was promptly recognized as fore

shadowing a renewed enemy attack on the left 

flank of the 63d Infantry. The Japanese never
theless were unable to adopt adeguate measures 

to deal effectively with this new threat. Infil

tration parties were sent out nightly to destroy 

construction eguipment, but the Japanese could 

not break through the heavy infantry guard 
posted around the vehicles. 

By this time, small groups of guerrillas were 
beginning to infiltrate through the front lines 
to occupy commanding terrain immediately in 

rear of the Japanese. Each guerrilla force sub

seguently was enlarged into a cancerous enemy 

island which attacked the Japanese from the 
rear in coordination with ttontal assaults by the 

American forces. '" 

On 10 April , the enemy, supported by a 

terrific artillery bombardment anp heavy air 
strikes, launched the anticipated attack against 

the left flank of the 63d Infantry.''' In a des

perate attempt to stem this drive with a decisive 
blow before it got well under way, Lt. Gen. 

Okamoto, on 15 April, ordered the loth Infan

try (less 2d and 3d Battalions) and an element 
of the Tokunaga Detachment to launch a co

ordinated counterattack against the enemy right 
flank. This attack failed to materialize, how

ever, because the Americans struck the Japanese 
forces en route to the attack positions. By 

the end of April, despite the infusion of newly 

formed provisional battalions,''' the enemy had 

secured positions ttom which he was able to 
control the heights east of Balete Pass. 

The 2d Armored Division was also falling 

back slowly before the relentless enemy pressure 
in the Salacsac area. Despite repeated coun

terattacks and nightly infiltration raids, the 

Japanese were unable to check the American 

drive.'" By 30 April the defenses in Salacsac 
1st Pass had been penetrated at many points, 

leaving the 2d Armored Division in control only 

of the heights on either side of the summit.'" 

The enemy was now dangerously close to 
breaking through either the loth Division or 

the 2d Armored Division. General Yamashita 

therefore issued on 5 May from his temporary 

command post at Bambang an " Outline of Fu
ture Operational Policy for Northern Luzon", 

153 In the meantime, the Area Army, after temporarily weakening the loth Division by detaching three companies 

of the 63d Infantry to the 2d Armored Division, had augmented the strength, 8 March, by ordering the loth Infantry 

(less 2d Battalion) to rejoin the l oth Division. Immediately upon arriving in the division area, 10-20 March, the loth 

Infantry (less 2d and 3d Banalions) was assigned to the area between Highway 5 and the Suzuka Trail. The 3d Battalion 

was simultaneously attached (0 the 63d Infantry to further strengthen the defenses in Balete Pass. (I) Ddi Ju Shiddn 
(TeIJU Heidan ) ShijilJu ShirlO ti';+flffil!ll(m~l!ll) ~:£'(. ~",,. [Histo,ical Data, wth Division (Tetsu Focce)] Home Depot 

Division, 15 Feb 47. (2) Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously cited. 

154 The Truth of the Philippines Campaign, op. cit., p. 50. 

155 Statement by Maj. Gen. Tsuchiya, previously cited. 

156 During the period, from February to April the Bambang Branch, Area Army, had organized 24 provisional 

infantry battalions seven of which had been assigned to the loth Division. (Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previou!'ly 

cited.) 
157 In the three month period ending 30 April the 2d Armored Division had been reinforced by the addition of 

,ix provisional infantry batcalions. Ibid. 

158 Statement by Lt. Col. Kawai, previous ly cited. 
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summary of which follows :'W 

1. .The Four/ee1lth Area Army will crush the 

~1Jemy along a strategK line con1lec!lllg the sector 

'West of 21 Km . Point , the l'icitdty of Baloy, and MI. 

Ugu, and a/50 i" the 'Vicimty of SalaCJtU and Balele, 

the latter two areas being the present front line. 

For this purpose, Area Army restrlle strellgth will 

be poured comjuuouslr i7Jta the 2d Armored Di')lision 

and the 10th Di'JIuioll itl order to maintain the battle 

strength of these divmo71s. At the Jdme time, strength 

from the Carranglan front will be di>erted to the 

Saiacsdc or Ba/ele Pass fronts when necessary. 

2. The Area Army will sim ultaneously hold a 

wide area, inc/udi1lg the sector in the l'ici71it'Y of 

BO/I/oc and the Cagayan Valley, making every effort 

to inflict hed'V'Y casualties on the enemy and maintain 

a source of supplies necessary for the execution 0/ 
subsequent operations. For thiJ purpose , the mam 

strength of the 19th, 103d, and 105th Oi.isiollS alld 

Araki Force 'Will concentrate i,1 the 'Yicinity of BOIllOC, 

Cauayan, Bagabag and Banaue , respectively. 100 

3 . If the situation becomes unfavorable in the 

Baguio area, the Area Army, while (Overing the right 

flank of the Salacsac line , w,lI crush the enemy by 

using its main force along the hills on the left bank 

of the Agno Ri.er and by usmg a part of its troops 

in the "icinity of Toyangatl (15 miles northeast of 

Baguio). 

4. Considering the possibility of an enemy pene

tration of the Salacsac·Balete line, preparatioTlS must 

be made south of Bambang to check the enemy, 

particularly enemy tanks. E'Yery attempt must also 

he made to hold the area north of Bambang as long 

as possible. Furthermore, neceHary preparatio1H 'Will 

be made rapidly in .iew of the possible loss of the 

Bagabag and the Cauayan plains. In the e.ent the 

enemy penetrates the present Balete·Salacsac litle , the 

2d Armored Di",'si01l will take up positions in depth 

iT, the direction Pingkian and Salinas and the loth 

Di"ision in the direction of Bagabag. 

5. At all costs, the Area Army must hold the 

strategic area including the mOUlllainous pro}linces in 

the }licinily of Mankayan, Bon/oc, Bagabag, and 

Ambudao (Sl miles northeast of Baguio) and the sector 

at the head of the A t,no R,.er and attempt to hold 

out indefinl/ely. 

Although the Japanese were still holding on 
doggedly to their positions in the passes, the 

struggle was rapidly reaching a climax. The 
loth Division, in spite of reinforcing the 63d 

Infantry with every available unit, had been un

able to retake any important positions or check 

the enemy's grinding offensive. Attacks on each 

side of Highway 5 continued to press through 

Balete Pass. The 2d Armored Division, by 

this time, was also unequal to the task. 

With it now appearing just a matter of days 

until the American forces would break through 

the last defenses. General Yamashita decided, 

on 13 May, to transfer his command post to 

Kiangan. Maj. Gen. Naokata Utsunomiya, 

159 Fourteenth Area Army Operations Orders, op. cit: Outline of Future Operational Policy for Northern 

Luzon, 5 May 45. 

160 The following preliminary steps had already been taken by the Area Army to concentrate its scattered forces 

closer to the si te of the final stand : a. The Araki Force, which had been placed directly under the Area Army on 

16 March, was now assembled in the Cervantes area whence it had been ordered about 19 April; b The I03d Di· 

vision had been ordered by Area Army, 27 April, to transfer its main strength to the Cauayan-- Cabagan area, leaving 

in Aparri only the Yuguchi Detachment with a nuclear infantry streng~h of two battalions ; c. The Bayombong 

Naval Defense Force had been placed under command of the 105th Division on I April for land operations. (I) 
Shohu Sakumei Ko Dai GohyakushichiJushichi.go f,\lit·f'F1ftrF.flmn:ttSlJt (Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. 

A.577) ,6 M .. 45. (2) Dai Hyaku,an Shidan (Shun) Buta, Kodo Gaiyo ~~i"E::. mill'll(~)lI~~ff>iJJ«lt~ [Summary of 

Operat ions, 103d Division (Shun Force)] Home Depot Division, undated. (3) Shohu Sakumei Ko Dal Roppyakukyu. 
ju.go jl.Jit f"1ilr !fl>i~"" :it.O\1li (Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. A.6<}O) 27 Apr 45· (4) '03d Division 
Operations Order No. A.283, , May 45. I Corps ADVATIS Translation ,63 LDT 0274, 22 Jun 45· (5) Shobu 
Sakumei Ko Dal Roppyakunijulchi.go i,I,Jjit('F~EfI*~=-iIJt (Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. A·62I) 31 

Mar 45. 
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who had not yet arrived at Bambang from 
Baguio, was appointed Chief of the Bambang 

Branch the same day,'·' replacing Maj . Gen. 
Konuma who had been ordered by Imperial 

General Headquarters to return to the H ome
land.'·' 

Even before General Yamashita departed on 

20 May, the enemy had broken through the 
loth Division to seize Balete Pass on 13 May. ,., 

Other enemy forces had also pushed through 

the west side of the highway to capture positions 
northeast of Mt. Maleco and finally to sever 

the Imugan-Santa Fe road on 24 May.'" 
The 2d Armored Division, still defending 

the Villa Verde Trail from positions west of 

Imugan, was now compelled to shift its line of 

communications to the Imugan-Pingkian

Aritao road. Shortly thereafter, on about 26 
May, the division withdrew to the north of 

Imugan. The pressure on this front thereupon 

eased off as the enemy continued along the 

Villa Verde Trail to Highway 5. 

Having been driven from the passes, 

Fourteenth Area Army believed an opportunity 

might arise in the near future to attack the 

flanks of the enemy column pushing north 

along Highway 5 toward Bagabag. The Area 
Army therefore began to plan what might be 

the last coordinated attack on the American 

forces in northern Luzon. 

Fighting East of Manila, Phase II 

While the Japanese on the Balete-Salacsac 
front were still battling furiously to prevent a 

complete enemy breakthrough, the situation 
in the Forty-first Army area east of Manila con

tinued to grow steadily worse. (Plate No. 125) 

By early May Army headquarters had not 

yet been able to determine accurately the reason 

for the comparative lull which had prevailed 
north of Laguna de Bay for almost a month. 

It was believed that the Americans were either 

regrouping prior to resuming the offensive or 
were planning to contain the Forty-first Army 

with a small force while transferring the major 

strength to another sector. Regardless of the 

true situation, it was considered that a counter

attack would achieve the maximum strategic 
delay envisaged in the basic Luzon defense 

plans. 

Lt. Gen. Yokoyama issued orders accord

ingly about 3 May. Harassing raids were to 
be initiated from the north flank on the night 

of 10 May. Forty-eight hours later a large 

scale infiltration counterattack was to be launch

ed by the 31st Infantry (less 3d Battalion but 

reinforced by the 3d Battalion, 17th Infantry) 
from the west side of Mt. Purro. ,., A provi

sional battalion of the Kobayashi Force was to 
.attack simultaneously toward Montalban.,66 

Further south, a maximum number of raiding 

units was to be dispatched in the direction of 

Antipolo by the Noguchi Force. 

Shortly thereafter a renewal of the enemy 

offensive began to upset the p!an. Fierce at
tacks against the center of the Forty-first Army 

line. 4 May, threatened to break through the 

Kobayashi Force near Wawa. Lt. Gen. Yoko
yama promptly ordered the Kawashima Force 

161 Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. A·750, [3 May 45. XIV Corps ADVATIS Translation 

,65 LOT 0'43, 8 Jul 45· 
162 Statement by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously cited. 

163 Historical Data, loth Division (Tetsll Force), op. cit. 

164 Statement by Lt. CoL Kawai , previously cited. 

165 (1) Kawashima Force Operations Order No. A·I46 (Shimbu Group Operations Order No. A-228) 4 May 

45. XI Coeps AOVATIS Translat;on .64 LOT ooBo, 24 May 45. (2) Kobayashi Force Operations Order No. 

A-244, 4 May 45. XI Corps AOVATIS Translation t64 LOT 0082,27 May 45· 

166 [bid., (Kobayashi Force Operations Order No. A-244.) 
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to mltlate the infiltration raids immediately 
instead of on 10 May,'" but before the raiding 

units jumped off the enemy offensive had 
spread to the north flank. The terrific artil

lery preparation laid on the Japanese positions 
guarding Ipo Dam on 6 May prevented the 

infiltration parties from moving forward , and 

the Kawashima Force was forced to suspend 

the planned operations. 

The Army commander, although now fully 

cognizant of the weight of the enemy attacks 
in both sectors, still believed nevertheless that 

the major effort was concentrated against 

Wawa. He therefore ordered the Kawashima 

Force to launch a strong attack in the direction 
of Montalban to ease the pressure at the center 
of the line.,68 

The situation on the northern flank had now 

worsened to such an extent that Maj. Gen. 
Kawashima pressed the Army for cancellation 

of this latest attack plan. After this request 

was refused on the grounds that the situation 

on the Wawa front was still the most critical, 

preparations for the counterattack were im

mediately pushed by the Kawashima Force. 

The 358th Independent Infantry Battalion, 
which formed the nucleus of the Kawashima 

Force, was pulled out of the left center of the 

line on the evening of the 12th and moved 

southeast behind the left flank to a position 
from which the attack could be launched on the 

following morning. 

Just at this critical moment an enemy attack 

was launched at the weakly held positions 

vacated the preceding night by the 3 58th Inde
pendent Infantry Battalion. Maj. Gen. Kawa

shima, having no reserves capable of stopping 

this assault, immedIately ordered the battalion 

to reoccupy its original positions. By the time 
the battalion returned, however, the enemy 
had penetrated the line and, despite repeated 

counterattacks during the following two days, 

the positions could not be recaptured. The 

enemy forged ahead to capture Ipo Dam on 17 
Mayas the Kawashima Force retreated deeper 

into the mountains to the rear. · .. 

In the meantime, the other Japanese forces 

designated to attack in the original 4 May plan 

jumped off according to schedule. The 3,st 
Infantry, reinf., proved unable to penetrate the 

enemy lines, however, and the main attack 

ended in fail ure. Small raiding units operated 

for several days behind the enemy lines near 

Antipolo and Montalban, but their effect was 

negligible. 
The enemy now concentrated the full force 

of his overwhelming airpower in support of 

the ground attacks in the Wawa area. The 

combined weight of this bombardment and 

intense artillery fire took a heavy toll of the 
Kobayashi Force. By late May the defenses 

along the base of Mt. Purro crumbled, and the 
Japanese withdrew further east .• ,. 

South and to the rear of the main positions 

of the Forty-first Army, the Kogure Detach

ment had meanwhile been delaying an enemy 

column moving toward Lamon Bay from 

Siniloan. The detachment main strength, 
defending a narrow mountain defile near 

Salangbato, checked this drive from late April 

until mid-May when the American forces 

finally penetrated the last positions.'" 
This enemy column then sped on until it 

ran up against the positions of the Eastern 

167 Statement by Maj . Noriaki Akutsu, Staff Officer (Intelligence), I05th Division, attached to Kawashima 
Force. 

,68 Ibid. 
169 [bid. 

170 Statement by Col. Hashimoto, previously cited . 

17 J Statement by Lt. Col. Kogure, previou:.ly cited. 
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Naval Unit outside of Infanta.'" The naval 

troops were able to stem the advance until 25 

May. when Rear Adm. Furuse ordered the 

garrison to withdraw west,''' leaving Infanta 

unguarded. Shortly thereafter, these Japanese 

troops broke up into small groups , the larger 

portion retreating deep into the Sierra Madre 

Mountains along the upper reaches of the 
Kanan River.''' 

The Forty-first Army was now crumbling 

rapidly. Heavy fighting on reduced rations 
had debilitated the survivors to the point where 

further organized resistance was impossible. 
To retain a semblance of organization, however, 

Army headquarters drafted a plan, 27 May, by 
which the remnants were to break up into 

small groups and organize defensive sectors 

deeper In the mountains, living off the land 

and fighting sporadically as guerrillas.''' 

Following the issuance of implementing orders 
late in May, the Army's combat effectiveness 

was negligible. 

End of the Luzon Campaign 

The decimated remnants of the Fourteenth 

Area Army in the north were meanwhile being 

isolated by an unexpectedly swift enemy drive 

along Highway 5 which caught successive Japa-

nese defenses completely by surprise. (Plate 

No. 126) 

The Area Army had completed about 3 t 

May the plans for a series of attacks against 
the flanks of the enemy column. The oper

ation was scheduled to proceed substantially as 

follows :'" 

1 General Plan 

The Area Army', inlenlion, inc/ude Ihe fol/o"'ing : 

The 23d Di"iSt01J will co1l/mue to secure the key line 

",hich run, from 21 Kilometer Pomt through Ihe Baloy 

area 10 Mt. Ugu ; the 10th DivlSioll and the 2d 

Armored Di"l'rsion wil/ endea"or to delay the enemy 

forces advancing through Salacmc and Balete: lhe 

main rlrength of the 103d and 105th Divi,ion, will 

concentrate rapidly", the Bayombong and Bagabag 

plain area and will destroy the enemy force advancing 

into that area : other units will adhere to the H Out· 

line of Future Operational Policy for Northern 
Lu{on," issued 5 May. 
11 Outline of Operatiom 

I. The main strength of the 2d Armored Division 
w.lI gradually wilhdraw from Ihe present line and, 
after first assembling in Pingkiau, will occuPy a line 
running east and west Ihrough the Bato bridge by the 
early part of June. The divi,ion will al/ack the 
flank and rear of the column and destroy il. 

2. A port. 011 of Ihe 10th Di,,,ion "'ill hold the 
present pori/joll east of the main road d1ld will destroy 
the enemy by establishing points of resistance in deplh. 
The main strength will simultaueously concentrate 

172 In the meantime, the major strength of the Western Naval Unit had arrived at Infanta early in May. Food 

supplies were insufficient, however, to feed both naval forces. On 8 May, therefore, the Western Naval Force was 

ordered to disband and melt into the hills. Some of these service elements began drifting north along the coast while 

others moved souch toward Laguna de Bay. 

173 Rear Adm. Furuse's promotion from captain was effective on t May. 

174 Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part IV, op. cit., p. 61. 

(75 The Noguchi Force was ordered to transfer its main strength to the mountainous region along the east shore 

of Laguna de Bay where some of its elements were already located. The Kobayashi Force was ordered to escablish a 

defens ive sector in the area north of Mt. Purro and east of Wawa. The 31St Infantry (less 3d Battalion) and miscellaneous 

troops of the 8th Division were ordered to take up positions north of the Lenatin River. The remnants of [he Kawashima 

Force, already withdrawing from the Ipo Dam area , were ordered to move to the mountains east of San Miguel (22 miles 

northwest ofIpo) where food was more plentiful. This transfer later proved impossible and the main part of the Kawa· 

shima Force remained in [he area centering about Mr. Inuman. Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. 

Vol. III Suppl. " pp. 36- 8 and attached Map NO.4. 
(76 Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. III, pp. 228-30. 
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east of the Bato bridge on the left flank of the 2d 

Armored DivISion and will destroy the approachillg 

enemy by attacking the flank and the rear. 
3 . The I05th Di,ision will strengthen the de

fenses along the line exteudi" g from the 'Vicinit y of 
Mt. Azuma through Mt. Omori and the Farm School 

to Mt . Bi71hagan. If the enemy advances to this 

sectoT, the diyisio71 will counterattack and destroy him. 

4. The rna;u strength of the J03d Dj"Vlsion will 

occupy positions east of Bagabag and will CQ u1llerat · 

tack and destTo y the enemy if he presses forward to 

that area. 

5. Other units will, In general, continue their 

present duties. 

Almost from the start, however, the Area 

Army plan proved unworkable. Following 
receipt of the outline at the Bambang Branch, 

staff officers with implementing orders were dis

patched on 3 June to rendezvous at Aritao with 

representatives of the 10th Division and the 2d 

Armored Division. '77 On the following day. 
the 2d Armored Division, which had not been 

heavily engaged since about 27 May, initiated 

a withdrawal to Pingkian pursuant to the new 
order. The enemy did not press tl.e division, 
and the movement was therefore conducted in 

an orderly manner. 

In the loth Division sector along Highway 

5, however, the situation was becoming desper
ate. Instead of relaxing the pressure following 

the capture of Balete Pass, the enemy had 

pushed ahead vigorously to capture Santa Fe 

on 26 May, meanwhile forcing the remnants of 

the 63d Infantry to fall back from the highway 
to the hills on the east. Moreover, the divi

sion had been compelled to commit the three 

provisional battalions which arrived by mid
May, leaving no elements to prepare defenses 

in depth along the highway. 
The defenses along this artery were further 

weakened when the division proved unable 

to acquire satisfactory control over the two 

most recently assigned battalions, the stronger 
of which was the Tank Annihilating Unit. ,,. 

Although both of these provisional units had 

gone into position north of Santa Fe sh'ortly 

after arrival and were supported by a battalion 
of loth Division artillery and 12 tanks of the 

2d Armored Division, '79 they were not prepared 

to meet the full force of the American assault 

which bore down on them, 27 May. The 

Japanese, nevertheless, stemmed the advance 

until 2 June when the enemy broke through 
the last defenses. Two days later the enemy 

captured Aritao. As the American drive car

ried farther ,,!orth, contact between the Area 

Army and the loth Division was completely 
severed on 5 June. ,So 

The only Japanese force now between the 

enemy and Bagabag was a battalion from the 

line of communication guard units in position 

south of Bambang. The enemy began as

saulting these defenses on 5 June and on the 

following day broke through to continue north 

and enter Bagabag on 8 June. 

177 Statement by Maj. Gen . Utsunomiya, previously cited. 

178 The Tank Annihilating Unit, with a strength of about 400, was organized from the Fourtef':.n th Area Army 
Training Unit. The mission of this unit was co make dose·in attacks against enemy tanks with antitank mines . (State. 
ment by Maj. Gen. Konuma, previously cited.) 

179 Of the 20 tanks remaining in the 2d Armored Division after the fighting around San Jose these 12 were the 
only operational tanks by June. The guns had been removed from the other eight tanks and emplaced in the defenses 
in Salacsac Pass. (Statement by Lt. Col. Kawai, previously cited.) 

180 Lt. Gen. Okamoto, whose staff officer did not return from the Aritao rendezvous, began moving his division, 
10 June, 0 0 his own initiative toward Kasibu where he planned to establish a base from which the division could raid 
the enemy ~up~ly routes. After rea~hing Kasibu, however, the loth Division was attacked by an enemy force advancing 
from the direction of Bambang late In July . The division again withdrew, this time to the upper valley of the Cagayan 
River. (r) Historical Data, loth Division (Tetsu Force), op. cit. (2) Statement by Maj. Gen. Tsuchiya, previously 
cited. 
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Orisinat Palnl ins by Shin Kurihara 

PLATE NO. 127 

Retreat in the M ou11Iains 



The rapidity of the enemy advance had 

caught the Japanese unprepared all along 
Highway 5. Those Area Army forces which 
were not already concentrated within the area 

selected for the final stand now began to 

disintegrate rapidly as the enemy exploited 
his advantage. The advance guard of the 

lo3d Division, the 179th Independent Infantry 
Battalion, which had arrived at Orioung Pass 

on 6 June, was attacked on the 11th while the 
remainder of the division was strung out all the 
way back to T uguegarao. ,8, The division com

mander immediately rushed the nearest avail· 

able units to reinforce the defenses in the pass, 

but the enemy penetrated the lines on 13 June. 
The division commander thereupon fled north 

from Santiago with part of the division head
quarters. Efforts to re-establish contact be· 

tween the division and Area Army were fruit
less .. 8<1 

At this juncture, General Yamashita issued 

a new operational plan, 15 June, substance 
of which was as follows: ,8) 

The Area Army, while occupying the upper reaches 

of the Asi" R£'Ver, will assemble its U71its as rapidly 

as possible and secure key pOi7US in Mt. Azuma, 

Kiangan, Bondue, Monkayall, the area west of 

Kaba ya71 and Bokod sectors with the intention 0/ 
Justair i'lg resistance as long as possible. Efforts will 

be mad, to re·wablish contact wilh the troops in the 

stro1Jf,f oint east of Manila dud in the AfJdTri area. 

Measures to reduct! the enemy strength and to promote 

the self·sufficiency of all unitJ will be Jtrengthened. 

An order conforming to this p lan had 

already been issued to the 4th Air Div ision, 

13 June, directing the remnants of that division 

to withdraw from Echague and join the main 
strength of the Area Army. If this proved to 

be impossible, the division was to engage in 

guerrilla operations in the area east of Echague. 

The division moved to O scariz on the follow

ing day, but, after crossing the Magat River, 
it sought unsuccessfully to rendezvous with the 

Area Army.'" By this date all Japanese forces 
remaining in the Cagayan Valley were isolated 
from the Kiangan stronghold.''' 

On 19 June, the 2d Armored Division, 

which had arrived in the Sal inas area on 12 

June preparatory to launching an attack against 

the flank of the enemy in Bambang but which 

had been attacked by the enemy that same 

day, was ordered to withdraw to the vicinity 
of Antipolo.'86 

In the meantime, the American forces had 

lSI The main strength of the I03d Division was disposed approximately as follows at this time: 

Division Hq.-Santiago 

I79th Ind. Inf. Bn.-Otioung Pass 

175th Ind. Inf. Bo.-San Luis (en route) 

Arty. unit-Tuguegarao (en route) 

Engr. unit-Oscariz (en route) 

Summary of Operatians, I03d Division (Shun Force), op. cit. 

182 The division commander also lost contact with the major portion of his subordinate commands at this 

time. Ibid. 

183 Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. III, pp. 240-3 . 

184 Statement by Col. Atsutaka Saruwatari, Chief of Staff, 4th Air Division. 

18,) The Yuguchi Detachment was ordered on 13June to abandon Aparri and move to Tuguegarao and secure that 

area. Before the detachment could reach that vicinity, however, an enemy column moving north on Highway,) anacked 

the I77th Independent Infantry Battalion, reinf., which was garrisoning that area, and drove it northeast into the 

hill s. Here the remnants of the T uguegarao garrison were joined by the Yuguchi Detachment. Summary of Operations, 

103d Division (Shun Force), op. cit. 

186 The 2d Armored Division subsequently arrived in the area south of Antipolo during the early part of July . 

(Statement by Lt. Col. Kawai, previously cited.) 
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begun closing in on the other fl.anks of the final 
redoubt. Since late May, the 23d Division 
had been under heavy attack, particularly in 
the sector assigned to the 58th Independent 

Mixed Brigade near 21 Kilometer Point. The 

steady pounding had forced the Japanese in 
mid-June to fall back along the road leading 

to Mankayan. 

On the northwest, where the 19th Division 
had been securing the Bontoc-Mankayan

Tacbo area since early in March,''' the Japanese 

began to fall back from the Tacbo pass on 13 

June.''' The 19th Division, however, was still 
able to hold the Bontoc-Mankayan sector 

against repeated forays by guerrilla bands. 

The enemy column which had captured 

Bagabag on 8 June. meanwhile. had begun to 
attack the l05th . Division deployed along the 
line extending from the hills behind Solano 

north through the Farm School. It was at 
this latter point that the enemy directed his 

strongest assaults during late June, forcing the 
division left fl.ank to withdraw to the west of 

Highway 4.''' 
The divisions still remaining under control 

of Fourteenth Area Army now began to be 

slowly compressed deeper within the mountain 
wilderness between Mt. Pulog on the south 

and the upper valley of the Asin River. 

Although the Japanese were no longer capable 

of mounting large-scale attacks, they neverthe
less continued to resist, hoping thereby to 

divert a portion of the enemy strength.''' 

As of late June, eight months had elapsed 
since General MacArthur's forces landed on 

Leyte. Since January Fourteenth Area Army 

had fought desperately to delay the enemy's 
conquest of Luzon and to force him to 

employ a maximum troop strength as long as 

possible. This terrific struggle was now 
terminated with the Area Army powerless to 

intercede against subsequent Allied operations. 

187 In early April, the 73d Infantry, 19th D ivision, reinforced by the 359th Independent Infantry Battalion, t03d 

Division, succeeded in driving the guerrillas back from the Tacho area. During April. however, the guerrillas were 

reinforced to such an extent that the 19th Division found it necessary to strengthen s[1I1 further the defenses in that 

vicimty. Accordingly, the 76th Infantry (less 2d and 3d Battalions) was dispatched to the pass early in May. As the 

guerrilla strength continued to increase, (he difficulty of supplying the Japanese forces also increased until they were 

finally compelled to withdraw in June. (Statement by Lt. Gen. Yoshiharu Ozaki , commander, {9th Division. ) 

r88 3d Battalion, 73d Infantry, Operations Order No. A·6,), 12 Jun 45. XIV Corps ADVATIS T ranslation 

.65 LDT 0'50, '9 lui 45· 

I&) Philippine Operations Record, Phase Thref", op. cit. VoL III, p. 245. 

190 Statement by Maj. Gen. Utsunomiya, previously cited. 
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CHAPTER XVI 

THE CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN PHILIPPINES 

Situation, 22- 25 December 

Concurrently with Fourteenth Area Army's 

protracted delaying action in the key mountain 

redoubts of Luzon, Thirry-fifth Army, fully 

aware that there was no hope of obtaining 
further reinforcement, sought as best it could 

to carry out a similar policy of prolonged 

resistance in the central and southern Philip
pines.' 

On 20 December General Yamashita 

dispatched an order to Thirty-fifth Army 

directing abandonment of the decisive battle 

on Leyre.' The substance of this order, 

delayed two days in transmission, was as 

follows :' 

1 . The Thirt y-fifth A rmy will hereaft" (o ntin", 

u"broker, resistance in its aJsigned operational area 

and will support future wu,ueratta(h by Japanese 

forees. 

2. The Army, in particular, will endeavor to 

stcure the air bases at Bac%d, CagoYdll and Da'Vdo 

and prevent their seizure and we by the ellemy. 

Shortly thereafter, Lt. Gen. Suzuki, Thirry

fifth Army Commander, ordered the 30th 

Division commander, who was still awaiting 

transportation to Leyte,' to remain on Min

danao and assume responsibility for defend

ing that portion of the island east of Lanao 

Province. ' Subsequently, Army headquar

ters transmitted to all subordinate units, other 

than those on Leyte, the same order which had 
been received from Fourteenth Area Army on 

22 December' (Plate No. 128). The interpre
tation and execution of this order was left 

entirely to the discretion of each individual 

commander in view of the beltef prevailing in 

Army headquarters that it was unnecessary, at 

this time, to prepare detailed plans covering 

subsequent operations.' 

In the first place, the Army Commander 

estimated that the enemy, rather than undertake 

the task of mopping up the Japanese forces in 

the remainder of the central and southern 

Philippines , would first employ all his forces 

in a massive assault against Luzon, and then 
continue his advance northward against the 

I This chapter was originally prepared in Japanese by Maj. H iroshi Komatsu, Imperial Japanese Army. For 
duty assignments of thIS officer, cf. n. I, Chapter XIV. All source materials ciced in lhis chapter are located in G-2 
Historical Section Files, GHQ FEe. 

2 Statement by Maj. Shigeharu Asaeda, Staff Officer (Operations) , Fourteenth Area Army. 
3 ( I) Hi to Sakusen Kiroku Dai Sanki Dai Nikan Furoku Rej te Sakusen Kiroku Jt~ft.~ IlB~M-~'=:Mm=~ v.-j' T 

fJ=~~aj.1f.: (Phil ippines Operations Record , Phase Three, Vol. II, Supplement : Leyte Operations) 1st Demobilization 
Bureau, OCt 46, p. 190. (2) Statement by Maj. Gen. Yoshiharu Tomochika, D eputy-Chief of Staff, Thirty-fifth 
A rmy. 

4 After the American landing near Albuera , Ley te, 8 December, Lt. Gen. Gyosaku Morozumi, 30th Division 
commander, transferred the division command POSt to Impalutao from Agusan because he estimated that the enemy might 
subsequently land at Macaja lar Bay in conjuction with an airborne drop near Del Monte airfield. (Statement by Col. 
H yobunosuke Yamazu, Chief of Staff, 30th Division. 

5 30th Division Operations Order No. A'79 (Thirty.fifth Army Opetations Order No. A"50), 25 Dec 44· 
Eighth Army ADVATIS Translation 8AAAE·T 75, 12 Apr 45. 

6 Statement by Maj. Gen. Tomochika, previously cited. 
7 Ibid. 
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Homeland,' leaving Thirty-fifth Army forces 

to wither on the vine like the by-passed 

Japanese troops in the southeast area. 

Moreover, the enemy's progressively tighter 
sea blockade and air superiority throughout 

the central and southern Philippines clearly 
ruled out any long distance transfer of Thirty

fifth Army troops, even presuming that 

adequate surface transportation could be 
mustered. 

In addition, the Army staff had been deeply 

engrossed in the conduct of the decisive battle 

on Leyte and consequently had given little 
consideration to the defense of other Army 

sectors. Even now that this battle was to 

be abandoned, the staff found it necessary to 

devote its full energies to regaining control 
over the badly disintegrated remnants of the 

Leyte forces. 

The defensive potential of the island garri

sons had meanwhile been seriously reduced 

during the Army's all-out efforts to win the 
Leyte contest. Many rear-area combat units 

had suspended battle preparations to work side 

by side with service troops in support of the 

Japanese forces on Leyte. Other units had 

been rei ieved from operational preparations to 

augment security details in an effort to restrict 

8 Ibid. 

guerrilla actIVItIes, which had accelerated 
rapidly with the steady deterioration on Leyte 

and the enemy landing on Mindoro. 

Of more far-reaching consequences, however, 

was the steady drain of combat troops during 
the decisive battle. The equivalent of about 

one full division had been withdrawn from 

other island garrisons, principally the 30th and 

I02d Divisions, and poured into Leyte,9 re

ducing by almost one-fourth the total Army 

combat strength originall y available for the de
fence of the other islands. 

The largest concentration of forces was 

deployed along the south flank of the Thirty
fifth Army zone, on Mindanao. ,. The main 

strength of the unweakened IOoth Division 
was still located in the Davao area. The 30th 

Division, its nuclear infantry strength reduced 

by almost one-half, was scattered from Surigao 

to Sarangani Bay, where the 74th Infantry was 
stationed. The western portion of Mindanao 

was defended by the 54th Independent Mixed 
Brigade, the main strength of which secured 

the Zamboanga area. Farther to the south, 

the 55th Independent Mixed Brigade (less 

one battalion on Leyte) occupied Jolo. 

Dispersed throughout the central and west
ern sectors of the Army area were the remaining 

9 The larger units which had been transferred into Leyte from other sectors of the Army area included the 
following: (Cf. Chapter XIII.) 

Hq., I02d Division Elms., Division Engineer Unit 
169th Ind. Inf. Bn. 41st Inf. (less 3d Bn.), 30th D,V,SIon 
17ISt Ind. Inf. Bn. 77th Inf. (Jess l,St Bn.), 30th D IV ISion 

Division Artillery Unit 364th fnd . Inf. Bn., 55th Ind. Mixed Brig. 
10 This concentration along me south Rank of the Thirty-fifth Army area was the continuing result of the estimates 

made during August and September [hat the most probable target of the initial enemy invasion would be Mindanao. 
(Cf. Chapter XI, n. 116.) No redistribution of troops was made following the enemy landing on Leyte. 

II Until 14 November, the Japanese had considered this entire inland sector relatively secure behind the ring of 
defenses extending from Leyte through Surigao thence along the south coast of Mindanao to Zamboanga and down the 
Sulu Archipelago. On chac date Lt. Gen. Suzuki, alarmed by the intensification of enemy surface activity in the 
Mindanao Sea, ordered the forces stationed on Cebu to accelerate defense preparations. It was not until the large 
American convoy sa iled through the Sulu Sea on route (0 Mindoro, however, that the Japanese dream of .. Safety 
Zone" was finally shattered . At that time the is land garrisons began to construct defensive positions in earnest. ( [ ) 
S tatement by Lt. Col. Kotaro Katogawa, Staff Officer (Operations) , Thirty-fifth Army. (2) Thirty-fifth Army 
Operations Order No. A-9I, 14 Nov 44. Dai Sanjllgo Gun Hatchaku Bunsho Utsushi m=+.li'fj(-i1~-;rr;tll;:}.'.~ (Docu
ment Files , Thirty-fifth Army Headquarters) Maj. Kohei Takahashi, Staff' Officer (Operations), Thirty-fifth Army, 
Jan 46. This document was copied from original documents by Maj. Takahashi at the American Prisoner of War 
Camp on Leyte, January 1946. 
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elements of the 102d D ivision." The strongest 
concentration was on N egros in the area around 

Bacolod. All Army ground forces on Palawan, 
Panay, Negros, and the small neighboring 
Islands were under the command of Maj. Gen. 

T akeshi Kono, commander of the 77th In

fantry Brigade, 102d DivIsion." 

In addition to the Army ground forces , ap

proximately 14,000 Navy ground combat troops 
and about 15,000 naval air and service person

nel were stationed mainly at Cebu, Davao and 

Zamboanga." Both the 33d Special Base 

Force at Cebu and the 32d Special Base Force 

at Davao and Zamboanga were under the com· 
mand of Southwest Area Fleet. The com

mander of the 33d Special Base Force, Rear 

Adm. Kaku Harada, exercised operational 

control over Army ground units stationed in 
the vicinity of Cebu by virtue of an earlier 

agreement with Lt. Gen. Suzuki." 

The 2d Air Division, under command of the 

Fourth Air Army, continued to carry out 
intermittent special-attack sorties with the 

few planes still operable. Air ground units 

of this division were widely dispersed over 
Palawan, Panay, Negros, Cebu, Mindanao and 

Jolo." The First Air Fleet had few planes 

in the area at this time, although base service 

elements of the Central Philippine Airfield Unit 
and of the Southern Philippine Airfiield Unit 

were stationed at Cebu and on Mindanao, 
respectivel y. ,. 

With the exception of the area near the city 
of Cebu, unified command over Army and 

Navy forces in each area would become opera
tive only after an enemy landing, when the 

senior military commander would assume 

operational control over all forces present. 

Prior to such invasion, all forces merely co

operated in defensive preparations under the 

supervision of the senior commander. 

Such was the over-all situation of the Japa
nese forces defending the central and southern 

Philippines on 25 December, when the enemy 

launched a new amphibious landing in the rear 

of the shattered Thirty·fifth Army remnants 

on northwestern Leyte. This assault, deliv
ered in the Palompon area, virtually shattered 

all hope of prolonged resistance by Lt. Gen. 
Suzuki's forces. 

Evacuation of Leyte 

The disintegration of the Japanese remnants 

on Leyte now began to accelerate rapidly. 

Upon learning of the new enemy landing near 
Palompon, Lt. Gen. Suzuki quickly charged 

the defense of that area to nearby service troops, 

the only forces then available. 

On the following day, 26 December," Lt. 

12 Maj. Gen. Kano had been placed in command of the Army ground forces on these islands in mid-November, 

when the I02d Division headquarters displaced from Bacolod [0 Leyte. (Statement by Maj. Gen. Tomochika, previously 
cited.) 

13 ( I) T eikoku Kaigun Senji Hemei -ij'j~tbrqIIji~R·!f*~$IJ (Wartime Organization of the Imperial Navy) Navy Genual 
Staff, '5 Dec 44. (2) Noi"i Teiyo 8molIu (Teiin Konkei) ~ 1H1,'lif~rJBfr(5iZnB~f¥) (Nava l Confidential Regulations 
Attached File: Naval Personnel), Secretariate, Navy Ministry, I Feb 44. (3) Senkyuhyakuyotlju),on ayabi Yonjuga 
Ntn Zoi Hi,o Nihon Gu" Hei,yoku -::Ii.ll'lll!llklIY:n:~(EltJ,'b l3*lJI~}J (Strength of Japanese Forces in the Philippines, 
1944-45) 1St and 2d Demobilization Bureaus, Nov-Dec 49. 

14 Statement by Capt. Kenkichi Shigaki, Staff Officer (Operations), 33d Special Base Force. 

15 Statement by Lt. Col. Shiro Nonogaki, Staff Officer (Operations), 2d Air Divis ion. 
16 Strength of Japanese Forces in the Philippines. 1944-45, op. cit. 
17 On this date, Thirty-fifth Army received a further order from Fourteenth Area Army rei terating the provisions 

of the 20 December order. The order also directed Thirty-fifth Army to transfer the zd Battalion, 9th fnfantry (16th 
Division), from Carabalogan, Samar, to the northern tip of Samar, where it was to come under the com mand of the 
Noguchi Detachmenr on Bical Peninsula, Luzon . Fourteenth Area Army Operations Order No. A-272, 25 Dec 44. 
Document Files, Thirty-fifth Army Headquarters, op. Cit. 
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Gen. Suzuki revoked an earlier order for a 

general withdrawal into the Palompon area 

and drew up new plans to assemble the 
remnants of his forces farther north in the 

vicinity of Mt. Canguipot." (Plate No. 129) 

Orders to this effect could be issued , however, 

only to units in the vicinity of Army head

quarters. Other forces were to be notified 

upon arrival in the general area. On the same 

day the Army command post began displacing 

from Kompisao to the southern slope of Mt. 

Canguipot. '. 
No sooner had this change been effected 

than the enemy launched still another amphibi

ous move, constricting still further the Leyte 

forces. This new landing was made on 27 

December at San Isidro and Calubian, neutral

izing the harbor facilities in that area. Only 

weak service elements and the rear echelon of 

the 68th Brigade defended this sector. 

The Army had meanwhile redoubled its 

efforts to re-establish contact with the forces 

isolated northeast of Ormoc and with the 16th 

and 26:h Division survivors in the hills along 

the Lubi trail. The remnants of the 1st and 

102d Divisions, which had been isolated in the 

Mt. Catabaran area east of Highway 2, were 

now arriving in theCanguipot area after infiltra· 

ting across the enemy-controlled highway.'· 

While the general withdrawal continued, 

Thirty-fifth Army received from Fourteenth 
Area Army on 28 December another order re-

iterating the necessity of prolonging resistance 
in the Army area but also directing the gradu

al evacuation of Leyte. The substance of this 
order was as follows," 

I. Thirty-fifth Army will henceforth adhe'. to 

a polrey of self-sufficiency and indep",dent combat 

desigtltd to prolong "fis/alree. 

2. Troopf on Leyte will be e'dCuated gradually 

to other islandf. 

3. It is fuggefted that Thirty·fifth Army head

quarters move to a pomt suitable f or ol'er-alL command 

of the Army. 

With confusion now increasing daily as 

the enemy pressed his attacks from the north, 

east and south , the Army staff began preparing 

plans to implement this new Area Army order. 
From the outset considerable doubt was enter

tained as to the probable success of such a mass 

evacuation. The enemy's tight sea blockade 

precluded daytime movement of ships in the 
waters off Leyte. Moreover, constant air inter

diction foredoomed any large concentration of 

shipping. 
Along the northeastern coast of Cebu and 

in the port of Cebu itself, however, there were 

many landing craft and other vessels which had 

been used to run the enemy blockade. It was 

estimated that about 40 landing barges plus 
numerous small boats and bancas, could be 
assembled for the evacuation." Accordingly, 

18 Statement by Maj. Gen. Tomochika, previously cited. 

19 Ibid. 

20 Both of these divisions commenced the withdrawal on the night of 21 - 22 December following the enemy's 

penetration of the 1 St Division left Bank. Although the Army order of 21 December had not yet reached either division, 

a withdrawal was permitted within the terms of the Army Commander's instructions' of 19 December. (Cf. Chapter 

XIII, p. 403.) Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. II, Supp!. , pp. 192-3. 

21 Ibid., p. 198. 

22 At this time there were about 30 landing barges, including those under repair, along the northeastern coast 

of Cebu and in the port of Cebu. In addition, ten large landing barges were expected to reach northern Cebu from 

Luzon early in January. (Statement by Maj. Manzo Yamazaki, Staff OfIicer (Operatioe.s), Thirty·fifth Army.) 
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the Army dispatched a staff group, designated 
the Rear Area Command Post, to Cebu on 4 

January to procure and control all available 

shipping, as well as to arrange for the transport 

of rations and ammunition to Leyte on the 
eastbound trip." The staff group was also 

charged with liaison between Army headquar
ters and Army troops stationed on other 

isl ands of the central and southern Philippines 

with regard to expediting operationa l prepara
tions.24 

The planning had progressed sufficiently by 

5 January to initiate the evacuation on a 
small scale." About 200 men of the 102d 

Division headquarters , including Lt. Gen. 

Shimpei Fukue, division commander, set out 

from Baliti in 25 bancas. Due to the unsea

worthiness of some of the craft and the enemy's 

sea blockade, however, only 35 men, m
cluding the division commander, reached Tabo

gon , Cebu." 
On 8 January, Thirty.fifth Army completed 

an over·all plan covering the proposed evacua· 
tion. '1 The following provisions were included:" 

I. The 1St Division, 5th I1l!antry, and 38othlnde

pendent Infautry Battalion will move to flor/hern 

Cebu. 
2. The 26th Division will traflS[er to the Bacolod 

sec/or of Negros. 

3. The 41!t and 77th Infa ntry Regiments will, if 

pOHible , return to tht command of the 30th Division 

on Mindanao. Otherwise , these regiments will pro

ceed either / 0 Tagbilarall on Bohol, or to Dumaguete 

011 Negros. 

4. Elements of the I02d Division on Ley!e will 

return to their original stations h, the Visaya71 area_ 

5. The 16th Division, 68th Brigade and remnants 

of other units will remai" 071 Leyte to cover the 

e"acuat;o". 

6. A rmy headquarters, with parachute regiments, 

will transfer to Cebu aud subseque1uly to Miudanao, 

the withdrawal commencing after the majority of forces 

have withdrawn. 

Implementing orders were to be issued ac

cording to the availability of transportation and 

23 Lt. Gen. T akaji Wachi, Chief of Staff, Thirty-fifth Army, accompanied this staff group as far as Cebu on his 

way to Fourteenth Area Army headquarters in Baguio, where, late in January, he presemed a report on the Leyte si tuation. 

On 20 Feburuary, Lt. Gen. Wachi was appointed Deputy-Chief of Staff, Southern Army. Simultaneously, Maj. Gen. 

Yoshiharu Tomochika was reappointed Chief of Sraff, Thirty-fifth Army, the post he had held prior to the reorganiza

tion of Thirty-fifth Army headquarters on 14 November 1944. (Cf. Chapter XIII , n. 186.) 

24 Statemem by Le. Col. Katogawa, previously cited. 

25 The strength of the Japanese forces assembled in the Me. Canguipot area as of 2 January 1945 totalled about 

10,718, broken down as follows: 

Hq., Thi"y·fif,h A,my 
1st Division 

102d Division 

41 st Infantry, 30th Div. 

68th Brigade 

300 380th Ind. Inf. Bn. I 
Camotes Detachment 

Takahashi Detachment 

Ito Naval Landing Unit 

1,200 

200 

250 

In addition co these troops, there were an estimated 6,500 isolated northeast of Ormoc and along the Lubi trail , 

making a total strength of about 17,200. (I) Docu ment Files, Thirty-fifth Army Headquarters, op. cit. (2) 

Statement by Maj. Yamazaki, previously cited. 

26 Dai Hyakuni Shidan Sakusen Keika Gaiyo ;:p;Ef=nilirMrtl1lk f~i;~#.'{~ (Summary of Operations, 102d Division) 

Home Depot Division, Apr 46, p. 24· 

27 In view of many indeterminate factors , the Army staff envisaged this plan primarily as a general guide. 

Moreover, the contents were not given widt! distribution because of the harmful efft:ct the disclosure might have on some 

of the Leyte forces. Those units which were most fit for subseCJ ut!nt operations were, in gt!neral, to have the highest 

priority in the evacuation. (Statement by Maj. Gen. Tomochika, previously cited.) 

28 Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. II Supp!. pp. 209-1 I. 
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the progress of the assembly of units in the 

Canguipot area. The 1 st Division was or

dered on 8 January to board evacuation craft 

near Abijao, the first group embarking on 

the 12th. Enemy attacks in this area made 

it necessary for the next three echelons to load 

at Tibur on the 15th, 17th, and 20th.'-

By this time the enemy had become aware 

of the attempted evacuation and subjected 

both embarkation and debarkation points to 

terrific air and surface attacks, destroying most 

of the Japanese craft. Concurrently, enemy 

ground forces launched an intensive clean·up 

campaign throughout northwestern Leyte to 

wipe out the remaining pockets of resistance. 

The evacuation therefore had to be temporarily 
suspended. ,. 

Meanwhile, all Army units had finally re

ceived the order to withdraw into the mountain· 

ous area west of Highway 2. The remnants 

of the Imabori Detachment, Mitsui Shipping 

Unit, and 77th Infantry Regiment, numbering 

about 1,500, required almost a month to reach 

the Canguipot area, arriving early in February." 

The 26th Division, after initiating the retreat 

from the Lubi trail area during mid-January, 

encountered the enemy at Valencia on 28 

January. Following a brief skirmish, the 

Japanese withdrew and subsequently sifted 

through the enemy lines in small groups, 

approximately 800 survivors reaching the 

Canguipot area late in February." The 

remnants of the 16th Division were still en 

route. 

By late February, it had become apparent to 

Army headquarters that no further large.scale 

evacuations could be undertaken. Although 

the tattered forces on Leyte still controlled some 

of the commanding terrain along the shoreline 

and could, on occasion, infiltrate through 

enemy patrols to gain the coast, enemy air and 

torpedo boat attacks had all but wiped out 

Japanese surface transportation. 
Nevertheless, in the middle of March, Lt. 

Gen. Suzuki decided to attempt the transfer 

of his headquarters in accordance with the 

plan of 8 January." After dispatching an 

advance party on 17 March, Lt. Gen. Suzuki 

relinquished direct command over the Leyte 

remnants to Lt. Gen. Makino, commander 

of the 16th Division. The 300·odd survivors 

of this division were just arriving in the 

Canguipot area. The Army Commander, on 

23 March , set out for Cebu by small boat." 

The weak and exhausted remnants still left 

on Leyte had long since ceased offensive 

operations. Lt. Gen. Makino, nevertheless, 

held his troops in the Canguipot area until 

late April when the shortage of food and 

relentless enemy clean· up campaigns forced 

them to retreat northeast to the vicinity of 

Bagacay. Shortly thereafter the order to 

disperse was issued, and centralized command 

ended." 

29 About 743 men were successfully evacuated from Leyre in the four echelons. No other 1st Division troops 
were evacuated. (Statement by Col. }unkichi Okabayashi, Chief of Staff, 1St Division.) 

30 Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. ei c. Vol. II Suppt., pp. 203-6, 211-2. 

31 (I) Ibid ., p. 193. (2) Statement by Maj. Yamazaki, previously cited. 

32 (I) Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. II Supp!., p. 194. (2) Statement by Maj. 
Yamazaki, previously cited. 

33 One of the major factors influencing this decision was a request from the Rear Area Command Post early in 
March urging Lt. Gen. Suzuki to transfer his headquarters to a point which would permit him to resume control 
of the entire Army area. This request was prompted by reports of the enemy landing on Palawan on 28 February. 
(Statement by Maj. Gen. Tomochika, previously cited .) 

34 Statement by Maj. Yamazaki, previously cited. 

35 Following [his dispersal, continuing enemy clean-up campaigns and the acute shortage of food resulted in 
further losses until, by the date of final surrender, only a few survivors were still alive. 
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Enemy Occupation of Palawan 

Meanwhile, the enemy had already launch
ed his campaign to clean out Japanese 
garrisons throughout the central and southern 
Philippines." Palawan, the first to feel the 
impact of this mop-up," had by late February 
lost much of its importance to the Japanese. 

In possession of the enemy, however, the island 
would provide an excellent base from which 
air domination of the South China Sea could 

be made more cOl:nplete. 
Extending almost 300 miles in a northeast

erly direction from the northern tip of Borneo, 
Palawan had been used by the Japanese as a 
stepping-stone in sea and air traffic between 
the Philippines and Borneo." Two airstrips, 

a seaplane base, and a good harbor at Puerto 
Princesa I ormed th~ hub of this important 
communications link. Moreover, the long 
coastiine provided a sheltered passage and in
numerable safe anchorages for the small supply 
and troop-carrying craft plying between Luzon 
and Borneo. 

Enemy land-based aircraft operating from 
Leyte airfields had largely deprived Palawan 
of its value to Japanese communications. 
However, the heterogeneous collection of small 

Japanese units stationed in the area remained 
there since they could not be transferred else
where because of the lack of shipping." 

On 21 February, Maj. Gen. Takeshi Kono, 
77th Infantry Brigade commander, dispatched 
a message to the Palawan garrison from his 
head'luarters at Bacolod , ordering the various 

36 The staff of the Rear Area Command Post had prepared, late in January, the following estimate of probable 

enemy intent ions with regard to the Army area: 

I. The enemy will probably initiate a clean-up campaign in the Visayan area about the time he gains control 

of Luzon. 

2. At this time it cannot be determined whether or not the American forces will begin a V isayan campaign 

and a Mindanao offensive simultaneously. It is considered more probable, however, that operations will be under

taken against the former prior to launching an attack against M indanao. 

This est imate was promptly dispatched to all elements of the Army except those on Leyte. Army headquarters on 

Leyte had prepared in December an estimate not in agreement with this one, (Cf. p. 490) but it was not disseminated 

to subordinate commands because of the inadequate communication between Leyte and other is lands at that time. 

(Statement by Lt . Col. Katogawa, previously cited.) 

37 Earlier in February enemy forces cleared out the northern tip of Samar, which was within the Thirty.fifth Army 

area. The Japanese forces remaining on the island were not under the control of the Army, however. The 2d Battalion, 

9th Infantry, was under command of the Noguchi Detachment on Bicol, and the 1st Battalion, 26th Independent Mixed 

Regiment, remained under command of its parent regiment, then en route to the Manila area. Both of these battalions 

had been ordered by mid·January to transfer to Luzon but were unable to make the move because of lack of transportation. 

38 Statement by Maj. Gen . Toshio Nishimura, Deputy·Chief of Staff, Fourteenth Area Army. 

39 T otal strength of the Japanese forces in the Palawan area, 27 February, was about 1200. Order of battle 

was as follows: 

Puerto Princesa sector : 

131st Airfield Bn. 

4th Co., '74th Ind. Inf. Bn. 
1st Ind. Maine Unit 

Misc. Army air.ground personnel 

Misc. Navy personnel 

Pandanan Island (southern t ip of Palawan): 

One plat., 4th Co., 174th Ind . Inf. Bn. 

En route to Puerto Princesa from Dumaran Island : 

3d Co. (less two plats.), '74th Ind. Inf. Bn. 
Caron: 

One plat., 3d Co., I74th Ind. Inf. Bn. 
Misc. Navy personnel 

(I) Puerto Princesa Defense Operations Order No. 10,22 Jan 45. Eighth Army ADVAT[S Translation 8AAAE

T 36, 8 Mar 45. (2) Statements by 1st Lt. Toru Ogawa, commander, Supply Company, 131st Airfield Battalion, 

and Medical Probational Officer T osh imichi Urata, attached to 3d Co., 174th Independent Infantry B.utalion. 
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Army and Navy units stationed there to be 
placed under un ified command and to prepare 

for probable enemy invasion.'· 

Under the provisions of this order, Capt. 

Chokichi Kojima, commander of the 131st 

Airfield Battalion, assumed command of all 

Army and Navy forces at Puerto Princesa." 

Defensive preparations, which had been started 

almost a month earlier," were accelerated. 

The main defenses were being constructed in 

the mountains northwest of Irahuan, about 

six miles northwest of Puerto Princesa. Only 

small 'Jutposts were to be stationed in the port 

city. 

These preparations were still in progress 

when the enemy commenced a terrific two·day 

air bombardment followed , on the morning of 

28 February, by an intensive shelling of coastal 
installations. Later the same morning, Amer

ican forr.es swarmed across the beaches unop' 

posed," the outposts having already withdrawn 
to the main positions. Shortly thereafter, on 2 

March, the main defenses also began to 

crumble, and the surviving Japanese troops 

dispersed into the mountains to fight as guer

rillas." 

Zamboanga-Sulu Archipelago 

On the heels of the invasion of Palawan, 

other American forces swung south to invade 

Zamboanga and the Sulu Archipelago. 

Capture of the air and naval bases along 

this strategic link between the Philippines 

and Borneo would complete the isolation of 

the Philippines from the Japanese·held areas 

to the south. 

Joint defense preparations of army and navy 

forces in the Zamboan ga area were under 

the supervision of Lt. Gen. Tokichi Hojo," 

40 Radio Message Batsu 7 (77th Inf. Btig.), No. 104. Dispatched by Maj. Gen. Kono at Bacolod 10 Obayashi 

Unit, Palawan, 21 Feb 45. Eighth Army ADVATIS Translation BAAAE-T 51,21 Mar 45. 

41 On 15 February, the Army guard units on Pandanan and Dumaran Islands were ordered to withdraw as 

soon as possible and assemble at Puerto Princesa. Palawan Sector Unit Order, IS Feb 45. Eighth Army ADVATIS 

Translation BAAAE·T 36, B Mat 45. 

42 Puelto Princesa Defense Operations Order No. 10, 22 Jan 45. Eighth Army ADVATIS Translation 

BAAAE·T 36, B Mar 45. 

43 The American invasion force consisted of one escort carrier, two battleships, seven destroyers, three transports 

and over 40 LST's. The landing began at 1050 hours on 28 February. Shukan Joho Ddi Hyakujunigo ilMmli'MYU:!lilB' 
+=~ (Weekly Intelligence Reports, No. II2) Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section, 3 Mar 45. 

44 (I) The 3d Co. (less two pi"' •. ), 174th hid. Inf. Bn., which had withdrawn from Dumaran Island shortly 

after receiving the order of 15 February, arrived at Fondeado Island, abom 12 miles north of Puerto Princesa, on 28 

February. After hear ing the heavy bombardrnent then progressing in the Puerto Princesa area, the company landed on 

Palawan near Babuyan, four miles north of Fondeado Island. En route to Puerto Princesa, it fought off guerrillas and 

foraged for food until late June, when the company finally dispersed and melted into the mountains. (Statement by 

Medical Probational Officer, Urata, previously cited.) (2) The Japanese garrison on Pandanan Island could not comply 

with the order of [5 February to WIthdraw because of lack of transportation. (Statement by 1st Lt . Ogawa, 

previously cited.) (3) On 9 April an enemy task fnrce invaded Coron and annihilated the small Japanese garrison 

on the is land . 

45 The official chains of command of the Japanese (orces in the Zamboanga area were as follows: 

54lh Ind. Mixed Btig. Thirty-fifth Army (Leyte) 
33d Naval Garrison Unit - 32d Special Base Force (Davao) 

Navy air-ground personnel- Southern Philippine Airfield Unit (Davao) 

Army air g round personnel- 2d Air Division (Bacolod) 

(Statement by Maj. Yasura Hanada, Staff Officer, 54th Independent Mixed Brigade.) . 
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commander of the 54th Independent Mixed 
Brigade and senior officer in the area." Main 

defenses were being prepared in depth in the 
hills between Recodo and a point north of 

ZamboangaY (Plate No. 131) 
Before these fortifications overlooking the 

beaches were completed, a large enemy task 

force appeared in Basilan Strait offZamboanga. 
After heavily bombarding the coast, this force 

put assault troops ashore near San Mateo Point, 

about four miles west of Zamboanga, on the 

morning of 10 March. Small Japanese out
posts stationed along that sector of the beach 

withdrew inland after a brief skirmish." 

The enemy quickly occupied Zamboanga 
airfield. On the following day, II March, 

attacks were initiated against the main defenses. 

The strongest thrust, beginning on 15 March, 
was aimed at the center of the line. By the 23d 

the Japanese were driven from these positions. 
With communications now severed be-

tween the right and left flank posItIOns, Lt. 

Gen. Hojo sought desperately to hold the posi
tions on the east behind Zamboanga. During 
the following week, however, as the enemy 

intensified his attacks, the Japanese positions 
began to crumble rapidly. Finally, on 3 I 

March, the brigade commander ordered a 

general withdrawal north along the peninsula.·· 

With the western tip of Mindanao in their 
possession, General MacArthur's forces now 

drove south into the Sulu Archipelago to 

complete the wedge between the Philippines 
and Borneo. Initial enemy landings were 

made on the virtually undefended islands 

of Sanga Sanga and Bongao, in the Tawitawi 

group, on 2 April." A week later the enemy 

moved against J 010. 

The key Japanese position in the archipelago, 

Jolo, was garrisoned by the 55th Independent 
Mixed Brigade under Maj. Gen. Tetsuzo 

Suzuki.' · 

46 Order of battle of the forces in the Zamboanga area at this time was as follows: 

Ibid. 

54th Ind. Mixed Brig. (less elms.) Misc. Navy air-ground personnel 
33d Naval Garrison Unit Misc. Army air.ground personnel 

In addition, the 54th Independent Mixed Brigade posted the following detachments : 
One co., 362d Ind. Inf. Bn. - Malangas 
Two cos., 36Is[ Ind. Inf. 8n. - Sindangan 

47 Originally Lt . Gen. Hojo planned to defend positions on the beaches of Zamboanga. Upon receipt late in 
December of the Thirty-fifth Army order requiring sustained resistance, however, the positions were moved farther 
to the rear. Ibid. 

48 Ibid. 
49 The main strength of the brigade retreated via several routes through the mountains to Sibuco by mid-May. 

At this point the Japanese forces were again attacked by the enemy and once more forced to withdraw into the 
interior. When the enemy attacked the remnants on 26 May at Anungan, the brigade was finally forced to disperse. 
Ibid. 

50 The Tawitawi group lay outside the Thirty.fifth Army zone of responsibility, coming under the Thirty-seventh 
Army on Borneo. Until early February the islands had been garrisoned by the main strength of the 25th Independent 
Mixed Regiment, which was then withdrawn to Borneo by order of Thirty.seventh Army. Sanga Sanga was entirely un· 
defended, while Bongao was garrisoned by a small naval detachment of about 250 men of the 33d Naval Garrison Unit. 
On 27 April, survivors of the latter garrison escaped by boat to Sandakan. (Statements by Col. Shinshichi Iemura, 
commander, 25th Independent Mixed Regiment and Lt. Comdr. Yoshizumi Asano, Chief Paymaster, 33d Naval 
Garrison Unit.) 

51 Total strength of the )010 garrison at this time numbered about 3,000 Army personnel and 500 attached 
naval personnel. The order of battle was as follows: 

55th Ind. Mixed Brig. 365th Ind. Inf. Bn. (less one co.) 
363d Ind. Inf. Bn. Misc. naval personnel 

Dakuriuu Kan"i Dai Gajuga Ryadan no Senta 1l4\LiJ'ir,xI,jTl;:-t-1I.'!EI\1Il (/)'ii~ , ~ (Ba.tle Report of 55th Independent Mixed 
Brigade) Nov 47. Unpublished memoirs of Maj. fobchi fem.n/o, co.n.uander, 365{h Independent Infantry Battalion. 
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Under the general policy of fighting delaying 

actions throughout the central and southern 

Philippines, Maj. Gen. Suzuki had abandoned 

earlier plans for defending the beaches and 

organized inland positions in depth back of 

the capital city of }olo, on the north side of 

the island. Forward positions were prepared 

on scattered hills in the open terrain to the 

east of the city, covering the airfield, while the 

main defenses were farther to the rear in the 

more mountainous areas to the southeast and 

southwest." The field fortifications were 

fairly well completed by early April, with 

sufficient rations stored near each position to 

last about one month. 

During the night of 8-9 April, American 

naval craft stood into the coast, and on the 

following morning, after a heavy naval and 

air bombardment, an estimated 3,500 troops, 

supported by tanks, landed near Tagibi, eight 

miles east of} 010. Before nightfall a smaller 

enemy detachment had effected a second land

ing nearer the city. 

The Japanese forces were extremely hard 

pressed from the first because of the open 

terrain in which the forward positions were 

located. These were quickly overrun, and 

the enemy continued his frontal assaults in 

conjunction with guerrilla attacks from the 

rear. The day after the landing, the main 

enemy force began attacking the 365th In

dependent Infantry Battalion's main-line 

positions southeast of Jolo. Within ten days 

52 Ibid. 

the battalion was driven from these positions, 

and on 21 April, Maj. Gen. Suzuki ordered 

it to withdraw to Mt. Tumazangos, about five 

miles southwest of Jolo. 

Before the battalion could complete its 

movement, the enemy launched an attack 

against the Japanese positions in the Mt. 

T umazangos sector. Enemy pressure eased 

after the early part of May, however, and the 

Japanese forces found time to reorganize their 

ranks." Thereafter they were subjected only 

to sporadic guerrilla attacks. 

Panay and Western Negros 

Even before the conclusion of the enemy 

campaign to gain control of the strategic 

island links between the Philippines and 

Borneo, General MacArthur had launched 

another series of amphibious operations in 

the central Philippines. The objective of 

these operations was to wipe out remaining 

Japanese concentrations in the Visayan group 

of islands. 

The largest concentration of army forces in 

the Visayan area was on northwestern Negros, 

formerly Fourth Air Army's most important 

base south of Luzon. Eight airstrips dotted 

the northwest part of the island, mostly centered 

around the town of Bacolod." As of mid

March, Japanese strength in the area totalled 

almost 12,000, the major part of which was 

53 Early in July, because of a shortage of rations and guerrilla activities in the area around Mt. Tumazangos. 

the Japanese forces moved to the west coast. One month later the remnants moved again, this time to Mt. Bahu, about 

seven miles southeast of Jolo. By the date of surrender, 16 September, only 87 Japanese still survived. Most of these 

were victims of various tropical diseases , and all were suffering from malnutrition. Ibid. 

54 Of the eight airstrips on northern Negros, seven, located at Bacolod, Silar, Fabrica, Talisay, Tanza, Manapla 

and Salavia, were used by the 2d Air Division. The eighth, near Binalbagan, was used by the Navy. 
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made up of airfield troops and m isceJlaneous 

ground personnel of the 2d Air Division." 
Regular ground combat troops were limited 

to two infantry Battalions of the 77th Infantry 

Brigade, I02d Division, although provisional 

combat units were rapidly being organized 

from the air ground and service units.'" Lt. 

Gen. Takeshi Kono, brigade commander, 

directly controlled these troops in addition to 

exercising general command of Army ground 
forces on Panay and adjacent islands." 

Thirry-fifth Army order regumng sustained 

resistance, he had decided to deploy the main 

strength of his troops in the nearby mountains, 

from which raiding sguads could be dispatch

ed." (Plate No. 132) Small detachments were 
to be stationed near probable landing points, 

in towns, and near airfields" to delay the 

enemy's approach to the main defenses. 

Lt. Gen. Kono had recognized some time 

earlier that a prolonged defense of the airfields 
themselves was not feasible because of the flat 

terrain. To comply with the terms of the 

On the neighboring island of Panay, the 

Japanese garrison also prepared its mam 
defenses in the mountains'" Simultaneously 

with an enemy landing, the main strength 

was to withdraw from Iloilo to the Bocari 
area, about 20 miles northwest of Iloilo."' 

Only small outposts were stationed along 

55 Lt. Gen. Seiichi Terada, 2d Air Division commander, was the senior officer in the area at this time. He was 
expected, however, to transfer his headquarters at any time . The 2d Air Division had been placed under the command 
of the Third Air Army in Singapore about mid-Februaq" Thereafter, the three-fold mission of the air division was 
to reconnoiter the enemy actions in the Leyte area, secure the airfields in the Visayan area, and transport air personnel 
to other areas. Permission for the transfer was not forthcoming until mid-March. Finally, on 27 March, Lt. Gen. 
Terada moved his headquarters to Mindanao, leaving all air ground units in the Negros area under the command of 
Lt. Gen. Kono. (Statement by Lt. Col. Nonogaki, previously cited.) 

56 Order of battle of the Japanese forces on northern Negros at this time was as follows: 
Hq., 77th Inf. Brig. Hq. , 6th Air Sector Unit 

'72d Ind. Inf. Bn. (less 2d Co.) One AAA btry. 
354th Ind . Inf. Bn. Three airfield bns. 
Elms. of 355th Ind. Inf. Bn. Four airfield cos. 
Transport Unit, 102d Division Air supply and repair depots 
Six cos., I02d Division Engineer Unit Elms. of misc. air service units 
Misc. service units Elms. of naval ground units 
Elms. of shipping units 

(I) Unit Disposition, undated. Eighth Army ADVATlS Translation 8AAAE·T 76, '3 Apr 45. 
Tokaido Sector Defense Plan, 10 Mar 45 . Eighth Army ADVATIS Translation BAAAE·T 74, 
Interrogation of Lt. Col. Shigekatsu Aritomi, Staff Officer (Operat ions), 102d Division. l oth 
Historical Service, H eadquarters Eighth United States Army. 

57 Cf. p. 493 . Kono was promoted to Lt. Gen. effective I March. 

(2) Yuge Force, 
l' Apr 45· (3) 
Information and 

58 The outline of this defense plan had been completed during December, but because the guerrillas were in 
control of the mountain area selected, the Japanese were unable [0 proceed with the construction of fortifications. It 
was not until early in February, when the guerrillas were driven from the area, that the ground forces finally began 
preparation of defenses. (Statement by Maj. Kiyoshi Suzuki, Staff Officer (Supply), 2d Air Division.) 

59 The Army airfields at Silay and Salavia were to be used as long as possible. 6th Air Sector Operations Order 
No. 290, 28 Mar 45. Eighth Army ADVATlS Translation, 8AAAE·T 72,9 Apr 45. 

60 After the American landing on Mindoro in mid·December, Maj. Gen. Kono's staff discussed the possibility 
of transferring to Negros the remainder of the Panay garrison which had been reduced by the dispatch of the 17Ist 
Independent Infantry Battalion to Leyte in October. Due to inadequate shipping facilities and enemy air interdiction, 
however, the project was dropped. (Statements by Lt. Col. Katogawa and Lt. Col. Aritoml, both previously ci ted.) 

61 The Japanese forces on Panay at this time totalled about 2,500. The order of battle was as follows: 
Iloilo sectOr: San Jose sector: 

'70th Ind . Inf. Bn. (less 4th Co.) 4th Co., l70th Ind. Inf. Bn. 
1st Co., 171st Ind. Inf. Bn. Elms. of air ground units 
Misc. units 

(Interrogation ofCap[. Sadayoshi Ishikawa, attached to 170th Ind. In!. Bn. 
Heaaquarters Eighth United States Army.) 

l oth Information and Historical Service, 
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the southern coast. 
h was against Panay that the initial enemy 

assault was launched on 18 March. Japanese 
outposts west of Iloilo fell back as the enemy 
advanced along the coast to enter the capital 

city on the 20th. The small Japanese forces 

had already evacuated the city as planned and 

were withdrawing to the mountain redoubt, 

where they completed their assembly by 24 

March." 

The enemy now turned to attack Negros. 

On 28 March, Lt. Gen. Kono's headquarters 

received radio reports from Japanese transport 

plaIfes flying out of Bacolod that an enemy 
convoy had been sighted near Inampulugan 

Island in Guimaras Strait." No further word 

of this enemy force was forthcoming until the 
following day, when it was reported that 

enemy tank-infantry teams were approaching 

Bacolod along the coastal highway from the 

south." 

Lt. Gen. Kono immediately issued orders for 

a series of counterattacks to be carried out on 

the night of the 30th against the enemy column 

entering Bacolod. The Japanese were unable 
to retard the advance, however, and the Bacolod 

detachment withdrew, followed on 2 April by 

the outposts in Talisay and Silay. Other 

small Japanese garrisons dispersed in the 

coastal area were quickly overcome and driven 
into the mountains. Lt. Gen. Kono had 

already ordered the Fabrica garrison on I 

April to displace south and join the main 
strength in the mountain redoubt east of 

Bacolod." 
While th is concentration progressed, the 

enemy began attacking the prepared positions. 
After crushing the outpost line between Guim

balaon and Concepcion about 4 April , the 
enemy pressed on to assault the main defenses 

on 10 April. Bitter fighting continued in this 

area until late April , when the Japanese lines 

slowly crumbled under relentless attacks 

supported by overwhelming air and artillery 

bombardment. 

During the following month , the Japanese 

were driven from successive defense lines until 

the enemy had overrun most of the prepared 

posltlOns. By late May, food and supply 
shortages began to reduce sharply the combat 

efficiency of the Japanese forces. Organized 

resistance ended about 10 June, when the 

remnants began a general retirement deeper 

into the mountains of northern N egros to 

continue operating as guerrillas." 

The Panay garrison had meanwhile un

dergone, beginning about mid· April, intermit

tent enemy ground assaults supported by air 

and artillery bombardment. These atracks 
ceased altogerher in late May. Thereafter the 

Japanese were harassed only by occasional 

guerrilla raids. 

Southern Visayas 

Concurrently with his drive into Panay and 
Western Negros, General MacArthur also 

moved clean-up forces against rhe southern 

62 Shortly after chis withdrawal was completed, the banal ion commander ordered the forces near San Jose to 

assemble in the main positions. This detachment, after brief skirmishes with guerrilla forces, arrived in the Bocari 

area on 10 April. Ibid. 

63 Statement by Lt . Col. Aritomi , previously cited. 

64 Faulty communications between Lt. Gen. Kano's headquarters and the Japanese company stationed near 

Pulupandan, where the enemy landed, prevented transmission of reports of the enemy invasion. Ibid. 

65 T hese forces completed lhe transfer by 5 April. (Inte rrogation of Lt. Col. Aritomi, previously cited.) 

66 Ibid. 
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islands of the Visayan group. The most 
important and strongly defended of these was 

the island of Cebu. 
Cebu had been the focal point of Thirty· 

fifth Army's rear support of the decisive battle 
on Leyte. Consequently, the Army forces 

stationed there were largely service elements, 

and little had been accomplished along the 

I ine of defensive preparations. The single 

combat unit of consequence, the '73d In
dependent Infantry Battalion, carried out gua,·d 

duties during much of this period. 

Following the termination of the Leyte 
battle, these troops assisted in the evacuation of 

the Leyte forces. When the evacuation was 

suspended late in January," the Army forces 

accelerated the preparation of defenses near 
Cebu City and on the north end of the island, 

where about '700 troops under command of 
the 1st Division were located. 

The Navy's 33d Special Base Force had 

meanwhile been hard at work since mid

November completing operational prepara
tions.'" Rear Adm. Harada had selected the 
heights northwest of Cebu Ciry to conduct the 

final stand, thereby hoping to deny the enemy 

early and unhampered use of the airfields and 

·also to make unnecessary the early aban
donment of the politically valuable capital 

city. (Plate No. '33) 
The greatest effort was concentrated in 

constructing defenses in the Navy sector 

within the circular positions on high ground 
to the northwest of the airfields. Simul

taneously, first-line positions were being pre

pared along the base of the heights." 

As the Army and Navy forces, aggregating 
about 14,500 on the entire island,'· rushed to 

complete these defenses, the enemy, on 23 March, 

commenced a terrific and sustained aerial 
bombardment of the positions near Cebu City." 

Three days later, following an intensive naval 

67 The evacuation from Leyte of Lt. Gen . Fukue, I02d Division commander, created an unfavorable reaction in 

Army headquarters even though permission had been granted. The Army commander temporarily re lieved Lt. Gen. 

Fukue of his command and placed him in restriction in the Cebu Army hospital. H e was subsequently released on 

24 March by the Army commander and res tored to his command. (Statement by Maj. Gen. Tomochika l previously 

cited .) 

68 Although Rear Adm . Harada had been informed by Lt. Gen. Suzuki on 1 N ovember that he would command 
army units in the eehu seccor, he nevertheless was unable to relieve these units of their role in support of the decisive 

battie operations. Rear Adm. Harada therefore exercised very little actual control over the army units in the Cebu 

sector until February. (Statement by Capt. Shigaki , previously cited.) 

~ First-line positions were originally prepared along the beach. In mid· February, however, it was decided to 
abandon these positions and construct a new first line farther inland. 

70 (1) Sketch Map Showing Troop Dispositions on Cebu and Mactan Islands, owner and unit unknown. Eighth 

A,my ADVATIS T,.nslation 8AAAE·T 85,29 Ap' 45. (2) Statement by Col. Okabayashi, p<eviowly cited. 
71 Order of battle of Japanese forces in the vicinity of Cebu city on 25 March was as follows: 

Hq., J02d Division Shipping units 

Hq .• 78th Inf. Brig. Replacement Unit. 1st Shipping Engr. Unit 
173d Ind. Inf. Bn. 8th Surface Trans. Bn. 

One composite co., 54th Ind. Mixed Brig. Cebu Branch, Shipping Depot 

Elms. of miscellaneous service units Elms. of miscellaneous shipping units 

Hq .. 33d Special Base Force Elms. of Army air service units 

33d Special Base Force 

Misc . naval ground units 

Cent,.1 Philippine Ai,6e1d Unit 

(I) Summary of Opera~ions. 102d Division, op. cit., pp. 2~. (2) Sketch Map Showing Troop Dispositions on 

Cebu and Mactan Island, owner and unit unknown. Eighth Army ADV ATIS Translation 8AAAE-T 85, 29 Apr 45. 
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shelling, the enemy put ashore at Talisay an 
invasion force estimated at about one di
vision." The weak Japanese outposts were 
quickly overcome as the enemy moved out of 

the beachhead toward Cebu City. 

On the same day that the landing took 
place, Lt. Gen. Suzuki, Thirty-fifth Army 

Commander, arrived in Cebu City en route from 

Leyte to Mindanao. Before departing for 
northern Cebu to continue his journey, Lt. 

Gen. Suzuki ordered Lt. Gen. Fukue, 102d 

Division commander, who had been placed in 

over-all command of the forces in the Cebu City 

area on 24 March," and Rear Adm. Harada to 

defend the present positions in the heights 
sector as long as possible. Other provisions 

of this order incl uded the following:" 

1. When the continued de{ense o{ the" pOJitiollS 
becomes impossible, withdraw to nor/hem Cebu and 

(o1llinue resistance. 

2. After joining with the 1St Di'JIisron, the head

quarters of the l02d Dn.uion and its original rub

ordinate units rv,ll move to Negro! and command 

the units stationed on that island. Upon the departure 

of the I02d Dil'ision headquarters, the ul Di",ision 

commander will assume comm(md of all units on Cebu. 

Shortly after receiving this Army order, Lt. 
Gen. Fukue issued the following plan of 

operations for the defense of the positions 

northwest of Cebu City:" 

1. The greatest effort will be made to secure the 

highest moutUai71 position and the nal'ai positions. 

2. Withdrawal from these positions is untati .. l, 
scheduled {or aboul 20 April. RatiollS {or one month 

must be preseT>ed (or consumpt,on following the with
drawal. 

3. Movement from the present positions will be 
to the northeast l'ia Li/oa1l /0 northern Cebu. 

4. Forw making the withdrawal will reassemble 

in the sector north of the Lugo-Tabuelan road. 

The enemy had meanwhile entered Cebu 

City on 27 March. After overrunning the 
airfields, tank-infantry teams forged ahead to 

the newly-prepared first-line positions, which 

the Japanese defended briefly before retreating 

up the heights to the main positions. 
Frontal attacks against these well-organized 

positions began on 29 March. Repeated as

saults during the first week of April failed to 
score more than small local penetrations on the 

southeast flank defended by the naval forces. 

On the southwest flank, however, the Army 

positions were breached at several points_ 

Unremitting air and naval bon;bardment sup

porting the enemy ground attacks also inflicted 

heavy damage on the Japanese positions and 
rear installations and seriously lowered the 

morale of the troops.'· 

Having registered only limited gains by his 

frontal attacks on the left flank, the enemy, 

on 7 April, began to encircle the naval 

positions on the northeast. This advance 
threatened to sever the route over which the 

Japanese planned to withdraw northward. The 

72 The enemy landing on Cebu terminated the operation of Japanese midget submarines in me Mindanao Sea. 

Eight of these craft had been ass igned to the 33d Special Base Force between October 1944 and January 1945. Using 

Dumaguete as an advance base, these midget submarines launched torpeJo attacks against enemy convoys moving 

through the Mindanao Sea. Three were destroyed prior to the Ct.bu invasion, two were destroyed while attacking the 

Allied invasion convoy, and the remaining three were scutded by the Japanese. (1) Hito Homen ni okeru StnIuikan 

Sakustn It,G,::1Jfflil'C JiNt ~ 1~7kCftlf! (Submarine Operations in the Phil ippine Area) 2d Demobi lization Bureau, Dec 

47, Pp·4 1-4· (2) Statement by Capt. Shigaki, previously cited. 

73 Cf. n. 67. 
74 Outline of Directives for Future Operations of the Thirty-fifth Army in the Visayan Sector, 23 Mar 45. 

Eighth Army ADVATIS Translation ,66LD-T 87. I Jun 45. 

75 Summary of Operations, I02d Division, op. cit., p. 35. 

76 Statement by Capt. Shigaki, previously cited. 
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naval forces therefore launched a prompt 
counterattack, which temporarily halted the 

enemy drive. 

An enemy force now moved around the 
southwest flank and gained the rear of the 

Japanese positions. Attacks were launched 

against the highest point of the defenses on 

10 April. Although this particular sector had 
been recognized by the Japanese as the most 

vulnerable point because of unfavorable defen

sive terrain, shortage of combat troops had 

made' it impossible to adequately defend the 

area. The enemy consequently broke through 

successive defense lines within a few days. 

By 12 April the defenses on the northwest 

flank of the circular position were almost 

completely overrun. 

In view of the rapidly deteriorating situa

tion , Lt. Gen. Fukue decided on 12 April 

that the withdrawal to northern Cebu should 

be initiated. Orders were issued the following 

day," and the general retirement actually began 

on the night of the 16th. During the fol

lowing two weeks, the Japanese remnants, 

harassed by enemy ground pursuit, air attack, 

and naval shelling, retreated to the north. By 

avoiding a pitched battle, the survivors reached 

the area south of the Sacsac-T abuelan road by 
1 May,>' 

Swift enemy columns had meanwhile raced 

ahead to occupy this road, preventing the Japa

nese retreating northward from effecting a junc
ture with the weak forces north of the road. 

The plan to transfer the 102d Division elements 

to Negros was therefore dropped. 

When the enemy began attacking positions 
north of the road on 23 April , the 1st Division, 

which had been mainly preoccupied since its 

arrival from Leyte with fighting guerrillas, was 
ill prepared to meet the enemy drive. The 

defenses near the coast first gave way, fol

lowed two weeks later by the crumbling of 

the center of the line. By II May further 

defense of the area had become impossible. 

Lt. Gen. T adasu Kataoka therefore ordered 

all units to disperse into the mountains west 
of Ilihan." 

Shortly thereafter the enemy extended his 

clean-up operations to the mountain area 

south of the road, where the remnants of the 

102d Division had taken temporary refuge. 

By late June the survivors in this area were 

forced to disperse deeper into the mountains 
to the south. 

Concurrently with the fighting on Cebu other 
enemy forces had launched two new invasions 

to complete the conquest of the neighboring 

island. The first landing was made on 11 

April at Tagbilaran, Bohol, and was unop

posed by the small Japanese garrison which 
had already withdrawn into the mountains. 

The second landing was made shortly there

after on 26 April near Dumaguete, eastern 
Negros, which had been an advance base for 

the midget submarines operating out of Cebu 
and a liaison point between the Visayas and 

Mindanao. This Japanese garrison was also 

too weak to permit more than a brief defense 

of the forward positions before withdrawing 
into the interior. In mid-June the survivors 

broke up into small groups to operate as guer
rillas.So Organized resistance had now ceased 

throughout the Visayas. 

77 Summary of Operations, I 02d Division, op. cit., p. 38. 

78 Ibid. 
79 Statement by Col. Okabayashi, previously cited. 

80 Interrogation of 1St Lt. Komei Fujitomi, I74th Independent Infantry Battalion. 10th Information and His

torical Service, Headquarters Eighth United States Army. 
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Defense Preparations on Mindanao 

With the enemy moves against Cebu and 

Bohol in late March and early April, the main 

portion of Mindanao to the east of the 

Zamboanga Peninsula remained the only im
portant sector of the Philippines which had 

not yet felt the impact of General MacArthur's 

liberati~g forces . Here, Lt. Gen. Gyosaku 
Morozumi, in over-all command of army forces 

east of Lake Lanao, sped final preparations to 

meet invasion. 

Army and navy forces deployed in this sector 
totaled about 58,000 far more than had been 

available for the defense of any other island. 
In addition to these regular forces about 17,000 

Japanese civilians, of whom about 5,000 were 

employed as laborers, srill resided in the large 
Japanese colony at Davao.'· 

In spite of this numerical strength, an inade
quate road net dividing the area into two dis

tinct and widely separated tactical sectors mili

tated against a rapid transfer of troops to meet 

an enemy invasion " In central Mindanao, 

extending from Cotabato, on the eastern shore 
of Moro Gulf, to Surigao on the north, Lt_ 

Gen. Morozumi exercised direct command over 

the ground forces. The remnants of the Army 

air forces in this area were still under the com

mand of Lt. Gen. Seiichi Terada, commander 

of the 2d Air Division, who had only recently 

transferred from Bacolod." (Plate No. 134) 
Defense of the remainder of the area was 

charged to Lt. Gen . Jiro Harada, commander 

of the 100th Division.'" In addition to the 

81 (I) Strength of Japanese Forces in the Philippines, 1944- 45, op. cit. (2) Statements by Col. Yamazu and 
Lt. Col. Nonogaki, both previously cited, and Lc. Gen. Jiro Harada, commander, looth Division. 

82 That portion of Highway 3 between Kabacan and Kibawe was generally impassable to truck. transportation 
even though Japanese engineers devoted considerable effort toward keeping it in repair. Less important roads were 
even more unfit for traffic, with frequent disruption caused by swollen streams or swampy areas. (Statement by Le, 
Gen. Gyosaku Morozumi, commander, 30th Division) 

83 Order of battle of the Japanese forces in cenccal Mindanao in mid·Aprii was as follows: 
30th Division 19th Shippmg Engr. Regt. 

Hq., 30th Division 57th Fld. Rd. Const. Unit 

3d Bn., 41 st Infantry 22d Fld. Duty Unit 

1St Bn., 77th Infantry Misc. units 

74th Infantry 2d Air Division 

30th Fld. Arty. Regt. (less 3d Bn.) Hq., ad Air Division 
30th Engr. Regt. Hq., 3 1St Air Sector Unit 

Division troops 32d, 33d, 37th, 102d, 103d, 133d Airfield. Bns. 
166th Ind . ~nf. Bn., looth Div. Misc. air units 

7th and 9th Cos. , looth Div. Engr. Unit 
(I) 30th Division Operations Order No, A-8o, 25 Dec 44. Eighth Army ADVATIS Tnnslation . 8AAAE-T 75, 12 
Apr 45 . (2) Statement by Lt. Col. Nonogaki. previously cited. 

84 Order of battle of the Japanese forces in the Davao and Digos areas in mid.Aprii was as follows: 
lOOm Division 

Hq. , looth Division 

75th Inf. Brig. 
,63d, .64th, ,65th Ind . lnf. Bns. 

76th Inf. Brig. 

167th, 168th, 352d, 353d Ind. Inf. Bns. 

Division troops 

Misc. units . 

Hq., 13th Air Sector Unit 

8th, r 2ch, r 4th, 26th Airfield. Bns. 

Misc. air units 

tooth Div. Arty. Unit 32d Special Base Force 

3d Bn., 30th Fld. Arty. Regt., 30th Div. 1St, 2d, 3d, 4th (Prov.) Bns. 
tooth Div. Engr. Unit (less two cos.) Southern Philippine Atrfield Unit 

(Statements by Lt. Gen. Harada and Lt. Col. Nonogaki, both previously cited and Comdr. Shinji Saji, Staff Officer 
(Opemions), 32d Special Base Force.) 
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troops now under his command, about 7,700 
Navy ground personnel were stationed in the 
Davao and Digos areas under Rear Adm. Naoji 
Doi, 32d Special Base Force commander, who 

had organized these troops into four provisional 

battalions. Also in this area were the 13th 
Air Sector Unit, under the 2d Air Division, 

and the remnants of the Southern Philippine 

Airfield Unit, still under Southwest Area Fleet 

contro!' All of these Navy and Air force units 

were to come under operatiol'al control of the 

senior Army commander in case of an enemy 

invasion. 

The launching of the enemy clean-up cam

paign in the southern Visayas during late 

March and severe air raids on key points in 

Mindanao early the following month stimulated 
belief that an invasion of Mindanao was immi

nent. Lt. Gen. Morozumi estimated that the 

main enemy thrust would be delivered against 

either Cagayan or Davao, probably the former, 

with a possible secondary landing on a smaller 

scale in the Cotabato area." No plans were 

entertained, however, for strengthening the 

Cagayan area at the expense of the defenses 

near Davao. 

Operational preparations of the 100th Divi

sion , the main strength of which had been 

concentrated near Davao since September 1944, 
were well advanced by mid-Apri!.86 Lt. Gen. 
Jiro Harada still believed that the enemy 

would launch an amphibious invasion of the 

Davao area, the main assault falling just east 
of Daliao." Positions were therefore con

structed facing southeast on both sides of the 

Davao River. Disposition of the division at 

this time was as follows :" 

DaYao Area 

Right Sector Unit (west of Dayao Riyer) : 
H q.,76th 1n[. Brig. 
168th (less one co.), 352d, and 353d Ind. Inf. 

Bns. 
Two engr. coJ. 

Left Sector Unit (east of Dayao Riyer) : 
H q., 75th Inf . Brig. 
164th and 165th Ind. 1n[. Bn. 
One arty. btry. 
One engr. co. 

Arty. U nit: 
lOoth Diyuion Arty. Unit (less one btry.) 

Re5erl'e : 
One co. , 163d Ind. 1nf. Bn. 
167th Ind. Inf. Bn. (less two cos.) 

Digos Sector U nit : (So) 

163d Ind. Inf. Bn. (less one co.) 
3d Bn. (less two Btry"), 30th Fld. Arty. Regt., 

30th Diy. 

Saraflgani Sector Unit,' (90) 

85 This represented a slight modification of the estimate made by Lt. Gen. Morozumi in December 1944. at the 
time of the American landing on Mindoro. At that time he had considered it slightly more probable that the main 
enemy land ing in an invasion of Mindanao would be made in the Davao area rather than on the north coast around 
Cagayan. A secondary landing at Cotabato or along Sarangani Bay was also anticipated in this estimate . (Statement 
by CoL Yamazu, previously cited .) 

86 By the end of April aU division units had completed strong field fortifications . (Statement by Col. Muneichi 
Hattori, Chief of Staff, looth Division.) 

87 Statement by Lt. Gen. Harada, previously cited. 

88 Ibid. 

89 The Digos Sector Unit was disposed to counter an enemy amphibious invasion of the beaches in that area. 

In the event of such a landing, the Japanese were to prevent the enemy's unrestricted use of Padada airfield southwest 
of Digos. Ibid. 

90 In the period following receipt of the Army order late in December, the Japanese garrison in the Sarangani 
Bay area was progressively reduced in view of the revised estimate that the enemy would not now launch a major assault 
in that area. The 74th Infantry, 30th Division, was pulled out during late December and January, the looth Division 
replacing that regiment with the 167th Independent Infantry Battalion (less one co.) inJanuary. About 20 March this 
battalion (less two cos.) was ordered back to the Davao area. (Statements by Lt. Gen. Harada and Col. Yamazu, 
both previously cited.) 
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One co., 167th Ind. Inf. Bn. 
East Coast Unit (en roule to Dayao) : {od 

One co., I67th Ind. Inf. Bn. 
One co. , I68th Ind. Inf. Bn. 

Plans had been prepared to incorporate the 
naval forces into the existing tactical grouping 

of the Iooth Division. The 1st and 2d Naval 

Battal ions were to be attached to the Left 

Sector Unit, the 3d Battalion to the Right 

Sector Unit, and the 4th Battalion to the Digos 

Sector Unit.·' 

In central Mindanao, where there were fewer 

troops to cover a far greater area, operational 

preparations of the 30th Division had been 

virtually stalemated because of other urgent 
reguirements. An acute shortage of foodstuffs 

prevailing in the upper highlands along High

way 3 since August 1944 made it necessary to 
employ troop units to gather provisions, par

ticularly rice in Cotabato Province, and to 

transport them over the inadeguate road net to 

the Malaybalay sector. 

With the realization early in April that an 

enemy attack was imminent and that the danger 

to Cagayan was increasing, Lt. Gen. Morozumi 

called a halt to these foraging activities and 

speeded up the division regrouping which had 

been started more than three months previously. 
By mid-April, three widely scattered elements 

were moving toward the northern part of 

central Mindanao. 

The 3d Battalion, 4'st Infantry. had recently 
arrived in the Ampayon area en route to Balin-

gasag from Surigao.·' The main strength of 

the 1st Battalion, 74th Infantry, had just been 

ordered to suspend the collection of supplies 
in the Dulawan area and was near Kabacan 

en route north to join the main strength of the 

regiment. Farther south, the 1st Battalion, 

30th Field Artillery Regiment, was in Dulawan 

on its way north from Sarangani Bay." 

The tactical gtouping of the 30th Division was 
now as follows: 

Surigao Sector Unit: 

3d Bn., 41st Inf. 

North Sector Unit: 

30th Ren. Regt. 

lSt Bn., 77th Inf. 

Centra/ Sector Unit: 

74th Infantry Regt. 

Under Di.irion Control: 

30th Fld. Arty. Regt. (less 3d Bn.) 

30th Engr. Regt. (less 2d and 3d Cos.) 

30th Trans. Regt., rei1lf 

Mire. di",jsion troops 

South Sector Unit: ., 

One co., lSt Bn., 74th Inf. 

Two field duty cos. (temporary) 

Afirc. units 

West Sector Unit : 

166th Ind. Jnf. Bn. 

Fighting in Central Mindanao 

The northward shift of 30th Division troop 
strength to meet an expected invasion of the 

Cagayan area was in full swing when the enemy 

91 BOth companies in the East Coast Unit began withdrawing (0 Davao late in February. Lack of transportation 
and guerrilla interference prevented their arrival before the surrender . (Statement by Lt. Gen. Harada, previously cited.) 

92 One other provisional battalion, mainly comprised of the Southern Philippine Airfield Unit, was to remain 
under the direct command of Rear Adm. Doi. (Statement by Comdr. Saji, previously cited.) 

93 Dai Sanju Shidan Hyo Butai Kodo Gaiyo m=. +r.mllYl(r-J)M'* fTl!b1f:t'll! (Summary of Operations, 30th Division 
(Hyo) Force) Home Depot Division, undated. 

94 This battalion had been ordered, on or about 20 March, to move to Malaybalay where it was to revert to 
regimental contro l. Ibid. Cf. n. 90. 

95 Early in April the 30th Engineer Regiment commander, who was then in command of the South Sector Unit, 
was ordered to proceed north and supervise the construction of defenses in the Dalirig area. Simultaneously, (our 
engineer companies were attached to the 30th Transport Regiment which was then engaged in transporting supplies 
from Kabacan to the Malaybalay area. (Sta[ement by Col. Yamazu, previously cited.) 
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struck suddenly at the division back door with 
an amphibious landing near Parang on 17 
April. (Plate No. 135) Outposts of the 166th 
Independent Infantry Battalion had already 

withdrawn from Parang to positions farther 

inland. 

Before reports of this latest American move 

reached 30th Division headquarters, a firm 
beachhead had been established in the Cota

bato area. As the enemy forces advanced 

east along the highway and up the Mindanao 

River,Japanese detachments destroyed the high

way bridges and withdrew. The main strength 

of the 166th Independent Infantry Battalion 
also withdrew from the Midsayap area to 

prepared positions on the north flank of the 
enemy column." 

Only small miscellaneous Japanese forces 

now stood between the enemy and Kabacan, 

the vital road net junction from which High

way I continued southeast to the Davao area 

and Highway 3 ran north through central Min
danao. These elements engaged the enemy 

south of Kabacan but were quickly overcome 

and driven north of the Pulangi River on 23 

Apri1.·' 

By this time 30th Division headquarters had 

swung into action in an attempt to stem the 
enemy advance before it moved north into 

central Mindanao. Col. Koretake Ouchi, 

commander of the 30th Engineer Regiment, 

was ordered about 22 April to take command 
of operations along the southern approaches 

and to annihilate the enemy south of the 

east-west line running through Omonay. For 
this mission he was given command of the 
South Sector Unit and the equivalent of about 

a reinforced infantry battalion." 

On 23 April, Maj. Gen. Tomochika, Chief 
of Staff of Thirty-fifth Army, arrived at the 

30th Division command post at Impalutao from 
Agusan, where he had arrived on 2 I April 

from Cebu. Maj. Gen. Tomochika immedi

ately conferred with Lt. Gen. Morozumi re

garding implementation of the Army policy of 

protracted resistance. As a resul t of this discus

sion, Lt. Gen. Morozumi concluded that it 

was necessary to strengthen the Malaybalay 
area. He therefore ordered the transfer of the 

1 st Battalion, 77th Infantry, from the North 

Sector Unit to the Central Sector Unit and the 
movement of this battalion to new positions 

near Malaybalay. About the same date Lt. 

Gen. Morozumi ordered the Surigao Sector 

Unit to move from Ampayon to the Waloe 
area, where it was to assist in carrying out 

the division's self-sufficiency program. 

Although the 30th D ivision commander 

thus adopted measures to strengthen the area 
of final resistance, he still considered the 

landing near Parang a secondary invasion and 

estimated that the main enemy landing would 

soon be launched in the Macajalar Bay area." 

The preponderance of division strength was 

therefore retained in the north. 

With regard to the protracted defense of 

Mindanao, the following plan, based on the 

policy under study by the Army Commander 

9ii Dai Hyaku . Shidan (Kyo) Butai Kode Gaiye tiHfCiliIlll(lJlI)ll'~!i1"n-!VJIfltJ!: (Snmmary of Operations, tooth 

Division (Kyo) Force) Home Depot Division, undated. 

97 The 1St Battalion, 30th Field Artillery Regiment en route to Malaybalay was cut off by the rapid enemy 

advance and, on the night of 18 April, began wi thdrawing on its own initiative to the Sarangani Bay sector. In early 

May, this battal ion was again placed under the tooth Divis ion and merged into the Sarangani Sector Unit. (Statement 

by Maj. Makoro Takatsuka. commander, 1St Battalion, 30th Field Artillery Regiment .) 

9B The forces, in addition to the South Sector Unit, included the main strength of the 1st Battalion, 74th 

Infantry, the 3d Company, 30th Engineer Regiment, and two companies, looth Division Engineer Unit. 30th Division 

Operations Order No. A-106. X Corps ADVATIS Translation XCAET 0058,29 Apr 45. 

99 Statement by Col. Yamazu, previously cited. 
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since the Leyte campaign, was evolved on 28 
April: ,~ 

I. General Policy 
The Army will repel the rn.ading enemy. When 

this is no longer possible, the fOTUI will remain in 

the southern Philippines, slri.- to reduce the enemy's 

combat strength and prepare to support lulure Japa. 
nese counterattacks, thus contributing to the oller.all 

operations. 

II. Oulline of Operations 

1. A portion of the 30th Di.ision will cooperate 
",ith the 100th Di.ision in operating against the 
enemy ad.ancing from Cotabato Pro>ince to the 

Da.ao area. The main body of the 30th Di.ision 
"'ill endea>or to reduce the combat strength of the 
enemy penetrating into central Mindanao and will 
establish a primary self-supporting region in the area 
east of Malaybalay. Preparations will be made later 
to establish a second self·supporting area near Waloe. 
The forces preparing defenses in the north near Del 
Monte will be reduced as much a, possible. 

2. The LOoth Di"ision, concurrently command

ing the Army air ground and se"ice troops and 
Na.al forces, "'ill attempt to crush the enemy in· 
.ading the Da.ao plain from its present positions. 
It will establish strong self·supporting regions in the 
areas north of Da'Yao, north and west of Tamugan, 

and on the east slope of Mt. Apo. The mouth of 
the Tagum Ri"r and its .icinity will be secured 
by portion of its strength. 

3. The Yamano Unit (Army air ground se"ice 
troops in central Mindanao) will establish a self
supporting region in the area t(J$/ of Mailag. 101 

It will then, expand the region to the south and will 

cooperate with operations of the 30th Di.ision. 
4. The Hirayama Unit ()lth Field Road Con· 

struction Unit and attached miscellaneous elements) 

"'ill defend the rear oj the 100th Di.ision and the 

lIIestern front 01 the Army self-supporting region 
against AmerICan forces expected to penetrate mlo the 

Dayao area along the Palma-T amugan road. 

After implementing orders were issued by 
Lt. Gen. Morozumi, Maj. Gen. Tomochika 
moved to Basiao to establish the Thirty.fifth 

Army Command Post and await the Army 
commander, who had not yet arrived from 
Cebu.'~ 

Meanwhile the enemy pau~ed only briefly at 
Kabacan before launching a drive southeast 
along Highway 1 toward Davao on 23 April. 
Four days later another column resumed the 

advance north along Highway 3 in what ap
peared to be an offensive in considerable 
strength. Lt. Gen, Morozumi promptly decided 
upon a further shifting of troops in the north. 
He ordered the 3d Battalion, 74th Infantry, to 
withdraw from Dalirig to Malaybalay and the 
30th Reconnaissance Regiment to pull back 
from Del Monte airfield to occupy the positions 
near Dalirig vacated by the 3d Battalion. 

The forces under Col. Ouchi were by this 
time proving inadequate to cope with the enemy 
column advancing along the highway. Suc
cessive road blocks and delaying detachments 
were overrun as the enemy pushed rapidly 
north. To reinforce this sector with additional 
infantry strength, the division commander, on 

2 May, ordered the 3d Battalion, 74th Infantry, 
which had just arrived at Impalutao, to continue 
marching south to Maramag and block the 

enemy advance. Shortly after arriving, the 
battalion, on 15 May, launched a counterattack 
against the head of the enemy column but the 
Japanese were quickly pushed aside. The road 

100 Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. II, Suppl., pp. 220-1. 

101 Shortly thereafter, on 3 May, the 2d Air Division headquarcers transferred to Singapore in compliance 
with a Third Air Army order. On 25 May the headquarters was deactivated. (Statement by Lt. Col. Kazuyoshi 
Obata, Staff Officer (Operations), 2d Air Division.) 

102 Lt. Gen. Suzuki, Thirty-fifth Army Commander, left eebu Island on 10 April with Maj. Gen. Tomochika and 
other members of Army headquarcers in five bancas. The bancas became separated while en route to Mindanao. 
After the surrender it was learned that the Army Commander had been killed during a strafing attack. (Statement by 
Maj. Gen. Tomochika, previously cited.) 
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to Malaybalay from the south now lay open. 

The 30th Division had, in the meantime, 

come under attack from the north. An enemy 

force, estimated at about one regiment, landed 

at Agusan on 10 May and pushed rapidly 
inland, opposed only by small outposts. The 

following day, Lt. Gen. Morozumi ordered the 

division headquarters, which had been pre
paring to move, to transfer from Impalutao to 

the strongpoint east of Malaybalay. 

The main defenses of the 30th Reconnais

sance Regiment near Dalirig were brought 

under attack on 13 May. Three days later, 
after the enemy had overrun the last of these 

positions, Lt. Gen. Morozumi ordered the 

remnants to withdraw to the east of Malay
balay .• OJ Shortly thereafter, on 23 May, the two 

enemy columns from the north and south 

effected a juncture at Impalutao. 

On the following day the first-line defenses 

east of Malaybalay were subjected to a terrific 

artillery bombardment. The enemy followed 

this with a strong ground assault which the 

Japanese were able to check only temporarily. 

By 5 June, the division was driven back to 
positions near the Pulangi River. On that date 

Lt. Gen. Morozumi ordered a withdrawal to 

the Waloe area.''' 
thereafter unable to 

The 30th Division was 
mount more than small-

scale raiding forays.''' 

Defense of the Davao Area 

Meanwhile the enemy column driving south

east from Kabacan had pushed swiftly along 

Highway I before the] apanese could organize 

effective delaying action and entered Digos on 

27 April. Outposts of the Digos Sector Unit 

delayed the enemy force briefly before retreating 
to the main positions in the mountains to the 

northwest.'"' (Plate No. 136) A smaller force, 
dispatched from the Right Sector Unit in 

Davao to positions near Astorga, was overcome 

following a short engagement. The enemy 

column moved on into Davao on 3 May. 
The enemy had meanwhile begun attack

ing the first-line positions of the Right Sector 

Unit on both banks of the Talomo River on 

I May.'" As more enemy elements closed into 

the Davao area, these frontal attacks spread to 

the east to include the Left Sector Unit on 3 

May. 

After moving division headquarters from 

Mintal to Lapuy, Lt. Gen. Harada took steps on 

103 On I June, a report was rece i.ved by 30th Division that the regiment had arrived in the vicinity of Dalwangan. 

No further word, however, was forthcoming from this unit. (Statement by Lt. Gen. Morozumi, previously cited.) 

104 By 5 June the 30th Division had only sufficient rations to last about two weeks. Nevertheless, it was believed 

that the trek over the mountains could be made in about two weeks . Actually, the survivors who finally reached the 

Waloe area marched almost two months through the trackless mountain wilderness . When they finally arrived, they 

found the 3d Battalion, 41st Infantry, under heavy attack by an enemy force which had moved south. Shortly there· 

after, the remnants of the Japanese force began to move to the east coast but were able to march only eight miles southeast 

before the surrender. Ibid. 

105 The Yamano Unit had meanwhile withdrawn to the eastern bank of the Pulangi River following a brief 

engagement near Linabo late in May. These air ground service troops remained in the mountains until the surrender. 

Philippine Operations Record, Phase Three, op. cit. Vol. II, Suppl., pp. 227- 8. 

106 In accordance with a looth Division order, the main strength of the Digos Sector Unit had displaced from 

Padada to the vicinity northwest of Digos between 23 and 25 April. On I May these newly organized defenses were 

attacked, and four days later the Digos Sector Unit began to withdraw northward toward the Japanese main posit ions. 

(Statement by Col. Rinzo Shizuru, commander, z63d Independent Infantry Battalion.) 

107 The 32d Special Base Force and the Army air service troops in Davao .had meanwhile been placed under the 

operatioI)al control of the loom Division. (Statement by Lt. Gen. Harada, previously cited.) 
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3 May to reinforce the defenses in the vicinity 
of the Talomo River, where the major enemy 
effort appeared to be aimed. The I67th Inde

pendent Infantry Battalion (less two companies) 
was removed from division reserve and attached 
to the Right Sector Unit. Simultaneously, the 

I68th Independent Infantry Battalion was 
ordered to pull back from its forward positions 
near Bayabas to a line slightly north of 
Mintal.·" 

During the following week, the enemy at
tacks grew steadily heavier, requiring additional 
measures to bolster the right flank. On II 
May, Lt. Gen. Harada ordered Maj. Gen_ 

Muraji Kawazoe, commander of the 75th 
Infantry Brigade, to rolinquish command of 
the Left Sector Unit to Rear Adm. Doi and 
redeploy a maximum number of his troops to 
new positions in the viciniry of Ula. Accord
ingly, the I64th and I65th Independent In

fantry Battalions, each leaving approximately 
one company in the original positions, were 
pulled out of the line and moved across the 
Davao River to the newly-assigned area on 
14-15 May, followed on the 16th by Maj. Gen. 
Kawazoe's headquarters. Two days later the 

loS Ibid. 

forces on the right bank of the Davao River 
were reorganized into the Right and Left Front 
Units.· .. 

In the meantime, the fighting near Mintal 
had continued with unabated fury. The Japa
nese were driven from the forward positions on 

II May. On the following day. however, the 
353d Independent Infantry Battalion launched 
a determined counterattack and recaptured the 
defenses. The battle continued until 24 May 
when the American forces again reoccupied the 
posItIons. This time they could not be driven 
off ... • On the night of the 25th the Left Front 

Unit withdrew to new positions between the 
Right Front Unit and the Left Sector Unit_ 

Four days later Lt. Gen. Harada, foreseeing 
eventual independent action by the Left Sector 
Unit because of the terrain, issued the follow

ing order to cover subsequent operations of the 
Japanese forces on the left bank of the Davao 
River: Iii 

Rear Adm. Doi will remain in command of all 
Army and Na'l force; on the left bank of the Da.ao 
Ri.er and will de;troy the enemy in that area_ Should 
the situation require a 'Withdrawal, the forces remain

illg Oil the left side of the ri.er will moY< to the upper 

109 Following this transfer the tactical grouping of the loath Division was as follows: 

Left Sector Unit: Right Fronc Unit: 
32d Special Base Force Hq .• 75th Inf. Brig. 
Elms., 75th Inf. Brig. 164th, 165th Ind . Inf. Bns. (less elms.) 
13th Air Sector Unit One co., 166th Ind. Inf. Bn. 

Left Front Unit: 168th Ind. Inf. Bn. (less one co.) 
Hq., 76th Inf. Brig. One btry., 100th Div. Arty. Unit 
167th Ind. lnf. Bn. (less two cos.) One co., looth Div. Engr. Unit 
352d, 3-53d Ind. lnf . 8ns. Under division control: 
12th, 14th Airfield. Bns. Jooth Div. Engr. Unit (less elms.) 
One btry., looth Div. Any. Unit Division troops 
Two cos., lOOm Div. Engr. Unit 
3d Naval Bn. 

Ibid. 

1I0 The Digos Sector Unit had meanwhile arrived in the Wangan area on 21 May. The naval forces which 

had been operating with this unit joined the naval units under Rear Adm. Doi. The Digos Sector Unit (less naval 

elements) was ordered [0 occupy positions southeast of Wangan and northwest of Ula and come under the command 

of the Right From Unit. Ibid. 
III Ibid. 
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WJC""I of t"" Da.ao Ri ... , 111""" they will carry out 
sdfJustaining operations. I'2 

Meanwhile, the enemy had quickly followed 
up the withdrawal of the Left Front Unit to 
launch attacks against the Japanese positions 
near Ula on 27 May. By 1 June these posi
tions were overrun. The enemy pressed for
ward to captur.e Wangan on the 16th and 
Culanan on the 19th. All of the prepared 
defenses were now in the hands of the Amer

ican forces. 
While the 100th Division remnants assem

bled along the line of the Tamogan River, Lt. 
Gen. Harada decided on 26 June to withdraw 
still farther in order to take advantage of more 
favorable terrain. Accordingly, he ordered the 
76th Infantry Brigade to take up positions about 
four to six miles north of the T amogan River 
and the 75th Infantry Brigade to occupy posi
tions farther north near the Bannos River. "l 

As the withdrawal to the new positions got 
under way, a fresh enemy threat to the division 
rear from central Mindanao began to take 
shape. The Hirayama Unit, defending the 
area southeast of Palma, ". was forced back 
by late June to the juncture of the Pulangi 
and Kulaman Rivers. Lt. Gen. Harada, pur
suant to an Army order, promptly ordered the 
353d Independent Infantry Battalion to move 

to the south bank of the Kulaman River and 
defend that area. ", 

About 1 1 July it was reported that theAmer
ican forces had been replaced by large guer
rilla forces. Although the enemy pressure 
eased thereafter, Lt. Gen. Harada issued orders 
to disperse and forage for food in the vicinity 
of Upian, Basiao and the southern bank of 
of the Kulaman River. ,,6 The remnants began 

to move to the designated areas on '5 
July. Soon thereafter, enemy attacks ceased 
altogether. "7 

Recapitulation 

By late June, scarcely eight months after 
the invasion of Leyte, the once powerful Four
teenth Area Army in the Philippines was 
completely broken. The remnants, consisting 

of small isolated groups of survivors holed up 
in mountain areas, were more concerned with 
foraging for food than with offensive operations. 

The strategic consequences of the loss of 
the Philippines were disastrous in the ex
treme. The sea lanes between the industrial 
area in the Homeland and the resources of the 
southern regions, which had been slowly with
ering under the relentless attacks of American 

submarines and long range aircraft,'" were now 

lIZ On 9 June, the enemy launched an attack against Mandog which the Japanese evacuated twO days later. After 

14 June, however, the enemy appeared to withdraw from this sector and thereafter no large scale engagements were 

fought on the left bank of the Davao River. (Statement by Comdr. Saji, previously cited.) 
Il3 Statement by Lt. Gen. Harada, previously cited. 

I I4 The remnants of the 1St Battalion, 74th Infantry, and the South Sector Unit. 30th Division, which had been 
driven into the mountains along Highway 3 by the swift enemy advance in central Mindanao had meanwhiJe been at

tached to the Hirayama Unit early in June. 

115 This battalion arrived in the newly assigned area early in July. (Statement by Lt. Gen. Harada, pre

viously cited.) 

II6 Ibid. 
II7 The Sarangani Sector Unit, in the vicinity of Mt. Matutum, about 20 miles northwest of Sarangani Bay, was 

attack.ed in mid-July. On I August, this unit withdrew deeper into the mountains to the northeast. Summary of Oper

ations, 30th Division (Hyo) Force, op. cit. 

118 The American carrier task force which sortied through the South China Sea in January 1945 further disrupted 

the tenuous sea lines of communication. (Statement by Capt. Atsushi Oi, Staff Officer (Operation.s), General Escorr 

Command.) 
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completely severed by air and surface patrols 
operating from Philippine bases. Only the 
rapidly dwindling stockpiles in Japan and the 
limited amount of raw materials which could 
be obtained from China and Manchuria could 
hereafter feed the flagging war potentiaL .. • 
Moreover, the Japanese armed forces helplessly 
isolated in the southern areas must henceforth 
depend entirely on the supplies already within 
those areas. 

The Japanese High Command had thrown 
into the battle for the Philippines the maximum 
ground, sea and air strengrh which could be 
mustered in a desperate but futile attempt 
to halt the American advance grinding toward 
the heart of the Homeland. The decisive 
battle phase ended in failure when the enemy 

landed on Mindoro, 15 December 1944. 
Thereafter the only choice left to these Japa

nese isolated in the Philippine Islands was to 
inflict the greatest possible losses and delay 
on the American forces in the hope of postpon-

"9 Cf. Chapter XVIII. 

ing the invasion of the Homeland itself. 
The defeat had cost the Japanese military 

machine dearly. The Navy surface forces suf
fered such a crippling blow in the battle for 
Leyte that the Combined Fleet was thereafter 
able to conduct only small-scale forays. 

Losses in ground forces had totalled more 
than 500,000. ". Fourteen divisions, four inde
pendent mixed brigades, one regular brigade, 
about 50 provisional battalions organized from 
miscellaneous Army service units,'" and nu
merous naval and air elements had been de
stroyed in the bitter ground fighting since the 
enemy landing on the Leyte beaches on 20 

October 1944. 
The tremendous losses in aircraft and trained 

flying personnel had influenced the adoption of 
special-attack, or tokko, methods by the Army 
and Navy air forces. This type of warfare had 
by now been accepted by the Japanese armed 
services as an essential feature of the plans 
for the defense of the Homeland. 

120 Brealcdown of the Japanese ground forces employed in the defense of the Philippine Islands, 1944-45, is as 
follows : 

Army Ground Troops: 

Fourteenth Area Army Hq. 

Troops under direct Area Army command 

Area Army Line of Communication troops 

Thirty·fifth Army Hq. 
3d Shipping Transport Hq. 
1St Division 

2d Armored Division 
8th Division 

loth Division 

16th Division 

19th Division 

23d Division 

26th Division 

30th Division 

100th Division 

I02d Division 

I03d Division 

I05th Division 

lSt Airborne Raiding Group 

54th Independent Mixed Brigade 
55th Independent Mixed Brigade 
58th Independent Mixed Brigade 
6ISt Independent Mixed Brigade 

68th Brigade 
Navy Ground Troops: 

Southwest Area Fleet Hq. 
3d Southern Expeditionary Fleet Hq. 
31St Special Base Force 

32d Special Base Force 

nd Special Base Force 

Strength of Japanese Forces in the Philippines, 1944-45. op. clt. 

121 Data regarding the number of provisional battalions organized by the Japanese in the Philippine Islands is 

included in the statement by Maj. Gen. Haruo Konuma. Deputy.Chlef of Staff, Fourteenth Area Army. (ef. Chapter 

XV, p. 49, 65 and 67.) 
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CHAPTER XVII 

TOKKO "SPECIAL-ATTACK" 

Evolution of Tokko 

The resort to suicide weapons and tactics on 
an organized and ever-increasing scale in the 

battle for the Philippines was grim evidence 

of Japan's mounting desperation in the struggle 
to halt General MacArthur's penetration of the 

inner defenses of the Empire. Such methods 

reflected the strong determination of the Japa

nese High Command and fighting services to 
overcome, at any cost, the growing disparity in 

material fighting power.' This type of warfare 

a outrance, which so vividly expressed the ardent 

patriotism of the Japanese soldier, was termed 

tokko, or "special-attack", a generic name 

covering all suicide operations on land, sea, 

and in the air.' 

Although special-attack methods had been 

seriously discussed by ArmyandNavy field com

manders as early as the fall o~ I943, they were 

not employed to any significant extent until the 

American invasion of Leyte in October I 944. 

By the end of the Philippines campaign, how

ever, suicide attack, particularly in the air, had 

become a major combat technique which later 

played an even more prominent role in the 

battle fo r Okinawa and in the defense plans 

tor the Homeland. 

The concept of suicide attack developed 

gradually under the impact ot the Army's suc
cessive reverses in the Solomons and in New 

Guinea between I 942 and I944 and the Navy's 
inability to halt the enemy's offensive across 

the Central Pacific. By the time of the in

vasion of Leyte, the war situation had become 

so critical that the Japanese High Command 

was finally forced to sanction and then actively 

to push the organization 0 tokko units as virtu
ally the last effective means o. stemming the 

Allied tide. 

" Special-attack" found partial expression 

during the Papuan Campaign in the winter of 

'942-43, when raider squads were thrown into 
night assaults in a desperate attempt to stall 

the Allied drive on Buna.' The ground troops 

J This chapter was originally prepared in Japanese by Col. Takushiro Hattori, Imperial Japanese Army. Duty 
assignments of this officer were as follows ; Chief} Operations Section, Imperial General Headquarters. Army Section, 
I Jul 41-14 Dec 42; Secretary to the War Minister, 14 Dec 42- 20 Oct 43 ; Chief, Operations Section, Imperial 
General H eadquarters, Army Section, 20 Oct 43-12 Feb 45; Commander, 65lh Infantry Regiment, 12 Feb 45-15 
Aug 45. All source materials cited in this chapter are located in G-2 Hisrorical Section Files, GHQ FEC. 

2 The term tokko is an abbreviation of TokubetIU Kogekt (*.slj~~) or .. special.attack." Tokkolai (~~~) or 
.. speciaI.attack unit" was the official designation given to any group organized to undertake suicide missions. The 
term Kamikaze was originally limited to naval air units using suicide attack methods but later came to be applied by the 
western world to special·attack air units of both services. 

3 These squads were known as Teilhinlai- raiding units-and GiyUldi-volunteer units. Initially they consisted 
of about 20 men and were assigned to such missions as destroying artil.1ery, munition dumps, and other important 
installations behind enemy lines. The Eighteenth Army in May 1943 activated two provisional raiding companies which 
subsequently were employed in the Ramu Valley and in the Finisterre Mountain campaigns of September-December 
1943. In the summer of 1944, the Inspectorate.General of Military Training compiled a .. Raiding Attack Training 
Guide", based on experience up to that time, for disuibutlon to the entire Army. (Statement by Lt. Col. Kengoro 
Tanaka, Staff OIIieer (Operations), Eighteenth Army.) 
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resorted to this type of offense when weakness 
in numbers and weapons rendered conventional 
methods of attack ineffectual. These raider 
units, however, were not suicide forces in the 

strict sense; they were hit-and-run "com

mando" groups which were ordered out with 

the possibility and expectation that at least 

some would return. The compelling reason fo r 

their employment was nevertheless the same as 
that which later produced the Kamikaze - the 
necessity of achieving maximum results at a 
minimum cost in materiel and men. 

By early '943, the Japanese Air forces had 
lost their initial superiority. Slowly weakened 

by irreplaceable losses in skilled pilots, they 

found themselves increasingly incapable of 
effective opposition. The air war over New 

Guinea underlined the ever-widening difference 

in the strengths of the opposing forces, and 
emphasized the superiority of American aircraft 

and combat training. Before the end of '943, 
the Air forces were definitely on the defensive,' 

and the Japanese found it impossible to resume 
the initiative at any point. 

Under these conditions, front-line airmen 

who were under constant Allied assault began 

to teel that orthodox combat tactics were futile 

against the enemy's more powerfully built and 
more heavily armed aircraft, particularly the 

B- '7 "flying fortress." Pilots arrived at the 
conclusion that, barring the unlikely develop
ment of a radically new scientific weapon, a 

superior fighter plane, or a novel defensive 
technique, the only solution lay in reliance on 

suicide tactics.' 

Influenced by this widespread feeling of des

peration at the front, the Army Section of Im

perial General Headquarters, in May '944, 
initiated informal discussions on the subject of 

organizing a special-artack corps within the 
Army Air force. At the same time, however, 

technical studies were begun with a view to 

devising improved combat techniques and ord

nance, and every effort was made to perfect the 

use of existing weapons. 

Following the disastrous Philippine Sea 

Battle of '9-20 June 1944, Navy Air force offi
cers also began to study special-attack tech

niques more seriously. This stunning defeat 
not only cut heavily into the reservoir of skilled 

fliers which the Navy was trying to rebuild but 

also gave a fresh demonstration of the weak

ness of the Japanese air arm. An increasing 

number of pilots, and on one occasion a flag 

officer, urged the Navy High Command to 
consider the adoption of suicide-attack meth

ods, but their recommendations were not acted 

upon at that time.· 

4 An indication of this defensive attitude was the fact diat the emphasis of Army aircraft production in the 

Homeland, by the autumn of 1943, had shifted from bombers to fighters. More and more fighters were being turned 

out in proportion to bombers to meet the huge demand by the Army Air forces for interceptors. (Statement by Lt. 

Col. Kotara Katogawa, Military Affairs Bureau, War Minisuy.) 

, Not only was the fire power of the Japanese fighter planes no match for enemy 8 -17's and B-24'5, but insuffi

ciently trained replacements, frequent breakdowns in aircraft supply, poor quality of aircraft and equipment, and high 
combat losses contributed to the feeling of helplessness and desperation among front line units . This state of progres

sive deterioration on New Guinea and in the Solomons led the Japanese to believe that the only way to stop the enemy 
in the air was for their aircraft to crash deliberately into the invading air fotmations. (Statement by Lt. Col. Koji 

Tanaka, Staff Officer (Air Operations), Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section.) 

6 Immediately following the Battle of the Philippine Sea. Rear Adm. Obayashi. Commander of the 3d Carrier 
Division, volunteered to organize special attack units and requested Vice Adm. Ozawa, then Commander of the First 

Mobile Fleet, for authorization to do so. Ozawa unofficially informed Admiral Toyoda, Commander-in-Chief of the 

Combined Fleet. but no positive action was taken on the grounds chat the formation of special-attack units had to 

remain on a volunteer basis and could not be ordered. United States Strategic Bombing SU1Vey (Paci fic), Naval Analysis 

Division. InterrogationJ of Japanue OffiCials. Vol. I, p. 152 . 
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Experimentation with Tokko Tactics 

With the formulation of the Sho-Go Opera
tion plans inJuly J944, the Army quietly moved 
ahead with blueprints for the creation of 
special-attack air units. By early August plans 

covering the organization, training, and tactics 
of such units were completed. Volunteers were 
being recruited from Army air schools to receive 
instructions at special training centers' and air
craft especially designed for use by tokko units 

were in various stages of planning and produc
tion.· 

The Navy Air forces, meanwhile, continued 
to adhere to orthodox attack methods. Some 
Navy fighter pilots were being trained in skip
bombing technique, and the most competent 
pilots of regular bombing and torpedo attack 
squadrons were placed in the "T" Attack 
Force, a newly organized unit designed to carry 
out attacks on enemy ships at night or under 
adverse weather conditions. 

Beginning in September J944, the Army and 
Navy began a series of studies to determine the 
amount of air power and the type of tactics 

required to smash an Allied invasion fleet. 
The Army Air force shortly thereafter began 
actual tests in home waters. Staff studies 

were made simultaneously by Army and Navy 
commanders in the Philippines, where the next 
enemy blow was expected to fall. 

The tests conducted by the Army showed 

conclusively that flying personnel were inade
quately trained to make orthodox high-level 
bombing an effective means of attack. Actual 

combat experience had also demonstrated that 
although skip-bombing obtained far better 
results, it involved prohibitive losses in planes 
and pilots because the enemy's naval antiair
craft defenses were so highly perfected. Skip
bombing, moreover, required experienced air 
crews, of which the Air forces were painfully 
short. 

These studies and experiments supported a 
growing conviction that suicide or crash attack 
was the best means of ensuring maximum re
sults at minimum cost in planes and pilots. 
The effectiveness of this method had already 

been demonstrated on a number of isolated 
occasions prior to the summer of '944.- Many 
high staff officers were convinced that it was 

7 In late July the directors of air training schools and local Air force commanders were ordered by the Inspectorate. 
General of Army Aviation and the War Minister to submit lists of volunteers for special-attack training. Fifty flight 
personnel were recruited in the first group. their trai ning to be completed in September. Abom sixty :Right personnel 
(for four groups) were later recruited in August and September. Instructions were given to the recru its at Army air 
schools at Hamamatsu and Hokoda for heavy and tight bomber pilots. and at Hitachi and Akeno for fighter pilots. 
(Statement by Col. Monjiro Akiyama, Chief, Training Section, Office of the Inspectorate-General of Army Aviation.) 

8 The Army began conversion of a number of new Type-IV heavy bombers and Type-99 twin-engine light 
bombers into special-attack aircraft. The heavy bombers were armed with two Boo-kilogram demolition bombs and a 
contact fuse built into the fuselage. The light bombers were similarly armed with one Boo-kilogram bomb. Fighters 
and fighter-bombers were also being equipped with devices for carrying a greater load of bombs to permit instant con
version into special-attack planes. The Navy meanwhile speeded the secret development of a new type of special-attack 
ordnance, the Oka (dubbed II Baka bomb" by the Americans), a one-man rocket-powered glide bomb invented by a Navy 
ensign. I t was put into production in September. The bomb was attached to the underfuselage of a mother plane 
and was released at a point most effective for a glide and dive on the target. This was usually I I miles from the ob
jective at an altitude of 3.500 meters or at a p:>int not liable to interception by enemy carrier fighters. About 70 of 
these bombs were launched against Allied ships during the Okinawa campaign from March to June, 1945. (Statements 
by Lt. Col. Koji Tanaka. previously cited. and Rear Adm. Katsuhei Nakamura, Chief, General Affairs Bureau, Naval 
Aeronautical Department.) 

9 In April 1943. a Sgt. Ono of the 6th Air Division, rammed his plane into a 8-17 north of Madang, New 
Guinea, while on transport escort duty. In May 1944. four fighter planes led by Maj. Takada of the 5th Air Regiment, 
launched a crash attack against an Allied warship off southern Biak, N ew Guinea. During the Midway naval battie 
of 5 Jun 1942, a Lt. Tomonaga executed a suicide dive on an enemy ship. (Statements by Lt. Col. Koji Tanaka, 
previously cited, and Capt. MiLSuo Fuchida, Staff OfIicer (Operations), Combined Fleet.) 
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the only solution in view of the insufficient 
training which most pilots were then receiving. 
Crash tactics, moreover, required relatively little 

instruction."O 

While these views generally prevailed in 

lower Army and Navy echelons," the employ
ment of suicide techniques on a large scale by 

the Air forces was not yet officially sanctioned 

by either the Army or Navy High Commands; 
as late as mid-October, Imperial General 

Headquarters had not yet issued any formal 

orders directing the use of tokko tactics." 
This was the situation when the incursion 

of an enemy carrier task force into the Ryu

kyus- Formosa area precipitated the critical 

air battle off Formosa. On, 5 October, in the 

closing phase of this engagement, Rear Adm. 
Masabumi Arima, Commander of the 26th Air 
Flotilla in the Philippines , set an example of 

suicidal bravery by attempting to crash his 
torpedo bomber into an enemy carrier. ' J This 

act of self-sacrifice by a high flag officer spurred 
the flying units in forward combat areas and 

provided the spark which touched off the or

ganized use of suicide attack in the battle for 
Leyte . . 

Tokko Air Units 

The underlying compulsion which brought 
the first organized air special-attack units into 

being, however, came from the crucial state of 
unpreparedness in which the enemy invasion of 

Leyte caught the Air forces in the Philippines. 

Mass air strikes against the invasion forces 

had been envisaged under the Sho-Go Operation 

plans, but the First Air Fleet found itself with 

fewer than 50 operational aircraft, mostly figh
ters and a few bombers, as a result of enemy 

carrier attacks. The Fourth Air Army had less 

than roo planes, and its strength was widely 

dispersed. The Second Air Fleet, which con

tained the bulk of the Navy's Air forces, had 
suffered heavy losses in the Formosa air battle 

and had not yet begun its redeployment to the 

Philippines. 

On '7 October, as the enemy fleet began 
moving into Leyte Gulf, Vice Adm. Takijiro 

Onishi arrived in Manila to assume command 
of the First Air Fleet. On the following day, 

the Sho No. , Operation was activated. Its 

success hinged on a decisive employment of air 

power. Determined to secure maximum results 

10 "To achieve KamikaztJ the ordinary technique of the pilot is sufficient, no special training methods are 

necessary . .. . But to pilots who have had short training and least flight experience we give the essence of the Kamikaze 

attack. in the shortest period possible." (Statement by Capt. Rikihei Inoguchi, Staff Officer, First Air Fleet, USSBS 

Inlm-ogalions of Japa",,, Officials, op. cit. Vol. r, p 61.) 

II By rnid.September, the Fourth Air Army in the Philippines began independently to form IOUO units for 

special missions. On 21-22 September, three Type.r Army fighters, organized for such a mission, carried out an attack 

on an enemy carrier force. (Statement by Lt. Col. Katsuo Sato, Staff Officer (Operations), Fourth Air Army.) 

12 While the Army and, to a lesser degree, the Navy had proceeded with the physical formation of toUo units 

and the production and equipment of special-attack planes, Imperial General Headquarters issued no general orders 

placing such units on a compulsory basis. The Army and Navy High Commands sti ll considered special-attack a 

method of coping with local situations and not an over-all policy. Large-scale special-attacks in the Philippines Cam

paign were counted upon, but no orders to impress £lying personnel into tokko units were issued because numerous 

volunteers were available. (Statement by Lt. Gen. Torashiro Kawabe. Deputy-Chief, Army Aeronautical Department.) 

13 Although Rear Adm. Arima's attempted crash attack was reported successful by returning Japanese 

aircraft, U. S . Navy sources indicate that his plane crashed into the sea. No carrier or any other ship was hit by a 

suicide plane in the period 14-18 October. USSBS (Pacific), Military Analysis Division, Japanm Air Power, July 
46, p 62. 
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with the handful of planes at his disposal, Ad
miral Onishi decided late in the night of '9 

October, a few hours before formally assuming 
command, to create a suicide corps on a volun

teer basis within the First Air Fleet. 

This corps, christened the Kamikaze Special

Attack Corps, was originally made up of 24 

volunteer fliers selected from the 20Ist (Fighter) 

Air Group, stationed in the Manila area." 

Assembled at Clark Field, the fliers were or

ganized into four units, each composed of six 

pilots and bearing a special name designation. 

The aircraft allotted for their use were Zero 

fighters stripped of radio equipment, armament, 
and all but essential flying instruments and 

fitted to carry a 250-kilogram demolition bomb 

underneath the fuselage. On attack missions, 
the suicide units were to be led to the target 

by guide planes and covered against enemy 
interception by fighter escort. Crash attacks 

were to be executed only when reasonably cer

tain of hitting enemy carriers or major task 

force units." 

The initial sorties of the Kamikaze units on 

21 October were largely unsuccessful. Three 

of the units took off from Mabalacat, near 
Clark Field, to attack enemy task forces report

ed operating to the east of Luzon, but were 

unable to locate the targets. The fourth, which 

had advanced to a base on Cebu the preceding 

day, was preparing to sortie against enemy 
naval forces in the vicinity of Leyte Gulf when 
a sudden strike by enemy planes on the morn

ing of the 2 I st destroyed all six suicide aircraft 

on the ground. Three reserve fighters were un

damaged, however, and it was decided to carry 

out the mission with these planes. Two of the 

fighters were unable to execute attacks because 

of unfavorable weather and were forced to re

rum to their base, but the third was believed 

to have crash-dived into an enemy warship." 

The first real display of Kamikaze effective

ness was given on 25 October, the second day 
of the all-out air offensive launched in con

junction with the surface force attack toward 

Leyte Gulf. One unit flew from Davao to 

attack an enemy carrier group east of Surigao 
Strait; another shortly thereafter struck at the 

same carrier force which had just escaped de

struction by Vice Adm. Kurita's warships in 

the battle off Samar. In the latter strike, four 

Kamikaze planes were reported to have executed 
successful crash attacks. On 26 October, an 

enemy carrier group east of Surigao Strait was 
the target of yet another suicide attack, In 

which two carriers were reported hit." 

The small Kamikaze corps organized by 

Vice Adm. Onishi was originally intended as 

a temporary expedient to meet an express emer
gency. The unfavorable trend of the Philip-

14 · The commander of this corps was a regular Navy officer. The other 23 airmen were graduates of naval pre

Bight training courses and had received some special training in skip-bombing. (Statement by Capt. Fuchida, previ

ously cited.) 
15 The technique of approaching the target was of great imp·ortance. This varied according to circumstances 

and the skill and preference of the pilot, but was generally calculated to achieve surprise and evade or confuse radar 

detection, visual spotting, and fire control. During the kyte operations, tokko planes generally used a high or medium

altitude approach up to 6,000 meters, although on occasion a low-level approach using cloud cover was employed. Over 

the target each plane was on its own, one plane usually being assigned to one ship. Pilots were instructed [0 attack 

enemy carriers by diving at the Bight deck at as steep an angle as possible, or, if this was not feasible, to aim at the 

side of the vessel. (Statements by Lt. Col. Koji Tanaka and Capt. Fuchida, both previously cited.) 
16 Since there is no record of any other suicide attack on ships in Leyte Gulf during 21 October, it appears 

probable that this aircraft was the one which, according to Allied naval records, hit and damaged the HMAS Australia 

on that date. This was the first successful suicide attack in the Leyte campaign. 

17 Hito Homen Kaig.n Sak.sen Sono Ni .I:l:~1iiDilfiillLf'Fii\I(;lt<1)= (Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II) 
2d Demobilization Bureau, OC[ 47, p. 101 
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pines Campaign, however, forced an increasing 
reliance upon suicide tactics. This tendency 
was spurred by heavy aircraft losses, an inade· 

quate flow of air replacements, and a steady 

deterioration in the quality of pilots arriving 
at the front. 

As the original Kamikaze corps was expend

ed, new units were quickly organized in the 

First Air Fleet with volunteers drawn from 

regular tactical units and replacement groups." 

Soon any flight of planes on a suicide mission 
was called a special-attack unit. Usually the 

planes went out in groups of two or three, 

accompanied by an equal number of fighter 
escorts and a single guide plane. They took 

off at dawn and at other hours when they were 

the least liable to interception. 

By the end of October, special-attack units 

of the First Air Fleet had carried out twenty 

separate missions with from one to eight planes 

participating. Twenty·eight aircraft were credit
ed with having crashed into their objectives, 

principally enemy naval vessels in the waters 

east of the Philippines. 

The Second Air Fleet, which deployed to 

the Philippines on the eve of the big air offen

sive of 24-25 October, at first did not resort to 
the formation of Kamikaze units, but as combat 

losses pared down its strength and orthodox 
methods failed to achieve adequate results, it 

soon found itself obliged to follow the example 
of the First Air Fleet. By the end of the first 

week in November, planes of the Second Air 
Fleet's 221St Air Group were executing crash 

attacks on enemy ships in Leyte Gulf. Between 

1-15 November, the First and Second Air 

Fleets-at this time operating together as the 

First Combined Base Air Force-carried out 

21 suicide missions using a total of 71 Kamikaze 
planes. During this period, '9 aircralt were 

reported to have crashed successfully into their 

objectives. '. 
Although the lead had been taken by the 

Navy Air forces , the Army was not long in 
following suit. With the activation of the Sho 
No.1 Operation, Imperial General Headquar

ters ordered to the Philippines the first of the 

specially trained and equipped Army tokko units 

which had been organized in the Homeland 

during the summer of '944. The Banda and 
Fugaku units, each with twelve special-attack 

bombers, reached Philippine bases too late to 

participate in the 24-25 October air offensive 

and were held in reserve by Fourth Air Army 
for use only on the most vital missions.>· They 

finally went into action lor the first time on 

12-13 November. 

Eighteen additional special-attack units of 

the same type, with a total of 216 aircraft, were 

ordered to the Philippines during November. 

Meanwhile, under High Command authoriza
tion given early in November, Fourth Air Army 

organized provisional tokko units within its 

regular tactical forces already in the Philippines. 

The strength and composition of these units 

were determined by the regimental commanders, 

and they were to use ordinary fighter and 
fighter-bomber aircraft with bombs attached to 

the underfuselage. 

Although the appearance of the tokkotai 
exerted no appreciable effect on the outcome of 

the battle for Leyte, the reason did not lie in a 
lack of effectiveness. Reported results for the 

Leyte campaign showed that 30 per cent of 

18 Pilots, as well as aircraft of various types, were drawn from the I53d, 60151 and 76lSt Air Groups. The initial 

corps used only bomb-equipped fighters. However, after the reorganizations of the Kamika,{e corps, all types of aircraft 

were used. (Statement by Capt. Fuchida, previously cited .) 

19 Philippine Area Naval Operations, Part II, op. cit, pp. 101-2, 

20 The Banda unit used a twin-engine bomber manned by a crew of two and armed with a single 8oo-kilogram 

bomb. The Fugaku unit used a Type-IV heavy bomber. which carried lWO 8oo-kilogram bombs. 
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the special-attack planes which actually 

attempted crash attacks hit their objectives, a 

rate of accuracy far higher than that achieved 

by orthodox bombing. The ratio of aircraft 

losses to damage inflicted on enemy ships was 

also lighter. During the first three weeks, 30 

Army tokko planes were lost in attacks which 

reportedly sank or damaged 23 enemy vessels, 

as compared with 24 aircraft lost in regular 

bombing attacks which were reported to have 

sunk or damaged only 6 Allied ships." 

But even suicide methods, however destruc

tive, could not overcome the enemy's decisive 

superiority in numbers. His carrier task forces 

were still able to send preponderant air strength 

against Japanese bases throughout the Philip

pines. About one-third of the planes, sent as 

reinforcements from the Homeland, were Ides

troyed on the ground even before they could 

go into action." Moreover, the element of 

surprise which heightened the effectiveness of 

the tokkotai in the initial period of their activity 

was soon gone. The enemy took prompt steps 

to strengthen the air cover and antiaircraft 

defenses of his ships, so that more and more 

special-attack aircraft and escorting fighters had 

to be sent out on each mission in order to 

achieve worthwhile results. 

Special-attack nevertheless remained the sole 

means whereby the Japanese Air forces could 

pit their inferior strength against the enemy 

with any degree of success. By 15 December, 

the day the enemy invaded Mindoro, more than 

half the air strength deployed in the Philippines 

was being committed to tokko combat. By the 

end of the same month, Army special-attack 

units were frequently flying to the target without 

fighter escort, and virtually anything that could 
leave the ground, including trainer aircraft, was 

being fitted for crash missions. 

The tokkotai made their final mass effort of 

the Philippines Campaign in January 1945 

against the enemy's Luzon invasion forces. On 

5 January, sixty Army special-attack planes 

struck the huge invasion convoy as it moved 

west of Subic Bay and inflicted considerable 

damage. The effort reached maximum intensity 

on the following day, when both Army and Navy 

aircraft joined in day-long attacks on enemy 

ships moving into Lingayen Gulf. By 7 
January, however, the Air forces had sustained 

such heavy losses that their offensive power 

was spent. 

For a brief period thereafter, a small number 

of Army suicide planes continued to operate 

from hidden fields on northern Luzon, sortieing 

in groups of two or three planes for sporadic 

attacks on enemy re-supply shipping. By 
mid-January even this meager activity had 

ceased, and the Japanese air effort in the Phi

lippines came to an end. 

During the entire period of the Philippines 

Campaign, Fourth Air Army sent out about 

400 special-attack planes on 61 missions, while 

Kamikaze of the Navy's First Combined Base 

Air Force flew 436 planes on 107 missions. 

The results officially reported for these attacks 

were 154 vessels of all types hit by Army planes 

and 105 by naval Kamikaze. 'J While the 

frequent difficulty of ascertaining exact results 

21 Statement by Lt. Cot. Koji Tanaka, previously cited. 
22 Between 15 October 1944 and the end of January 1945, a total of 1,970 Army aircraft were lost in the Philip

pines theater. Of thi s total, about 700 planes were des troyed on the ground because of the inability of the air defense 
to protect Japanese bases from enemy air strikes . A ttempts were made to reduce losses by dispersal to concealed airfields 
at various points on Luzon, but these efforts were largely ineffeccual. Top priority was also given to moving air replace
ments from the Homeland. H owever, ferrying losses were extremely high due to poor quality of aircraft and inadequately 
trained pilots. (Statement by Lt. Col. Sato, previously cited.) 

23 (I) Hito Koku Saku" n Kiroku Dai Nih Itt;,M:'l!f'f.'iiI< ~anm=lIJl (Philippine Air Operations Record, Phase 
Two) 1st Demobilization Bureau, Nov 46, Arcached Chart XVII. (2) Philippine A rea Naval Operatl0n5, Part II, op. 

cit., pp. 101-2. 
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made these figures subject to unavoidable error, 
there was no question that the sharp sting of 

the special-attack forces had hurt the enemy." 

(Plate No. 139) 

Other Forms of Special-Attack 

Air tokko was by far the most spectacular 

and extensive form of special-attack to emerge 

during the struggle for the Philippines, but it 
was not the only manifestation of the suicide 

technique whereby the Japanese sought des
perately to change the tide of battle. Both 

the Army and Navy resorted to other forms of 
special-attack, all of which were designed to 

obtain maximum results with rapidly dwindling 
resources. 

The use of small airborne raiding units in 

the abortive attempt of November 1944 to 
regain control of the Burauen airfields on east

ern Leyte was the only example of the applica

tion of special-attack principles to airborne 

ground troops during the Philippines Cam-

paign." Air force weakness barred further 
operations of this kind in the battle for Luzon, 
but the Burauen airborne assault furnished the 

prototype for a similar suicide operation carried 

out in May 1945 during the final stage of the 
Okinawa Campaign.'" 

The Luzon battle witnessed the first use of 

another special-attack weapon designed to offset 

Japan's poverty in regular surface combat forces. 
This new weapon was the suicide crash boat, a 

small craft of light plywood construction man

ned by a single navigator and fitted with depth 

charges to be dropped directly alongside an 
enemy vessel or rammed into it without release 

from the attacking craft." Such boats were 

specially designed for close-in attacks on enemy 
invasion craft anchored off landing beaches. 

Surface raiding units equipped with crash 

boats were organized and trained by both the 

Army and Navy during the summer of 1944 in 

preparation for the defense of the Philippines. 
Plans formulated in August called for the 

construction of Navy surfac eraiding bases at 

24 A check of the results officially claimed by the Japanese Air forces against the figures of actual losses and 

damage given in American naval records covering the Philippines Campaign shows the following: Only 19 Allied ships, 

including two escort carriers, were actually sunk by Kamikaze attack. H owever, 121 suicide planes hit their targets, 

inBicting varying degrees of damage, and 53 scored damaging near·misses. One third of the recorded hits were on 

carriers, battleships and cruisers . USSBS, Japanese Air Porver., op. cit., p. 63. 

25 Cf. Chapter XIII, pp. 393-397. 
26 On the night of 24 May 1945, the Giretsu (Army) Airborne Raiding Unit crash-landed on Kitd (north) and 

Nakd (central) airfields which had been occupied by the enemy, and succeeded in doing extensive damage to parked 
aircraft before the unit was wiped out. The Navy planned a similar raiding attack on American B-29 bases in the 
Marianas in July 1945. but the 25 long-range Navy bombers assigned to the mission were destroyed by enemy carrier 
raids on Misawa airfield , in northern Honshu, on 14-I5 July, and the plan had to be abandoned. (Statements by Lt. 

Col. Koji Tanaka, previously cited, and Comdr. Yoshimori Terai, Staff Officer (Operations), Imperial General Head

quarters, Navy Section.) 

27 The Navy gave its crash boats the designation ShinJO, while those used by the Army's surface raiding regiments 

were known as Renraku-td or .. liaison boat. H The boats were essentially of the same type, 18 feet in length and 

powered by automobile engines capable of driving them at a maximum speed of 26 knots. The ShinJO carried a single 
250-kilogram explosive charge in the bow, while the Renraku-tei loaded two I20-kilogram depth charges, one on each side 

of the cockpit. ShinJO crews were instructed to crash headlong into the target vessel, while Renraku-tei navigators were 

originally trained to approach the side of an enemy ship abreast the engine compartments at high speed and drop their 
charges while executing a U-turn. The charges were fixed to detonate six seconds after release. This allowed virtually 

no leeway for crash boat to get away. Both the Army and Navy planned to concentrate as many boats as possible for 

a surprise attack, but actually no more than 70 boats were ever employed on a single raid. (I) Shusenji ni okeru Nihon 

K4n,.i ~!W<Iffi'IC;&Nt '!> a*it~ (Japanese Naval Vessels at the End of the War) 2d Demobilization Bureau, 25 Apr 
47. (2) Statement by Lt. Col. Tsugunori Kuriya, Staff Officer (Shipping), Fourteenth Area Army. 
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Davao and Sarangani Bay on Mindanao, at 
Tacloban on Leyte, and at Lamon Bay on 
Luzon!· The boat units and maintenance 
personnel began arriving on Luzon early in 
September, but the projected bases in the 
southern and central Philippines were not 
completed in time to permit deployment before 
the invasion of Leyte. On Luzon the surface 
raiding forces were concentrated at four main 
points of anticipated invasion-Lingayen Gulf, 
Manila Bay, Batangas, and Lamon Bay." 

On only two occasions during the defense of 

Luzon did these forces go into action on a large 
scale, and, in both instances, they proved 
ineffectual. About 70 Army surface raiding 
boats launched a mass attack against enemy 
invasion shipping in Lingayen Gulf on the 
night of 9-10 January 1945, but were unable 
to disrupt landing operations.'· The Navy's 
Shinyo boats based in Manila Bay went into 

action for the first and only time on the night 
of 15 February against enemy warships anchor
ed in Mariveles Bay, on Bataan Peninsula. All 
participating craft were expended in both these 
raids. 

Although devised long before the general 
adoption of special-artack weapons and less 

suicidal in natu re than either the Kamikaze 
plane or the crash boat, the Navy's midget 
submarines also fitted naturally into the pattern 
of tokko warfare." Ten of these craft, operating 
from bases in the central and southem Philip
pines, harassed northbound enemy convoys in 
the Mindanao and Sulu Seas during December 

1944 and January 1945 until they finally met 
their doom. 

The Navy's Kaiten, a one-man piloted 
torpedo which was first put into production in 

September of 1944, was more clearly a fUll
fledged suicide weapon. These torpedoes were 
designed to be carried on the deck of a parent 
submarine, generally four to one parent craft, 
and released within range of the target. The 

operator, seated in the center of the torpedo, 
then steered his explosive missile directly to 
the objective and certain death. The Kaiten 
were first thrown into action on 20 November 

1944, when 8 were .employed in a surprise 
artack on enemy carriers and battleships at 
Ulithi Anchorage. In January and February 

1945, 28 more were used in operations against 
enemy naval bases at a number of scattered 
points in the Central and south Pacific." 

Although about 450 Kaiten were produced, 

28 Philippine Area Naval Operations t Part I, op. cit., pp. 40-1 . 

29 The Army surface raiding forces in the Philippines were organized into boat regiments, each regiment with an 
authorized strength of 100 boats and 104 navigating personnel, and supported by a base battalion of about 900 men. 
Boat regiments and base battalions stationed in the Manila Bay, Batangas and Lamon Say aeeas were commanded by three 
Surface Raiding Force headquarters, one for each of these areas. One boat regiment and a base battalion, commanded 
by a local division commander, were stationed in Lingayen. Most of the boat regiments were below authorized strength 
because of the large proportion of craft lost in transit to the Philippines. At the time of the Allied invasion of Luzon, 
about 150 surface raiding boats were based at Sual, on Lingayen Gulf. (Statement by Lt. Col. Kuriya, previously cited.) 

30 Cf. Chapter XV, p. 436. 
31 Midget submarines were first used in the Pearl Harbor attack in December 1941, all five participating craft 

being lost in the operation. (Cf. Chapter V, p. 71.) During 1942 they were used in small-scale attacks on shipping 
inside the harbors of Sydney, Australia, and Diego Suarez, on Madagascar Island, and also operated in the Solomons 
area during the fight for Guadalcanal. Limited cruising range, low speed, difficulty in launching from the mother 
submarine, and inadequate power of the torpedoes carried so reduced the effectiveness of these craft that a new type 
of midget submarine, with a cruising range of 300-350 miles, was developed. Sixteen of this new type, designed to 
operate from shore bases, were built between 1942 and 1945. (Statement by Capt. Toshikazu Ohmae, Naval Affairs 
Bureau, Navy Ministry.) 

32 Seven submarines, each carrying four Kaiten, were used in attacks against enemy ships in UUthi Anchorage, 
Apra Harbor on Guam, Kossol Passage and Humboldt Bay between 20 November 1944 and 12 January 1945. Enemy 
vessels off Iwo Jima in the Banins were also attacked by eight Kaiten in late February '945, but the results are nOt known. 
(Navy Ministry's Report to Col. F. P. Munson, 22 November 1945.) 
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including some improved models, the Navy's 

plans for using them extensively never materi

alized. Between May 1945 and the end of the 

war, they had been employed on only eleven 
occasions, achieving a total of 18 reported hits 
on enemy vessels. B 

The institution of special-attack weapons 

and methods in air and sea warfare was paral
leled by no striking innovations in the field of 

regular ground combat. Nevertheless, as the 

Philippines Campaign progressed, there was a 
tendency toward an increasing reliance on 

infiltration and raiding tactics of a suicidal 

nature. During the defense of Luzon, Four

teenth Area Army also employed suicide 

antitank units which endeavored to destroy 
enemy armor by close-in attacks with grenades 

and lunge mines. 

The tokkotai came into being during the final 

phase of the Pacific War because of a compell
ing necessity to devise some counterweight to 

the overwhelming enemy superiority in all 

aspects of militaty power. The resort to suicide 

methods on so large a scale, however, would 
never have been possible but for a single factor 

33 Ibid. 
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-the deeply inculcated spirit of patriotic self

sacrifice which characterized the Japanese 

soldier and sailor and which was reflected in the 

psychology of the nation as a whole. 
It was this spirit, the product of centuries of 

religious and moral training, that brought forth 

in ample number volunteers for every special

attack unit or mission; that led Japanese troops, 
often starving and cut off from all hope of 

succor, to fight on rather than surrender ; and 

that spurred the nation to still greater efforts 

despite successive defeats, mounting hardships 

and growing doubt of ultimate survival. 

Although the tokkotai had not proved equal 

to the task of turning back the enemy in the 
Philippines, their heroic example bolstered the 

determination of the people at home and gave 

an impetus to the still wider adoption of special

attack methods. These suicide techniques 

were to play a large role in the subsequent 
defense of Okinawa, and under plans which 

the High Command began formulating early 

in '945, were to constitute the backbone of the 
final battle to tum back the anticipated invasion 

of the Homeland. 



CHAPTER XVIII 

HOMELAND DEFENSE: BASIC PLANS AND PRELIMINARY 

OPERATIONS 

Strategic Situation-January 1945 

As the year 1945 began, the Japanese nation 
faced disaster.' The great decisive battle in the 
Philippines had been lost, and the enemy was 
moving on to invade Luzon, wresting from the 
Japanese their last operational base in the Phil
ippines and extending the Allied air perimeter 
far out over Formosa, the China coast and 
southern Japan. Behind General MacArthur's 
forces hundreds of thousands of trained Army, 
Navy, and Ai~ Force personnel were isolated, 
unable to contribute directly to the prosecution 
of the war. Ahead of the enemy, the road 
to the Japanese Homeland lay wide open.' 

The war potential of the nation was at a 
record low. The backbone of both the fleet 
and the air forces had been broken in the Phil
ippines, while the Army's ability to concentrate 
for a final effort was hampered by its commit
ments to many scattered and now isolated 

theaters. More serious than even the long chain 
of tactical defeats which had all but destroyed 
Japan's armed forces, however, was the rapid 
disintegration of the national war economy at 
its base. 

Largely as a result of submarine interdiction 
of the South China Sea, the nation had already 
been deprived of essential strategic raw ma
terials. Only in the early part of the war had 
Japanese shipbuilding facilities been able to 
keep up with sinkings by Allied subma

rines and planes. By January 1945, 69.% of 
Japan's merchant fleet, including 59.% of her 
vital oil tankers, had been sent to the bottom. 
Total gross cargo loadings in the quarter 

ending in December 1944 were a mere 33 .% 
of the wartime peak.' 

As a result of the crisis in shipping, the flow 
of coal, iron ore, non-ferrous ores and concen
trates, salt, and chemicals from the Asiatic 
continent had been materially reduced, while the 
supply of oil, rubber, nickel, chromium, and 

I This chapter was originally prepared in Japanese by Lt. Col. Iwaichi Fujiwara, ImperialJapanese Army. Duty 

assignments of this officer were as follows ; Staff Officer (Intelligence), Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section, 

Aug 39-Dec 41 ; Staff Officer (Intelligence) , Southern Army, Dec 4I- Mar 43 ; Staff Officer (Operations and Intelli

gence), Fifteenth Army, Mar 43- Feb 45; Instructor (Military Tactics), Army War College, Feb 4s- Mar 45; Staff 

Officer (Operations), Second General Army, Mar 4s- Jun 45; Staff Officer (Operations), Fifty-seventh Army, Jun 45-

Aug 45. All source materials cited in this chapter are located in G-2 Historical Secclon Files, GHQ FEe. 

2 The term Homeland includes (from north to south) Karafuto (Sakhalin) and the Chishima (KurHe) Islands, 

Hokkaido, Honshu, Shikoku, Kyushu, the Ryukyu (Nansei) Islands, and the Ogasawara (Bonin) Islands. 

3 Tokei Chola Hokoku ,f1frr~§:m* (Statistics and Analysis Reports), Japanese Research Group, G-2 Historical 

Section, GHQ FEC, 30 Nov 50, Report No. I: Gross Tonnage of Japanese Merchant Shipping Losses through 

Allied Action, Dec 4I-Aug 45. 
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aluminous concentrates from the southern area 

had slowed to a mere trickle.' General Mac

Arthur's seizure of Luzon and operations of the 

American carrier task force in the South Chma 

Sea gave notice that even this slender lifeline 

was about to be decisively severed.' 

The collapse of Japan's overseas supply of 

raw materials was immediately reflected in the 

production figures of her basic industries. By 

early 1945, the iron and steel industry was 

operating at only about 49% of its wartime peak 

production, the three most important non

ferrous metals, copper, aluminum, and magnesi

um, were off 49 % from their peak, and a similar 

situation obtained in the output of ferro-alloys . 

The chemical industry was producing at 62 % 

of the first quarter of 1944, while the total pro

ductIOn and import of crude and refined petro

leum was down to a disastrous 26 % in the 

quarter ending in December 1944. From the 

long-range strategic viewpoint, the situatIOn 

had become hopeless.-

For their part, the All ies seemed to be in an 

extremel y favorable position. In the European 

theater, the failure of the Germans' great Ar

dennes offensive presaged the defeat of Japan's 

distant ally, and it was a certainty that termina

tion of hostilities in that area would be followed 

by the redeployment of overwhelming land, sea, 

and air power against Japan. Intelligence 

reports disclosed that the United States was 

rushing production of all types of amphibious 

4 Imports of oil from ;he southern area in fiscal year 1944 were only ~4 % of the wartime peak, of bauxite 

42 %. and of rubber 55 %. There were no imports at all of rice from the southern area after March 1944. In order 

to make up for the loss , larger quantities of substitute foods from the continent were imported. Due to the shipping 

shortage and the diversion of shipping to this food haulage program, imports of heavy coking coal from Manchuria, 

North China, and Karafuto fell (0 only 36 % of the wartime peak and those of iron ore to 33 %. (I) Gomu Kogyo 

no Hatten -;3 A I~G7)~mt (Developmem of the Rubber Industry) Compiled by Mr. Katsumi Ikeo, Chemical Bureau, 

Munitions Ministry, 25 Nov 48, pp. 49, 70-2. (2) Gikai Hokokusho m~¥a~Hf (Reports to the Diet) Japanese Gov

ernment Ministries j Summary of Staple Food Supply and Demand Factors Accompanying the Prolongation of the 

War, Sep 45. (3) U. S. Strategic Bombing Survey (Pacific), Over-All Economic Effects Division, The Effeds of 

Strategic Bombing on Japans' War Economy, Dec 46, pp. 108-9, 121, 135. (4)" The whole South Seas plan to make 

good Japan's deficiencies .. . . was based on the erroneous assumption that ship tonnage .... would remain level. Because 

of the tremendous loss in shipping ... . the South Seas were important for only the first year. After that the economy 

of Japan was based on China, Manchuria, and Japan Proper." U . S . Strategic Bombing Survey (Pacific), Naval Anal

ysis Division, Interrogation of Japanese Officials, 1945, Interrogation No. 155. (Interrogation of Mr. Aichi, Cabinet 

Planning Board, Greater East Asia Ministry.) 

5 In January, the U. S. carrier task force sortied into the South China Sea and began a campaign of destruction 

against ports and shipping. On 12 January, a convoy of 9 fully loaded tankers was almost wiped out off Quinhon, 

French Indo-China. On the 15th, a southbound convoy off Hongkong suffered a similar fate. (Statement by Capt. 

(Navy) Atsushi Oi, Staff Officer (Operations), General Escort Command. 

6 The hopeless situation in raw materials and basic industry was not yet fully reflected in the important fabricating 

industries. Aircraft were still being produced at 69 % of wartime rate, shipping at 47 %, and Army munitions at about 

72 %. (I) Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report No.2: Output of Strategic Materials in the Japanese 

Homeland; Report NO·3: Japanese Army Ordnance Production, January 1945. (2) Reports to the Diet, op. cit: 

Summary of Production of Aircraft and Loss of Capacity through Air Raids, I Sep 45. (3) Nihon Kaiun no Hembo 

a *fflii!I! O)~!Yt (Siruation of the Japanese Sea Transportation), Mr. Genko Tsuboi, Sea Transport Board, Ministry of 

Transportation, 20 Aug 46, Attached Chart No. It. 
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craft, heavy bombers, tanks, artillery, new 
rocket weapons, and Heet carriers.' In the Phil
ippines and the Marianas the enemy had excel
lent staging bases from which to launch the 

next effort. 
In this disheartening atmosphere, Imperial 

General Headquarters undertook to determine 
the probable courle of future Allied action. In 
general, it seemed clear that the United States 
would desire to bring the war to an early con
clusion, and that the ultimate goal of enemy 
strategic policy would be the annihilation of the 
Japanese Army in the Homeland and the occu
pation of Japan. To prepare for the ultimate 
invasion, the High Command felt that the 
enemy would talce the following course of 
action." 

1. C"",plete tht occuptltion of kLr aleas on LU{o,. 

as soon as possible. 

2. TakL one of tht following coums of action 

gn.e,. i,. orckr of probabilily : 

a. A t'lllo.pronged ad.anee into tht Home: 

lallli tkfe,.~ ptrimeter to feCl"e ad.anee bast' and 

tighteN tM blockade of JapaN Proptr. Tht eastern 

adoanee JIIowid mo.e from tht Marianas into tht 

Ogal41/lara (Boni,.) IsIalJds in February or March. 

On tht 'IIItSt, a much hta.itr offe1lme ",ould mo .. 

from tM Philippines to one or more key points bor

ckring on tM East China Sea including Formosa, 

tht Nan .. i (Rrukyu) Islands, and tM lo",er reaCMS 

of the Yangtze RiW!T, this optrt1iion to commence 

in March or April. Tht two prongsoftht ad.anee 

.ould con.erge in tM final assault Oil tht Home· 

laIJd in tM fall of '945 at tht earliest. 

h. An adoanee from tht central P4cific into 

tht Ogasawara (Bonin) Islands 4nd tMnee directly 

to tM Homeland, (this optration to begin in Feb· 

ruar., or Mcrrch,) in.,anon of Japan Proper, in this 

caS<, to be in June or Jwlr. 
3. In conjunction ",ith optrations on tht southt", . 

approachts to tM Homeland, tM enemy ",ould proba

bly launch a stcondary offensi .. from tht Aleutians 

against tht Chishima (Kurile) Islands in order to cap· 

turt ad"anu ai, btIHs. 

A direct attack on Japan Proper without 
these preliminary steps was regarded as a 
remote possibility. Within the framework 
of the most probable Allied strategic plan, it 
was believed that Iwo Jima in the Bonin 
Islands would be the next invasion target, 
with Okinawa in the Ryukyus following soon 
thereafter. 

An inventory of the forces available to meet 

the expected onslaught gave the High Com
mand no cause for optimism. The basic compo
sition and deployment of forces adopted for 
the Sho-Go operations still survived in principle, 
weakened and modified however by the heavy 
commitment to the Sho No. I front in the 
Philippines. Under Imperial General Head
quarters there were two major commands re
sponsible for the defense of the Homeland. 
The General Defense Command, under Gen
eral Prince Naruhiko Higashikuni, was re
sponsible for the air and ground defense of 
Honshu, Shikoku, Kyushu, and the Izu 
Islands, and for a portion of the long-range air 
operations against enemy invasion convoys 
and bases. The Combined Fleet, under Admi-

7 (I) Statement by Lt. Gen. Seizo Arisue, Chief, 2d Bureau (Intelligence) , Imperial General Headquarters, 

Army Section. (.) D.ihon~ Rik.8"" To",i Kirok. **{'H.i.~Il11I~e*" (Imperial General Headquarters Army 

High Command Record) ut Demobilization Bureau, Nov 46, p. :294. 

8 (I) Sojo Sho S....bo Socho G •• rtib. Socha ~J:ff$Jl.:G:lJ1;-$.cli!: (Report to the Throne by the Chiefs of 

Army and Navy General Staffs) 19 Jan 4'. (2) S';ko Sm,o Shido K.igi T, ..... ri :Qi!'Jj~niJ11tI7UJ (Proceedings 

of the Supreme War Direction Council) Report No. 10, I, Feb 4'. (3) Statement by Col. Takushiro Hattori, Chief, 

Operations Section, Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section. 
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ral Soemu T oyoda was responsible for .l! 
surface operations and the bulk of the long
range air operations over the approaches to 
the Homeland. (Plate No. 142) 

Peripheral commands under Imperial Gener
al Headquarters included the Fifth Area Army 
under Lt. Gen. Kiichiro Higuchi, responsible 
for Hokkaido, the Kurile Islands, and Kara
futo;· Lt. Gen. Tadamichi Kuribayashi's Oga
sawara Group in the Bonin Islands; and the 
Tenth Area Army under General Rikichi An
do, responsible for Formosa and the Ryukyu 
Islands. 

For the land and air defense of Japan 
Proper (excluding Hokkaido and certain naval 

stations), the Commander-in-Chief, General 
Defense Command, had .t hiB disposal the 
Western District Army (Lt. Gen. Isamu Y oko
yama), responsible for Kyushu and southweat
em Honshu, the Central District Army (Lt. 
Gen. Masakazu Kawabe) in centra.! Honshu 
and Shikoku, the Eastern District Army (Gen
eral Keisuke Fujie) in northeast Honshu and 
the Izu Islands, the Thirty-sixth Army (Lt. 
Gen. Toshimichi Uemura) as a mobile reserve 
in the Kanto-Shizuoka area, and the new!y
activated Sixth Air Army. ,. 

To execute the Combined Fleet mission, the 
Commander-in-Chief had available Vice Adm. 
Seiichi Ito's Second Fleet, now engaged in 

9 Forces available to the Fifth Area Army for the defense of me Northeast Area were as follows : 

Hokkaido Kucile Islands 
Ground Twenty-seventh Army 

77th Division 91&[ Division 
7th Division 42d. Division 

Air 3d and 4th Amphibious Brigades 

Twelfth Air Fleet 43d Independent Mixed Brigade 
ISt Air Division 6gth Independent Mixed Brigade 

Karafuto Chishima [5[ Brigade 

Karafuto Mixed Brigade Chishima Naval Base Force 

Lt. Gen. Higuchi exercised a combined operational command including naval units. Since Stre5S had been laid on me 
defenses of the Northeast Area ever since the los$ of Attu in May 1943, a high state of preparedness had been reached . 

. On 27 March 1944 the headquarters of both the Twenty-seventh Army and Fifth Area Army had been acti·nr.ed~ the 

latter replacing the Northern Army which had previously absorbed the Northern District Army on Il February 1943. 

There were now, however, only 36 operational aircraft in the 1St Air Division and Twelfth Air Fleet combined, mostly 

long-range reconnaissance planes. (I) Hondo Sakusen Kiroku 1>:±fj;.f~uea (Homeland Operations Record). Vol.. IV: 

Fifth Area Army, 1St Demobilization Bureau, Oct 46. pp. 4--6. 16-8, 24-6. (2) Dairikumei Dt1i St,./'achijuyongo 

*1!l111lttll""f i\ +119\lJt (Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. ,084) 24 lui 44. (3) Hoppa Hom .. "0 

SakuItn ~t1.l1.lll!i (1) f'l'!l (Northern Area Naval Operations) 2d Demobilization Bureau, Mar 49, p. 74. (4) Report 

to the Throne. op. cit. 

10 Sixth Air Army under Lt. Gen. Michio Sugawara had the basic mission of long-range air attacks against 

enemy inva£ion basei and convoys. However, most of the aircraft were uruuitable for such operatioru and were detached 

from the Air Army for air defense. Of the approximately 100 long-range planes available, slightly more than half 

were aSiigned to the 7th and 98th Bomber Regiments. these units being attached to the I uh Air Flotilla in Kywhu for 

operations. This left the effective air i[[engtn of Sixth Air Army at less than 50 planes. In mid-January, Imperial 

General Headquarters issued a polky memorandum to Sixth Air Army indicating its desire that emphasis be placed on 

the speedy organization of toUo units to facilitate the execution of its baiic mi",ion. (I) Dairikum~i Dai S~'C1ljhyakuju"i

go *~11lt."f="+=il!f (Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 1212) 26 Dec 44. (2) Repo<t to the 

Throne, op. cit. (3) fWD Jima oJobi Nan .. i ShoiO Homtn Koku Saktuen Kiroku iiil\'tl.2kjlfi1!in'@'1.Il!i!t;t~f'l'~ilGil 

(Iwo l ima and Ryukyu Islands: Air Operatisns Record) ut Demobilization Bureau, Aug ~, p. 12. (4) Statementa 

by Capt. Mitsuo Fuchida. Staff Officer (OperatiOns). Combined Fleet. and Lt. Col. Talc.ashi Kagoshima, Std Officer 

(Air Operations). Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section. 
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repair and training activities in the Hiroshima

Kure area" and the Sixth Fleet under Vice 

Adm. Shigeyoshi Miwa, comprising Japan's 

52 remaining submarines. For long-range 

offensive air operations Admiral Toyoda had 

at his disposal the Third Air Fleet under Vice 
Adm. Kimpei Teraoka in the home islands, 

the First Air Fleet under Vice Adm. Takijiro 

Onishi in Formosa," and Rear Adm. Chikao 

Yamamoto's 11th Air Flotilla, an independent 
unit, on Kyushu. Of these, only the latter 
was at this time in a state of real combat 

readiness. 

With the disintegration of the Japanese sur
face forces, the burden of intercepting invasion 

threats against the Homeland fell almost ex

clusively on the air establishment. The air 

situation, however, was extremely discouraging. 

Only about 550 aircraft were available for 
offensive purposes. Distribution of strength 

was as follows: 'J 

Combined Fleet 

First Air Fleet 

Deployment: Formos<l 

StreTIgth : 50 aircr<t{t 

Third Air Fleet 

Deployment: soutlrwest Homhu, Shikoku, Kyu

shu and the Ryukyus 

Strength: 200 aircr<t{t 

mh Air Flotilla 

Deploymerlt: southem Kyushu 

Strength: Na,y-2oo aircr<t{t; a/lached Arm,! 

-54 <lircraft 

General Defense Command 

Sixth Air Army 

Deployment: central and southwest Honshu 

Strength : about 50 aircr<t{t 

The situation in regard to defensive air 

strengrh, vitally needed to guard the Home
land against large-scale enemy air raids from 

newly-won bases, was equally bad." Available 

II On I January 1945, the organization of the Second Fleet was as follows: 

lSt Battleship Division 1St Carrier Division 2d Destroyer Squadron 

Yamato Amagi Yahagi (CL) 
Nagato Katsuragi Ten DO 
Haruna Ryuho 

Junyo (XCV) 
Mhon Kaigun H.nui Suii oyobi Heiryoku So,b;tsu Hyo a*lfiillI~~iliIJJt-l$2>t*:hlIFk~ (Table Showing Organizational 
Changes and Losses of Japanese Naval Forces) zd Demobitization Bureau, Oct 49. pp. 0·3"5 j 1-44. 47. 

12 Due to the situation in the Philippines, Combined Fleet decided mat any further commitment of naval air forces 

to the Philippine area would be impracticable. First Air Fleet was accordingly transferred on 9 January to Formosa 

where it replaced the deactivated Second Air Fleet. (Cf. Chapter XI, p. 3<>9 and Chapter XIV, p. 433) Okinawa Homtn no 

Kdigun ScJkustn ~"1nijQ.)mlf(f'F~ (Okinawa Area Naval Operations) 2d Demobilization Bureau, Oct 47, pp. 15-6. 

13 (1) Ibid., pp. 12-3. (2) Report to the Throne, op. cit. (3) In addition to the units mentioned, the 8th 

Air Division operating off Formosa under Tenth Area Army command was available for limited attack operations over 

Homeland approaches. Although its 126 aircraft were primarily fighters organization of tokko units and recoupment 

of bomber strength was proceeding rapidly . (Statement by Lt. Col. Kanichi Ishikawa, Staff Officer (Operations), 8th 

Air Division.) 

14 Although a few scattered raids had been conducted on northern Kyushu in the summer of 1944 by enemy 8'29's 

operating from bases in China, the Superfortress campaign against Japan did not begin in earnest until November 

1944. Operating from bases in the Marianas, the B-29's flew a total of 500 sorties against a variety of industrial tar

gees in Tokyo and Nagoya during November and December, one raid involving about tOO enemy aircraft. The raids 

steadily mounted in frequency and intensity so that during January an additional about 600 sorties were Bown, Kobe and 

Osaka being added to the target list. While mese raids, using primarily high explosives, did little damage, they did 

serve to bring home to the people the desperate plight of the nation. ( I) rmperial General Headquarters Army High 

Command Record, 0P' cit., p. 322. (2) fiji N.nkan Il!i"JI3f.e< aiji Year Book) Jiji Press Co., Tokyo, 5 Jan 47, 

p. '5" 
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for this purpose was a total of about 770 air
craft and 1200 antiaircraft guns for all of Japan 
Proper (excl uding Hokkaido). Air defense 
operations were decentralized, each District 
Army having under its command an air divi
sion for interceptor operations and a number 
of antiaircraft units. Disposition of the air 
strength attached from Sixth Air Army was 
as follows:" 

Westem Distrid Army-12th Air Di>ision 

(Ill arrcraft) 

Central District Army-II1h Air Di."iorl 

(267 aircraft) 

Eastem District ArmY-10th AI' Di.lIlorl 

(288 aircraft) 

In addition, the 302d, 332d, and 352d Naval 
Air Groups were attached to the Eastern, 
Central, and Western District Armies re

spectively for interceptor operations. This added 
about 100 fighters ·to the air defense system. 
These Army and Navy forces were concentrated 
principally in the Tokyo-Yokohama, Osaka
Kobe, and Shimonoseki-Moji areas, and around 

vital naval installations such as Y okosuka, 
Kure, and Sasebo. 

Primary emphasis in the Sho NO.3 plan, 
formulated in the summer of 1944, had been 
placed on sea and air operations." As a result, 

the build-up of ground combat forces inJapan 
Proper during late 1944 had been on a very 
modest scale. A total of only eight divisions 
was available for operations in Japan Proper 
{excluding Hokkaido).·, The command system 
and deployment were as follows:·8 

Westem District Army 

86th Di.isiorl- Miyakorlojo, Kyushu 

Cerllral District Army 

44th Di.mon-Osaka 

73d Di.ision-Nagoya 

Ea>lerr. District Army 

3d Imperial Guards Di.isiorl-Tokyo 

72d Di.ision-Smdai 

65th, 66th, aqd 67th [rldeperlderlt Mi'(ed Brigades 

-hu I,Iands 
Thirty-sixth Army 

81St Di,.,uio1l-UtsunomiYd 

15 (1) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. I : General Defense Command, pp. 32-33- (2) Report to 

the Throne, op. cit. (3) Doi"oir .. Doi Sonju-go *11ii4l-m==--+-ilIt (Imperial General Headquarters Navy Order No. 30) 

19 lui 44· (4) Table Showing Organizational Changes and Losses of Japanese Naval Forces, op. cit., pp. J*15, 19-

.6 (.) Doirikumei Doi Senhochijuich,-go *iI.i1$m'f i\ -+--~ (Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No . 

• oBl) 24Jul44. (2) Doiriku,hi Doi NiIenhyokUlhichijuroku-go *lifliM='f a -l::-+-7;~ (Imperial General Headquarters 

Army Direclive No 2176) 22 Sep 44. (Cf. Chapter XI, pp. 295-301 and Chapter XII, pp. 328- 3°') 

17 All eight of these divisions had been activated during July 1944 as part of the preparation for Sho NO.3 

operation. In addition to the indicated units, the 1St Imperial Guards Division, which had been formed on 14 May 

1943 from the Imperial Guards Depot Division, was stationed in Tokyo under command of the Eastern District Army, 

but was considered as not being available in connection with the defense of the Homeland in view of its mission of 

securing the Imperial Palace, the role formerly executed by the Imperial Guards Depot Division. Moreover, the 84th 

Division, also activated in July 1944, was also in the Homeland waiting at Himeji for transportation to Okinawa. (Cf. 

n. 34) Also in the Homeland to aid the combat divisions in their preparations were the staff and overhead of 13 depot 

divisions located at Tokyo, Sendai, Utsunomiya, Kanazawa, Hirosaki, Nagoya, Osaka, Kyoto, Himeji, Zentsuji, Hiro~ 

shima, Kumamoto, and Kurume. (I) Htngo Butai Gaiken Hyo lI..g.lflHiimJ!~ (Unit Organization Tables) Army 

General Staff. (2) Statment by CoL Hiroshi Fuwa, Staff Officer (Operations), First General Army. (3) Homeland 

Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. I., pp. 49-50. 

18 (1) Unit Organization Tables, op. cit. (2) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. I, pp. 49-50. (3) 

Doirikum<l Doi Stnhochijuroku-go *!!Il$m r i\ +7;~ (Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. (086) 26 

lui 44-
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9Jd Diyisio7l-Mt. Fuji aTea 

4th Armored DiyislO7I-Chiba a7ld Narashi7lo 

Under the Sho No. 3 plan the mission of 
these units had been mainly the construction of 

coastal defense works in southern Kyushu, the 

Kanto plain, the Toyohashi-Hamamatsu area 

in central Honshu, and the Hachinohe district 

at the extreme northeastern tip of Honshu." 

At the beginning of the year, construction of 

semi-permanent artillery positions was on sched

ule. Construction of infantry positions, on the 

other hand, was lagging seriously. Only in the 

Ariake Bay area of southern Kyushu were they 

more than 40 % complete. In the T oyohashi 
and Hachinohe districts, completion had only 

reached about 10%, while in the Kanto area, 

construction had just been started."" 
In contrast to the small beginnmgs that had 

been made on the defenses of Japan Proper, 
strong ground formations had been disposed on 

the Homeland defense perimeter. On Formosa 

and the Ryukyus was the Tenth Area Army 
with a powerful force of eight divisions, seven 

independent mixed brigades, and an air divi

sion." The Ogasawara Islands were garrisoned 

by the Ogasawara Group, a heterogeneous com

bat formation built around the lo9th Division.u 

New Plans for Homeland Defense 

By mid -January 1945, the progress of events 
clear! y indicated the need for a new and far-

19 Sho NO.3 plan called for the employment of the following nuclear infantry and heavy artillery strength i.n 
these coastal defense positions: 

Infantry Baualions Heavy Artillery Guru 

Southern Kyushu 8. 20 

Kanto Plain II 70 

Toyohashi~Hamamatsu 5 30 
Hachinohe _ 3 0 

Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. I, p. 53. 

20 Because defense policy had not yet been definitely formulated by the High Command, most of these fortifi

cations, following as they did the tactical idiosyncrasies of the local commanders, were later found to be inadequate and 

in some cases useless. (1) Ibid., pp. 51-4. (2) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. III j Second General 

Army, pp. ~7. 

21 Tenth Area Army forces were disposed as follows: 

Tenth Area Army 

8th Air Division- Formosa 

66th Division- Formosa 

76th Independent Mixed Brigade-Fonnosa 

Fortieth Army- Formosa 

9th, 12th, 50th, and 71st Divisions 

75th Independent Mixed Brigade 

Thirty-second Army-Ryukyus 

24th, 28th, and 62d Divisions 

44th, 45th, 59th, 60th and 64th Independent Mixed Brigades 
(r) Dai Sanjuni Gun Shijitsu Shiryo m=-t-=lII~'a''''IJt (Historical Data, Thirty-second Army) Home Depot 

Division, Mar 47, pp. 7-10. (2) Taiwan Homen SakuJen Kiroku ~.:.1.rim1t~-F.c~ (Formosa Area Operations Record) 

1st Demobilization Bureau, Aug 46, pp. 105-12. (3) Unit Organization Tables, op. cit. 

22 Attached to the I09th Division were the 145th Infantry Regiment, the 12th and 17th Independent Mixed 

Regiments, and the 26th Tank Regiment. (r) Chubu Taiheiyo Homen Sakusen Kiroku rp$;h;:ZJiA"/JlBif'\o~~a~ 

(Central Pacific Operations Record) 1St Demobilization Bureau, Nov 46, Vol. I, 98, 103-4. (2) Dairikumei Da; 

Sensanju-hachi, Senyonjugo-go *~1fitm'f=-ti\ . 'f1rn-tli!lJi (Imperial General Headquarters Army Orders No. r038 

and (045) 26 Jun and r Jul 45 . 
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reaching strategic plan to replace the now-de
funct Sho-Go plan_ In the pessimistic and con

fused official atmosphere of this period, further 
complicated by inter-service differences, it was 
difficult to formulate even the most general of 

policy directives." However, the need for ac

tion was imperative, and Imperial General 

Headquarters, on 19January, submitted for Im

perial sanction the draft of a general policy 
directive known as the" Outline of Army and 

Navy Operations_" This directive, having 

been approved by the Emperor, was officially 

promulgated on 20 January and became the 
basis for all future Homeland defense planning_ 

Its essence was as follows :" 

,_ General Policy 

a_ The final decisi .. battle of the war will be 

waged in Japan Proper. 

b_ The armed forw of the Empire will prepare 

for this baule by immediately establishing a strong 

strategic pos~ion in depth within the confines of a ""
tional defense sphere delitleated by the Bonin Islands, 
Formosa, the coastal seclor of east China, and south~ 

ern Korea. 

c. The Un~ed States will 11071' be considered 

Japan'l principal etlemy. Operational planning of 
all headquarters will be directed toward itlterception 

and deItructioll of American forces, all other theaters 

1ud ad"ersaries assumi1lg secondary imporlauu. 

2. Preparation and Conduct of OperatiotlS 

a. Resistance will continue in the Philippines so 
as to delay as long as possible the etlemy's approach 

to the Homeland defense perimeter. 

b. Key strongpoints to be d .. eloped within the 
pen"meter defense zone i7lclude 1»10 Jima, Formosd, 

Okinawa, the Shanghai district, and the south Korean 
coast. The main defensi .. effort will be made ill the 

Rrukyus area. Preparations in the perimeter defense 
ZOtle wJI be completed during February and March 

1945-
c. When the enemy penetrates the defense zone, 

a campaign of attr~ion will be in~iated to reduce hiJ 

23 The chief controversy centered around air operations over the Homeland defense perimeter. The Army 

insisted that a maximum effort be planned over the East China Sea area, even to the extent of stripping eastern Japan 

of its strength. The Navy, on the other hand, was extremely chary of undertaking any large scale air operation until 

May, wishing to avoid a premature, piecemeal commitment while rebuilding its shattered air forces. The Army point 

of view finally prevailed and became High Command policy. (Statements by Rear Adm. Sadatoshi Tomioka, Chief, 

First Bureau (Operations), Capt. Toshikazu Ohmae, Staff Officer (Operations). and Comdr. Yoshimori Terai, Staff 

Officer (Operations), al l of Imperial General Headquarters, Navy Section j and Col. Ichiji Sugita, Staff Officer (Opera. 

tions), and Lt. Col. Takashi Kagoshima, Staff Officer (Air Operations), both of Imperial General Headquarters, Army 

Section.) 

24 (I) Daikairei Dai Sanju,hichi-go &"al,u Teikoku Rikukaigun Saku"n Keikaku T aiko *m%m==. +-t:;tJ!EIJiIfI*l!iI~ 
1/ii1llf-r-l;Utiilii*Wi (Impelial General Headquarters Navy Order No. 37, Separare Table, Outline of Army and Navy 
Operations) 20 Jan 45. (Plate No. 143 is a facsi mile reproduction of a portion of this document.) (2) Report to 

the Throne, op. cit. (3) Statements by Lt. Gen. Shuichi Miyazaki, Chief, First Bureau (Operations), Col. Hiromu 

Hosoda, Staff Officer (Operations), both of Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section, and Col. Takushiro Hanori, 

previously cited. (4) To support the operational plans the Supreme War Direction Council, on 25 January, laid down 

the basic national logistics plan. Top priority was given to aircraft, special·attack weapons, antiaircraft, petroleum 

products, food , and ships. Raw material and basic commodity goals for 1945 were set as follows: Carbonsteel-

3,000,000 metric tons j coal-55,000,ooo metric tons; liquid fuel (all Lypes)-15,750,ooo barrels; and shippi ng-2,040,000 

metric tons. In view of the state of Japanese economy at the time, these goals were completely unrealistic. (Cf. pp. 

533- 4) Proceedings of the Supreme War Direction Council, op. cit., Report NO.9. 25 Jan 45. (5) On 20 January, 

Imperial General Headquarters planned a last emergency effort to transport vital strategic raw materials from the south· 

ern area. This was to be a blockade.running operation along the China coast, involving a strong naval and air 

escort. The plan, designated the Nan-Go (*~) Operation, called for the transport of 750,000 barrels of oil and 

quantities of rubber and bauxite to the Homeland during March. Daikaishi Dai Gohyaku-go **;Hlim1i.a~ (Imperial 

General Headquarters Navy Directive No. 500) 20 Jan 45 . 
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prepo,uJera71U in rhips, aircraft, and men, to obstruct 

the estab[ishmeru and UIe of ad.ance baJes, to under
mine e",my mora[e, and thereby to "Tlous[, delay 
the fina[ aHault on japan. The air forces will make 
a maximum effort ' o,.er the perimeter defeme zo~. 

Enemy troops that succeed in getting ashore at pouus 
on the Homeland defeme perimeter will be dealt with 
b, those ground forces on the spot without reinforct

meru from other theaters. 

d. Empha'is '" grouful preparatiom will be laid 

~n Kyushu and Kanto. Strong air defemes will be 

established along key lines of communication, ,uch as 
the ShimonoJeki mul Korea Straits, aful at important 
ports and commuuicatlo,u centers such as Tokyo, Na

goya, Osaka-Kobe, and the Moji-Kokura- Yawata area. 

e. During the delaying operatfons in the forward 
area, preparations for the decm .. battle will be com

pleted in japan Proper by the early fal[ at 1945. 

f. In ge",ral, japanese air strength will be 
conser"d ufllil an enemy lafuling is actually ufuler
wayan or within the defense sphere. The Allied 
in,.asion fleet WIll then be destroyed ou the water J 

principally by sea and air special-attack unilI. 

Pursuant to this basic policy directive, the 
Army Section of Imperial General Head
quarters assigned missions to Its major subordi
nate commands as follows:" 

I. The General Defeme Command will stcure the 
Homeland by deItroying any enemy in.ading force. 
Emphasu in operational preparatiom will be on the 
Kyu,hu, Kafuo, and Tokai'" districts. EfforlI will 
be made to annihilate the Allied forces on the Jea 

through the .igorous application of special-attack 

tactics. 

2. The China Expeditionary Army will ,hift to 
a two-front campaign and concentrate forces in the 

eaIt and JOuth China coastal seetors. It will securt 
the cofuinefllal key area by deItroying any e",my In

.ading force. Main defemi .. effort will be in the 

lower reach" of the Yangtze Ri.er. 
3. Southern Army will seeure ke, poifus in the 

southern area and check the ad.ance of the enemy to
ward the Homelaful defense perimeter, thus facilitating 
the o>tr-all operations. 

4. Tenth Area Army will secure Formosa and 
the Ryukyus by destroying any e",my in.ading force. 

5. S .. enteeruh Area Army" will shift operational 
emphasis from uorthern to Iouthem Korea and secure 

key "daTI by destroying any enemy in.ading force. 

On 30 January, the Navy Section of Imperi
al General Headquarters conducted a conference 
in Tokyo of the chiefs-of-staff of all fleets and 
naval districts. The" Outline of Army and 
Navy Operations" was presented to the con
ference and preliminary plans and general mis

sions promulgated. 
Immediately following the publication of the 

"Outline of Army and Navy Operation," joint 
conferences were held to iron out difficulties in 
the actual implementation of the plan. The 
first and most important problem was to formu
late a sound and workable air policy. Efforts 
in that direction culminated on 6 February in 
the drafting of a Joint Army-Navy Air Agree
ment for the first half of '945. This was to 
be subject to ratification by the two services 

2~ Dctirikumei Dcti Srnnihyctkunijuhctchi, Sennihyctkulctnjuroku, Sennihyctkuyonjuni, Sennihyctkuyonjugo-go *J.iIftt#,;T = 
W=+i\. T = S:=+/';. T = Wl!!l+=. T=Wl!!l+li!IJ/ (Imperial General Headquarters Army Orders No. '228, <236, 
1242, and 1245) 22 Jan, 27 Jan, 3 Feb, and 6 Feb 45. 

26 Although it was not mentioned in the II Oudine of Army and Navy Operations," the Army Section felt that 

there was a chance the enemy might attempt a secondary landing in the Tokai district around Nagoya. Defense of 

this district was therefore added to the missions of the General Defense Command. Special concern was felt for the 

coastal areas on both sides of the enrrance to Ise Bay. 

27 The operational missions of the Korea Army were assumed by the Seventeenth Area Army which was activated 

on 6 February as part of the reorganization plan. (Cf. p. 546.) Since the transfer, 20 November 1944, of the 19th 

Division to the Fourteenth Area Army in the Philippines (Cf. Chapt. XIII, n. 159), the principal operational strength 
of the Korea Army consisted of three depot divisions. 
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after study on the operational levels. In it 
essentials, the draft was as follows :'8 

1. All Arm)' alld Na,), air forces ill the Home

land (less air defense alld training forces) will be 

concetUrated in the East China Sea area (Formosa, 

the Ryukyus, east Chilla, alld Korea) durillg the months 

of February alld March 1945. This cOllalltrated air 

strength, together with air Ullits already in Formosa 

(First Air Fleet (mel 8th Air Di"isioll), plus certain 

reinforceme"ls from other theaters, enumerated below, 

will crush any ellemy attempt to i, .. ade poillt; withill 

the aforementioned area. 

2. Primary emphasis will be laid all the speedy 

acti'l'ation, training, dnd mass employment of air 

special-attack uni". 

3. The main target of Army aircraft will be 

erlerny transports and of Na'V'Y aircraft, cdTTier task 

forces. 

4. Scheduled Strength (to be assembled by 1 

April) 

Army 

Basic Force-I175 aircraft 

Sixth Air ArmY- 135 

8th Air Di,iIioll- 440 

ReinfoTcements-215 aircraft 

from Fifth Air Army (Chilla)-175 

from Third Air Army (SE Asia)-40 

Na,y (Telltati,e) 

Basic Forces-4oo-58Q aircraft 

Third Air Fleet and Ele,enth Air Flotilla 

-350-480 

Firrr Air Fleet-50-JOo 

Reinforcements-12J-175 aircraft 

from Chi,,,, Area Fleet alld 

Thirteenth Air Fleet (SE Asia) 

5. Command Syrrem: The basic command re

lationship will be orle of inteT-ser'Yice cooperation. 

Coordinatioll will be effected through Combined Fleet 

fOT the Na'V), air forces and through the General 

Defe",e Command and Tenth Area Army for the 

Army air forces. 

On the same day that the draft of this joint 
agreement was issued, the Army Section of Im

perial General Headguarters published an im
plementing directive entitled "Outline of Air 
Operations in the East China Sea Area." In 

addition to the provisions of the joint agree

ment on which it was based, this plan contained 
detailed directions for the preservation and re

plenishment of existing units, strengthening of 

bases, and the redeployment necessary to bring 

the reguired air power into the theater by I 

April. This plan, designated the Ten-Go (7i:lb!l) 

Operation Plan, became the basis for all future 

Army air operations over the East China Sea 

Area.'" 
To prepare for the forthcoming operations, 

28 (I) Imperial General Headquarrers Army High Command Record, op. cit., pp. 35g-65. (2) Statement by 
Lt. Col. Katsuki Mizumachi, Staff Officer (Operations), Sixth Air Army. (3) Although the Army air forces at this 
time were weaker numerically than the Navy's, the Army High Command had a very optimistic outlook on the pro
duction and training situation. It was relatively easier for the Army to train pilots for attack on enemy transports 
since the Navy's mission of attacking carriers and other combat types required more skillful personnel. As far as the 
Navy was concerned, it was extremely difficult to foresee the aClual availability of strength at the end of March. It there
fore assumed a conservative attitude toward making its commitment under the agreement final. Although Army ratifica
tion was immediate, the Navy delayed final action until 1 March while studying the actual trends of production and 
training. (Statements by Capt. Ohmae and Col. Sugita , both previously cited). (4) The Naval High Command 
nevertheless recognized that positive measures should be adopted in an effort to delay the enemy's next operation as 
long as possible. Accordingly, plans were completed by mid-February for a force of Kyushu based long-range bombers 
to conduct a surprise raid against an enemy carrier group in U lithi anchorage. This attack, designated the . Second 
Tan Operation was executed on I I March but was assessed as completely unsuccessful on the basis of subsequent pho
tographic reconnaissance . Only II of the original 24 planes arrived over Ulithi, and these arrived after sunset, 
rendering accurate bombing impossible. Okinawa Area Naval Operations, op. cit., pp. 22- 7. (American Editors 
Note: In early August 1944, The Combined Fleet planned to carry out an air attack on the Allied carrier groups 
anchored in the Majuro Atoll (l\1arshall Islands) in order to delay the next Allied invasion. This plan, designated the 
First Tan eft) Operation, called for a long range, one way flight, by Navy land based medium bombers; however, the 
plan was never put into effect.) 

29 (1) Iwo}ima and Ryuku Islands Ait Operations Record, op. cit., p. 15. (2) Statement by Lt. Col. Mizu
machi, previously cited. 
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the Navy, on 10 February reorganized its aIr 
units within Japan Proper. The Third Air 
Fleet, with headquarters in the Kanto district, 
was relieved of all further responsibility for the 
Kyushu.Ryukyus area and assigned exclusively 
to operations in central and eastern Honshu. 

The Fifth Air Fleet was activated on Kyushu, 
absorbing the 11th Air Flotilla and all former 
Third Air Fleet units in the area. It assumed 
responsibility for future naval air operations 
in the East China Sea area under the joint 
agreement. )0 

For further implementation of the" Outline 

of Army and Navy Operations," Imperial 
General Headquarters quickly realized that 
reorganization and redeployment of the ground 
establishment was also imperative. Of first 
priority. was the reorganization of the major 
commands in Japan ·Proper. This was accom
plished by a War Ministry order of 22 January 
and an Imperial General Headquarters order 
of 6 February, which transferred the operational 

missions of the old district armies to a number 
of new area Army headquarters." New district 
Army commands were established in each area 
Army zone to assume responsibility for logistics 

and administrative matters." The General 
Defense Command was now constItuted as 
follows: (Plate No. 144)" 

Northeast Honshu 

EI .. "'th Area Army-Lt. Gen. Teiichi Yoshimoto 

Northeaste", District Army Command--.';enda. 

East-Central HOlIShu 

T welfih Area Army-Gen. Keisuke Fuiit 

Easteltl Di>lrict Army Command-Tokyo 

West-Central Honshu 

Thirteenth Area Army-Lt. Gen. Tasuku Okada 

Tokai Di,trict Army Command-Nagoya 

Western HOIuhu and Shikoku 

Fifteenth Area Army-Lt. Gen. Masakazu Kawabe 

Central District Army Command-Osaka 

Kyushu 

Sixteenth Area Army-Lt. Gen. !Jamu Yokoyama 

Western DlStTlct Army Command-Fukuoka 

30 (I) Okinawa Area Naval Operations, op. cit., pp. 13-4. (2) It was intended that, should a decisive <lit battle 

be fought over the East China Sea, the Third Air Fleet would constitute a reinforcement pool for Fifth Air Fleet. (State· 

ment by Capt. Ohmae, previously cited). 

31 During the early period of the war the principal functions of the district armies, centering around the 

activation, organization and training of newly formed units, had been carried out directly under the command of Im

perial General Headquarters. The General Defense Command existed as a headquarters solely for the purpose of 

exercising operational control over the district armies in matters connected with internal security and air defenses. 

(Cf. Plate No. 10) In May 1944, however, the General Defense Command was invested with complete operational 

control over the Eastern, Central and Western District Armies, each of the latter continUing to deal directly with the War 

Ministry in all logistical matters. Shortly thereafter, pursuant to the provisions of Sho No. 3 plan, these district 

armies were assigned operational control over the newly organized divisions in their respective areas. ( I) Homeland 

Operations Record, op. cit. , Vol. I, pp. 1-13 . (2) Imperial General Headquarters Army High Command Record, op. 

cit., pp. 242-3. (3) Unit Organization Tables, op. cit. 

32 The commander of each Area Army was also the commander of the District Army Command and therefore 

held a dual responsibility, reporting to the Commander-in.Chief, General Defense Command, for operations and to the 

War Ministry for logistics and administration. 

33 (I) Imperial General Headquarters Army High Command Record, op. cit. , p. 325. (2) Dairikumtl Dai 

"nnihyakuyonjuyon-go */J<1i1I't:i';'f=13I!!lt-l!!liIX (Imperial General Head9uarters Army Order No. 1244) 6 Feb 45· (3) 
The" Outline of Army and Navy Operations" had in effect called for a shift in emphasis from the Northeast Area to 

central and western Japan. The requirements of the Fifth Area Army were accordingly scaled down in subsequent 

reorganizations and redeployments. This process began on 23 January with the transfer of Twenty-seventh Army 

headquarters to Sendai where it was subse'luently reorganized as Head'luarters. Eleventh Area Army. Dairikumtl Dai 

S<nninyakunijuku-go *1!?l1i1l't:i';'f = 13 = t-:lt.iIX IImperial General Head9uarters Army Order No. 1229) 22 Jan 45· 
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Mobile Res">e-Kanto Plain 

Thirty-sixth Army----Lt. Gen. Toshimichi UemllTa 

The reorganization of the high-level head
quarters in Japan Proper was of course only a 
first step toward building up the ground combat 
forces. Although one division had been·added 
to the Homeland forces on 22 January," there 
were still too few troops to garrison even the 
most critical points. Concurrently with the 
activation of the Homeland area armies, there
fore, the Army High Command ordered the 
immediate organization of four independent 
mixed brigades as an emergency mobilization 
to fill the most critical gaps as rapidly as 
possible. These were as follows:" 

95th Independent Mxed Brigade-Elew!IIth Area 

Army 

96th Independent Mxed Brigade-Twelfth Area 

Army 

97th Independent Mixed Brigade-Thirtunth 

Area Army 

, l}8th Independent Mixed Brigade-Sixtunth Area 

Army 

Following this emergency measure, the Army 

undertook to establish a firm. troop basis for the 
future Homeland defense armies. Discussions 
between the War Ministry and the High 
Command culminated on 26 February in the 

adoption of a plan calling for the mobilization 
of 42 divisions, 18 independent mixed brigades,'· 
and six tank brigades, the bulk of this force to 
be added to the one armored and eight line 
combat divisions and seven independent mixed 
brigades at that time active in the General 
Defense Command. These units, together with 
the required logistic and administrative support 
elements, would contain a total of about 
1,500,000 men. Mobilization of this enormous 
force was to be accomplished in three stages, 
the first from late February to early April, the 
second during April, and the last by the end of 
September. To provide the necessary high level 
headquarters, it was also planned to activate 
nine Army headquarters for tactical field com

mand and two general Army headquarters to 
exercise command at Army group level. The 
activation schedule for units in the Homeland 

(less Hokkaido) was as follows:" 

34 The 84th Division was at Himeji staging for Okinawa. (Cf. n. [7, p. 541.) On 22 January, on the eve of its 
scheduled departure, Imperial General Headquarters directed that the division remain in the Homeland. Lt. Gen. Shuichi 
Miyazaki, Chief, First Bureau (Operations), Imperial General Headquarters , Army Section, felt that the forces on the 
defense perimeter were already sufficient without the addition of this division, and that the extremely weak state of the 
Homeland defense forces justified its diversion. On 6 February, it was assigned to Fifteenth Area Army, pending its final 
deployment. The withholding of this division from Ok.inawa was to have grave consequences. (Cf. n. 64) (I) Unit 
Organization Tables, op. cit. (2) Statement by Col. Sugita, previously cited. (3) Historical Data, Thirty-second 
Army, op. cit. 

35 In addition, three infantry brigades, the 1St, 2d and 3d Tokyo Garrison Brigades, were organized and placed 
under the Eastern District Army Command with a specinc mission of carrying out guard duty only. Of. the mixed 
brigades, the 95th was stationed at Hachinohe, the ¢th in Chiba Prefecture, the 97th in the Ise Bay area, and the 9Bth 
in the Ariake Bay area. In addition, two divisions were activated, the 79th in Korea and the ¢ith in Kyushu, for 
subsequent assignment to the Seventeenth Area Army on 28 February. (I) Unit Organization Tables, op. cit. (2) 
Imperial General Headquarters Army High Command Record, op. cit ., p. 308. (3) Dairikumei Dai Sennibyakugojuku.go 
*Milfrrm'f=S-li+:iL!IJ/ (Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 1259) 18 Feb 45. 

36 Of these, two divisions and two independent mixed brigades were to be activated in Korea, one division 
and one independent mixed brigade on Hokkaido, and two divisions in the Kuriles and on Karafuto, the former from 
the 43d Independent Mixed Brigade and the ~th Independent Mixed Brigade, the latter from the Karafuto Mixed 
Brigade. (I) Statement by Col. Hosoda, previously cited. (2) Unit Organization Tables, op. cit. (3) Imperial 
General Headquarters Army High Command Record, op. cit., pp. 305-12. 

37 In addition one Army headquarters was to be activated in Korea. (I) Imperial General Headquarters Army 
High Command Record, 0p. cit., pp. 308- 10. (2) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit., Yol. II: First General 
Army, pp. 8-Il, and Attached Maps 1-2; Yol. III: Second General Army, Attached Charts 1-3; Yol. IY, pp. 11-8, 
28-38 and Anached Maps 1-2 ; Vol. V ; Seventeenth Area Army, pp. 10-21. (3) Unit Organization Tables, op. cit. 
(4) Dairikumei Dai Sennihyakukyujulhichi, Sensambyakunijuhachi, Senlambyakugojuicbi-go *~'tr~~T=WJt. -t--i::. T-='W 
=+i\. "-='S-1L+-!IJ/ (Imperial General Heaquarters Army Orders Nos. 1297, [328 and 1351) 8 Apr, 10 May and 
19 Jun 45· (5) Statement by Col. Hosada, previously cited. 
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I. First Mobilization 
13 coastal combat di."isions3~ 

1 independent mixed brigade 
2. Second Mobilization 

2 general Army headquarters 
8· Army headquarter5 
8 line combat di."iszons 

6 tank brigades 
3. Third Mobilization 

7 line combat diyisions 

9 coastal combat diyisions 

'4 independelll mixed brigades 

In addition, during the period of the second 
mobilization, three line combat infantry divi· 

sions and one armored division were to be 
moved from Manchuria to· the Homeland. 

This redeployment, together with the planned 
mobilizations, brought the projected total of 

Homeland (less Hokkaido) defense ground 

forces to a basic combat strength of 26 line 
combat divisions, 22 coastal combat divisions, 

and 2 I independent mixed brigades." Armored 

composition was fixed at two armored divisions 

and six tank brigades. 

The problem of supplying weapons and 
equipment to the new units was a serious one. 

However, when the mobilization plan was 

drafted, the total amount of weapons in the 

hands of Army ordnance supply, together with 
those to be produced during February and 

March plus weapons slated for transfer from 
the continent, was fortunately sufficient to per· 

mit a large enough initial issue to enable the 

units to begin their training.'· Provided pro· 

duction could be held at present levels, it was 
felt that the ordnance industry could fill the 

remaining combat equipment requirements by 
September. On this basis, the War Ministry 

set the following ordnance production targets 

for the period April through September:" 

Rifles 523,200 

Light machine gum 9,360 

Machine guns 1,260 

In/antry cannon 2,160 

Antiaircraft gun, 606 

Mortars 3,]00 

Selfpropelled cannon 168 

Light artillery 178 

Hea.y artillery 50 

The production schedule for sea special. 
attack weapons was simultaneously set as 

follows :" 

38 The coastal combat division was a type organization developed to engage in close-quarter fighting against 

enemy landings. It was characterized by lower troop strength. In infantry nre power it was superior to the regular 

line combat division, particularly in grenade dischargers and light and heavy machine guns. In artillery fire power it 

was markedly inferior. Due to its mission, the coastal combat division was practically immobile having only about one

fourth the horse and vehicular capacity of the average line combat division, this being used primarily for logistic support. 

Divisions bearing numbers in the 100 and 300 blocks were coastal combat divisions with a few exceptions, and all 

others were line combat divisions. Ddi Iichi}i oyob; Dai San}i Doin Shiddn Shuyo Heiki Genkyo H 'Yo f$-:;k.&t$=:;klb 
f!ffilill=E~*im'!J~:i5~:f& (Actual Condition of Ordnance Equipment for Divisions in the 1st and 3d Group Mobilizations) 

Ordnance Section, Fifteenth Area Army Headquarters, 20 Jun 45. 

39 The 32Jst Division, scheduled for activation in the third mobilization, was to absorb the 65th Independent 

Mixed Brigade stationed on the Izu Islands. Unit Organization Tables, op. cit. 

40 Typical of the partial issue of available weapons were rifles, 50 %, light machine guns, 23 %, infantry cannon, 

28 %, and antitank guns, 74%. Some categories (e.g. machine guns and light artillery) were already well over 75% 

available. (Statements by Maj. Tosaku Hirano and Maj. Yoshimichi Furukawa, Staff Officers (Organization and 

Equipment), Imperial General Headquarters .) 

4J Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit. , Report No. 17: Production of Japanese Army Ordnance. 

42 (I) Showa Niju Nendo Zenki no Kokuki. Tokko Heiki no Sti,an Keikaku to Sei,an jiJJeki 1I1Un=-t-if.lil'illJMO) 
jjt"'!II!.'tifYc~il1f O)~ilIi~tlll:l: ~ilIi:i'f1>i (Planned and ACIual Pcoduct ion of Aircraft and T okko Weapons in the First 

Half on 1945) 2d Demobilization Bureau, 15 lui 49. Attached Chart II. (2) Statements by Maj. Furukawa, and 

Maj. Hirano, both previously cited. 
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Army 
Renraku-tei (crash boats) 3,000 

Navy 
Shi"yo (crash boats) 3,840 

Koryu a"d Kairyu 
(midget submari",s) 1,440 

Kaite" (huma" torpedo) 660 

Aircraft production presented a special prob
lem due to the concentrated attention being 

given the industry by enemy air units. Based 
on the assumption that production could be 

increased slightly over the average output in 

December and January," the Supreme War 

Direction Council adopted a figure of 16,000 

planes as the goal for the period April through 

September." Production during the quarter 

ending in March was to be allocated exclusively 

to the Ten-Go Air Operation. 

Attacks on the Homeland Defense 
Perimeter 

Long-range preparations for the defense of 

the Homeland had barely gotten underway 
when enemy attacks on the defense perimeter 

began. On 19 February, a powerful U . S. 
amphibious task force launched an invasion 

of Iwo Jima, keystone of the Ogasawara Island 
sector of the perimeter. 

At the same time, the enemy violently ac

celerated the aerial offensive against Japan 

Proper, striking heavily at industrial targets 
and airfields in Tokyo, Osaka-Kobe, and 

Nagoya. From a total of 598 sorties flown 
over Japan Proper in January, Allied air activity 

rocketed to 3,193 sorties in February." 
To slow up the mounting American air 

offensive against Japan, it was imperative that 
the enemy be denied forward bases on the 

Homeland defense perimeter. Iwo Jima conse

quently assumed an importance far out of 

proportion to its actual size and facilities, 
because from its airfields enemy fighter planes 

would be able to fly both escort and attack 

missions over almost all of Japan Proper south 

of Sendai. (Plate No. [46) 

Despite the importance ofIwoJima, the Japa
nese were unable at this time to make any 

large-scale air commitment to its defense. The 

Ogasawara Islands did not afford a good chain 

of mutually supporting bases, and they were 

too far from Japan Proper. In any case, the 
Japanese air establishment was still in too de

bilitated a state to seek a decisive battle in the 

area. The defense of Iwo Jima therefore fell 

exclusively to the ground forces. For over a 
month Lt. Gen. Tadamichi Kuribayashi's Oga

sawara Group (lo9th Division) held out against 
immensely superior American forces, fighting 

a tenacious battle in the many excellent caves' 

and field fortifications on the island. By 22 

March, despite this heroic resistance, IwoJima 

fell completely into enemy hands." 

As the campaign on the Homeland defense 

perimeter began, the enemy unleashed a series 

43 Production in December was 2,200 and in January 1 ,5)00, the loss being que to raw material shortages and air 
raids. In February, production declined still further to 1,260 mostly as a result of the program of dispersal of the 
industry carried ou[ in anticipation of heavy enemy air raids . As soon as planes were weI( established in their new 
locations, the High Command expected the figure to go back up to the January level. Reports to the Diet, op. cit: 
Summary of Production of Aircraft, Loss of Capacity through Air Raids, I Sep 45. 

44 Proceedings of the Supreme War Direction Council, op. cit., Report NO.9. 
45 On 16 February, about 1000 U. S. carrier planes staged a raid on Tokyo. Attacks of the same scale came 

on the t7th and 25th. During the last two weeks in February 8.29'S struck five times at industrial targets in the Tokyo, 
Nagoya, and Osaka· Kobe districts. The 25 February raid on Tokyo consisted of at least 130 aircraft, the largest 
number of B.29's recorded up to that time. ([) Imperial General H eadquarters Army High Command Record, op. 
cit., p. 322. (2) Dai Niji S,kai Tai" n Ryak.,,/ti Orsu ~,='!!ciltJ'/.*~!ii}~ (2.) (Abddged Chronicle of World War 
II, B) 2d Demob;lizadon Bureau, Mar 46. Part III, pp. 3D-I. (3) Jiji Year Book (1947), op. cit., p. '51. 

46 (I) Central Padfic Operations Record, op. dt., Vol. I, p. 121. (2) Iwo Jima Sak.stn iiltJli.e, I'I'~ (Iwo Jima 
Operations) 2d Demobilization Bureau, Jan 48, pp. 4-5. 
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of air attacks on large urban areas in the Home
land which rocked the nation to its very 
foundations. Switching from htgh explosives 
to incendiaries, the B-29' s began these oper
ations on the night of 9-10 March with a heavy 
raid on Tokyo. The new tactics caught the 
Japanese completely off-guard, and the re
sults were indescribably horrifying. Well over 

250,000 houses were destroyed, rendering more 
than a million persons homeless, and 83,793 
were burned to death." Between 10 and 17 
March, raids on the same pattern were flown 

against Osaka, Kobe, and Nagoya. B-29 raids 
from November through February had been 
little more than an annoyance to the Japanese, 
but with the beginning of the fire-bomb cam
paign, enemy strategic bombing loomed for the 
first time as a threat to the entire social and 
economic fabric of the nation. 

With the invasion oflwo Jima and the sudden 
acceleration of the aerial offensive against Japan, 
it was clear that a move into the East China 
Sea area could not be far distant. The Navy, 
which had originally entertained considerable 
reservations about an air operation in that area 
before May, suddenly took steps to meet the 
emergency. 

First of all, the Army-Navy Air Agreement 
of 6 February, which until now had been 
considered a highly tentative document, was 

formally ratified by the Navy High Command 
on 1 March. At the same time, plans were 

made to strengthen naval aIr participation In 

the forthcoming campaign. The 11th, 12th, 

and 13th Combined Air Training Groups were 
converted into operational units. To take over 
the new groups, Tenth Air Fleet was activated 
on 1 March in the Kanto district, Vice Adm. 
Minoru Maeda assuming command. The 
Third Air Fleet, whose mission under the 

original plans had been to garrison eastern 
Honshu and provide a reinforcement pool for 
the East China Sea air battle, was now 

informed that, upon the activation of the 
operation, it would immediately displace to 
K yushu in full strength. Both the Third 
and Tenth Air Fleets were ordered to begin 
intensive training in special-attack methods. 
This training was to be completed by the end 
of April, when Tenth Air Fleet was also to 
move to Kyushu bases. The planned strength 
of Navy air units in the East China Sea oper
ation was now fixed as follows :" 

Fifth Air Fleet 520 aircraft 

Third Air Fleet 510 

Tenlh Air Fleet 2000 

First Air Fleet 85 

On 20 March, the Navy High Command 
issued an over-all policy directive which clearfy 
set forth the basic concept of the Navy's par
ticipation in the Homeland defense campaign. 
This document, entitled the " Imperial Navy 
Outline Plan of Immediate Operations," con
tained the following general provisions:" 

47 (.) KUJh. Sa;ga; Jok~o Ich;ran H~o ~~%,Mil!.-.~ (Chart of Damages by Air Raids) Metropolitan 
Police Board of Tokyo. 1949. (2) U The raid was in an area off the Sumida River criss-crossed by many rivers and 
canals .... This was all encircled with fire . . .. People were unable to escape. They were found later piled up on the 
bridges, roads, and in me canals, 80,000 dead and twice that number injured. We were instructed to report on actual 
conditions. Most of us were unable to do this because of horrifying conditions beyond imagination." U. S. Strategic 
Bombing Survey (Pacific), Morale Division, The Effeds of Strategic Bombing on Japanese Morale, Jun 47, pp. 36-7. 
(Statement by an unidentified official of the Police Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs.) 

48 (.) Okinawa Area Naval Operations, op. cit., p .• 1. (2) Da;ka;sh, Dai Goh~ak.j.-go *lIIfflifln;:a-t-ilt 
(Imperial General Headquarters Navy Directive No. 510) I Mar 45. 

49 (.) Da;ka;shi Da; Goh~ak.j.san-go *lIIfl1UiH;:a-t-=-iI1t (Imperial General Headquarters Navy Directive No. 
513) 20 Mar 45· (2) The Navy was by this time convinced that the East China Sea air operation would be decisive 
as regards the future defense of the Homeland and planned a maximum effort. The Navy's concept differed from 
the Army's in that the Army regarded me operation as a perimeter defense or delaying action, ramer man as decisive. 
Bakugek; Chosa Dan Ka;gon B.nkaka; Dai Sh;ch;-go n; ta;s.r. Ka;toij!,.~'l'EIlIIIllfl!l:$}~YltiH::iI1t: ft AJl-IID:j§: (Reply of the 
Navy Ministry to Questionnaire NO.7, U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey (Pacific), Naval Analysis Division) 18 Oct 45. 
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PLATE NO. 145 
Civilian Air Raid Defense Activity : Women Fire-Fighters 



I. The Ryukyu Islands are designated a, the 

focal point of the decisi .. battle for the def"''' oj 

the Homeland. 

2. Special emphasi, will be placed on the de· 

struction of enemy ship, by the prompt a,ui .igoro", 

UIe of sed dud air special-attack forces. 

3. Hit·a,ui·rutl raids will be conducted aga",.rt 

forward American attack bas" to delay the launching 

of cm enemy ill1'a5io" of the East China Sea area. 

4. At the same time, the defe",,, of the Home· 

la,ui will be strengthened with empham on Ky",hu 

and the Kania area . Defe1&Ses at important Itra;!! 

and bay entrances will be str",gthened. Sea routes 

to the continent will be protected. 

Meanwhile, the preliminaries of the East 

China Sea air battle were already underway, 

giving the Japanese no time to complete their 

long-range preparations. Early on the morning 

of '7 March, Imperial General Headquarters 
learned through intelligence channels that size
able American fleet elements had quit Ulithi 

atoll in the western Carolines. It was assumed 

that the enemy task force was on its way to 
attack the Kyushu area. The attack was expect

ed the following day. 

Combined Fleet immediately alerted Fifth 
Air Fleet in Kyushu. The Air Fleet com

mander, Vice Adm. Matome Ugaki, was 

ordered to attack the enemy task force only if 

it contained invasion transports and to refrain 

from an engagement if it was composed ex
clusively of warships.'· Vice Adm. Ugaki, 

however, feared that, if he did not attack, he 

would lose his entire command on the ground. 
He therefore forwarded a strong recommenda

tion to Tokyo that counteraction be taken 
regardless of the c:omposition of the task force. 

The High Command forthwith released the 

local commander from the earlier injunction 
and instructed him to use his own judgement." 

At 2300 on the '7th, a Fifth Air Fleet search 
mission detected by radar a large enemy task 

force barely 250 miles southeast of the southern 

tip of Kyushu." Vice Adm. Ugaki im
mediately issued orders for a dawn attack in 

force. Even as this strike mission was taking 

off, enemy carrier planes were swarming in to 
hit air bases in southern Kyushu and Shikoku. 

Hea vy damage was sustained." 

During the next four days, a violent air 
battle raged over the southern Homeland. 

Fifth Air Fleet threw into the battle a total of 

'93 aircraft, incl uding 69 tokko planes. Losses 
were staggering, amounting to ,6, planes, or 

83 per cent of the total aircraft committed. 
These losses, together with the widespread 

havoc caused by enemy attacks on airfields, 

left the Air Fleet powerless to participate 

In further large·scale action for several weeks 

to come. On the other hand, the damage 

50 This was in line with the policy contained in the Army-Navy Air Agreement of hoarding aircraft against the 
date of the actual invasion. (ef. pp. 544-5) (t) Dai Go Koku Kanlai Sakustn Kiroku mli*,5fIt~r'F'ilJLlal'l< (Fifth Air 
Fleet Operations) 2d Demobilization Bureau, Aug 46, p. 19. (2) Okinawa Area Naval Operations, op. cit., pp. 27-8. 

51 (1) Okinawa Area Naval Operations, op. cit., pp. 28-9. (2) Fifth Air Flett Operations, op. cit., pp. 19-20. 
(3) The Japanese were again faced with the dilemma so familiar in the Philippines. If the air forces were now com
mitted against enemy carriers, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to make a maximum effort against the amphibious 
convoy when it later appeared. On the other hand, if the air forces were not committed against the carriers, the Japanese 
ran the risk of having them completely destroyed on the ground. (Statement by Rear Adm. Tomioka, previously 
cited. ) 

52 Subsequently three other separate enemy task groups were discovered in the vicinity. It was believed that none 
of these contained transports . Fifth Air Fleet Operations, op. cit., pp. 20-1. 

53 (I) On 18 March, the enemy carriers flew off J 400 sorties mainly against airfields in central and southern 
Kyushu. Shikoku and the coast of Wakayama Prefecture were also hit. Ibid., pp. 21-4. (2) As this battle began, 
Sixth Air Army commenced its planned move to Kyushu, the headquarters reaching Fukuoka on 18 March. Operational 
units were still scattered throughout the Home Islands. Iwo lima and Ryukyu Islands Air Opetations Record, op. cit., 

pp. 26-7. 3'-2. 
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inflicted on the enemy was believed so 
severe that any immediate invasion threat to 

the East China Sea area was considered 

drastically reduced." 
Preparations to meet eventual invasion were 

nevertheless carried forward vigorously. Every 

effort was made to assemble the planned 

strength of 4,500 aircraft in the battle theater 
as rapidly as possible. On 2 I March, Sixth 

Air Army, which was still engaged in displac
ing its main strength to Kyushu, was placed 

under the command of Combined Fleet. The 

Commander-in-Chief, Combined Fleet, now 
exercised unified command over the bulk of 

all Army and Navy air units operating in the 

East China Sea area." 
While the Japanese strove to complete these 

preparations, the enemy continued his air and 

sea blockade of the home islands, hampering 
deployment for battle and constantly whittling 

down the overall war potential of the nation. 
Enemy B-29's continued their immensely de

structive incendiary campaign, now concentrat

ing on Nagoya, Japan's chief aircraft production 
center.:sti 

Late in March, the Superforts began a 
surprising new series of attacks which wrought 
havoc in the Homeland rear area. On the 

27th and the 31St, they carried out attacks on 
the Kyushu bases of the Fifth Air Fleet, closing 

down each field several days for repair." On 

the 27th and 30th, they sowed thousands of 
aerial mines in Shimonoseki Strait and the 

western Inland Sea, closing that vital supply 

artery for an entire week.'" 

Submarines and aircraft also continued to 
take their murderous toll of Japanese shipping. 

By the end of March, 74% of the nation's total 
merchant tonnage had been sent to the bottom, 

including 75 % of the tanker fleet.'" As the 

54 Fifth Air FI5ft reported that-five carriers, two battleships, three cruisers, and onc unidentified vessel had been 
sunk in these attacks. Imperial General Headquarters was inclined to seriously doubt the accuracy of these figures, 
but the Combined Fleet feh that the er.emy had been dealt a heavy blow even if the report were discounted by half. 
(, ) Fifth Air Fleet Operations, op. cit., p. 26 (2) Statements by Rear Adm. Tomioh and Capt. Fuchida, both 
previously cited. 

55 (I) An exception was the 8th Air Division on Formosa which remained under the command of Tenth Area 
Army. (2) Dairikumti Dai Stnnihyakushichijuhachi.go *rA1tlltm"f=13-1::+i\iIJ! (Imperial General Headquarters Army 
Order No. '278) '9 Mar 45 and Daikaishi Dai Gohyakujuni-go *mfoHg1i13+=iIJ! (Imperial General Headquarters 
Navy Directive No. 512) 19 Mar 4~. (3) The Navy, on 20 March, officially adopted the Army code name Ten-Go 
to apply to all air operations over the East China Sea area. Imperial General Headquarters Navy Directive No. 513, 
op. cit. 

56 Despite their destructiveness, these raids had no immediate effect on aircraft production. As a result of the 
completion of the dispersal program in the aircraft industry, the output of aircraft actUally increased to 1900 in March 
from February's low of 1260. Summary of Production of Aircraft, Loss of Capacity through Air Raids, op. cit. 

57 (,) Senklo Shubo l1'~iJ/.'flili (Daily Record of the War Situation) Operations Section, Army General Staff. 
(2) In addition, the U. S. carrier task force joined in the attack on Kyushu air bases on 28 and 29 March. On 3[ 
March caerier planes struck in great force at airfields on T okunoshima in the Ryukyus, causing extensive damage. This 
forward air base, a little over 100 miles north of Okinawa was an installation vitally important to the successful conduct 

of the Ten-Go operation. Its interdiction was a severe blow. Iwo lima and Ryukyu Islands Air Operations Record, 

op. cit., pp. 40, 42. 
58 ( I) Daily Record of the War Situation, op. cit. (2) Statement by Capt. Oi, previously cited. 

59 Statistics and Analysis Reports, Report No. I , op. cit. The Nan-Go Operation (Cf. n. 24) for the emergency 

transportation of material from the southern area was ended on 18 March, having fallen far short of expectations. The 

submarine threat plus the enemy air patrols being flown off Clark Field, Manila, and Puerto Princesa airdromes closed 
down the one-time southern lifeline of the Empire completely. There was no further trade after this date. (I) State

ment by Capt. Oi, previously cited. (2) DaikaHhi Dal Gohlakujulchl.go *mrnm1i a +-iIJ! (Imperial General Head
quarters Navy Directive No. 5II) 16 Mar 45. 
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shipping crisis deepened, transport of essential 
supplies to the southern Homeland battle 
theater became almost impossible. 

On 23 March, a strong Allied carrier task 
force suddenly attacked the island of Okinawa 
in the Ryukyus. This attack immediately 
appeared to cast doubt 011 the Fifth Air Fleet's 
battle claims of 18-2 I March. The High 

Command, however, took the sanguine view 
that this was merely a minor operation, under
taken by the enemy while en route back to 

Ulithi in retaliation for the losses he had suf
fered oII the Kyushu coast.60 

This serious misjudgement was quickly 
exposed on 25 March when the enemy began 
to put ashore a landing force on the Kerama 
Islands, a small group about 25 miles south
west of Okinawa. On the same day, Combined 
Fleet issued an alert for the Ten-Go air oper
ation.61 

The situation was now precarious. The 
commitment of the Fifth Air Fleet on 18 March, 
far from having delayed the enemy invasion, 
had actually resulted in a premature and largely 
ineffective expenditure of Japanese air strength 
in Kyushu. The Sixth Air Army and the 
Thl rd Air Fleet had not yet completed their 
westward displacement, while the Tenth Air 

Fleet was just beginning its specialized 
training."' Air reaction to the landings in the 

Ryukyus was therefore negligible. On I April, 
when the enemy extended the amphibious of
fensive to Okinawa, the burden of defending 

that important island fell initially on the ground 
forces alone."' 

The battle on Okinawa went badly from the 

very beginning. Handicapped by insufficient 
troop strength," Lt. Gen. Mitsuru Ushijima, 
commander of the Thirty-second Army, had 
concentrated the bulk of his forces on the 

southern portion of the island, where the terrain 
was relatively favorable to a strong defense. 
This, however, left the central sector of the 
island, containing two valuable airfields, virtual· 
ly unguarded. The enemy landed directly in 

this weakened sector and quickly mopped up 
the small security detachments stationed there. 
Lt. Gen. Ushijima's forces to the south dug 
themselves in on strong battle positions in the 
Naha-Shuri area. By the end of the second 
week of the campaign, enemy forward elements 

began to approach this li~e preparatory to a 
show-down battle. 

Although continually harassed by enemy air 
raids on the Homeland, Combined Fleet finally 
succeeded during the first week in April in 
effecting a partial concentration of air forces 
in Kyushu. Execution of the Ten-Go operation 

then began in earnest. 
The decisive air battle began on 6 April with 

60 (I) Okinawa Area Naval Operations, op. cit., p. 34. (2) Fifth Air Fleet Operations, op. cit., p. 28. 
61 On the next day, 26 March, Combined Fleet ordered all forces to execute the Ten-Go operation. Okinawa Area 

Naval Operations, op. cit., p. 36. 
62 On 26 March, Third Air Fleet and Tenth Air Fleet were placed under the command of Fifth Air Fleet, thw 

unifying the operat ional command of all naval air forces in the Homeland. Ibid., p. 36. 
63 Historical Data, Thirty-second Army, op. cit., p. 36. 
64 Until November 1944. the Thirty-second Army on Okinawa had a combat strength of three divisions and 

one mixed brigade. On 13 November, however, Imperial General Headquarters ordered the transfer to Fotmosa of the 
9th Division, the strongest of the three divisions on Okinawa, to replace the lOth Division, which was being shipped from 
Formosa [0 the Philippines. The 9th Division displaced from Okinawa to Formosa in mid-January 1945 . Imperial 
General Headquarters planned to assign the 84th Division to Thirty-second Army to replace the 9th, but late in January 
this plan was abandoned in favor of retaining the 84th Division in the Homeland. (Cf. n. 34) The permanent loss of 
one divis ion forced Thirty-second Army to weaken drastically its plans for the defense of Okinawa. (I) Okinawa 
Sakustn Kiroku i'PMi.f'F!jil~eilk (Okinawa Operations Record) 1St Demobilization Bureau, Aug 46, PP' 3-5. (2) Imperial 
General H eadquarters Army High Command Record, op. cit., p. 357. (3) Historical Data, Thirty-second Army op. 
cit., pp. 8, 15-20. 
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an all-out effort by the air forces then available 

in the East China Sea sector. Participating 
units were the Sixth Air Army and Fifth Air 

Fleet in the Homeland, and the First Air Fleet 

and 8th Air Division on Formosa. Operating 
with the Fifth Air Fleet were attached units of 

the Third and Tenth Air Fleets, although the 

latter were in an exceedingly low state of 

trammg. Following the commitment of these 

units against enemy invasion vessels off Okina

wa, it was planned to send out the last remnants 

of the Japanese surface fleet from the Inland 
Sea to attack survivors in the anchorage area." 

During the two-day period 6-7 April, the 

Japanese attacked enemy ships off Okinawa 

with a total of 699 aircraft, of which 355 were 
tokko planes. These attacks were boldly and 

vigorously carried out, and reported results were 

good_" 

On the evening of the 6th, the Surface 
Special-Attack Force under Vice Adm_ Seiichi 

Ito sortied from the Bungo Channel with one 

super-battleship (Yamalo ), one light cruiser, and 

eight destroyers in company. On the morn-

ing of 7 April, this force was spotted by enemy 
air reconnaissance while still over 400 miles 

north of Okinawa. A large part of the enemy's 

carrier plane strength, apparently undeterred by 
the Japanese air offensive, was unleashed a

gainst Vice Adm. Ito's force. In two strikes, 

one at 1240 and the second at 1345, the light 
cruiser and four of the destroyers were sunk. 

Yamato, hit by ten aerial torpedoes, went to 

the bottom at 1417, the second of Japan's two 
great 64,000-ton battleships to succumb to air 

attack. The four surviving destroyers returned 
independently to Japan_·' 

Between 12 April and 4 May, four addition
al large-scale air offensives were launched 

against the enemy fleet off Okinawa, the last 

of which was coordinated with the final all-out 

ground offensive of the Thirty-second Army 
During these operations, the Japanese air units 

flew a total of 1653 sorties, of which 761 were 

tokko missions." 

Although great successes were claimed by 
the participating units," the attacks did not 

have any noticeable effect on the local battle 

65 (1) Okinawa Area Naval Operations, op. cit" pp. 42-3. (2) U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey (Pacific), 

Naval Analysis Division, Tht Campdigni 0/ the Pacific War, Appendix 103 (Action Report of 2d Destroyer Squadron). 

66 In mis attack, two battleships, three cruisers, eight destroyers, three minesweepers, twenty one transports, and 

25 unidentified vessels were reported sunk. In addition, 61 orner vesse ls were claimed damaged . This attack was the 

first of a series of ten general attacks conducted between 6 April and 22 June. Due to attrition, they progressively 

diminished in size, and the last three were relatively minor affairs. These general attacks were heavily interspersed with 

small·scale attacks, which kept the enemy almost continuously engaged. Statistics and Analysis Reports. op. cit., 

Report NO.4: Commitment and Losses of Japanese A ircraft and Damages Inflicted on Allied Forces in the Okinawa 

Air Operations, 25 Mar-22 Jun 45. 

67 This was the last Japanese naval sortie of the war. Okinawa Area Naval Operations, op. cit., pp. 52-5 . 

68 General attack Nos. 2, 3, and 4 were executed on 12-l3, 15-16, and 2r-28 April respectively . A total of 

1,272 sorties were Rown, of which 565 were IOUo missions. General attack NO. 5. which was coordinated with the ground 

offensive of Thirty·second Army, was carried out on 4-5 May, with a total of 381 sorties, of which l¢ were toUo. 

During all of this period, enemy 8.29's continued to blast Kyushu airfields, seriously disrupting the mounting of general 

attacks in planned strength, interrupting the Row of reinforcements into the theater, and reducing supply and maintenance 

insta llations. The Japanese were never able to deploy the 4,500 aircraft caHed for in the Ten·Go plan. Statistics and 

Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report NO.4. 

6sl Two carriers, one (carrier or cruiser), six battleships, four (battleships or cruisers), three cruisers, one 

destroyer, one (cruiser or destroyer), six transports, two patrol craft and seventeen unidentified vessels were reported 

~unk. In addition, 45 vessels, including two carriers, were reported damaged. (I) Ibid. (2) Fifth Air Fleet 

Operations, op. cit. , pp. 45, 49-'50, 59-'60. 
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situation. The Thirty-second Army ground 

offensive of 4- 5 May made limited gains against 
exceedingly strong resistance, faltered , and fell 
back after a bloody two-day fight. Following 

this, Thirty-second Army was no longer capable 
of effective offensive action. Although the 

Ten-Go air operation was sustained for another 

six weeks, the enemy was securely in possession 
of Okinawa as a forward base after the failure 

of the 4 May offensive.'" All of Japan south 
of Tokyo, as well as Korea and the lower 

Yangtze, were now brought within easy range 

of enemy land-based fighters. 

General Plan of Operations 

Just as the battle for control of the East 

China Sea area began. the Japanese High 
Command learned through intelligence chan

nels that Soviet Russia had begun to redeploy 

troops from the European theater to the Far 
East. In Europe, the crossing of the Rhine 

by the Allied armies and the catastrophic 

defeats suffered by the Germans in the Saar 

and Ruhr valleys indicated that final collapse 

of Hitler's forces was imminent. Japan faced 

the dread of fighting the war alone. 

Against the background of these alarming 

strategic developments, Homeland defense plan-

ning was hurriedly continued. On 20 March, 
Imperial General Headquarters Army Section 
transmitted to all major subordinate commands 
the preliminary draft of a volummous operations 

plan to meet an invasion of the home islands. 

This document, based upon the general policy 

directive of 20 January, covered in considerable 

detail objectives, tactics and technique, troop 

movements, internal security, transportation, 
communications, and logistical administrative 

support. The draft was studied by subordinate 

headquarters, revised by the Army Section, and 

submitted to the Navy and to various govern
mental agencies for concurrence." On 8 April 

it was formally disseminated to the field com

mands. Its essential points were as follows :'> 

I. The forthcomi1lg decisi .. operation in the 

Homela1ld and adjacenl areas will be referred to as 

the Ketsu-Go (l'R:IJIl) Operation. Designations of 

the componenl operatiOll$ will be as follo1lls : 

Ketsu No. I Hokkaido, Karafuto, and the 

Kurile Islands 

NO.2 Northern Homhu 

NO.3 Kanto District 

No. 4 Nagoya-Shi;:uoka area 

NO.5 Western Honshu and Shikoku 

No.6 KYUJhu 

NO. 7 Korea 

70 During the climax of the Ttn-Go operation (general attacks Nos. 1- 5), the Japanese lost 1.71 I aircraft, seriously 
reducing the combat potential of the air forces. However, a total of 159 enemy ships were reported sunk (including 
those sunk in minor operations) and 141 damaged. It was not until after the war that access to Allied records revealed 
to the Japanese that only 17 vessels were actually sunk though a considerable number was damaged in varying degrees. 

71 The Navy did not at this time issue a detailed operations plan for Homeland defense. Navy general policy 
had already been announced in the I< Outline Plan of Immediate Operations" of 20 March. (Cf. pp. 551-2.) Intensely 
preoccupied with the T tn·Go operation, the Navy delayed detailed planning for KttJu-Go. Little action was called for 
by the High Command in any case, since all Kttsu·Go planning had been delegated to Combined Fleet. (Statement by 
Capt. Ohmae, previously cited.) 

,2 (I) Dainkum<i Dai Sennihyakukyujukyu-go *!ll11fltm-+=i3.1t.-t-.1t.ilI! (Imperial General Headquarters Army 
Order No. 1299) 8 Apr 45. (Plate No. 147 is a facsimlle reproduction of a portion of this document.) (2) Dairikushi 
Dai Niunyonhyakusanjuhachi-go *~mm-=Tll9a=+)\!1R (Imperial General Headquarters Army Directive No. 2438) 
8 Apr 45, Annex : Outline of Operational Preparations for Operational Preparations for Operations Kttsu: Logistics 
Plan. (3) Imperial General Headquarters Army High Command Record, op. cit., pp. 337-47. 

The original KttJu·Go plan was designed only for the initial direct invasion. No second battle was envisaged or 
considered in drafting' these plans, though, of course, it was recognized that a defense of Kanto would be executed if 
Kyushu were invaded first. (Statements by Maj. Gen. Masakazu Amano, Chief, Operations Section, Imperial General 
Headquarters, Army Section, and Col. Hosoda, previously cited.) 
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2. Operational Policy 

a. The lmperutl Army ",ill hasten preparations to meet and crush the attack of U. s. forces in the 
abo .. key areas. Emphasis ",ill be on the Kanto area (Ketsu NO.3) and Kyushu (Ketsu No. 6). 

b. Preparations for operations prescribed in this plan ",ill fall into the following general phases: 

Fir5t April through july 
Second August through September 
Third from I October 

Emergency preparatrol" ill Kyushu "'ill be completed by early june. Dispositiol" will continue to be 
JtretJgthened during the second phase, and all tactical plans completed. FInal deploymerll of field 
units and perfectron of the field poSttrons ""ll be completed m the early part of the thlTd phase. 

c. Air Operatiol" 

(I) A close ",atch will be mairllailltd Dl'er all enemy fleet mo>emerlls, particularly transport con.oys. 

Air search o.er the approaches to the Homeland will be cOlltmuous and aggrtssi>e. 

(2) Enemy amphibious task forces atlemptltlg to m.ade the Homeland will be de5troyed on the 

water. 

(3) The primary target of the air offen,i>e ",ill be transporll. 

(4) All air operatiom "'ill be curtailed Tlgorously ulltil the "ltmy main con.oy approaches. 
Fighting 5trength ",ill be preseT>ed ulltil the momerll for the decJSJ>e effort." 

(5) Air ruppOTt for ground forces will be restricted to liaISon mISSIons and tactical reconnaissance 

in extreme emergencies. 

(6) Long.range, surprise air raids against such enemy bases as 1",o jima and Okinawa "'ill be 

carried out. 

d. Ground Operations 

(1) The ground forces will ",in the final decision by o>erwhelming and annihilating the enemy 
landing force in the coa5tal area before the beachhead IS secure. 

(2) Speedy mallt .. er of the largest possible force againJt the enemy landing sector is the key to 
success in such operations. As many local releT')ItS as possible must be maneu'Yered into the 
expected landing sector as soon as it becomes known that the enemy irllmds to land. After 

the "ltmy has landed, additional ground troops from other parts of the Homeland will be 
deployed to the area in accordance with the plall prercribed in Para. 3 below. 

(J) In the t'JIt1lt of simultaneous itll'dSions of more than out! mea, the main Japanese co un· 

teroffellSi>e will be directed at the main enemy landing. Delaying actiom "'ill be fought ill 

other localities. This principle ",ill apply both tactically and Jtrategically. 

(4) If the location of the "It my's main landillg is ulldetermilltd, the main japanese force will be 
committed in the mea which presents the mOlt fa1lorable terrain for ojfonsi')lt! operations. 

Delayillg actiollS will be cOllducted III other localities. This principle will apply both tactically 

alld Jtrategically. 

(5) Large.scale and thorough cOnJ/ruction of fortijicatiolls will be carried out ",ith emphasis on 
those field positiom dwglltd to pro.ide jumpillg.off, rallymg, and support pOlrlls for local 

73 Air concentration for Ketru-Go was to be over and above the commitment to Ten-Go. (Cf. Chapter XIX, n_ 

45) At this time the utilization of aircraft was running about two months behind production. Thus, new aircraft being 

used in the Ten-Go operation in April and May were largely out of February and March production. Assuming that 

Ten-Go would be completed during May, then aU aircraft production after 1 April could be made available for Ketsu· 

Go . (Statement by Maj. Gen. Sadanori Harada, Air Ordnance Department, Munitions Minisuy.) 
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offeusi'l'es. 

(6) Special security precautions will be taken at .ital installations to fOT<stall enemy airborne 

penetratIons. 

e. Air Defense 

(I) Air defense of tbe Homeland will be emphasized. Points of first priority will be Tokyo, cities 
lyiflg 011 the pri7lcipa/ rOUles of commu1lJcation, 'JIilal industrial facililies, airfields and 

munitions dump'. 

(2) Increasing emphasis will he placed on air raid precautions and perfecting warning facilities. 

(3) Dispersal of facilit"s, particularly airfieldr, will be accomplisbed wherever possible. 
(4) When the ground armies initiate their operational mO'JIemeuts to counter enemy landings, 

their assembly must be co.ered. by antiaircraft units. PlatlS will be made for the large.scale 
di'JIenion of ~uch units to this mis~ion at the appropriate time. 

f. Channel Defe"" 
(I) In cooperation with the Na.y, the defemes of such important straits as Bungo, Kii , and 

Shimonosekl will be rtrengthened. Principal harbors will also be strongly defended. 

(2) Batteries will be stationed so as to pre.e111 penetration by enemy .essels and amphibious 
landingr. Channel defense units wl1l strengthen bomb and shell.proof Inrtallations, and will 
dispoje armed boats at strategic points. 

g. Guerrilla Resistance and bllernal Security 

(I) We will rtme to realize our operational objecti.es through exploitation of tbe traditional rpirit 
of" E'JIery citizen a soldier." 

(2) Guerrilla resistance will aim at the obstruction 0/ enemy acti'JIities and the attrition of enemy 

jtrength through guerrilla warfare, espioJl~ge, deception, raids 011 rear areaj, and demolition 

of enemy installatrom. Such resistance will he carried out as part oj the o'JIerall operation 

to assist line Untls, to meet enemy airborne operations and small secondary amphibious 

landings, and to cut off and harass enemy elements which penetrate into the interior. 

(3) Internal security will aim at protectmg military aCli'JIities, 'JIita! commuTUcations, transport, 

power sources, and recret areas. If necessary, internal security will quell public disorder 

arising as a result of air raids, bombardment, in'JIasion, propaganda, and natural disaster. 

(4) Forces for guerrilla resistance and internal secunty will be drawn from the entire body of 

the dt;zenry as the sitUtltion may dictate. Guard units and ci'JIilian de/emf! organizations will 

pro'JIide manpower, organized around small elements of the field forces as a guiding nucleus. 

Such units will be under the command of the 'JIarious district army commands. 

). Redeployment Plan" 

a. In event of an enemy itl.asion of Kyushu, the followitlg steps will be taketl: 
(I) Four line combat di.iri01lf will be dispatched to Sixteerllh Area Army from forces aMilabie 

to Thirteerllh and Fiftwllh Area Armies in central a,1d western Honrhu alld Shikoku. 

(2) Preparationr will be made for the ad.atlCe of a recolld inaeme/II. Three or four additional 

74 This redeployment plan was based on the assumption that sea and rail communications in Japan would be largely 

destroyed and that most of the troop movements would be made on foot. Maximum possible use was to be made, 

however, of existing highway, water, and rail routes . The main communications rouce was [Q be me Aomori·Sendai

Tokyo-Nagoya.Osaka.Shimonoseki line, backbone of the rail system on Honshu. Maximum use was also to be made 

of secondary routes and highways. Scheduled water routes from Honshu [0 Kyushu and Shikoku were to be set up with 
a total capacity of 9.500 tons daily. Even so, considerable difficulty was anticipated in the execution of this plan. For 

example, 65 days would have been required to carry out the planned move of two divisions from Kyushu to Nagano 

Prefecture. Another ten days would be needed to move these divisions into the line in the Kanto area. 
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divisio1lJ will be dispatched from the Eleveulh A"a Army ill IIorthem H01lJhu alld from 
T welfth Area Army in the Kallto district to the Osaka·Kobe area, where they will be held 
;11 readinus for further ad"allCf to Kyushu. 

b. In elle/II of au enemy lauding j" the Katlto district, without d prior landiug j" other dreas, the 
following steps will be takell: 
(I) ThTtt line combdt dj"isiollI from Elevi!71th Area Army in "orthern Honshu, three from 

P'fteellih Area Army ill the Osaka·Kobe area, alld two from Sixleellih Area Army ill Kyushu 
will be immediately selll to Twelfth Area Army and held ill readilless in Nagallo Prefecture 

as a mass counterattack force . 

(2) If the situatioll permits, two lille combat divisio1lJ will be speedily dispatched by Thirteenth 
Area Army from the Nago ya area to Twelfth Area Army in the Ka.llo district. 

(3) PreparatiotU will be made for the ad"lldtlu of a secoud increment. Two liut combat di"l'uioflS 

will be se1ll by Fifth Area Army ill Hokkaido to Elevellih Area Army ill IIorthem Ho."hu, 
and five divisiolls from Sixteenth Area Army Oil Kyushu to Fiftee.llh Area Army in the 
Osaka·Kobe district, all these di.isio." to be held ill readiness for further ad.allce to the 
Kanio dis/rid. 

4. Logistics Plan 
a. General Aims 

(1) The Homeland will immediately e1ller the status of a battle theater communicatio1lJ zone. 
(2) Emergeucy logistic preparatio1lJ called for u.uIer this plan will be completed by the eluI of 

JUlie. The full program will be perfected by the eud of October. 
(3) Succmful completion of this program is depe.uIe1ll upon securillg maximum efficiency in 

production ana procurement, use of transportation facilities, security of logistics inrtallatiotlS, 

dispersal operations, tramfer of ser')lju uuits dud supplies from the Conti,Jenl,n dna 

maximum utilj~atjo71 of idle materials. 

(4) In order to meet the expected gradual increase in prenure upon land and sea tra'''portation 
ser.ices, selfsuffic~IICY in each district a.uI area Army "'ill be emphasized, particularly as 
regards food, materiel repair, dnd certain classes of arms dnd equipment procurement. 

(5) The logistics base (excluding Korea) will be 2,g03,000 men, 292,000 horses, a.uI 27,500 
motor 'YehideJ. 

b. Logistics Build-up 

(1) As far as items of organizational equipment dTt concerned, tbe furnishing of new troop u"its 

"'ill have top emergency priority o>er all other supply acti.ities, emphasis being placed on 
units in the Ka1ll0 area a.uI Kyu.shu. 

(2) The over·all build.up targets for expe.uIable items (excluding the normal unit allowance) 
will be, in the case of ammunitioll, <IIough for o.~ campa;gn by the tlllire projected field 
Itrt71gth (2,000 tons per djyision), <lnd of fuel, food, and forage, enough for 1 ~ months of 

combat ope ratio",." The main stockpilillg areas will be the Ka1ll0 dluI Kyushu areas. 
(3) Only in Kyu,hu dluI the Kanto will the full ammullitioll unit of one campaign be available 

in operational stoc.~piles. Other areas will have such fractions of one ullit al are prescribed. 

75 The plan called for the emergency transportation of 296,100 barrels of fuel and lubricants and 20,000 tons of 

ammunition from the continent (0 Japan before the end of August. 

76 Build-up targets included ammunition for 48 divisions for one campaign (g6,ooo tons), of which 22 were to 

be disposed in the Kanto, and 12 in Kyushu; 223,600 barrels of fuel (excluding aviation gasoline), of which 77,500 

barrels were to be disposed in the Kanto and 51,000 in Kyushu; and two and one-quarter months supply of rations 

and clothing for 2,900,000 troops. 
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m -t Ji. 15 iii III 
f---- .. .---- U th Area Army 

(Lt Gea E. Uchiyama) 

m -t ~ 15 iii III " L.... 16th Aru Army ---.. 
(ll Gm I. Yokoyama) 

m Ji. 15 iii III 
5th Ara. Army f----- .. 

(LI Gen K. Higuchi) 

.lIl -t -t 15 iii lII: 
f----- .. 17th Area Army 

(Lc Gen Y. Kozuki) 

m -t 15 iii lII: 
10th Ara. Army 

(Gen R. AIKin) 

JIt ~t !II: {f Wi llfI lit 
Nor'theutera Diatrid Army Command 

Jltllfl!ll:'ltWillflllt 
Ealtem Oinrict Army Commaad 

Jltlltlll:'ltWillflllt 
Tokai Diltrict Army Com.mand 

'" ~\ III 'It Wi llfI lit 
Una-a! Dimia Army Command 

illillfllll'ltWillflllt 
We.tem Dittrict Army CommaDd. 

~t llfI lII: 'It Wi ~\ lit 
Northern Diltrict Army Cornmaad 

~.lIl'(f~llfIlIt 
KOf'Q Dimicc Army Commaad 

- -- Operaricmal command 
• 2nd Air Army in Manchuria wu uoon the opuatioDa! ('Ommand of the KWUltUng Army. 
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All main operational areas .,ill ha .. one month's supplr of items of continuous ISsue. Certain 
remote areas may ha)1t! 'mger stockpiles as prescTlbed.n 

(4) Certain reIerye stockpiles in all categones of supplies will be established br Imperial General 
Headquarters. Such supplies ",ill be held a.ailable for rapid tra7lJfer to the acti" battle 
theater .,hen it de>elops.'" 

c. Completion Deadlines 
(1) Operatiolldl stockpiling in Krushu alui the Kanto: 31 Mar 
(2) Operational stockpiling in other areas: 30 JUI~ 

(3) Reserye stockpiling in KruJhu and the Kanto: JI August 
(4) Reser" stockpiling in other areas: 31 October 

d. Redepforment of Supplies 
(1) At the commencement of the operation, operational rupp/ies .,ill be released to the engaged 

units immediately in sufficient quantity to raise the suppl., le .. 1 of the acti .. theater up to t.,o 
Cdmpaigt1S in ammunition dnd four months supply of fuel, forage, and rations. 

(2) Supplies .,ill be released from the reserye br Imperial General Headquarters as the situation 
reqwrtl. 

e. Air Logistics 
(1) Emphasis .,ill be placed on expanding facilities for aircraft maintenance, preparation of 

ordnance for Jpecial-attack units, and dispersal of fuel dumps. 
(2) Special-attack units will ha .. first priorit., in all matters of supply. 
(3) With t.,o sorti" per unit as the buildup target, bombs will be de/i.ered alui stockpiling 

completed br 30 June.'" 

Concurrently with the publication of the 
Ke/su-Go plan, Imperial General Headquarters 
activated the headquarters of the First and 
Second General Armies according to previous 
plan, simultaneously deactivating the General 
Defense Command. (Plate No. 148) The 
First General Army under Field Marshal Sugi
yama established headquarters in Tokyo and 
assumed command of the Eleventh, Twelfth, 
and Thirteenth Area Armies." The head-

quarters of the Second General Army under 
Field Marshal Shunroku Hata was established 
at Hiroshima and included command of the 
Fifteenth and Sixteenth Area Armies." To 
provide a similar command level for all Army 
air units participating in the campaign, an Air 
General Army headquarters was established 
under General Masakazu Kawabe. This head
quarters took complete command of all Army 
air units in Japan and Korea," except the 

77 The .operational stockpiling program included ammunition for one campaign by 24 divisions (48,000 tons), of 
which 8 would be in the Kanto and 8 in Kyushu j 25,800 barrels of fuel (excluding aviation gasoline), of which 7,500 
would be in the Kanto and 6,900 in Kyushu; and one month's supply of rations and clothing for 820,000 men. 

,8 The reserve stockpiling program called for ammunition for one campaign by 24 divisions, of which 14 would 
be in the Kanto and 4 in Kyushu; 204,000 barrels of fuel; and rations and clothing for one month for 575,000 men. 

79 Under the arming program, approximately 3,790 metric tons of bombs were scheduled for delivery to opera
tional units. 

80 ~lso provided for in the same order was the transfer of the Thirty-sixth Army, formerly the central mobile 
reserve directly under the General Defense Command, to the Twelfth Area Army. (1) Imperial General Headquarters 
Army Order No. J:297, op. cit. (2) Imperial General Headquarcers Army High Command Record, op. cit., pp. 332-6. 

8, Ibid. 
82 The Air General Army assum~d command of the First Air Army, the 51st, 52d and 53d Air Divisions, 

and the 30th Fighter Group. (,) Dairikumri Dai Sennihrakukyujuhachi-go *!iI1~JI>;T=SJt. -t- i\!)Jl (Imperial General 
Headquarters Army Order No. 12gB) 8 Apr 45. (2) Imperial General HeadquarIers Army Order No. 1299, op. 
cit. (3) Imperial General Headquarters Army High Command Record, op. cit., pp., 332-4. 
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Sixth Air Army which, until the completion 
of the Ten-Go operation, was to remain under 

the operational command of Combined Fleet. 
The organization of all these headquarters was 

completed by 15 Apri1. 

Meanwhile, the first general mobilization 
called for in the 26 February plan was suc

cessfully carried out. Thirteen new divisions, 
all of the coastal combat type, and one new 

independent mixed brigade were activated and 

assigned as follows:' J 

First Gener.1 Army 

EI"enth Are. Army 

142d Dj"jsion 

157th Di.ision 

Twelfth Are. Army 

140th Di.ision 

IJISt Di'Yision 
152d Division 

Thirte"lth Area Army 

143d Di.ision 

15]d Di.ision 

Second General Army 

Fijleenth Area Army 

144th Di.irion 

155th D..irion 

Sixteerlth Area Army 

145th Di.irion 

146th Di.irion 

154th Di.ision 

156th D..irion 

107th brdependerlt Mixed Brigade 

On 8 April , concurrently with the publi
cation of the Kestu-Go plan, the High Com

mand also issued the text of an Army-Navy 

Joint Agreement regarding ground operations. 
This document contained the following general 
provisions: .. 

1. [t shall be the general rule that the Army will 

take charge of land operatIOns and the Na" of sea 

operations, both surface and u7tderwater. PrO')liSIOIU 

for air operatiollS will be set forth separately." 

2. The Commanders of the First General Army, 

Second General Army, and Fifth Area Army, herein-

4ftr referred to tIS the senior commander(s) of the 
Army forces concerned, will be in command of all 

land operations in their respecti"tlt zonts of responsi

bility, including those conducted by , .... 1 troops. 

3. All laIrd operations at na.al bases and na.al 

stations will be utlder the immediate comma,u! of the 
commandallt of the appropriate n •• al station. This 

officer will in turn come under the senior commander 

of the Army forCe! COllctTtled. 

4. During the period of operational preparations, 

the senior commander( $) of the Arm., forces concerned 

tlTt empowered to issue general imtructiotu to ua"al 

land troops concerning security, defture pla1lI, tactics, 

and training. 

5. Designated Army coastal illStallatiolls in the 

.icinity of large Ild>al bases will be placed ulrder local 

nay] command. 

83 In addition, two line combat divisions (the 88th and 89th), one coastal combat division (the 167th) and one 
independent mixed brigade (the IOl st) were activated for Fifth Area Army on Hokkaido and twO coastal combat 

divisions (the 150th and r60th) and one independent mixed brigade (the r08th) were activated in Korea. An important 

redeployment had also been effected with the transfer of the 44th and 84th Divisions from Fifteenth Area Army to 
Twelfth Area Army to strengthen the defenses of the Kanto. (I) Imperial General Headquarters Army High Com

mand Record, op. cit., pp. 332-4. (2) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit . Vol. II, p. 8 and Map. I; Vol. III, 
Chart I i and Vol. IV, pp. 2~; Vol. V, pp. 18-20. (3) Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 1297, 

op. cit. (4) Ddirikumei Ddi SennihYdkwhichijuroku, Ddi SennihYdkuhdchijusdn-go *'~1fItm-r=at+~~ Mf-=aA+ 
=-~ (Imperial General Headquarters Army Orders No. 1176, No. 1283) 10 Mar 45, 26 Mar 45. (5) Unit Organiza

tion Tables, op. ci t. 

84 (I) Dairiku,hi Doi Niltnyonhyokuyo"ju.go *Mlmm=Tl!!r81!!l+~ (Imperial General Headquarters Army 
Directive No. 2440) 8 Apr 45. Annex: Army-Navy Joim Agreemem. (2) Ddirikumei Dai Sensdmbyakuni-go *~11irm=r

=13=~ (Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 1302) 8 Apr 45. 
85 Inability to conclude an air agreement at this time resulted from the Navy's preoccupation with the Ten-Go 

operation. This agreement was actually delayed unril July. (Cf. Chapter XIX, p. 595 .) 
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6. Upon actiyation of the operatiou, the Nay'} 

(Army) groUJuJ antraircraft ""its JtI the zone of oper~ 

atiollS of Army (Na.y) ground units will be placed 
under the appropriate Army (Na.y) commander. 

7. Sea and air speCIal-attack bases will be de
fended againrt land attack by the !emce operatltlg 
the bt15e. Howe"er, upon act~ation of the operation, 

!UCh def ... se troops will be placed under the command 
of the Army or Na.y commander controlling ground 
operatiom in the area concerned. 

8. Local agreem~nts necessary to CdTry out this 

general agreement will be concluded immediately. 

Following the adoption of this joint agree

ment, the Navy, on 25 April, established a 
General Navy Command to exercise supreme 
operational control of all Navy surface and air 
forces. Admiral Soemu T oyoda, Commander

in-Chief of Combined Fleet, was designated 
Commander-in-Chief, General Navy Com
mand, holding both positions simultaneously." 

(Plate No. 149) 

Tactics and Techniques 

The wholesale mobilization of the national 
potential required to implement the Ketsu-Go 
plan obliged Imperial General Headquarters to 
give the nation frank warning that the Japanese 
home islands, inviolate through centuries, now 
stood in imminent peril of feeling the tread of 
an invader's heel. This dread prospect evoked 
in the Armed Forces and civil population alike 

a readiness to take the most extraordinary mea
sures to repel the enemy. 

The national attitude became the basis of 
tactical policy This was gradually elaborated 
in many official directives, guidance manuals 
and public announcements issued to implement 

the Ketsu-Go plan. The general concept of 
Homeland defense set forth in these documents 
was as follows :8, 

1. Phase I-Prior to Sortie of Enemy Con,oJ 
a. The Fleet submarme force will di!Tupt 

enemy communications rn the Marshalls, the MdTi~ 

aliaS, the Philipp""s, and the Ryukyus Is/ands 
dTeM. Submari1le-launched aircraft will attack 

""my forward bases such as Ulithi.'" 
b. Long-dirtance surpme aIT raids will be 

launched agamst enemy ad"ance baseJ such as 

Ulith" Iwo jima, and Guam. 
2. Pha!e II-After Sortie of Enemy Con.oy 

a. When the ad.ana eleme7lls oj the enemy 

inyasion talk force emer the outer Japanese air 

perimeter, Ions-range Na., bomber! will attack 
them .igorously, and short-range rubma"nes will 
launch torpedo attach. 

b. When the mal7l ;n"dJ;Oll (OIlYOY reaches 

a point 180-200 mile! off japan, the massed 
rtrength oj all Army and Na., air tokko will 

begltlto be committed. Koryu (mldlP submar""s) 
will aim jom the attack. 

c. As mon as the target and time of landing 
haye been determmed, airborne rards w,1/ be carried 

out agal7l!1 forward ""my aIT bases rupportltlg the 

86 Daikairti Dai Sanjukyu.go :klfiVr\-~=+:IL!I1I (Imperial General Headquarters Navy Order No. 39) 25 Apr 45. 
87 (1) Hondo Joriku ni laisuru Hangeki Sakuun Jumbi *±J:.!!ltctIT Q !X.rl'~g (Preparations for Counter

attack Operations in Defense of the Homeland) 2d Demobilization Bureau, Mar 47, pp. '7-22, 24-5. (2) Imperial 
General Headquarters Army Directive No. 2438, Annex, op. cit. (3) Hondo Homen Koku Sakusen Kiroku *±/ioo 
j;t;2;f'J;:iiueSl (Homeland Area Air Operations Record) 1st Demobilization Bureau, Dec 46., pp. 41, 101-2, 113· (4) 
Homeland Operations, op. cit. Vol. II, pp. 55-6; Vol. Ill, Supplement: Essentials of Sixteenth Area Army Ketsu
Go Operation Plan, pp. 5-10. (5) Kokumin Kosen Hikkel JJ1~miit~.m (National Resistance Manual) Army Section, 
Imperial General Headquarters, 26 Apr 45. (6) Kokudo Kessen Kyorei ~±i'JHr~fX.~ (Decisive Banle Manual) Army 
Section, Imperial General Headquarters, 20 Apr 45 . 

88 Due mainly to the fuel situation, Fleet participation was to be limited to submarine and destroyer operations. 
The remainder of the surface Reet was to remain in port and function as stationary AA batteries. The Navy still had 
13 large submarines for use in enemy rear areas. In addition, four mammoth submarines, each carrying two or three 
seaplanes, and 21 short.range submarines were available. (1) Japanese Naval Vessels ar the End of War, 2d Demobiliza
tion Bureau, 25 Apr 47, pp. 35-6. (2) Preparatlons for Counterattack OperatiOns in Detense of the Homeland, 
op. cit., p. 22. 
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in.asion. The purpose of these attacks will be to 
disrupt enemy air actiyit'} and thus facilitate Japa

nese special-attack operations. 
3. Phase III-After Arri.al of Enemy Con>oy 

a. When the con.oy is in the process of 
anchoring, Koryu (midget submarines) will attack 
iT, force. 

b. Kaiten (human torpedo) will strike inf orce 
at gunfire support ,hips and transports. 

c. The anchorage will be kept under constant 
"'terdie/ion, particularly at night, by means of 
attacks by Shinyo and Renraku·tei (crash.boats). 

d. Long-range artillery will shell the an

chorage. 
e. The air tokko o/ferni .. will continue. 
f While the enemy is engaged in ship·to

short moYemenl, transports anJ landing craft will 
be swept with Jire by all a.ailable artillery strength. 
4. Phase IV-After Enemy Troop Landing 

a. The artillery will shift its fire from water
borne targets to the landing beaches. 

b. Air and sea special-attack forces will 
continue their attacks. 

c. Infantr, units of the coastal combat di"i
sions will counterattack the jtl"~aderI immediately 
from positiorn close to the beach. These counter-' 
attacks will be persistent and continuous so as to 
disrupt the consolidation -of the beachhead and 
merge the lines in a con/used struggle in which 
enemy air, artillery, and na.al gunfire will be 
seriously hampered in choice of targets. 

d. As soon a, the enemy objecti .. has been 
determined, the line combat di.irions making up 
the decisi')'e battle reser"e will rno"e into the main 
attack area and will occupy pre.iously prepared 
jump-off positions. Tanks, hea.y artillery, and 

other elements WIll be committed upon arTiyal in 
the forward area without waiting for the assembly 
of the entire counterattdCk force. Units will be 
fed into the battle as they arri... They will be 
committed on a narrow front and in great depth 
against a thin enemy beachhead, already weakened 
by the acti.ities of the coastal combat groups. 
These attacks will be continuous as long as there 
are units a.ai/able in the rear areas. If properly 
executed, they will result in the complete collapse 
of the beachhead before the enem), has a chance 
to get ashore his hea.), striking elements." 

e. Should enemy elements succeed in pene
trating into the interior, ther will be met with 
fierce and determiued guerrilla resistance. 

Under this general scheme of tactics, the 

chief burden of blunting the American invasion 

spearhead fell upon the air and sea special
attack forces. However, the application of the 

tokko principle was to be carried much farther 

than ever before. For the first time in the war, 

tokko methods were to be used in ground 

combat on a large scale, by both formal 

military organizations and partisan groups. 

In land combat operations, the tank was the 

enemy's most effective weapon, especially when 
equipped with a flame-thrower. It was there

fore expected that large armored formations 

would be used in the Homeland invasion. 

The Japanese forces were ill-equipped to meet 
such an attack due to marked inferiority in 

both tanks and antitank guns." This made 

~ Under the original Ketsu-Go plan, the missions of the coastal combat divisions and line combat divisions were 
slightly different from those outlined here. The coastal combat divisions were to be charged only with containing the 
enemy beachhead in a shallow salient until the decisive battle reserve could participate in a general counteroffensive. This 
was not co be launched until all units were in positions and ready. Largely due to fear mat enemy consolidation of a 
beachhead, no matter how shallow, would make it impossible to dislodge the invaders, this tactical policy was later 
modified as set forth here. (I) Decisive Battle Manual, op. cit., pp. 14-24. (2) Statements by Lt. Gen. Torashiro 
Kawabe, Depucy.Chief. Army General Staff, and Lt. Col. Shiro Hara. Staff Officer (Operations), Imperial General 
Headquarters, Army Secdon. 

90 The heaviest tank available to the Japanese was the 17.2·[On Type.I, having 50 mm armor and mounting a 
47 mm gun. The American forces, on the other hand, were employing large numbers of M 4 medium tanks weighing 
30 [Ons, carrying 85 mm armor, and mounting a 75 mm gun. The Japanese Type·4 medium tank, similar in technical 
characterisdcs to the American M 4, was barely out of the pilot model stage. The heaviest antitank gun used by the 
Japanese was 47 mm. This was effective against the U . S . M 4 only at short ranges. Plans were laid to use the 75 mm 
Type-90 field gun for antitank purposes. A limited amount of an extremely effective hollow.charge shell, patterned after 
German designs, was manufactured for these weapons before the end of hostilities. (Statements by Lt. Gen. Tomio 
Hara, Chief, 4th Technical Research Laboratory (Armor) and Sagami Army Arsenal and Lt. Col. Y oshitaka Y oshinaga, 
Technical Section, Army Ordnance Departmenc. 
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it essential to develop an aggressive antitank 

program relying on other weapons. 
Experience in the Philippines and on Oki

nawa had demonstrated that the only effective 

means of combatting enemy tank superiority 
lay in a resort to mass special-attack operations. 

Manuals and directives issued to implement the 

Ketsu-Go plan therefore placed strong emphasis 

on the utilization of such tactics. All military 
units, as well as civilians, were to be trained in 

the use of the many different types of hand

carried mines and charges designed for such 

attacks." 

Second only to the emphasis laid on tokko 
tactics, the most important aspect of the Ketsu
Go plan and its implementing directives was the 

inclusion of the doctrine of an aggressive beach 
defense. This doctrine, in brief, called for the 

defending forces to make their decisive stand 

on the beach and in the coastal plain rather 
than on inland positions, no matter how 

favorable in theory the latter might be. The 
decision to do this stemmed from the follow

ing considerations:" 

1. There was 110 assurallce that japa""se firepower 

and assault weapo"s could successfully pelletrate all 

e"emy beachhead 01lce it had expa.lded to the edge 

of the coastal plaill. 

2. The coastal ZOlle cOlltailled all of the large 

key air bases. 

The third unigue feature of the Ketsu-Go plan 
was the extent to which the civilian population 

was to participate in the actual military defense 

of the Homeland. The plan called for a 

"National Resistance Program," the basic 

concept of which was that all able-bodied Japa

nese , regardless of sex, would be called upon 

to engage in battle." Should the enemy over

run any considerable part of the Homeland, 
his forces were to be beset from all sides by 

partisan operations. Each citizen was to be 

prepared to sacrifice his life in suicide attacks 
on enemy armored fo rces. In addition, civil

ians were to be used in large numbers for 

behind-the-lines duties such as air raid precau

tions, constructIOn, transport, and evacuation." 

Thus, relying for the most part on the 
suicidal bravery, ardent patriotism, and fierce 

loyalty of the people, Japan prepared to wage the 
final decisive battle against an enemy far super
ior m both technical resources and manpower. 

91 Since the Homeland battle was considered a decisive and not a delaying action, it was manifestly impossible 

for the infantry to flee from the enemy tanks and hole up in caves. Bach man was to be prepared to attack enemy tanks 

with special weapons. These included a hand·thrown, shaped-charge bomb similar to the American" beehive" charge, 

various types of .e Molotov cochail," the blanket mine, a cushion-shaped explosive bag which could be hung on projec

tions outside the tank, and II satchel" charges which were carried on the back, turning the attacker into a II human bomb." 

(I) Dairikushi Dai Nisfflgohyakunijugo.go :k1!ilHi1m="flia=+li!IJI (Imperial General Headquarters Army Directive 

No. 2525) 12Ju145. (2) Statement by Lt. Col. Yoshinaga, previously cited. 

92 Statements by Lt. Gen. Kawabe, and Lt. Gen. Miyazaki, both previously cited. 

93 It was not the intention of the High Command that children or the sick and aged should be drawn into the 

Homeland battle . There were, however, seemingly insurmountable obstacles to the evacuation of civilians from the 

coastal areas . For one thing, almost all food production depended upon the labor of these non-combatants. Food 

could only be grown in the arable land near the coast. The physical problems of evacuation-transportation, food, shelter, 

and sanitary facilities for millions of people- also militated against this move. The loca l commanders had still not found 

effective measures to cope with these difficult problems by the time of the surrender. (Statements by Col. Fuwa and Lt. 

Gen. Kawabe, both previously cited.) 

94 Bogyo Senryaku oyobi SenjitJu ni kamuru Kaito !{jj~~~7.HF!~K.ru1j- ~ ffiI~ (Reply to Questionnaire Concern

ing Defense Tactics and Strategy) 1st Demobilization Bureau, 31 Mar 46. (2) National Resistance Manual, op. cit. 
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CHAPTER XIX 

HOMELAND DEFENSE: STRATEGIC SETBACKS 
AND FINAL PREPARATIONS 

Air Raids and the Industrial Crisis 

From the very beginning, preparations for 
the defense of the Homeland had been seriously 
hampered by enemy air activity over the home 
islands.' Shortly after the Ketsu-Go plan had 
been issued, these attacks were intensified and 
rapidly reached a point at which they threaten
ed to dismtegrate the entire social and eco
nomic structure of the nation before the decisive 
battle could even be begun. 

From the standpoint of physical destruction 
and suffering, the worst raids of all were the 
8-29 incendiary attacks against urban areas. 
Durmg April, May, and June, the fire-bomb 
campaign against the large urban complexes 
was mercilessly continued. In June, it was 
extended to 12 small and medium-sized cities 
containing important basic materials and sub
contracting facilities.' In some of the larger 
raids it was estimated that as many as 400 

8-29'S participated, while the monthly cumula
tive total of 8-29 sorties rose by June to 3270.' 

Carrier planes, as well as fighters and 
bombers from Okinawa and Iwo Jima also 
added weight to the attacks. Although these 
were mainly directed at airfields in Kyushu, 
urban areas as far east as Tokyo were harassed 
by strafing and bombing. Fighter and bomber 
sorties from Okinawa reached a monthly total 
of 777 by June and fighter sweeps from Iwo 
Jima 265 for the same petlod.· 

The damage caused by these operations was 
almost incalculable. Large areas of the three 
urban complexes forming the keystones of 
Japan's war economy were laid waste, 56 % of 
the Tokyo-Kawasaki-Yokohama area, 52 % of 
Nagoya, and 57 % of Osaka-Kobe being burn
ed out causing complete paralysis of produc
tion, transportation, and communications fa
cilities. Key industrial installations in the 
smaller cities were also levelled. Harbors and 
channels all along the Japan Sea and the Inland 

I This chapter was originally prepared in Japanese by Lt. Col. Iwaichi Fujiwara, Imperial Japanese Army. For 
duty assignments of this officer cf. n. I, Chapter XVIII. All source materials cited in this chapter are located in G- 2 
Historical Section Files, GHQ FEe. 

2 Minor urban areas nre-bombed during this period were Amagasaki, Fukuolca, Hamamacsu, Moji, Nobeolca, 
Okayama, Omuta, Sasebo, Shizuoka, Toyohashi, Tsu, and Yokkaicbi . Typical of the destruction was the city of 
Hamamatsu, one of the largest producers of airplane propellers in Japan and an important railhead on the main Honshu 
network. This city was 72 96 burned out. Okayama, an important producer of plastics, explosives, and metals, was 
6296 destroyed. The incendiary raids on the major urban areas, which had begun with the great Tokyo raid of 9 March, 
ended in June. The total gross percentage for each city was computed by the author on the basis of the total number 
of buildings destroyed. Due to the extensive decentralization of Japanese industry, the gross damage percentage furnish 
a fairly accurate index of the total physical damage to industrial floorage. Toktl Chosa Hokoku ttitJli::.~ (Statistics 
and Analysis Reports) Japanese Research Group, G- 2 Historical Section, GHQ FEC, 30 Nov 50, Report NO.5: Ex
tent of Air Raid Casualties and Property Damage on Small and Medium Cities during the War. 

3 In addition to the urban area raids, B-29 formations conducted precision attacks on a variety of indusuial tar· 
gets using heavy loads of high explosives. Statistics and Analys is Reports, op. cit. , Repon No. 6 : Bombing of 
Japanese Homeland by Allied Aircraft, May-Jul 4~. 

.. American carrier planes flew 1645 sorties against Japan during May, but did not show up at ail in June, giving 
the Japanese a short respite from at least one type of attack. IbId. 
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Sea were tightly sealed with aerial mmes for 
days at a time. It became almost impossible 
to move material or commodities either from 

the continent or between ports in Japan itself. ' 
By the end of June, about 118,000 citizens 

in the three major urban areas had met with 
violent and painful deaths, about 170,000 were 
wounded and missing, about 1,300,000 build
ings had been destroyed, and a total of 

5,503,000 persons, about 42 % of the popu
lation of Japan's three largest urban areas had 
been bereft of their homes, furniture, clothing, 
and personal effects.' 

These violent assaults on the very founda
tions of urban society were rapidly reflected in 
the morale, efficiency, and availability of the 

labor force. The attacks so aggravated the 
already precarious food situation and created 

such a critical shortage of housing that mil
lions were forced to flee to the countryside to 
seek the very necessities of life. In Tokyo

Kawasaki-Yokohama, for example, 4,210,000 

people, about 53 % of the population evacu
ated, leaving the remains of their homes and 

their means of livelihood behind. Throughout 

the nation more than 8,000,000 persons did 
likewise, meaning that almost 10 % of the 
national citizenry became displaced persons.7 

The mass evacuations greatly compounded 
the effects of the air raids on productive capaci
ty. Immediately following the raids, an absen

tee rate of 70-80 % was noted, dropping to 
about 40 % after the restoration of local order. 
Even in those factory districts not damaged, 
the rate was about 15 %. This high rate of 
worker absenteeism was an important factor in 
the decline of industrial productivity.' 

The evacuations were symptomatic of the 
steady disintegration of organized urban life. 

Against the overpowering enemy air offensive 
the p~ople and their local officials were begin
ning to feel completely helpless. The entire 

system of air raid precautions simply collapsed 
under the unexpectedly heavy assault. Shelters 
proved insufficient in number and vulnerable 
to enemy bombs, fire-fighting equipment 
was entirely inadequate to cope with the 
cascade of incendiaries, and the welfare, 
medical, and rehabilitation programs were 
over-saturated by the flood of casualties and 

5 (I ) Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report NO.7 : Extent of Air Raids and Property Damage and 
Casualties on Principal Cities during the War. (2) " Shimonoseki Strait was closed from March 1945 up to the 
end of the war, During each month, approximately 15 days represented complete closure due to the necessity for 
sweeping operations. In spite of the supposedly safe periods, the danger to navigation was still exiS[ent . . . " U. S. 
Strategic Bombing Survey (Pacific), Naval Analysis Division, Intarogation of japtJnese OJliciau, 1946, Vol. I, p. 19. 
(Interrogation of Capt. Kyuzo Tamura, Mine Division, Naval Technical Department, Navy Ministry. (3) "Begin
ning with the mine blockade . .. of Shimonoseki Strait on 27 March 1945. all important pores and navigation routes 
as far north as Funakawa, Akita Prefecture, and Rashin, Korea, were subjected to repeated aerial mining . .. we were 
forced to abandon the use of . .. the Inland Sea first and later the major ports on the Japan Sea. The most effective 
and disastrous blockades were those of Shimonoseki Strait, Osaka·Kobe, Hakala, Maizuru, Fushiki, Nanao, and 
Niigata . . . " Statement by Capt. Atsushi Oi, Staff Officer (Operations), General Escort Command. 

6 Typical of the damage suffered in the hardest hit of the smaller urban areas was Hamamatsu where 2,447 were 
lcilled, 1,702 wounded, 31 ,108 buildings destroyed or damaged, and I29,8sl5 persons, or about 80 96 of the population 
rendered homeless. Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report Nos. 6, 7. 

7 Evacuation of the other large urban complexes was as follows: Nagoya, about 740,000 (55%), Osaka-Kobe, 
2,250,000 (60%). In each case, a small percentage were evacuated as part of the program of industrial dispersal, and, 
in some cases, a few of the displaced persons commuted back to their jobs. For the most part, however, the figures 
represent a total, permanent loss to the labor force of the city in question. Statistic and Analysis Reports, op. cit., 
Report No. 8: Population, Death by Air Raids and Number of People Evacuated during the War (Eight main 
Japanese Cities). 

8 (.) Gikdi Hokokwho (Reports to the Diet): Labor Situation in the Greater East Asia War, Sep 45. (2) 
On the basis of questionnaires prepared by leading Japanese industrialists, it had been found that the absentee rate had 
climbed to 49 96' by the end of the war. U . S. StrategiC Bombing Survey (Pacific), Urban Areas Division, Th< EIf<cu 
oj Air Attack on Japan~s~ Urban Economy, Mar 47, Table 21, p. 28. 
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homeless refugees.-

Although the dislocation of urban society 

was bad enough, a much more serious long·term 
result of the air raids was their effect on the 

industrial plant of the nation. Prior to April, 

the submarine and mine blockade, combined 

with the air attacks of November 1944 through 

March 1945, had carried forward apace the 
disintegration of Japanese basic industry which 

had begun early in 1944. ,. During the spring 

and early summer, this process assumed alarm

ing proportions. 

The most critical shortage continued to be 

that of coal. By June 1945, the imports of 
heavy coking coal from North China had 

ceased, crippling heavy industry. Although 

the domestic production of coal held up fairly 

well," it proved to be almost impossible to 

move it in any appreciable amount due to the 
submarine and mine blockade of the major 
ports. u; 

The coal shortage fell most heavily on the 

iron and steel, non-ferrous metals, cement, and 

chemicals industries. By the end of June, the 

production of ferrous metals (iron, steel, and 

carbon steel) had fallen to a mere 35 % of the 

wartime peak. Cement production was down 

to 46 % of the peak figure. 'J The situation 
was no better in critical non-ferrous metals, with 

copper, aluminum, and magnesium standing at 

a bare 35 % of the industry's peak, and in 
one case, that of aluminum, sagging to a 

disastrous 16 %. '. 
The chemicals industry, like the others, was 

9 (I) H After the May 23-25 ... raids on T okyo, civilian defense measures in that city, as well as other parts of 
Japan, were considered to be a futile effort." U. S. Strategic Bombing Survey (Pacific), InlurogationJ, No. 118, 1945 
(Interrogation of Mr. Genki Abe, Minister of Home Affairs.) (2) uThe public began to realize mat equipmenc 
and general preparations for air raids were futile . . ," Ibid., Interrogation No. 132. (Interrogation of Mr. Kingo 
Machimura, Chief, Police Section, Air Defense General Headquarters.) 

10 Cf. Chapter XVIII, pp. 533-4, 553. 
I I The production of coal during the period April-June was Io,B90,OI9 metric tons or 71 % of the wartime peale 

achieved during the first quarter of 1944. Of this total, only about 4,900:000 tons were actually moved to key indu· 
strial zones. (I) Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Repott No.2: Output of Strategic Materials in the Japanese 
Homeland. (2) Soiko Senso Shido Koigi Tsuzuri J\}iOi!iill~tplJ.i1t:'UIl (Proceedings of the Supreme War Direction 
Council) Part I: Report of Lt. Gen. Tsukizo Akinaga, Chief, Cabinet Coordination and Planning Bureau, 6 Jun 45. 

12 The importance of the coal shortage and its decisive role in the decline of Japanese industry is attested by 
leading industrial officials. USSBS, InttTrogations, op. cit., Nos. 10, 15, 30 and 218. (Interrogations of Adm. Teijiro 
Toyoda, Munitions Minister; Mr. Y. Taguchi, Chief Engineer, Coal Section, Fuel Bureau; Mr. Matsuo Araki, Chief 
Electric Power Bureau ; and Mr. T . Numabe, Coal Mining Department, Greater East Asia Ministry.) 

13 Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit. , Report No.2. The production of pig iron and ingot steel was 
peaked in January-March 1943 and that of carbon steel in April-June 1944. Due tc raw material shortage, this 
industry was well off its peak before the first B-29 appeared over the Homeland. USSBS, Intt"ogations, op. cit., 
Nos. 281 and 290. (Interrogation of Officials of the Yawata Plan.t, Japan Iron ·Works.) 

14 Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report NO.2. A similar situation obtained in the case of tin, leid, 
and zinc. The gross domestic production and imports of ferro-alloy ores and concentrates (chromium, manganese. 
molybdenum, nickel, tungsten, titanium, and vanadium) was 176,557 metric tons in the first quarter of 1945 or only 
about 7796 of the average quarterly production in the peak year, 1944. The chief cause of the decline was in shutting 
off of imports by the blockade. No manganese or titanium was imported after 1943 and the inRow of chromium and 

vanadium ceased at the end of 1944. The average quarterly production of ferro-alloys dropped in 1945 to 2996 of 
the peak. in the second quarter of 1944. The shortage of ferroaUoys. copper, and light metals had an exceedingly 
disruptive effect upon the productivity of many industries, particularly electrical equipment, machine tools, precision in· 
struments, and aircraft. USSBS, InttTrogationJ, op. cit., Nos. 22, 143, 1¢, 326 and 363. (Interrogations of Mr. 
D. Yasukawa, President, Electrical Equipment Control Association; Mr. S. Nakajima, President, Japan Wireless 
Equipment Co.; Mr. S. Fujii, Managing Director, Metals Distribution Control Co.; Mr. Sozo Kano, President, and 

Officials of the Onoda Cement Co.j and Mr. Masatsune Okamoto, Plant Manager, Osaka Plant, Mitsubishi Copper 

Refine'}'.) 
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hard hit by shortages of raw materials, a sp,cial 

problem being the scarcity of salt." In the 
case of five selected chemical products (am
monia, nitric acid, caustic soda, benzol, and 

toluol) total production in the quarter ending 

in June 1945 was only 43 % of the same period 
in 1944.'6 The most important immediate 

effect of the collapse of the chemicals industry 

was on the production of exp'osives. The 

gross production of propellants, high explo

sives, and primer materials in June 1945 was 
only 62 % of the peak established in March 

1944.'7 This made it exceedingly difficult for 

the Japanese to meet the ammunition produc

tion program laid down to support decisive 

battle plans. 

From the standpoint of decisive battle plan

ning, the most dangerous basic material short
age was that of oil. ,8 By the end of June, the 

quarterly gross national production and import 
of crude and refined petroleum had fallen to 

24 % of the wartime peak established in the 

period July-September 1943, and the inven
tory of 4,751,000 barrels was only about 8 % 
of what had been on hand at the beginning of 

the war.'· Of this, only about 606,000 barrels 

were aviation gasoline, of which 333,900 barrels 
were earmarked for decisive battle operations. 

Despite a reductio,,- in operations to within 

80 % of expectations, including rigid curtail

ment of training flights and elimination of all 

operational flights except those connected with 
the continued prosecution of Ten-Go,'" con

sumption still ran about 188,600 barrels in June 

against a production of al:out 98,000 barrels." 
Although aviation gasoline was to be supple

mented by alcohol and other substitute fuels, 

the projected margin between requirements and 

15 In the pre-war years, Japanese industry had used about 1,000,000 metric tons of salt per year, while a like 
amount was used for food. About three-fourths of this was imported. By June 1945, quarterly imports had fallen to 
260,000 tons and domestic production to a mere 70,600 tons or 3996 of the warcime peak. (1) Proceedings of the 
Supreme War Direction Council, op. cit., Report of Adm. Teijim Toyoda, Munitions Minister, 17 }u145. (2) U. S. 
Strategic Bombing Survey (Pacific), Over-all Economic Effects Division, The Effects of Stralt~C Bombing on Japan's War 
Economy, Dec 46, p. 146. 

16 The situation in other critical chemicals was even worse. Naphthalene, acetone, and butanol were producing 
at about 2096 of wartime peak, while sulfuric acid, tetraethyl lead, transparent plastic, methanol, soda ash and oxygen 
were down to an average of 3796. A special case was alcohol where vigorous production efforts were made to supple
ment the supply of aviation fuel, resulting in a rise in production of 17396 for the period April-June, when compared 
with the preceding three months. (1) Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit. Report No.2. (2) USSBS, Th< 
Effect of Strategic &mbing on Japan's War Economy, op. cit., pp. [56-7, [62-9. [7[-2, 

17 USSBS, Th. Eff<d of Stralt!gic Bombing on Japan's War &onomy, op. cit, p. t4~. 

18 Throughout the war, oil had been the most critical basic raw material problem faced by the Armed Forces. 
As a result of the terrific attrition in tankers caused by enemy submarine operations, imports of oil from the southern 
area had begun to decline in mid-1943. Ibid., p. 135. 

[9 (1) Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Reports No. 2; and NO.9: Inventory of Aviation Fuel in 
the Japanese Homeland after Apr 45. (2) Notes of Maj. Gen. Kikwaburo Oliada, Chief, War Plans Section, 
Economic Mobilization Bureau, War Ministry. (Cf. Chapter IV, n. 4.) 

20 (I) "Originally a plane was given a two-hour Bight test, but by January 1943, shortage of fuel had reduced 
this tim~ to one hour. Moreover, if the plane seemed satisfactory after a one-half hour test, it was landed and accepted . .... . 
At the end of the war . ... .. types of planes which had been in production for some time were merely Bown once or 
twice around the field. If found satisfactory, they were accepted forthwith." USSBS, Inturogations, op. cit., No. 300. 
(Interrogation of Maj. Gen. Sadao Yui, Commanding Officer, Kagamigahara Air Depot.) (2) " .. . . shortage of 
fuel prevented planes from averaging more than two hours flying time a month. It worked out that a plane was only 
used on an average of once every three weeks. No attempt was made to keep the engines in condition by running 
them every day or so ... " USSBS, Interrogations, op. cit., No. 299. (Interrogation of Lt. Comdr. Ono, Staff Officer, 
'3th Air Flotilla.) 

21 Data regarding aviation gasoline. including consumption, production, stockpile, and decisive battle reserve, was 
obtained from the following source: Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report NO.9. 
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inventories was so exceedingly narrow that, 
particularly if the enemy continued to bomb 
refineries and tank farms, it was doubtful 
whether the decisive air battle could be fought 
later than the end of 1945. u 

By the end of June, the decline of basic 
industry had not yet had its full impact on the 
fabricating industries of Japan. Although they 
were producing substantially less than they had 
at peak output, it was felt that the majoriry of 
decisive battle needs could be met by the 
estimated time of invasion. Aircraft production 
held up best of all, a total of 4,856 aircraft of 
all types being manufactured in the quarter 
ending in June. This was 65 % of the war
time peak rate." 

The munitions industry was, at this time, 
somewhat less well off than aircraft, and the 
production goals set to support decisive battle 
plans seemed beyond reach in most items." 
This industry had reached its peak in the period 
October-December 1944 and thereafter fell 

off mainly as a result of raw m~terial shortages. 
By the end of June 1945, Army ordnance in
dustries were producing at a rate of only 
about 44 % of peak and Navy facilities at 

about 55 %." 
The shipping industry was also caught in 

the vicious circle of raw material shortages and 
high attrition through losses." By the end of 
June, 79 % of all Japan's merchant tonnage 
had been sunk. Shipyards were producing 
a bare 27 % of the wartime peak set in Janu
ary-March 1944. Maritime shipping capacity 
was down to 850,000 gross tons and was drop
ping at the rate of 2/300,000 tons per month. 
In the quarter just ended cargo loading 
amounted to 2,968,400 tons or roughly 27 % 
of wartime peak maritime activity. The ship
ping crisis was severe enough to dash any hope 
that industry could even be partially revived 
through efforts to improve the raw material 
situation.7q 

The blockade and the air raids had the same 

22 This estimate was predicated upon a further reduction of monthly consumption, an increase in production of 

gasoline substitutes, and negligible losses due to air raids on stockpiles, the bulk. of which by now was dispersed and 

concealed in underground caves. 

23 Statistics and Analysis, Reports, op. cit., Report No.2. 

24 Cf. Chapter XVIII, pp. H9-o. 
25 Particularly" soft lJ items were infantry cannon, mortars, tanks, artillery, and motor transport. The Navy 

was able to maintain a fairly good rate of production of land combat munitions due, in part, to the abandonment of the 

production of ship ordnance. Since the production of fighting vessels had been all but given up, the need for ship 

ordnance was fast disappearing. Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report No. [0 : Japanese Ordnance Produc· 

tion Apr- Jun 45 and Percentages to Peak Production. 

26 During June the first losses incurred by enemy submarine action in the Sea of Japan were confirmed. Twenty

three vessels were sunk or damaged off Hokkaido and northern Honshu while 24 were sunk or damaged by enemy 

submarines off Korea, western Honshu and in the Korean Strait area. Anticipating the complete severance of supply 

lines to the continent, Imperial General Headquarters, on 28 June, set'up an emergency operation to run food and war 

materials through the blockade. This was known as the Nichi-Go ( a~) Operation The routes were between ports in 

Korea and northern and western Honshu. Orders were issued to the Commanders-in-Chief. General Escort Command, 

Air General Army, and First and Second General Armies to give all possible sea and air protection to the convoys. 

The operation was to begin immediately. (I) Nihon Kdigun H~ns~i Suii oyobi Htiryoku SoshitJu Hyo a*Tfi-Qrltl?i: 
;ft2k~:n!l:913l< (Table Showing Organizational Changes and Losses of Japanese Naval Forces) 2d Demobilization 

Bureau, Oct 49, pp. 1-62-4· (2) Dairiku,hi Dai Nistngohyakujugo.go :kl!lmm='flLa-t-lLt.!! (Imperial General 
Headquarters Army Directive No. 2515) 28Jun 45 . 

27 (1) Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit. , Report. NO. 1 : Gross Tonnage of Japanese Merchant Ship

ping Losses through Allied Action Dec 41-Aug 45 and Report No. II: Amounr of Cargo Transported by Japanese 
Ships during the War. (2) Statement by Lt. Col. Michinori Ureshino, Staff Officer (Shipping), Imperial General 
Headquarters, Army Section. 
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impact on the service industries as elsewhere. 
Of these, by far the most important was food. 

Before the war, Japan imponed about 20 % of 
her most imponant staple, rice, from Korea, 

Formosa, and the southern area. The shipping 
shonage had reduced this to a trickle, no rice 

at all being imported from the southern area 

after March 1944. The ambitious program of 
subsisting the nation on continental imports, 

which had been laid down in January 1945," 
fell far shon, only 60 % of the quota being met 

in the quaner January-March and even less 
by June. Moreover, rice for the Armed Forces 

had been withdrawn in ever increasing quan

tities so that, by 1945, there was on the average 

40 % less rice for civilian consumers than had 
been the case in 1941. An even worse situation 

obtained in the case of soy beans, meat, fish, 

vegetables and salt." 
As a result of the dwindling inventories of 

basic foods, the daily ration amounted to fewer 

than 1,500 calories, about 65 % of the mini

mum Japanese standard for the maintenance of 
health and work efficiency.)· While this was 

not actually a starvation diet, the prospect of 
the tightening of the blockade plus attacks on 

28 Cf. Chapter XVIII. n. 4. 

Japan's land transportation system, and the 
possibility of attacks on the unharvested fields 
themselves all gave rise to a distinct danger of 
famine, at least in the more densely populated 

areas. 
Even more frightening was the possibility 

that the U. S. invasion might be so long post

poned that the troops disposed for decisive 

battIe would run through their reserve rations. 
This was one more reason why an invasion in 

the fall was to be preferred if Japan were to 

strike the heavy counter-blow which she was 

so carefully planning.)' 

Progress of Mobilization 
and Deployment 

As enemy air raids hammered away at the 

threadbare fabric of Japan's industrial economy, 

preparations for the decisive battIe were carried 

resolutely forward. In a series of orders issued 

during the first week in April, Imperial General 

Headquaners set in motion the second mobili

zation of ground troops according to plan." 

Six new Army headquarters, H eight line combat 

29 Soy beans, largely imported from the Continent, were 3196 off the 1941 level as a result of the shipping crisis j 

meat was 7096 off, due to lack of imported forage j fish products, the chief source of animal protein in the Japanese diet, 

were down a disastrous 7896 as a result of lack of boats and fuel and enemy air and naval interdiction of the fishing 

grounds j vegetables were down 81 % due to shortage of manpower and fertilizer, and salt was off 52% as a result of the 

conversion of domestic table salt to industrial uses. Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report No. 12: Japan's 

Food Supply Situation during rhe War. 
30 The food market was accually in the grip of a ruinous inflation which the Government seemed powerless to 

control. By the end of June, for example, the black. market (i. e. free market) price of rice was 46 times the legal 

ceiling, of Bour 76 times, of potatoes 24 times and of sugar 200 times. However, through the use of home gardens, 

foraging trips into the countryside, and purchases on the black. market, the average daily food consumption was actualy 

raised to around 1,800 calories. 

31 (1) Proceedings of the Supreme War Direction Council, op. cit., Part I. (2) Statement by Maj. Tosaku 

Hirano, StaffOHicer (Logistics), Second General Army. 

32 Two 'Army headquarters (Fiftieth and Fifty.fourth) scheduled for accivation during the second mobilization 

were postponed until rhe rhird. (Cf. n. 69) Hondo S.kusen Kiroku *±fVIili1fi!n (Homeland Operations Record) Vol. 
II: First General Army, 1st Demobilization Bureau, Oct 46. Attached Map. 

33 In addition, one Army headquarters (Fifty-eighth) was accivated in Korea. (1) Homeland Operations Record, 

Volume V: Seventeenrh Area Army, p. 19. (2) D.irikum" D., Sennihy.kukyujushichi-go *1!!!?,tjg'f=a:iL+-I:::!\I! 
(Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 1297) 8 Apr 45. 
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divisions," and SIX armored brigades were 

activated in the Homeland and subsequently 

assigned as follows :" 

FiTSt General Army 

Twelfth Area Army 
Thirty-sixth Army" 

20ISt Di:)lision 

202d· Di"ision 

214th Di.ision 
Fifty-ftrIl Army 

7th Tank Brigade 
Fifty-second Army 

3d Tank Brigade 
Fifty-third Army 

2d Tank Brigade 
Thirteenth Area Army 

209th Di.ision 

Second General Army 
Fifteenth Area Army 

Fifty-fifth Army 
Sixteenth Area Army 

Fifty-sixth Army 
4th Tank Brigade 

Fifty-Je>enth Army 
5th Tank Brigade 
6th Tank Brigade 

34 Cf. Chapter XVIII, n. 38. 

205th Di.ision" 
206th Di.irion 

212th Di,,;slon 

216th Di.iIion 

Concurrently with this second phase mobili
zation, the planned diversion of troop units 
from Manchuria was executed.'· The 1st 
Armored Division began to arrive in the 
Thirty-sixth Army zone in early April, closing 
into the new position before the end of the 
month. The 25th and 57th Divisions, sched
uled for assignment to Sixteenth Area Army 
and Thirty-sixth Army, respectively, arrived in 
Kyushu by mid-May, while the 11th Division 
displaced into the Fifteenth Area Army zone 
in southern Shikoku in early May. '· Al
though not called for in the original plan, the 
8th Tank Brigade was also included in the 
redeployment and joined the Thirteenth Area 
Army in the Tokai district of central Honshu .... 

The High Command had meanwhile under
taken a reexamination of the strategic situation 
in light of the increasingly unfavorable deveL
opments on Okinawa. By early May Imperial 
General Headquarters concluded that the 
enemy might soon be free to take the initiative 

35 (I) Daihonyei Rikugun Torui Kiroku :;I;;*ft!ill.~g~pe&!l< (Imperial General Headquarters Army High 
Command Record) 1st Demobilization Buteau, Nov 46, pp. 348-9. (.) Hengo Butai Gailunhyo *II.g.tj;IiIf:!J!.~ 
(Unit Organization Tables) Army General Staff. (3) Dairi/cumei Dai Stnsambyalcujugo, Sensambya/cunijuhdchi-go *~ 
,r,rm'f=-Ei-rli . 'f=-Ei=-ri\~ (Imperial General Headquarters Army Orders No. '3'5 and (328) 21 Apr and 10 

May 45 . (4) Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 1297, op. cit. 
36 This Army headquarters (Thirty-sixth) had been activated in 1944 as a part of the Sbo NO. 3 plan. All 

other Army headquarters in the list were activated during the second mobilization. 

37 The 205th Division was assigned directly to the Sixteenth Area Army upon activation. Late in May, however, 
the Second General Army transferred the division to the Fifty-fifth Army to strengthen the defenses of Shikoku. 
Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. III: Second General Army, p. 20. 

Concurrently with this redeployment from Manchuria to the H omeland three coastal combat divisions, (I 11th, 
120th, and 12Ist) were diverted from Manchuria to Korea. Homeland Operations RecQrd, op. cit., Vol. V, p. 20. 

39 The transfer of these units from the Continent was very successful. In spite of the shipping shortage and 
enemy air interdiction of the Japan Sea, it was still possible to operate at night across the Korea Strait . Units transferring 
from Manchuria were therefore able to arrive in Kyushu and Japan Sea coast of central Honshu with even more supplies 
and equipment than had been called for in the KtllU-GO plan. (I) Imperial General Headquarters Army High Com

mand Record, op. cit. , pp. 328-9. (2) Homeland Operations Record, op. oit., Vol. II, Attached Map; Vol. III, 
Attached Map. (3) Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 1297, op. cit. 

40 Dairikumei Dai Sensambyakujukyu.go *!iIl,r,rm'f= Ei -r:it.~ (Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 
1319) 28 Apr 45. 
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in the next major move and that Kyushu now 
appeared the more probable target, the earliest 
possible invasion date falling after late June." 

The possibility of an invasion two months 
earlier than previously estimated resulted in an 
immediate acceleration of the defensive prepara
tions. The first move was the transfer, 1 May, 
of units from the less threatened northeastern 
flank of the Homeland, the 147th Division 
being diverted to Kanto from Hokkaido and the 
3d Amphibious Brigade to southern Kyushu 
from the Kuriles.·' 

In view of the extremely remote probability 
of an enemy invasion of the northeastern area 
and of further contemplated withdrawals from 
this area, Imperial General Headquarters 
ordered the Fifth Area Army on 9 May to 
concentrate the bulk of its troops on Hokkaido, 
leaving garrisons to defend only the more 
important islands in the Kurile chain." This 
new mission, in effect, ruled out possible acti
vation of Kestu No. I, and rendered any 
subsequent action in this area of a delaying 
nature rather than decisive." 

In the week which followed, the High 
Command further strengthened the defenses of 

Kyushu and its approaches with the assignment 
of two additional divisions and the activation 
of a new mdependent mixed brigade. The 
57th Division just assembling at Hakata, 
Kyushu, en route from Manchuria to join the 
Thirty-sixth Army, was reassigned to the 
Sixteenth Area Army on 10 May." Four days 
later the 77th Division (Hokkaido) was trans
ferred from the Fifth Area Army to Sixteenth 
Area Army while on the same day the lone 
infantry regiment securing the island of 
Tanega-shima lying just South of Kyushu was 
reorganized as the I09th Independent Mixed 
Brigade." 

Concurrently with these steps taken by the 
High Command, the Second General Army 
Commander. Field Marshal Shunroku Hata, 
drafted an operational plan to meet the situa
tion. This called for forces in Kyushu to wage 
a delaying action if the enemy should land 
durmg July, trading space for time until the 
assembly, equipping, and training of the de
cisive battle reserve could be completed and a 
general counteroffensive launched. Prepara
tions for the delaying campaign in the critical 
invasion areas were to be completed by the end 

41 (1) Statements by Lt. Gen. Torashiro Kawabe, Deputy-Chief, Army General Staff, and Lt. Gen. Seizo Arisue, 
Chief, Second Bureau (Intelligence), Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section. (z) Homeland Operations 
Record, op. cit" Vol. III, pp. 9-1I. 

42 The 3d Amphibious Brigade suffered heavy losses while displacing from the KurHes to Holdcaido en route to 
Kyushu. Although the remnants immediately took up positions upon arrival in their newly assigned sector, the 
southeastern tip of Satsuma Peninsula, they were subsequently absorbed by the 125th Independent Mixed Brigade 
upon activation of the latter in the third mobilization. (Cf. p. 584) (1) Dairikumei Dai Sensambyalt.uniju.go *~iitm 
'f=13=+~ (Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. '320) , May 45. (2) Rikugun But.i Cho .. Hyo!?ll. 
$Ilit~~ (Table of Army Units) War Ministry, 28 Oct 45, Part I, p.95. (3) Sutement by Maj . Yasunobu Hab., 
Staff OIIicer (Operations), Sixteenth Area Army. (4) Homeland Operations Record, 0p. cit. Vol. IV: Fifth Area 
Army, pp. 30-1. 

43 The Area Army was also charged with prevencing the entry of enemy submarines into the Japan Sea. Dai
rikumei Dai Sensambyakunijurolt.u-go *!i1fttM"l'"=a=+;;:'lfl (Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 1326) 9 
May 45. 

44 It was the intention of Imperial General H eadquarters not to reinforce Fifth Area Army in the event of an 
enemy land ing in the northeastern area. The forces then deployed there would exert the maximum possible delay on 
the enemy. (Statement by Lt. Col. Shiro Hara, Staff Officer (Operations), Imperial General Headquarters, Army 
Section.) 

45 Imperial General Headqurters Army Order No. 1328, op. cit. 

46 V.inkum" V.i S,n,.mby.kuniju,hichi, S,,,.mby.kunijukyu-gu *!?ll(,ttp;'f= 13= +-1::;' '1'= 13= +;It.!IJ! (Imperial 

General Headquarters Army Orders No. '327 and '329) both '4 May 45. 
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of June." 
While the mobilization and redeployment of 

ground troops was on schedule the preparation 
of battle positions in the critical invasion areas 
was falling seriously behind. Although the 
troops were assisted by thousands of civilian 
volunteers, by early May the construction of 
coastal positions in Kyushu had barely begun. 
The 86th Division and the 98th Independent 
Mixed Brigade, garrisoning the Ariake Bay 
area, had brought their field fortifications to 

about 50 % completion, while the 156th 
Division on the Miyazaki coast, the 146th 
Division on the Satsuma peninsula, and the 
145th Division in the Fukuoka area were only 
10-20 % finished. Troops in all these units 
were in a low state of training," headquarters 
command arrangements were inadequate, and 
weapons, ammunition, equipment, and horses 

were still in short supply.'· In the Kanto dis
trict, an even worse situation obtained." There 
were permanent coast defense batteries in the 
entrance to Tokyo Bay and a few scattered 
semi·permanent heavy artillery positions form
ing the nuclei of projected strongpoints, but an 
effective field fortification system did not as 

yet exist." 
More discouraging than the lag in field 

construction was the extent to which local 
commanders misunderstood the policy of ag
gressive beach defense and failed properly to 
indoctrinate their subordinates." Based largely 
on precedents set in the southern area, many 
coastal combat units located their rallying 
positions much too far from the beach. Al
though this was an understandable attempt to 
avoid the devastating effects of enemy naval 

bom:bardment, it had the highly undesirable 

47 To implement these emergency preparations, plans were made to transport all the remaining supplies scheduled 
for Ktlsu NO.3 to Kyushu during the last week in ' May. Due to transportation di1Iiculties only about 80 96 of the 
amount had actually been concentrated on the island by early June. (1) Homeland Operations, Record, op. cit. Vol. 
Ill, pp. 9-'5, 47-8. (2) Statement by Maj. Hirano, previously cited. 

48 Units of the second mobilization scheduled for Kyushu had not yet even begun their training in early May. 
There was a 6-8 week time lag between the activation of new units and completion of the assembly of the cadre and 
filler replacements. 

49 Fifty-seventh Army headquarters, responsible for southeastern Kywhu, had jwt completed organization. 
Fifty-sixth Army, responsible for northern Kyushu had not yet completed organization. Fortieth Army, designated for 
transfer from Formosa to assume responsibility for southwestern Kyushu, was, in mid-May, still awaiting transportation. 
(I) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. III, pp. 5~, 23, 26, 46-7, Charr 1. (2) Imperial General Head· 
quarters Army Order No. 1327, op. cit. 

50 The lone exception was the Thirty-sixth Army. This decisive battle reserve continued to be in a high state 
of training and preparedness. At the beginning of May it was composed of the SISt, 93d, 20ISt, 202d, and 214th 
Divisions and the ISt and 4th Armored Divisions. 

51 Major units disposed in the Kamo district at this time were as follows: 

Kujukuri Beach area Kashima Sea area Sagami Bay area 
Fifty.second Army Fifty·lirst Army Fifty·third Army 

3d Imperial Guards Division 44th Division 84th Division 
152d Division I~ISt Division 140th Division 

In addition, the 147m Division was beginning to arrive in the Kujukuri Beach area. This transfer was expected to be 
completed about the end of May. (I) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. II, pp. 8-10, Map. No. I. (2) 
Statement by Col. Hiroshi Fuwa. Staff Officer (Operations), First General Army. 

52 This misunderstanding was attributable to the haste with which the Kttsu-Go plan was evolved in Imperial General 

Headquarters. The implementing directives failed to describe clearly and in sufficient detail the conception of the 

policy for an aggressive beach defense. The maximum effort of the participating staff officers had been devoted to 

planning the broader aspects of the decisive battle, thus allowing little time for a reexamination of the doctrines of tactics 

and techniques or inspection of progress registered. (Statement by Col. Ichiji Sugita, Staff Officer (Operations), Imperial 

General Headquarters, Army Section.) 
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effect of allowing the enemy to seize and 
consolidate a sizeable beachhead, which was 
entirely contrary to KetJu-Go doctrine. Line 
combat divisions of the decisive battle reserve 

were also establishing their concentration 

points too far inland. 

These discrepancies were uncovered during 

May by staff officers of Imperial General 
H !adquarters while inspecting the critical 

mvaslOn areas. Immediate remedial action 

was clearly indicated. On 6 June, therefore, 

the Army Section of Imperial General Head

quarters issued a new manual of decisive battle 

tactics. This document contained an even 

stronger statement of the aggressive beach 

defense doctrine than had been laid down in 

the Ketsu-Go plan and its implementing di
rectives. At the same time, the Chief of the 

Army General Staff, General Y oshijiro Umezu, 

drew up a detailed explanation of the desires 
of the High Command and disseminated it to 

all units. Pursuant to these instructions, the 

Commanders-in-Chief of the First and Second 

General Army irntnediately initiated strong 
orientation and indoctrination programs in their 

respective areas. However, much valuable time 

had already been lost." 

The lag in the construction of coastal posi
tions, the costly misunderstandings concerning 

tactical doctrine, and the difficulties of re

deployment and training were especially dan-

gerous in Kyushu since it was earliest on the 
estimated invasion schedule. To help meet 
the situation, Marshal Hata, in late May 

forwarded a strong recommendation to Imperial 
General Headquarters that the forces scheduled 

for redeployment to Kyushu under the Ketsu

Go plan be moved immediately without waiting 

for activation of the operation." The High 
Command, however, was so worried about the 

dangers inherent in what they felt to be a pre

mature weakening of the Kanto district that no 

action was taken on this recommendation." 

While the major ground commands were 

engaged in these preparations, Imperial General 

Headquarters took steps to ready the Army air 
establishment for the decisive battle. On 8 

May, orders were issued releasing the Second 

Air Army in Manchuria from the order of 
battle of the Kwantung Army, the Fifth Air 

Army in China from the China Expeditionary 
Army, and the 1st Air Division in the North
east area from Fifth Area Army. All these 

forces were assigned to the Air General Army.'· 

On the same day, the High Command issued 

a directive outlining the air redeployment plan 
for Ketsu-Go. The essentials of this docu

ment were as follows :" 

1. Policy 
Although participdlion ill the Ten-Go operation .,ill 

cOlltmue, primary emphaJlf will he on completing prep
ardlio'l$ for Ketsu-Go hy the elld of Jun". 

53 (,) Kobdo Km<n S<mpo Hayawakari iIiI ±~;a;;,ti!li.!p btJ> ~ (Key to Homeland Decisive Battle Tactics) Im
perial General Headquarters, Army Section. 6 ]un 45 . (2) Homeland OperatiOns, Record, op. cit. Vol. II, pp. 7-8, 
20-3. 29. 5,-8.; Vol. III. pp. 6-7. 2!r33. 

54 Cf. Chapter XVIII. pp. 55~. 

55 Statements by Maj. Gen. }oichiro Sanada, Deputy.Chief of Staff, Second General Army j Lt. Col. Masakatsu 
Hashimoto, Staff OfJicer (Operations), Second General Army; and Col. Ichiji Sugita, previously cited. 

56 Pending alert for the Kttsu-Go operation, the 1St Air Division still remained under the operational control of Fifth 
Area Army, the Second Air Army under Kwantung Army, and an element of Fifth Air Army was retained under the 

Commander-in-Chief, China Expeditionary Army. (I) Dalrikumei Dai Sensambyakunijugo-go *~1firM'T=' 8'= +li~ 
(Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. '325) 8 May 45. (2) Hondo Koku Sa"stn Kiroku *±ii:~f'j;iilCJa 
if<: (Homeland Air Operations Record) 1St Demobilization Bureau, Dec 46, pp. I~20. 

57 Dainku,hi Dai MItnyonhyaku,hichijugo-go *lifoim='fll!l E 1::i-1i:SI!I (ImpeIial General Headquatets Army 
Directive No. 2475) 8 May 45. 
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2. Redeployment Oulline 
(a) The main strength of Fifth Air Army will 

immediately proceed to Korea. An elemerli will re· 
main ;" China under the command of the Commander

in·Chief, China Expeditionary Army. 
(b) When an alert for the Ketsu-Go operation is 

iSJued, the main strength of the ISt Air Dil'isio" will 

be immediately transferred to the alliicipated opera· 
tio,kI[ pred. 

(c) Upon activation 0/ the Ketsu·Go operation, 
the main strength of the Second Air Army and that 
part of the Fifth Air Army remaining in China will 
he immediately transferred to the acti" battle theater. 

(d) Should the enemy land in the China coaS/al 
sector prior to the Ketsu-Go operation, Fifth Air Army, 
reinforced by designated unils of Second Air Army 
will proced to the enemy landing area and attack. 
These operations will be super>ised by the Command
,,-in-Chief, China Expeditionary Army. 

By late May, it had become apparent to the 

Army High Command that further pursuance 

of the Ten-Go operation would result in a 

needless expenditure of air strength without 

appreciably delaying the enemy in his final 

approach to the Homeland.'" On 26 May, 

therefore, orders were issued releasing the Sixth 

Air Army from attachment to Combined Fleet 
and reverting it to control of the Air General 

Army. At the same time, General Masakazu 

Kawabe, Commander-in-Chief of Air General 

Army, was given a directive conLerning his 

immediate miSSion, the gist of which was as 
follows ;59 

The Commander-in-Chief, Air General Army, will 
accelerate operatJOlIai preparations with the main ob. 

jectiYe of destroying enemy forct! i1J1taditig the Home

land. Emphasis will be on the Kyushu and Korea 
Strait area. 

The most serious operational problem facing 

the Japanese remained that of air defense. In 

the struggle to provide an antidote to the 
violent enemy air offensive, the nation was 

handicapped by many adverse circumstances. 
In the first place, having lost the Marianas and 

Iwo Jima, and with Okinawa already being 

used as a forward base, the Japanese were 
deprived of patrol and reconnaissance bases so 

necessary to the maintenance of an adequate 

warning network. Moreover, the enemy, using 

these same bases was now able to mount fighter

escorted bombing attacks over almost all of the 

Homeland. Another serious handicap was the 

chronic shortage of antiaircraft guns and 

ammunition, brought about mainly through 
the decline in production of these items. 

Finally, it was found that even those guns that 

were available were ineffective against night 

attacks by high-altitude planes.60 

In the face of these obstacles, both the Army 

and the Navy undertook to reorganize, 
strengthen, and redeploy air defense forces. In 

58 Even after the Army began to shift the emphasis from Ten-Go to the forthcoming Kttsu-Go operations, the Navy 

clung tenaciously to the idea of preventing enemy consolidation of his Okinawa base. The participating units had re

ported that, in operations between [8 March and 28 May, 358-360 enemy vessels had been sunk or heavily damaged. 

The Navy was conlident that, if this high attrition rate could be maintained, the Homeland invasion would be indefi

nitely postponed. Navy pursuance of the Ten-Go objectives thus continued to delay formulation of joint arrangements 

for Ke/U-Go. (I) Jokyo Handan t;;il/.'i'lJlJi (Estimate of the Situation) 1St Section, Navy General Staff, t Jun 45. 

(2) Statements by Maj. Gen. Kazuo Tanikawa, Staff Officer, and Col. Hiromu Hosoda, Staff Officer (Operations), 

both of Imperial General Headquaners, Army Section. 

59 (I) Dairikumei Dai Sen,ambyakusanjuroku-go *!If,tt.ll'f=a=-rr-iIll (Imperial General Headquarters Army 

Order No. (336) 26 May 45. (2) Dainku,hi Dai Niunyonhyakukyujuichi-go *:!Yllllt.ll= 'fllll a:it. -r-iIll (Imperial General 

Headquarters Army Directive No. 2491) 26 May 45. 

60 Statement by Lt. Col. Takeshi Murata, Staff Officer (Air Defense), Imperial General Headquarters, Army 

Section, and later, Staff Officer (Air Defense), Second General Army. 
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the case of ground units, this involved the 

conversion of several antiaircraft groups and 
units into antiaircraft divisions, at the same time 

strengthening each of the newly organized 
units."' Some of the batteries were redeployed 

from the large urban areas to smaller cities and 

to key positions on rail roads and harbors .", 

The organization of interceptor units remained 

as before although the shortage of aircraft 

continued due to the higher priority enjoyed 

by the offensive air establishment."' 

The trend of Navy action in the matter of 

air defense had been towards achieving inde· 

pendence from Army control. As enemy 

carrier task forces maneuvered closer and closer 

to the Homeland, the distinction between 

interception and offensive operations tended to 

break down. The Navy accordingly decided 

to organize its own interceptor pools in the 

various Homeland areas . On the 23d, the 71st 
and 72d Air Flotillas were activated under 

Third and Fifth Air Fleets, respectively, to take 

charge of interception in eastern and ,..,stern 

Honshu, Shikoku, and Kyushu." Together, 
the Army and Navy were able to muster about 

970 aircraft for air defense purposes." 
By the beginning of June, the Homeland 

defense situation, as well as developments in 

other theaters, had reached a point where even 

a greater mobilization of national effort was 

considered an essential prerequisite to waging a 

successful decisive battle. With military 

preparations rapidly passing from the planning 
stage, the High Command concluded that it 

was now necessary to strengthen still further 

the all-out effort by drawing in the Government 

as well as the military. On 8 June, therefore, 
a conference attended by members of the Su

preme War Direction Council and other high 

officials of the Government was held in the 

Imperial presence. At this gathering a basic 

war policy was adopted which called for the full 

participation of the entire nation in prosecuting 
the war to the end." 

61 On 6 May, the Nagoya AAA Unit was reorganized into the 2d AAA Division, the Chubu (Osaka) AAA 
Group into the 3d AAA Division, and the Seibu (northern Kyushu) AAA Group into the 4th AAA Division. 

D.irikumei D.i S.ns.mby.kunijuyon.go *M111ltm'f=i"i=+l19l1! (Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 1324) 

.6 May 45. 

62 Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. II, p. 38, Vol. III, pp. 35-6. 

63 The fighters which the Navy had attached [0 the air defense forces (Cf. Chapter XVIII, p. 541) had long 
since been withdrawn. Dailcaishi Dai Gohyakukyu-go *mmmliaiLH (Imperial General Headquarters Navy Directive 

No. 5"9) 19 Feb 45· 

64 Hondo Boti S.kustn Sono S.n *±l!Jiftjfj;~:)I;<v= (Homeland Defense Naval Operations, Part III) 2d Demo

bilization Bureau, May 49. p. 33. 

65 (I) Rikugon Chos.bu Shilsumon Sho (Sono iuroku) K.ito ~ll£iiJ~:It$~r.lll!(:)I;+1<) IID~ (War Ministry Reply 
to USSBS Questionnaire No. 16) 20 Nov. 45. (2) Homeland Defense Naval Operations Part III, op. cit., p. 35. 
(3) One consequence of the growing ineffectualness of Japan's air defenses was a fear that various sectors in the Home

land might be isolated from the remainder through raids on the transportation network. In anticipation of such a 

situation and to strengthen local passive air defense measures, the Government, on 10 June, issued instructions setting 

up local authorities to assume complete responsibility for civil administration in event of emergency. These officers, 

designated governors.general, were located at or near the headquarters of each district Army, and their zone of authority 

was coextensive with that of the district Army. They were to render such cooperation and assistance to the district Army 

and naval station as needed to expedite operations, to maintain law and order, and, in general, to function in loco rtgis 
it. event of severance of communications with the civil government. (a) Cholcurti Dai Sdmbydlcugoju.go 'tb"itM'=an. 
+!rJI (Imperial Ordinance No. 350) 10 Jun 45. (b) N.ik.ku Kunr'; D.i S.n·go P'illlliJll1tm=.lI! (Cabinet Instructions 

NO.3) 10 Jun 45· 

66 Proceedings of the Supreme War Direction Council, op. cit. Part I . Cf. Chapter XX, pp. 6'43-+ 
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Pursuant to the decisions of the Imperial 
conference, the Government on 23 June 
promulgated the National Volunteer Service 
Act, which, together with its implementing 
directives, contained the following general 
provisions: ., 

1. National .olunlter units will be immedi
ately organized in each prefecture, each railJllay 
and communication di"ision corllrol district, and in 
duignated major industrial installations, tht prefecture 
constituting a regimental district. All men 15--60 

and all women 17-40 will be subject to such se"ie<. 

2_ Gentral sup' .. ision of tht organization of 
thue units will be exercised by tht District Army (Area 
Army) commander assisted by tht local gO>ernor-gen
eral. Existing Ci.ilian Defense units, Neighborhood 
Associations, etc., will be absorbed in/o tht ntJII organ
kation. 

3. Volun/"r unit missions will include transpor
tation, communications, construction, repair, and other 

logistics duties, security of )lital installations, intelli

gence work, and, should tht nted arise, fighting 
beside tht regular line units. 

4. In general, arms and equipment will be limited 
to small arms, grenade<, and grenade dischargers_ 

In the meantime, Imperial General Head-
9uarters had taken steps to effect the third 
mobilization of ground combat units almost two 
months earlier than originally planned." Pur
suant to a series of organization orders, the first 
of which was issued on 23 May, four new Army 
head9uarters," 10 coastal combat divisions". 
eight line combat divisions," and 14 inde
pendent mixed brigades were activated in the 
Homeland" and on 19 June, assigned as 

follows:" 

First General Army 
Ele>enth Area Arm., 

Fiftieth Arm., 
308th Di.ision 

67 (I) BoFJ'o Stnryak. oyobi Stnj.tsw ni kanswr. Kairo IlliU»:&IlU'itcllll-r Q IID~ (Reply to a Questionnaire 
Concerning Defense Tactics and Strategy) 1St Demobilization Bureau, 31 f>vfar 46. (2) Giyu Heidi Ho (Horiuu Ddi 
Sanj.ku-go) ftJJ~t!ti1«i1<fIt~=--t-Jt.t.t) (Volunteer Service Act Law No. 39) 87th Diet, 23 Jun 45. (3) Kokumin 
Giyw Stntota, Tosotsw Rti iIIIll1ftJJIl!!II'lIIj:~;;f,l-i\- )Regulations for Command and Organization of National Volunteer 
Units) 23 Jun 45 . (4) Kampo 1irm (Ollieial Gazette) Special Issue, 9 Jun 45, conlaining Stenographic Record 
Proceedings of the House of Representatives, 87th Diet. 

68 The third mobilization was advanced to enable the units slated for Kyushu to gain some time in their emer

gency preparations. Because of this as well as the delay in fulfilling production goals, units of the third mobilization 

were slightly weaker in artillery than the early mobilizations. (Cf. Chapter XVIII, p. 548) (I) Statements by Maj. 
Hirano, previously cited and Maj, Yasuji Komuratani, Staff Officer (Operations), Imperial General Headquarters, Army 

Section, (2) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. III, p. 19. 

69 These were the Fiftieth and Fifty·fourth Army headquarters activation of which had been postponed from the 

previous mobilization and the Fifty-ninth and Tokyo Defense Army headquarters which were not provided for in the 

original plans drafted in February. The Fifty-ninth Army headquarters was activated to command the defense of wes

tern Honshu, and the Tokyo Defense Army headquarters to command the units in the capital city. ( I) Table of Army 

Units, op. cit. (2) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. II, pp. 10-[, 26; Vol. III, pp. 24-5. 
70 The 355th Division, not included in the original plans, was organized to strengthen the defenses of Nagoya 

area about which concern was being increasingly felt. ( I) Unit Organization Tables, op. cit. (2) Statement by Lt. 

Col. Hara, previously cited. 
71 The 234th Division was not included in the original mobilization plans. Unit Organization Tables, op. cit. 
72 In addition, one coastal combat division (320th) and one independent mixed brigade (I27th) were activated 

in Korea. The 320th Division, not provided for in the original plans, was organized to strengthen the defenses of sou

thern Korea. (I) Unit Organization Tables, op. cit. (2) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. V, pp. 28-3032. 

73 (I) Dairik.mti Dai Stnsambyakugoj.ichi, Stnsambyakugojugo-go *1!Il1f,t~T=-Wli-t-- . T=-Wli-t-lilft (Im
perial General Headquarters Army Orders No. 1351 and 1355) 19 and 23 Jun 45. (2) Unit Organization Tables, 

op. cit. (3) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. II, pp. 10-1, Map I ; Vol. III, p. 19, Chart 3, Auached .Map. 

(4) Imperial General Headquarters Army High Command Rr.cord, op. cit., pp. 34lr50, 402-3· 
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222d Di'JIirion 

J22d Di.mon 
II3th Independent Mixed Brigade 

Twelfth Area Army 

Tokyo Bar Group" 
354th Di.ision 
II4th Independelll Mixed Brigade 

Tokyo Def",se Army 
Fifty-first Army 

22lst D'lIisio71 

II5th Independelll Mixed Brigade 
II6th Indepe,u/ent Mixed Brigade 

Fifty-secoru/ Army 

234th Di.ision 
Fift'J-third Army 

p6th Di.ision 
II7th bu/epe,u/elll Mixed Brigade 
32lst Di'lluio71 

Thirteenth Area Army 

Fifty-fourth Army 
224th Di.mon 
355th Di.ision 
II9th bu/epe,u/"" MIXed Brigade 
I20th Independen, Mixed Brigade 

229th Di.ision 

Seco,u/ General Army 
Fifte",th Area Army 

Fifty-fifth Arm,! 
344th Di.ision 
I2ISt Independen, Mixed Brigade 

Fift'J-njnth Arm,! 
230th Di.ision 

231It Di'llirio1l 

I24th Indepe,u/ent Mixed Brigade 
225th Di.ision 
I23d Independent Mixed Brigade 

Sixteenth Area Army 

Fortieth Army'" 
303d Di.i,ion 
I25th bu/epe,u/ent Mixed Brigade 

Fifty-sixth Army 
312th Di.ision 
35Ist Di.ision 

IIBth !ru/epe,u/elll Mi«d Brigade 
I22d Independent Mixed Brigade 
126th !ru/ependen, Mixed Brigade 

With these activations, the line strength of 
the Homeland defense annies (including Hok
kaido) was brought to 30 line combat di
visions,'" 24 coastal combat divisions, two 
armored divisions, seven a tank brigades, 23 
independent mixed brigades, and three infantry 
brigades_n 

Concurrently with the implementation of the 
third mobilization, a further redeployment of 
major combat units was effected_ The Fifth 
Area Army transferred the 42d Division and 
Chishima 1st Brigade from the Kurile Islands 
to Hokkaido while at the same time the High 
Command ordered the transfer of the 4th 
Amphibious Brigade from the Kuriles to the 
Twelfth Area Army_" In addition, the 209th 
Division was transferred from Thirteenth Area 

74 Tokyo Bay Group was the designation assigned to the Tokyo Bay Fortress Unit on 8 April by Imperial 
General Headquarters. This step authorized the commander, Tokyo Bay Fortress Unit, to command other combat units 

ass igned for the defense of Tokyo Bay as well as the fortress units. Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 

1297, op. cit. 
75 The Fortieth Army headquarters completed its displacement from Formosa by mid-June at which time ittook 

over control of operations in southwestern Kyushu. Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. III, pp. 25-6. 
76 This total of line combat divisions did not include the 1st Imperial Guards Division which was assigned as 

security force for the Imperial Household_ (Cf. Chaprer XVIII, n. 17.) 
77 Of this total line strength. the 7th and 42d Divisions and 10lSt Independent Mixed Brigade were stationed 

on Hokkaido. The total does not include the ~th and 91st Divisions and the 129th. Independent Mixed Brigade 

(organized 16 July 1945) stationed in the KurHe Islands, the 88th Division on Karafuto, or the seven coastal combat 

divisions, three line combat divisions, and two independent mixed brigades in Korea. (I) Homeland Operations Record, 

op. cit. Vol. IV, pp. 37-8, Attached Map No. 2; Vol. V , pp. 4- 5, 17-21, 28-30, 32, 38. (2) Unit Organization 

Tables, op. cit. 
78 The 4th Amphibious Brigade was absorbed by the 1St Armored Division. Unit Organization Tables, op. cit. 
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Army to Thirty-sixth Army, further strength

ening this large reserve Army to a total of six line 

combat and two armored divisions." 

By this time, production trends clearly 

indicated that industry was incapable of ade

quately supporting the immense structure of the 

Homeland defense forces and the tactical and 

strategic plans devised for their use. The 

priority enjoyed by the units in Kyushu was 

draining off almost all of the material strength 

of the military establishment. While this 

meant that preparations for the decisive battle 

in Kyushu would be almost certainly com

pleted, it also meant that Kyushu would very 

likely be the only area in which a decisive 

battle could be supported at all. 

The brightest spot in the otherwise clouded 

production picture was in aircraft. By the end 

of June, almost 8,000 planes, mostly tokko 

types, had been hoarded for the decisive battle, 

while it was fairly certain that an additional 

2,500 could be produced by the end of 

September." Although this program was 

running slightly behind the schedule laid down 

in February," it remained a single encouraging 
item in an atmosphere of disaster. Facilities 

for basing this vast special-attack armada were 

also being rushed to completion. A total of 

325 airstrips, some of which were simple one

way strips, were under construction throughout 

the Homeland, 95 of them on secret sites far 

in the interior." 

Although doing fairly well in aircraft, the 

Japanese were far behind schedule in ground 

combat ordnance. At the end of June, output 

in every item was short of the schedule that 

had been set earlier in the year. Percentages 

of scheduled production actually achieved by 

this time were as follows:·J 

Rifles 78 % 
Light machine guns 62% 
Machine guns 89% 
Infantry cannon 13% 
Antiaircraft guns 62% 
Mortar~ 8% 
Self-propelled cannon 25% 
Light artiller., 17% 
Hea • ., artil/er., 60% 

79 Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 13~jI, op. cit. 

80 These figures include Fifth Air Army (about 700 planes) but do not include 1St Air Division and Second Air 
Army which were to contribute 65 and 120 aircraft, respectively. Of me total prOjected for September, about 5,400 
were scheduled for the Army and the balance for the Navy. Fighters, reconnaissance planes, bombers, and trainers were 
all being converted for tokko purposes. In addition, the Navy was concentrating on the production of types engineered 
for toUo use exclusively. In addition to Oka :f111E (Cherry Blossom) which participated in the T~n-Go operation (Cf. 

Chapter XVIII, pp. 555-7), the Navy had developed Kikkd IlifE (Orange Blossom) and the Tokd iii1E (Wistetia 
Blossom). The former was a ground-launched missile, propelled by rocket turbines, with a range of about 350 miles 
at 400 m. p.h. carrying a 1 , 100 pound bomb. The Toka was a simply-built, generally conventional type plane with a 
700 mile range at 300 m. p. h. carrying a 1 ,100 pound bomb. The Navy planned to make 1 ,000 of these special types 
before September. (,) Kokuki Seisdn lis"ki oyobi Kushu To ni yoru Seisdn Noryoku Soshi/su Gaikyo A1t~I!t~i!lil'rliit 
:&~!l!!~tc J: <>~rug:tH!t9i:lI'f/)/. (Summary of Production of Aircraft, Loss of Capacity thtough Air Raids and Allied 
Matters) Ministry of Commerce and Industry, t Sep 45. (2) Koku ToUo Sembi A1t~t\'J:Ic~f.i (Battle Preparations 
of Naval Air ToUo) 2d Demobilization Bureau, Mar 46, pp. 2, 4-5, and Attached Table (Data of Special Planes). 
(3) Homeland Air Operations Record, op. cit., p. 39. (4) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. IV, pp. 48-
9. (5) Statements by Rear Adm. Katsuhei Nakamura, Chief, General Affairs Bureau, Naval Aeronautical Depart
ment; Lt. Col. Katsuo Sato, Staff Officer, Air General Army; and Lt. CoL Koji Tanaka, Stalf Officer (Air Opera
tions), Imperial General H eadquarters , Army Section. 

8, Cf. Chapter XVIII, p. 534. 

82 Dispersion to a large number of smal l strips was emphasized as was the use of caves for han3:ers. (1) State
ment by Lt. Col. Katsuki Mizumachi, Staff Officer (Operations), Sixth Air Army. (2) Battle Preparations of Naval 
Air ToUo, op. cit., p. 7 and Attached Chart (Air Installations). 

83 Statistics and Analysis Reporcs, op. cit., Report No. 17: Production of Japanese Atmy Ordnance. 
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This discouraging situation in weapons 

production naturally made it very difficult to 

equip new units and almost impossible to 

achieve adequate levels in reserve dumps. The 

bulk of production was channeled to units in 

Kyushu and it was felt that at least sufficient 
weapons would be available to fight the decisive 

battle in that area by September. 

Another bad situation facing the Japanese at 

this time was the extent to which preparations 

for naval surface participation in the Ketsu-Go 
were falling behind. In the quarter ending 30 

June, only 1,235 surface special-attack boats 

had been produced and only 324 underwater 

types." These were 18 % and 15 % respec
tively of the targets set for September. While 

it seemed hardly likely that these goals could 
be met, as in the case of ordnance, it was felt 

that sufficient quantities would be available 

to fight the Kyushu decisive battle at least. 

The failure of production efforts, coupled 

with transportation and communications diffi

culties, shortages of fuel and rations, and 

continued enemy air attacks had, by the end 

of June, dealt serious blows to the national 

preparations for decisive battle. As far as 

organization of units was concerned, there were 
few difficulties. In both Kyushu and Kanto, 

units of the third mobilization were expected 

to be fully organized, although untrained, by 

mid-July. In Kyushu, 60 % of these had 
already begun their training.'> 

Equipment, however, was another story. In 
Kanto, units of the third mobilization were 

short in every item, with no prospect of catching 

up as long as Kyushu held a higher priority. 
This was particularly true of small arms, anti

tank guns, mortars, and self-propelled cannon. 

Even in Kyushu, stocks of equipment on hand 

were only about 50 % of third mobilization 

requirements with 3 I August as the tentative 

completion date." 

Stockpiling of expendables was also in a 
confused state. In Kanto, no munitions and 

ordnance stockpiles had been established at all, 

while rations stocking was about 50 % com
plete. Units in Kyushu, however, had bu ilt 

ammunition stockpiles to 100 % of Ketsu-Go 
requirements, fuel to 94 %, and rations to 

164 %.'" This was encouraging as regards 
the conduct of the Kyushu battle, but pointed 

up the fact that the national war potential was 

84 The total numbers of each type available by the end of June were as follows: 

Underwater Types Surface Types 
Koryu 73 Shinyo 21 50 

Kairyu 700 (approx) 
Kaiten II9 

(,) Hondo joriku ni laim," Hang<ki Sakusen jumbi *±J:JililCft1' Q OC.fl!Ii'~fI!!Olli (Preparations for Counterattack 
Operations in Defense of the Homeland) 2d Demobilization Bureau, May 47. Attached Chart NO.3 . (2) Sho'Wa 
Niiunendo Z .. ki no Kokuki ToUo Htiki no Stisan Ktikaku 10 Stisan jis"ki IIllftJ= -t~Yf.ijWl<T.lht;2;WI'IIf~~l!»<T.l!EilI'i lftilii 

i:!EilI'i'J"l/ili (Planned and Actual Production of Aircraft and T oUo Weapons in the First H alf of '945) 2d Demobiliza
tion Bureau, 15 Jul 49. (3) Statement by Maj. Kanetoshi Mashita, Staff Officer (Operations), Imperial General 
Headquarters, Army Section. 

85 (1) Statement by Col. Fuwa, previously cited. (2) Author's memory. (Lt. Col. Fujiwara was a staff 

officer of Second General Army at the time and later of the Fifty-seventh Army.) 

86 Tables of equipment for artillery units of the third mobilization had already been cut almost to nothing. 

Artillery weapons on hand were therefore sufficient to immediately equip these units. Units of the second mobilization 

had completed their equipment in Kanto except for antitank guns and 120 mm mortars . In Kyushu, the second 

mobilization unics were about 70% equipped with 31 July as a completion target. First mobilization units were already 

equipped. (Statements by Col. Fuwa and Maj. Hirano, previously cited.) 

87 (I) Homeland Operations Record , op. cit. Vol. II, p. 44. (2) Statements by Maj. Hirano, previously cited 

and Lt. Col. Shinroku Iwakoshi, Staff Officer (Supply), Imperial General H eadquarters, Army Section. 
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probably incapable of supporting more than 
one such decisive operation. 

While preparations in the Homeland went 
slowly forward, the Okinawa campaign was 
brought to Its unhappy end. The superhuman 
courage of the vastly outnumbered ground and 
naval forces and the expenditure of 2258 aircraft 
had completely failed to halt enemy seizure and 
consolidation of this most vital base." Or
ganized resistance by Thirty-second Army 
ceased on 23 June"" and on the 25th the painful 
fact of Okinawa's loss was made known to the 

general public." 
Okinawa was but one strand in the web of 

disaster in which the Japanese were now caught. 
The pattern was repeated in the Philippines 
with the fall of Baguio and the virtual end of 
strategic delaying operations in Luzon, in the 
southern area where Allied landings at Brunei 

Bay, North Borneo and other points cut Japa
nese remnants to ribbons, in southeast Asia 
with the loss of Rangoon, and finally In Europe 

where the unconditional surrender of Germany 
had released millions of troops for redep!oyment 
against Japan Against this background, Pre
sident Truman on 2 June made public the basic 
strategy to be used in the invasion of Japan, an 
operation that could not now be far off.·> 

A New Estimate of the Situation 

Being inferior in the technical equipment 
of war and having been forced into an extremely 
disadvantageous strategic position, Japan's 
principal hope of success in the forthcoming 
Homeland battle lay in outguessing the enemy 
in accurately predicting the time and place of 
the invasion and meeting it with overwhelm
ing force. 

Quick formulation of a strategic estimate 
was, however, rendered impossible by the ex
istence within Imperial General Headquarters 

of a wide range of opinion on every aspect of 
the problem. The only point on which there 

88 After the abortive general offensive of 4-5 May, the Japanese Army and Navy air forces flew five more 

general attacks interspersed with minor operations. A total of 2,784 sorties were Bown between 5 May and 22 

June. Reports of damage to enemy vessels continued to be high. Although the official end of the Okinawa campaign 

came on Z5 June and the Army had long since withdrawn its units from Ten·Go, the Navy refused to give up the 

idea of preventing enemy use of Okinawa and continued the Ttn~Go operation using hit and run tactics until early in 
July. In the meantime, the 7th and 98th Air Regiments (Torpedo bombers), which had been under the operational 

command of the Commander·in·Chief, Combined Fleet, since I February 1944, reverted to the Sixth Air Army on 

28 June. (CE. Chapter XVIII, n. 10.) ( 1) Slatistics and AnalYSIS Reports, op. cit., Report No 4: Commitment 

and Losses of Japanese Aircraft and Damages InB.icted on Allied Forces in the Okinawa Air Operations, 25 Mar-2z 

Jun 45. (2) Dairikumei Dai S .. samlryakugojushichi-go *!!It11ltmT=-aliTt:~ (Imperial General Headquarters Army 
Order No. 1357) 28 Jun 45. (3) Daikaishi Dai Sambyakunijuhachi.go *lflimm=-a=Ti\~ (Imperial General Head· 
quarters Navy Directive No. 328) 1 Feb 44. 

Be} (1) The end of the Okinawa campaign was dramatized by the ceremonial h'lrtliiri of Lt. Gen. Mitsuru 
Ushi jima, Thirty·second Army commander and members of his immediate staff. This gesture followed closely the 

samurai tradition constituting an apology for failure. Dai Sanjuni·Gun Shijitsu Shiryo M'=' +=1Jj!jfjttl (Historical 

Data, Thirty-second Army) Home Depot Division, Mar 47. pp. 73-4· 
90 The end of the Okinawa campaign brought home to the people the desperate plight of the nation. The be· 

ginning of the battle had been accompanied by a great deal of public fanfare hailing the II decisive stand" at Okinawa. 

Failure there was a great blow to national morale. 
91 According to the President, the Americans would, (a) nail down and isolate Japanese forces and annihilate 

them one by one, (b) concentrate overwhelming strength against attack objectives. (c) attain victory through 

massive concentrations of weapons, keeping personnel losses to a minimum, and (d) mobilize maximum strength and 

bring unremitting pressure giving the Japanese no chance to rally. Asahi Shimbun .QJj IHli/lll (Asahi Newspaper) Tokyo, 

4Jun 45· 
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was general agreement was that the enemy 
would immediately intensify the sea and air 
blockade of Japan and would sooner or later 
attempt an invasion. 

The most important of the controversial 
issues was whether the United States would 
seek an early end to the war by moving im
mediately, or, on the other hand, initiate a long 
blockade designed to reduce Japan to the 
point of complete helplessness... A dominant 
majority adhered to the former alternative, and 
it became the official position of Imperial 
General Headquarters.·' 

Proceeding on the assumption that United 
States policy would call for a quick decisive 
battle, there were two possibilities regarding the 
direction and objective of enemy operations. 
First of all, the United States might seek an 
immediate decision by moving directly to the 

main Japanese islands. In this case, the enemy 
might first seize air and sea bases in such areas 
as the northern Ryukyus and the Izu Island 
chain lying between Tokyo and the northern 

Bonins. He would most certainly drop such 
plans, however, and move at once against the 
main Japanese islands if he ever became con
vinced that Japanese air power had completely 
collapsed. 

On the other hand, with Japan Proper as 
the ultimate goal, the enemy might first seize 
additional major advance bases." A part of 
the Army intelligence staff in Imperial General 
Headquarters, particularly those officers con
nected with Chinese intelligence, was convinced 
that the United States forces would land in 
central and/or north China in order to give 
military support to the Chungking regime. 
Other groups within the headquarters, particu
larly in the Army operations group, held that 
two strong additional possibilities were an 
invasion of southern Korea or of Saishu 

(Quelpart) Island lying in the key Korea Strait 
area. Any of these three would gain important 
advance bases, would cut Japan's continental 
supply lines, and, in the first two cases, would 
check Soviet influence in north China and Korea. 

92. A majority of the officers in Imperial General Headquarters actually desired that the enemy attempt to invade 

the Homeland before the end of the year. .Not only would this give the nation a chance to strike a heavy blow, but 

also the over·all logistics situation was deteriorating so rapidly that the longer the invasion was postponed, the weaker 

the nation became. Actually, a tightening of the blockade with no attempt to invade the home islands was feared by 
the leaders and, for Japan, was the worst of all the alternate CQurses open to the enemy. (I) Statements by Lt. Gen. 

Kawabe and Lt. Gen. Arisue, both previously cited. (2) ShoWtt Nijuichi NCJ Haru lOra 0 Mokuto to Suru Josti Hdnd,m 

1I!!;fIC+-Jf..I;IH: 1l~ I: T" fIII~'/'Illfi (Situation Estimate for the Latter Half of '945 and the Spring of 1946) 
Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section, I JuI 45, p. 5-7· 

93 Arguments advanced by the "quick. decision" school of thought were: (a) U termination of the Pacific war 

were del~yed, the United States would be harassed by many foreign and domestic political problems i (b) American 

public opinion will demand an early decisive battie in keeping with the fast.paced advance across the Pacific; and, (c) 
the United States, believing that defeat of the nucleus of the Homeland Army is an essential prerequisite to national 

surrender, and having the power and the confidence necessary for opening me campaign. will not allow their powerful 

military escablishment to stand idly by when the job remains to be done. (Statements by Lt. Gen. Arisue, previously 

cited, and Capt. Toshikazu Ohmae, Staff Officer (Operations), Imperial General H eadquarters, Navy Section.) 

94 Adherents to the II advance bases first" school of thought argued that the United States, with me lessons 

of the Okinawa c;ampaign in mind, would use the full strength of their air and sea forces to support the invasion of 

Japan, attacking only when assured of an absolutely safe margin of strength. But since bases in the Marianas, on 

Olcinawa, and in the Bonins would not be sufficient for the necessary forward air deployment and were tOO far from 

Japan to offer advantageous turn around time for shipping, the enemy would undoubtedly endeavor to secure bases 

farther forward. Ibid. 
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These possibilities were the subject of discus
sion in the High Command, with the majority 

opinion adhering to the view that the northern 

Ryukyus were the most probable target with 

Quelpart as a possible secondary invasion area." 

Following these preliminary operations, the 

enemy was expected to move as soon as possible 
against Japan Proper. In this connection, there 

were two possibilities considered, the first being 

a direct move to the Kanto district, and the 

other a campaign to gain air and sea bases in 

Kyushu and Shikoku first, followed by an 
advance on Kanto. While there was consider

able anxiety over the possibility of a direct 
attack on Kanto," a great majority of the 

officers in Imperial General Headquarters 

agreed that the invasion of Kyushu seemed 

most probable." In any case, the consensus 

was that, so long as Japan was resolved to resist 

to the end, the final battle would be on the 

1. Om-all StrateF:Y 

plains of Kanto, since it was not only the 

political and strategic center of the nation, but 
also the most favorable area for the dep!oyment 

of enemy armored and mechanized equipment. 
The various opinions concerning enemy 

capabilities and intentions were contained in 

formal estimates, memoranda, and other com

munications that circulated in High Command 

circles from May to July. Each idea was con

sidered for acceptance or rejection by the Chiefs 

of the Army and Navy General Staff. No 
written estimate, however, was ever produced 

representing the combined opinion of the 

highest command levels. The study and cir
culation of the basic documents resulted, 

nevertheless, in the formulation of an official 

position that represented a blend of all the 

accepted recommendations and provided a firm 

basis for future action. A detailed summary 

of the final estimate is as follows:" 

a. Strategic Objecti~e : The enemy's objecti .. is to bring the JIIar to an early end by securing the uncon

ditional surrender of Japan. 

b. GeneI"ai Method: 

9' (,) Situation Estimate for the Latter Half of '945 and the Spring of '946, op. cit. , pp. 6, 34. (.) State

ments by Rear Adm. Tomioka, previously cited, and Maj. Gen. Masakazu Amano, Chief, Operations Section, Imperial 

General Headquarters, Army Section. 

96 Several times during June, Second General Army renewed its recommendation that the decisive battle reserve 

scheduled for Kyushu be shifted immediately without waiting for activation of the KttIu-Go operation. Due to the latent 

fear of a direct attack. on Kanta, Imperial General H eadquarters had not, by the end of the war, reached a final decision 

to transfer the planned strength. (Statements by Maj. Gen. Sanada, Col. Sugita, and Maj. Mashita, all previously 

cited.) 

97 There existed a divided opinion in the High Command as to whether enemy operations against Kyushu would 

take the form of a limited objective invasion designed only to seize advance bases or of an annihilation battle to crush 

the Japanese Army. The majority opinion held that, although the invasion of Kyushu would be large scale, it would 

be only a limited objective operation preliminary to the even bigger landing at Kamo. (Statements by Maj. Gen. Amano 

and Capt. Ohmae, both previously cited, and Capt. Mitsuo Fuchida, Staff Officer (Air Operations), Combined Fleet. 

911 <,) Situation Estimate for the Latter Half of '945 and the Spting of '946 op. cit., pp. 5-'3 , 3- 49, 46-60, 
78-80. (2) Estimate of the Situation, op. cit., pp. 6-8. (3) Preparations for Counterattack Operations in the 

Defense of the Homeland, op. cit., pp. 3-9. (4) Proceedings of the Supreme War D irection Council, op. cit., Part 

I. (5) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. III, pp. 9-[2, 'B-9, (6) Statements by Maj. Gen. Amano and 
Rear Adm. Tomioka, both previously cited, and Lt. Gen. Shuichi Miyazaki , Chief, First Bureau (Operations), Imperial 

General Headquarters, Army Section. 
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(r) In purfU4nc< of his fundamental objecti .. , the enemy will first isoldle and neutralize Japan through 

continued application of the air and sea blockade. New forward bases will be acquired and utilized for this 

purpose. Finally, after thorough preparation, the enemy 0'11/ attempt to' destroy the main strength of our Army 

by ont OT more in'l'asio7lS of the Home Islands. 
(2) The general direction of the enemy ad.allCe against the Homeland will be from the south (i.e. Philip

pines and central Pacific). The possibility of an in"aslOn from the north is extremely remote. 

(3) There is a remote possibility that the enemy may endea.or to bring about the surrender of Japan with

out an in.asion by intellsifying the blockade so as to destroy totally the national combat potential. 

(4) The probability is .. ry small thdl the enemy will in.ade the Homeland without the prior acquisition 

of ad.allCe bases. HoweYer, at the first sign of the total collapse of Japanese air strength, the enemy will 

probably mo .. against the Home ulands dI once. 

(5) In conjullCtion with the campaign against the Homeland, the enemy will also carry out a large number 

of peripheral campaigns in the southern area and III Chi,u, den6ned to weuken further Japan's strategic position. 

2. Strength 

a. GTOUnd" 
(r) Om-all National Strengtb--The United States plans to fight Japan with an Army reduced in Itrength 

from 8,000,000 mtn (120 di"isio,lS) to 7,000,000 men (103 diYinons) by next March. The Army will be re· 
duced to 100 di.isi01lS by June. Subtracting from this figure the 10 di.isions scheduled for retention in Europe 

and 10 for the zone of the interior garrison, it appears that about 80 Army di.isions will form the troop basis 

for the continued prosecution of the war against Japan. In addition, 10 M"rine di.islOns will be a.ailable, 

bringing the total ground strength to 90 di.isions as of June 1946. 

(2) Strength in the Pacific-It is estimated that there are at present in the Pacific 40-45 A nerican di.isions 

(including Marines). Reinforcements expected to arri .. by September 1945 total 10- 15 di.isions, and by the 

end of December an additio",,1 15-20 di.isions. Total : 65-80 di.isions by 31 December. 

(3) In.asion Strengtb--It is estimated that the United States will employ a large number of di.isionJ in 

peripheral campaigns and in rear area garrisons. Consequentl'll not mOTt than 60 di')llSI011S will be ayailable 

for operations againIt the approaches to Japan and the Homeland Itself 

b. Land-ba~ AiT'~ 

(I) o.,,-all National Strellgtb--The United Stdles is estimdled to ha .. appro-amdlely 19,700 land·based 

aircraft (illCluding na.al planes). About 3,600 are stationed in Europe and 4,800 in the United States and 

other areas, lea.ing a total of approximately II,300 a.ailable for use against Japan. 

(2) Strength in the Pacific-There are at present approximately 8,500 land·based aircraft in the Pacific. 

By September of this year, it is belieYed thdl an additional 2,200 will be redeployed from Europe to the Far 

EaJt. An additional 1,000 will arri .. by the end of the year. 

(3) In.asion Strengtb--Some enemy air strength will be di.erted to perip.~eral campaigns and some will be 

kept in rese"e. The estimated balance a>ailable for use against the approaches to the Homeland and againIt 

Japan proper is about 6,000 aircraft of which 1,500 will be B-29s, 1,400 hea.y bombers, 1,100 medium bo.nb"" 

and 2,000 fighters. 

99 In addition to the United States ground strength there were 67 divisions of the British Commonwealth Forces 
in East Asia and the Pacific and i~ was expected that this number would be increased to 82 by the end of the year. The 
Japanese did not expect the British to contribute ground strength to the invasion of Japan. At this time, too, it was 
estimated that the Chinese had 10 fully American-equipped divisions and 25 partially equipped, the number of the former 
to reach 2 0 by the end of the year. Situation Estimate (or the Laner Half of 1945 and the Spring of 1946, op. cito, 
pp. 7, 10-1 I. 

100 British land-based planes in the Orient were estimated at 2,200 to be increased to 2 ,700 by September and 
3,400 by the end of the year. The Japanese believed that these aircraft would be used only to support peripheral 
operations by British Commonwealth Forces. Ibid., pp. 10-1. 
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c. Carrier Air 10J 

(1) Oyer-all National Strength- Present U. S. cdrrier dir strength is estimdted dt 2,100 dircraft. This 

will be expanded to 4,100 by September, 4,800 by the eud of the year, autl 5,100 by next spring. 
(2) Strength in' the Pacific-Present fleet carrier air strength in the Pacific is aboul1,600. 

(3) In'Y®on Strength-A small number of carrier aircraft will remain stationed in the Atlantic. A largt 

number will be used for miscellaneous duties in the Pacific such ds con)lo), escort, training, and supporting pe

ripheral operatiom. Deducting all these acti.ities and those held for repair and replacement, it is estimated 
that 2,400 planes will be a.ailable by September, 2,600 by the end of the year, autl 3,IOO by next spring for 

use oYer the approaches to the Homeland and against Japan itself. 
d. Nayal Strength ,., 

(I) O"r·all National Strength--The estimated o.er·all composition of the United States Fleet by the eutl 

of December is 32 aircraft carriers, 85 escort carriers, 21 battleships, 58 cruisers, and 450 destroyers. 

(2) ltl')lasion Strength-It is estimated that 25 cdrriers, 25 escort carriers, 21 battleships, 54 cruisers, dnd 

330 destroyers will be a.ailable for operations 011 the approaches to the Homeland autl agai1lst JaNn IIself. 

3. Targets 
a. Preliminary Operatiom 

(I) 11I order to intemi/y the "a autl air blockade and to prepare for future operatiom agaimt Japan proper, 
the ",emy will seize ad.ance bases duri1lg July and August. 

(2) An ad.ance i1l10 the northern Ryukyus a1ld the hu Islands is most probable. Str"'gth, committed will 
be: (a) To the northern Ryukyus (Toku,"o·Shima, Kikaiga.Jima, and Amami Oshima), 1-2 di.isiaru, and 

(b) to the hu Islands, 1-2 di.iSlom. 
(J) As an additia1lal possibility, the e1lemy may ad.a1lce into the co.stal fector of c""ral a1ldlor north China. 

Strategic areas to be attacked are, i1l the order of probability, the Ni1lg.po.Sha1lghai area and southern Shantung 
Pro.ince. Commitmenl to this e1llerprise will be about 10 di.isiolls. If scheduled, this operation will ha>e the 
additi01lal purpose of gi.i1lg political and military support to Chungkillg autl checkinJ the ad.arlCe of So.iet 

influence in China. 

(4) Two additional possibilities are an in.asion of Quelpart Isla1ld or southern Korea. 01le of these 
operatiom is less probable than either of the above, although Quelpart may be imaded as an extension of the 
",emy's proJram in the northern Ryukyus out/illed i1l (2) aba.e. Commitmerl/ to thisoperati01l will be about 

6 divisions. 

b. First Mainland Attack 
(I) Due to the fact that it is the political a1ld ecana.,,;c center of the Japanese Emp;re as well as the best 

tactical terrain i1l the Home Islands, the enemy will fight the final decisi" battle with the Japanese Army in 
the Kanta area. 

(2) Cml/ingerl/ upon the a.ailability of shipping, the ",emy can mount a 30 di.i,ion operation, or any 
series of operations involving a cumulatiye total of 30 diyjsions, b)' late fall of this year. He can mount a 50 

diyision operation, or any series of operatiom inYol')ling a cumulati"e total of 50 di"isjons, by next spring. 

(J) 111 order to prepare for the final decisi" battle i1l the Homelautl, the enemy will desire to secure ad
ditional forward sea and air bases to coYer his approach to Karl/a. 

(4) Following the preliminary operations, the enemy will attempt to secure ad.arlCe bases by a large·scale 

101 By September the strength of British carrier air in the Far East was expected to reach 700 aircraft. The 

Japanese definitely expected that this strength would be used aganist the Homeland. Ibid., p. II. 

10:2 In addition to the U. S. strength, the British Pacific Fleet was estimated to have four battleships, five carriers, 

eight escort carriers, three light cruisers, five heavy cruisers, and about 40 destroyers. Also available if needed were an 

estimated 10 batteships, seven carriers, 23 escort carriers, 35 cruisers, 106 destroyers, and 50 submarines of the British 

Beers in the South China Sea and Indian Ocean. Ibid., pp. 7, 79-80. 
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amphibious lodgement in the southern part of Japan proper. Targets .,ill be Tanega.Shima, southern Kyushu, 
and the south coast of Shikoku. A commitment of 15- 20 di.isions is anticipated. This operation can be 
mounted any time after September contingent upon no commItment to the China mainland. '0' If the China 
operation is executed, the Kyushu operation cannot be mounted until after late fall. 

(5) It is possible that the enemy may seek to open a decisi>e battle in Kyushu. If so, the operation .,ill 
be executed in late fall.,ith about 30 di.isions. Targets will be southern Kyushu and the Hakata Bay-Shimono
seki.Moji area of IlOrthem Kyushu. This operation has a >ery low degree of probability. It cannot occur 
at all this year, if the enemy commits any strength to the China mainland. 

c. Main In"asion 
(1) Upon completion of his operational object;'es in southern Japan and a;sembly of the necessary strength, 

the enemy will in.ade Kanto. This operation may be co.ered by a di.ersionary feint at Hokkaido. Commit
ment to the operation .,ill be about 30 di.isions and it will be mounted next spring. 

(2) If it becomes apparent to the enemy that Japanese air power has completely collapsed, he will launch a 
direct i'IYasion of Kanto late thi' fall , using about 30 di.isioru. 

(3) If the enemy tries a blockade operation (See 1 (b) aboye), which fails to force Jap~n to surrender, a 
direct im,asion of Kania with 50 di"iIions next spring is a 'JIery remote possibility. 

4. Allied Participation 
a. Participation in the Homeland in.asion by Allies of the United States is expected to be little more than 

token in nature, with the single exception of the British Pacific Fleet. How .. er, the Allies are expected to engage 
in a .ariety of peripheral operatiom designed to weaken further the Japan.,e strategic position. It is belie>ed 
that the enemy plans a consistent policy of coordinating hi, operations in China and the southern area with those 
against the Homeland. 

b. Southern Area 
(1) Great Britain undoubtedly plans to recapture Malaya and Hongkong, to complete the reoccupation of 

Borneo, and to bring Thailand within her sphere of influfflCe. The British .,ill also seek to occupy areas of 
military importance in the Netherlands East Indies and French Indo-China. 

(2) Burma-Malaya Area-The enemy wil! probably open a general o!fensi .. in Burma with the front 
line strength now .. ai/able there (about II di.isions) . If this operation meets with success, amphi~ious operations 
will be laullChed againJl the southweJl coast of the Malay Peninsula and tberoce south by shore-to-share bounds, 
the final target being Singapore. The initial lodgement will be s«ured during July or AuguJl with 3-5 di.isions, 

and the total commitment to the operation will be 9-12 di.isiom. A limited objecti .. operation againJl the 
northweJlern tip of Sumatra i, probable in order to secure air bases and co .. r the flank of the dri>e toward 
Singapore. Simultaneous o.erland in.asion of central and southern Thailand with 4-5 di.isio,,, is expected. 

(3) Indo-China-A composite force of approximately fi.e American, Freroch, and AuJlralian di.isions will 
probably enter southern Freroch Indo-China in the summer or early fall. 

(4) Netherlands Indies--The recon'lueJl of Bomeo will be completed using 3-5 di.isions. The pro~abilit, 
of an in.asion of Sumatra, Ja.a, and the Usser Sundas is ~ery small. If the redeployment of Dutch troops 
proceeds satisfactorily, the enemy ma, launch a 2-3 di.ision operation in that area next year. M,antime, the 
area will be neutrali{ed by air and IIO.al bombardment. 

103 The estimated earliest possible date of the Kyushu invasion was moved up at least a full month between the 

the time of the Impesial conference on 8 June and the promulgation of the Army Section estimate on I July. This 

change was made for the following reasons: (a) The enemy had not yet begun air raids against tacdcal objectives; 

(b) The Okinawa campaign had lasted until late in June, much later than anticipated; (c) Signal intelligence did not 

report any unusual increase in traffic and no sign of immediate preparations for a task force sorde ; and (d) It was felt 

that the enemy would prefer to postpone the invasion until after the cypho:,n season. (Statements by Lt. Gen. Kawabe 
and Lt. Gen. Ari,ue, both previously cited.) 
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c. China Area 
(I) The enemy will employ 3-5 di.isions in landings on the south China coast, 

Canton-Hongkong sector but possibly in the Hainan Island-Luichow Peni11Suia area. 
operations in south China, these forces may enter northeastern French Indo-China. 

most probably in the 
Upon completion of 

(2) Chungking will open a general offensi .. '" celliral China in July or August, utilizinJ mainl., American

equipped and trained troops. 
5. The So.iet Union 

a. Since the So.iet Union announced its intention to abrogate the Russo-Japanese neutralit., pact, it has been 
hea.il., reinforcing ils military strength in the Far East. Si.lCe mid-February the estimated reinforcement has 

amourlted to about 550,000 troops, 3,100 aircraft, 2,000 tanks, 6':;00 field pieces, and 13,400 molor "ehicles. 

Present strength is about 1,300,000 troops, 5,400 planes, and 3,000 tanks. 

b. The So.iet Union, in order to further its political objecti .. s in the Far East, will probably enter the 
Greater East Asia War at the earliest opportunity. 

c. If the present reinforcement rate continues, the SOlliet Union will be capable of commencing mditaT'1 
action against Japan in August or September. 
6. E.aluation 

d. The enemy is mustering enormous and o'YerwhelminJ military strength for use agaimt Japan, and the is~ 

will be joined between now and next spring. 

b. Although Japan is faced with an exceedingly precarious strategic situation, there are certain circumstanceI 
that are working to her ad.antage. 

(I) While the end of th~ war in Europe has gi .. n the United States a comfortable reser .. of national war 
potential, industrial mobili;:ation and recon.ersion ha .. already begun due to the desire to grab quick post

war profits. 
(2) The fighting morale of the United States is being weakened by the fear of large casualties. 

(3) There has been an increase in labor sin/e, criticism oj the military, and agitat£on from the rauks to 

engage in a precipitous demobili;:ation. 

c. Should the United States be defeated in the battle for Japan itself, public confidence In the President and 
the military leaders will decline abruptly, fighting morale will deteriorate in the flurry of recriminatioTIS, and 

Japan will be placed in a much more fa>orabie strategic position. 

This agreement was issued to the field on 13 
July Developments July, its basic features being as follows: ,., 

On 5 July, the Navy Section of the High 
Command formally abandoned its concept of 
the decisive air battle over the East China Sea, 
the Ten-Go air operation having long since 
deteriorated into a series of small scale hit-and

run raids .. " The way was now clear to the 
formulation of a joint Army-Navy Air Agree
ment for the KetJu-Go operation, an annex that 

had long been missing from the basic plan. 

1. Missions 

a. The primary mission of the Army and Na.y 
air forces will be to locate and destroy the American 

expeditionary force while it is on the water. Empha
sis will be placed on special-attack operations. 

b. Secondary missions will include: 
(I) Air defense 
(2) Anti-submarine operations 

(3) Air attacks to delay the memy preliminary 
operatiOTIS against the approaches to the Homeland. 

104 Daikaishi Dai-Gohyakunijugo-go *mm~liW=+liStJt (ImpeIial General Headquarters Navy Directive No. 

525) 5 Jul 45· 
105 (I) Daikaishi Dai-Gohyakunijuroku-go *mm~li W= +1;liJ/ (Imperial GeneIal Headquarters Navy Directive 

No. 526) '3 Jul 45· (2) Homeland Air Operations Record, op. cit., pp. 33-40. 
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U nic Deploymenl ArtR 

~ llllJ:J:m*:J+\ 5B '- tt ~ 1f! 
ht Air Army But of ~ Mountain 

Raftae. Honmu 

Zit llll J.;.( j!!j *:J+\ • 
~-Ltt~rlI ,." -- Jt.:J+\ • 11!l~ 

6th Air Army Wetl of ~ Mountain 
Rance. Homhu; Kyushu ; 
and Shikoku 

.i:M)ln. -$liWffj 
~1itt~'" ~~X 
5th Air Army Main force in KOf'ta; 

elements in Manchuria 
and North China 

----

(- )L!191i-¥-tfl) 
JULY 1945 

mglJ HI!l'C 
Type IlnCl NUlUbel' of 
Plllnc, 

liiftx /\8 
Sp«iaJ.attack 600 

-All: 1i '~ 
Stand.rd ,.. 

liiftx -'f 
Speci ..... itadt 1,000 

-Ail: I1!lEf 
Standard 400 

liiftx :ILEf 
Special.attade ,.. 

-Ail: .::::Ef 
Sund.. ... 200 

)fj * Mi.ion 

-. :lL1II1!!l1ill1.ijijvft.e>~1Ht.m"'l!i::2;Jt[v«tillH~ tJ 
=.~*~nVft~v~~v~~*:Ii 
=:. ~.~lt~'6r.II. Wi;.\;ll'UlIIltftT '611" 
1. Support 6th Air Ann,. in event of operation. in Kyuahu and 

Shikoku. 
2 . Main ftrikiD& force in event of operation in Kanlo area. 
3. Intcr«pt bomben ducing preliminary enemy optratiom:. 

-.:lLIIII!!lIill1.ijijVft.V~~V~~*:Ii =. YII*~1.iVft.V~~I;t 1l\'-~Jt[v«tili *:Ii 
=:. ~.~lt~'6f111. Wi#\!l.ltt{T '611. 
1. Main .. tikina: fo«e in event of operatiolUl in Kyuthu and 

Shikoku. 
2. SupPOrt 1st Ail' Azmy in event of opa-ation in Kanto &rd. 

3. Intet'~ bomber. durin&: pffi.imiDarY enemy opttationa. 

- . :lLlIIl!!llillijijV~~I;t m"'~l(vJtIJ:&XI;t«tllli* lJ =. 1III*1.ijijVft~V!J,}~I;t1n-~l(e>«t~#*:Ii 
=:. mif1.ijije>ft~v!~~V~~*;tJ 
1. Att.ck jointly with or IUpport 6th Ail' kID, in event of 

operations in Kyuthu and Shikoku. 
2. Support Iat Ail' Army in event of operation in Kanto area. 
3. Maia Itrwng fot'« in event of operation in lOuthun KOf'ta. 

"*'& V) J1- . ~1lII.jj;li'lV)~. ;XV) jIUi.",j!l!JlIi:-llIlllT - . liBP.J~-'f-. (-B. i\JI~it;lt~If:!Ic.'t&~~flII) = . l'£iillm-~lllV*'-lB=-t-. 
=:. 1'; ~t rnoi!t trl-'ilt1'i~liI.W) *'-l"'-I-liill! 

~ In addition were following rnerves for KETSU OpeUI;on: '00 - 1,000 plane. (10 be converted for .pedal.attack by July and Au,JUlt): approx 120 pI __ of 2nd Air kIDy in M_ehuria; and 

approx 6, plann of ht Ail' Oivi.ioa ia Holtbido. 



(4) Air attacks on enemy carrier task forces. 

(5) T adical support of defending grouncl 

troops. 

2. Outline of Operatiom 
a. The<lter 

(1) Operational preparatioru will be com· 
pleted in full in Kyushu, Shikoku, and southern 
Korea. 

(2) Prelimin"ry preparations will be completed 
for possible action in other Ketsu-Go operational 
areas especially KanIa. 
b. Operatio.1al Concept-Primary Mission 

(I ) Reconnaissance oj enemy ad"ance bases is 

essential in order to oytaiu waming of the enemy 

approach. 
(2) First priority target will be enemy trans

ports. r06 

(3) The lancling convoys will be <ltlacked and 
destroyed al the firsl stage of the landing (i. e. 
during about the firsl ten days). 
c. Operational Concept-Secondary Missions 

(1) The Army will operate ils fighting strength 
as economically as possible, engaging in short, op

portune interception operati01lS agai7lSt enemy 

hetI>y bombers. Both se",ices will cooperate in 
staging long range hil-and-run raids against ·enemy 
hea,,"! bomber bases in the Marianas, Bonins, and 

on Okinawa. 

(2) The NtI>y will inle1lS1h a'lIi-su~marine 
operations in the Japan Sea area by clearing the 
waiers and prt'Yenting further penetration. 

(3) A part of the fighting strength will be 
utilized to inflict casualties and delay enemy pre
liminary operations against the China coast, the 

northern Ryukyus and/or Bo;i,,,, the lzu Islands, 

Tanega-Shima, Goto, Que/part, and/or southern 

Korea. Such operatiolls will be mounted only by 
locally a.ailable forces, ancl they wilillot be allow
ed to compromise the condud of the Homelancl 
decisiYe battle. 

(4) Enemy carrier task forces will be <lttacked 
wilh a part of our strength for the purpose of 
i'llerdiding tadical air support of the enemy 
landings. 

(5) [n rendering support to the groulld effort, 
the main emphasis will be on attacking enemy 

gunnery ships engaged in shore fire support. Such 
attacks will be synchronized wilh the local o/fensi .. 
acti"ities oj the ground units. 

3. General De>elopmetll ancl Strength 
a. Initial dispositiotlS (Plates No. 156-157) 

(1) In westem Honshu, Shiko.tu, Kyushu, ancl 
Korea will be stationed the Fifth and Sixth Air 
Armies, the Fifth Air Fleet, ancl a part of the 
Tenth Air Fleet. 
b. A total commitmetll of all tI>ailable air 

form will be made in the area in which the enemy 
first in.ades Japan, mort probably Kyushu. o"er-all 
strength committed will be as fo!lows: "'7 

(1) Army : 3,200 aircraft 

(2) NtI>y: 5,225 
4. Command Rel<ltionships 

a. The general basic commancl TtlatiotlShip will 

be one of inter-ser"ice cooperati011. 

b. Commanclers of major air commands will be 
stationed at the same locations or as close as possible 

to their respecti .. opposile numbers. Command postr 
for the decisi .. battle will be chosen immedi<ltely. ,08 

106 In the past there had been considerable controversy between the Army and the Navy over the mission of 

land-based aviation. In the Philippines the Army, by joint agreement, had concentrated on transport convoys, and the 

Navy on enemy carriers. (Cf. Chapter XI, p. 296.) At the outset of the Ten-Go operation the Navy kept this arrange

ment until late April when it was agreed that henceforth all air forces would concentrate on rransporr convoy. This 

agreement was extended to include Kdsv-Go. 
107 Strength figures given in this agreement were based on the 8,500 operational aircraft available at the time the 

agreement was formulated. It was hoped that an additional 2,000 planes could be produced by the time of the invasion. 

The Japanese, however, were not counting on their availability. (Statement by Lt. Col. Tanaka, previously cited.) 

108 In compliance with this provision, Sixth Air Army was to move its command post to Oita to join Fifth Air 

Fleet headquarters. First Air Army and Tenth Air Fleet were both to be located in Takasaki, Gumma Prefecture, Air 

General Army was at Taisho airfield on the outskirts of O saka, and Third Air Fleet and General Navy Command were 

to be at Yamato airfield in Nara Prefecture . ([) Preparations for Counterattack Operations in Defense of the Home

land, op. cit., p. 20. (2) Statement by Capt. Ohmae, previously cited. 
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Tables appended to this agreement indicated 
in detail the desired deployment of all available 

air strength. 
As the summer wore on, many complex 

planning difficulties arose in high·level Japa
nese headquarters, the most important of which 
was brought about by the shift of operational 
emphasis to Kyushu. It was feared that the 
high priority accorded to preparations in the 
south would so drain off field engineering 
supplies, ammunition, food, fuel and lubricants, 
and all other classes of military supplies that it 

would be impossible to conduct properly the 
defense of Kanto should that area be attacked 
directly before the end of the year. 

A second source of anxiety to the High 
Command were the shortcomings of Japanese 
strategic intelligence. This was largely a result 
of the drying up of the major sources of 
information. With both air and sea superiority 
lost right up to the very shores of Japan itself, 
direct and frequent observation of enemy inva

sion bases by Japanese submarines and planes 
was impossible. The High Command was 
forced to rely almost entirely on radio intelli
gence, although this means was not completely 
reliable, and certainly not so in determining 
absolutely the direction, time, and strength of 
the attack. This inability to get sufficient 
warning naturally compounded the anxiety that 
was being felt about Kanto.· .. 

In addition to these worries, the month of 
July found Imperial General Headquarters in-

109 S:atement by Lt. Gen. Arisue, previously cited. 
110 Cf. Chapter XVIII, n. 23. 

creasingly concerned about the possibility of an 
enemy landing in the Tokai (Nagoya) district 
of central Honshu. From the very beginning, 
the High Command had believed in the remote 
possibility that this area would be selected as 
a target."· This feeling now became particu
larly strong in view of the fact that the Tokai 
district was the narrowest part of Honshu, that 
its defenses were relatively weak, and that with 

both Kyushu and Kanto becoming stronger day 
by day, it might tempt the enemy to cut Japan 
in two by landing in the vicinity of Ise Bay and 

occupy the areas around Nagoya, Kyoto, and 
Osaka. On 20 July, a staff group from Imperial 
General Headquarters held a special meeting 
in Kyoto ro discuss countermeasures .... 

A fourth troublesome problem faced by the 
High Command was the weakness of the de
fenses of Manchuria, northern Korea and 
Karafuto. Despite indications that the Soviet 
Union was on the verge of commencing hostili

ties against Japan, the Kwantung Army, already 
weakened by the withdrawal of troops and 
munitions for the Philippines, Formosa, and 
Okinawa, had been further reduced by the 
diversion of four crack divisions to the Home
land.''' Having decided on all-out com
mitment against the forthcoming American 
invasion attempt, there was little that Imperial 
General Headquarters could do about this 

particular problem except hope that the Japa
nese units could hold off the Soviet tide while a 
decision was being sought in the Homeland.'" 

I I I Another problem concerning the Tokai district was that it lay on the boundary between general armies. 
This presented special command and communication difficulties . Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. III, pp. 
26-7· 

112 The Japanese High Command, beginning in September 1942, had effected the transfer from the Kwantung 
Army of many front-line combat units to reinforce other fronts. In all, 17 infantry and two armored divisions, one 
independent mixed brigade, one tank. brigade, tWO amphibious brigades, numerous smaller combat units and many 
miscellaneous supporting units were withdrawn. Although later mobilizations helped fill this gap insofar as personnel 
requirements were concerned, the heavy drain of equipment could not be replaced. Moreover, the over-all level of 
experience and training of the troops was sharply reduced. Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report No. 14: 
Number of Japanese Units Transfered from Manchuria to the Pacific Front, Jan 42-Aug 45. 

113 Statement by Maj. Gen. Amano, previously cited. 
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Still another problem which caused con
siderable concern within the High Command 

was the critically weak coastal defenses along 
the Japan Sea side of the Homeland. Recog
nizing that Japanese sea and air forces could 
not deny the enemy use of the vital Korea 

Strait, Imperial General Headquarters and 
Second General Army took some steps during 
July to strengthen the defenses along the coast 
of western Honshu. '" This flank, nevertheless, 
remained extremely vulnerable. 

Far more serious than even these strategic 
planning problems was the extent of the damage 
inflicted on Japan by enemy aircraft during the 
month of July. After the devastation of March 
through June it seemed almost impossible that 
the American air offensive could gain in 
intensity. Such was far from the case. During 
the month, the Japanese counted a total of 
20,859 sorties flown over the Homeland by 
enemy aircraft, more than four times as many 
as in any previous month. Only six days in 
the month were free of air raids of any kind, 

and on one day (28 July) more than 3,400 
sorties were flown. It, 

During July, B-29 operations against 

the Homeland were expanded about 25 %. 
Abandoning the offensive against large urban 
areas, the enemy concentrated his July artacks 
against 35 small and medium -sized cities, each 
of which received more than 100 tons of bombs, 
mostly incendiaries, and fourteen of which 

received more than 1,000 tons."· At the same 
time, the aerial mining campaign agamst 

Japan's coastal waterways was continued. 
During the same period, orher enemy air 

forces were far from .dle. Okinawa-based 

bombers and fighters swarmed all over southern 

Japan piling up a total of 3,193 sorties, almost 
four times as many as m June. Fighters based 
on Iwo Jima, operating mainly over the Kanto, 
the Osaka-Kobe, and Nagoya areas, flew 
1,787 sorties, almost seven times as many as 
in the previous month. Both these short-range 
air forces hammered air bases, shipping fac
tories, railroads, tactical positions, and even 
fishing villages throughout all of Japan west of 
Tokyo. Air reconnaissance activities over 
Kyushu, Shikoku, ;md Kanto were even more 
pronounced than in June. 

About 10 July, the American carrier task 
force appeared again, hirting targets through
out Japan, but concentrating on Hokkaido and 
northeastern Honshu. These atttacks, directed 
mainly against airfields, shipping, industrial 
targets, and transportation, added up to a total 
for the month of 12,213 sorties.'" 

Urban area incendiary raids continued to 

cause the deepest and most lasting damage to 
the Japanese war potential. Large sections of 

the cities which contained some of Japan's 
most vital fabr.cating and sub-contracting fa
cilities lay in smouldering ruins'" Next in 
importance were the enemy carrier task force 

II 4 The 230th Division and 124th Independem Mixed Brigade, both of which were organized during the third 

mobilization, were deployed in the beach sector of Yamaguchi Prefecture during July. Moreover, a strong element of 

the 231S[ Division, also organized in che third mobilization, was disposed in the vicinity of Tono.i . At the same 

time, construction of coastal positions near Maizuru and Tsuruga was begun. Homeland Operat.ons Record, op. cit. 

Vol. III, pp. 2I-2, Attached Map. 
II 5 Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report No.6. 

1 J6 Cities receiving more than 1,000 tons were Hiratsuka, Ichinomiya, Kochi, Kumamoto, Kure, Kuwana, Numazu, 

Sendai, Shimizu, Shimotsu, Tokushima, Tsu, Ube, and Uwajima. Ibid., Report No. 13: Extem of Air Raid 

Casualties and Propercy Damage on Small and Medium Cities in Japan, July 45 . 

117 Added to the weight of these air attacks was the bombardment, for the first time, of selected industrial targets 

along the coast of Honshu by enemy surface units . Ibid., Report No.6. 

118 Typical of the damage to these cities was Hiratsuka, containing important aircraft parts factories and one of 
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raids. Vital steel production facilities at Ishi
nomaki, Kamaishi, and Wanishi were heavily 
damaged in these operations. Widespread 
havoc was wrought in the ports of Aomori and 
Hakodate, the most serious loss being the 
putting out of action of every single one of 

the rail ferries plying between Hokkaido and 
Honshu. This cut rail haulage capacity be
tween the two islands from 300,000 tons per 
month to almost zero. The carrier plane 
campaign against Japanese airfields throughout 
the Home Islands continued, interdicting many 
important installations and heavily damaging 
se~eral. 119 

Even before the July raids, it had become 
obvious that an unchallenged continuation of 
such mass enemy air attacks wou!d render 
Japan physically incapable of further resistance, 
particularly if the enemy shifted, as appeared 
likely, to attacks on the nation's land transport 

system and other tactical targets. To meet 
this situation, the High Command took a 
drastic step. On 30 June, Imperial General 
Headquarters ordered Air General Army to 
assume complete responsibility for carrying out 
a systematic air defense of the Homeland, 
simultaneously transferring the loth, lIth and 

12th Air Divisions, which had been engaged 
in air defense operations under the control of 
respective area armies, to the command of the 
Air General Army. This new mission repre
sented a switch from the former policy of strict 
conservation of aircraft. 

Operations were carried out during July but, 

in spite of the addition of eleven fighter regi
ments to the air defense forces,"''' units were 
still so thinly spread and quick concentration 
was so difficult, that enemy air units continued 
to break through almost at will .... 

In the midst of these discouraging planning 

(118 cont'd) Japan's largest naval arsenals, which was 63 % burned out. Numazu, conwning both Army and Navy 
arsenals as well as being one of the chief producers of automatic weapons in the nation, was 5896 destroyed. Ibid., 

Report No. '3. 
119 Among the heaviest hit of the air bases was Misawa near Hachinohe in northeast Honshu. The most 

important single effect of the carrier raids was the virtual severance of Hokk.aido from Honshu. The choking off of 

the flow of coal, iron ore, lumber, and marine products was a death blow to the already crippled Japanese industrial 

machine. The attacks against Kyushu and the Inland Sea area were particularly severe. On one day (28 July) the 

amazing total of 2,772 sorties were flown against air bases, railways, factories, and power stations on Kyushu. (I) 
S."kro Shubo ~lll.'J'·_ (Daily Record of the War Situa.ions) Operations Section, Army General Staff. (2) Homeland 
Defense Naval Operations, Part III, op. cit., 53-6sl. 

120 The High Command released from the decisive battle reserve II fighter regiments which were distributed 
as follows; 

Kanto district four regiments (80/'00 planes) 
Tokai district three regiments (60/75 planes) 
Shikoku two regiments (40/50 planes) 
Kyushu two regiments (40/50 planes) 

Plans were made to concentrate the bulk of these forces, together with the fixed air defense units ([oth, 11th, and 12th 
Air Divisions) in the threatened sector during each big raid. Due to lack of warning, interdiction of bases, and other 
hindrances these plans were seldom successfully executed. ( [) Dttiriftumti Dd; Stnsambytt/tugojulcr!4.go *~1fitm-T'=' ali 
-t-:iLlt (Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. '359) 30}un 45. (2) Dairikushi Dai Ni,,"gohrakujuhachi-go 
*!lIHlim='f'lLw-t-il.lt (Imperial General Headquarters Army Directive No. 25.8) 30}un 45. (3) Homeland Air 
Operations Record, op. cit., pp. 27-32. 

121 One result of these continued attack, was to interdict]apanese efforts to assemble a long·range bomber attack. 

force for operations against enemy rear areas. The carrier plane raids of 14 July against Misawa airfield on northeast 

Honshu, for example, completely destroyed 25 naval medium bombers thaI had been assembled to take an airborne 

raiding force to enemy bases in the Marianas in late July. The Japanese were never able to carry out any part of the 

plans for such operations called for in the K.t,u-Go policy. (Cf. Chapter XVIII, p. 558-.9) Homeland Defense 

Naval Operations, Pan III, op. cit., PP' 5:5, :57. 
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and operational setbacks, the only. encouraging 
sign remained the fact that the forces on 
Kyushu were rapidly reaching a state of full 
combat readiness. Regardless of what appeared 

to be disaster for the Japanese nation, the High 
Command held firm in its resolve to fight the 
Kyushu battle as scheduled.'u 

Preparations for the Defense of Kyushu 

The responsibility for preparing the ground 
defenses of Kyushu belonged to Field Marshal 
Shunroku Hata, Commander-in-Chief, Second 
General Army and, under him, to Lt. Gen. 
lsamu Y okoyarna, Commander of Sixteenth 
Area Army. Pursuant to the basic Ketsu-Go 

plan, the headquarters of both these officers 
as well as the staffs of the local army com
manders had undertaken to estimate the trend 
of future enemy tactics to be used agamst 
Kyushu. By early July, these efforts had re
sulted in a consensus of opinion which was 

substantially as follows: '" 
I. General Objecti~e 

The general aim of the enemy invasion of Kyushu 
",ill be to destroy the Japanese forces on the southern 
Kyushu front and immediattly occupy.important sea 
and air bases in Miyazaki and Kagoshima Prefer-

tures. l 2.4 

2 . Preliminary Operations 
a. The enemy ",ill co,ltinue all-out attacks ",ith 

strdtegic air and nallal force1 in order to maintain 

the blockade, annihilate Japanese air strength, and 
destroy the natiou's domestic commutJications. U ' 

b. The enemy ",ill invade Tanega Shima and 
install a forward fighter base there to support the 
main landing. 

c. Just prior to the main landing on Kyushu 
proper, the enemy may make a shOTt feitll in another 

area to cOllCeal the Teal in)lasi01l goal. 
d. The main landing "'ill be preceded by several 

days of cO'lCNltrated shelling and bombing attacks 
against coastal positiotlS and installatio.'1J in order to 

neutralize air bases, knock out fortifications, destroy 

communicalions, and isolate the proposed battle area. 

3. Main Landing 
a. It is most probable that the mlin altack will 

be directed against the Ariake Bay and Mi ,azaki 
COt1St areas with a seea wary atttZck against the 'Wut 

side of the Satsuma Peninsula. 

b. In coordination with the main amphi;ious 
effort, it is highly likely that the enemy ",ill drop 
strong airborne forces on the group of airfields around 
Kanoya, M.yakonojo, and Nyutabaru. 

c. Simultaneously with the operatio ... against 
Kyushu, it is highly probable that the enemy "'ill 
altack southern Shiko.iu.''" 

122 The strategists at Imperial General Headquarters believed that if they could succeed. in inflicting unexpectedl, 
heavy damage on the enemy in the Homeland battIe, convincing him of the huge sacrifice involved in pursuing the 
campaign and making him aware of the determined fighting spirit of the entire Japanese nation, it would lead to the 
termination of hostilities on comparatively advantageous terms for the Japanese. (Statements by Lt. Gen. Arisue and 
Lt. Gen. Kawabe, both previously cited.) 

12.3 (1) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. III, pp. 9-[2, 284). (2) St..atements by Maj. Gen. 
Yasumasa Yoshitake, Chief of Staff, Fihy-seventh Army, Maj. Ryoichi Tabata, Staff Officer (Operations), Fifty-seventh 
Army, Lt. Col. Hashimoto, and Maj. Haba, both previously cited. 

124 In addition to large airfield groups, such as Chiran, Kanoya, Miyakonojo and Nyutabaru, southern Kyushu 
embraced large ship bases such as Kagoshima Bay and Ariake Bay. Furthermore, while its location at the tip of 
Kyushu made the movement of troops difficult for the Japanese, the A .nericans could easily use small vessels and fighter 
planes from Okinawa. 

125 It seemed inevitable that all Japanese air bases, with the exception of those skillfully concealed, would be 
destroyed in this strategic and tactical bombing. Furthermore, it was expected that not only would Kywhu, Shikoku, 
Honshu and Hokkaido be isolated from each other but that the interior of each island would be subdivided, that rail 
transportation on the battle fronts would be disrupted, and that daytime travel on main highways would become difficult. 

[26 The specific enemy landing area on Shikoku was estimated as Tosa Bay. Enemy objectives in this operation 
were believed to be (a) to extend his air perimeter over all of the Inland Sea by establishing forward fighter bases on 
Shikoku and (b) to neutralize tokkotai bases on Shikoku. 
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4. Strength 
a. The enemy WIll use approximately 15-18 di

"isio7lS in this operation. 

b. Enemy strl!1lgth .,ill be d,$lributed <1$ follo.,s : 
Ariake BaY-5--{j di.lIioll$ 

Miy<t<aki <oa$l-3-4 d;"inonJ 
Satsuma Penimula-2 dil'tsJollJ 

Shikoku-2 di.wolls 
Airbome-I-2 divrstOllS 

Army reSeT'JIt-I- 2 di"lStOllI 

5. Post-Landing Tactics 
a. Forces landing in the Ariake-Bay area .,ill 

occupy the Kalloya sector, the <oa$l of Kagosh,ma 

Bay, and later the Miyakollojo area. Elements of 
this force .,ill se;"e the Mi. j(jrishima area. 

b. The force landillg 011 the Miy<t<aki <oa$l.,ill 
occupy the Miy<t<aki plaill, the Karasebaru, alld the 
Nyutabaru airfield sector. Part of this force .,ill be 
sellt rapidly for.,ard to the Miyakollojo sector to aid 

the ad.ance of the Ariake Bay lallding force. 
c. The force landing on the Satsuma Peninsula 

.,ill occupy Chirall alld Kagoshima city. Some ele

mellU .,ill secure a line roughly alollg the bounda"Y 
between Kumamoto and KagoshmuJ Prefectures. 

6. Northern K yush" 
a. There". a remote possibility that the enemy 

may seek all all-out decis;"e bailie ill Kyushu, includ
ing, in addition to the operations m the south, an 

amphibious 111'<1$/011 of the lIorthem part of the 
is/alld .• ., 

b. Probable landillg are<l$ illclude the Fukuma 
sector (maill /allding) alld the Hakata and Kokura 

areas (secondary landings). In order to cOYer this 
operation the enemy .,ill also se;"e Que/part or the 
Goto Islands. 

c. The object;"eI of this operatioll .,ill be to 

occupy the Shimonosekr.Moji area coyering the .ita/ 
Tsushima alld Sh,mollosek, Straits. Airfields on 
the Hakata alld Kurume Plallls .,ill be oyerrun • .,hi/e 
elements will dn.. deep IIItO the is/and to block 

reinforcement from the interior. 

It was the Japanese intention to blunt the 
enemy invasion spearhead off Kyushu chiefly 
by an all-out attack of the air forces. Im
mediately available in western Japan for this 
purpose were units of the Sixth Air Army 
under Lt. Gen. Michio Sugawara and of Fifth 
Air Fleet under Vice Adm. Matome Ugaki. 

These were as follows: ". 

Sixth Air Army 
11th Air D;"ision 

12th Air Di"won 

30th Composite Air Group 
51st Ar, Dj,tision 

6th Fighter Brigade 
lOoth Fighter Brigade 

27th Torpedo Bomber Brigade 
Fifth Air Fleet 

72d Air Flotilla 
203d Fighter Group 

332d Fighter Group 
343d Fighter Group 

3J2d Fighter Group 
I2th Air Flotilla 

12 unnumbered tokko groups ' 

634th Reco'lIIamance Group 
701$1 Bomber Group 
762d Bomber Group 
801$/ Torpedo Bomber Group 
9]1$1 Torpedo Bomber Group 
721$t Composite Group 
171>t Composrle Group 

127 Although northern Kyushu was the industrial center of wescern Japan and constitmed an area vital to the 

security of the Korea Strait and the Inland Sea, with ship bases in Hakata Bay and at Shimonoseki-Moji and several 

airfield groups near Fukuoka, an invasion in this sector would have been complicated by the protection afforded by Japan's 

strategic naval and air bases on Quelpatt, Goto, Tsushima, and Iki Islands. 

128 Only those units in which fighting elements were actually present at the end of July are listed here. In 
addition, in order to lend flexibility to the organization for combat and provide special air task force headquarters, the 

Sixth Air Army had available the Headquarters, 7th and 21st Air Brigades. (I) Homeland Air Operations, Record, 

op. cit., pp. 117-8, Attached Chart 1 (2) Table ShOWing Organizational Changes and Losses of Japanese Naval Forces, 

op. cit. , pp. L-49-50. 
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In addition, at the outset of the e~ergency 
in Kyushu, it was planned to deploy the fol
lowing units into the area:"9 

First Air Army 
10th Air Di.irion 

pd Air Di.isioll 

12th Fighter Brigade 
26th Fighter-13omber Brigade 

Fifth Air Army 
53d Air Di.ision 
Ht Fighter Brigade 
2d Fighter-Bomber Brigade 
8th Light Bomber Brigade 

20th Fighter Group 
Third Air Fleet 

13th Air Flotilla 
8 unnumbered tokko groups 

53d Air Flotilla 
210th Fighter Group 
2 unnumbered tokko groups 

71st Air Flotilla 
302d Fighter Groups 
I unnumbered tokko group 

131st Composite Group 
252d Composite Group 
60II/ Composite Group 
752d Composite Group 
706th Composite Group 

Tenth Air Fleet 
3 unllumbered tokko groups 
2 unnumbered fighter groups 
2 unnumbered composite groups 

1 unnumbered torpedo-bomber group 

In mid-July the staff of Sixth Air Army 
and Fifth Air Fleet conducted a joint opera
tional study in Fukuoka, and during the 
remainder of the month, both these head
quarters perfected their operational plans. 
Combined and summarized, these plans pro
vided as follows : ,,0 

1. Major Objecti~es 

The U. S. con.oy will be destroyed by our air 
forces at approxirruItely the time of iu entry into the 
anchorage. Preparatiom for this operatio" will be 
completed by the end of September. 
2. Reconnaissance 

a. Na.al air forces will be responsible for all 
long-range J some short-range, and all night reconnais

sance. 

b. Army air forces will engage in short-range 
reconnaissance only_ 

c. Complete reconnaissance cO'Yerage of the off

shore waters of Japan will be maintained to a distance 
of 600 miles. 
3. Deployment 

a. Deployment of all units will be carried out 
under conditions of extreme IeCTecy~ 

b. Illitial and reillforcing deployment will be in 
accordance with the Army-Na.y Central Air Agree

ment of 13 July. 
4. Attacks Against Enemy Carriers 

a. The enemy carrier task force will not be 

attacked until it becomes apparent that a full-scale 
landillg II ullderway. 

b. When the aboyt condition is fulfilled, a 
crack ,,,,.al air force (approximately 330 aircraft) 
reillforced by designated army units will attack the 
carriers and rob them of their ability to support the 
landings. 
5. Attacks Against Enemy Transports 

a. When the con.oy enters the attack zone, 
large type tramports will be made the targeu of a 
determilled, round-the-clock, Jeries of special-attacks. 

b. The period of attack will be ten days, during 
",hich all a>ailable air strength ",ill be uJed against 
the enemy. 

c. All a.ailable fighter strength ",ill be utili:ed 
to seize and maintain air superiority oyer the anchor

age area. 

6. Attacks Against Enemy Gunnery Ships 
Specially trained army and '''''y air elemenu (ap

proximately 250 aircraft) will be aSJiglled the full
time duty oj attacking ships e1Igaged in na.al gunfire 

support. 

129 As an extra available command organization, First Air Army had the H eadquarters, 5th Air Brigade. Ibid. 

130 (1) Homeland Air Operations Record, op. cit., pp. 108-19' (2) Preparations for Counterattack Opera

tions in Defense of the Homeland, op. cit., pp. 16--12 
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7. Attacks Against Rear Bases 
Approximately 1,200 airborne troops will be readied 

for landings at enemy air bases in Okinawa. 

8. Direct Support of Ground Units. 
There will be no direct support of friendly ground 

units on Kyushu. 

Operating simultaneously with the air 

special-attack forces against the enemy were to 

be the sea tokko units. In the Kyushu and 
southern Shikoku area, these were as follows: '.' 

(Plate No. 154) 

Combined Fleet 
10th Special·Attack Squadron 

IOISt Assault Unitl]'l. 

102d Assault Unit 
Sasebo Naval Station 

5th Special.Attack Squadron 
pd Assault Unit 

33d Assault Unit 

35th ASSdult Unit 
3d Special Attack Squadron 

31St AHault Unit 

34th ASSdult Unit 
Kawatana AJSault Unit 

Kure Na.al Station 
8th Spwal.Attack Squadron 

21St Assault Unit 
23d Assault Unit 
24th Assault Unit 

Apart from the sea tokko effort, the naval 

surface forces were scheduled to play little 

part in the defense of Kyushu. Most of the 

vessels of 31st Destroyer Squadron (19 opera
tional vessels in all) were to be used for lifting 

Kaiten (midget submarine) to the scene of 

action and for subsequent night action against 
transports. In consideration of the fuel problem, 

other gunnery ships were barred altogether 

from participation in the operations. 'B 

Japan's hope of success in the battle for 

Kyushu depended almost entirely on the results 

expected from the air and surface special·attack 

operations. Even as early as June, the Navy 

had estimated that about 30-40 % of the 

invading convoy could be sunk by the tokko 
attacks. '" As reports of the damage inflicted 
on the enemy off Okinawa in the Ten-Go opera

tion became available for study,''' this estimate 

was raised to 30-50 %. It was estimated that 
this would cost the enemy at least five assault 

divisions before the landing even began. ,.6 

131 In addition, the Army had eight surface raiding regiments (the 31st through the 38th), of about 90 boats 
each, deployed on Kyushu. The control of these units was decentralized [0 local commanders, and it was expected that 
the Army boats would attack in cooperation with the Naval surface tokko forces' mass attack. The deployment of all 
these special.attack forces was completed by I August. Tactics to be employed by them have already been discussed 
in Chapter XVIII, pp. 564, 566. (I) Dairikumei Dai Sen,ambyakuTokuiuni.go * 1!l111lt m T =-a 7;T =!IJi (Imperial 
General Headquarters Army Order No. 1362) II Jul 45. (2) Preparations for Counterauack Operations in Defense of 
the Homeland, op. cit., Attached Charts 3, 4· 

132 The composition of the assault unit was extremely flexible, depending on the mission. Some units had all 
three general types of sea special-attack weapons (suicide boats, midget submarines, and human torpedoes), while others 
had only boats or only undersea craft . , reparations for Counterattack Operations in Defense of the Homeland, op. 
cit., Attached Chart 3. 

133 (I) Ibid., p. 21. (2) Another Navy contribution to the battle was in the realm of mine warfare. AU 
key harbor and bay entrances were sewn with large mines, while plans were being layed for the <c seeding n of all the 
principal landing beaches with small anti-boat mines which would be layed along the water's edge. Btlkugeki Chostl 
Dtln ni ttl;suru Dtl; Ni Fukuinsho Ktlito StlkuJen TOJU; Ktlnkei Joho Yokyu no Ken Kaito Sono Ni t¥.w~1!tIllKl't--t~m 
=1Jll'l1!;@I1!F, {'j;~ lJt!$~tf,j\1il!fI!~;jt <D#@I~= (Information Concerning Task Organization and Operations, 
Submitted by the 2d Demobilization Bureau in Reply to an USSBS Questionnaire, Part II) Nov 45. 

134 Proceedings of the Supreme War Direction Council, op. cit.) Part I. 
135 The final tally of damages inflicted upon the enemy forces in the Ten-Go operations included 196 ships 

reportedly sunk. It was not until after the war that access to Allied records revealed to the Japanese that only 35 ships 
were actually sunk though about 3 I other vessels were heavily damaged and a much larger number less severely damaged. 

136 This estimate was arrived at during a joint study conducted at Fukuoka, Kyushu, on 4- 5 July at which time 
Army and Navy air and sea tokko operatlons were discussed in detail. The conference discussions, presided over by Maj. 
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Although this estimate of enemy losses was 
offi~ially accepted by Imperial General Head
'luarters, the Army commanders responsible 
for the conduct of ground operations within 
the scope of Ketsu No. 6 recognized that these 

estimates were excessively high. It was felt 
that, in view of the difficult conditions under 
which the tokko operations would necessarily 
have to be conducted, a more reali~tic approach 
to the problem indicated a possible maximum 
loss to the enemy of 20 % of the invasion fleet 

of transports or about three divisions.'" 

After receiving this initial setback at the 
hand of the tokko forces. the enemy was 

scheduled to meet with strong resistance on the 
ground from the very beginning of the land

ings. By the end of July, the tactical com
mander of ground forces on Kyushu, Lt. Gen. 

Yokoyama. had at his disposal 14 divisions, 
six independent mixed brigades, and three 
tank brigades .• ,. Although some of these 

units were still deficient in training, the e'luip
ping and deployment of troops were generally 
completed as was the operational stockpiling 
of munitions. ')9 

The deployment of major units of Sixteenth 
Area Army was as follows: " 0 (Plate No. 159) 

Miyazaki-Ariake Bay Area 
Fifty-se>etUh Army-Lt. Gen. Kanji Nishihara 

Coa,tal Forces 

MiydZ,aki COd.)t-l54th and 156th Di.isiotlS 

ATlake Bay--86th Di.lSton 

Osumi Pet.insula--<)8th Ind. Mixed Brigade 

Mobile Reser .. 

Kiruhima Mt. (Staging area )-25th Di.ision, 

5th Tank Brigade, one regt., 6th Tank 

Brigade 

Northem MiydZ,aki Plain-212th Di.ision 

T anegashima DetachmetU 

TanegdShima-lO<)tn indepmde1U Mixed 

Brigade 

Satsuma Peninsula 

Fortieth Army-Lt. Get •. Milsuo Nakazawa 

Coastal Forces 

MdkurdZ,aki COdSt-146th Di.irion 

Kaimon Mt. District-125th Independent 

Mixed Brigade 

Fukiage Coasl-206th D;"ision 

Kushikino Dist.-303d Di.lSton 

Mobile Reser .. 

Kagoshima area--6th Tan.\ Brigade (less 

one regt.) 

Kirishima Mt. area-77th Di.ision 

Northern J(yushu 
FiftY-SIxth Army--Lt. Get •. Ichiro Shichida 

Coastal Forces 

(t36 coned) Gen. Kazuo Tanikawa, Imperial General H eadquarters, Army Section, and attended by staff officers 
ITom all Army and Navy headquarters connected with Ketsu No. 6 operations, proceeded from the following basic assump
tions: (a) Enemy invasion strength would number 16 divisions: (b) Invasion armada would include many small 
troop carrying craft in addition to large transports; (c) At the time of the invasion, the strength of the Japanese 
special-attack forces would be equal to the strength at the end of July. It was concluded that about 500 enemy transport 
craft, lifting about four divisions, would be destroyed by air tokko, and an additional 100 craft by surface special-attack 
units, making the total estimated losses about 600 craft carrying about five divisions or nearly 3096 of the invasion 
force. On the other hand, if the Japanese tokko strength could be materially increased over the July figure or if the 
enemy invasion fleet included more large transports than the Japanese estimated, the staff officers participating in the 
conference felt that destruction of 50.96 of the enemy convoy would not be impossible. (Statements by Maj. Gen. 
Tanikawa, Lt. Col. Hara, Lt. Col. Sato, and Lt, Col. Mizumachi, all previously cited j and Comdr. Yoshimori Terai, 
Staff Officer (Air Operations), Jmperial General Headquarters, Navy Section. 

J37 Statements by Lt. Col. Hashimoto and Maj. Haba. both previously cited. 
138 Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. III, Supplement, Essentials of Sixteenth Area Army Kdsu 

Operation Plan, Attached Map. No.1. 
139 (I) Statements by Maj. Gen. Yoshitake, Col. Fuwa, and Maj. Hirano, all previously cited. (2) Homeland 

Operat ions Record. op. cit. Vol. III. p. 49. (3) Heis",o Miuu Dai Hachihyakushichijukyu.go: Heiki jusoku jokyo ~i!'t 
*l!\$mAW t+:Jt.~J1~l!ifJt)i!JI~iJ/. (Dispatch No. 879 Secret. Report on the Condition of Repletion 01 Otdnance) 
Army Ordnance Department, 10 Aug 45, 

140 Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. III, Supp!., Attached Map No. I. 
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ShimonOIeki-Moji Area-Shimonoseki 

Fortress Unit 

Fukuma Area-I45th and 35ISt Di."ions 

Karatru Area-JI2th Di.ision 

Iki Island-Iki Fortress Unit 

Mobile Reser .. 
Hakata Plain-51th Di.iston and #h 

Tank Brigade 

Central K rush .. 

Chikugo Group-Lt. Gen. Waichrro Sonoda 
Coastal Forces 

Nagasak. Area-I22d Ind. Mixed Brigade 

Oita Area-II8th Independ"uMixedBTlgade 
Mobile ReserYf-None 

Higo Group-Lt. Gen. Ichiji T ruchihashi 
Coastal For", 

Amakusa-I26th Independ"li Mixed Brigade 
Mobile ReseTYe 

Kumamoto Dist.-216th Di."ion 

Saubo 
Sasebo Na.al Station-IO battalions 

Tsushima 
Tsushima Fortress Unit 

Goto Islands 

I01th Independent Mixed Brigade 

In general, the tactics to be used by the 
ground formations on Kyushu were based upon 
the concepts which had given rise to the coastal 
combat and line combat divisional organiza

tion. '" These principles applied both to local 
areas such as Ariake Bay (Plate No. ,60), 
where strong coastal combat formations were 
backed up by local mobile reserves, and to 
Kyushu as a whole which was to receive 
reinforcements from Honshu under the Ketsu-

'4' Cf. Chapter XVIII, p. 549. 

Go plan.'" 
Salient features of the ground operational 

plans were as to.lows:·" 

I. Theater 
a. In southern Kyushu, the principal enemy 

landing points will be the Sumiyosh. Beach (Miyazaki 
Prefecture), on the right bank of the mouth of the 
Hishida Ri.er (Ariake Bay), and Fukiage Beach on 

the Satsuma Penimula. 
b. In northem Krushu, the principal enemy 

landing areas will be the Fukuma and Hakata Bay 

areas. 

c. The decifl" battle will be sought in the tlTea 
in which the e"emy launches his mam effort. If the 
locatl01l of the enemy main effort cannot be deteT~ 

mined, the deciSIOn will be sought In the Ariake Bay 
front in routheTn Kyushu and Fukuma Bay m the 
case of northern Kyushu. 

2. Initial EngagemMli 
In accordance with pre.iously announced tactical 

dOdTlne, the c~astal combat units, firmly entrenched 
in l/lTge deep ca .. and tunnel positions and supported 
by fortress and siege artillery, will immediately engage 
the enemy close to the beach. 

3. Employment of Reser .. s 
a. SucceJS in the battle for Kyushu depends on 

speed and flexibility in the employment of the dmsi .. 
battle reseTYe. 

b. As soon as the location of the enemy main 
effort has been determined, all reseTYes a.ailable in 
the Area Army will be redeployed to the decisi .. 
battle front, lea.ing the coastal combat units to wage 
holding actions on the secondary frOlliS. These 
decisi .. battle reser .. units will be redeplored through 
cMUrally located staging areas from which they can 
be committed to the battle as preparations tlTe 

142 The Kt!tIU-GO plan called for the rapid advance to Kyushu of four line combat divisions from Thirteenth and 

Fifteenth Area Army forces as so on as the operation was activated. (Cf. Chapter XVIII, pp. 55g-(0). Three or four 

additional line combat divisions (Thirty-sixth Army) were to be sent from Kamo to western Honshu, there to wait in 

readiness for commitment to Kyushu. Although serious consideration had been given throughout the summer to 

advancing the Thirty-sixth Army qirectly to Kyushu without waiting for activation of Kdsu-Go, Imperial General Head· 

quarters remained reluctant until the end of the war to weaken the defenses of Kanto for such a move. 

143 (1) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. lII, pp. 13-6, 30-3 and Suppl. (2) Statement by Lt. 
Gen. Kanji Nishihara, Commanding General, Fifty-seventh Army; Maj. Hab. and Maj. Tabata, both previously cited. 
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completed. Tn the care of routhem Kyushu, thil "'ill 
be the Kirilhima M t. area, in the louth-central part 
of the ilialld. III northern Kyushu it "'ill be the 
Kurume-li<uka area, in the north-central part of the 
iliand. 

c. The Area Army mobile reIeT>e, thus conIti
luted ttt a maximum strength of ji'/lt divirions and 

three armored brigadeJ ",ill be later reinforced by the 
quick arri'l'al of four combat diyilions from Thirteenth 
and Fifteellth Area ArmieJ 011 Horuhu. 

4. MissioTII 

a. The milliom of FiftY-Je>fnth, Fortieth, and. 

Fifty-lixth ArmieJ are ielf-e.idenl. 
b. Air baJe troopI at Kallola, Chiran, Miya

konojo, alld Nyutabaru ha>e the special milJlolI of 
mengthening anti-ground alld anti-airborne POJ/lIOru 

at their respective installations. 

c. Chikugo and Higo GroupI located in central 
Kyushu ,.ill keep open the 1I0rthern and Iouthern ap
proach routes, secure harbors and channels, and wage 

.igorous holding actiom if attacked. 
d. The miniollJ of the SaJebo Na.al Statioll 

Force, Tlushima Fortrm Unit, and Goto Detachmenl 

aTe to secure their respecti"JIt areas and pre"ent either 

enemy eJtabliIhment of for",ard bareJ in the .ital 
Korea and T JUIhima StrattJ or break-through ill the 

same Stctor. 

Ground operations were expected to com-

plete the destruction of enemy forces begun by 
the tokko units. It was estimated that the 
artillery and automatic weapons fire on landing 
craft, coupled with the fierce attacks of the 
coastal combat formations would reduce the 
remaining enemy force by 30--50 %,' .. 

If the losses sustained in the initial landing 

were as high as expected, the] apanese ground 
forces would be faced with no more than nine 
enemy divisions established ashore, of which 
only four or five would be located on the 
principal attack front. Available to cope with 
this remaining force was the Area Army 
mobile reserve of five divisions and three tank 
brigades soon to be reinforced by the arrival 

of four divisions from Honshu.''' 
While these estimates were being made and 

the summer wore on, combat preparations on 
Kyushu reached fruition. To Imperial General 
Headquarters it seemed that chances were 
steadily improving for dealing the enemy stag
gering losses if he chose to invade Kyushu. 

Preparations for the Defense of Kanto 

In marked contrast to the favorable progress 

[44 This hope was based on the fact that the Kyushu coast was well suited to the use of enfilade fire. Heavy 

artillery installed in caves was so arranged as to cover the entire approaches to the principal beaches. In Aciake Bay, 

for example, four 280mm howitzers, four 240mm howitzers, seven I50mm guns, two I20mm guns, eight loomm guns 

as well as the light artillery and infantry cannon of the 86th Division were emplaced in coastal cave positions east of 

Shibushi, south of Kasebaru, north of Uchinoura and on Bindare and Binro Islands so as to cover the entire bay. In 

addition, preparations had been made so that heavy artillery units under Army conuol and the divisional artillery units 

of the mobile reserve units could be moved into previously prepared posirions wherever the decisive battle developed. 

Statements by Lt. Col. Fujiwara, author (d. n. I, Chapter XVIII) and Lt. Gen. Wataro Yoshinaka, Commanding 

General, and Col. Takashi Okuyama, Chief of Staff', 86th Division. 

145 The ground strength which it was expected could be massed by the Japanese within a week in the decisive 

battle area, including coastal combat divisions already in the areas, was about SLz divisions at Ariake Bay, seven 

divisions on the Miyazaki plain, and seven on the Satsuma Peninsula, each case being exclusive of the other two. Hope 

of victory was strengthened by the remembrance of the Okinawa campaign, in which Thirty-second Army, though 

ringed by enemy naval fire and possessing a strength of only 2l divisions, held out for 100 days against an American 

force five or six times as large. The decisive battle on Kyushu was to be fought under conditions incomparably more 

advantageous to the Japanese. 
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being registered by Sixteenth Area Army, pre
parations in the Kanto area were moving ahead 
at a snail's pace.'" Responsibility for this 
sector fell to the First General Army, the top 
tactical command in northern Honshu, (Plate 
No. 161) and to its Twelfth Area Army, com

manded by General Shizuichi Tanaka. 
By the end of July, op:nions advanced in 

various staff studies reflected a fairly well 
defined appraisal of the enemy's intentions in 
the event of a direct invasion of Kanto. '4' It 
was believed that the preliminary operations, 
in'sofar as they concerned the tightening of the 
blockade around the Homeland and the pre· 
lancling shelling and bombardment, would 
follow a pattern similar to that expected if the 

initial target proved to be Kyushu. Opinion 
as to other specific enemy intentions revolved 
around the following major points; ,,8 

I. General Objecti~es 

It is expected that the major objectives of an enemy 

jtl"asiotJ of the Kanto area 'Will be the dtl1lihilaliou of 

the Japanese forces deployed in this sector and the 

occupation of Tokyo, the political and economIC center 

of the tid/ion. 

2. Preliminary Operations 

Prior to the main attack, the enemy will occupy 

the Izu Islands and will launch invasiotU of the Oma. 

ezaki and/or the Tateyama sectors to establish forward 

fighter bases to support the main landing. 

3. Main Landing 

a. It is most probable that the main attack w.1l 

146 Cf. Chapter XVIII, n. 72. 

be directed again't the Kujukuri Beach sector with a 

secondary attack being carried out etlher in Sagami 

Bay or the Kashima Sea sector. Slightly Ie" pro

babIlity is seen in the main landing taking place in 

the Sagami Bay area with a secondary attack in the 

Kujukuri Beach sector. 149 

b. In toordination with the main amphibious 

landing, it is probable that ",emy airborne elemettls 

will be dropped on the airfields in the vicinity of Ya

chimata and Atrugi to support the attacks of the 

landing forcer or permit use of the fields by fighter 

planes. 

4. Strength 

a. The enemy will use approximately 27--30 

di"is;onI in thrs operation. 

b. If the main enemy attack falls alonJ Kujukuri 
Beach strength will be distributed as jollows : 

Preliminary operationr-J divisionr 

Kujukuri Beach-15 divisions 
Sagami Bay or Kashima Sea-5 di.isionr 

Airborne-I-2 di"isions 
Army reser"t't-3-5 dj,.isionr. 

c. In the <vettl the main landing occurs in the 

Sagami Bay sector 15 di.isiotU will land there and 5 
di.isions on Kujukuri Beach. Distribution of other 
forcer wl1l be the same regardlerr of the tar 6et 0/ the 

main foret. 

5. Post-Landing Tactics 

a. Forces landing in the Kujukuri Beach ftctor 

will destroy the Japanese forus ill that area, ad.ance 

rapidly to the east oj Tokyo, and from theTt, in 

coordination with the enemy forces laudi7lg in Sagami 

Bay, attack the capital in strength. Simultaneously, 

147 As was the case with regard to Kyushu, these various opinions were not assembled in a single publication 

representing the view of one staff or commander. (Statement by the author.) 

148 (I) Situation Estimate for the Latter Half of 1945 and the Spring of 1946, op. cit., pp. 3~. (2) 

Estimate of the Situation, op., cit. pp. 6-7. ( 3) Preparations for Counterattack Operations in Defense of the Home

land, op. cit., pp. 10-1 L (4) Homelmd Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. II, p. 39, Attached Map NO. 2. (5) 

Statements by Col. Fuwa, Lt. Col. Hara and Rear Adm. Tomioka. all previously cited. 

149 The specific sectors estimated to be the probable targets in each of the three areas were the Togane sector 

of Kujukuri Beach, left bank of the Sagami River, and the Hokota sector on Kashima Sea. Homeland Operations 

Record, op. cit. Vol. II, Attached Map NO.2. 
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other .Iements of this force will mop up the Japa1U!~ 
forces zn th. northeastern portIOn of Kanto. If the 
"conda~y attack falls along the Kashima S.a front 
rather than Sagami Bay, the" forces lIIill d«/Toy the 
Japa1U!" troops dirutly opposing them and then mo .. 
into the district on the north bank of th. Tone Ri.<r 
to pr-..nt a ret"at from the Kanto district. Other 
.Iements of this force "'ill mop up ItI the northern 
Kanta district dud check reinforcements mO')lzug to 

Kanto from northern Honshu. 

b. The form landing in the Sagami Bay area 
",i/l first destroy the Japa1U!« forces ItI the ,mmediate 
.,e/tlIlY. Strong dements ",ill then mo .. aga,mt 
Yokohama and Miura P.nimula, ",hil. the main 
strength ad.anees to the a"a west of Tokyo, from 
where, in coordinaJlo" with ot~r enemy forces at

tacking from the .ast, strong attacks wi/l he launched 
against the city. Other e/.ments of this force ",ill 
control the Tokaido and Koshu high",ays, checkJapa-
1U!se "inforcem<nts mo,,;ng to Kanto from the Tokai 
and Kofu sectors, a,ld mop up /tI the lIIesteTII Kanto 
ciistrict. 

Pursuant to the joint Army-Navy Air 

Agreement concluded during July the com
bined weight of all Army and Navy air forces 
was to be thrown into a gigantic, all-out aerial 
offensive over the Kanto area if Ketsu No. 3 
were activated. Immediately available for this 
purpose were units of the First Air Army under 
Lt. Gen. Takeo Yasuda and of the Third Air 
Fleet under the command of Vice Adm. Kimpei 
Teraoka. '50 In addition"upon issumg an alert 
for the implementation of Ketsu NO.3, it was 
planned to deploy the remainder of the air units 

to fields from which they could support the 
decisive attacks. 

By the end of July no operational plans for 
the coordinated commitment of these forces 
over Kanto were yet under consideration. The 
full energies of the staffs were still directed 

towards perfecting the plans to support Ketsu 
No.6 operation which occupied top priority.'" 

In accordance with this same fundamental 
assumption, the bulk of the surface special

attack units were deployed in the Kyushu area. 
Only a small portion of these forces could be 
redeployed to the Kanto area if that proved to 
be the target of the initial invasion. ", Already 

deployed around Tokyo Bay, however, were the 
following naval surface special-attack forces 
under the command of Vice Adm. Michi
taro Totsuka, Commander, Yokosuka Naval 
Station: In 

7th SpecialAttack Squadron 
12th Assault Unit 
14th Assault Unit 
17th Assault Unit 

lSt Special-Attack Squadron 
IIth Assault Unit 
15t J Assault Unit 
16th Assault Unit 
18th Assault Unit 

Yokosuka Assault Unit'" 

With these relatively weak surface special

attack forces it was recognized that air and 
surface tokko operations against an initial enemy 
invasion in the Kanto area would not achieve 
the success hoped for in Ketsu No.6 operations. 

[50 The order of battle of these air forces was the same as outlined for employment in Kttsu No.6 operation. 

(Cf. pp. 608-9.) 
151 Statement by Lt. Col. Koji Tanaka, previously cited. 

152 Only the small type submarines and the navy Koryu special-attack boats were to move up from bases near 

Kyushu and 'participate in KtlJU NO.3. 31st Destroyer Squadron could not be employed because of fuel restrictions. 

The large type submarines would carry out the same mission regardless of the target of the initial invasion. Preparation 

for Counterattack Operations in Defense of the Homeland, op. cit., pp.21- 4. 

'53 Ibid., Attached Chart 3- 4· 
154 The Yokosuka Assault Unit, responsible for training Ka;ryu pilots until the enemy invasion commenced, 

was composed of the IOlSt, I02d and I03d Ka;r'!" Units and included a mtal of 36 Ka;ryus. Ibid. 
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Nevertheless, it was felt that a sufficiently 

strong blow could be delivered to blunt seri
ously the enemy attack. 

After penetrating this special-attack screen, 
the enemy would next encounter determined 

resistance from ground units at the very edge 
of the beach. By the end of the month, II 

line combat and seven coastal combat divi

sions,''' seven independent mixed brigades, 
two armored divisions and three tank brigades 

were available to General Tanaka, tactical 

commander of ground forces in the Kanto area. 

Combat effectiveness of this vast force, 
however, was far below that of Sixteenth Area 

Army on Kyushu. Troops of the second 
mobilization were being issued the first of their 

equipment and were only beginning their 
traInIng. Worse still, it would be the end of 

the year before equippinJ units of the third 
mobilization would be even generally com

pleted. Despite these shortages, all units were 

being deployed to their assigned areas in order 
to begin defensive preparations. Accumula

tion of reserve supplies was even further behind 

schedule, with the prospect that Kyushu would 

continue to siphon off the total output of pro

duction until the latter part of August .. '" 
Major units of the Twelfth Area Army were 

now deployed as follows: '" 

Kashima Sea Area 

Fiftrjirst Army-Lt. Gen. Kengo Noda 

44th Di,ision 

I5Il/ Di"is;on 
22ISt [),,,iJion 

115th Independelll Mned Bril(ade 
116th Independent Mixed BTlgade 

7th Tank Brigade 
Kujukuri Beach Area 

Fiftr·second Army-Lt. Gen. TokumatIu Shigeta 
3d Imperial Guards DmS/on 

147th Di,mon 

I52d Di"llisio7J 

234th Dimion 

3d Tank Brigade 
Sagami Bay Area 

Fifty·third Army-Lt. Gen. Yaezo Akashiba 
84'h Di,ision 

I40th J),""iJion 
p6th Di,irion 

117th Independent Mixed Brigade 

2d Tank Brigade 

Central Kanto (Central Mo~ile !?Lser .. ) 

Thirty·sixthArmy-Lt. Gen. Toshimi,hi V,mora 
BISt Dj'jlisio1J 

93d Di,ision 

20ISt Di"irion 

202d Di"isio1J 

209th Di"ision',8 

214th Di.iIion 
1St Armored f),""jsion 

4th Armored Di.,sion 

Southern Chiba Prefecture 

Tokyo Bar Group--Lt. Gen. Shihei Oba 

354th Di,irion 

96th Independenl Mixed Brigade 

Miura Pen;n5Uu. 

155 The line combat divisions were the 44th, 22lSt, 3d Imperial Guards, 234th, 84th, SISt, 93d, 20ISt, 202d, 

209th, and 214th Divisions. The first five of these were deployed in positions nearthe beaches. (Cf. Plate No. 161.) 

156 (1) Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. II, p. 44. (2) Statement by Col. Hiroshi Fuwa, previously 

157 (I) Reply to Quest ionnaire Regarding Defense Tactics and Strategy, op. cit. (2) Homeland Operations 

Record, op. cit. VoL II, Attached Map 3. In addit ion to the forces outlined above, the 1st Imperial Guards Division) 

charged with security of the Imperial Palace) was located in Tokyo under the command of the Eastern District Army 

Commander. Statement by Col. Fuwa previously cited. 

158 The 209th Division) although assigned (0 the Thirth·sixth Army on 19 June, was actually stationed in 

Kanazawa because of more adequate training and billeting facilities at its old station, movement of which had not been 

started as of the end of July. e,) Dai,ikumei Dai S'nJamblakugojuichi·go*~.:ltm'f=8li+-i)Jl e1mperiaiGenerai 
Headquarters Army Order No. (351) 19Jun 45. (2) Statement by Col. FUW3, previously cited. 
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Y o.~osuka Na.al Station Foru-Vice Adm. 
Michitaro Totsuka 

Yokosuka Combined Special Landing Force 
11th to 16th Na.al Landing Parties'" 
1I4th Independent Mixed Brigade 

Special-Attack forces 
Tokyo 

Tokyo Defen~ Army -Lt. Gen.}o Iimura 
IIi Garrison Brigade 
2d Garriron Brigade 
3d Garriron Brigade 

hu I.land. 
Q·rhima 

321St Di)lision 
Nii-firna 

66th Indepetodent Mixed Brigade 
Hachijo-fima 

67th Independent Mixed Brigade 

With regard to the deployment of these 
forces a somewhat different situation prevailed 
than was the case in Kyushu. The Twelfth 
Area Army's large central mobile reserve, the 
Thirty-sixth Army, permitted the Area Army 
to assign a greater portion of its strength 
farther forward. In each of the Fifty-first, 
Fifty-second and Fifty-third Armies, therefore, 
all of the line combat and coastal combat 
divisions were made responsible for a sector 
along the beaches, leaving in each Army only 
a tank brigade as mobile reserve. 

Meanwhile, on the basis of the estimate 
that an initial invasion in the Kanto area would 
not begin until after fall , the same urgency 
for speedy preparation of operational plans did 
not obtain as was the case with the Second 
General Army. The First General Army, 
early in May, had therefore ordered the Twelfth 
Area Army to continue the operational policy 
then in force while the General Army under
took a more thorough and deliberate study of 
preliminary drafts covering plans for the 
employment of these ground forces.'" 

This prolonged study culminated m the 
publication, 17 July, of the First General Army 
operational plan.'"' On the same day a con
ference attended by the chiefs· of-staff of the 
component Area Armies was convened at the 
General Army headguarters in Tokyo to dis
cuss the mOre important details. Shortly 
thereafter, Twelfth Area Army published its 
own operational plan based upon the General 
Army plan. Summarized and combined, the 
essential features of these two plans included 
the following:'" 

1. Theater 
a. In the Kanto plain, the principal enemy 

landing po ·ntr will he the Togane- Yokaichiba $fC/or 
(Kujukuri Beach), left bank of the Sagami lU.er and 
the Hokota $fctor (Karhima Sea). 

159 Each of these landing parties was composed of from two to four battalions. Supporting units, such as 

artillery and engineers, were included in the battalion organization. T mal strength of these landing parties was about 

18 battalions. (Statements by Vice Adm. Kyuichi Kudo, Commander, Yokosuka Combined Special Naval Landing 

Force and Lt. Comdr. Satoru Yunoki , Staff Officer (Operations), Yokosuka Combined Special Naval Landing Force. 

160 Homeland Operations Record, op. cit. Vol. II. pp. 15. 18-20 i Vol. III, pp. 12-3. 

161 First General Army simultaneously released a Decisive Battle Outline which set forth major points empha

sized by the High Command with regard to the conduct of the decisive battle. The following points were discussed 

in detail ; (a) The Homeland Operation must be a decisive one in which the invasion forces will be quickly sought 

out and annihilated. (b) The key to ultimate viaory rests in the annihilation of the enemy at the water's edge in the 

period when his landings are still in progress. The assault must be undertaken with the resolve that each man will 

take an enemy to death with him at the water's edge. (c) The decisive battle area must be determined irrespective of 

the enemy's plans, and thee nemy must be made to fight at that point. (d) All available manpower must be concentrated 

for a swift offensive in depth. (e) Fortifications for offensive purposes must be emphasized. Homeland Operations 

Record, op. cit. Vol. II, pp. 21-2, 51-60 . 
• 62 (.) Ibid .• pp. '!>-26, "~3 and Attached Map NO.2. (2) Statements by Col. Fuwa and Lt. Col. Hat., 

both previously cited. 
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b. The Kujukuri Beach is designaud as the 
sedor in which the decisi.. battle will be fought. 
The second decisi .. battle will be fought in the 
Sagami front. 
2. Initial Engagement 

In the sectors in which the enemy lands, the coastal 
Armies(Fifty-first, Fifty-seco1ld and Fifty-third), with 
thtir line and coastal combat diyisio7U firml., en

tr",ched in beach fortifications and supported by 
fortress and siege artillery, will immediately engage 
the enemy close to the beach. 

3. Employment of Reser .. s 
d. As IOO" as;t becomes apparent that an 

enemy landing is imminent in the Kanto area, the 
Thirty-sixth Army will be mo .. d up and deployed 
directly behind the Fifty-second Army. 

b. The Armies in whose area the ""my attacks 
fall will secure the beach positions and pre>ent es
tablishment of an enemy beachhead. 

c. If the enemy fails to launch an attack against 
Ont of the coastal armies, as many troops as possible 

will be withdrawn from that Army and redeployed 
to the decisi .. battle front. 

d. Taking ad.antage of the confusion resulting 
from the determined local offensi.es against the enemy 
landing point, the main force of the Thirty-sixth 

Army will attack on the third or fourth day after 
the initial enemy landing. 

e. Area Army reser'Vts will be later rtin/arced 

by the addition of three line combaJ di.isions from 
Eli"enlh Area Army, /1110 or three di"isions from 

Thirteenth Area Army, three from Fifteenth Area 
Army and two from the Sixteenth Area Army. 
These di",sio7U will dSIemble ill Nagano prefecture 
and later will be employed as a mass counteraJtack 
force. 

4. MisSi011S 

a. Missio7IJ of the Fifty-first, Fifty-second, Fifty
third and Thirty-sixth Armies as outlined abo ... 

b. The Tokyo Defense Army will defend 
Tokyo, particularly the important section of the city 
centering around the Imperial Palace.'·' 

c. The Tokyo Bay Group and the Yokosuka 

Na.al Statio" Force will defend the Boso and the 
Miura Peninsulas, respecti .. ly, pre>ent a breakthrough 
into To .• yo Bay a1ld ser .. as the pi.otal center of 
the Japanese offensi.es in the Kujukuri Beach a1ld 
Sagami Bay sectors. 

d. The forces staJioned on the /ZU Islands will 
pre .. nt enemy establishment of forward bases. 

As of the end of July no conclusions had 
yet been reached regarding the expected results 
of each phase of operations against an enemy 
landing in the Kanto area. It was still too 
early to accurately predict the defensive poten-

163 Preparations for the defense of Tokyo in case a powerful enemy force should break through the coastal 

positions during the decisive battle received individual emphasis from the High Command due to the place the capital 

occupied in the minds of the Japanese. It was recognized that maintenance of morale required adoption of special 

measures to defend the city to the last. Imperial General Headquarters accordingly issued the Tokyo Defense 

Operations Outline on 23 June 1945, simultaneously with the activation of the Tokyo Defense Army headquarters. 

The plan provided for the construction of underground fortifications capable of withstanding an enemy assault for one 

year. By the end of July, however, positions were still being reconnoitered and surveyed. It was estimated that 

construction would be started about 20 August. Ground forces to strengthen these defenses w.ere not yet designated 

by the end of the war although it was planned that two or three divisions, one tank brigade and other supporting 

units would be added to the three brigades garrisoning the city at this time. Greatest emphasis was to be placed on 

preparation of positions west of the city and around the Imperial Palace on the basis that the Sagami Bay sector would 

be the most seriously threatened while the Thirty-sixth Army was being committed on the Kujukuri Beach sector. 

Almost a year previously, however, as a precaut"ionary measure to prepare for the worst eventuality, the High Command, 

in complete secrecy, had begun the construction of facili ties in Matsushiro, Nagano Prefecture, capable of housing the 

Government and the Imperial General Headquarters. All installa:ions, set underground and shielded by hard cement 

capable of withstanding powerful and sustained bombing at::.acks, were practically completed by the end of July 1945. 

(1) Dairikushi Dai Niungohyakujusan.go *!iI!ffim= Tli i3 +='il1! (Imperial General Headquarters Army Directive No. 

2513) 23 Jun 45· (2) Imperial General Headquarters Army Order No. 1355. op. cit. (3) Homeland Operations 

Record, op. cit. Vol. II, pp. 26,61-3. (4) Statements by Lt. Gen.Jo Iimura, Commander, Tokyo Defense Army, and 

Maj. Gen. Sanada, previously cited. 
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tial of the Twelfth Area Army as it would exist 
by late fall. Much remained to be accom
plished before the defenses would give cause 
for the same optimism which prevailed in the 
case of Kyushu. 

Strategic Situation-1 August 1945 

While the High Command was thus pushing 
final preparations for the defense of Kyushu and 

the First General Army, anticipating scarcely 
a trickle of supplies until the requirements of 
the Kyushu area were completely satisfied, was 
placing primary emphasis on the construction 
of coastal fortifications and training of newly 

mobilized units, the progressively worsening 
strategic situation made it appear doubtful 
whether any of these preparations would be 
tested in battle. 

In the first place, the terrific aerial bom
bardment to which the Homeland had been 
subjected during July showed no evidence of 

abating.·.. Although the casualties were now 
less than in the earlier, giant /ire bomb raids 
on the larger complexes, .6, the disruptive effects 

were being spread over a wider segment of 
urban society. The cumulative total of bombs 
which had been dropped on the four main 
islands by the end of J ul y had risen to over 
130,200 tons of which more than 98 % had 
been directed at 98 urban areas or preciSIOn 
targets within these areas.·66 

Of greatest concern within the High Com

mand was the paralysis spreading at an 
accelerated rate throughout the Japanese indus

trial plant. Output of the basic industries 
continued to decline during July, primarily 
because of the rapid drying-up of raw material 
stockpiles although 'enemy air attacks were con
tributing to the lowered production to an in

creasing extent because of plant destruction, 
transportation dislocations and the increase in 
absenteeism among the labor force,'"' 

Concurrently, the impact of this decline, 

164 During the first six days of August, in spite of a bricf respite on 3-4 August because of a typhoon, the 

Japanese counted a total of 1,703 sorties flown over the Homeland by enemy land based aircraft. Of these 1,01 '} were 

Hown by 8.29'5 attacking cities in the Kanro, Tokai, Osaka-Kobe and Japan Sea coast areas and sewing mines in the 

Korea Strait, Shimonoseki-Moji channel and in the Inland Sea. The remaining sorties were carried out by fighters 

based on Okinawa and Iwo lima. Enemy carrier planes did not appear over the Homeland during this period. Daily 
Record of the War Situation, op. cit. 

165 By 31 July about 188,300 Japanese had been killed and 257,000 wounded in the air attacks on the four main 

islands. Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report No. 16: Number of Air Raid Casualties in the Japanese 

Homeland through Jul 45. 

166 Twenty-six of these urban area were towns in the immediate vicinity of important military installations, such 

as airfields or coastal defense positions. The remaining 72 urban areas were classed as cities, the population of which 

exceeded 30,000. (I) U . S. Strategic Bombing Survey (Pacific), Civilian Defense Division, Findl Report Covering 

Air Raid Protedion and AIIi<d Subj<dJ in Japan, '947. pp. 200-3. (2) Jiji Nenkan ,* _ji~~ (Jiji Yearbook) Jiji Press 
Co .• Tokyo. 5 Jan 47, pp. 390-', 

167 Typical examples of the decline in production within basic industries by the end of July are to be found 

among the metal and chemical plants. The Wanishi and Kamaishi plants of the Nihon Iron Mfg. Co. , two of the 

largest steel producers, suffered production drops of 21 % and 65 %, respectively as a direct result of air raids. In 

addition thereto, production drops attributable to other causes, such as raw material shortages, amounted to 62 % and 

35% in the same plants. The Hodogaya Chemical Industry Co., Koriyama, suffered a production drop of 50-7°% 
due to air raids and a total production drop of 80 % compared to the peak out-put during the war. The Nihon 

Synthetic Chemical Industry Co., Ogaki, and the Mitsui Chemical Industry Co., Omuta, suffered production drops of 

60 % and 100 %, respectively, from aU causes. Domestic coal production was running about 50 % of the peak establ ished 

in January- March 1944. Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report No. 15; Effect of Air Raids on Pro
duction Facilities of Important Japanese Industries. 
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added to the cumulative effects of the wide
spread urban air raids, began to be felt more 
keenly in the fabricating industries where pro
duction levels had previously remained relative
ly high. Aircraft production, for example, which 
during the early summer months had held up 
well, fell off to 62 % of the average monthly 
rate of the preceding quarter.·M Only 1,003 
planes of all types were completed.'" The 
planned production goal of 16,000 by Septem
ber 30 was now clearly beyond the capabilities 

of the industry. Even worse, to forestall the 
possibiliry of further attrition, flight operations, 
which already were proving ineffective, would 
have to be further restricted, leaving the enemy 

practically unopposed in the air.''' 
The munitions industry fell even further 

behind the established quotas, although produc
tion of light artillery had spurted during the 

month.'" Percentages of scheduled production 
actually achieved by the end of July were as 
follows: ." 

Rift" 68% 
Light m4Chine guns 63% 
Machine guns 90 % 
Infantry cannon 14% 
Antiaircraft guns 53% 
Mortars 9% 
Self-propelled cannon 21% 
Light artillery 37% 
H ea.y artillery 54% 

In both construction and hauling capaciry, 
the shipping industry was by now approaching 
a state of complete co'lapse. Monthly produc
tion of new bottoms had established a new low, 
falling off to about 15,500 tons or less than 

10% of the peak monthly average established in 
January- March 1944. An additional 4 % 
of merchant tonnage had been sunk, bringing 
the total losses to 83 %.'71 Maritime shipping 
capaciry at the end of the month was down to 
780,000 tons, most of which continued to oper

rate in the Ja~an Sea between Korea and the 
Homeland.'" One net effect of this attrition 

168 July production amounted to about 40 % of the average monthly rate of 2,482 planes established during the 

peak quarter of April- June 1944. The Mitsubishi Aircraft Co" Oemachi Plant, Nagoya, where airframes were 

manufactured, and the Micsubishi Aircraft Co., No. 4 plant, maker of engines, were typical producers within the 

aircraft industry suffering from both the air raids and raw material shortages. The damage sustained within each plant 

resulted in a production drop of approximately 50%. An additional 30 % drop was attributed to other causes. Ibid., 

Report Nos. 2 and 15. 

I~ Of this total only 832 were considered combat operational planes. An additional 768 planes were either repaired 

or converted for combat purposes, making a total of 1,600 compared with losses during the same month of 1,146. Ibid., 

Report No. 18: Statistical Situation of Production and Losses of Japanese Aircraft, Jun-Jul 45. 

170 Total number of operational combat planes available to the Army and Navy at the end of July numbered 

10,308. Ibid. 

171 Within the munitions industry, the Aichi Clock and Electric Funakata Plant, producers of guns, torpedoes 

and mines, and the Kure Naval Arsenal, where guns, torpedoes, searchlights and hydrophones were manufactured, offer 

examples of this drop in production. Air raid damage caused a drop of from 35-90 % and 20-70 %, respectively, 

while the overall production loss due to all causes amounted to 8096 and 60%" respectively. Ibid., Report No. 15 . 

172 Ibid., Report No. 17. 

'73 Ibid., Report No. I. 

174 Nihon Kdiun no Hembo Ef *mj]!O')5!\~ (Situation of Japanese Sea Transportation) Mr. Genko Tsuboi, Sea 

Transport Board, Ministry of Transportation, 20 Aug 46, Chart No. 15. (Writer's note : The Nichi~Go operation, 

established for the emergency transportation of troops and supplies from the continent to the Homeland, (Cr. n. 29.) 

was still being carried out at the end of July though on a considerabl), reduced scale. Highest priority was now given 

the transportation of food, all designated units having completed the transfer across the Japan Sea.) 
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was the virtual suspension of the vitally impor
tant inter-island traffic except for small vessels 

of less than 200 tons.'" 
In the case 0 oil, one of the most critical 

items in the decisive battle plans. the outlook 
appeared even more ominous. Consumption 
during the month of about 155,390 barrels, 
had further reduced the stockpile of aviation 

gasoline to 508,160 barrels, of which 333,900 
barrels were now earmarked for decisive battIe 
operations. Production from all sources had 

declined sharply during July to 60,B90 bar
rels.' ''' 

Even rail movements were falling off sharply, 
although the railroad network had not yet been 
singled out for intensive attacks except in the 
case of the Hokkaido-Honshu ferry system and 
a few isolated bridges.·n The carrying capacity 
was now reduced to 8,724,165 tons as compared 

with the peak monthly average of 14,849,749 

tons during 1943.'''' Moreover, temporary 
delays due to the heavy urban raids were becom-

ing more general and shipment of many critical 
items was falling far behind schedule. 

Nor was there any cause for optimism in the 
High Command regarding the over-all situation 
now existing in the Allied camp. Almost three 
months had elapsed since the collapse of Ger
many-three months for the enemy to lay the 

ground-work and begin the stupendous task of 
transfering overwhelming ground, air and sea 
forces to the Pacific theater. It was estimated 
that if the U. S. S. R. joined the attack against 

Japan in August or September, there would be 
available in the eastern provinces 40--50 divi
sions, 6-7,000 aircraft and 4,000 tanks.'''' 

Such was the situation facing the nation as 
the hot and humid month of August ushered 
in the most critical period in Japan's history. 
In spite of the odds building up against them, 

the Japanese people well knew that if their 
leaders were determined to carry out the decisive 
battle on the sacred soil of the Homeland there 
was no alternative but to fight to the bitter end. 

In (I) Sho"", Niju"tndo Bu"hi Doi" Keikaku lIll",o=+~li:~RIIJf!.i!tOOi (Plans of Mobilization of War Materi
als Based on the Yearly Plans of 1945) Munitions Ministry. Vol. I, :Z4 Apr 45, Chart Nos. 1,4 j and Vol. II, 30 Jun 
45, Chart Nos. 1, 4· 

176 Statistics and Analysis Reports, op. cit., Report NO. 9. 

177 The vital underwater railroad tunnel connecting Shimonoseki and Moji and other important railroad tunnels 

had not yet been attacked. Enemy strafing operations over Kyushu had now reached such proportions, however, that 

daylight travel over the railroad network was becoming increasingly difficult, Moreover, the longest bridge on the 

island, crossing the Chikugo River, was destroyed in an air raid on July. (Statement by Lt. Col. Kiyoshi Ohta, Staff 

Officer (Supply), Sixteenth Area Army. 

178 (I) KokuY" Ttuudo Rikuu" Tokei iIiI'fifii\jlH:iiB!*1iiit (Statistics of Transportation in the National Railway) 
Railway Department, Ministry of Transportation. 1943. 1944 and 1945 editions. (2) Un]" S~IJ~lcj Tolc~i N~mpo -ila 
JjU3'U1t:it~_ (Yearly Statistics of Land Transportation ) 1944-45, Railway Department, Ministry 01 Transportation. 

179 Situation ESlimate for the Latter Half of 1945 and the Spring of 1946, op. cit., pp. 7~. 
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CHAPTER XX 

DECISION TO SURRENDER 

Background of the Peace Movement 

In early August of 1945, Japan strove to 
complete preparations for a final supreme effort 
to repel an invasion of the home islands. At 
the same time a crucial internal struggle on the 
highest plane of the nation's political leader· 
ship was about to culminate in a decision to 
avert national destruction through the accept
ance of Allied surrender terms.' 

The earliest tangible development in the 
political evolution toward peace occurred in 
September 1943. At that time, a small group 
of the so-called jushin,' or "senior statesmen" 
acting on the initiative of ex-Premier Admiral 
(ret.) Keisuke Okada, requested Premier Hideki 
Tojo to sit down with them in a frank discussion 
of the war situation.' The veiled purpose of 
this move was to discredit the Tojo regime with 
the ultimate objective of forcing its retirement. 
Admiral Okada, the prime instigator, believed 
that a general peace would be impossible as 
long as Tojo remained in office. 

Already, by this date, the successive defeats 
suffered by the Japanese forces in the South
west Pacific were beginning to have reper
cussions at home, despite attempts by the 
Government and High Command to conceal 
them. In Europe, Italy had dropped out of 
the war, and the military fortunes of Germany, 
Japan's sole remaining ally, were already on 
the wane. These factors, coupled with deteri
orating economic conditions at home, steadily 
undermined Tojo's populariry. An under
current of dissatisfaction with existing leader
ship began to take shape in February 1944 
when Premier Tojo and Navy Minister 
Shigetaro Shimada moved to tighten their 
control of the fighting services by assuming 
concurrently the posts of chiefS, respectively, 
of the Army and Navy General Staffs.' 

The senior statesmen not only were influ
enced by these trends but secretly exploited 
them. By late spring of 1944, they had gained 
sufficient strength and confidence to urge their 
views more strongly. In mid-July the disastrous 
loss of Saipan gave them an opportuniry to 

I This chapter was originally prepared inlapanese by Capt. (Navy) Atsushi Oi. For duty assignments of this 
officer, cf. n. 1. Chapter X. All source materials cited in this chapter are located in G-2 Historical Section Files, GHQ 
FEC. 

2 Thejushin (literally, U principal subjects I') comprised all living statesmen who at one time had held the post of 
Premier; it also included the Privy Council President. Like the genro, or "elder statesmen" whose function they in 
part inherited, the jushin had no constitutional position. The Emperor's consultations with the jwhin were usually 
carried out by the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, traditionally the Emperor's closest political advisor. Baron Reijiro 
Wakatsuki, Admital Keisuke Okada, Koki Hirota, Prince Ayamaro Konoye, Baron Kiichiro Hiranuma, General Nobu
yuki Abe, Admiral Mitsumasa Y onal and Baron Yoshimichi Hara, Privy Council President, made up the iwh;n group 
at that time. Wakatsuki, Okada and Konoye were more active in the move toward peace. 

3 Statement by Admiral (ret.) Keisuke Okada, Premier, lui H-Feb 36. 
4 General Hideki T ojo already held the post of War Minister in addition to the premiership. The action 

whereby he and Navy Minister Shimada installed themselves simultaneously as Chiefs of the Army and Navy General 
staffs was criticized in some Army and Navy circles as reminiscent of the usurpation of Imperial prerogatives by the 
Tokugawa Shogunate. (Cf. Ch~pter X, n. 25.) 
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press for the resignation of the Tojo Govern
ment. Tojo realizing the graveness of the 
situation tried to settle it by reorganizing his 
Cabinet but this attempt failed and found 
himself without the support of the Emperor. 

This blow was fatal.' 
On 18 July simultaneously with the public 

announcement of the fall of Saipan, General 
Tojo resigned with his entire Cabinet to end 

33 months' continuous tenure of the premier
ship. The collapse of his Government marked 
an important political turning point of the war. 
The jushin had made their influence felt.' 

The Tojo Ministry was succeeded by a 
government headed jointly by General (ret.) 
Kuniaki Koiso, and Admiral (ret.) Mitsumasa 
Y onai, a former Premier and well-known 
Navy moderate. Despite the cabinet change, 
however, a fundamental political shake-up 
such as was required to pave the way for any 
real peace endeavor had not been effected_ 

In the first place, although the Emperor had 
charged Koiso and Y onai with joint leadership 
of the new Government, Koiso was given the 
premiership. The hope was that he would 
succeed in establishing a national Cabinet, 
coordinate effectively political and military 
leaders, and maintain close liaison with the key 
fighting service. Furthermore, the Army con
sented to place its nominee, Field Marshal 

Sugiyama, in the Cabinet as War Minister 
on the condition that the new Government 
would continue the vigorous and determined 

prosecution of the war.' 
Nevertheless, an initial success had been 

secured. In Admiral Y onai, who was himself 
a member of their group, the jushin now had 
a strong sympathizer in the Cabinet. Y onai, 
in accordance with the Emperor's mandate, 
took the post of Deputy Premier. More 
important, he assumed the concurrent post of 
Navy Minister, which automatically entitled 
him to first-hand information regarding the 
war situation and the plans and decisions of 
the Navy High Command.· 

Although Y onai was the jushin's greatest 

hope in the new Cabinet, Premier Koiso 
himself was not always optimistic about the 
war. He believed that the wisest course lay 
in first attempting to wean China away from 
the Allied camp by means of a separate peace, 
and then seeking the mediation of the Soviet 
Union or some other neutral with a view to 

a general peace settlement on favorable terms. 
Before initiating any such move, however, he 
felt that it was essential to score one substantial 
military success in the field in order to improve 
Japan's bargaining position.-

With this end in view, Koiso devoted his 
first efforts to reinforcing the national war effort. 

5 (I) KYDkuto KDkusai Gunji Saiban ni ok"" HikDkunin KidD KDichi no S",,,i KDkYDSho flJI(IiII~.$~"J tc;&Nt 
'!>!JIi1ltMF'¥-<v1rW Ilfjti!} (Aflidavit of Defendant Koichi Kido in Internalional Military Tribunal for the Far East) 
For English translation, see IMTFE Record, pp. 31,°76-1°4. (2) Shusen Oboegdki ~~ .... , (Notes on me Termina
tion of the War) Kobun-do, Tokyo, 1948, pp. 7-12. 

6 General Tojo himself recognized that the jushin were instrumental in causing his downfall. When he went 
to the Imperial Palace to render the Cabinet's resignation, he was asked by Marquis ICido if he desired to recommend a 
successor to the premiership. His reply was, "I think. that the responsibility of the jushin for the present cabinet 
change is heavy. In consequenceJ they may have already formulated their own plan. Therefore, I will not express my 
views.JJ In factJ the jushin. in response to an Imperial command. met at 1600 the same day (18 July) and decided their 
recommendations to the Throne., Affidavit of KidoJ op. cit. , IMTFE Record. p. 3 I ,082. 

7 In accordance with standard practice, Marshal Sugiyama was selected for the War Minister's post by the Army 
II Big Three IJ: the outgoing War Minister , General Tojo i the Chief of Army General Staff'J General Yoshijiro Umezu; 
and the Inspectorate General of Military Training, Marshal Sugiyama himself. General Tojo had also resigned as Chief 
of Army General Staff on 18 July. General Umezu immediately succeeded him. 

8 Since the Navy Minister had to be an admiral or vice admiral in active service, Yonai was hastily restored to 
the active list while the formation of the Cabinet was in progress. This essential move had been planned well in advance 
of the downfall of the Tojo Cabinet. 

9 Direct Testimony of Defendant Kuniaki Koiso. IMTFE RecordJ pp. 32.251-+ 
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Soon after assuming office, he supplanted the 
old Liaison Conference between Imperial 
General Headquarters and' the Government 
by a new Supreme War Direction Council.'· 
The purpose of this body, in which key 
members of the Cabinet sat together with 
representatives of the High Command, was 
to assure full coordination of the civil and 

military branches of the Government. The 
Council, however, failed to achieve the results 
which Premier Koiso expected, and he 
discovered that he was unable to obtain all 
the military information he desired. 

Despite the expectations of the jushin, the 
Koiso Cabinet's official policy continued to be 
one for all-out prosecution of the war. An 
Imperial conference held on '9 August for
mally adopted a basic policy declaration which 
emphatically stated that the war would be 
prosecuted to the end regardless of continued 
enemy successes or of unfavorable international 

developments. Foreign Minister Mamoru 
Shigemitsu prevailed upon the conference not 
to exclude diplomatic action designed to 
improve Japan's positions, notably by strength
ening relations with the Soviet Union." How
ever, the military success which Premier Koiso 
deemed a prerequisite to any broad peace 
maneuver was still unrealized, and the situation 

remained at a stalemate. 
In the fall of 1944, Koiso hoped that the 

Sho-Go Operations might bring the victory 
needed to pave the way for a peace attempt. His 
hope was soon shattered by events. The all
out effort of the sea and air forces to smash the 
enemy invasion of Leyte in October ended in 
failure, and in less than two months General 
MacArthur's forces had won a secure foothold 

in the central Philippines. On the diplomatic 
front, a proffer to dispatch a special mission to 
Moscow to begin the task of cementing 
Japanese-Soviet relations had meanwhile been 
rebuffed by the Soviet Government." 

Japan therefore /aced a darker situation than 
ever before as the year '945 began. So gloomy 
were the prospects that the Emperor himself 
felt impelled to reveal to the jushin his anxiety 

for an early peace. Early in January, when 
the enemy invaded Luzon and American carrier 
forces bo!dly swept Japanese shipping in the 
South China Sea, the Emperor told Marquis 
Kido, Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, to arrange 
audiences with the jushin.') 

Early in February these confidential meetings 
got under way. Because of fear that any 
inkling of their purpose might arouse opposi
tion, extreme precautions were taken. No 
formal audience was granted to the jushin 
collectively. Instead, they were individually 
summoned to the Palace at different times, 
ostensibly for the purpose of paying their 
normal mid-winter respects to the Throne. '. 

10 The Supr~me War Direction Council, formed on 5 August 1944, consisted of six members: the Premier, 

the Foreign, Navy, and War Ministers, and the Chiefs of the Army and Navy General Staffs. 
I I Shigemitsu, in line with Army and Navy policy, inserted in the basic declaration a clause which provided that 

H in the event Germany collapses or makes a separate peace, Japan will attempt to improve her world position through 

utilizing the Soviet Union." According to post-war statements by Shigemitsu, his purpose in inserting this proviso was 

"to obtain a certain amount of freedom of diplomatic action, which could be gradually developed into a peace move." 

(Statement by Mamoru Shigemitsu, Foreign Minister, Apr 43- Apr 45.) 
12 (1) Ibid. (2) Affidavit of KQiso, op. cit. , IMTFE Record, p. 23,253. 
13 Affidavit of Kido, op. cit., IMtFE Record, p. 31,IIO. 

14 II Since it was the common belief that the jushin were advocates of peace (Konoye, Okada, Wakatsuki and 

Yonai), it was almost certain that, if an a~dience were granted, they would be suspected of advising the Emperor to end 

Ihe war. Consequently, a very grave problem would arise." (Statement by Marquis Yasumasa Matsudaira, Chief 

Secretary to the Lord Keeper of the Privy Seal, Jun 36-Nov 45.) 
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Between 7 and 26 February, the Emperor 
conferred with seven senior statesmen, includ
ing ex-Premier Tojo and former Lord Privy 

Seal Count Nobuyuki Makino. The senior 
statesmen were unanimous in sharing the Em
peror's deep concern over the trend of the war. 
Tojo, however, was the most optimistic, while 

Prince Konoye and Admiral Okada were the 
most pessimistic. Prince Konoye bluntly stated 
that Japan faced certain defeat and urged the 
Emperor to take resolute steps toward peace. " 

The audiences marked a significant milestone 

on the road toward peace. For the first time 
since the outbreak of the war, the Emperor had 
held a free exchange of views with the majority 

of the jushin. More important, the advocates 
of peace now had a clear indication that the 
Emperor himself was strongly sympathetic 
towards their views. With this encourage
ment, they quietly waited for a fresh opportunity 
to advance the cause of peace. 

During the next two months the Koiso 
Cabinet continued to fare badly on both the 
military and diplomatic fronts. While General 
MacArthur's forces made rapid headway on 
LU2on, the Pacific prong of the enemy's offen
sive swiftly overwhelmed Iwo Jima and then, 

on I April, thrust at Okinawa in the Ryukyus. 
On the diplomatic front, relations with Soviet 
Russia tended to worsen rather than improve, 
and Premier Koiso's hopes of winning China 
away from the Allies through peace overtures 
to Chungking remained unrealized. ,. 

In spite of serious efforts, the Koiso Cabinet 
was unable to show any positive achievement. 

The Cabinet as a whole was ",npopular. The 
war situatlon failed to improve and the Premier 
himself was unable to coordinate the political, 
diplomatic and military fronts. By the latter 
part of March, he had decided that it was 

useless to remain in office unless this situatlon 

was promptly remedied. 
Early in April, the Army proposed to relieve 

Field Marshal Sugiyama of his post as War 
Minister and to replace him by General Kore

chika Anami. Koiso promptly decided upon 
a final effort to strengthen his position and 

proposed that, instead of substituting Anami, 
the Army agree to his own assumption 
of the war portfolio concurrently with the 

premiership. On 3 April Koiso intimated his 
hopes to Sugiyama, but the answer of the 
Army" Big Three'~ was a blunt refusal. ' 7 

Convinced that his position was no longer 
tenable, Premier Koiso tendered the collective 
resignation of the Cabinet on 5 April. Even 
as he did so, the complete failure of the 
diplomatic policies pursued by his Go~ernment 
was being underlined in Moscow by a blunt 
notification to the Japanese Ambassador, Nao
take Sato, of the Soviet Government's intention 

to abrogate the Soviet-Japanese neutrality pact 
because it had " lost its significance." ,8 

In relinquishing the premiership, KOlso 
made it plain that, under the circumstances 
confronting the nation, he considered it abso
lutely essential to install" an Imperial General 
Headquarters Cabinet." To all practical in
tents and purposes, this meant "a Cabinet in 
which the Premier assumes an influential 

15 Affidavit of Kido, op. cit. , IMTFE Record, pp. 31,113-14. 
16 In March Koiso proposed to launch such overtures through the intermediary of Miao Pin, a Chinese who was 

believed to have close connections with General Ho Ying*chin, Chiang Kai-shek's minister of war. Koiso invited Miao 
Pin to Tokyo, but the plan collapsed due to the opposition of the Foreign, War and Navy Ministers, who strongly 
doubted that. Miao Pin was a trustworthy and qualified intermediary. (1) Ibid., pp. 31,115-16. (2) Stalement by 
General Koiso, previously cited. 

17 Affidavit of Koiso, op. cit., IMTFE Record, PP' 32,254-6. 
18 The five·year neutrality pact had been concluded on (3 April 1941 and was not to expire until April 1946. 

The Foreign Office revealed the Soviet Government's abroga .. ion notice WltnOUl comment 10 an announcemem issued at 
1400 on 6 April. Nippon Times, Tokyo, 7 Apr 45. 
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position in the Imperial General Headquarters 
to direct the conduct of the war." ,. 

Obviously, however, the idea of installing 
an " Imperial General Headquarters Cabinet" 
did not conform to the ideas of the peace 
proponents among the jushin, nor did it conform 
to the wishes of all elements in the Japanese 
Army and Navy. Some of the jushin, notably 
Okada and Konoye, had already laid their 
plans for an attempt to install a cabinet which 
would offer greater possibilities for the realiza
tion of peace. In this delicate undertaking, 
they had the powerful support of Marquis Kido, 
the Emperor's closest advisor, who henceforth 
was to play a leading role in the struggle to 
attain the peace objective. 

Formation of the Suzuki Cabinet 

At '700 on 5 April, less than seven hours 
after Premier Koiso had formally tendered 
the Cabinet's resignation to the Emperor, 
the jushin met in conference with Marquis 
Kido to deliberate on whom they should rec
ommend to the Throne as head of the next Gov
ernment. Six former Premiers, among them 
General Tojo, assembled at the Imperial Palace 
to attend this crucial meeting. The conference 
also included the president of the Privy 
Council, Admiral (ret.) Baron Kanraro Suzuki.~ 

The choice before the conference was both 
grave and delicate. With Okinawa already 
invaded and German resistance in Europe 

nearing complete collapse, it was certain that 
the Allies would soon begin massing their 
concerted forces for the final assault upon Japan 
itself. It was imperative in view of the complex 
and serious milirary and political 'problems 

that faced Japan that the proper man be 
chosen. Since the collapse of the Koiso Cabinet 
was foreseen in advance, the leaders of the 

peace group had ample time to consider all 
aspects of the question. 

By 5 April, when the conference of senior 
sratesmen convened, they had not only reached 
an understanding among themselves concern
ing their choice for Premier but they had also 
obtained assurance of the approval of Kido 
himself. Their unanimous decision was that 
onl y one man filled the exacting requirements 
essential to the success of their plans. That 
man was Admiral Suzuki, the 77 year old 
president of the Privy Council. 

Admiral Suzuki's background unquestion
ably fitted him for the role which the peace 
group wanted him to play. His active naval 
career had ended in '929 when, at the specific 
request of the Emperor, he had stepped down 
as Chief of Navy General Sraff to become 
Grand Chamberlain, a post of advisorship to 
the Throne second only to that of Lord Privy 
Seal. After seven years in this position, he had 
barely escaped death by assassins' bullets in the 
abortive military uprising of 26 February, 936, 
one of the aims of which was the elimination 
of moderate influences around the Throne." 

'9 (,) Allidavit of Kido, 0p. cit., IMTFE Record, pp. 31,,,8-'9. (2) Kido NiHi *J"I'IIa (Kido Diary) 
Entry for 4 Apr 45. 

20 The six former Premiers attending the conference were: Prince Ayamaro Konoye. Baron Kiichiro Hiranuma, 
Baron Reijiro Wakatsuki, Admiral Keisuke Okada, Mr. Koki Hirota, and General Hideki Tojo. Affidavit of Kido, 
op. cit ., IMTFE Record, p. 31 , 122. (Two jushin were absent; Admiral Mitsumasa Yonai, who was barred from 
participating by reason of his tcnure of the deputy premiership and naval portfolio in the outgoing Cabinet; and General 
Hiroyukl Abe, currently serving as Governor·General of Korea.) 

21 Suzuki was among those marked for assassination because he was believed to have played an important part 
in engineering acceptance of the London naval disarmament treaty over the opposition of the Navy General Staff, and 
also because he opposed military encroachment in political affairs. Admiral Viscount Makoto Saito, then Lord Privy 
Seal, Viscount Korekiyo Takahashi , then Finance Minister, both liberals, and General Jotaro Watanabe, then Army 
Inspectorate General of Military Training, were those actually killed. Admiral Okada, then Premier, eacaped assas· 
sination only because his brother·in·law was mistaken for him. Suzuki's life was saved by his wife, who shielded his 
body with her own after he had been wounded, preventing the assassins from completing the job. Both Prince Saionji 
and Count Makino, the Emperor's most trusted statesmen, were saved thanks to a timely police warning. 
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The Emperor had then relieved him of his 
duties as Grand Chamberlain, and Suzuki had 

subsequently held no post other than member

ship of the non-political and largely inactive 

Privy Council. He had risen to its presidency 

late in 1944. 
The important "thing about Suzuki's record 

was that, while it generally stamped him as 
a ma~ of moderate ideas, it contained nothing 

which put him in the camp of the peace advo

cates. Thus, although some extremist elements 

were bound to regard him with suspicion, they 

could find few concrete charges to level against 

him. There was no doubt, moreover, that 

Suzuki possessed the full confidence and trust 

of the Emperor.n The fact alone would go 

far to assure his Cabinet of popular support. 
In spite of this understanding among the 

members of the peace group and Marquis 

Kido, the conference of the senior statesmen on 

5 April lasted three hours and was marked by 

weighty discussion of the problem of peace or 

war as well as the premiership. At the very 
outset, General Tojo demanded that the con
ference first decide on the basic issue of peace 

or continuation of the war: " The next Cabinet 

must be the last Cabinet in this war," he said. 

"There prevails within the country today, two 
views- one, that we would continue the war 

to the bitter end, and the other, that we should 

meekly accept the terms of unconditional 

surrender and sue for peace as soon as possible. 
It is necessary that we settle this question 
first. " " Baron Wakatsuki did not entirely 

agree with Tojo : "The Council of Senior 

Statesmen is consulted only in the selection of 

the premier-designate. The suggestion brought 

up by Tojo is beyond the scope of this con
ference." At the same time, he warned howev

er: "The new Cabinet must win the war. If we 

should propose peace now, it is clear that our 

ultimate fate will be unconditional surrender." " 

Hiranuma on the other hand agreed with 

Tojo in principle: "The selection of the 
new Premier had an intimate and important 

bearing on the question of peace or continued 

resistance. The new Premier must be a 

man who will fight to the end. We cannot 

nominate an end-the-war peace advocate." " 

The peace faction, thus, refused to disclose 

their hand, either side-stepping the issue on 
the ground that it lay outside the province 

of the jushin, or unctuously supporting Tojo's 

contention that the new Cabinet must carry 

on the war to the bitter end. Suzuki, 
himself, unaware that he was being considered 

by the peace group, agreed, before his own 

name ~d been placed in nomination, that the 

next Premier must possess the " will to fight to 
the last." ' · 

Underlying the deliberations of the confer

ence, however, was the well-phrased remark 

voiced earlier by Admiral Okada, that the next 
Cabinet might have to "shoulder the nation's 

destiny to the end." " 

This remark by a leading member of the 

jushin peace group was a veiled clue to the 
group's real intent, the installation of a cabinet 

oriented toward the earliest possible termination 

of the war. Admiral Okada and his associates 

22 Marquis Matsudaira, who had long been a prominent Court official and who served as chief secretary to Lord 

Privy Seal, Marquis Kido for ten years, describes the relations between the Emperor and Admiral Suzuki as follows : 

"The Emperor embraced an especially warm feel ing for the Admiral. . . .. . He always felt , ' I can tell Suzuki what I 

really want to say without hesitation." (Statement by Marquis Matsudaira, previously cited.) 
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24 Ibid., pp. 31,131-136. 

25 Ibid., pp. 3','24-'3+ 
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27 Ibid., p. 3',123, 



felt that now, at last, they had reasonable hopes 
of attaining this difficult objective. The main 
opposition they had to face within the confer
ence of senior statesmen itself was that of 

General Tojo. Far more important, Army 
popularity, under the impact of successive 
military reverses overseas and mounting war 
suffering at home, had reached its lowest ebb 
since the outbreak of hostilities. There was 
consequently less probability that the Army 
would insist upon installing a candidate of its 

own for premiership!' 
Still, the leaders of the peace group realized 

that they must play their hand with the utmost 
caution. No one could yet advocate peace 

openly. Moreover, if the peace group aggres
sively advocated a Premier who was obviously 
from their own camp, there was danger that 

some extremist elements would either block the 
formation of such a cabinet or sabotage its 
efforts once it was installed. The problem of 
the peace advocates, therefore, lay in finding' a 
candidate who would fulfill all the difficult 
requirements for the premiership. From their 
own viewpoint, he must be essentially a moder

ate whom they could influence toward accepting 
their .thesis that the nation's best interest lay 
in seeking an early peace. On the other hand, 
he must be a person who would minimize the 

possibilities of inviting suspicion from the 
extremist elements; lastly and very important, 
he must be someone free of political ties or past 

commitments which would brand him as an 

opponent of the war. 
These three basic requirements were abso

lutely essential, but there were others almost 
equally as vital. It was important too that the 

next Premier possess the stature necessary 
to restore public confidence in the national 
leadership and secure united obedience to the 
decisions of the Government. On this, perhaps, 

the civilian peace group and the military were 
in full agreement, with different objectives, 
however, in mind. It was also of particular 
importance to the plans of the peace faction 
that the Premier be someone whose loyalty to 

the Throne was outstanding and in whom the 
Emperor reposed implicit trust. The reason 
for this lay in the fact that the peace group 
clearly saw the necessity of making the Em
peror's will for peace a decisive factor in the 
realization of their objective. 

It was not until the discussions were well 

along that Baron H iranuma finally proposed 
Suzuki. The latter protested that he did not 
want the nomination, but the peace group 
unitedly backed Hiranuma's suggestion, as did 

Marquis Kido. General Tojo, supported only 
by Hirota, strongly insisted that the fighting of 
the homeland battle required an Army man as 

Premier and stated that he considered Marshal 
Hata the best choice. Unless the senior 

statesmen took care, he warned, the Army might 

turn its back upon the new Cabinet." 

28 At the time of the Koiso cabinet's resignation, considerable sentiment existed among certain elements in the 

War Ministry and Army High Command in favor of a succeeding government headed by an active Army General, 

mainly with a view to fighting the decisive homeland battle . The most favored candidate of these elements was General 

Korechika Anami , Inspectorate General of Army Aviation and former commander of the Second Area Army in Western 

New Guinea and Halmahera, while some quarters favored Marshal Shunroku Hata, and others General Umezu, Chief 

of the Army General Staff. Nevertheless, when Marquis Kido, immediately following Koiso's resignation, asked for 

the views of the War and Navy Ministers and Chiefs of the Army and Navy General Staff regarding the next Cabinet, 

neither War Minister Sugiyama nor General Umezu positively expressed themselves in favor of a cabinet under Army 

leadership. (1) Statement by Lt. Col. Masao Inaba, Military Affairs Bureau, War Ministry. (.) Kido Diary, op. 

cit. Entry for 5 Apr 45. appended pages relative to talks with Marshal Sugiyama and General Umezu. 

'9 Affidavit of Kido, op. cit. IMTFE Recotd, pp. 31,138-'41. 
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Tojo's blunt words precipitated the only 
heated exchange of the three-hour conference. 
Marquis Kido retorted that, were an Army man 
to take the premiership in disregard of the 

strong anti-militarist sentiment in the country, 
it might be the people that would "turn its 
back." Admiral ' Okada, siding with Kido, 

pointedly asked Tojo what he meant by saying 
that the Army, whose duty was to defend 
the nation, might refuse to support a Premier 
who had duly received the Emperor's 

mandate.'· 
Despite these arguments the conference had 

served its purpose. Marquis Kido had heard 
the views of evetyone present, and it was clear 
that Suzuki was the choice of the majority. 
The only obstacle lay in persuading Suzuki to 
accept the nomination. 

Marquis Kido convinced Suzuki to become 
Premier in a private talk with him after 
the jushin meeting. Their discussion was of 

the highest importance, for in it Kido referred 

30 Ibid., p. 31,142. 

obliquely to the necessity of a "yolte-face in 
policy" in view of the grave war situation. 
Suzuki replied that, if commanded to assume 
the premiership, he would do his best to fulfill 
the Emperor's wishes." Kido then submitted 
his recommendation to the Throne, and at 2200 

the Emperor received Admiral Suzuki in audi
ence and gave him the Imperial mandate to 
form a cabinet. His Majesty seized the occasion 
to emphasize his deep concern over the trend 
of the war, but he judiciously refrained from 

binding the hands of the premier-designate by 
an explicit request for early peace." 

Admiral Suzuki thus embarked on the for

mation of his Cabinet free from any rigid policy 
commitment but at the same time well aware 
of the over-all mission which the Emperor 
desired the Cabinet to carry out." He now 
faced the task of obtaining the Army's cooper
ation. Failure in this would mean the prompt 
collapse of his efforts to form a government. 

As General Tojo's remarks at the jushin 

31 No written record of this conversation exists, and there is some question as to the explicitness of the language 

used by Marquis Kido to convey to Admiral Suzuki the Emperor's desire for early peace. Replying to a questionnaire 

submitted by the author in May 1949, Kido stated that he explicitly told Suzuki that it was the Emperor's desire II to 

have the war terminated during your premiership." However, when interrogated further on this point on 20 December 

1949, Kido admitted that he II did not explicitly say that the mission of the next government should be to end the war 

quickly )J, but that he used U such words as could be taken that way" and that his impression at the time was that 

U Suzuki understood what I meant." It appears most probable, therefore, chat Kido did not go beyond stressing the 

Emperor's grave concern over the trend of the war and his desire for a drastic about-face in policy. Post-war statements 

by Suzuki confirm, however, that he understood from his talks with Kido and the Emperor that the mission of his 

Cabinet was to be the conclusion of an early peace. (Cf. n. 33) (I) Statements by Marquis K.ido, previously cited. 

(2) Affidavit of Kido, op. cit., IMTFE Record, p. 3','43. 
32 According to Marquis Matsudaira, who was at this time Chief Secretary to Marquis Kido, the Emperor 

refrained from any explicit mention of peace in his initial talk with Admiral Suzuki because he already" knew the general 

course in which the Admiral's thinking was being directed" and felt that a hasty approach at this stage would be unwise. 

Matsudaira states that the Emperor told him after the war, "I was aware of Suzuki's mind from the very first . .. . and 

was convinced that Suzuki understood what I really had in mind. Consequently, I was not in a hurry to communicate 

to him my desire for peace in express words." (Statement by Marquis Matsudaira, previously cited.) 

33 ([) Interrogated by the United States Strategic Bombing Survey in December 1945, Admiral Suzuki stated, 

"At the time I became Premier, I did not receive any direct order from the Emperor, but I understood clearly from 

what the Emperor said to me at that time that he was very much concerned over the situation that Japan faced in the 

war, .. . over the death of civilians due to bombing, the general sickness and great number of civilian casualties, and the 

great losses in the field of battle. U. S. Strategic Bombing Survey (Pacific), Inl<rrogations, No. 53" (2) Statement by 

Vice Adm. Seizo Sakonji, State Minister without portfolio, Suzuki Cabinet. 
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conference had forewarned, there was indeed 
an undercurrent of opposition to Suzuki's ap
pointment among the extremist elements in the 
military_ The rumor was that Suzuki would 
establish a Japanese" Badoglio Government_" 
Actually, some desired a cabinet headed by 
General Korechika Anami, Inspectorate General 

of Army Aviation and ex-commander of the 
Second Area Army, who had already been 
slated to succeed Marshal Sugiyama as War 

Minister just prior to the fall of the Koiso 
Cabinet_ The Cabinet's resignation, however, 

occurred before the change-over had been 
effected_ 

Following est&.blished practice, the Army im

posed certain conditions for its cooperation in 
forming a cabinet. The Army's conditions 
were, in fact, drawn up in the War Ministry's 
Military Affairs Bureau, some of the members 

of which shared the extremists' strong suspicion 
of Suzuki's intentions. The conditions laid 

down were:" 

I. Prosecution of the war to the finish. 

2. Formatiotl of a cabinet such as to assure the 

edTliest possible unification oj the Army and Na.y_ 

3. Prompt execution of measures desired by the 
Army to assure .ictory in the decisi .. battle of the 

homeland. 

All three stipulations had the same essential 

purpose: to prevent any peace designs on the 
part of the premier-designate. The outgoing 

War Minister, Field Marshal Sugiyama, 
approved the conditions in toto as dratted in the 
Military Affairs Bureau, and presented them to 
Admiral Suzuki on 6 April, when the latter 
called to request the Army's cooperation in 
forming the new cabinet." In this talk with 
Marshal Sugiyama, Admiral Suzuki agreed to 
the Army's terms." The premier-designate 
could not ignore the fact that if he took issue 
with the Army at this stage it would undoubt
edly result in his failure to form a cabinet_ 
Suzuki's sole hope of success lay in accepting 
the Army's conditions. 

As it was previously decided, the Army 
promptly recommended General Anami as War 
Minister in the new Cabinet. This choice 

actually coincided with Admiral Suzuki's own 
desires. Concurrently with Suzuki's tenure as 
Grand Chamberlain, General Anami had 

served as Military Aide-de-Camp to the Em
peror, and the two men respected and liked 
each other. Suzuki felt that he would have 
less difficulty in cooperating with Anami than 
with any other nominee the Army might have 
advanced to fill the vital war portfolio. 

The next problem was the choice of a Navy 

Minister. Admiral Suzuki who was leaning 
heavily on the advice of Admiral Okada in 
regard to the formation of the Cabinet," strong
ly desired Admiral Y onai to retain the naval 
portfolio. The Navy's choice was Admiral 

34 Statement by Lt. Col. Masatoki Shirai, Military Mairs Bureau, War Ministry. (The drafting of the Army's 
conditions was assigned to Lt. Col. Shirai.) 

35 (.) Ibid. (2) War Ministry Radio, Vice-Minister of War to Commanding Generals of all Armies, 6 

Apr 45. 
36 The Army and Navy required that War and Navy Ministers be chosen from general or Bag officers in active 

service, which enabled them to block the formation of a cabinet by refusing to nominate a minister. Admiral Suzuki 

had to reckon with the possibility that the Army would resort to the device if he declined to accept the stipulated conditions. 

37 According co Admiral Okada's son-in-law, Mr. Hisatsune Sakomizu, Admiral Suzuki contacted Okada by 
telephone early on 6 April and requested his assistance in selecting the Cabinet. Mr. Sakomizu, who himself was given 

the posr of Chief Cabinet Secretary on Admiral Okada's recommendation, saw a significant indication of Admiral Suzuki's 

intentions in the fact that he relied almost exclusively on Okada's advice rather than on that of Baron Hiranuma, also il 

member of the jushin group which secured Suzuki's nomination, but a man with far less pronounced peace convictions 

than Okada. Only one person, Kozo Ota, recommended by Hiranuma, was given a cabinet post as Educacion Minister. 

(Statement by Mr. Hisatsune Sakomizu, Chief Cabinet Secretary, Suzulc.i Cabinet.) 
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Y onai, though Y onai himself wished to stay 
out of the Cabinet. Admiral SuzukI, however, 
wanted to sound out the Army's attitude 
regarding Y onai in the light of the second of 
the three conditions already accepted by him 
since Y onai was strongly opposed to the Army· 
Navy unification plan. There was also the 
Army's attitude regarding the reappointment 
of Y onai, who had been the Deputy Premier 
concurrently holding the position of Navy 
Minister in the out-going Koiso Cabinet. 
When the Army's opposition to Y onai did not 
appear so inflexible as to foreshadow outright' 
rejection of his appointment, Suzuki decided to 
carry it out." Y onai himself was persuaded to 
accept despite his earlier intention to remain 
out of the Cabinet." 

The most vital post still remaining to be 
filled was that of Foreign Minister. Marquis 
Kido had urged Admiral Suzuki on the 
night of 5 April to reinstate the out-going 
Foreign Minister, Mr. Shigemitsu.'· Suzuki, 

however, received contrary advice from the 
retiring Premier, General Koiso, and therefore 
decided to offer the post to Mr. Shigenori 
Togo, who had been Foreign Minister at the 
outbreak of war but had resigned in Septem
ber 1942 as a result of a disagreement with 
General Tojo's policies regarding the estab
lishment of the Greater East Asia Ministry. 
Suzuki's decision won the concurrence of 
Admiral Okada and Marquis Kido, who 
agreed that Togo could. be counted upon to 
work for the early termination of the war.'-

Meanwhile, the composition of the rest of the 
Cabinet had been determined. " Rather than 
await the acceptance of the Foreign Ministry by 
Togo, who was then residing in Karuizawa, 
Admiral Suzuki decided that the new govern
ment should assume office immediately. The 
installation ceremony was therefore held at 
the Imperial Palace on 7 April, the Premier 
temporarily assuming the foreign affairs port
folio himself. The officially-controlled press 

38 Mr. Sakomizu, already picked by Suzuki as Chief Cabinet Secretary, conferred with Lt. Gen. Masao Yoshizumi, 

Chief of the Military Affairs Bureau of the War Ministry, regarding the Army's attitude toward YonaL Lt. Gen. 

Yoshizumi informed Salcomizu that the Army considered ¥onai unsuitable for several reasons but did not go so far as 

to rejea him. (Statement by Lt. Gen. Masao Yoshizumi, Chief, Military Affairs Bureau, War Ministry.) 

39 Admiral Yonai felt that it was improper to enter the new Cabinet since he had been Deputy Premier of the 

preceding Government and shared responsibility for its failure. He wished to be succeeded as Navy Minister by Admiral 

Shigeyoshi Inouye, then Vice-Minister and a strong liberal, but the latter declined, and Yonai instead recommended 

Admiral Kiyoshi Hasegawa. Kido Diary, op. cit. (Entry f~r 5 Apr 45, appended pages covering talle with Admiral 

Yonai regarding next cabinet.) 

40 Kido made this recommendation because he already knew Shjgemitsu's views and felt that" his retention would 

facilitate the early realization of peace." Suzuki at this time expressed concurrence. (Statement by Marquis Kido, 

previously cited.) 

4' (I) Affidavit of Admiral Baron Kantaro Suzuki. IMTFE Record, pp. 3','90-91. (.) Statement by 
Marquis Kido, previously cited. 

42 The Cabinet list covering posts other than the top four already mentioned was as follows: Home Affairs, 

Genki Abe j Finance, Toyosaku Hirose j Munitions, Admiral Teijiro Toyoda; Agriculture and Commerce, Tadaatsu 

Ishiguro j Transportation, Naoto Kohiyama; Education, Kozo Ota j Justice, Hiromasa Matsuzaka; Welfare, Tadahiko 

Okada. Also included in the Cabinet were four State Ministers without portfolio : Vice Adm. Seizo Sakonji, Lt. 

Gen. Toji Yasui, Hyogoro Sakurai, and Hiroshi (Kainan) Shimomura (the last serving concurrently as President of the 

Cabinet Information Board). Three others who were not Cabinet members but sat in on its discussions were: Lt. Gen. 

Tsukizo Akinaga, Chief of the Cabinet Coordination and Planning Bureau j Mr. Hisatsune Sakomizu, Chief Cabinet 

Secretary; and Naokai Murase, Chief of the Legal Bureau. 
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promptly hailed the new cabinet as one for the 
vigorous prosecution of the war," and Premier 
Suzuki himself furthered this impression by a 
strongly-worded radio broadcast to the nation 
on the night of the 8th." 

The Cabinet was now safely installed, but the 
vital question of who would become Foreign 
Minister remained undecided. Premier Suzuki 
conferred with T~go immediately upon the 
latter's arrival in Tokyo on 8 April and urged 
him to take the post. This meeting confirmed 
that Togo was strongly for ending the war. In 
fact, as a condition for entering the Cabinet, he 
demanded such clear-cut peace commitments 
on the part of the Premier that Suzuki, still 
uncertain in his own mind as to how soon 
peace should be attempted, was unable to 
satisfy Togo completely. The talk therefore 
ended without an agreement." 

This unexpected hitch spurred the peace 
forces into action. Chief Cabinet Secretary 
Sakomizu called on Togo the following day and 
assured him that the Premier's goal was an 
early peace, although his position made it 
impossible for him to give a clear-cut commit
ment. Marquis Kido, Admiral Okada, Marquis 
Matsudaira and others also appealed to Togo 

to accept. They emphasized that Suzuki's 
unduly optimistic estimate of how much longer 
Japan could continue fighting-the only point 
of disagreement-was not inflexible, and that 
it was essential for Togo to enter the Cabinet 
in order to influence the Premier. Yielding 
to these concerted pleas, Togo again met 
Suzuki on 9 April and agreed to join the 
Government." 

The completion of the Cabinet with Togo'S 
installation as Foreign Minister marked a signal 
achievement for the advocates of peace. Of the 
four principal Cabinet figures, two-Y onai and 
Togo-were definitely in the peace camp. 
Premier Suzuki himself was basically convinced 
that the war must be ended and knew that this 
was the Emperor's desire, although it was 
evident that he did not, at this stage, grasp the 
full graviry of the war situation and the conse
quent urgency of initiating peace without delay. 

Still, the formation of the Cabinet was only 
the beginning, and the most difficult part of the 
road remained to be travelled. To win and 
retain the Army's support, thus keeping his 
Cabinet in being, Premier Suzuki had pledged 
his Government to a policy of fighting the war 
to the finish and realized further that he would 

43 The Mainicbi dubbed the new Cabinet as a H Cabinet to repulse the enemy H and saw its primary mission in the 
H consolidation of the fighting strength of the entire nation." Although this was the general theme, the morc liberal 

Asahi cautiously referred to the importance of diplomacy as the" other half of war policy" and hinted that the new 
Cabinet might be obliged to give its diplomacy U a drastic turn in a new direction. " (1) Mainichi Shimbun fiflj)f!le 
(Mainichd·.jewspaper) Tokyo, 8 and 9 Apr 45. (2) As4hi Shimbun ~Hlilii/lll (Asahi Newspaper) Tokyo, 7 and II 
Apr 45. 

44 In this broadcast, Suzuki exhorted the nation II to march on over my dead body when I die for my country.') 
Raikichi Kono, Shuun no H,ojo : S_ki K4nt4ro Jutsu It'.CD~t1!f : n*:Jt;tl!~l.t (Features of the Termination of the 
War; as told by Kantaro Suzuki) Rndo Bunka Sha, Tokyo, 1946, pp. 10-11. 

45 Togo told Marquis Matsudaira, Kido's chief secretary, following th1s.z meeting that he (Togo) and Premier 
Suzuki were agreed in principle regarding the necessity of ending the war. Whereas, Togo, however, held that it must 
be terminated as soon as possible, Premier Suzuki had expressed the opinion that Japan might be able to continue 
fighting for II two or three years more, depending on the circumstances n . In view of this difference of opinion, Togo 
told Matsudaira, he felt that he and Premier Suzuki would have difficulty in agreeing on high policy regarding the war, 
and he therefore did not wish to accept the Foreign Ministry until he was certain of Suzuki's attitude. Affidavit of 

Marquis Matsudaira, previously cited. IMTFE Record, p. 35,5¢. 
46 (I) Affidavit of Hisatsune Sakomizu. IMTFE Record, pp. 35,604-5. (2) Affidavit of Marquis Matsu· 

daira, op. cit., IMTFE Record, PP' 35,5¢-7. (3) Affidavit of Shigenori Togo. IMTFE Record, pp. 35,779-80. 
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have to adhere faithfully to this poLey until a 

more auspicious moment when the necessity for 

peace was generally recognized'" 
Premier Suzuki had now entered upon 

a delicate and complex task-one fraught 

with danger, personal as well as national. He 

realized not only that he risked his own life, 

but . that any mis-step or ill-considered action 
might cause . the newly formed Cabinet to 

collapse, thus not fulfilling the miSSIOn 

entrusted to it by the Emperor." 

Initial Peace Discussions 

In view of these highly complex circum

stances, it was natural that the Suzuki Cabinet, 
during the first month of its existence, showed 

no visible sign of harboring peace intentions. 

Indeed, Premier Suzuki and even the more 

strongly peace-minded of his ministers fully 
realized that it was essential to make the 

strongest possible defense of Okinawa and to 

intensify homeland battle preparations to the 

maXlmum in order to place Japan in a better 
position for an eventual peace move." 

The Government therefore concentrated its 

initial attention on moves to expand war pro

duction and ameliorate the increasingly serious 
situations in regard to food and transportation. 

At the same time, acting through the Supreme 

War Direction Council, Premier Suzuki re

quested a comprehensive survey by the Council 

secretariat of all aspects of the national 

fighting strength.'" This survey was of vital 

importance, for it was intended to provide 
a sound basis for judgement as to whether 

and how long Japan could continue the war. 
Meanwhile, as the rapid convergence of 

Allied armies on Berlin heralded the imminent 

end of hostilities in Europe, the Army High 
Command became more alarmed over the 

possibility that Soviet Russia might forsake 

47 The hostile attitude of some of the extremist elements (oward the Suzuki Government was not entirely allayed 

by Suzuki's acceptance of the Army's poLicy conditions. One evidence of this was the fact that Col. Kenji Ogoshi, Chief 

of the General Affairs Section of Kempeildi Headquarters, called on the Premier a week after his appointment and 

warned him that there were elements who suspected mat he was H conspiring for surrender", To this Suzuki cryptically 

replied that his greatest concern was" to remain toyal to the Emperor." Jo-o k::£ (Queen) Magazine, Tokyo, Sep 49: 

Pall of the Japanese Atmy. 

48 In a statement made to American interrogacocs after the surrender, Admiral Suzuki described his difficult 

position upon becoming Premier as follows: U On the one hand, I had (0 carry out to the best of my ability the mission 

given me by the Emperor, to arrange for the conclusion of the war, whereas if anyone heard of this, I naturally would 

have been attacked and probably k.illed by people opposed to such a policy." USSBS Interrogation No. 531, op. cit. 

49 In talks with the War and Navy Ministers and top leaders of the Army and Navy General Staffs soon after 

the formation of the Suzuki Cabinet, Foreign Minister Togo strongly emphasized the necessi ty of expending the greatest 

possible strength in order to win the Okinawa battle. Victory, he pointed out, would afford Japanese diplomacy 

a u basis for positive action," whereas defeat would virtuallY" rule out such action. These talks, referred to elsewhere, 

had to do with proposed moves to assure continued Soviet neutrality toward Japan and did not go so far as to touch on 

diplomatic action for peace, but Togo at least had bom objectives in mind. Togo Memoirs (Unpublished. Memoirs of 

Foreign Minister Shigenori Togo, covering the period Apr-Aug 45, pp. 7-8.) 

50 The secretariat of the Supreme War Direction Council consisted of four secretaries and seven assistant 

secretaries. The secretaries were : Chief Cabinet Secretary Sakomizu; Lt. Gen. Masao Y oshizumi, Chief of the 

Military Affairs Bureau of the War Ministry; Vice Adm. Zenshiro Hoshina, Chief of the Naval Affairs Bureau of the 

Navy Ministry ; and Lt. Gen. Tsukizo Akinaga, Chief of the Cabinet Coordination and Planning Bureau. The assistant 

secretaries included subordinate officials of the Military and Naval Affairs Bureaus and Cabinet Coordination and Plan

ning Bureau; of the Army and Navy General Staffs, and of the Foreign Office and Greater East Asia Ministry. The 

assistant secretaries usually conducted such surveys. (Statement by Chief Cabinet Secretary Sakomizu, pre~iously cited.) 
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neutrality toward Japan and join the Allies as 
a belligerent in the Far East." Since such 

action by Russia would seriously prejudice 
hopes of successfully defending the homeland 

against invasion, Lt. Gen. Torashiro Kawabe, 

Deputy-Chief of the Army General Staff, when 

he made a courtesy call on the new Foreign 
Minister in the latter part of April, expressed 

his views and urged Togo to launch diplomatic 

efforts designed to keep the Soviet Union out 

of the Far Eastern war." Togo, in fact, had 

already instructed the Japanese Ambassa

dor in Moscow to seek assurances regarding 

Soviet neutrality. To this demarcM the Soviet 

Government, on 27 April, replied evasively 

that its attitude remained unchanged. Togo 
held that it was futile to press for a more 

concrete pledge unelss Japan's bargaining 
position was improved by a favorable tum in 

the Okinawa battle and expressed this opinion 

to the leaders of the High Command. How

ever, since the High Command maintained 

that there was still ground for optimism 

regarding the Okinawa fighting, action was 

deferred pending further developments." Al
most simultaneously, the unconditional surren

der of Germany on 8 May brought an end to 

the war in Europe. These developments, 
coupled with the mounting devastation of the 

homeland by enemy air attacks, convinced 
Foreign Minister Togo that even a temporary 

brightening of the military picture could no 

longer be expected. It was therefore impera

tive, in his opinion, to launch peace efforts 

without delay regardless of the obvious weak

ness of Japan's diplomatic position. Waiting, 

Togo felt, would only weaken that position 

further through the gradual exhaustion of 

Japan's fighting strength, thus jeopardizing 

the chances of obtaining a negotiated peace 
short of unconditional surrender. 

The surrender of Germany, in fact, removed 

an important obstacle to broaching the question 
of peace, for Japan was thereby liberated from 

her treaty obligation not to come to separate 

terms with the Allies." Reporting to the 
Emperor on the Nazi collapse, Foreign Minister 

Togo voiced the opinion that it was now 

necessary to consider the future policy of the 

Government in view of the unfavorable develop

ments in Europe. The Emperor still refrained 

on this occasion from making any strong 

expression of his views but nevertheless made 
it clear that he favored an early peace." 

51 This fear had been sharply increased by the Soviet Government's notification on 5 April that it did not intend 
to renew the five-year Soviet-Japanese neutrality pact. In addition, there were ominous reports that Soviet troops were 

being shifted back from Europe to the Soviet-Manchurian border. 

52 (I) Togo Memoirs , op. cit., p. 4- (2) This matter was first broached to Foreign Minister Togo by Lt. 

Gen. Kawabe, Deputy-Chid of the Army General Staff. on 22 April. Coincidentally, this was the same day that Soviet 
troops entered Berlin. Statement by Lt, Gen. T orashiro Kawabe, Deputy-Chief, Army General Staff. 

53 Togo Memoirs, op, cit., pp. 4 and 8. 

54 In his affidavit to the International Military Tribunal for the Far East, Marquis Kido stressed the shackling 

effect of Japan's treaty commitments to Germany in the following words: II Up to Germany's surrender, it was thought 

that it would be open to criticism from the viewpoint of international faith to make peace proposals on the part of the 

Emperor even if the cime had virtually come for the purpose. . . . Now that Germany was gone, I believed that it 

would be desirable for the Emperor to make up his mind at this juncture, as peace would be restored to the world 

according to Japan's attitude." AHidavit of Kido, op. cit., IMTFE Record, pp. 31 , 143- 4. 

55 In his report to the Emperor, Foreign Minister Togo analyzed the causes of Germany's defeat, attributing 
major imporcance to the crushing effect of Allied aerial warfare. He pointed out in this connection that enemy air attacks 
on Japan were steadily mounting in severity, and that as a result production had slumped so alarmingly as to render 
continuation of the war a virtual impossibility. Future policy, he said, would have to be formulated in the light of 
these conditions. (I) Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. (2) Togo Memoirs, op. cit., p. 6. 
(3) Affidavit of Togo, 0p. cit., IMTFE Record, pp. 35, 781-2. 
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Introduction of the volatile issue of peace 
into top-level discussions between the Govern
ment and the High Command, however, was 
a delicate problem. Foreign Minister Togo 
decided to take advantage of the military's 
wishes for a diplomatic move toward the Soviet 
Union He actually believed that little chance 
existed of obtaining from Russia what the 
military desired. However, he hoped that, if 
the leaders of the Government and High 
Command were brought together for highly 
confidential talks on this topic, it might be 
possible to swing the discussions around to the 
fundamental issue of terminating the war.'" 

Togo therefore proposed to General Umezu, 
Chief of the Army General Staff, that the 
Supremt War Direction Council meet 
for a comprehensive discussion of policy 
toward Soviet Russia and Japan's over-all war 
situation. Since full meetings of the council, 
including the secretaries, would make it im
possible "to get down to fundamentals" 
because of the fear of leakage, he urged that 
the sessions be restricted to the six regular 
members only: the Premier, Foreign Minister, 
War and Navy Ministers, and Chiefs of the 
Army and Navy General Staffs." 

General Umezu fully concurred in these 

proposals and agreed to take them up with 
War Minister Anami, whose consent he suc
cessfullyobtained. Togo meanwhile explained 
his ideas to Premier Suzuki, Suzuki gave his 
approval, and with the final concurrence of the 
Navy Minister, Admiral Y onai, and the Chief 
of Navy General Staff, Admiral Koshiro 
Oikawa, the way was paved for the Council to 
open its discussions." 

The six members convened for their first 
meeting on I I May, continuing the discussions 
at further meetings on the 12th and 14th. 
The secrecy already obtained by the exclusion 
of the secretaries was further strengthened by 
an agreement among the members not to 
disclose the substarice of the meetings even to 
their immediate subordinates." Thus was 
created the nec~ary atmosphere of confidence 
to enable the members to speak their real minds 
on the subject of peace without fear of untoward 
consequences. 

At the initial meeting, the six leaders im
mediately grappled with the issue of moves 
toward Soviet Russia. Pointing to evidence 
of large-scale Soviet troop tranfers from Europe 
to the Far East, General Umezu declared that 
it was vitally necessary to take diplomatic steps 
with a view to preventing Russia's entry into 

56 Togo was encourage,1 to adopt this course of action by his impression, based on conndential talb with War 

Minister Anami and General . Jmezu, Chief of the Army General Staff, that neither of these two top Army 
leaders were personally opposed to the principle of terminating the war. From the viewpoint of obtaining peace 
conditions which the Army could accept, : J,.ey insisted that a big military victory must precede any approach to the 

Allies. In an exchange of views which r ogo had with Anami toward the end of April, Anami expressed general 
agreement that the situation was serious and indicated that he favored continued efforts to reach a separate peace with 

China as a prelude to a general peace attempt. (1) Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. (2) Togo 
Memoirs, op. cit., p. 14. 

57 Togo was convinced that only by restricting the meetings of the Supreme War Direction Council in this manner 
could an opportunity be created for the leaders of the Government, on the one hand, and the High Command, on the 
other, to engage in frank. discussions on the question of terminating the war. (It is highly significant that, subsequent 
to the May meetings on the Soviet problem, the principle of restricted discussions was followed up to the final surrender 
decision, with the noteworthy exception of the Council meeting on 6 June, dealt within the following section of this 
chapter.) (1) Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. (2) Togo Memoirs, op. cit., p. 6. 

58 Togo Memoirs, op. cit., p. 6. 
59 According to Togo, this agreement was adopted at the insistence of one of the military members of the Council 

and was strongly supported by the Foreign Minister himself. His recollection is thac it was Admiral Koshiro Oikawa, 
Chief of Navy General Staff, who insisted 'that the agreement be adopted. (Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, 
previously cited.) 
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the war against Japan. This was unanimously 
agreed to by the other members, and this dis
cussion turned to a proposal by Navy Minister 
Y onai that negotiations with the Soviet Union 
should also aim at obtaining positive Russian 
aid in the fonn of war materials, supplies, and 

especially oil. 
The latter proposal precipitated a clash 

between Yonai and Foreign Minister Togo. 
The former maintained that it was not too 
late for such an effort, whereas Togo flatly 
stated that it would be " hoping against hope " 
to think that Russia could be won over to 

Japan's side in view of the over-all military 
situation and the probable strengthening of 
Allied-Soviet ties at the Yalta conference. 
In fact, declared the Foreign Minister, the 

deterioration of Japan.'s position was such that 
earnest consideration must be given to steps 
for the termination of the war itself. 

Premier Suzuki intervened at this point 
to advance a new proposal. He acknow
ledged that Togo was possibly correct in his 
estimate that it was too late to win positive 
Soviet friendship, but he maintained that it 

would be unwise not to try to utilize Russia in 
some way advantageous to Japan. Since there 
was vita! need of finding a way to tenninate 
the war, he proposed that the negotiations with 
the Soviet Union encompass the additional 
objective of securing Soviet mediation for 

a general peace settlement with the Allies." 
No opposition to the principle of Soviet 
mediation was voiced by the military members 
at this time. 

Near the close of the three-day meetings, 
however, after general agreement had been 
reached on the concessions which Japan would 
offer as a price for renewed Russian friendship," 
Foreign Minister Togo again raised the media

tion question in the hope of obtaining a more 
concrete understanding. He pointed out that 
negotiations on this matter would be ex

pedited if an agreement were reached im
mediately regarding the general peace terms 
which Japan would be willing to accept. 

War Minister Anami promptly stated that 
the conditions of peace must be fixed on the 
basis of the existing war situation. Japan, he 
insisted, was not yet defeated and still held 
en,my territory of far larger area than the 
Japanese territory occupied by enemy forces. 
Togo retorted that such an attitude on Japan's 

part would mean the prompt collapse of any 
mediation effort. The peace conditions, he 
stated, must take into account not only the 

existing status but the probable future trend of 
the war, as far as it could be reasonably fore· 
seen. 

It was readily apparent that there was no 
hope of agreement on peace terms and that 
forcing the issue to a showdown at this stage 

60 Suzulci, in advancing this proposal, expressed the opinion that Stalin was a man who could be trusted. Togo 
took a contrary view, arguing that Russia's natural desire must be to reduce Japan to a position of wealeness, and that 

only by extensive concessions could she be induced to modify her attitude. In fact, Togo's outlook regarding me use 
of Russia as a peace intermediary was extremely skeptical, but it was generally recognized at this time that the Soviet 

Union was the only neutral power which, if it could be persuaded to do so, might inBuence the United States and 

Britain to relax their insistence upon Japan's unconditional surrende['. Ibid. 

61 It was agreed that Japan must be prepa['ed to scrap me Portsmouth Peace Treaty and othe[' basic t['eaties with 

Russia, and to mak.e the following concessions: 1. Recession of southem Karafuro (Salchalin) j 2. Relinquishment of 

fishing dghts in Soviet waters j 3. Freedom of the Tsuga['u Strait j 4. Transfe[' of North Manchurian ['ail ways j 5. 

Recognition of Soviet sphe['e of inBuence in Inne[' Mongolia; 6. Lease to Russia of Port Arthu[' and Dai['en j 7. If 

necessary, cession to Russia of the northern half of the Chishima (Kurile) Islands. Howeve[', Korea was to remain 

Japanese, and a maximum degree of independence was to be sought fo[' Manchu['ia by means of establishing South 

Manchu['ia as a neut['a[ zone and other means. Official Precis Agreements reached by Supreme War Oi['eaion 
Council, II, 12 and 14 May 45. 
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might compromise future discussions. Navy 
Minister Y onai therefore proposed that further 
consideration of the mediation proposal be 
deferred, and the Council ended its delibera
tions."' An official precis drawn up by 
Foreign Minister Togo after the final meeting 
on '4 May stated, in part, that the Supreme 
Council had agreed on "the speedy opening 
of talks with Soviet Russia" for the purpose of 
achieving the following three objectives :". 

1. Prt'llention of So"iet entry into the war 

against Japan; 

2. If possible induce the Soviet Go>ernment 

to obser>e a bene.olent neutrality toward Japan; and 

3. E>entua/[y obtain SOYiet mediation of a nature 

ad.antageous to Japan for the purpose of ending 

the war. 

In order to clear the decks for this vital 
diplomatic effort, the Cabinet took formal 
action on '5 May to denounce all treaties with 
Germany and Italy, including the Three-Power 

Anti-Comintern Pact of '937, which Russia 
had always regarded as directed against her." 
Togo further decided that it would be ad
visable, before launching formal negotiations, 
to sound out the Soviet attitude through 
unofficial preliminary talks. This mission was 
entrusted in the latter part of May to Mr. Koki 

Hirota, a senior statesman, who had at various 
times served as Premier, Foreign Minister, and 
Ambassador to Moscow."' 

Owing to difficult wartime conditions and 
the evacuation of the foreign diplomatic 
missions from Tokyo, Hirota was unable to 
meet the Soviet Ambassador, Mr_ Jacob 
A. Malik, until 3 June. Conversations took 

place on both 3 and 4 June at the mountain 
hotspring resort of Gora. Hirota intimated 
that the Japanese Government desired a long
term agreement with the Soviet Union stabi
lizing friendly relations between the two 
countries and asked Malik for his views on how 
this might be accomplished. The Soviet envoy 
cautiously replied that it would require time 
to consider the Japanese proposal, and the talks 
were therefore discontinued for the time being." 

Since the Government's policy had been 

decided, at least in principle, in favor of seek
ing Soviet mediation, Foreign Minister Togo, 
during the latter part of May, abandoned 
a tentative move initiated by the preceding 

Foreign Minister, Mr. Shigemitsu, looking 
toward the possible utilization of Sweden as 
a peace intermediary. The Japanese Minister 
at Stockholm, Mr. Suemasa Okamoto, was 
instructed that no further efforts should be 
made along this line." 

62 Account of the discussions which took place at the Supreme War Direction Council meetings on II, 12 and 
14 May is based on the following sources in the absence of any official minutes : Statements by Admiral Koshiro Oikawa, 
Chief of Navy General Staff, and Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. (Togo and Oikawa are, at the date of this 
writing, the only surviving participants in these discussions.) 

63 Immediately afcer the three-day meeting Togo drew up a precis and it was initialled by the participants. 
This original document was destroyed when the Foreign Ministry was bombed on 25 May, but Togo made a replica 
which was initialled, this time, only by Premier Suzuki. This replica was given to Admiral Soemu Toyoda when he 
succeeded Admiral Oikawa as Chief of Navy General Staff, and this is the only copy of the precis remaining. (I) 
Official Precis, op. cit. (2) Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. 

64 Foreign Minister Togo hoped that this action would help toward H removing, if possible, the distrust and 
ill-feeling existing between Russia and Japan." Togo Memoirs, op. cit. , p. 6. 

65 The object of the preliminary calks was mainly to sound out how far the aims agreed upon could be attempted 
and what would be the best way to persuade the Soviet Government. Ibid., p. 7. 

66 Foreign Office Radios: No. 843. Foreign Minister to Japanese Ambassador at Moscow, 28 Jun 45. 
67 During his tenure of office under the Koiso Cabinet, Foreign Minister Shigemitsu had held private talks with 

Mr .. Widar Bagge, Swedish Minister to Japan, regarding possible Swedish mediation between Japan and the Allies. Togo 
was not informed of these talks when he became Foreign Minister, but on 11 April Bagge, then about to re[Urn to 
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Parallel with these developments, the Navy 
learned around the middle of May of an 
American move to ascertain Japanese peace in
tentions. Comdr. Y oshikazu Fujimura, special 
naval attache at Berne, Switzerland, reported 
to the Navy General Staff and the Navy 
Ministry that he had been approached by Mr. 
Allen O. Dulles, a high-ranking American 
special agent in Europe. Dulles, Fujimura 
reported, proposed the dispatch of a Japanese 
naval representative of admiral's rank to enter 
into such talks. 

Fujimura's messages, for the time being kept 
strictly secret within the Navy, met With a 
cautious reception. There was considerable 
suspicion of the sincerity of the American 
feeler, but despite -this some high officials in 
both the Navy Ministry and the Navy Gen
eral Staff were inclined to favor further explora
tion of the Dulles offer in the hope, at least, of 
ascertaining the American terms. However, 
Admiral Soemu Toyoda and Vice Adm. 
Takijiro Onishi, who took over as Chief and 
Vice-Chief, respectively, of the Navy General 
Staff in the latter part of May, both opposed 
any follow-up action on the ground that the 
move was nothing but a stratagem to weaken 
japan's fighting unity. Consequently, by early 
June, nothing had yet been done even to bring 

up the Dulles offer for serious discussion 
between the Government and the High 
Command." 

Basic Policy of 8 June 

While these highly tentative and cautious 
approaches were being made to the problem of 
peace, the military picture continued to darken 
throughout May. In the Philipp:nes, Four
teenth Area Army resistance to General Mac
Arthur's forces was rapidly disintegrating. On 
Okinawa, the ground battle had already become 
hopeless by early May, and thereafter the 
Japanese defense became principally an effort 
by the air forces to hamper and delay consoli
dation of the enemy's hold on this strategic 
offensive base for a thrust toward the home
land. The enemy air offensive against the 
home islands meanwhile continued to mount 

in severity. 
The clear portent of these developments was 

that the margin of time before Japan Proper 
might be subjected to enemy assault was fast 
decreasing. Moreover, in view of the doubtful 
prospects for Soviet mediation, the absence of 
any official change in the enemy's stand on 
unconditional surrender, and the military's 
evident reluctance to accept unconditional 

Stodcholm, approached Togo through a third person to ascertain whether Togo also was agreeable to Swedish mediation. 

Togo expressed interest but was unable to pursue (he conversations due to Bagge's departure. Back in Stockholm, Bagge 

contacted the Japanese Minister, Mr. Olcamoto, somctime in May in order to discuss the matter further. Okamoto requested 

instructions from Tokyo and was notined that he should take no further action for the time being. According to 

postwar statements by Togo, he thought at first that Bagge had in mind an offer of mediation by the Swedish Government 

on its own initiative. However, when Okamoto's telegrams later clarified that Sweden would only act as a transmitting 

agent for Japanese peace proposals, Togo decided that such an approach was unlikely to produce anything better than 

unconditional surrender and that Soviet mediation was the only alternative. (I) Affidavit of Widar Bagge, former 

Swedish Minister to Japan. IMTFE Record, pp. 34,~'~4. (2) Statements by Suemasa Olc.amoto, Japanese Minister 

to Sweden and Foreign Minister Togo, previously dted. 

68 Sources covering the Dulles.Fujimura negotiations and the Tokyo reaction mereta are as follows: (I) 
Memorandum notes of Rear Adm. Sokichi Takagi, political advi$er to Chief of Navy General Staff and Navy Minister. 

(2) Statements by Rear Adm. Sadatoshi Tomiolc.a, First Bureau (Operations), Imperial General Headquarters, Navy 

Section i Admiral Soemu Toyoda, Chief of Navy General Staff; Vice Adm. Zenshiro Hoshina, Chief, Naval Affairs 

Bureau, Navy Ministry i Capt. Yoshimasa Suezawa, Chief, Naval Affairs Section, Navy Ministry j and Comdr. Y oshilcazu 

Fujimura, Spedal Naval Attache, Japanese Legation, Switzerland. 
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surrender before fighting the homeland battle, 
the chances were slim indeed that invasion 

might be averted by an intervening peace 
settlement. The Suzuki Cabinet, therefore, 
even while it strove to find a path toward peace, 
necessarily had to proceed until peace prospects 
became more definite, on the assumption that 
the homeland battle would be fought. This 
led, early in June, to two developments. 

The first of these developments was a deci

sion to convoke the Diet in special session from 
9 June for the purpose of voting the Govern
ment sweeping emergency powers to prepare 
for the homeland battle. The decision was 
taken only after lengthy dispute within the 
Cabinet. Navy Minister Y onai argued that the 
Government could act by Imperial Decree 
without a prior legislative grant of authority 
and that it was an inopportune moment for 
convoking the Diet. Premier Suzuki at first 
inclined toward Y onai's view but finally 
swung over to the opinion of the majority of 
the Cabinet, including War Minister Anami 
and Hiroshi Shimomura, the Chief of the 
Cabinet Information Board, both of wllom 
maintained that a Diet session was necessary 
to bolster national morale." 

The second development was the adoption 
by the Supreme War Direction Council on 8 
June of a basic war policy which unequivocally 
called for prosecuting the war to the end. This 
was only one phase of the policy because the 

Government and even the top military leaders 
had already agreed at the secret mid-May con
ferences to seek eventual Soviet mediation. 

The one-sided nature of this policy, however, 
was inevitable in the light of the circumstances 
which surrounded its origin, drafting, and final 
adoption by the Council in plenary session. 

Earlier, in mid-April, soon after the forma
tion of the Suzuki Cabinet, a basic war policy 

draft had been prepared within the Army as 
was the customary practice. The policy draft 
was intended for submission to the Government 
in an effort to coordinate the future policy of 
the Government and the High Command. 
The draft was completed by Co!. Sako T ane
mura of the Army General Staff and was ap
proved by Chief and Deputy-Chief of the Army 
General Staff and by the War Minister.'" 

During the meetings of the assistant secret
aries of the Supreme War Direction CO:lncil, 
who had no knowledge that the six Council 
leaders had already begun secret deliberations 

on peace, the idea developed and was generally 
agreed that adoption by the Council of a new bas
ic war policy was necessary to meet the ever-in
creasing threat of an invasion of the Homeland. 
The military element in the assistant secretaries' 

group vigorously pushed this idea and since the 
discussions were similar in substance to the 
Army policy draft prepared earlier by T ane

mura, the Army draft bearing official approval 
was submitted to the Cabinet representatives 

~ Since the early part of May, Diet leaders had been insistently pressing the Government to convoke a special 
session. Certain members of the Cabinet felt, in view of these demands, that it would have an injurious effect on public 

morale if the Government by-passed the Diet and enforced severe emergency war measures by decree. Yanal, on the 

contrary, felt that a Diet session was highly inopportune since it would oblige the Government to take an outwardly 

strong stand for continuation of the war, which would interfere with behind-the-scenes efforts to promote an agreement 
I 

on peace. Marquis Kido lik.ewise feared that the strong war sentiment usually expressed at Diet sessions would I< hamper 

peace moves ." (I) Statements by Chief Cabinet Secretary Sakomizu and Vice Adm. Sakonji, both previously cited. 

(2) Memorandum notes Of Rear Adm. Takagi, op. cit. (3) AIlidavit ofKido, op. cit., IMTFE Record, p. 31, 146. 
70 Col. Tanemura submitted his draft to the Chief and Deputy.Chief of the Army General Staff and to War 

Minister Anami and obtained their approval in mid-April. He noti6."ed the Cabinet representatives of this fact when 

he transmitted the draft to them in latter part of May. (Statement by Col. Sako Tanemura, Military Affairs Bureau, 

War Ministry.) 
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in the Council secretariat in the latter part of 
May for further deliberations by the Council.7

' 

It was a foregone conclusion that a policy 
declaration emanating from the lower level of 
the Army leadership would make no mention 
of efforts for peace. The Army's draft clearly 
reflected the dominant thinking of the military 
who were adamantly against acknowledging 
defeat and demanded the waging of a final all
out battle in defense of the homeland. 

The draft was then taken up in preliminary 
discussions with the Cabinet representatives in 
the Council secretariat. The atmosphere in 
these discussions rendered any expression of 
peace ideas completely out of the question. 
Nevertheless an attempt was made to modify 
the terms of the policy to give it an inter· 
pretation which eventually might be exploited 
for peace purposes and also to limit the war 
objectives to the preservation of the home· 
land and the national polity. However, the 
final wording remained extremely warlike.7' 

The text of the basic policy draft read as 

follows :" 

General Policy: 

On the I1rength of its ad.antage""s geographical 

position and the undying l"lalty and solidarity of 

its people, (the Empire) ",ill prosecute the ",ar to 

the end in order to preser .. the national polity 

and protect the Imperial Homeland," thereb, 

securing tht foundalions for the future de>elop. 

ment of tht race. 

MeaSUTfJ : 

I. Preparations for baltie on the soil of tht 

hom<land ",ill speedil, bt I1rengthened, and tht 

main fighting I1rength of tht Imperial forces ",ill 

be concentrated thert. In other areas, fighting 

IIrength ",ill be disposed according to actual 

capabilities and with primary emphasis on combal. 

ing the United States as the principal <1Itm" 

taking into account al the same time the possibility 

of a sudden change in the situalion to the north. 

2. Changing tendtncitf in the ",arid ,;tuation 

"'ill be txploited through the pursuit of an acti" 

and aggrmi .. diplomacy, especially to",ard So.iet 

Russia and China, ",ith a .iew to furthering the 

proseculion of the war. 

3. On the home front, all necessary prepara· 

tions to enable the entire nation to fight unitedly 

71 The seven assistant secretaries of the CouncH, of whom (our were representative of the War and Navy 

Ministries and Army and Navy General Staffs, met twice week.ly to discuss matters of war policy. It was customary 

for these officials [0 exercise a large amount of initiative in proposing and preparing for regular Council meetings, in

cluding the drafting of documents and reports to be acted upon. It is not clear whether the Army representatives 

initiated the proposal for adoption of a new basic war policy in this instance, but they definitely played the ma.:or role 

in drafting the policy itself. (Statements by Col. Tanemura and Capt. Suezawa, both previously cited j Suezaw. was 

Navy Ministry member and Tanemura War Ministry member of the assistant secretaries group.) 

72 In the absence of any written records covering this preliminary phase of the discussions, post-war statements 

by surviving participants are the only available sources of information. These statements are contradictory on many 

points of fact, but a careful weighing of aU the evidence supports the following conclusions, which are essentially stated 

in the text; 1 . Both the wording and interpretation of the basic policy draft were discussed between the military and 

Cabinet representatives. 2. The Cabinet representatives did not attempt to insert in the draft any explicit peace provision. 

They did, however, try to soften the wording and to place major emphasis, in the interpretation of the policy, on the 

limitation of war objectives to II the preservation of the national polity and the protection of the Imperial Homeland." 

3. Actually, only minor changes were made in the wording of the Army-proposed draft. (I) Statements by Chief 

Cabinet Secretary Sakomizu, Capt. Suezawa and Col. T anemura, all previously cited. 

73 Saiko Sensa Slndo Kaigi Tsu",ri ililliil$flilJe:mlllf (Proceedings of the Supreme War Direction Council, 
Part II: Basic Policy for Future Direction of the War.) 

74 Throughout the basic policy draft, the term Kooo ~± (Imperial domain) was employed in place of hondo, *± (Homeland) the term customarily used to denote the Japanese Homeland. The former, in ies strict and normal mean
ing, included Korea and Formosa, but as used in the basic policy, it was unquestionably intended to denote only the 
homeland, since decisive battle operations were planned only for the defense of that area. 
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in the deem.. battle of the homeland will be 
rushed to completion in thorough conformity with 

the spirit of a people's war. In particular, the 
GOl'ernme1&t will lay stress in all its measures on 

the replenishment of the nation's material strength, 

with special atten/ion to securing food supplies and 

augmenting the production of special weapons, as 
well as on boosting fighting morale and co",oli

dating national unity, with the formation of 

people's .olunlter uni/$ as the backbone of the 

program. 
4. Swift action will be taken b, the proper 

authorities to plan and execute concrete measures 

based on the present basic policy. 

The stage was now set for action. On 6 

June, the Supreme War Direction Council 

convened for a preliminary discussion of the 

draft, final action on which was to be taken at 
a formal meeting in the Emperor's presence on 

8 June. Before the discussion began, the 
Council heard two special reports presented 

by the secretaries, one summarizing the current 

state of the nation's war strength and the other 

outlining the international situation. These 

reports supposedly formed the basis of the 

policy draft but were strikingly at variance with 
the decisions contained in it. 

The analysis of the national war strength 

pointed to a sharp reduction of fighting po

tential due to air raid destruction and the 

severance of sea communications, particularly 

emphasizing decreased steel and aircraft pro

duction and the near· exhaustion of liquid fuel 

supplies." In the report on the world situa

tion, these gloomy findings were underlined 

by the estimate that the Allies would launch 

a massive assault on the homeland at an early 

date and that there was probability of Soviet 

entry into the war against Japan.'" 

Despite this dark picture, Lt. Gen. Torashiro 

Kawabe, Deputy-Chief of the Army General 

Staff,n strongly emphasized that, in defending 

the homeland itself, the armed forces would be 

favored by advantages which they had not 

enjoyed In previous island campaigns in the 
Pacific. For the first time, the Army would 

be able to throw its main strength into decisive 

battle, aided by short communication lines and 

the full support of the population. It would 

take the offensive with determination to fight 

to the death and with" faith in certain victory." 

He added, however, that continued Soviet 

neutrality was absolutely indispensable to 

enable Japan to withstand invasion.'" 

Admiral Soemu Toyoda, Chief of the Navy 

General Staff, spoke with less optimism. 

There was considerable possibility, he said, 

that the enemy might invade southern Kyushu 

In July or August, or might strike directly at 

75 The conclusions stated in the report on national strength were based on data gathered by the Council secretariat 

as part of the comprehensive resurvey of the national war potential begun shortly after the formation of the Suzuki Cabinet. 

This was completed about the middle of May. Proceedings of the Supreme War Direction Council, op. cit. Part II; 

Present State of the National Strength. 

76 The report nQ[ed incipient signs of dissension among the Allies but estimated that enemy unity would be 

maintained unless the war were pro~onged. Although Soviet entry into the war against Japan was rated the greater 

probability, the report pointed to a possibility that Russia might press Japan to make peace with the United States. 

Ibid., Estimate of the World Situation. 

77 Lt. Gen. Kawabe attended the Council meeting in place of General Umezu, who had left Tokyo for an important 

conference at Dairen with the commanding generals of the Kwantung Army and China Expeditionary Forces. Umezu 

carried with him an Imperial General Headquarters order calling for a revision of command dispositons on the Continent 

to meet a possible attack by Soviet Russia. (Statement by Lt. Gen. Kawabe, previously cited.) 

78 Lt . Gen. Kawabe's statement on 6 June is summarized from an original document giving the substance of his 

identical statement made two days later at the Imperial conference which finally adopted the basic policy. Proceedings 

of the Supreme War Direction Council, op. ci t. Part II: Summary of Statement by the Deputy-Chief of Army 

General Staff. 
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Honshu as early as September. In either 
case, the Navy would have difficulty in assem

bling sufficient strength, and it conseguently 
was improbable that a large proportion of the 

invading force could be destroyed by attack 

operations prior to landing. This proportion 
would increase the later the invasion came, but 

only if the production of special attack weap~ns 

and especially of aviation fuel could be main

tained in spite of enemy bombings." 

In the light of these High Command 

statements and the reports already presented 
to the Council, the ensuing discussion of the 

policy draft itself centered on two critical 

guestions; first, whether there was hope of 

keeping Soviet Russia out of the war by 
diplomatic action; and second, whether it 

would be possible to keep war production at a 

sufficient level to assure reasonable prospects 

of successfully opposing an enemy invasion. 

On both these points, Foreign Minister Togo 

expressed serious doubt." 

Reminding the Council that in wartime 

strong diplomacy was contingent upon military 
victories, Togo declared that the war situation 

was so highly unfavorable to Japan that no 
success whatever could be expected in efforts 

to win positive Soviet friendship. He acknowl-

edged that some hope remained of keeping 
Russia from actIvely entering the war against 

Japan, but he emphasized that even this hope 
would become tenuous unless Japan's fighting 

strength could be maintained at a sufficiently 

high level to convince the Russians that there 

was only a slight probability of an early and 

certain Allied victory. 

Togo was no less pessimistic with regard to 

the possibility of keeping the nation's war 

strength up to the reguired level. Production, 
he stated, could hardly be augmented in the 

face of steadily intensifying enemy air operations 
against the homeland. On the contrary, there 

was grave danger that it would decline still 

further unless the enemy air superiority could 

be overcome. 

Togo's stand, however, failed to gain any 

support from others. The Premier, in fact, 

displayed a firm attitude throughout the 

deliberations 8, and persuaded Togo to agree to 

the Council's adoption of the basic policy in 

view of prevailing circumstances. Admiral Y 0-

nai [or the most part remained silent.8
' On 

the other hand, Munitions Minister Teijiro 

Toyoda, who had been specially summoned to 

attend the meeting, bolstered the case for a

doption by stating that it might be possible to 

79 Admiral Toyada's remarks at the 6 June meeting were more pessimistic than his statement at the subsequent 
Imperial conference, which was redrafted between the two meetings. In the absence of any record of his 6 June statement 
as actually presented before the Council, its general contents are summarized from the draft materials prepared in the 
Navy General Staff and submitted to Toyada to be used as a basis for his statement. Ibid., Summary of scatemen[ by 
the Chief of Navy General Staff. 

80 According to statements made by Togo after the war, he had not been notified of the contents of the basic 
policy draft before attending the 6 June meeting, although it was customary for the Council secretaries to circulate such 
documents to all members of the Council in advance of [he meeting at which they were to be discussed. In this case, 
it appears that Togo was the only member who had not seen the policy draft in advance. He states: (I When the 
conference got under way, I was surprised to discover that a very strongly-worded resolution to continue the war was being 
brought up for debate . ... The whole thing was a surprise to me." (Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously 
cited. ) 

8t The council deliberated on the quest ion of evacuating the capital near the end of the conference. Premier 
Suzuki, on this point, strongly contended that the capital must be defended to the last. Proceedings of the Supreme 
War Direction Council, op. cit. Part II. 

82 The draft policy had been submitted to Yonai before the 6 June meeting by Vice Adm. Hoshina, Chief of 
the Naval Affairs Bureau of the Navy Ministry and one of the secretaries of the Supreme War Direction Council. 
According to Hoshina, Yonai at this time paid little attention to the draft . (Statement by Vice Adm. Hoshina, 
previously cited.) 
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maintain war production at the required level if 
determined steps were taken to boost working 
morale, ensure greater coordination, and es
pecially to strengthen the protection of land 
and sea transportation against air attack_· j 

No further opinions were put forward 
in regard to the fundamental issue. The 
Council, which had been in session the greater 

part of the day, approved a minor change in 
the wording of the basic policy and then 
adopted it unanimously to conclude the de
liberations." This decision was ratified by the 
Cabinet on 7 June, and on the 8th the Council 
reconvened in the presence of the Emperor to 
finalize its action. 

The proceedings of the Imperial conference 
were rigidly formal. Whereas there had been 

some spontaneous discussion on 6 June, the 
meeting before the Emperor followed a prede
termined pattern. Most of the statements 
were prepared in advance and designed to fit 
in with the decision which the conference would 
automatically take to adopt the basic policy. 

As on 6 June, the proceedings began with 
presentation of the reports on the national 
strength and world situation. The body of 

these reports remained unchanged, except for 
a few revisions In the conclusions. The state
ments of the High Command representatives 
followed. Lt. Gen. Kawabe, again attending 
in place of General Umezu, read the same 

statement which he had made on 6 June. 
However, the remarks of the Chief of Navy 

General Staff, Admiral Toyoda, had been 
redrafted for the Imperial conference and were 

noticeably more optimistic. Although again 
emphasizing that the Navy's efkctiveness 
depended upon the maintenance of war produc
tion, Toyoda expressed confidence that close to 
one-half of an enemy invasion force could be 
destroyed on the water in the event of an early 
assault on the Homeland, and that the rate of 
destruction would Increase the later the 

assault came." 
Following statements by the Munitions and 

Agriculture Ministers, Foreign Minister Togo 
briefly addressed the conference. In contrast 
to his outspokenly critical attitude at the 6 
June meeting, Togo on this occasion read a 
restrained statement which reiterated the pessi
mistic outlook for negotiations with Russia but 
avoided any clear-cut expression of opposition 

83 In the absence of detailed official records covering the 6 June meeting of the Supreme Wu Direction Council, 

the discussions on the basic policy draft arc summarized on the basis of the following sources: (I) Original Notes 

talcen by Admiral Soemu Toyoda, Chief of Navy General Staff, at 6 June meeting. Proceedings of the Supreme War. 

Direction Council, op. cit. Part I : Official Summary of Statement by the Munitions Minister at 8 June Council Meet

ing; and Pact II. (The Munitions Minister's remarks at both 6 and 8 June meetings were substantially the same.) 

(2) Statements by Foreign Minister Togo, Chief Cabinet Secretary Salc.omizu, Lt. Gen. Yoshizumi, Vice Adm. 

Hoshina, all previously cited. 

84 The opening statement of general policy was amended to read : " On the strength of its advantageous geo

graphical position and the undying loyalty and solidarity of its people, (the Empire) will prosecute the war to the end in 
order to preserve the national polity and protect the Imperial homeland, thereby accomplishing the objtctiyts of the war." 

The italicized passage was substituted for the words" securing the foundations for the future development of the race." 
J'\.ccording to the recollection of Foreign Mini.ster Togo, the change was made because the original phrasing was thought 

swceptable to misinterpretation. (I) Proceedings of the Supreme War Direction Council, op. cit. Part I: Basic Policy 

for Future Direction of the War. (2) Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. 
8:; As redrafted in the Navy General Staff, Admiral Toyoda's statement contained the estimate that 60 to 70 per 

cent of an enemy invasion force would be able to effect a landing if the invasion attempt were made at an eady date. In 
delivering the statement at the Imperial conference, however, Toyoda modified this passage to state that close to half of 

the enemy invasion force could be destroyed before landing. (I) Summary of statement by the Chief of Navy General 

Staff, Imperial conference, 8}un 4:;, with pencilled corrections made by Toyoda. Proceedings of the Supreme War 

Direction Council, op. cit. Part II. (2) Statement by Admiral Toyoda, previously cited. 
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to the basic policy. Baron Hiranuma, Presi

dent of the Privy Council, then spoke, after 

which the basic policy was formally read and 

adopted without further discussion." 
Concluding the conference, Premier Suzuki 

declared: 

The Go>ernment and the High Command, acting 
in closest unity, will henceforth stri'Ye to CdTTY into 

effect the terms of the Basic Policy for Future Direc
tion of the War here adopted. Horve"Yer, it is clear 

from today's discussiom thdt extrdordi1r.dry effort on 

both sides is an absolute prerequisite for the effectua
tion of this policy. 

For its part, the High Command is requested to 
ensure real unity between the Army and Na.y so that 

maximum effecti'e7Ies5 may be realized through fully 
coordi71ated military operations. At the same time, 

011 the GOl'ernment's side, all members of the Cabinet 

pledge full determination literally to sacrifice their 

li>es jor the purpose of carrying out the policy, i" 

particular Items 2 a"d 3. (Cf. pp. 640-') 
The pment situation of the Empire is truly 

perilous. ["deed, [ thi"k it ca" be said that we as a 

,wion are struggling for life in the >ery jaws of 

death. This situation ca""ot be met by imelligence 
or ingenuity alone. There is but one course, to 

dri.e straight ahead without faltering toward the 
objecti." in which we belie.e. [hereby affirm the 
GCIl'emment's resolve to do this. 

Throughout the conference the Emperor had 

remained silent in strict accordance with consti

tutional custom. After Premier Suzuki's final 
words of exhortation, he quietly rose and left 

the conference chamber to bring the meeting 

to a close.'" Those attending the conference, 

realizing that they were the cause of deep con
cern on the part of the Emperor, were over

whelmed with awe. 

Emperor's Initiative 

The basic policy decision evoked its strongest 

and most significant repercussion in the inner 

circle of the Court. Just before the Imperial 

conference met, Marquis Kido, the Emperor's 
closest advisor, obtained access to the confer

ence documents and decided, in view of the basic 

policy's unequivocal reiteration of intent to fight 
on, that the only hope of swinging the High 

Command and Government toward peace lay in 

attaining direct Imperial intervention. On 8 

June, the same day that the Imperial conference 

formally adopted the basic policy, Kido drew 

up for submission to the Emperor a vital plan 

of action for peace embodying this central idea. 

The plan, which Kido cautiously entitled 
"A Draft Plan of Countermeasures to Meet 

the Situation", was prefaced by an explanation 

of the reasons why he considered it imperative 

to end the war without delay. The Okinawa 
battle, he pointed out, was almost certain to end 

soon in complete defeat. Furthermore, the 

report on the national strength submitted to 

the Imperial conference in conjunction with 

the basic policy clearly indicated that it would 

become virtually impossible in the near future 

for Japan to carry on the war. 
Turning to the question of enemy strategy, 

Kido expressed fear that a continuation of mass 

86 Baron Hiranuma had not participated in the 6 June Council meeting but was invited to attend the 8 June 

conference in accordance with the customary practice of including the President of the Privy Council in important Imperial 

conferences. In his statement at the meeting Hiranuma emphaSized the importance of the nation's morale and concluded 

that every effort should be made to bring the war to a successful conclusion banning any idea of peace. The Agriculture 

and Commerce Minister also was specially included in the Imperial conference in order to make a statement concerning 

the food situation. 

87 The account of the Imperial conference proceedings is based on an official summary, classified H National 

Top.Secret," which was drawn up for distribution to a highly restricted number of key officials. It includes the principal 

statements made at the conference but not those of the High Command. Proceedings of the Supreme War Direction 

Councll, 0p. cit. Part I. 
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air attacks with incendiary bombs would" make 
a holocaust" of towns and villages throughout 

the country. Along with the destruction of 
their homes, people would lose their food stocks 

and clothing. Social unrest of alarming pro· 
portions would become inevitable with the 

advent of winter, and there was grave danger 
that the situation might get out of control. 

Kido's plan continued: 88 

From the .iewpoint ret forth dbo .. , I comider thdt 

it is essential for Japa" to make a resolute mO)le to 

terminate hostilities and res/ore peace. By what 

methods dnd steps, then, should this objecti>e be dt

tdined? This problem cdlls for the most cdreful 

consideration. 

In the light of "arious announcements, speeches 

dnd drtides publicized by the enemy dS pdrt of d Pedce 

ojfensi'JIe, it is almost certain that the major enemy 

objecti>e is the o .. rthrow of the so-cdlled gumbdtsu, 

or militarist clique, in this coulItry. Consequently, 

I belie .. thdt the proper Oldy to stdrt pedce negotidtions 

would be for the fighting se"ices to propose pedce ini

tidily, dnd for the Go>emment then to decide on d 

peace plan and open negotiations. HO'We'V er, in the 

light of actual conditions in Japan, such act jon is 'Virtu

dfly impossible dt thisjuncture. Furthermore, if we wdit 

for an opportunity to ripen for such action, it may 

come too Idte, d.id JdPdll mdY shdre the fdte of Ger
many, making it impossible to secure e')len OUT mini

mum demdnds: the s4egUdrdin8 of the lmperidl 

fdmily dnd the preseT>dtion of the ndtiondl polity. 

Although it wifl be d depdrture from PdSt precedent 

and a course which 'We can contemplate 07lly with dTVe 

d.id trepiddtion, I beli .. e thdt ihere is no course left 

for us but to peb"'ion for Imperial intervention for the 

Sdke of the people dnd tdke steps to end hostilities d,id 

restore pedce in d<corddnce with the fo/lowing policy: 

I. NegotidtiollS wi/l be opened with dn intermedi

ary power iu pursuance of a personal message by the 

Emperor. If it were possible to do 50, it might be 

wije to open direct peace negotiations with the Uujted 

Statesa71iBritain. Howe'ller, it seems more ad'llisable, 

in 'IIjew of SO'lliet Russia's neutrality toward Japan, to 

dsk thdl country 10 medidte betweell Jdpdll dlid the 

A/li" so dj to dllow some Idtitude to Jdpdll. 
2. The keynote of the Emperor's personal mes

Sdge will follow thdt of the Imperidl Rescript on the 

declaration of war, emphasizing His Majesty's con

stant concern for peace a,u:! his decision to terminate 

hostilities ou broad terms in "jew of war ra'llages a1rd 
for the sdke of world pedee, by bedrillg the unbedTdble. 

3. Defiuition of peace terms: HO~Jorable peace 

(it mdY be ille>itdble thdt this will be the minimum 

term.) 111 .iew of the object of Jdpdn·s declardtioll 

of war, if a guarantee is obtained that the Pacific will 

be made true to its name, Japan will renounce her 

right of o<cupdlion dnd cldim to leddership O>er those 

areas now under her occupation, prollided 0111'1 that 

the ndtions dnd peoples of these dred! ditdill i.idepend

etlce. Japan, on her own initiatille, will withdra'1l her 

armed forces from the occupied areas. (In this case, 

some }dpalleSe forces mdY be compefled 10 dbdlldon 

their drms on the spot, but this question mdy be left to 

future negotiation.) 

4. Jdpall must be prepdred to carry out d hed.Y 
reductioll of drmdments, which will be demdnded of 

her. There will be no alterndti>e but to be content 

with the minimum armament required of national 

defense. 
These dre my perso'ldl opinions which I hd>e Cdn

didly expressed. The pldn cOlltdins only essentid 

points. It goes without Sdying thdt the terms of lIe

gotidlion dlid other mdtters will hd>e to be ddjusted 

on the basis of the "jews of experts in "arious quarters. 

On 9 June Kido laid his plan before the 
Emperor. His Majesty had been profoundly 

distressed over the decision taken by the Imperi

al conference the preceding day and considered 
it illogical and inconsistent with the admittedly 

serious situation of the national strength." 

After listening to Kido's plan, the Emperor 

gave his full approval and instructed Kido to 
enter into immediate consultations with the 

Premier and the War , Navy, and Foreign 

88 Kido Diary, op. cit. Entry for 8 Jun 45, appended pages entitled Jikyoku Shushu Taisaku Shian II\l'fiM1ct.l' 
I'm!it~ (Draft Plan of Countermeasures to Meet the Situation.) 

89 Statement by Marquis Matsudaira, previously cited. 
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Ministers with a view to its realization. The 

Diet had already begun its special session, 
however, and Kido was unable to confer with 
the four Government leaders until its adjourn
ment four days later.90 

As Navy Minister Y onai had predicted, 
extreme war sentiment dominated the Diet 
session. In his opening speech, Premier Su
zuki alluded to a statement he had made at 

San Francisco in 1918 to the effect that 
the United States and Japan would surely 
suffer " the punishment of Heaven" if they 
ever made the Pacific the scene of war." Prem

ier Suzuki's speech immediately led to hostile 
discussion among various members of the Lower 
House. Ultra-rightist members acting in col
lusion with certain Army elements seized upon 
Premier Suzuki's speech as a pretext for launch

ing an attempt to discredit the Cabinet. The 
situation quieted after War Minister Anami 
had warned his subordinates against further 
involvement m anti-Government activity." 
After this brief but significant flurry, the Diet 
passed the emergency war measures and 

adjourned on 13 June. 

While the Diet was in session, the Emperor's 
concern for an early peace was heightened by 
two highly authoritative reports on the military 
situation. General Umezu, Chief of the Army 
General Staff, returned to Tokyo from his of

ficial mission to Dairen immediately after the 
Imperial conference of 8 June and, on the 9th, 
made a pessimistic report to the Emperor con
cerning the military outlook on the continent." 

Three days later, an equally gloomy report was 
presented to His Majesty by Admiral Kiyoshi 
Hasegawa, Special Naval Inspector, whom the 
Emperor had entrusted with the inspection of 
special attack forces for the homeland battle." 

These reports, which the Emperor communi
cated in substance to Marquis Kido, spurred 
the latter to act swiftly on his peace plan as 
soon as the Diet adjourned on 13 June. Kido 
the same day had separate conversations with 
Premier Suzuki and Navy Minister Y onai, to 

both of whom he disclosed his plan. Y onai 
expressed full readiness to support the plan on 

the condition that Suzuki, as head of the Cabi
net, would do likewise. The Premier, though 
asking for a little time to consider, also 

go Affidavit of Kido, op. cit., IMTFE Record, pp. 31 , 1,}1-2. 

91 Kampa 1t*fl: (Official Gazette) Special Issue, 9 Jun 45, containing Stenographic Record of Proceedings of the 

House of Representatives, 87th Diet. (2) Premier Suzuki insisted upon retaining this particular passage in his speech 

despite the fact that most members of the Cabinet strongly advised him to leave it out. According to State Minister 

Sakon ji, Suzuki wished to hint that /I an unreasonable war is not good" and ought to be terminated speedily through me 
efforts of bom sides. (Statement by Vice Adm. Sakonji, previously cited.) 

92 In view of widespread rumors that the Army was behind the anti-Government move in the Diet, Chief Cabinet 

Secretary Sakomizu, after the dose of the sess ion, sought and obtained assurances from Lt. Gen. Y oshizumi, Chief of 

the Military Affairs Bureau of the War Ministry, that the Army intended to continue its support of the Cabinet. (State

ment by Lt. Gen. Yoshizumi , previously cited.) 

93 General Umezu acknowledged to the Emperor that the combined strength of the Japanese forces in Manchuria 

was barely adequate to meet an eventual attack on the Continent, and that ammunition reserves would be exhausted in 

one major action. This revelation, though applicable to the situation on the Continent, had a marked influence on the 

Emperor's estimate of the prospects for the homeland battle since he was convinced that the troops in Japan Proper were 

far inferior in training and equipment to those on the Continent. ([) Memorandum notes of Rear Adm. Takagi, op. 

cit. , (Conversation with Marquis Matsudaira , Chief Secretary to the Lord Privy Seal, in which Matsudaira disclosed 

the nature of Umezu's report to the Emperor and His Majesty's reaction, 14Jun 45.) (2) Matsudaira learned tht. 

details of Umezu's report from Marquis Kido shortly aher the Emperor's audience with Umezu on 9 June and later 

obtained the same information directly from the Emperor. (Statement by Marquis Matsudaira, previously cited.) 

94 Statement by Admiral Kiyoshi Hasegawa, Special Naval Inspector, Feb--Aug 45. 
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expressed general agreement and assured Kido 
that he would do his best to put the plan into 
effect.'" 

Kido next outlined his ideas to Foreign Min
ister Togo in an interview on 15 June. H , ex

plained that he had already obtained the Emper
or's full approval and asked Togo to draw 
up without delay a definite and detailed plan. 

The Foreign Minister replied that he was in 

general accord with Kido's proposals, pointing 
out at the same time that efforts were already 
underway with a view to securing eventual 
Soviet mediation. Togo was surprised to dis
cover that neither Kido nor the Emperor 

had been informed of the decisions reached at 
the six leaders' conferences in mid-May with 
respect to diplomatic action toward Russia." 

The Foreign Minister promptly brought 
Kido up to date on these developments and 
informed him that, although the six leaders 
had agreed to defer mediation until the Soviet 
attitude had first been sounded out and some 
agreement had been reached on the Japanese 
side regarding peace terms I he (Togo) and 
Navy Minister Y onai both felt that it was now 

high time to press for action. He told Kido 

that he and Y onai had agreed, in a talk on 13 
June, to take up the matter with Premier Su
zuki and War Minister Anami. Togo em
phasized, however, that the Government was 
in an extremely awkward positon because of the 

one-sided basic policy adopted at the Imperial 

conference on 8 June. Kido replied that he 
was fully aware of this and would do what he 
could to facilitate matters." 

Immediately after his talk with Kido, Foreign 
Minister Togo again conferred with Y onai. 

The Navy Minister informed Togo that he 

had spoken to Premier Suzuki regarding steps 
to press the mediation issue and that the 
Premier had agreed. Suzuki had confided in 

him, Yonai told Togo, that he thought the 
Foreign Minister himself should be sent to 
Moscow to conduct negotiations with the Sovi
et Government." 

The Army's attitude, however, still remained 
unknown. War Minister Anami was out of 
Tokyo on an inspection tour, and it was not 
until 18 June, following his return, that Mar

quis Kido was able to sound out his views. 
The War Minister, after listening to Kido's 
proposals, agreed in general that the situation 
was serious but insisted that it was necessary 

to wage the homeland battle and inflict heavy 
losses on the enemy before initiating peace ac
tion. Kido, on the other hand, said he could 
see little hope of success in the defense of the 

homeland and strongly emphasized the Emper
or's fear that such a course would finally result 
in laying waste the entire country and sacrificing 
the national polity itself. Anami, however, 
remained non-committal." 

Meanwhile, Premier Suzuki had decided to 
call a restricted meeting of the six Supreme 

9' (I) Affidavit of ICido, op. ck, IMTFE Record, pp. 3','H-'. (2) Statement by Marquis ICido, previously 
cited. (3) Memorandum notes of Rear Adm. Takagi, op. cit., (Conversation with Admiral Yonai regarding consultation 

with Kido, dated '4}un 4'. \ 
¢ It had been agreed at the time of the mid-May conferences that Premier Suzuki would report to the Throne 

on the decisions taken. Asked by Togo following his conversation with Kido on 15 June whether he had made such a 

report, the Premier admitted that he had neglected to do so. (Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited.) 

97 (,) Affidavit of Kido, op. cit., IMTFE Record, pp. 3"'55-6. (2) Statement by Marquis Kido, previously 
dted. (3) Togo Memoirs, op. cit., p. 9. 

gB Togo Memoirs, op. cit., pp. 9"'"10. 

99 In the course of this conversation, Anami significantly cautioned Kido that certain Army elements were 

suspicious that ICido was working for peace and were tallcing of his removal. (I) Affidavit of ICido, op. cit. IMTFE 

Record, PP' 31,156-8. (2) Statement by MarqUIS Kido, previously cited. 
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War Direction Council members for the pur

pose of reopening discussions on peace. The 

meeting took place in the evening of ,8 June. 
War Minister Anami and the Chiefs of the 

Army and Navy General Staffs unitedly main

tained that Japan must keep on fighting as long 

as the enemy insisted upon unconditional sur

render, and argued that there would be better 
chances of securing a moderation of the enemy's 

terms if the homeland battle were fought and 

heavy losses inflicted on the invading forces. 

Nevertheless, under advice rom Suzuki, Togo 

and Y onai, the War Minister and High Com

mand leaders finally agreed to an immediate 

acceleration of the negotiations with Russia in 

an effort to obtain Soviet mediation for a peace 

settlement on acceptable terms.'~ 

Foreign Minister Togo communicated this 

decision the following day to Mr. Hirota, who 
was still awaiting a response from Soviet Am

bassador Malik to his initial proposals made 

on 3-4 June. Togo urged Hirota to seize the 

first opportunity to resume conversations with 

Malik and to ascertain, if possible, the Soviet 

attitude toward mediating between Japan and 

the Allies on the basis of terms more favorable 
than unconditional surrender. '0' 

On 20 June Togo reported directly to the 

Emperor on the steps taken to pave the way 
for Soviet mediation, while Premier Suzuki 

informed Kido of the outcome of the six leaders' 
conference on the ,8th.'~ Although a good 

start had been made, Kido felt that, to clinch 

the reorientation of policy toward peace, it was 

advisable for the Emperor to summon the six 

leaders to an Imperial conference and directly 

command them to speed diplomatic peace ef

forts. Kido submitted his opinion to the Emper-

or on the afternoon of 20 June, and the 
conference was called two days later.'o, 

At the Imperial conference of 22 June, the 
Emperor boldly took the initiative. Pointing 

out that Japan was already experiencing ex
treme difficulty in carrying on the war owing to 

the critical military and domestic situation, he 

expressed fear that these difficulties would 

steadily become greater under intensified enemy 
air attacks. He therefore urged the Govern

ment and the High Command not to limit 

their efforts to carrying out military preparations 

for the defense of the homeland as provided 

in the basic policy of 8 June, but also to 

exert all possible effort to bring the war to an 

acceptable conclusion by diplomatic means. 
His Majesty then invited the opinions of the 
six leaders. 

Premier Suzuki promptly acknowledged 

the extreme gravity of Japan's war situation 
and agreed with the Emperor's view that 

every effort should be made to bring about a 

diplomatic peace settlement at the same time 

that preparations were continued to defend the 
homeland. Navy Minister Y onai and Foreign 

Minister Togo seconded the Premier's remarks. 

Y onai also insisted that every step be taken to 

induce Soviet Russia to act as a mediator be

tween Japan and the Allies for a negotiated 

peace. Togo admitted that an approach to 
Russia involved certain dangers as well as the 

necessity of making heavy concessions, but 
he emphasized that Soviet mediation offered 

the sole hope of avoiding unconditional sur

render. 

Asked to state the views of the Army High 
Command, General Umezu pointed out that 

the launching of peace proposals would have 

'00 (,) Togo Memoirs, 0p, cit., p. '0. (2) Affidavit of Kido, op. cit., IMTFE Record, pp. 31,'59-60. 
101 Togo Memoirs, op. cit., p. 10. 

102 (I) Ibid. (2) Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. (3) Affidavit of Kido, op. cit., 

IMTFE Record, pp. 3"'59-60. 
'03 (,) Affidavit of Kido, 0p. cit., IMTFE Record, pp. 3',,60-62. (2) Statement by Marquis Kido, previously 

cited. 
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profound repercussions at home as well as 
abroad, and that it was consequently imperative 
to act with the utmost caution and only on the 

basis of a most thorough appraisal of all aspects 

of the situation. The Emperor pointedly que
ried whether Umezu meant by his statement 

that he opposed peace action. To this Umezu 

replied that he fully recognized the necessity 

for prompt diplomatic measures without await

ing the invasion of the homeland and only 
meant to stress the need for caution. No further 

opinions were offered either by War Minister 

Anami or Admiral Toyoda, Chief of the Navy 

General Staff, and the Emperor retired to end 
the conference. 'GO 

The Emperoes clear-cut expression of his 
will at the 22 June Imperial conference marked 

a decisive stride forward on the thorny road 

toward peace. For the first time since the 

formation of his Cabinet, Premier Suzuki 

felt confident that he could succeed in the 
mission entrusted to him by the Emperor. ,., 

The Government's policy, hitherto vacillating 
and indecisive, was now set definitely toward 

terminating the war by diplomatic negotiation, 

and the Army's top leaders had committed 

themselves before the Emperor to support 
that policy. Despite this commitment, there 

was some concern in the peace group as to 

whether the Army could control its extremist 
elements. 

Negotiations with Russia 

Imperial intervention resulted in the im
mediate renewal of the Hirota-Malik talks, 

suspended since early June. Events, however, 

rapidly bore out Foreign Minister Togo's judg
ment that it would be extremely difficult to 

induce a reversal of the hostile trend in Soviet 

policy toward Japan. 
Meeting Malik on 24 June, Hirota vigor

ously pressed for a reply to his earlier overtures 

for a Soviet-Japanese rapprochement but was 

unable to get from the Soviet envoy anything 

more than a promise to refer to his Govern

ment any concrete proposals which might be 
advanced from the Japanese side. In the course 

of the talk, Hirota found occasion to express 

hope for the early restoration of peace in the Far 
East. Malik's reply was so curt, however, that 

any approach to the subject of mediation was 
impossible .... 

Since continuation of the talks now required 

specific proposals on the part of the Japanese 

Government, Foreign Minister Togo handed 
Hirota on 28 June a written statement to 

transmit to Malik., proposing the conclusion 

104 The proceedings of the Imperial conference of 22 June are summarized on the basis of the following sources: 

(I) Kido Diary, op. cit. (Appended pages dated 22 }un 45, recording the Emperor's account of the Imperial 

conference as orally given to Kido immediately following the conference.) (2) Memorandum notes by Rear Adm. 

Takagi, op. cit. (Conversation with Navy Minister Mitsumasa Yonai, 23 Jun 45, in which Yonai gave an account 

of the Imperial conference proceedings.) (3) Togo Memoirs, op. cit., pp. 10-1. (4) Statements by Foreign Minister 

Togo and Admiral Toyoda, both previously cited. 

105 Premier Suzuki told Chief Cabinet Secretary Sakomizu following the 22 June Imperial conference that he 

now felt confident that he could terminate the war. "Today," he said to Sakomizu, H the Emperor said what 

everyone has wanted to say, but yet did not dare to say." Article entitled Kofulcuji no ShinJO ~ts::~u.>Jt;ffl (Truth of 

the Surrender Period) by Hisatsune Sakomizu. Asahi Newspaper , Tokyo, 13 Jan 46. 

106 Hirota took advanlage of Malik's reference to the return of peace between Russia and Germany to state that 

he hoped Japan might follow the Soviet example and restore peace at an early date. Malik replied that, since the 

Soviet Union was not a belligerent in the rar East, it had nothing to do with the question of peace there. Foreign 

Office Radios, op. cit., No. 843, Foreign Minister to Japanese Ambassador at Moscow, 28 Jun 45. 
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of a long-term Soviet-Japanese pact of mutual 
assistance and non-aggression.'" Hirota had 
earlier told Togo that he feared pressing the 
negotiations too strongly might give away 
Japan's weakness. Togo nevertheless reiter
ated that haste was vital under the circum
stances and urged Hirota to transmit the 
Japanese proposal without delay.''' 

Acting on these instructions, Hirota handed 
the Japanese Government's written statement 
to Malik on 29 June and requested a reply at 
the earliest possible date. On 30 June Togo 
telegraphed this information to the Japanese 
Ambassador in Moscow, instructing him to 
"do the utmost" at that end to speed the 

reply of the Soviet Government. '.. The 
negotiations were now on an official govern

ment-to-government basis, but the vital question 
of Soviet mediation still had not been broached. 

The first week of July passed without any 
answer from Moscow to the preliminary Japa
nese proposals. The Emperor became increas
ingly concerned over the delay and finally, 
acting on the advice of Marquis Kido, sum
moned Premier Suzuki to the Palace on 7 
July to urge that prompt steps be taken 
to bring mediation into the negotiations 
Stating that it would not do to miss the 
opportunity for peace by spending too much 
time in sounding out Soviet intentions, His 
Majesty proposed that mediation be requested 
without further delay and that a special envoy 
be dispatched to Moscow for this purpose, 
bearing a personal message from the Emperor."· 

The dispatch of a special enovy was, in fact, 
already part of the six leaders' contemplated 
plan of action. Premier Suzuki and Foreign 
Minister Togo had tentatively agreed that the 
mission should be entrusted to Prince Konoye, 

and on 7 July, prior to Suzuki's audience with 
the Emperor, Foreign Minister Togo left 
Tokyo for Karuizawa to ascertain unofficially 
whether Konoye would accept the assignment. 
In a talk with Togo on 8 July, Konoye indi
cated that he would undertake the mission if 
the Emperor commanded him to do so. He 
and Togo agreed that it would be best if he 
could go to Moscow with wide discretion 
as regards peace terms. 

Following his return to Tokyo, Foreign 
Minister Togo learned from the Premier on 

9 July of the Emperor's desire to speed the 
dispatch of a special emissary. It was promptly 
decided to seek the approval of the Supreme 
War Direction Council, and Premier Suzuki 
summoned the six members to a restricted 
meeting on the loth. No objection was 
encountered at the meeting. After the 
Premier communicated the Emperor's wish, 
the six leaders swiftly agreed that immediate 
steps be taken to arrange for the special mission, 
inc! uding the dispatch of a message trans
mitting to the Soviet Government the Imperial 
desire to end the war.''' 

Meanwhile, Moscow's silence on the Japa
nese proposal for a nonaggression pact remained 
unbroken. Naotake Sato, Japanese Ambassa
dor at Moscow, was not aware that the proposal 

107 The statement said that Japan was prepared, under the proposed pact, to neutralize Manchuria upon con

clusion of the East Asia war, and to relinquish ttshing rights in Siberian waters in exchange for Soviet oil. It further 

stated that Japan would discuss any other terms or conditions which the Soviet Government desired. Ibid., No. 8)3, 

30 Jun 45· 
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was intended to pave the way for a mediation 
request, and he had refrained from pressing it 
on the ground that circumstances rendered 
rejection a practical certainty ... • For this 
failure to obey instructions, Sato was criticized 

by Foreign Minister Togo on 9 July. Togo 
cabled the Ambassador to carry out orders 
"apart from your own opinion " and reiterated 
that he must obtain an interview with Foreign 
Commissar Molotov before the latter's im
pending departure for the Potsdam conference 
and " try to induce the Soviet side to fall in 
with our project."'" 

Since Molotov was currently engaged in 
top· level talks with the visiting Chinese 
Premier, T. V . Soong, Sato had difficulty in 
arranging a meeting. However, after a pre
liminary exchange of views with Foreign 
Vice-Commissar Lozovsky on 10 July, Sato 
succeeded in obtaining a 20 minute interview 
with Molotov on the 11th. Both conversations 
got nowhere. Ambassador Sato insistently 
pressed for an indication of the Soviet attitude 

regarding the Japanese pact proposal, but 
Molotov replied that no answer could be given 
pending further careful study.'" 

Even while Sato was conferring with 
Molotov, new instructions were en route from 
Tokyo bringing the Ambassador his first knowl

edge that Japan was seeking to end the war 
through utilization of Soviet Russia. The 
instructions directed Sato to sound out Molotov 
speedily with this objective in view, and a 
further message dispatched by Foreign Minister 
Togo on the evening of the llth authorized 
the Ambassador to state that Japan, in con-

nection with the termination of the war, had 
"no thought of annexing or retaining the 
territories under her occupation."'" 

While Sato prepared to act on these new 
instructions, further developments took place 
in Tokyo. During the morning of the 12th, 
Premier Suzuki conveyed to the Emperor 
and Marquis Kido the Government's desire 
to send Prince Konoye to Moscow. Since 
the Prince was already on his way to 
Tokyo from Karuizawa, His Majesty decided 
to summon him to the Palace the same 

afternoon and command him to accept the 
mission if it materialized.'" 

Prince Konoye was received in audience by 
the Emperor at 1500 the same day. His 
Majesty, after obtaining a clear-cut assurance 
that Konoye agreed with him on the vital 
necessity of terminating the war, disclosed that 
he wished the Prince to go to Moscow as a 
special peace emissary. Konoye replied that 
he was prepared to sacrifice his life to carry 
out the Emperor's will. .. 8 

It still was necessary, however, to obtain 
Soviet consent to Konoye's mission. Foreign 

Minister Togo therefore dispatched an urgent 
message to Ambassador Sato on the evening 
of 12 July, instructing him to request prompt 
admittance for Prince Konoye and his suite to 
the Soviet Union and the provision of an 
official plane to transport the party from the 
Soviet-Manchurian border to Moscow. The 
Ambassador was further instructed to com
municate directly to Molotov, prior to the 
impending three-Power conference, the fol
lowing explanation of the Emperor's desire to 

Il3 Foreign Office Radios, op. cit., No. 1330 and No. 1331, Japanese Ambassador at Moscow to Foreign 
Minister, 5 and 6 Jul 45. 

II4 Ibid" No. 875 and No. 884, Foreign Minister to Japanese Ambassador at Moscow, 5 and 9 Jul 45. 

IIS Ibid., No. 1364 and ]379. Japanese Ambassador at Moscow to Foreign M inister, Xl Jui 45. 

116 Ibid" No. B90 and No. SslI , Foreign Minister to Japanese Ambassador at Moscow, I I Jul 45. 

"7 Kido Diary, op. cit., IMTFE Record, pp. 3I,I66~. 
lIS Ibid. , (Entry for 12 Jul 45. appended pages covering Emperor's audience with Prince Konoye.) IMTFE 

Record, pp. 31,170-71. 
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terminate the war: "9 

His Majesty the Emperor of Japan, being solicitous 

of the increasing hardships and war-suffering imposed 

on the belligeTe1lt nations, desires that the war should 

promptly be brought to an end_ So long as Britain 

and the United States adhere to their demand for 

Japan's unconditional surrender in the Greater East 

Asia War, Japan has no altematiYe but to fight on 

at all costs for the honor and self-preser>ation of the 

n"1tion. Howe'Per, it is far from our des£re to see 

further bloodshed by the belligerent nations on this 

account. His Majesty hopes to restore peace as 

Jj>eedily as possible for the sake of the happiness of 

mankind_ . __ He intends to dispatch Prince Konoye 

as his special en"l'0Y to the SOl'iet Uniou, bearing a 

personal message which will con"y his wishes to the 

abol'e effect. 

Ambassador Sato, immediately upon receiv

ing this message on '3 July, requested a further 
interview with Molotov. The latter, however, 
replied that his impending departure for the 
three-Power conference made a meeting im
possible, and he advised Sato to see Lozovsky 
instead. Sato therefore called on the Foreign 
Vice-Commissar at '700 the same day and 
handed him a written statement of the 

Emperor's wish to terminate the war together 
with a confidential note for transmittal to 
Molotov, requesting the Soviet Government's 
assent to the Konoye mission. Lozovsky 
assured Sato that he would immediately 
transmit both documents to Molotov, but he 
stated that it would be practically impossible 
to make a reply prior to Molotov's departure-'~ 

Stalin and Molotov left Moscow for the 
Potsdam conference on the afternoon of '4 
July, nearly twenty-four hours after Ambassador 
Sato had handed the documents relative to 

Prince Konoye's mIssIon to Foreign Vice
Commissar Lozovsky. Consequently, despite 
Sato's failure to see Molotov directly, it was 
considered certain in Tokyo that the Soviet 
leaders went to the tripartite talks with know
ledge of the Emperor's desire to dispatch a 
peace mission to Moscow. 111 

On the '4th, a further meeting of only the 
six Supreme War Direction Council members 
was held. Premier Suzuki disclosed the 
Emperor's decision to entrust the Moscow 
mission to Prince Konoye, and Foreign Min
ister Togo explained the steps already taken to 
obtain the consent of the Soviet Government. 
It was swiftly agreed that Konoye should be 
accompanied by the Vice Minister of Foreign 
Affairs and by a general and an admiral 
representing the High Command, but on the 
question of peace terms the discussions again 
reached a deadlock. War Minister Anami 
repeated his contention that the terms must be 
based on the fact that Japan, from a territorial 
viewpoint, was still far from defeated. Togo 
and Navy Minister Y onai argued on the 
contrary that the probable future development 
of the military situation must be taken into 
account. Since no agreement seemed possible, 
the final decision on terms was deferred until 
Konoye actually reached Moscow and began 
the mediation parleys. on 

The Soviet Government, however, appeared 
no more eager to respond to the proposal for 
Konoye's mission than to the earlier overture 
for nonaggression pact. For five days after 
the communication of this proposal to Lozovsky 
on the '3 th, there was complete silence. Then, 
on the evening of ,8 July, Lozovsky finally 

119 Foreign Office Radios, op. cit., No. ~3J Foreign Minister to Japanese Ambassador at Moscow, 12 Jui 45. 

120 Ibid., No. 1385, Japanese Ambassador at Moscow to Foreign Minister, 13 Jul 45. 

121 Foreign Minister Togo reported to the Emperor on 18 July that he was confident that His Majesty's peace 

intentions had been transmitted to Stalin and Molotov before their departure from Moscow. The Emperor expressed 

satisfaction. Togo Memoirs, op. cit., p. 16. 

122 (I) Ibid., p. '5. (2) Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. 
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handed Ambassador Sato a note which stated 
that the Soviet Government could give no 
definite reply because the statement of the 
Emperor's desire for peace contained no con

crete proposal and because the nature of Prince 

Konoye's mission was not sufficiently clear. '" 

Ambassador Sato's radio reporting the 

contents of the Soviet note did not reach 

the Tokyo Foreign Office until the morning 

of 20 July. On the 21st, Foreign Minister 

Togo telegraphed back a reply for transmission 
to Lozovsky, stating that Prince Konoye's 

mission was to request the good offices of the 

Soviet Government for bringing the war to an 

end in accordance with the Emperor's wishes, 

to convey the concrete intentions of the 

Japanese Government in this connection, and 
to negotiate on matters relative to the estab

lishment of cooperative relations between Japan 

and the Soviet Union. A separate message 

addressed to Sato explained that while Japan 
could not accept unconditional surrender under 
any circumstances, she desired, through Soviet 

good offices, to secure a peace settlement short 

of unconditional surrender. The message 

further stated that the Japanese Government 
could not immediately proffer concrete peace 

terms owing to the delicate situation, but that 

Prince Konoye would clarify Japan's intentions 

when he reached Moscow and would also give 
"full consideration to RUSSian demands in 
East Asia." ,,. 

The Japanese note clarifying Konoye's 

mission was communicated to Lozovsky by 

Ambassador Sato on 25 July. In dispatches 
to Foreign Minister Togo the same day, Sato 

stated that Lozovsky appeared deeply impressed 
by Japan's appeal for the good offices of the 

Soviet Government and promised to commu
nicate the Russian reply as soon as it was 

available.'" 
The report of this interview was barely in 

the hands of the Tokyo Foreign Office when 

a startling development upset the Japanese 

plans. From Potsdam, where Stalin and 

Molotov were still conferring with the leaders 

of the British and American Governments, 
came the announcement of the Three-Power 

Anglo-American-Chinese D eclaration of 26 

July, stating the terms which Japan m:.rst accept 

in order to obtain peace. 

The Potsdam Declaration 

The Three-Power Declaration was picked up 

by official radio monitoring stations in Tokyo 

at about 0600 on 27 July. It stated: '" 

We, the President of the United Stater, the 

Presideut of the National GOYernmetit of the Republic 
of Chirl4, and the Prime Minister of Great Britain, 

reprereuting the hundreds of millions of our country

men, haY< conferred and agreed that Japan shall be 
giY<n an opportunity to end this war. 

The prodigious land, sea and air forcer of the 
United Stater, the British Empire and of Chilla, 
many times reinforced by their armieJ and air fleets 

from the wert, are poised to strike the final blowl 
UpOIl Japan. Thil military power il sustained and 
illspired by the determinatioll of all the Allied Natiolls 
to prosecute the war against Japan until she ceases to 
resist. 

The resuit of the futile and senselm German re

mtance to the might of the aroused free peoples of 
the world ltands forth in awful clarity as an example 
to the people of Japall. The might that 1I0W con
.erges on Japall is immeasurably greater than thai 
which, when applied to the resisting Na{is, lIecmarily 

123 Foreign Office Radios, op. dt., No. 1417, Japanese Ambassador at Moscow to Foreign Minister, 19 Jul 45. 

124 Ibid., No. 931 and No. 932, F'oreign Minister co Japanese Ambassador at Moscow, 21 Jut 45. 

125 Ibid" No. 1449 and No. 1450, Japanese Ambassador at Moscow to Foreign Minister, 25 Jui 45. 

126 U. S. Department of State PubLication No. 2423, The Axis in Dif,at, pp. 27-9. 
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laid waste to the lands, the industry and the method 
of life of the whole German people. The full ap
plication of our military power, backed by our resol>e, 
will mean the itle.itable and complete destruction of 
the Japanese armed forces and just as in .. itably the 
utter de>astatiotl of the Japanese homelatld. 

The time has come for Japan to decide whether 
she will cOfltitlue to be controlled by these self-willed 
militaristic adll;sers whose unintelligent calculah·ons 

ha>e brought the Empire of Japatl to the threshold 
of atlnihilatiotl, or whether she will follow the path 
of reaso1l. 

Following are our terms. We will tlot de>iate 
from them. There are no alternati.". We shall 
brook no delay. 

There must be eliminated for all time the authority 
atld itlftuenee of those who ha>e decei>ed atld misled 
the people of Japan into embarking on world cotlquest, 
fOT we insist that a new order of peace, security and 

justice will be impossible until irrespotlsible militarism 
is dri>en from the world. 

Utltil such a tleW order is established atld utltil 
there is cotl>incitlg proof that Japan's war-making 
power is destroyed, poitlls itl Japanese territory to be 
designated by the Allies shall be occupied to secure 
the achie>ement of the basic objecti.es we are here 

settitlg forth. 

The terms of the Cairo Declaration shall be carried 
out, and Japanese so.ereignty shall be limited to the 
islands of Honshu, Hokkaido Kyushu, Shikoku and 
such minor islands as we determine. 

The Japanese military forces, after beitlg com
pletely disarmed, shall be permitted to return to their 
homes with the opportutlity to lead peaceful atld pro
ducti>e ii.es. 

We do tlot itltend that the Japanese shall be en
sla1led as a race or destroyed as a Mhon, but sterr, 

justice shall be meted out to all war crimitlals, itlelud
ing those who haYf 'Yisited cruelties upon OUT prisoners. , 
The Japanese Go>ernment shall remo .. all obstacles 
to the re>i.al and strengthening of democratic tenden
cies amotlg the Japanese people. Freedom of speech, 

of religion and of thought, as well as respect for the 
fundamental human rights, shall be established. 

Japan shall be permitted to maintain such itulus
tries as will Iustain her economy aud permit the exac

tiOtl of just reparations in kitul, but tlot those which 
would enable her to re-arm for war. To this end, 
access to, as distinguished from control of, raw ma

terials shall be permitted. 
The occupying forces of the Allies shall be 

withdrawtl from Japatl as soon as these objecti.es ha>e 
beetl accomplished atul there has been established, in 
accordance with the freely expressed will of the Japa
tlese people, a peacefully inclitled and responsible 
government. 

We tall upon the Government of Japan to pro
claim now the unconditional surretlder of all the Japa
nese armed forces, atulto provide proper and adequate 
assurance of their good faith in such action. The 
alternati>e for Japan is prompt and utter destruc
tion. 

Receipt of the Three-Power Declaration 
touched off a flurry of intense official activity. 
Foreign office experts immediately began 
translating and analyzing its contents, their 
attention promptly focussing on two highly 
significant facts. The first was that the 
Soviet Government, although almost certainly 
consulted at Potsdam regarding issuance of 

the declaration, remained non-party to it, 
thereby preserving Russia's legal neutrality in 

the Pacific war. The second was that the 
issuing Powers-the United States, Britain 
and China-abandoned their previous insist

ence upon unconditional surrender pure and 
simple and, instead, laid down eight specific 
conditions for a peace settlement with Japan. 
The term" unconditional surrender" appeared 
only once in the document and was specifically 

limited in application to " the Japanese armed 
forces." 12

7 

The fact that the Three-Powers, presumably 

127 Foreign Olliee Radios, op. eir., Bei-ei-,hi Potsudamu Sengen no Kento *1f~Ai:Y !J." k 1r1'tcv~M Study of the 
Anglo-American-Chinese Declaration at Potsdam) Treaty Bureau, Foreign Ministry, 9 Aug 45. (Though dated 9 August, 

this study was begun immediately after receipt of the declaration on 27 July.) 
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informed by the Russians of Japan's desire to 
end the war, had proffered certain peace con
ditions instead of demanding blanket uncon
ditional surrender immediately impressed 
Foreign Minister Togo as of paramount 
importance. The conditions were unques
tionably severe, particularly with regard to 
the reduction of Japanese territories, but Togo 
was not surprised in view of Japan's war 
situation. Moreover, while the Allies stated 
that they would not deviate from these terms, 
Togo believed that if the Soviet Government 

finally agreed to Japan's mediation request, it 
would be possible at least to negotiate through 
Russia to assure that the Potsdam terms 
would be interpreted in the most fitvorable 
way for Japan. It was therefore essential, first, 
not to reject the Allied declaration, which 
would at once close the door to further peace 
negotiations, and second, to await Russia's 

final answer on the Konoye mission. ". 
Premier Suzula promptly concurred in these 
views. '29 

Having won the Premier's concurrence, 
Foreign Minister Togo proceeded to the Palace 
at about 1030, less than five hours after 
the receipt of the Three-Power Declaration, 
and reported on its contents directly to the 
Emperor and to Marquis Kido. In his report 

to the Emperor, Togo stated the opmion that 
rejection of the declaration would "invite 
serious consequences" and that, since an 
approach had already been made to the Soviet 
Government for the purpose of ending the war, 
no action on the declaration should be taken 
until the Soviet attitude was ascertained. ". 

Immediately following Togo's audience with 
the Emperor, the six leaders of the Supreme 
War Direction Council met in an urgent and 

restricted sesSlQn to decide Japan's general 
policy toward the Three-Power pronouncement. 
Togo, supported by Premier Suzuki, advocated 
the same course that he had recommended 
to the Emperor. War Minister Anami 
and the Chiefs of the Army and Navy 
General Staffs, on the other hand, argued 
that the Potsdam terms were so close to out
and-out unconditional surrender that they 
allowed no basis for negotiation, and that 

prompt official rejection was necessary to obviate 
the serious effect which any display of indeci
sion would have on the morale of the fighting 
services and people. On the latter point, 
however, the military members finally yielded, 
and it was agreed that no action should be 
taken on the declaration pending the outcome 
of the Russian negotiations.'" 

The Cabinet, meeting the same afternoon, 
debated the delicate question of how the Three
Power pronouncement should be handled do
mestically. Togo, who feared that immediate 
publication would put the Government in a 
position where it would be pressured into 
coming out openly against the Potsdam terms, 
urged withholding the declaration from the 
public for the time being. Other members of 
the Cabinet, however, argued that this would 
be unwise since the declaration had been 
broadcast throughout the world and would 

quickly leak out to the Japanese public. War 
Minister Anami urged that it was essential 
for the Government, in publishing the decla
ration, to repudiate it explicitly and even 
endeavor to exploit it for the purpose of boost
ing the fighting spirit of the nation. 

Against the War Minister's stand, Premier 
Suzuki again came out strongly in support 
of Togo's thesis that the Government should 

128 Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. 

129 Interrogation of Chief Cabinet Secretary Sakomizu, previously cited. USSBS Interrogation No. 609, p. ,. 

x30 (x) Togo Memoirs, op. cit., p. X7. (2) Kido Diary, op. cit., Entry for 27 Jul 45. 

131 (1) Togo Memoirs, op. cit., p. 17. (2) Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. 
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neither accept nor reject the Potsdam Declara

tion pending the outcome of the negotiation 

with Moscow. The Cabinet finally agreed, 

therefore, that although the declaration should 

be published, certain passages which seemed 
particularly aimed at lowering the nation's will 

to fight should be withheld, and the Govern

ment should rigidly refrain &om any official 
comment whatsoever. The press also was to 

be instructed to play down the declaration as 

far as possible. 'J' 

In practice, this compromise arrangement 
worked out very badly. The Cabinet Infor

mation Board, within which the Army and 

Navy were represented, duly instructed the 
press to publish the declaration in abridged 

form, leaving out the passages which stated 

that the Allied did not intend" that the Japa

nese shall be enslaved as a race or destroyed 

as a nation" and that Japanese troops, after 

being disarmed, " shall be permitted to return 
to their homes with the opportunity to lead 

peaceful and productive lives." The Board 
further barred publication of any comment 

attributed to official sources, but since it was 

feared that no mention whatever of the Govern

ment's attitude might be construed publicly 

as an indication of wavering, the press was 
authorized to report, without crediting any 

official source, that the Government appeared 

to be ignoring the Allied Declaration. '" 
This guidance was obediently followed in 

the morning editions of 28 July. The decla
ration was published in abridged form, and the 

newspapers reported no official comment. The 

papers themselves refrained from editorial 

comment in compliance with the directive to 

play down the declaration, but in their news 

columns they reported briefly and without 

quoting any official source that the Government 
was paying no attention to the enemy pronouce

ment which appeared to be a propaganda device 
designed to drive a wedge between the military 
and the Japanese people. ,,. 

This halfway treatment was far from satis

factory to Togo, but it was even more unsat

isfactory to the military. On the morning 

of 28 July, when the regular Saturday infor
mation conference of the Government and 

High Command took place at the Imperial 
Palace, the War and Navy Ministers and the 

Chiefs of the Army and Navy General Staffs 
closeted themselves and again urged that 

the Government come out openly against the 

Potsdam Declaration. Subjected to this in

sistent pressure, Suzuki agreed to make a brief 

statement at his scheduled press conference the 

same afternoon explicitly confirming the already 

published newspaper reports that the Govern
ment was ignoring the declaration. Foreign 

Minister Togo was absent &om the Palace 
conference and knew nothing of this develop
ment.135 

The Premier's statement to the press, 

phrased for home consumption, was extremely 
maladroit. He told reporters that he regarded 

the Three-Power pronouncement as a mere 
restatement of the Cairo Declaration, and that 

the Government attributed no significant value 
to it. The declaration, he added, would not 

be heeded, and the nation's only Course was to 

go ahead with the all-out prosecution of the 

'32 (,) ShUJe"ki ~~;JD (Record of the Termination of the War) by Hiroshi (Kainan) Shimomura, Oct 48, 

pp.87-8. (2) Togo Memoirs, op. cit., pp. '7-8. 

133 (1) Asahi and Mainichi Newspapers, Tokyo, 28Jul 45. (2) Record of the Termination of the War, op. 

cit., pp. 87-<). 

134 Asahi and Mainichi Newspapers, Tokyo, op. cit., 28 Jul 45· 

135 (I) Record of the Termination of the War, op. cit., p. 90. (2) Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, pre

viously cited. 
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war. '16 

Although some effort appears to have been 

made to caution the press against giving undue 
prominence to the Premier's remarks, the 

newspapers on 29 July played up his asser
tion that the Government would take no notice 

of the Potsdam Declaration,''' Moreover, the 

statement was promptly disseminated to the 
world through Japanese news broadcasting 

facilities . Foreign Minister Togo lodged a 

strong protest with the Premier on the ground 
that his statement violated the decisions 

reached by the six leaders and the Cabinet on 

27 July. A retraction, however, was obviously 

impossible, and it was decided to do nothing 

further until Russia's attitude had been ascer
tained,"· 

The negotiations with Moscow had been at 
a standstill since Ambassador Sato's interview 

with Lozovsky on 25 July. Stalin and Molotov 
were still at Potsdam and had authorized no 

reply to the Japanese proposal for the Konoye 

mission. On 30 July, Sato again pressed 
Lozovsky for an answer. He told the Foreign 

Vice-Commissar that, provided the formula of 
unconditional surrender could be avoided, 

Japan desired" to end the war on broad terms 

of compromise, so long as its honor and exist

ence are guaranteed." He asked Lozovsky to 

transmit this information to the Soviet leaders 

at Potsdam, so that they might consider taking 
steps to remove such obstacles as the Anglo

American-Chinese declaration placed in the 
way of Soviet good offices for peace. Lozovsky 

promised compliance with this request. ' •• 

In Tokyo, meanwhile, the publication of the 
Potsdam terms- even in abridged form- was 

beginning to produce important effects. The 

military in general remained adamantly op
posed to acceptance, but on the other hand 
many senior diplomats and influential persons 

in business, politics and press circles began 
privately urging Marquis Kido and members 

of the Cabinet that it was necessary to take 
advantage of the Three-Power offer to bring a 

prompt end to the war,"· 

These were encouraging signs hom the 

viewpoint of the Cabinet peace group. Yet it 

was readily apparent that the Potsdam Declara

tion had rendered the attitude of the military 

leaders, with the exception of Navy Minister 

Y onai, even more intransigent than it had been 
hitherto. The peace group therefore clung to 

the fast-vanishing hope of Soviet acceptance of 

the role of mediator as the sole means of find

ing a way out of this impasse. 
The decision to await Russia's answer was 

thus dictated not only by the exigencies of the 

tenuous internal situation but with slim hope 

of Soviet acceptance of the mediator's role. It 
was also influenced, however, by the fact that 

at no time had the Potsdam Declaration, despite 

its threat of " prompt and utter destruction", 

been construed as an ultimatum, non-accept

ance of which by Japan would result in any

thing worse than a gradual intensification of 

enemy action against the homeland, culminat
ing in the final invasion itself. There was 

certainly no suspicion that the declaration 

constituted forewarning of inunediate and more 

terrible reprisal if Japan did not yield. 

On 6 August, just ten days after the receipt 
of the Potsdam Declaration, the people of 

Hiroshima tragically learned otherwise. 

136 Record of the Termination of the War, op. cit., p. 90. 

45· 

137 Statement by Chief Cabinet Secretary Sakomizu, previously cited. 

138 Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. 

139 Foreign Office Radios, op. cit., No. 1484, Japanese Ambassador at Moscow to Foreign Minister, 30 Jul 

140 (1) Kido Diary, op. cit., (Entries dated 28lul to 3 Aug 45.) (2) Togo Memoirs, op. cit., p. 18. 
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The Atomic Bomb 

Hiroshima, situated in southwestern Hon
shu, was a city of 343,000. Its inhabitants 
considered themselves fortunate in that the 
city, thanks to its relative lack of war indus
try, had so far been over·looked by the enemy's 
incendiary-laden B-29'S. However, it seemed 
problematical how long this good fortune 
would continue. Located in the city since 
April 1945 was the headquarters of the Second 
General Army, the top operational headquar
ters for southwestern Honshu, Shikoku and 
Kyushu. The next-door Inland Sea port of 
Ujina had lost its original inrportance as a 
military port for the shipment of troops and 
supplies overseas, but in the southeastern part 
of Hiroshima there remained a considerable 
number of military supply dumps and ware
houses. 

The 6th of August dawned sultry but fairly 
clear. At 0709 the early-warning radar net 
detected a small number of aircraft headed 
toward southern Japan, and a preliminary alert 
was sounded throughout the Hiroshinra area. 
Radio stations promptly went off the air. 
Shortly thereafter, enemy planes circled over 
Hiroshinra and withdrew without bombing. 
An "all clear" was sounded at 0730. People 
began their daily activities, thinking that the 
danger was past. 

At 0800, however, two enemy B-29'S were 
spotted heading toward Hiroshima. Radio 
broadcasting stations again issued a warning, 
telling the people that it would be advisable to 
take shelter if the enemy craft appeared over 
the city but that their mission appeared to be 
reconnaissance rather than bombing. Most 
factory and office workers had already reported 
to their places of employment, and those who 

were en route confidently continued on their 
way. The city's school children and some 
industrial workers were busily engaged in build
ing firebreaks and evacuating valuables to the 
country. 

Two B-29's soon appeared over the city, 
flying at high altitude. Since no bombing 
was expected, many people declined to take 
shelter and curiously watched the enemy planes 
as they came over. Observers later reported 
that they saw a parachute descend from one of 
the planes. Then, at approximately 0815, there 
was a terrific exp'osion over the central section 
of the city. A white flash of blinding intensiW 
was all that many saw before they were struck 
down by the wall of searing heat that pushed 
outward from the explosion. As a huge cloud 
of smoke and dust spiralled up over the city, 
Hiroshima was cloaked in a ghastly pall of 
darkness. Then hundreds of fires, breaking 
out almost sinrultaneously, transformed the city 
into a blazing inferno. 

By nightfall, Hiroshinra had become a waste 
of ashes and smouldering ruins. The city 
writhed with the agony of its dazed, injured 
and dying. Those who had escaped with their 
lives, including many who had been horribly 
burned, streamed out of the city in confusion. 
Only the outlying southern and eastern sections 
of the city, where ironically most of the military 
supply installations were located, had escaped 
destruction. 

Of the total civilian population of 343,000, 
approxinrately 78,150 were killed, with an ad
ditional 5 I ,408 injured or missing. Military 
casualties, not included in these figures, were 
light. Nearly 48,000 of the total 76,327 build
ings in Hiroshima had been completely 
destroyed, and 22, I 78 half-demolished or badly 
damaged. More than 176,987 persons were 
left homeless. '.' 

'4' Taiheiyo Sm,o ni yo", Waga Kuni no Higa; Sogo Hokoku,ho ::t2J<l'l"iit*1C J: o:fXlIil~it'!'***fI!'Jr1!f (Con· 
solidated Report of Losses and Damage Suffered in the Pacific War) Economic Stabilization Board, 1949, pp. 177-80. 
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Because of the complete disruption of com
munications in the stricken area, the first news 
of the catastrophe did not reach the Govern
ment in Tokyo until the afternoon of the 6th. 
The initial reports were meager and fragment
ary, but they clearly indicated that the enemy 
had unleashed on Hiroshima a new-type bomb 
of unprecedented destructive power. 

Early on 7 August, the Government and the 
High Command learned from American and 
British radio broadcasts that the destruction 
of Hiroshima had been wrought by an atomic 
bomb. President Truman's announcement to 
this effect shocked the Japanese authorities. '4' 

Shortly thereafter, the Army and Navy in 
Tokyo received direct reports from Hiroshima 
and Kure telling of the immense havoc wrought 
by the enemy weapon. 

At the Cabinet meeting which took place 
the same morning, Foreign Minister Togo gave 
a lengthy summation of the information con
tained in foreign broadcasts with regard to the 
atomic bomb and indirectly hinted that the 
Potsdam Declaration should be accepted. The 
service ministers presented preliminary reports 
on the effects of the Hiroshima bombing, but 
the Cabinet withheld its judgment pending 
further investigation. 

The general public was not informed of the 
bombing official1y until the following day. The 
newspapers on 8 August carried an Imperial 
General Headquarters communique, dated 7 

August which merely stated that Hiroshima 
had been " considerably" damaged by a .. new
type bomb." After considerable discussion it 
had been decided not to use the term " atomic 
bomb" in the communique until the facts had 
been established by an official investigation on 
th~ spot. 

The investigating committee dispatched by 
the High Command reached Hiroshima on the 
8th and swiftly confirmed that the extent and 
nature of the destruction pointed to the use of 
an atomic bomb. ,., But even before official 
reports from this party reached Tokyo, Premier 
Suzuki and Foreign Minister Togo, aroused 
by the unusual importance attached to Hiro
shima by the enemy radio. conferred and 
decided that Togo should communicate the 
substance of the Allied reports to the Emperor, 
recommending prompt acceptance of the 
Potsdam terms. 

Received in audience at the Palace on the 
afternoon of the 8th, Togo conveyed to the 
Emperor his opinion that the atomic bomb 
would revolutionize modern warfare and warned 
that more bombs would probably be dropped 
on Japanese cities unless resolute action were 
taken to accept the Potsdam Declaration. The 
Emperor, in reply, agreed that Japan should 
no longer delay its decision to end the war 
and requested Togo to convey his wishes to 
the Premier. Suzuki then tried to convoke 
an immediate meeting of the Supreme War 

142 Many Japanese authorities were aware that scientists abroad were engaged in atomic research for war purposes, 

but it was not believed that success would be achieved during the present war. Following successive reports from the 

scene of disaster J the authorities grew more convinced of the truth of the American broadcast, though there were some 

who at first were inclined to discredit the Truman announcement as propaganda intended to fr ighten the Japanese. 

(I) Record of the Termination of the War, op. cit. , p. <}8. (2) Atomic research had been conducted in great secrecy 

by both the Army and Navy for some time during the war, but experiments were dropped early in 1945 because of 

the prodigious expense and the small likelihood of achieving success in the immediate future. (Statement by Lt. Gen. 

Kawabe, previously cited.) 
143 Included in the mission led by Lt. Gen. Seizo Arisue, were Dr. Yoshio Nishina, foremost atomic energy 

authority in Japan, the only civilian j and a number of experts from the Army Aeronautical Department and the Army 

Medical School. Delayed by an accident en route, Nishina's party did not reach Hiroshima until the afternoon of 8 

August, but it quidc.ly established the facts. (Statements by Dr. Yoshio Nishina and Lt. Gen. Seizo Arisue, Chief, 

Second Bureau (Intelligence), Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section.) 
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Direction Council but was unable to do so be
cause of the inability of some members to be 

present.'" 

Soviet Entry Into War 

The Cabinet meanwhile hopefully awaited 
the long-delayed interview which Ambassador 
Sato was scheduled to have with Foreign Com

missar Molotov at 2300 8 August ( 1700 

hours, 8 August, Moscow Time.) Stalin and 
Molotov had returned to Moscow on 6 August, 

much later than the Japanese Government an

ticipated. Sato had requested an inrmediate 

interview, but not until 7 August, a day after 
the United States revealed to the world it had 

dropped its first atomic missile, did Molotov 
agree to a meeting. 

Russia's stunning answer was a declaration 
of war. Within the hour that Molotov was 
delivering the abrupt reply, Red Army troops 
were attacking at various points along the long 
Manchurian frontier and the North Korean 
border, with the greatest concentration at points 
bordering Mongolia. South Sakhalin was also 
invaded simultaneously. At dawn Soviet 
planes were attacking cities in Manchuria and 
North Korea as well as Japanese convoys in the 

Japan Sea. Although the Soviet offensive was 
sluggish at the outset, the Kwantung Army, 

weakened by diversion initially of much of its 
strength to the Southern Regions and more 

recently for the defense of Japan Proper, was 
unable to check the enemy offensive.'" 

Neither the Government nor the High Com
mand in Tokyo was aware of the Soviet· action 
until 0400 hours, 9 August, when the Domei 
News Agency intercepted the Tass message 
which read as follows; ' .. 

With the defeat and capitulation of Hitlerite 
Germany, Japan remaim the only great Axis po",er 
continuing the war. 

With the rejection by the Japanese Government of 
the 26 July demand of the United States, Great 
Britain dud China, for the unconditional surrender 

of the Japanese armed forces, the proposal of the 
Japanese Goyernment to the So.iet Union ",ith regard 

to mediation in the Far East loses its basis. In "iew 

of japan's refusal to surrender, the Allied nations haye 
submitted to the Soyiet Government a proposal that 

it join the war agaiTlS! Japanese aggresno" , i1l order 

to hasten the ",d of the conf/ict, reduce the number 
of ')IKtirm, aud contribute to the early restoration of 

uni'Versa! peace. 

The Soyiet Government, fulfilling i/$ obligations 

to i/$ A llies, has accepted this proposal by the Allied 
natioTU and has joined in their declaration of July 26. 

The So.iet Go>ernmeut cOll$iders that a policy such 
as it has adopted is the ollly mealls of expediting the 

return of peace, freeillg the se>eral peoples from fur
ther sacrifices alld suffering and helping the Japanese 
natioll a.oid the dange" and destruction suffered by 
Germany after her refusal to surrender utlcondition

ally. 
For the foregoing reasous, the Soyiet GO')lemment 

declares that as of tomorrow, 9 August, a state of 

war will exist between the Soyiet UniO:1 and japan. 

The immediate reaction to the sudden Soviet 

attack was one of pained disappointment and 

144 Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. 

145 Suspicious of Soviet intentions, Imperial General Headquarters had already ordered the Kwanrung Army to 

prepare against Soviet aggression. Hard pressed on the Pacific front, almost all the efficient weapons, such as aircraft 

and antiaircraft guns, as well as the better-trained troops, were withdrawn to Japan for the anticipated homeland barde, 

leaving the once-mighty Kwantung Army with nothing but poorly equipped troops. Accordingly, Imperial General 
Headquarters stipulated in May 1945 that the main line of defense was to be limited to south Manchuria and north Korea. 

146 (I) The Japanese Government was not officially informed of the Russian declaration of war until t I 15 hours, 

10 August, when the Soviet envoy Malik, called on Foreign Minister Togo to deliver his Government's note. (2) Sorm 
Sansen ni tomonau Tsu<u"; ~~~iiltlCf!I'~~ (File on Soviet Entry into Wat) Part I, 9-20 Aug 45. 
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indignation. The Kremlin's declaration of war 
had shattered the last remainmg hope of the 
Japanese to end the war through Soviet good 
offices. Premier Suzuki, upon hearing the 
news, remarked that the " inevitable has finally 
occurred." '17 

The Soviet entry into the war, coming quick
lyon the heels of the atom bomb, multiplied 
the urgency of arriving at a decision. The 
Government no longer could brook delays. 
When the atomic nature of the Hiroshima 
bombing had been finally confirmed, Suzuki, 
upon Togo's advice, had attempted to convoke 
the " Big Six" council that evening to secure 
a decision, but was forced to postpone the 
meeting until the morning of the 9th. Such 
being the case, the Emperor, Suzuki and Togo 
were ready to accept the Potsdam Declaration 
when they heard the Tass announcement of 
war. 

At 0840, 9 August, Togo conferred with 
Suzuki on the unprecedentedly grave situation 
at the latter's home and reaffirmed their agree
ment to place the prompt-surrender problem 
before the Big Six conference. En route back 
to his office, the Foreign Minister stopped at 
the Navy Ministry where he obtained Y onai's 
prompt and willing consent to go along with 
Suzuki and Togo on accepting the Potsdam 
Declaration. 

At 1000 hours, the Premier was at the 
Imperial Palace. There he was advised by 
Marquis Kido that the Emperor, who only a 
short time before had been notified by the 
Foreign Office of the Soviet act of war, had 
ordered him to point out to Suzuki the urgency 

of accepting the Declaration immediately.· .. 
Suzuki, fearing it would be exceedingly difficult 
to secure swift unanimity on this grave and 
delicate issue, then requested and obtained the 
Emperor's assurance of an Imperial decision in 
the event of a deadlock .• ,. 

At 1030, following the Palace interviews, 
the six leaders of the Supreme War Direction 
Council were gathered at the Imperial Palace, 
at the summons of Suzuki, for a critical dis
cussion of the .surrender question, the first of 
a series of crucial parleys which eventually de
cided the fate of the nation. By this time the 
six leaders were all agreed that the situation 
was serious, but they had not made up their 
minds what the final decision would be. 

Suzuki proposed at the outset that Japan 
should promptly accept the Potsdam Decla
ration, which was the Emperor's wish. In the 
ensuing discussion the following four points 
were considered: ( I) the preservation of the 
"national polity," (2) the extent and nature 
of the Allied occupation of the homeland, (3) 
the disarmament of the military forces, and 
(4) the disposition of war criminals.'''' 

The conferees promptly agreed that the first 
and most important condition must be that 
acceptance of the Potsdam Declaration would 
not endanger the "national polity," or the 
prerogatives of the Imperial family. But Ana
mi, the War Minister, and Umezu, Chief 
of Army General Staff, insisted that three 
additional conditions be approved: 

I. That the Japanese military forces over
seas be disarmed and demobilized by Japan 
itself ; 

147 u The Premier seemed quite unperturbed when told of the news of the Russian entry into the war and merely 

replied that the inevitable had finally occurred. U The question to many in high Government quarters was not whether 

the Soviet Union would enter the war but when. Truth of the Surrender Period, Asahi Newspaper, Tokyo, 14 Jan 46. 

148 Kido Diary, op. cit., IMTFE Record, p. 31,172. 

149 Fearing that a complete agreement was impossible if the issue of continued war or surrender was left to the 

Big Six Council and the Cabinet, Suzuki, during his morning audience with the Emperor, asked him to express an 
Imperial opinion. The Emperor quickly agreed. · (Statement by Chief Cabinet Secretary Sakomizu, previously cited.) 

1,0 Statement by Admiral Toyoda, previously ciced. 
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2. That all war criminals be prosecuted by 

the Japanese Government itself; and, 
3. That there be no Allied occupation of 

Japan.'" 
The principle of self-disarmament was en· 

dorsed by Admiral Toyoda, Chief of Navy 
General Staff. He reluctantly supported 
Anami and Umezu on the two other conditions. 
Foreign Minister Togo, however, vigorously 
opposed any extra conditions. He warned that 
to press for terms other than the sole reservation 
governing the Imperial prerogatives would 
jeopardize the peace negotiations even before 
they started. Both Suzuki and Y onai supported 
Togo in his agruments, but after three hours 

of inconclusive deliberations, the Council was 

forced to adjourn in a deadlock. 

First Cabinet Deliberations on Peace 

The issue of immediate peace or continued 
war was then submitted by the Premier to a 
full dress Cabinet session at '430, at which 
time Togo revealed to his Ministers for the first 
time the secret peace maneuvers which had 
thus far been the principal preoccupation of 
the Supreme War Direction Council. .,. Fol

lowing a detailed explanation of the peace ef

fort, Suzuki hoped to elicit the frank opinions 
of each Minister on the issue of peace before 

finally casting the die in the fateful deliber
ations. Suzuki emphasized both the gravity 
of the situation and the imperativeness of 
reaching an immediate decision, but the Cabi

net wrangled indecisively for more than seven 
hours without nearing an agreement. 

In the Cabinet considerations, as in the 

earlier Council deliberations, the two opposing 
views represented by Togo, Suzuki and Y onai 
on one side, and Anami on the other, were 
clearly delineated. The pro-surrender group 
saw no hope of victoty. They were convinced 
that war meant only more destruction and ul
timate extinction of the nation itself, and that 

the Potsdam Declaration offered acceptable 

terms. The opposing group, maintaining that 

the real test of Japan's strength was yet to 
come in the expected Homeland battle, argued 
that once severe casualties had been inflicted on 
the invasion force, it would be possible to termi
nate. the war on more favorable terms. 

Foreign Minister Togo, the outspoken peace 
advocate, reminded his colleagues that the atom 
bomb (a second atomic bomb had been dropped 
at II03 hours that morning, 9 August)'" and 
the Soviet war on Japan had further strength
ened the hands of the Allies since the Potsdam 
ultimatum was issued and insisted that there 
was no way open for hard diplomatic bargaining 
In view of the uncompromising nature of the 

151 A summary of what took place in this conference can be found in the following document: Memorandum 

Notes of Lt. Gen. Sumihisa Ikeda, Chief, Cabinet Coordination and Planning Bureau, 27 Jul-I7 Aug 45. 

152 The Cabinet had been ordered to assemble by noon by which time it appears Suzuki had hoped to secure the 

six leaders' approval of the Government's peace plan. The Cabinet did not meet until 1430 because of the cleavage in 

the Council and was closeted until 2230 in acrimonious debate. Record of the Termination of the War, op. cit., p. 116. 

153 While the Nagasaki bombing does not appear to have had much influence on the peace discussions in the 

Cabinet, the fact that a second atom bom~ had been dropped even before the Japanese had begun to recover from the 

horrible experiences at Hiroshima aroused widespread fear among the people that other cities might soon be deluged by 
this extremely destructive enemy weapon. A rumor was then circulating that what was left of Tokyo would be des troyed 

before 15 August. Nagasaki , like Hiroshima, had until 9 August escaped the general air raids experienced by other 

major cities. In proportion to the area hit, Nagasaki suffered much more heavily in dead and injured than Hiroshima. 

Out of a total population of 270,000, there were ::Z3.TB killed and 43 .0::z0 injured. (I) Consolidated Report of Losses 

and Damage Suffered in the Pacific War, op. cit., pp. '79- ,80. (2) T okyo So", Us Bomb", an article by Father Joseph 

Flaujac, appearing in the Bethany Institute Bulletin NO.5, '940- 47, p. 31. 
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Declaration. Japan, he proposed, should accept 
the Allied terms with only the reservation 

governing the Imperial family attached. 
War Minister Anami rejected Togo's argu

ments and while admitting that the Soviet 

Union could take over Manchuria, where the 

heaviest fighting was occurring, in two or three 

months time, he attempted to minimize the 

effectiveness of the atom bomb on the home 

front. Far from giving up, he concluded, Ja

pan should insist on the four conditions dis

cussed by the six leaders of the Supreme War 

Direction Council that morning, and continue 

hostilities in the event those conditions were 

rejected. 

The protracted and grim debate was punc

tuated by heated argument between the War 

and Navy Ministers on Japan's ability to con

tinue the war. Y onai, painting a definitely 

pessimistic picture, emphasized that the capac

ity to wage war should be viewed from over

all considerations and that since the problem 

of continuing the war was a matter to be decided 

on the basis of a total war, he suggested that 

the conditions in the munitions, food pro

ducing and transportation industries, as well 

as morale problems, should be discussed frank

ly. By so doing, he said, the Government 

would obtain a clear over-all appraisal of the 

real situation. The extremely depressing re

ports by the Ministers in charge on these 

questions bore out Y onai's deep concern.'''' 

Suzuki then requested each Minister to state 
his views on Togo's proposal that Japan accept 

the Declaration subject to the one provision. 
At the conclusion of the Cabinet session, the 

lineup on the Togo proposal stood as follows: 
Against-War Minister Anami, Home Minis

ter Abe and Justice Minister Matsuzaka: 

For-Foreign Minister Togo and Navy Minis
ter Y onai. Although one or two remained 

non-committal, the others favored intermediate 

positions with most of them leaning toward 

Togo. A suggestion by Education Minister 

Ota that the Cabinet resign because of its 

inability to resolve the impasse was quickly 

scotched by Suzuki. 

With time growing short and the conferees 

weary of discussion, Suzuki ordered a recess 

at 2230 and sought to settle the matter by 

resuming the morning deliberation of the 

Supreme War Direction Council in the pres

ence of the Emperor. Suzuki directly informed 

the Emperor that he was unable to achieve the 

necessary unanimity required of a Cabinet 

decision and petitioned the Emperor for a con
ference. This meeting was arranged to invoke 

the Emperor's wilL'" 

Showdown on Surrender Issue 

At 2330, an hour after the end of the heated 

Cabinet session, the "Big Six" council sat 

down with the Emperor in an air raid shelter 

154 Munitions Minister Teijiro Teyada revealed that munitions produccion had fallen sharply since late spring; 
mat the slump was due to transportation difficulties and failing morale of the workers who, he admitted, had lost <I all 
sense of securio/ and confidence in the Government and the armed forces." Agriculture and Commerce Minister Ishiguro 
reported that the crop year was the worst since 1931 and that in various areas famine conditions by winter were inevitable. 
Especially deplorable, he added, was the fact that soldiers were entering homes and taking whatever they needed to 
appease their hunger. Home Minister Abe stated bluntly that the people had lost confidence in winning the war; that 
the atomic bomb and the Russian invasion had aggravated war weariness, but said some elements of the people were 
determined to fight on. An equally grim outlook on transportation and communications prospects was given by Trans. 
portation Minister Kohiyama. Record of Termination of the War, op. cit., pp. 116-125. 

155 Suzuki l never permitted either the Big Six Council or the Cabinet to break up their discussions. Whenever he 
found it impossible to secure the necessary unanimitYI he called a recess. This policy proved successful because it enabled 
him to resume the meetings on a momenes notice, when time was so precious. (Statement by Chief Cabinet Secretary 
Sakomlzu, previously cited.) 
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PLATE NO. 165 

Imperial Conference of 9-10 August 1945 



defp inside the Imperial Palace for a showdown 
on the surrender question. Present also were 
the president of the Privy Council, Baron Ki
ichiro Hiranuma and the Chief Aide-de-Camp, 
General Shigeru Hasunuma;'" the Chief Cabi
net Secretary Sakomizu and three other of
ficials occupying important position in the 
over-all direction of the war.'" 

Sakomizu, on orders of Suzuki, read the 
Potsdam Declaration to the Emperor, and then 
the Premier himself placed on the agenda 
as the subject of consideration the following 
proposal, which had been drafted by the 
Foreign Minister :.,. 

The Japanese GOYemment is ready to end the war 
under term< of the Three Power Joint Declaration 
of 26 July 1945 with the underr/a1uiing that the raid 
Declaration doer not comprire any demand prejudicial 
to the status of the Imperial family under the funda· 
mental law of the nation. 

The Premier explained that this proposal 
had been submitted in preference to the 
other plan containing the four conditions 
because the majority of the Cabinet had fa
vored, or at least desired, a minimum of reser
vations. This maneuver was a disappointment 
toAnami and the bitter-end resistance faction.'" 

Backing up Suzuki, the Foreign Minister then 
strongly reiterated his position that the Allies 
could not be prevailed upon to ease surrender 
terms through negotiations. Japan, he in
sisted, should not propose any new condi
tions. To this, the Navy Minister expressed 
complete agreement. 

The War Minister, however, remained ada
mant, stressing that acceptance of the Potsdam 
terms would result in national ruin. The four 
conditions were a minimum which Japan could 
consider, he asserted, adding that the very fact 
that Soviet Union had joined the Declaration 
had made acceptance even more unpalatable. 
Anami expressed the Army's confidence in Ja
pan's ability to secure better terms and voiced 
the fear that if the Government ended the war 
without attempting further clarification, there 
would be chaos in the country. 

Full concurrence with Anami's views was 
expressed by the Chiefs of the Army and Navy 
General Staffs.·60 Hiranuma made a number of 
pointed inquiries on the state of defense prepa
rations and then agreed in principle with the 
Togo plan but suggested that the wording of 
the draft reply be amended to read that any 
Allied demand would not prejudice the preroga
t;yes of the Emperor as a soyereign ruler. Hira-

156 Hiranuma attended the conference at the invitation of the Emperor. It was believed that the attendance of 

Hiranuma was necessary to help reach a final decision on the formal diplomatic note to be made to the Allies. (Statement 
by Chief Cabinet Secretary Salcomizu. previously cited.) 

157 Two of them, Lt. Gen. Yoshizumi and Vice Adm. Hoshina, the Chiefs of the Military and Naval Affairs 
Bureaus of the War and Navy Ministries respectively, were ex-oHicio secretaries of the Supreme War Direction Coun

cil. The other was Lt. Gen. Sumihisa Ikeda) Chief of the Cabinet Coordination and Planning Bureau, which wu 
also an ex·officio secretary of the Council since April 194' . 

1,8 From a manuscript written by Vice Adm. Hoshina, who sat in discussions as ez·officio secretary. 

1 '9 Wac Minister Anami on 13 August intimated to his subordinates in the Wac Ministry that he had scented 
intrigue by the opposing faction when he found only the Foreign Minister's plan on the agenda. Anami instantly 

whispered to Umezu, Chief of the Army General Staff, who was seated next to him, that they should insist on continuation 
of the war instead of standing on their previous arguments for the four conditions. (Statement by Lt. Col. Inaba, previously 
cited.) 

160 The Chief of the Army General Staff argued that the situation was not so bad that there was no other choice 
but surrender and that to lay down arms " we will do a great wrong to our war dead. It The Chief of the Navy General 

Staff doubted that the Japanese people would agree to capitulate without trouble resulting. U The Japanese sense of 

honor is too great to endure the sight of their land being occupied or their arms being taken away." he declared. 

Unpublished Record of Japanese Navy General Stalf, p. 3. 
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numa emphasized the point that Japan's ability 
to continue the war should be considered be
fore negotiating for additional conditions. For 

this reason, he said, it was important to con
sider the condition of the civilian population 
as well as the strength of the armed forces. 
In the end, he felt, however, that the ultimate 
decision of surrender rested with the Emperor. 

It was already past 0200 on 10 August ; the 
cleavage in the council was as pronounced as 
ever. The Premier noted that despite several 
hours of continous discussion, the guest ion re
mained unsettled ; that in this extremely crucial 

hour there could be no further delays. Under 
the circumstances, he was proposing the Em

peror's wish be made known. Suzuki, stepping 
forward in an unexampled act in Japan's con
stitutional history, reguested the Emperor to 
state his opinion, and at the same time, pleaded 
with the group to accept the Emperor's resolve 
as final.'·· 

The Emperor asserted at the start that he 
was in complete accord with the views of the 
Foreign Minister and then proceeded to give 
his reasons. To continue the war in the light 
of the world situation and Japan's internal con
ditions would be suicidal, he said, adding that 
to end the war on this occasion was the only 

way to save the nation from destruction. 
He then pointed to the record of the military. 

The Emperor said it was apparent that their 

performance had fallen far short of the plans 
and promises expressed, pointing out that 
although he had been assured many times in 
the past that victory was certain, it had not been 
realized. Despite the War Minister's promise 
that the fortifications along the Kujukuri
Hama coast (in Chiba Prefecture) would be 

completed by the middle of August, they were 
far from completion. He said it had also been 
brought to his attention that new Army divi
sions had been organized, but that there were 
no arms with which to equip them. 

In short, he said he could see no hop~ of 
victory over the highly mechanized Allied 
forces. He stressed, in conclusion, that he 
was deep'y cognizant of the feelings of the 
sorrowed families of the war dead and the 
tremendous sacrifices made by the armed forces 
during the period of hostilities, but that for 
more important considerations he had decided 
that the war should be stopped. , •• 

The Imperial wish had been made unmis
takably clear. Suzuki then emphasized that 
this should be the conclusion of the conference. 

The tense momentous meeting was finally 
adjourned at 0230, and half an hour later 
the Cabinet reconvened at the Premier's 

official residence where the Ministers had been 
waiting anxiously since the recess of the pre
vious evening. Togo reported to his colleagues 

that his proposal had been adopted by the 

161 Suzuki's decision to request Imperial intercession to solve an emergency issue was an extraordinary one in 

Japanese constitutional usage. In all previous conferences in the Emperor's presence, the agenda had been well prepared 

in advance and unanimously agreed upon among the authorities concerned. Suzuki's determination to pull Japan out 

of the war is perhaps best illustrated in his post·surrender reRections in Features of the Termination of the War, in 

which he defends his position in refusing to resign during the crucial period when his Cabinet was split on the 

surrender issue. Of significance are the following passages which read in substance: CI In accordance with the 

established interpretation, the Emperor was exempt from political responsibillties, and his sanction was nothing but a 

legal formaHty. Even in national emergencies the Government decided policy. But it has been my long cherished 

idea that the Government ought to seek the Emperor's opinion in case they cannot reach an agreement among 

themselves on a national question of paramount importance." Features of the Termination of the War, op. cit., pp. 

46-47· 
162 The Emperor's statement is based on the unpublished manuscript of Vice Adm. Hoshina. 
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Imperial conference with a revISion as sug
gested by Hiranuma. Both he and Suzuki 
were emphatic on the fact that the decision to 
surrender was the will of the Emperor. This 
time the full Cabinet unanimously agreed to 
Togo's proposal and signed the necessary 
document of approval. •• , The weary sesSIOn 
broke up at 0400 hours, 10 August. 

Initial Reply to Potsdam 

At 0700 on 10 August a message including 
the following passages was transmitted to the 
Governments of the United States, Great Brit
ain, the Soviet Union and China, through 
the intermediary of Switzerland and Sweden.· .. 

In obedience to the gracious command of His 
Majesty the Emperor .,ho. e'Yer anxious to enhance the 
cause of world peace, desires earnestl., to bring about 
a speedy termination of hostiiitieswith tl ')I iew to salling 

mankind from the cala.ruties to be imposed upon them 
b., further continuation of the .,ar, the Japanese Go .. ",· 
ment se'Yeral .,eeks ago asked the So.iet Go>e"" 
ment, with which neutral relations then pre'Ya.1ed, to 
render good offices in re#oringpeace ..,iI-tl-"is the ellemy 
powers. Unfortunately, these efforts in the interest 

of peact haying failed, tht Japanese Go. ernmeut in 
confor.ruty with the august wish of His Majesty to 
1<store the gtneral peace and desiring to put an end to 
the untold suffering tntailed b., .,ar as quickly as 
possible, haye decided upon the follo.,ing : 

The Japanese Go.ernment is read., to accept tht 
terms enumerated in the joint declarah'on which was 

issued at PoWam on Jul., 26th, '945, by the heads of 
the GO')lemmeuts of the United States, Great Britain, 

and China, and later subscribed b., the So.iet Goyern
mt1lt, with the understanding that the said declaration 
does not comprise any demand which prejudices tht 
prerogati>es of His Majesty as a Sorereign Ruler. 

The Japanese Go>ernment sincerely hope that this 
understanding is warranted and dtsire keenly that an 

explicit indication to that effect will be speedil., forth
coming. 

But a real difficulry lay in the problem of 
how to prepare for surrender of a nation, which 
for months had been geared and groomed ror 
war to the bitter finish. In the first place, it 
was virtually certain that the war faction would 
not be satisfied with this decision; in fact, there 
was danger of a coup d'etat. Moreover, it was 
almost impossible to keep such a drastic, ."olte

face in national policy hidden for long from the 
public, as well as the ever-watchful eye of the 
military. Indeed, as early as 10 August, officer 
elements in the Army, Navy and the High 
Command had become increasingly restive. 

Thus, on the morning of 10 August, soon 
after the official reply had been sent to the 
Allies, General Anami felt it necessary to warn 
his subordinates in the War Ministry against 
any overt attempts to obstruct the Govern
ment's surrender decision .•• , At the same time, 
Admiral Toyoda, Chief of the Navy General 
Staff, noting the mounting restless atmosphere 
within his office, delivered a similar warning. · .. 

The Cabinet was caught in a dilemma. 

163 The entire Cabinet signed the ratification papers. (Statement by Chief Cabinet Secretary Sakomi%u, 

previowly cited.) 
164 The Japanese Government's message to the four Allied Powers is contained in the Swiss Charge d'affaires 

note to the U . S. Secretary of State, James F. Byrnes. dated 10 August. T~ Axis in D~f~at, op. cit., p. 29. 

16, At 0900. Anami called together the officers of lieutenant colonel's rank and above to explain the decision 

talcen at the Imperial conference of 9-10 August, declaring: u •• • •• • though I am sorry for you, it can't be helped, because 
this is the Emperor's opinion. The important thing for us to do is to maintain order in the Army. No individual 

should resort to undisciplined action. Anyway, this decision is made on the condition chat the national polity will be 
preserved. Consequently, the war has not ended with this decision. The Army must be prepared for both peace and 

war." (Statement by Lt. Col, Masahilc.o Takeshita, Military Affairs Bureau, War Ministry. Talc.eshita is the brother· 

in-law of General Anami.) 

,66 Statement by Adm. Toyoda, previowly cited. 
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Unless the secret peace maneuvers were 
brought to fruition quickly, there were growing 
possibilities of an armed revolt. Yet, there 
were at the same time great uncertainties about 
the nature of the expected Allied reply. An 
unfavorable answer might force a fundamental 
reconsideration of the surrender question. 

Under these circumstances, the Cabinet met 
again at '400 to discuss what measures should 
be taken to make known the fateful decision, 
but here again there was a fresh clash of views. 
While some Ministers favored an immediate 
and frank explanation by the Government, 
others advised extreme caution. It was agreed 
in the end that no announcement of the nego· 
tiations would be made until an Imperial Re
script proclaiming Japan's acceptance of the 
Potsdam terms was issued. Instead, the nation 

would be directed obliquely toward peace in a 
piecemeal and gradual manner consistent with 

all developments. 
The initial step in that course was taken 

through an official announcement made in the 
name of the President of the Cabinet Infor
mation Board. After drawing the nation's 
attention to the grave situation facing Japan 
as a result of two successive events-the em
ployment by the United States of the extremely 
destructive atom bomb and the Soviet entry 
into the Pacific war, the statement read in 
conclusion: 

.. Despite the prompt action taken b, our (orees 

to check enemy aggression, 'We mwt admit our for
tunes are now at their lowest ebb. The Go>ernment 

will do its utmost to defend the national polity and 

the honor of the nation. But at the same time, the 

G""ernment expects you, the one hundred million 

people of Japan, to ""ereome all difficulties to uphold 

our national polity.'" 

The statement, although pregnant with 
weighty implications, was vague and ambigu
ous. It also reflected the delicate situation 
which existed in the Government and military 
circles in the period just prior to the surrender. 
The original draft prepared by the President 
of the Cabinet Information Board Shimomura 
had been reworded after lengrhy discussion 
before its release to the press. The Cabinet 
felt, however, that it should refrain from going 
beyond this line for the present. Hardly had 
the announcement been drafted when Shimo
mura was urgently notified that the newspapers 
had been requested by the Army to publish 
some" Instructions to Officers and Men" under 
the name of the War Minister, the essence of 
which was in direct contravention to the spirit 
and intent of the Cabinet statement. This 
proclamation, prepared by the Military Affairs 
Bureau of the War Ministry, had been sent to 
the Tokyo newspapers by junior officers of the 
organization with the request that it be 
published together with the Cabinet's 
announcement. Newspaper editors, recognizing 
the subtle discrepancies between the two 
statements, referred the matter to the Cabinet 
Information Board. 

This development touched off a flurry of 
telephone conversations between the Cabinet 
Information Board, the Premier's secretariat, 
and the War Ministry on how to deal with the 
embarrassing situation. The Chief Cabinet 
Secretary urged Shimomura to suspend the 
War Minister's pronunciamento since it was 
sure to create confusion. However, on the 
ground that it was too late to suppress the 
Army release, it was finally decided between 
Anami and Shimomura to let the matter take 
its own course.·68 

167 Yomiuri-Hochi and Asahi Newspapers, op. cit. , Tokyo, II Aug 45. 
168 (1) On the morning of 10 August, on the recommendation of one of his subordinates, Anami approved a 

plan to issue instructions to the officers and men on the 6elds as necessary to maintain me Army's morale in the face 

of the Soviet entry into the war. Before the draft was formally approved, officers in charge of Army press releases 
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Thus, in the newspapers of I I August, the 
Japanese public read with no little amazement 
the cryptic Cabinet statement, alongside of 
which was the War Minister's instructions, in 
large type, which read substantially as fol
lows :'" 

Inrtructioru to all officer, and men of the Army: 

The Soyiet Union hasfinallytaken up armragainst 

this Empire. Try as she may to disguise the fac/.l 
by rhetoric, her aspirations to conquer and dominate 

Greater East Asia are ofn,ious. In the face of this 

reality, we shall waste no wordr. The only thing 

for us to do iI to fight doggedly to the end in this 

holy war for the defense of our di.ine land. 

It iI our firm belief that though it may mean 

chewing grarr, eating dirt, and sleeping in the field, 
a reIolute fight will surely r<Yeal a way out of a 

desperate situation . ••• 

10 A ugurt I945 
Minirter of War 

The Government's intention-to disclose by 
degrees its resolution to accept the Potsdam 
terms provided the national polity was pre
served-was thus obscured by the non-com
mittal phraseology of the Cabinet Information 
Board announcement and the simultaneous 
release of the War Minister's belligerent 
proclamation. The fundamental course had 
been determined, but the abrupt about-face 
from total war to unconditional surrender was 
no easy matter to achieve. 

prepared duplicates and handed them to newspapermen. 

Final Imperial Conference on 
Surrender 

Shortly before 0100 on 12 August, the 
Foreign Office intercepted a U. S. shortwave 
broadcast from San Francisco, which disclosed 
U. S. Secretary of State Byrnes' eagerly-awaited 
reply to the Japanese communication of 10 

August. From the Japanese point of view, the 
Allied broadcast evaded a definite reply to 
Japan's requested reservation on the Emperor's 
prerogatives, around which the whole crucial 
surrender issue revolved. The Allied reply 

left much to interpretation and inference. The 
terms were stated in five brief paragraphs as 
follows : .,. 

With regard to the Japanese Go.ernmenf s merrag. 

accepting the terms of the Potsdam proclamation but 

containing the Itatement, 'with the understanding that 

the raid declaration does not comprise any demand 

which prejudices the prerogati.es of His Majesty as a 

sO'Yereign ruler,' our position ;s as follows-

From the moment of surrender the authority of 

the Emperor and the Japanese GoY<rnment to rule 

the State shall be Iubject to the Supreme Commander 

of th. Allied Powers who will take such steps as h. 

deems proper to effectuate the surrender terms. 

The Emperor will be required to authorize and 

ensure the signature by the Go>ernment of Japan and 

the Japanese Imperial General Headquarters of the 

surrender terms necessary to carry out the pro"i,nons 

of the Pol.Idam Declaration, arId shall irrue his com-

The newspapers received the purportedly official Army release 

shortly before 1600, less than three hours before the printing deadline. Radio Tokyo broadcast the War Minister's in· 

structions just preceding the Cabinet's announcement. (Statements by Lt. Col. Tak.eshita and Lt. Col. Inaba, previously 

cited.) 

(2) Although the editorial staff of the Asahi Newspaper. which prominently carried both announcements, did not 

doubt the authenticicy of the Army's request, it distinctly felt the sharp differences in the spirit of the Cabinet and War 

Ministry announcements. After a hot debate among the editors, it was decided to give the Army announcement as much 

prominence as the Cabinet statement. This action reSected the strong influence which the Army maintained over the 
press and propaganda organs. (Statement by Taihei Oshima, member of editorial staff- of the Asahi Newspaper.) 

169 Yomiuri-Hochi and Asahi Newspapers, op. citn Tokyo, 11 Aug 45. 

170 The Axis in Dqedt, op. cit., pp. 30-1. 
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marads to all the Japanese military, 1I4Yai arul air 

authorities and to all the forces under their control 
wher~er located to cease acti"e operations and to 

surrender their arms, and to issue such other orders 

as the Supreme Commarader may require to gi>e effect 
to the surrender terms. 

Immediately upo" the surrender the Japa"ese 
Govemment shall transport prisoners of ",ar arad 
ci"j[ian internees to places of jafety, as directed, 

",here they call quickly be placed aboard Allied 

tram ports. 
The ultimate form of Govemment of Japan shall, 

in accordaraCf ",ith the Potsdam Declaration, be estab. 

lished by the freely expressed ",i/l of the Japanese 

people. 
The armed forces of the Allied Powers will remain 

in Japan until the purposes set forth in the Potsdam 
Declaration are achieyed. 

An immediate study of the broadcast reply 
was undertaken by Foreign Vice-Minister 
Shunichi Matsumoto, together with Chief 
Cabinet Secretary Sakomizu. A hurried ex

amination was also made by the High Com
mand which had received the monitored text 
from the Army and Navy intelligence network. 
At 0800 as the Foreign Vice-Minister and 
Togo agreed to press for acceptance of the 
Allied terms, Sakomizu was advising the 
Premier to accept the Byrnes' reply. 

The evasive Allied attitude toward the Em

peror's ultimate position, however, aroused 
high military quarters and stiffened their atti
rude toward the whole surrender problem. At 
0820, General Umezu and Admiral Toyoda, the 
respective Chiefs of the Army and Navy General 

Staff's, went to the Imperial Palace together and 
made a joint plea to the Emperor to reject the 

Allied conditions. 
They declared that the terms subjecting the 

Emperor to the will of the Allied Supreme 
Commander was tantamount to reducingJapan 
to a mere vassalage; the Emperor would be 
placed in a subordinate position, a situation 
which neither the Army nor the Navy could 
countenance. They argued that acceptance of 
the terms would invite internal chaos and result 
in the ultimate removal of the Imperial 

family.'" 
The hews of the Allied answer generated 

uneasiness in Army circles, and the threat of 
an organized Army coup d'etat, which had long 
been feared by the peace group, appeared to 
take concrete form. Soon after T oyoda and 
Umezu had returned from their unscheduled 
Palace visit, a group of young officers in the 

War Ministry appeared before Anami, suggest
ing that the Army undertake a coup, if neces
sary, to stop the peace movement. Anami, 
however, smothered the suggestion of rebellion 
by adroitly evading a definite commitment; 
yet, at the same time, he went to Suzuki to 
voice his opposition to the Allied reply. ", 

The text of the Allied broadcast and the 

Foreign Office's interpretation of the terms 
were submitted to the Emperor at 1100 by 
Foreign Minister Togo, shortly after he had 
conferred with Smuki. Immediately there
after, Togo met with Marquis Kido, the Em
peror's personal advisor, and received assur-

171 Joint plea to the Emperor by Gen. Umezu and Adm. Toyoda, Chiefs of the Army and Navy General Staffs, 

respectively. The Unpublished Record of the Japanese Navy General Staff, p. 3. 

172 (I) Anami was apploached by a group of young officers as he was leaving his office for the outside. After 

listening to the pleas of his subordinates, he hurriedly left the room without committing himself. (Statement by Lt. 

Col. Takeshita, previously cited.) (2) Anami visited Suzuki's official residence at 1130, 12 August. DOJei-Tsuzuri 

IfJr¥Ul (Record of the Movements of Cabinet Ministers.) This record was kept by the Political Affairs Section of the 

Tokyo Kempeitai Headquarters. (3) Foreign Minister Togo told Matsumoto late in the afternoon of 12 August 

that he feared Suzuki had been influenced by Anami and Hiranuma not to accept the broadcast Allied reply. (Statement 

by Shunichi Matsumoto, Foreign Vice-Minister, May-Aug 45.) 
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ances of his support in the event further op
position developed over the interpretations put 
on the Allied communication. Togo, while 
confident of his assessment of the Allied reply 
-that is, the Allies eventually would allow the 
Emperor to remain-feared that the opposi
tion might seize upon Paragraph Four'" as an 
argument against capitulation, and thus disrupt 
the existing unanimity in Government councils. 

Meanwhile, Navy Minister Y onai, infuri
ated by reports that Toyoda had joined Umezu 

in the palace protestation, reprimanded him 
for his "thoughtless and irresponsible" act. 
It was to guard against such actions, he point
ed out angrily, that the Navy only a day 
earlier had instructed local commanders to 
keep a strict watch over the activities of their 
subordinates. ,,. 

The repercussions of the Allied broadcasts 
became more manifest in Japanese political 
circles that afternoon. At 1250, Baron Hira
numa, President of the Privy Council who 
enjoyed a wide personal following in ultra
nationalistic groups, called on the Premier, 
and later, on the Lord Keeper of the 
Privy Seal, to register his opposition to the 
Allied reply. Hiranuma urged both Suzuki 
and Kido to press the United States for a 
clarification on its ultimate position "is-a-,,;s 
the Emperor disclosing at the same time that 

the worst possible interpretations were being put 

on the Allir.d broadcasts. '" 
The Emperor, undeterred by the impas

sioned pleas of the High Command representa
tives summoned the Imperial princes and the 
families of the princes of the blood to a Palace 
meeting at 1500 to solicit their support in his 
resolve for peace. The meeting was to last for 
nearly three hours, during the course of which 
he reaffirmed his determination to end the war. 
At that same hour, the Cabinet, without waiting 
for the formal Allied communication, was 
called into an extraordinary session at the 
Premier's official residence to exchange opinions 
on the broadcast reply. 

Foreign Minister Togo, reporting on the 
broadcast text, admitted at the outset that the 
Allied terms could not be considered satis
factory in every respect, but that to make any 
request for clarification of the Emperor's status 
or to submit additional reservations would be 
dangerous. He said that such action could 
be interpreted by the Allies as an indication 
of Japan's intention to break off negotiations. 

Togo argued at length that however odious 
and unpleasant were the Allied terms, especial

ly those assigning the position of the Emperor, 
the fulfillment of the provisions embodied in 
Paragraphs One and Two, not to mention the 
all-important Paragraph Four, would, in effect, 
mean that the status of the Emperor would 
remain unchanged. ,,. 

173 Paragraph Four: "The ultimate form of Government of Japan shall, in accordance with the Potsdam 
Declaration, be established by the freely expressed will of the Japanese people." The military feared that this clause 
implied an ultimate change in the statutory position of the Emperor. Togo and his supporters argued that this paragraph 
should be interpreted to mean that the Japanese themselves would be permitted to decide what form of government they 
wanted and that such being the case it was inconceivable that the Japanese would desire any fundamental change in the 
Emperor System. Togo Memoirs, op. cit., pp. 23-4. 

174 Statements by Vice Adm. Hoshina and Chief Cabinet Secretary Sakomizu, previously cited. 

175 By this time the news of the secret peace negotiations were beginning to leak out to the public, and the 
Government was subject to both threats and encouragement. Handbills began appearing in the streets of Tokyo with 
the declaration: II Down with the Badoglio regime of Suzuki.Togo.Yonai." 

176 The statement in the Allied answer, based on the Potsdam Declaration, which provided that the ultimate 
form of Government of Japan was to be determined by the freely expressed will of the Japanese people indicated that 
the Emperor system was not to be abolished, but rather, was clear to those who knew the Japanese people, that it was 
to be preserved. If the Emperor system were accepted, it naturally followed that the current position of the Emperor 
would likewise be accepted. (Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited.) 
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War Minister Anami, together with Home 
Minister Abe and Justice Minister Matsuzaka, 
argued that no such interpretation could be 
placed on the Allied rep!y and insisted that 
further inquiries be made. Anami further 
argued for the attachment of two conditions 
governing disarmament and occupation, which 
had been shelved previously. 

But more disconcerting to Togo and the 
peace bloc than the indefinitive arguments 
was the surprising, stiffening attitude of Suzuki 
as the deliberations progressed. Suzuki, re
vealing dissatisfaction with the Allied reply, 
stated bluntly that there was no alternative but 
to continue the war. Togo replied sharply 
that Japan should not continue the war irre
sponsibly and that unless there were some 
prospects of victory the Government should 
forge ahead with its peace negotiations. 

Suzuki's unexpected wavering was a sharp 
disappointment to Togo, who now was virtual
ly fighting a single-handed battle. It was past 
1725; the Cabinet had been wrangling heated
ly for more than two hours. Fearing that any 
further discussion would end in a victory for 
the continued-war faction, as symbolized by 
Anami, Togo suggested that the meeting ad
journ until a formal communication had been 
received from the Allies. 

Following the meeting, Togo upbraided 
Suzuki for his vacillation and warned that he 
would take the issue personally to the Emper
or if the. Premier persisted on talking of 
continued war. '77 Togo then returned to the 
Foreign Office and conferred with his aide, 

Matsumoto, at which time it was decided to 
withhold news of the expected Allied reply 
until the peace faction could induce Suzuki to 
recant. Both Togo and Matsumoto felt that 
to reopen the deliberations that same night 
under such adverse circumstances would be 
fatal. ,,. 

At 1830, Togo called at the Imperial Palace 
where he urged Kido to exercise his influence 
in swinging Suzuki back to the peace fold. 
The Foreign Minister expressed doubt that the 
peace moves could be successfully culminated 
unless immediate action was taken. 

In the meantime, the formal Allied reply, 
dated 11 August and signed by U. S. Secretary 
of State James F. Byrnes on behalf of the Al
lied Governments, was received officially by the 
Foreign Office, almost 12 hours after its dis
patch from . Berne, Switzerland. The com
munication was found to be identical with the 
broadcast text from San Francisco, but its 
receipt was kept secret. 

Later that evening, at 2130, Suzuki was 
prevailed upon by Kido to accept Togo's in
terpretation of the Allied terms and to go 
ahead resolutely on that basis. Suzuki was 
warned that continued resistance would only 
compound Japan's misery and that any hesi
tation or wavering at this point would be ex
tremely hazardous. Suzuki concurred with 
Kido.'" 

At 0210, 13 August, the Foreign Office 
received an urgent cablegram from Suemasa 
Okamoto, the Japanese Minister to Sweden, 
which reported that the United States, in 

177 Statement by Foreign Minister Togo, previously cited. 
178 Statement by Foreign Vice~Minister Matsumoto, previously cited. 
179 (I) The Allied reply was received by the Foreign Office message center at 1840' It had been dispatched 

from Berne by the Japanese Minister in Switzerland at 2324, II August (0724, 12 August, Tokyo Time.) Foreign 
Office Radios, op. cit., Japanese Minister Kase's Radiogram Relaying Byrnes Reply, 12 Aug 45. (2) Upon specific 
instructions from the Foreign Vice-l\!linister, Akita Oe, Chief of Radio Section, stamped the time of official receipt of 
the message as 0740, 13 August. News of the receipt was withheld so !hat the peace faction in the Foreign Office 
could martial their forces for the impending showdown on the surrender issue. (Statement by Foreign Vice-Minister 
Matsumoto, previously cited.) 

.So Affidavit of Kido, 0p. cit., IMTFE Record, PP' 3', .85- .86. 
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mapping the reply to the surrender offer, had 
stoutly resisted heavy pressures by the Soviet 
Union and China for outright removal of the 
Emperor.'" 

Armed with this telegram, Matsumoto, on 
his own initiative, hurriedly conferred with 
Sakomizu and then with the Premier, pointing 
out that the message, in effect, supported 
Togo's strong contention that any attempt 
by Japan to clarify the Emperor issue would 
result in a severance of the negotiations. 
He warned that to quibble over terms would 
only be playing into the hands of the in
transigent elements in the Allied camp who 
were bitterly opposed to the retention of the 
Emperor system. Suzuki agreed promptly to 
accept the Allied terms. 

At 0730, Anami paid an unexpected call on 
Kido and restated his objections to Paragraph 
Four. Kido pointed out that should Japan 
refuse to accept the Allied terms she would do 
so without any valid reason, and emphasized 
that the Allies would find it difficult to under
stand the change in attitude. This reaction, 
he concluded, would do more harm than good. 
They parted without agreement. In the mean
time, the Emperor was informed by the Foreign 
Minister that the Allied note was identical in 
wording to the broadcast reply. 

At 0900, Suzuki fortified with renewed 
determination from the night before, convoked 
an urgent meeting of the six leaders of the 
Supreme War Direction Council-its first on 
the Allied reply. As had been the case of 
the 9 August meeting, the deliberations were 
characterized by violent clashes of opinion, and 
the same cleavage persisted with the Premier, 
Navy and Foreign Ministers aligned on one side 
and the War Minister and the ChIefs of the 
Army and Navy General Staffs on the other. 

Anami, Umezu and Toyoda argued it was 

inconceivable that the authority of the Emperor 
should be subjected to the restrictions imposed 
by the Allied supreme commander. They 
emphatically objected to Paragraph Four, ex
pressing the fear that the ultimate expression 
of the people's will would be coercively 
channelled by the occupying powers. The 
negotiations, they insisted, must be continued 
until there was no doubt as to the Emperor's 
position. 

Suzuki, Togo and Y onai explained that the 
Allied demands were reasonable since the 
limitations to be imposed by the Allied Occu
pation commander on the Emperor's preroga
tives would only be within the sphere of the 
fulfillment of the surrender terms. They argued 
further that the clause governing the ultimate 
form of government was an implied guarantee 
that the Japanese people would not be coerced 
by the Allies. They cited the case of the 
Saar plebiscite, calling attention to the fact that 
the outcome of this issue would depend solely 
upon the Japanese people themselves. To 
attempt any further negotiations, they main
tained adamantly, would only imperil Japan's 
final chance to sue for peace. 

The cleavage widened rather than narrowed 
as the procrastinating debate continued. With 
the six leaders showing no sign of reaching an 
agreement, Suzuki called an adjournment of 
the session at 1500 and ordered a full Cabinet 
meeting for 1600 hours. The arena of dis
cussion again shifted back to the Cabinet. 

This time, Premier Suzuki took a more 
positive and aggressive role in the dis
CUSSIOns. He asked each member of his 
Cabinet to express his real feelings on the 
Allied offer. The majority favored outright 
acceptance. Home Minister Abe and Justice 
Minister Matsuzaka, who earlier had lined up 
with Anami in opposing the Allied terms, 

.81 Foreign Office Radios, op. cit. , copy of telegram received by Foreign Office at 0210, 13 August, from 

Suemasa Okamoto, Japanese Minister to Sweden. 
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agreed eventually to leave the final decision up 
to the Emperor. 

Anami alone stubbornly refused to back 
down. Moreover, he insisted on appending 
the two conditions governing self-disarmament 
and the Allied occupatIon of the homeland. 
On this point, Togo again maintained that the 
conditions should. be proposed separately as 
mere solicitations, a proposal which most of 
the Ministers supported. He warned repeatedly 
that insistence on further negotiations might 
allow time for opposition to gain strength in 
the Allied camp to the retention of any form 
of the Imperial family system. Thus. the 
Cabinet deliberated inconclusively again for 
more than three hours before adjournment .••• 

That same afternoon Japanese monitors 
heard U. S. broadcasts in which charges were 
renewed that the Japanese Government was 
deliberately delaying a reply. American carrier 
aircraft meanwhile struck viciously in increas
ingly bold sweeps throughout the Kanto area. 
Enemy carrier strikes were also made in other 
areas of northern Japan. 

The surrender discussions had now been 
deadlocked for more than four days, and the 
hour of decision had arrived. The Premier, 
who had thus far failed by persuasion and 
arguments to steer the Cabinet and the Big 
Six council, urgently sought to settle the 
matter once and for all at what he hoped would 
be a conclusive meeting in the Emperor's 

presence. The War Minister and the Chiefs 
of the Army and Navy General Staffs, however, 
refused to sanction Suzuki's request for an 
Imperial conference. "J 

An hour after the Cabinet had adjourned at 

1930, Umezu, Toyoda and Togo met at the 
Premier's official residence. This unscheduled 

meeting, urged by both Chiefs of General 
Staffs, continued for two hours and was 

merely a futile repetition of the old argu
ments. The two Chiefs of General Staff 
refused to accept T ogo's interpretation of the 
Allied reply and pressed him to request the 
American Covernment to confirm his interpre

tatIon. Togo desisted, declaring that such a 
move would be construed as a refusal of the 
proffered terms and thus irreparably wreck 
Japan's last diplomatic chances. 

Meanwhile, at the War Minister's official 
residence at Miyakezaka, Anami was closeted 
with several of his subordinates in a meeting 
beginning at 2000, 13 August, to hear a plan 
for a coup ({ etat. According to this plan the 
coup was to be carried out after obtaining 
approval from both the War Minister and the 
Chief of Army General Staff. The officials, 
representing the bitter-end resistance faction , 
attempted in vain to secure a clear-cut 
commitment from Anami, and the meeting 
broke up with an assurance by the War 
Minister that a definite reply would be forth
coming "tomorrow." lSi 

182 Record of the Termination of the War, op. cit" pp. 138144. 

183 Chief Cabinet Secretary Sakomizu, while successful in his maneuver of the 9th to obtain prior consent by 
Umezu and Toyada to the convocation of an Imperial conference, was unable to do so on the 13th. On the morning 

of the 13th, officials of the War Ministry and the Army and Navy General Staffs agreed not to sanction an Imperial 

meeting until the Big Six Council had agreed unanimously on the surrender issue. The War Minister, who had 

steadfastly resisted the peace moves in the Council and Cabinet debates, insisted that the surrender issue should be 

resolved by the members of the Council and the Cabinet and that invocation of the Emperor's decision should be 

avoided as far as possible . (Statement by Chief Cabinet Secretary Sakomizu, previously cited.) 

184 A half-dozen officers holding key positions in the Mil itary Affairs Bureau of the W ar Ministry, including 

Majot Hatanaka (who later was to become one of the ringleaders in the Palace revo lt), called on Anami at 2 000 hours, 

13 August, bearing plans for a large-scale coup J't.tat. The plan roughly was as follows: (a) The aim to elicit ftom 

the Emperor sanction to continue negotiations until the desired peace conditions were met: (b) The forces to be 

used ; the 1St Imperial Guards Division and the Twelfth Area Army: (c) Course of action; the bitter-end 
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Early on the morning of 14 August, Ameri
can planes dropped over Japanese cities, in
cluding Tokyo, leaflets containing the Japanese 
Government's offer of 10 August to accept the 
Potsdam terms and the Allied reply written in 
Japanese. The secret negotiations, which the 
Government had tried to conceal from the 
public, were now revealed. 

At 0830, Kido, caxrying one of the leaflets, 
went directly to the Emperor and urgently 
advised him to take prompt action. Explain
ing he feared the leaflets would have a profound 
effect on the armed forces and on the people, 
he emphasized that every moment peace was 
delayed was dangerous. He pointed out the 
humiliating effect the enemy's disclosure of the 
Cabinet's secret maneuvers would have on the 
homeland troops who were being deployed 
against an invasion, stressing that their attitude 
would give the extremists a powerful weapon 
with which to oppose the Emperor's will to sue 
for peace. It was imperative, therefore, that 
the Emperor declare war be ended immediately 
lest he might lose control of the armed forces 
in the field. The Emperor readily agreed. 

Soon after the audience, Kido conferred 
with Premier Suzuki who had come to the 
Palace to seek the Emperor's assistance in 
convoking an Imperial conference. Suzuki 
revealed the Government's helpless position 

resulting from the unyielding attitude of the 
Chiefs of Army and Navy General StallS. Both 
he and Kido agreed it was useless to engage in 
further discussions and that in view of the 
increasingly perilous situation a final showdown 
was immediately necessary. Both men then 
held a joint audience with the Emperor shortly 
before 0900 and petitioned him to convoke on 
his own initiative an Imperial conference in 
defiance of a time-honored precedent .• 8, 

At 1000, the Emperor, in furtherance of his 
peace resolution, summoned Fleet Admiral 
Osami Nagano, Field Marshals Sugiyama and 
Shunroku Hata, the highest ranking military 
men present in the homeland at the time, and 
requested them to secure the obedient com
pliance of the armed forces to his surrender 
decision .. 86 

Thus occurred the climactic development 
when the full Cabinet, the two Chiefs of the 
Army and Navy General Staffs, the President of 
the Privy Council, and the secretaries of the 
Supreme War Direction Council were urgently 
summoned to assemble at the Imperial Palace. 
The Cabinet Ministers had gathered at the 
Premier's official residence in a meeting sched
uled for 1000, and when they received the 
Imperial summons they had no time to change 
to court clothing, so they were given special 
permission to proceed to the palace in their 

resistance faction, taking advantage of a provision in the Imperial Ordinance concerning martial law, which authorizes 

local garrison commanders to prodair:n martial law provisionally withom Imperial sanction in the case of emergency, 

was to place the whole Tokyo area under martial law. By so doing, the Emperor would be isolated from the peace 

group and would be requested to issue such order as the Army might desire. (d) Prerequisites; the War Minister, 

the Chief of the Army General Staff, the Commander of the Eastern District Army, and the Commander of the 1St 

Imperial Guards Division should aU agree to the plan. Anami, while appearing favorably disposed to the plan, begged 

for time to make a final decision and said, " I will give you a definite reply tomorrow morning after I have thought it 
over." (Statement by Lt. Col. Inaba, previously cited. Inaba was one of six members who discussed the coup d'etat plan.) 

185 In accordance with custom, more rigidly observed in recent years, an Imperial conference was convoked upon 

the joint request of the Premier and the Chiefs of the Army and Navy General Staffs and only after they had agreed 

upon the issues. This left: the Emperor with virtually no necessity to express his own opinion. Under the circum· 

stances, it was almost unthinkable that an Imperial conference would be convoked without the previous consent of the 

High Command. 
186 The developments noted on this page are taken from material found in; (I) Affidavit of Kido, op. cit-, 

pp. 31, I~-I9I . (2) Statement by Marquis Kido, previously cited. 
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regular business suits. 
The final pre-surrender conference began 

at 1100 in the same air raid shelter in the 
Palace where, on !rIO August, the Emperor 
had revealed unmistakably his desire for peace. 
Suzuki opened the meeting with a brief review 
of developments since 10 August. The Premier 
noted that most of the Cabinet members were 
in favor of accepting the Potsdam terms, but 
there had been no unanimity. He then pro
posed that the Emperor hear the opposing 
views before making a final decision. He 
named in tum the Chief of the Army General 
Staff, the Chief of the Navy General Staff, and 
the War Minister to express their views. 

The three hold-outs voiced the same 
opinions and tearfully pleaded for further 
inquiries of the Allies, asserting that under the 
stated terms of the Byrnes' communication it 
would be difficult for Japan to preserve her 
national polity. If that were not possible, 
they concluded it would be better to continue 
the war. No others were called upon by the 
Premier to speak. 

The Emperor then broke the grim silence 
and poignantly reiterated the Imperial wish, his 
voice trembling with emotion. He desired 
that all members agree with him. He said he 
waS of the opinion that the Allied reply was 
satisfactory; that this opinion was unchanged 
since 10 August; and that his decision was 
based on a studied observation of the world 
and domestic situations. Continued war, he 
emphasized again, would mean ultimate de
struction of Japan, whereas otherwise the 
nation's revival could be assured as long as 
the "seeds and source" existed. He pleaded 
with his audience to put aside personal senti-

ments. 
The Emperor spoke with choked emotion .as 

he referred to the plight of the war sufferers 
and the families of the war dead and said he 
would do everything he could for their consola
tion. While admitting fear that the shock of 
surrender would be especially far-reaching in the 
armed forces, the Emperor emphasized he was 
ready to appeal directly to his troops if neces
sary-he was willing to undertake any task 
which would facilitate the conclusion of 
hostilities .• s, 

Fina,ly, he offered to make a radio broadcast 
to the people of his decision to surrender and 
asked his Ministers to draw up a rescript end
ing the war. The attendants wept aloud at 
the Emperor's unprecedented plea. Suzuki 
then assured the' Emperor a rescript would be 
prepared immediately. The historic Imperial 
conference was concluded at noon. ,88 

Japan's Reply to Final Allied Offer 

With the Imperial verdict unequivocally 
stated, the Cabinet members, upon whom lay 
the official responsibility for surrender, met at 
the Premier's official residence at 1300 to 
give the finishing touches to a draft Imp~rial 
Rescript which had been under preparation by 
the Cabinet secretariat since the Imperial 
conference of 10 August. Emphasis was placed 
on the Emperor's statements he had made at 
the Imperial conference on 10 August. 

Although it had been feared by many Cabi
net members that Anami might tender his 
resignation at this critical moment and thus 
compel the whole Cabinet to collapse, the War 
Minister chatted amiably with his colleagues, 

187 Following the conference, the Emperor revealed to the War and Navy Ministers of his readiness to dispatch 

his aide-de-camps to Army and Navy headquarters to appeal to the armed forces. Navy Minister Yonai prompdy 
declined the oifer, saying he would do his utmost to secure the J.~avy·s compliance with the Imperial wish for surrender. 

War Minister Anami followed suit. Notes on the Termination of the War, op. cit., p. 59. 

,88 (,) Ibid., pp. 58-9, (2) Truth of rhe Surrender Period, op. cit. Asahi Newspaper, Tokyo, '91an 46. 
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and participated actively in the discussions on 
the Rescript. If the outcome had been a crushing 
defeat for the War Minister, he showed no 
outwards signs of it.''' 

At 2IOO, after nearly eight hours of continu
ous discussion, the Cabinet finished the word

ing of the draft rescript, after which it was 
taken to the Emperor immediately by the 
Premier for his seal and signature. The 
Ministers then counter· signed the Rescript to 
formalize the Emperor's surrender decision. It 

was already 2250. At that same moment, the 
Emperor was recording his impending broad

cast message on a phonograph disc in the 
room of the Imperial Household Ministry. At 
2300, the Imperial Rescript was ordered to be 
proclaimed but because of printing difficulties 
it was not until the following day that the of

ficial copies were distributed. Japan's surrender, 
however, had become effective at 2300, I4 

August.· .. 

With the promulgation of the Rescript, the 

following telegram, which had been prepared 
by Togo earlier in consultation with Foreign 
Office experts, was swiftly dispatched to the 
four Allied Governments through the facilities 

of the Swiss Government: ••• 

With reference to the Japanese Goyernmenfs nOle 

of August 10 regarding its acceptcz1ICe of the pro)'isions 

of the Potsdam Declaration and the reply of the 
Governments of the United States, Great Britain, the 

So.iet Union and China sent by the American 
Secretary of State Brmes under the date of August 
II, the Japanese GOl'ernment has the honor to com

municate to the Go)'emments of the four Powers 

as follows: 
I . His Majesty the Emperor has issued an Imperial 

Rescript regarding Japan's acceptance of the pro.mons 
of the Potsdam Declaration. 

2. His Majesty the Emperor is prepared to au
thorize and ensure the signature by His Government 

and the Imperial General Headquarters of the 
necessary terms for carrying out the pro)'isiolls of the 

Potsdam Declaration. His Majesty is also prepared 
to issue his commands to all the military, nd'JIal dnd 

air authorities of Japan and all forces under their 
(O"tro/ where'Yer located to cease acti"e operations, to 

surrender arms aud to issue such other orders as tntly 
be required by the Supreme Commander of the Allied 
Powers fo r the execut£on of the abo}le-menhoned terms. 

The long internal struggle was over. The 
Emperor's will had prevailed, and the die was 
cast for peace. 

189 As the Army's top agent in the Cabinet, Anami was fully cognizant of both the direction being taken by the 
Government and the widespread desire within the Army for the continuation of the war. At the same time, while 

vigorously championing the cause of bitter-end resistance in the conference discussions, he did. not disclose the Cabinet's 

peace intentions to the Army staff until 10 August, but took full responsibility for his own actions. Anami could have 

at any time wrecked the Cabinet by resigning or effecting a coup d' ~tat, and thus forced a fight to the finish, but he 

was reluctant to oppose what were the explicit wishes of the Emperor. (I) Statements by Marquis Kido, Chief Cabinet 

Secretary Sakomizu, Foreign Minister Togo and Lt. Col. Takeshita, all previonsly cited. (2) Record on the Termina

tion of the War, op. cit. , pp. 173- 4' (3 ) Fall of the Japanese Army, op. cit., p. 51. (4) "Mitsumasa Yonai and 

Korechika Anami," by Seizo Sakonji , Maru magazine, Sep 49. 
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CHAPTER XXI 

RETURN TO PEACE 

Imperial Announcement of Surrender 

With the promulgation late on '4 August 
of the Emperor's Rescript accepting the Allied 

surrender terms, Japan's decision to capitulate 

had become final. But not until thirteen hours 

later did the nation at large learn the tragic and 
stunning news that the Empire had bowed in 

defeat for the first time in its recorded history.' 

From early morning on '5 August, radio 
stations throughout the country alerted the 

people to stand by for an important broadcast 
at ,2 o'clock noon. In Tokyo and other cities, 

special preparations were hastily carried out to 

ensure that a maximum number of people would 
hear the broadcast. Loudspeakers were set up 

in public places as well as in government and 

private offices where most employees stayed 

during the noon hour to eat meager box lunches. 
As the time for the broadcast drew near, 

tense expectancy gripped the nation. In homes, 

offices and factories and on city ·streets through. 

out the land, people paused to gather near 
radios or loudspeakers. Few outside of 

limited official and press circles had any inkling 
of what was to come. The vast majority of 

the nation, even though feeling that defeat 

could not be far off, expected that they were 

about to hear a new exhortation to fight to the 
death or the announcement of an Imperial 

declaration of war on Soviet Russia. 
The strident note of the noon time-signal 

was followed by the muted strains of the national 
anthem. Then, listeners heard State Minister 

Shimomura, President of the Cabinet Informa

tion Board, announce that the next voice would 

be that of His Majesty the Emperor. People 
caught their breaths in quick surprise for never 

before had the Emperor spoken directly to his 
subjects by radio. They listened in tense silence 

as the Emperor's voice came over the air, reading 

the solemn and fateful words of the Imperial 

Rescript :' 
After pondering deeply the general trend of the 

'World rituatjoll and the actual state of Our Empire, 

We ha" decided to effect a settlement of the present 

crisis by resort to all extraordiudTY measure. To OUT 

good and loyal subjects, we hereby C01l"y Our will. 

We hd'Ye commanded Our GO')lerument to communi· 

cate to the Go>emments of the U1lited States, Great 

Britai1l, Chi,,,, a1ld the So.iet Union that Our Empire 

accepts the terms of their joi1lt Dec/aratio1l. 

To stri" fo r the comm01l prosperity a1ld happineJJ 

of all 1lations as well as the security and well·being 0/ 

Our subjects is the solemn obligation handed down to 

Us by Our Imperial Ancestors, and We keep it c/ose 

to heart. Indeed, We declared war 071 America and 

Britain out of OUT si7lcere desire to eusure }lzpa1.' s 

This chapter was originally prepared in Japanese by Rear Adm. Katsuhei Nakamura, Imperial Japanese Navy. 

Duty assignments of this officer were as follows: Chief Secretary, Navy Minisrry, 5 Nov 40-24 Feb 43 j Commander, 

H . M. S. Myoko, 2 Mar-Io Dec 43 j Naval Attache, Japanese Embassy at Nanking, and concurrently Vice-Chief of 

Staff, China Area Fleet, 4 Jan-23 Jul 44 j Direcrer, General Affairs Bureau, Navy Aeronautical Department, 7 Aug 

44-5 Sep 45· All source materials cited in this chapter are located in G-2 Historical Section Files, GHQ FEe. 

2 Shosho j~ (Imperial Remipr) '4 Aug 45. (Cf. Plate No. ,67) 
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self-preUT>aticm and the ltabilization of &t Ana_ 
It 'Was not OUT ;UlentjOT' either to infringe upo" the 

sol'ereignty of other lIatio,u OT to seek territorial 

aggrandizem"'t. 
The hOltilitieI ha>e now continued for nearly four 

yeaTI. Despite the gallant fighting of the Officm and 
M", of Our Army and Na.y, the diligence and 
aIIiduity of Our IeT>antI of State, and the deyoted 
Ie",ice of Our hundred million IUbjeclI----deIpite the 

beIt efforii of all-the war hdI not neceIIarily de
>eloped in Our fa.or, and the g",eral world ntuabon 
also is not to japau's adYdutdge. 3 Furthermore, the 

enemy hal begun to employ a new and cruel bomb 
which kilh and maim! the iWlOcent and the power of 
which to wreak deItruction iI truly incalculable. 

Should We continue to fight, the ultimate relult 
would be not only the obliteration of the race but the 
extinction of humdJl civilization. Then, how should 

We be able to Ia.e the milliotu of Our rubjecii and 

make atonement to the hallowed IpiritI of Our Imperial 
AnceItorI? That iI why We ha>e commanded the 
Imperial GOYemm",t to comply with the term! of the 
Joint Declaration of the PowerI. 

To thOle nabom whicn, aI Our allieI, ha>e Itead
faltly cooperated with the Empire for the emancipation 
of Ealt Ana, We cannot but expreII Our deep regret. 

Aho, the thought of Our rubjecii who ha>e fall", on 
the field of battle or met untimely death while per
forming their appointed tdIkI, and the thought of their 

berea>ed farmlieI, retodI Our heart, and We feel 
profound IOlicitude for the woutoded and for all war
ruffererI who haYe 10It their homeI atod li.elihood. 

The IUffering atod hardlbip which Our nation yet 
mu,t undergo will certainly be great. We are keenly 
aware of the jrmermost feelings of all ye, Our subjects. 
HfYWe1Ier, it is according to the dictates of b'me and 

fate that We haye remlYed, by "oduring the unendur-

able and bearing the unbearable, to pd>e the tIIay for 
a grand peace for all g"leratiom to come_ 

Sittee it haI been pOIIible to preIeT>e the Itructure 
of the Imperial State, We Ihall alwaYI be with ye, Our 
good arod loyal rubjeclI, placing Our trwt in your 
sillurity and integrity. Beware most strictly of any 

outbUTIt of emotion which may ",getoder needlm 
complications, and refrain from !raterMI contmsion 

and Itrife which may creare con[wion, lead ye dItray 
and cauIe ye to 10Ie the confidence of the world. Let 
the nation continue as one family from generation to 

generation with untlla.ering faith in the imperilhability 
of Our di.ine latod and eyer mindful of iII hea.y burden 
of relponnbility atod the long road ahead. Turn your 
full Itrength to the tdIk of building a new future. 
Culti.ate the waYI of rectitude, fOlter nobility of spirit, 
and work with relo/ution IO that ye may enhattee the 

innate glory of the Imperial State and keep pace with 
the progreII of the tIIorld. We charge ye, Our loyal 
IUbjeclI, to carry out faithfully Our will_ 

The Government had taken special pains to 
phrase the Imperial message in such a way as 
to soften the impact of surrender on the nation 
at large. The word "surrender" itself had 
been studiously avoided. Nevertheless, the 
import of the Emperor's words was ·painfully 
clear to all who heard them. Even those who 
did not know what the] oint Declaration of the 
Allied Powers signified-and there were many 
such in the rural areas-swiftly understood 
that the Emperor was announcing the termina
tion of hostilities on terms laid down by the 
enemy. Japan, in short, was accepting final 
defeat after more than three and a half years of 
costly fighting and hard sacrifice.-

Although the horrible destruction of Hiro-

3 This was one of the mos~ <:ontroversial passages in the Rescript. As originally drafted for Cabinet approval, it 
read : U Despite the gallant fighting of the Officers and Men of Our Army and Navy .. . . t~ war situation worI~ns 

from day /0 ddY, and the general world situation also is not to Japan's advantage." During the Cabinet discussion of 
the text on the afternoon of 14 August, War Minister Anami objected to this wording as carrying too strong an im
plication of the total defeat of the Japanese armed forces. A compromise was finally reached whereby the italicized 
passage was amended to read , II th~ war has not ntctssdrily d~aoptd in OUT ja'Yor." ShuItnk, A!S~ia (Record of the Termi
nation of the War) by Hiroshi (Kainan) Shimomura, Oct 48, p. 161. 

4 Owing to poor radio reception, there were some outlying-districts in which the Emperor's broadcast was not 
understood and many thought that they were being urged to fight on. Press publication of the Imperial Rescript, 
however, prompdy corrected this misunderstanding. 
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IMPERIAL RESCRIPT 

To OUT good and Loyal subjects: 
After pondering deeply the generaL trends of the world and the: actual condi tions obtatnlOg in OUT 

Empire today, We have decided to effect a senlement of the present situation by resottlng to an 
extraordinary measure . 

We have. ordered Our Govc:rnment to communicate to the Governments of the U nited States, Grut 
Britain, Ch'i na and the: Soviet Union that OUT Empire accepts the provisions of their Joint Declaration . 

To strive for the common prosperity and happiness of all nations as well as the security and well .being 
of Our subjects is the solemn obligation which has been handed down by Our Imperial Ancestors, which 
We lay close to heart. Indeed, We declared war on America and Britain out of Our sincere desire to 

ensure Japan's self-prc:suvation and the stabilization of East Asia, it being far from Our thought either 
to infringe upon the sovereignity of other nattons or to embark upon territorial aggrandiztment. But 
now th.e war has lasted for nearly four years. Despite the best [hat has been done by evuy one - gallant 
fighting of military and naval fo rces , the diligence and assiduity of Our servants of the State and the 
devoted service of Our one hundred million people, the war situation has not necessarily improved and 
the general trends of the world are also nOt to Japan's advantage . Moreover, the enemy has begun to 
employ a new and most cruel bomb, the power of which to do damage is indeed incalculable , taking the 
toll of many Innocent lives. Should We continue to fight t It would nOI only result in an ultimate collapse 
and obliteration of the Japanese nation, but also it would lead to the total extinction of human civilization. 
Such being the case, bow are We to save the millions of Our suhjects. or to atone Ourselves before 
the hallowed spirits of Our lmperial Ancestors ? This is the reason why We have ordered the acceptance 
of the provisions of the Joint Declaration of the Powers 

We cannot but express the deepest sense of regret [0 our Allied nations who have consistently co
operated with Ihe Empire towards the emanCipation of East ASia. The thought of those officers and 
men as well as others who have fallen in the 6elds of battle, those who died ~t their pOSts of duty, or 
those who met With untimely death and all the ir bereaved families, pains Our heart night and day . The 
welf are of the wounded and war-sufferers and of tho~e who have lost their home and livelihood are the 
objects of Our profound solicitude. The hardships and sufferings to which Our narion is to be subjected 
hereafter will be certainly great. We are keenly aware of the inmost feellng~ of all ye, Our subjects . 
However , it is according to the dictatr of time and fate that We have resolved (0 pave the way for a 

grand peace for all the generauons to come by endUring the unendurable and suffering what IS IOsufferable. 
Having been able to safeguard and maintain the structure of the Imperial Statt, We are always With 

ye, Our good and loyal subjects, relYlOg upon your sincerity and integrity. Beware most strictly of any 
outburst of emotion which may engender needless complications, or any fraternal contention and strife 
which may create confusion, lead ye a.stray and cause ye to lose the confidence of the world_ Let the 
enure nation contin ue as one family from generation [0 generation, ever firm in ItS faith of the imperish
ableness of its divine land , and mindful of us heavy burden of responSibilities , and the long road before 
it. Unite your total strength to be devoted to the construction for the future . Cultivate the ways of 
rectitude ; foster nobility of spirit ; and work with resolution so as ye may enhance the innate glory of 

the Imperial State and keep pace with [he progress of the world. 
The [4th day of the 8th month of the 20th year of Showa 

Stgo .. ,ure 
SUZUK.1. Kantaro. Baron 
YONAL Mit!lumasa 
MATSUZAKA. Hlromasa 
ANAMI, Korechika 
TOYODA, TeiJlro 
OKADA. Tadahlko 
SAKURAI, Hvogoro 
SAKONjl. Mil.Sa.zo 
SHJMOMURA. Hlros/-u 
HIROSE. Toyouku 
OTA. Ko%o 
fSHIGLJRO. T aduuu 
ABE. Genlt. 
TOGO, Shigenori 
YASUI. TOJI 
KOHIY AMA. !'I.aOtO 

Offict 
Prime Mlnl.'uer 
Minister of Navy 
Mmi5rer of JustICe 
MmlStl!.r of War 
Miniluer (1£ MunUlon 
Minister of We fare 
MinISter of Slate 
Minl5ftr of State 
Minister d Statt 
Minister of Finance 
Minister of Education 
Mimster of Agriculture ",od Conllnnce 
Minister of Hom!': Affairs 
Minister of Furctgn '\tralt'S 
Minister of State 
MiniSter of Trarupo}f[ilItion anJ ( :ommun1t;ation 
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PLATE NO. 167 
Imperial Rescript Ending the War 



shima and Nagasaki by the atom bomb, coupled 
with Soviet entry into the war, had increased 

popular realization that the war was lost, the 
sudden, grim news of capitulation caught the 

nation psychologically unprepared. So thor
ough had been the indoctrination for a last-ditch 

defense of the homeland that many at first 

could not comprehend that Japan had sur
rendered. Then, as the meaning of the Emper

or's words sank in, the people were stunned and 

bewildered. 

Mingled with the sense of shock were grief, 

despair and disillusionment. To a proud and 
intensely patriotic people who had never before 

been conquered in war, defeat was a bitter pill 

to swallow. Many wept openly as they listened 
to the Emperor's solemn announcement. Some 

felt swift anger against the nation's leaders and 
the fighting services for their failure to avert 

defeat; others blamed themselves for falling 

short in their war effort. Above all, there was 

a feeling of intense sympathy for the Emperor, 
who had been forced to take so tragic and pain

ful a decision. 

Following the Emperor's broadcast, war 

factories throughout the country dismissed their 
workers and closed their doors. The news

papers, which had been ordered to susp~nd 
their customary morning editions, came out in 

the afternoon, all carrying the text of the 
Imp~rial Rescript, an unabridged translation of 

the Potsdam D eclaration, and texts of the notes 
exchanged with the Allied Powers. In Tokyo, 

throughout the afternoon, crowds of weeping 
citizens gathered in the vast plaza before the 

Imp~rial Palace and at the Meiji and Yasukuni 
Shrines to bow in reverence and prayer. 

The shock and grief of the moment, com

bined with the dark uncertainty of the future , 

prevented any widespread feeling of relief at 

the termination of hostilities. Bombings and 

bloodshed were at an end, but defeat seemed 

likely to bring only a continuation of hardship 

and privation. Starvation already gripped the 
land. To this might now be added the 
breakdown of public discipline and order, acts 

of violence and oppression by the enemy forces 

of occupation, and a staggering burden of 

reparations. 
D espite the dark outlook, the nation drew 

solace and courage from the Emperor's as

surance that he would remain to lead the people 
through the difficult period that lay ahead. 

His appeal for strict compliance with the Im

perial will made a profound impression, and 
" Reverent Obedience to the Rescri pt" became 

the rallying cry with which the nation prepared 
to face the harsh consequences of capitulation. 

Three hours after the Emperor's broadcast, 
the Suzuki Cabinet, its difficult mission at last 

accomplished, tendered its collective resignation. 
The Premier stated that the Government, by 

resigning, meant to bear responsibility for 

its unprecedented action in app~ling to the 
Emperor to make the final surrender decision, 

and he declared that it was vitally necessary for 

younger leaders to take over the stup~ndous 

task of national reconstruction.' The Emperor 
accepted the resignation but commanded the 

Government to remain in office until a new 

Cabinet could be formed. 

Broadcasting on the evening of the 15th, 
Premier Suzuki appealed to the nation to 

unite in absolute loyalty to the Throne in 

face of the grave national crisis. Japan, he 
stated, had accepted the terms of the Potsdam 
Declaration " fully confident that there will be 

no change in the sovereignty of the Emporor." 
He emphasized further that His Majesty's 
decision to end the war had been taken out of 

compassion for his subjects and in careful con

sideration of existing circumstances. 

Addressing himself specifically to the mem

bers of the armed forces, the Premier voiced 

0; Letter of resignation submitted by Premier Suzuki (0 the Throne, 15 Aug 45. 
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full sympathy with their feelings regard
ing surrender_ He stressed, however, that it 
was the primary duty of the Emperor's subjects 

to assist in fostering the glory and prosp'<ity 

of the Throne and that this could be accom

plished only through complete loyalry and 
obedience to the Imperial will. He concluded 

with this exhortation :. 

I hop, that the i"tri"sic sincerity of our people will 
be gi>en full expression i" the fulfillme"t of the terms 
of the Potsdam Declaratio", a"d that thereby we shall 

rpeedily regai" the confideuce of the world. Our 
primary concern must be to Ttltore the Empire to its 

proper place i" the world at quickly ar porsible through 
comaentioUf co"duct and the dirplay of the moral 
rtrength of our nation u,lder Imperial rule. To thir 

end we a"d rucceeding ge"eratio'if mUft labor mightily 
elM indorm'tably, uniting as oue family in faithful 

obre,."a"ce of the Imperial Rercript. 

Military Reaction 

The Emperor's personal radio message of the 

carefully phrased Rescript concerning the sur

render decision was couched in almost the exact 
words used by him in the last Imperial confer

ence. As the members of the Government had 

hoped, the message had the desired effect. 
The people at large, though shocked and grief
stricken, were impressed that this decision 

represented the actual will of the Emperor 

himself rather than an act of the Government, 
which the sovereign had merely ratified. As 

the momentous day of 15 August came to a 
close, there was scarcely any doubt but that the 
nation as a whole would obediently accept the 

Imperial command. 
The reaction of the armed forces , however, 

was more dangerously problematical. Although 

the top leaders of both fighting services had 
finally bowed to the Emperor's will at the 

Imperial conference of 14 August, they them

selves were deeply concerned over the possi
bility of action by the extremist elements within 

the Army and Navy to defy the surrender 

decision. In fact, even before this decision was 
finally taken on the 14th, War Minister Anami 

was already aware that a coterie of young 

officers in the War Ministry and the Army 
General Staff was planning an armed coup 

d'etat for the purpose of forestalling surrender 

and establishing a military government which 

would continue the war.' 
This was obviously a situation fraught with 

danger. The Army leaders had held out 

until the very last moment against acceptance 

of the Potsdam terms, and they still might have 
blocked or seriously impeded the surrender by 

giving their sanctions to the coup d'etat plan. 
Nevertheless, when the final decision was taken 

at the Emperor's command, they loyally decided 

to obey and took swift action to ensure discipline 

6 Yomiuri-Hochi Shimbun IInl*~wrllll (Yomiu,i-Hochi Newspaper), Tokyo, '7 Aug 45. 
7 The ringleaders of the coup d'etdt plot were principally subordinate officers of the Military Affairs Bureau of 

the War Ministry but also included two oRicers of the Army General Staff. On the night of 13 August, five of the 
conspirators called on General Anami at his official residence and secretly disclosed their plans to him, seeking his 

approval. (Cf. Chapter XX, p. 66g) Anami was non-comittal at this time, but after conferring with General Umezu, Chief 

of the Army General Staff, the following morning, he told the plotters that the coup d'ttat must be abandoned in view 

of Umezu's disapproval. Anami made no move to arrest the ringleaders, among whom was his own brother-in-law, 

but he ordered Lt. Gen. Sanji Okido, Commanding General , Army Military Police (Kempeitai) , and Lt. Gen. 

Takeshi Mori, Commanding General, 1st Imperial Guards Division, to exercise precautionary surveillance over them lest 

they proceed to act in defiance of his orders. Cooperation of the Guards Division, assigned to protection of the Imperial 

Palace, was vital to the roup {{ttat plan. Lt. Gen. Mori, on 12 August, had already rejected a request by the plotters 

for his support in executing the plan, but some of his staff officers had been independently won over by the conspirators. 

(Statements by Col. Saburo Hayashi, Private Secretary to War Minister Anami and Lt. Col. Masahiko Takeshita, 

f\1ilitary Affairs Bureau, War Ministry.) 
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and order throughout the Army. 
Following the final Imperial conference on 14 

August, the Army" Big Three "-War Minis
ter Anami, Chief of the Army General Staff 
Umezu, and Inspectorate-General of Military 
Training General Kenji Doihara-chanced to 
meet at the War Ministry together with Field 
Marshals Hata al).d Sugiyama, the top opera
tional commanders of the Army forces in the 
homeland. These five men affixed their seals to 
a joint resolution pledging that· the Army would 
"conduct itself in accordance with the Impe
rial decision to the last." The resolution was 
endorsed immediately afterward by General 
Masakazu Kawabe, over-all commander of the 
Army air forces in the homeland.' 

In accordance with this decision, General 
Anami and General Umezu both called meet
ings of their ranking subordinates during the 
afternoon of the 14th, notified them of the out
come of the final Imperial conference, and 
directed strict obedience to the Emperor's 
command.- A short while later, special instruc
tions to the same effect were radioed to all top 
operational commanders (of General Army 
level) jointly in the names of the War Minister 
and Chief of Army General Staff. These in
structions stated in part:'· 

1. Negotiations ha .. tak ... place with the enemy 
on the baJis of OUT conditions that the national polity 

be prere",ed and the Imperial domain mai,itained. 
The stipulat.o.u laid down by the ... em)" how .. er, 
reutiered the realization of these couditions extremely 

difficult, a,Jd for that reas01' we "igorously dud cou

sisteutly maiutajlled that these stJpulations were abso

lutely unacceptable. Although we reported to the 
Throne to this effect 011 'Yarious occasions, His Imperial 

Maj"ty n .. erthelm has decided to accept the terms of 
the Potsdam Declaration . ..... . 

2. The Imperial decision haJ been handed down. 
Therefore, it) accordallCt with the Imperial will, it is 

imperati .. that all forces act to the ... d in such a way 

that no dishonor shall be brought to their glorious 
traditious and splendid record of meritorious ser'JIice, 

and that future g ... eratio.u of our race shall be deeply 
impressed. It iI eamestly desired that .. ery soldier, 
without exception, refrain absolutely from raJh be
ha.ior and demollJlrate at home a",1 abroad the 

.. erlasting fame and glory of the Imperial Army. 

Simultaneously with the action of the Army 
leaders, the Navy also took steps to ensure 

disciplined compliance with the surrender 
decision. At 1630 on 14 August, Navy Minis
ter Y onai communicated this decision to his 
pri~cipal subordinate in the Navy Ministry and 
instructed that all necessary measures be taken 
to secure obedience. Orders were also issued 
to all major naval commands within Japan, 
directing them to dispatch their chiefs of staff 

to Tokyo immediately in order to receive 
instructions. II 

8 (I) Field Marshal Hata was in Tokyo as the Emperor had summoned a meeting of all the Field Marshals 

and Fleet Admirals at 1000, 14 August. (2) The joint resolution was originally suggested to them by Lt. Gen. Torashiro 

Kawabe, Deputy-Chief of Army General Stalf, the main purpose of which was to reaffirm me unwavering loyalty 

to the Imperial will under these extraordinary circumstances. (Statement by Lt. Gen. Torashiro Kawabe, Depu~y. 

Chief, Army General Staff.) 

9 General Anami declared in his address that the entire Army must act in complete accord with the Imperial 

decision. II Even if it means sleeping on grass and eating stones," he added, II I ask you all to do your utmost to 

assure the preservation of the national polity." (Statemenrs by Lt. Gen. Masao Yoshizumi, Chief, Military Affairs 

Bureau, War Ministry; Lt. Col. Shiro Hara, Stalf Officer (Operations), Imperial General Headquarters, Army Section; 

and Lt. Col. Takeshita, previously cited). 

10 Army Top Secret Radio No. 68, '4 Aug 45, Sortn Sanun ni lomonau Tsuzuri !nlii;~1C fl! .... ~ (File on 

Soviet Entry into War) compiled by Maj. Hideo Egawa of Military Affairs Bureau, War Ministry, Part I, Doc. No. 12 

II Daily Record of Navy Minister's Secretariat. 
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The prompt action taken by the Army and 
Navy authorities proved, for the most part, 
highly effective. In the Army, where the more 
threatening situation prevailed, the final, un
equivocal decision of the top leaders to abide by 

the will of the Emperor dealt a crippling blow 
to the smouldering plot of the young officers 
for a coup d'etat to block the surrender. The 
conspirators had predicated their plans upon 
unified action by the Army as a whole. Since 
the decision of the Army leadership clearly 

rendered this impossible, most of the principal 
plotters reluctantly abandoned the coup d'etat 

scheme on the afternoon of 14 August." 
Not all of the conspirators, however, were 

willing to bow to the leaders' decision. Two 
of the most fanatical-Maj. Kenji Hatanaka 
and Lt. Col. J iro Shiizaki, both of the Military 
Affairs Bureau in the War Ministry- were 

determined to make a last, desperate attempt to 
block the surrender and force a reversal of the 
Imperial decision to terminate the war. They 
talked Lt. Col. Masataka Ida, a colleague in 
the Military Affairs Bureau, into joining them 
and also secured the promised support of two 
staff officers of the 1st Imperial Guards 
Division. I) 

Hatanaka and Shiizaki made it their ulti-

mate objective to prevail upon the Emperor to 
change his mind and forestall his scheduled 
broadcast on the 15th while galvanizing the 

Army into a united opposition to the surrender. 
To accomplish this, they had in mind a military 
government and planned first to deploy troops 
of the Guards Division during the night of 
14-15 August to seize control of the Imperial 
Palace thereby insulating the Emperor. They 
also planned to usurp control of the central 
Tokyo radio station since the broadcast would 

end all possibility of contrary action by the 
Army. In case of failure, they were fully pre

pared for suicide. 
The conspirators were ready to go into action 

late on the 14th. Between 2300 and midnight, 
Hatanaka, Shiizaki and Ida proceeded to the 
headquarters of the 1st Imperial Guards Divi
sion, situated close by the Northwest (IlIui) gate 

of the Palace grounds (Plate No. 169), and met 
the two division staff officers who had been 
won over to the plot. Shiizaki and these two 

officers-Majs. Hidemasa Koga and Sadakichi 
Ishihara-immediately began planning the dis
position of division troops. Shortly after 
midnight Shiizaki, Hatanaka and Ida gained 
admittance to the office of the Guards Division 
commander, Lt. Gen. Takeshi Mori, and 

[2 According to Lt. Col. Takeshita, brother-in-law of War Minister Anami and a key member of the original 

coup d'ttat plot, the young officers considered it essential from the 6rst that the coup be assured of unified Army support 

so that it would not become" a mere local auempt " opposed by sections of the Army forces. The approval of the 

War Minister and Chief of Army General Staff was therefore regarded as II an absolute prerequisite JJ for execution of the 

plan. When the Army leaders finally came out for rigid compl iance with the Emperor's decision, most of the original 

plotters decided that no action could be undertaken. (Statement by Lt. Col. Takeshita, previously cited.) 

13 Account of the anempted military uprising led by Maj. Hatanaka and Lt. Col. Shiizaki is based on the 

following sources: (I) Chian Gunchitsu Kankei Hatsu Ral Kan Tsu{uri raYi;1lttkfU1~~*fiHJI (File of Incoming and 

OutgOing Communications on Public Peace and Military Discipline) Military Police H eadquarters, Dec 45: a. Report 

Concerning August 15th Incident and Military Police Measures; b. Eastern District Army Headquarters Report; c. 

August '5th Incident. (2) Kido Nikki *!S IHe (Kido Oia,),) Entries for '5 Aug 45· (3) Shu"n Hishi ~ii'J<ft,~ 

(Untold H istory of the Termination of the War) by Hiroshi (Kainan) Shimomura, May 50, pp. 115-181. (4) 

Statements by Baron Yoshihiro Tokugawa, Chamberlain, Imperial Household Ministry; Lt. Col. Masao Inaba and 

Lt. Col. Masataka Ida, both of Military Affairs Bureau, War Mir.istry; Col. Hiroshi Fuwa, Staff Officer (Operations) 

and Maj. Kiyoshi Tsukamoto, Adjutant, both of Eastern District Army Command; Col. Hayashi and Lt. Col. Takeshita, 

previously cited. 
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demanded that he order the division to rise 
against the surrender decision. If Mori's troops 
acted, Hatanaka declared, the Army as a whole 
would follow. 

Mori flatly refused. The Emperor's decision 
was already taken, he said, and the Guards 
Division, particularly charged with the mission 
of protecting the sovereign, would under no 
circumstances act contrary to his will. Hata
naka declined to accept this answer as final and 

pressed Mori to change his mind. Ida mean
while went into the adjoining office of the 
division chief of staff, Col. Kazuo Mizutani, 

and tried to persuade him to support the plot. 
For some time heated discussion continued 

between Hatanaka and Mori. The Guards 
Division commander was still standing firm in 
his refusal to act, when another conspirator, 
Capt. Shigetaro Uehara of the Army Air 
Academy, came in and joined Hatanaka. 

Uehara urged Hatanaka to act speedily lest 
the plot fail. Hatanaka then appealed to Mori 
once more to give his consent, and when Mor. 
refused, Hatanaka drew his pistol and shot the 

Guards commander in cold blood. At the 
same time, Uehara drew his sword and cut 
down Mori's brother-in-law, a staff officer of the 
Second General Army, who had been with 

General Mori when the conspirators appeared 
at the division headquarters and who at this 
moment attempted to intervene. 

The plot now moved into high gear. Shii
zaki and the two staff majors of the Guards 
Division had completed planning the disposi
tion of troops, and a fa!'e division order was 
drawn up over Lt. Gen. Mori's official seal to 
put the dispositions into effect. The order 
directed the bulk of the division strength to 

take up positions encircling the Palace grounds, 

while one company of the 1st Guards Infantry 
Regiment was to occupy the Radio Tokyo 
building. All communications between the 
Palace and the outside were to be severed, 
except those leading to division headquarters." 

Hatanaka, Shiizaki and Uehara did not 
wait for the false order to be completed. 

Leaving Koga and Ishihara to handle matters 
at division headquarters, they immediately 
proceeded to the Palace grounds at about 0200 

and were admitted to the command post of the 
Palace guard detachment near the Nijubashi 
entrance. Two battalions of the 2d Guards 
Infantry Regiment under commanq of Col. 
T oyojiro Haga, the regimental commander, 
were currently standing guard duty. Hatanaka 
and Shiizaki, posing as staff officers specially 
assigned to the Guards Division by Imperial 
General Headquarters, told Haga that a divi

sion order was being issued to secure the Palace. 
At 0200 the false order written by the 

conspirators was issued at division head

quarters. Shortly thereafter an adjutant de
livered it to Col. Haga at the Palace guard 

command post. Haga immediately issued 
implementing orders to his troops. All entry 
and egress to and from the Palace grounds 

were stopped at once. 

This action immediately produced an ap
parent stroke of luck for Hatanaka and his 

fellow conspirators. Two cars attempting to 
leave through the Sakashita gate were stopped 
by sentries and found to be carrying State 
Minister Shimomura and a number of officials 
of the Japan Broadcasting Corporation, who 
had been engaged in recording the Emperor's 
surrender Rescript at the Imperial Household 
Ministry. Shimomura and those accompanying 

him were detained, searched and questioned. 

14 The false order was issued as Kin (Guards Division) Operations Order No. A-,84, 0200 15 Aug 45. 

File of Incoming and Outgoing CommunicatLOns on Public Peace and Military D iscipline, op. cit. Eastern District 

Army Headquarters Report. 
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Since they did not have the recording with 
them, Hatanaka and Shiizaki were certain that 
it must still be in the Imperial Household 
Ministry. 

It was now urgent for the conspirators to find 
the Emperor's recordings of the Rescript in 
order to stop the broadcast which was scheduled 
for noon on the 15th. Accompanied by squads 
of Haga's troops, they lost no time in carrying 
out a frenzied search of the Household Minis

try building. General Shigeru Hasunuma, 
chief aide-de-camp to the Emperor, and several 
Imperial Household officials were taken into 
custody and grilled, but they steadfastly refused 
to disclose the whereabouts of the recording. 
The Lord Privy Seal , Marquis Kido, and 
Imperial Household Minister Sotaro Ishiwata 
managed to escape discovery by hiding in an 
underground air-raid shelter beneath the 
Ministry. The searchers repeatedly ransacked 
Kido's office but failed to locate the vital 
recording. 

By this time also, the plot was going awry 
in another quarter. Immediately after the 
assassination of his commanding officer, the 
Guards Division chief of stall, Col. Mizutani, 

and Lt. Col. Ida, who was acting in collusion 
with Hatanaka and Shiizaki, had proceeded to 
the headquarters of General Shizuichi Tanaka, 
Commanding General, Twelfth Area Army and 
Eastern District Army. Mizutani's object was 
to report the plot so that the Area Army 
might · take appropriate counter-action. Ida, 
however, went with some hope that General 
Tanaka might support the uprising. 

General Tanaka and his staff swiftly decided 
to assume direct command of the 1st Imperial 
Guards Division and stop the revolt. Steps 

were inunediately taken to contact the various 
regiments and instruct them to disregard the 
false division order." Tanaka wished to pro
ceed at once to the division headquarters and 
take command but was dissuaded from doing 
so by his chief of staff, who argued that he 
might be shot down in the darkness . It was 
consequently decided to wait until dawn. 

Lt. Col. Ida, upon discovering that the Area 
Army command was entirely disinclined to 
support the uprising, left General Tanaka's 
headquarters for the Palace grounds. There, 
he briefly met Hatanaka and advised him that 
the situation was hopeless, urging that the plot 
forthwith be abandoned. Hatanaka, however, 
was not yet ready to admit failure. Ida then 
left the Palace grounds and proceeded to the 
official residence of the War Minister, where 
another part of the drama was unfolding. 

About midnight of 14-15 August, Hatanaka 
temporarily suspending negotiation with Lt. 
Gen. Mori, had called on Lt. Col. Masahiko 
Takeshita, one of the leaders of the original 
coup <fetat plot and brother-in-law of War 
Minister Anami. Takeshita, with most of the 
other ring-leaders, had already renounced the 
plot, but Hatanaka now disclosed to him that 
he (Hatanaka) and Shiizaki intended to incite 
action by the Guards Division in a final effort 
to block the surrender. Hatanaka urged 
Takeshita to use his influence for the purpose 
of winning over War Minister Anami. Take
shita finally consented to do so if the Eastern 
District Army Command also supported 
the coup. 

At about 0100, Takeshita went to the War 
Minister's official 
Hatanaka's plan. 

residence in order to report 
However, finding upon his 

1, The Area Army was apprised of the false division order by the commander of the 7th Guards Infantry Regi

ment, Col. Minami. Because of the dubious nature of the order, Col. Minami personally went to General Tanaka's 

headquarters to report the matter. This report was made shortly after the Area Army learned from Col. Mizutani and 

Lt. Col. Ida of the ,assass ination of the Guards Division commander. Ibid. 
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arrival that General Anami was prepanng to 
commit suicide, he remained silent concerning 
the purpose of his visit until about an hour 
later when shots were heard from the direction 

of the Palace. Takeshita then told Anami 
that Hatanaka and Shiizaki were launching an 

armed coup with Guards Division troops in 

order to stop the Emperor's ~urrender broadcast 

and spur the Army to united action. 
General Anami received this news with a 

curious and enigmatic calm. He manifested 

no intention of acting to put an end to the 

uprising or of changing his suicide plan. He 
merely remarked to Takeshita that General 

Tanaka's Twelfth Area Army would probably 

not join in the revolt, and that as long as the 

AreaArmy stayed quiet, the insurrection would 
collapse. Even when Takeshita, a short while 

later, relayed to Anami a telephone report that 
the rebels had assassinated the commander of 

the Imperial Guards Division, the War Minis

ter showed no signs of taking positive action. 

His mind appeared absorbed with the thought 

of impending death. 

It was at approximately 0340 that Lt. Col. 

Ida appeared at the War Minister's residence 

after conferring with Hatanaka at the Palace 
grounds. His intention" was to lay bare the 

events which had transpired, but when he 

found General Anami ready for suicide, he too 
remained silent. Ida joined Anami and Take

shita in conversation and after an hour he 

departed. 

At about 0445, Anami made his final prepa

rations for death. Donning a white shirt given 
him by the Emperor, he knelt facing toward 

the Pal,;,ce. A few moments later he plunged 

a dagger into his abdomen, then raised it and 

slashed his own throat. Col. Takeshita, who 

witnessed Anami's death, found two brief 

suicide messages. One was a 3 ,-syllable verse 
expressing gratitude for the favors of the 
Emperor. The other read, "Confident of the 
everlastingness of our divine fatherland, I give 
my life in atonement for great wrongs." ,. 

Meanwhile, as Anami had predicted before 
taking his own life, the Hatanaka-Shiizaki 

coup was rapidly collapsing. General Tanaka's 

headquarters had already succeeded in estab

lishing telephonic contact with some units of 

the Guards Division, and these units promptly 

stopped compliance with the false division 
order. There was, however, the most impor

tant 2d Infantry Regiment commanded by 
Col. Haga still active in and around the Palace 

grounds, and also the ,st Infantry Regiment 

on reserve yet to be brought under control. 

At about 0450, General Tanaka, accom
panied by his aide and an officer of his staff, 

drove to the headquarters of the Imperial 
Guards Division. There, he found the ,st 

Guards Infantry Regiment still preparing to 
move in accordance with the false " division 

order. He immediately ordered the regimental 

commander to dismiss his troops and placed 

under arrest Maj. Ishihara, one of the two 
division staff officers who had acted in collusion 

with the plotters. 

General Tanaka was now ready to tackle the 

confused situation prevailing in the Palace 
grounds. At about 0600 he proceeded to the 

Northwest (Inui) gate, where Col. Haga, in 
response to telephone instructions, met him 

and reported all developments in detail. After 

cautiously admonishing Haga, Tanaka ordered 

him to return his troops immediately to their 
normal duties. Also at this time Lt. Col. Ida, 

accompanied by his superior at the War Minis

try, drove to the Northwest gate but Gen. 

Tanaka stopped them from entering the Palace 

16 "Great wrongs" in one of the suicide messages of War Minister Anami is interpreted as the repeated crimes 

committed by the Army particularly since the Manchurian incident of 1931. (Statement by Col. Hayashi, pre

vious!y cited.) 
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grounds. Then, with one of Haga's battalion 
commanders as an escort, he personally proceed
ed to the Obunko (Emperor's private library 
and temporary residence) to ensure the safety 
of the Imperial family. The Eastern District 
Army commander then hurried to the Imperial 
Household Ministry to set at liberty Gen. 
Hasunuma and other Court officials whom the 
rebels had confined. Gen. Tanaka accom
panied by Gen. Hasunuma reported to the 
Throne at 0735 what had taken place in the 
Palace grounds. He then carefully inspected 
the Imperial Household Ministry buildings 
and other key installations to assure that 
his orders were carried out. He left the 
Sakashita gate about 0830 and returned to his 
headquarters. 

The ill-advised plot had collapsed complete
ly. Hatanaka, Shiizaki, Koga and Uehara 
signified their intention of committing suicide 
and were therefore allowed by Haga to remain 
at liberty. Koga killed himself at the Imperial 
Guards Division headquarters at '300 on the 
'5th, Hatanaka and Shiizaki in the Imperial 
Palace plaza at '400 the same day, and Uehara 

at the Air Academy on the night of '7-,8 
August." 

By 0800 on '5 August, complete order had 
been restored in the capital. A small force 
of insurgent-led troops, which had occupied the 
Radio Tokyo building before dawn, had already 
withdrawn after failing in an attempt to put a 
false broadcast on the air. The reckless plan 
of Hatanaka and Shiizaki to touch off a 
general Army uprising against the surrender 
had ended in total failure. , 8 

The Government rigidly banned from publi
cation all news of the uprising attempt. A 
War Ministry communique issued on the, 5th 
and published the next day briefly announced 
the suicide of General Anami but remained 
silent on the circumstances surrounding it. 
Vice Adm. Takijiro Onishi, Vice-Chief of 
the Navy General Staff and organizer of the 
first Kamikaze corps in the Philippines, fol
lowed Anami's example on the morning of ,6 
August. Suicides by other high-ranking mili
tary officials continued in late August and 

September. '. 
With the collapse of the Hatanaka-Shiizaki 

17 Lt. Col. Ida, in view of the fact that he did not parcicipate in the insurrection after the initial stage and tried 

to persuade Hatanaka, Shiizaki and the others to abandon the attempt, was let off by a military court with light punish

ment. Maj. Ishihara, Guards Division st~ff officer, also was exonerated in view of his change of heart . On 19 August, 

however, he was shot and killed in Uena Park, Tokyo, while assisting in efforts to pacify a band of recalcitrant anti

surrender troops from the Army Air Signal Training Division at Mico. These troops, carrying arms and led by several 

officers, travelled to Tokyo by train on 17 August and encamped in the Ueno Art Museum. Prompt security measures 

by Twelfth Area Army headquarters and the Imperial Guards DLvision prevented any serious outbreak of disorder and 

the troops returned to Mito on 20 August. The officers involved committed suicide. File of Incoming and Outgoing 

Communications on Public Peace and Military Discipl ine, op. cit. August 15th Incident ; and Activities in Tokyo of 

Officers and Troops of the Mito Army Air Signal D ivision. 

18 Other acts of violence, entirely unrelated to the Hatanaka-Shiizaki plot but motivated by anti·surrender senti

ment, were committed during the night of 14-15 August by a small group of soldiers and civilians from the Yokohama 

area, led by Capt. Takeo Sasaki . Driving to Tokyo in motor trucks in the early hours of the morning, this band fired 

machine-guns into and then set fire to, both the official and private residences of Premier Sw::uki and the private res

idence of the President of the Privy Council, Baron H iranuma. Capt. Sasaki and his followers were rounded up by 

military police and returned to their unics for disciplinary measures on 16 August. File of Incoming and Outgoing 

Communications on Public Peace and MititaryDiscipl ine , op. cit. August 15th Incident. 

19 General Shizuichi Tanaka, Commanding General, Eastern District Army and Twelfth Area Army, committed 

suicide on 24 August. On I I September, ex-Premier General Hideki Tojo unsuccessfu lly attempted to kill himself when 

American Military Police went to his home to place him under arrest. Field Marshal Sugiyama, First General Army 
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plot and the safe execution of the Emperor's 
surrender broadcast, the most critical moment 
had passed. There were still to be scattered 
instances in both the Army and Navy of action 
in defiance of the surrender edict, some of a 
fairly serious and potentially dangerous nature. 
However, the firm resolve of the top military 
leaders and the discipline of the armed forces 
had already proved equal to their gravest test 
on the fateful night of 14-15 August. 

Formation of New Cabinet 

Japan now faced the many complex and 
difficult problems involved in the practical 
effectuation of the surrender. But before these 
could be tackled, it was first necessary to install 
a new government in place of the weary, 
struggle-worn Suzuki Cabinet. 

Immediately after Suzuki's resignation on 
the afternoon of 15 August, the Emperor 
commanded Marquis Kido to recommend a 
new Premier. Speed was essential since 
General MacArthur's headquarters in the 
Philippines was already dispatching orders to 
the Japanese Government with regard to sur
render arrangements. Marquis Kido therefore 
decided to dispense with a full advisory confer
ence of the jushin and summoned only Baron 
Hiranuma, President of the Privy Council, for 
consultation. 

Kido and Hiranuma swiftly agreed in view 
of the troubled domestic situation that a 
member of the Imperial family should be called 
upon to head the Cabinet. Since it was par-

ticularly vital that the nominee had the con
fidence of the armed orces, the choice fell upon 
General Prince Naruhiko Higashikuni, uncle
in-law of the Emperor, member of the Supreme 
War Direction Council, and former commander 
of the General Defense Army. The Em
peror approved Kido's recommendation on 
the evening of the 15th, and at 1000 on the 
16th Prince Higashikuni formally received the 
Imperial command to .orm a new government.'" 
This marked the first time that an Imperial 
Prince had been appointed Premier since the 
promulgation of the Meiji Constitution. 

Marquis Kido strongly emphasized to the 
premier-designate the urgency of forming a 
cabinet which would be capable of effecting 
the difficult transition to peace swiftly and 
without incident. He pointed in particular 
to the nervousness of the people in the face 
of impending enemy occupation and the ever
present 'threat of rebellious action on the part 
of Army and Navy elements opposed to 
surrender. General MacArthur, he informed 
the Prince, was already demanding the prompt 
dispatch of a surrender mission to Manila!' 

Messages had begun arriving from Mac
Arthur's headquarters during the night of the 
15th. The Japanese Government and Imperial 
General Headquarters, however, took no action 
in compliance until formal notification was 
received from the Allies at 1030 on 16 August 
that the final Japanese surrender offer had been 
accepted. The Allied note, signed by the 
United States Secretary of State, James F. 
Byrnes, directed the Japanese authorities to 

Commander, killed himself the following day. Other general and Bag officers who committed suicide later included 

General Shigeru Honjo, General Teiichi Yoshimoto, Lt . Gen. Kumaichi Teramoto, Lt. Gen. Yoshio Shinozuka, and 

Vice Adm. Matsuo Morizumi. In addition to the suicides of military officers, there were a few instances of mass 

suicides by members of nationalistic and patriotic societies in the later part of August . (I) Untold History of the 

Termination of the War, op. cit., pp. 180, 224, and 248. (2) Foreign Office Memorandum No. 1734 (LCR), 24 

Aug 50, and No. '7" (LCR), 21 Aug 50. 

20 Kido Diary, op. cit. (Entries for 15-,6 Aug 45.) IMTFE Record, pp. 3', '98-202. 

21 Prince Naruhiko Higashikuni, Walak",hi no Kiroku :f1.(I)iIilJi/< (My Record) Toho Shobo, Mar 46, pp, 1 '9-22. 
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order the prompt cessation of hostilities and 
stated that General MacArthur had been 

named Supreme Commander for the Allied 
Powers to effect the surrender.u The note read: 

You are to proceed as fol/ows : 

I. Direct prompt ces",tion of hostilities bY}dpd
nue forces, mformmg the Supreme Comrna,uler for 

the Allied Powers of the efJeclrYe ddte d,Id hour of 

ruch uISatHm. 

2. Stud emjJItujes at once to the Supreme Com· 

mdnd" for tht Allied POWtTI with informdtion of tht 
disposition of tht }dpd1lese forces d,Id commd,rders, d,rd 
fully empowered to mdke d1ly drrdngemellts directed 
by the Supremt Commd,lder for the Allied PoweTI to 

tndble him d,rd his dccompdnying forc" to drr;"e dt 

the pldCt dtsiFted by him to rteei .. the formdl 

surrender. 

3. For tht purpose of rtcti>ing such sUTTerlder 
ttnd carrying it into effect, Geuf!ral of the Army 

Douglas MdcArthur has be", desiFted dS the 
Supreme Commdnder for the Allied Powers, dnd he 

will notify the }dpdnese Go>ernment of the time, pldce 
arrd other detdils of the formdl sUTTerrd". 

The earlier radios direct from General Mac

Arthur had specified that representatives, ac

companied by competent advisors representing 
the Army, Navy and Air forces, should be sent 

to Manila to receive instructions regarding 
effectuation..of the surrender. The delegation 

was directed to travel aboard an aircraft of 

specified type and markings and to proceed 

via a designated route, leaving Sata-Misaki, 

on Kyushu, between 0900 and 1100 on '7 
August." This allowed barely 24 hours in 

which to make preparations for the mission. 
Execution of the Allied instructions was 

hampered almost immediately by disagreement 
111 Imperial General Headquarters and the 

Foreign Office as to the exact nature of the 
miSSIOn. Some officials interpreted the m
structions to mean that the delegates must be 

armed with full powers to receive and agree 
to the actual terms of surrender and conse

quently must be top representatives of the 
Government and High Command. Others 

understood them to mean that the mission 

would be purely preparatory for the purpose 
of working out technical surrender arrange

ments and procedures." 

Late in the afternoon of 16 August, a 

message was dispatched to General Mac

Arthur's headquarters asking for a clarification 

of this matter and requesting more time in 

which to organize and prepare the mission. 

At the same time the Supreme Commander 

was notified that the Emperor, at 1600 on 16 

August, had issued a "cease hostilities" order 

to all Japanese armed forces and was prepared 

to dispatch members of the Imperial family to 

the various combat areas to assure obedience 

by the field commanders. The message point

ed out, however, that it might take some time 

for knowledge of the order to reach the front
line troops before resulting in full cessation of 
hostilities. >, 

A reply clarifying the purpose of the mission 
to Manila was received from the Allied 

Supreme Commander on the morning of 17 
August. ·The Government and Imperial 

General Headquarters prompt! y acted to hasten 

the necessary preparations, but appointment of 

the head of the mission was further held up 

pending the installation of Higashikuni 
Cabinet. 

The premier-designate had pushed the 

22 Foreign Office Memorandum No. 23 (MAl, 10 lan 50. 

23 Radio No. 2501, SCAP to Japanese Government, 15 Aug.45. Contained in File on Soviet Entry into War, 
0P' cit. Part I, Doc. No. 37. 

24 Statement by Mr. Shunichi Matsumoto, Vice·Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

25 Radio No. I, Japanese Government to SCAP, 16 Aug 45. Contained in Flie on Soviet Entry into War, 0p. 

cit. Pact I, Doc. No. 38. 
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formation of the new government at top speed, 
and on the aftemoon of the '7th the official 
ceremony of installation took place in the Em
peror's presence_ Until General Shimomura 
could be summoned to Tokyo from his North 
China Area Army command, Prince Higashi
kuni himself assumed the portfolio of War 

Minister concurrently with the premiership 
Admiral Mitsumasa Y onai remained in the 
critical post of Navy Minister_ Prince Ayamaro 
Konoye, in accordance with a special recom

mendation by Marquis Kido, entered the Cabi

net as Minister without Portfolio to act as 

Prince Higashikuni's closest advisor. The post 
of Foreign Minister was given to Mr. Mamoru 
Shigemitsu, who had previously served in the 
Koiso Cabinet_'· 

With the new govemment duly installed in 
office, Prince Higashikuni broadcast to the 

nation on the evening of '7 August. He 

declared that his policies as Premier would 
conform to the desires 01 the Emperor as 
expressed in the Imperial mandate to form 
a Cabinet. These policies, he said, were to 
control the armed forces, maintain public order 
and surmount the national crisis, with scrupu
lous respect for the Constitution and the 
Imperial Rescript terminating the war." 

Cessation of Hostilities 

The first steps toward actual cessation of 

hostilities had already been taken by Imperial 
General Headquarters in advance of the formal 
order received from the Allied Powers on ,6 
August. On the '4th, the Navy Section of 
Imperial General Headquarters had ordered 
immediate suspension of all attack operations 
against the United States, Britain, China and 
the Soviet Union." The Army Section 
followed suit on the '5th with an order which 
stated :'. 

1 . It is the intmtion of Imperial General Head
quarteTS to comply with the pro,isiollS oj the Imperial 
Rescnpt oj 14 August [945. 

2. Until further orders are reailled, all Armies 
will continue perjormance of present duties, but all 
acti>e attack operation! will be susp<llded. Steps will 
be taken to maintain military discipline and solidarity 
of action. In the homeland, Korea, Sakhalin and 
Formosa, precautions will be taken against possible 
disturbances of the public peace_ 

Following receipt of the Allied order on ,6 

August, immediate steps were taken to ex
tend the suspension of attack operations to all 
hostile activities. Orders sent out the same 

day by the Army and Navy Sections of Im
perial General Headquarters directed all Army 
and Fleet commands to order the forces under 
their control to "cease hostilities forthwith." 

Army and Fleet commanders were ordered to 

report back to Imperial General Headquarters 
the effective dates and hours set by them for 
the cessation of hostilities in their respective 
operational areas_ J' 

26 The full Cabinet list was as follows: Premier and War Minister, Prince Naruhiko Higashikuni ; 
Navy, Admiral Micsumasa Yonai ; Foreign Affairs, Mamoru Shigemitsu; Home Affairs, Iwao Yamazaki; Finance, 
Juichi Tsushima ; Justice, Chuso Iwata ; Welfare, concurrently Education, Kenzo Matsumura ; Agriculture and Com· 
meree, Kotaro Sengoku ; War Provisions, Chikuhei Nakajima; Transportation, Naoto Kohiyama; Ministers without 
Portfolio, Prince Ayamaro Konoye and Taketora Ogata. A few changes were made in the original Cabinet prior to the 
formal signing of the surrender on 2 September, General Sadamu Shimomura becoming War Minister, Tamon Maeda 
Education Minister, and Binshiro Obata Minister without Portfolio. 

27 (,) Yomiu,i-Hochi Newspaper, Tokyo, op. ci,., ,8 Aug 45. (2) My Record, op. ci,., pp. '38- 4(. 
28 Daikairei Dai Shijushichi-go *1Ii-il-ml!!l+-t:StJi (Imperial General Headquarters Navy Order No. 47) '4 Aug 45. 
29 Dairikumti Dai Sen,amblakuhachijuichi-go *~j()t,-::::W i\ +-iIX (Imperial General H eadquarters Army Order 

No. 1381) 15 Aug 45. 
30 (I) Daikairei Dai Shijuhachi-go *1Ii-il-tj',I!!I+ i\~ (Imperial General Headquarters Navy Order No. 48) 16 

Aug 45. (2) Dairikumti Dai Stn.amblakuhachijuni-go *!I1!1'lt~~T::::Wi\+=iIX (Imperial General H eadquarters Army 
Order No. 1382) 16 Aug 45. 
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On 17 August, the Emperor personally 
backed up these orders with a special Rescnpt 
to the armed services. His Majesty's message, 
carefully worded to assuage military aversion 
to surrender, paid tribute to the gallantry, 
sacrifice and undiminished fighting spirit of the 
armed forces, but exhorted them to comply 
with the Imperial decision to conclude peace 
since this was necessary to assure the preser
vation of the national polity. The Rescript 

read: .' 

More than three yea" and eight monthr haY< elapred 

ri'lCe We declared war agalfl$t the Uruted Sldter and 

Great Brildin. We are deeply grateful to Our be/o>ed 

roldierr and railo" for fighting gallantly in pertileutial 
wastelauds dud oyer rag;"8 tropicaL seas, undeterred by 
",ery hardrhip. 

Recently, the SO'lliet Unio1l entered the war agaiml 

Us, and "ariau! other factors, domestic d'ul mteT· 

rldtio,utl, hd>e led Ur to co,ocIude that any further 

coUb7luaho1l of hostilities would 01lly result ;u increased 

diklrter and ultimately bring dertruction of the .. ry 

btUir oj the Empire'r exirteuc<. Therefore, although 

the fighting rpirit of the Army and Nayy ir in no way 

dimiJlished, it is OUT iUlent to cOllClude peace with the 
Utlited States, Britain, the SO}liet Union dud the 

Chu"gking GOJlemmeut ;71 order to assure the pTeser~ 

')Iabotl of Our glorious national polity. 

We are ri,lCerely grie>ed at the lorr of many of Our 

loyal and bra .. office" and meu, who haY< jalleu in 

battle or died of illnefl. At the rame time, We 

beli"e that the dirtinguirhed deedr a,ui true loyalty oj 

Our fighting meu will embody the roul of the Jap<1l1efe 

people for all gerJeratio'l$. 

We charge you, the members of the dTmed forces, 

to comply faithfully ",ith Our intentio'l$, to prer<rYe 
rtroug solidanty, to be straIghtforward w your actums, 

to Ol'ercome eyer., hardship, and to bear the u"bearablt 

i1l order to ltl'} the !ouudatlOTls for the etlduriug lift 

of Our nahOll. 

On the same day that the Rescript to the 
armed forces was issued, three Imperial Princes 
left Tokyo by air as personal representatives of 
the Emperor to urge compliance with the 
surrender decision upon the major overseas 
commands. The envoys chosen all held mili

tary rank as officers of the Army, and they 
had been guaranteed safety of movement by 
General MacArthur's headquarters. General 
Prince Yasuhiko Asaka was dispatched as 
envoy to the headquarters of the expeditionary 
forces in China, Maj. Gen. Prince Haruhiko 
Kanin to the Southern Army, and Lt. Col. 

Prince Tsuneyoshi Takeda to the Kwantung 
Army in Manchuria. By 20 August, they 

had completed their missions." 
Meanwhile, on 19 August, Imperial General 

Headquarters had issued orders fixing 22 

August as the final deadline for the cessation 
of all acts of hostility by Army and Navy 
forces in the homeland area." A Navy 
Section order issued 22 August directed the 
Southeast, Southwest and China Area Fleets 
to cease hostile acts with the least possible 

delay after 22 August. The same day, an 
Army Section order set 25 August as the final 
date for cessation of hostilities by all overseas 
Army forces." 

The Army High Command had been par-

31 Arahi Shimbun WHlj}f11fl (Asahi Newspaper), Tokyo, .8 Aug 45. 
32 Imperial General Headquarters Communique, 22 and 23 Aug 45. Yomiuri-Hochi Newspaper, Tokyo, op. 

cit., 23 and 24 Aug 45. (2) Radios exchanged between SCAP and Imperial General Headquarters. File on Soviet 

Entry into War, op. cit. Part I, Docs. No. 38, 39 and 62; Part II, Doc. No. 26. 

33 (.) Dai'ai"i Dai Goju·go *lfif1tliDLi-l/t (Imperial General Headquarters Navy Order No. 50) 19 Aug 45. 
(2) Dairikumt; Da; Stnsambyakuhachijuroku-go *'.ilfirm-r=a j\ +~~ (Imperial General Headquarters Army Order 

No. 1386) 19 Aug 45· 
34 (1) Dai'ai"i Dai Gojurhi-go *lfif1tm-Ei-IZYl/t (Imperial General Headquacters Navy Order No. 54) 22 Aug 

45. (2) Dairi'umel Dai Sensambla'uhach~uhachl-go *!iI1!ijtf.l,T=E i\ i-i\;)J/ (Imperial Gene.al Headquarters Army 
Order No. 1388) 22 Aug 45. 
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tieularly apprehensive with regard to the reac
tion of the forces in China ro the surrender. 
The China Expeditionary Army, with a 
strength of about one million men, had never 
suffered a decisive military defeat in eight years 
of fighting. On about 11 August, after learn
ing that Japan was suing for peace, General 
Yasutsugu Okamura, China theater com
mander, had addressed a strong protest against 
acceptance of unconditional surrender to both 
War Minister Anami and the Chief of the 
Army General Staff." 

The concern felt by the Army authorities, 
however, proved needless. Following the 
promulgation of the Imperial Rescript termi
nating the war, General Okamura promptly 
ordered the forces under his command to 
comply with the surrender decision. With the 
exception of minor elements which were under 
attack by Chinese Communist troops, all com
ponents of the China Expeditionary Army had 
ceased hostilities by 21 August. 

Although delays had been anticipated, the 
cessation of hostilities was actually accom
plished in most areas with remarkable speed. 
By midnight on 17 August, all Army and 
Navy forces in Japan and Southern Korea and 
all Navy forces in China and the Rabaul area 
had reported the end of hostile action. By 
19 August, similar reports had been received 
from Northern Korea, the Kuriles, most sec
tions of Manchuria, the Central Pacific islands 
and New Guinea. Army forces in the Rabaul 

35 Statement by Lt. Gen. Kawabe, previously cited. 

area and, with some exceptions, the forces in 
Southeast Asia had reported by 22 August. 
No report, however, was received from General 
Yamashita's beleaguered headquarters in the 
mountains of northern Luzon.'· 

Mission to Manila 

Parallel with the steps to bring about ces
sation of hostilities, preparations were hastily 
completed for the dispatch of the surrender 
mission to Manila. The installation of the 
Higashikuni Cabinet on 17 August removed 
one cause of delay, and in the afternoon of the 
same day a message from General MacArthur's 
headquarters clarified the nature and purpose 
of the mission. On the basis of this clari
fication, it was promptly decided that Lt. Gen. 
Torashiro Kawabe, Deputy-Chief of the Army 
General Staff, should head a delegation of 
sixteen members mainly representing the Army 
and Navy General StallS." 

Lt. Gen. Kawabe was fonnally appointed by 
the Emperor on 18 August. By late afternoon 
of the same day, assembly of the data required 
by the Allied Supreme Commander was largely 
completed, and a message was dispatched to 
Manila informing General MacArthur's head
quarters that the mission was prepared to leave 
the following morning." The itinerary receiv
ed prompt approval from the Supreme Com
mander. 

At 0611 on 19 August, the surrender mis-

36 Imperial General Headquarters received no reports confirming the cessation of hostilities by units in the 
Philippines until early in October. Dates given for the other areas are based on special reports prepared by the First 
Demobilization Bureau, 1 Dec 47 and Second Demobilization Bureau, 24 Nov 47. 

37 (I) File on Soviet Entry into War, op. cit. Part I, Docs. No. 42, 52 and 53. (2) Full composition of the 
delegation was as follows: Chief delegate, Lt. Gen. Tor3shiro Kawabe; Army representatives, Maj. Gen. Masakazu 
Amano, Col. Arata Yamamoto, Lt. Col. Masao Matsuda, Lt. CoL Kiyoshi Minami, Lt. Col. Mamoru Takakura, Lts. 
Sadao Orake and Harumi Takeuchi; Navy representatives, Rear Adm. Ichiro Yokoyama, Capt. Toshikazu Ohmae, 
Capt. Hidemi Yoshida, Comdr. Yoshimori Terai, Mr. Shuichi Mizota and Mr. Kazuma Sugita i Foreign Office, Mr. 
Katsuo Okazaki and Mr. 1\.1orio Yukawa. 

38 Radio NO. 9, Imperial General Headquarters to SCAP, [8 Aug 45. File on Soviet Entry into War, op, 
cit. Part I, Doc. No. 63. 
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sion took off from Haneda Airport, outside 
Tokyo, and first proceeded to the naval air base 
at Kisarazu on Boso Peninsula in Chiba Pre
fecture_ There, they boardec{ two disarmed 

Navy medium bombers displaying the dis
tinctive m'lrkings specified by General Mac
Arthur's headquarters. The planes took off 
at 0707 for Ie-Shima in the Ryukyus, where 
the delegates were to transfer to an American 
aircraft for the rest of the journey to Manila. 

Special precautions were taken during the 
initial part of the flight owing to rumors that 
anti-surrender elements in the Air forces might 
attempt to intercept and shoot the planes 
carrying the mission. The two aircraft took a 
circuitous route and flew with radios silenced.l9 

No mishap occurred, and they put down safely 
at Ie-Shima at 1240. The mission then board
ed an American Army transport which reached 
Nichols Field near Manila at 1800 the same 

day. 
At the airport the delegation was officially 

met by Maj. Gen. Charles A. Willoughby, 
Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2. Jeering, hostile 
crowds of Filipinos lined the streets to watch as 
a procession of military cars drove the members 
of the mission to their hotel. At 2100 the first 
conference began at the Supreme Commander's 
headquarters in the Manila City Hall, with 
Lt. Gen. Richard K. Sutherland, General 
MacArthur's Chief or Staff, presiding.'" 

The initial discussions continued for four 

hours, during which speedy progresss was 
made toward the settlement of major problems. 
Data required by Allied headquarters with 
regard to the strength and disposition of Japa
nese Air forces, locations and condition of 
remaining naval vessels, condition of airfields, 
and other matters were submitted. Lt. Gen. 

Kawabe affirmed the Japanese intention to 
carry out faithfully all requirements fixed by 
the Allied Supreme Commander and ex
pressed hope that the entry of the occupation 
forces into Japan could be effected smoothly 
and without incident." 

The conference now tackled the vital 
problem of the occupation time schedule. 
From a document handed to them at the 
start of the discussions, the Japanese delegates 
learned that General MacArthur's headquar
ters had already drawn up a tentative schedule 
which left an unexpectedly short time before 
the entry of the first occupation forces into 
Japan. This schedule called for the landing 

of an advance party at Atsugi Airfield on 23 
August, the entry of naval forces into Tokyo 

Bay on the 24th, the arrival of General Mac
Arthur at Atsugi on the 25th together with 
the start of the main landings of airborne 
troops and naval and marine forces, signature 
of the formal surrender instrument aboard an 
American battleship in Tokyo Bay on the 
28th, and initial troop landings in southem 
Kyushu on 29-30 August.'> 

39 Joint statement regarding the surrender mission to Manila by Rear Adm. Iehiro Yokoyama, Capt. Toshikazu 
Ohmae, Capt. Hidemi Yoshida. and Comdr. Yoshimori T erai. 

40 Those participating in the first conference were: For the Allied Supreme Commander, Lt. Gen. Richard K. 

Sutherland, Maj. Gen. Charles A. Willoughby, Maj. Gen, A.]. Chamberlin, Maj. Gen L. G. Whitlock, Brig. Gen. 

D . R. Hutchinson. and Rear Adm. Forrest P. Sherman. For the Japanese, Lt. Gen. Torashiro Kawabe, Maj. Gen. 

Masakazu Amano, Col. Arata Yamamoto, Lt. Cols. Matsuda, Minami, and Takakura, Rear Adm. rchiro Yokoyama, 

Capts. (Navy) Ohmae and Yoshida, and Comdr. Terai . Manira Haken Teikoku Daihyo no Kaigungawa Shuseki Zuiin 

Nimmu Hokok"sho '" =- :7 ~iH.*liIIft*0)Iffil[1II11tJ~:!lIlEHE'l9jifli.jlri!f (Duty Report of the Senior Naval Member, 

Manila Delegation) Aug 4S. 
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41 (I) Statement by Lt. Gen. Kawabe, previously cited. (2) Duty Report of Senior Naval Member, op. ci t. 

42 Duty Report of Senior Naval Member, op. cit. Appendix A. 



The Japanese delegates felt that this 
stringent schedule left f<rr too little time for 
effecting the evacuarion and disarmament of 
Army and Navy forces in the areas of initial 

occupation and for taking other precautionary 
measures against the occurrence of untoward 

incidents. Lt. Gen. Kawabe and the senior 

Japanese naval delegate, Rear Adm. Yoko· 
yama, frankly stated this view to the American 

representatives and requested that a period of 

at least ten days be allowed for preparations 
before the entry of Allied troops. Lt. Gen. 

Sutherland replied that such an extended delay 

could not be granted, but in order to ease the 

difficulties on the Japanese side, he consented 

on behalf of the Supreme Commander to 

defer the arrival of the advance party at Atsugi 
for three days until 26 August, with the first 

major troop landings to be similarly held up 
until the 28th ... 

At the second and concluding conference, 

which began at 1030 the following day, the 

Japanese delegation was handed several docu

ments relating to the occupation and surrender 

procedures. The first of these was a statement 

of requirements covering the surrender of Japa

nese military forces , the entry of occupation 

units into the Tokyo and Kanoya areas, and 
logistic matters. The others were the texts of 

the formal surrender instrument to be signed 

in Tokyo Bay, of an Imperial Rescript to be 

issued following the surrender ceremony, and of 
a general order to be issued by Imperial 

General Headquarters simultaneously with the 

Rescript, commanding Japanese forces in the 

43 Ibid. 

field to surrender to designated Allied com

manders." 
T~.e surrender parleys ended at 1215 on the 

20th. Shortly thereafter, the Japanese dele

gation was escorted to N ichols Field for the 

return flight to Ie-Shima. Just be~ore departure, 

however, Rear Adm. Yokoyama handed Maj. 

Gen. Willoughby of the American staff, a 

solicitation appealing to the Supreme Com
mander for special consideration in the en

forcement of the occupation, to the traditional 

veneration of the Japanese for their shrines 

and ancestral tombs and the privacy of their 

homes." This appeal was received in the 

same spirit of fairness which had marked the 

American attitude throughout the parleys." 
In contrast to their uneventful journey to 

Manila, the Japanese delegates ran into bad 

luck on the way back to Tokyo. At Ie-Shima, 

where they were to transfer back to their own 

planes , last-minute mechanical trouble with its 

brakes prevented one of the two aircraft from 

taking off. Since, however, it was extremely 

vital to carry the conference data back to 

Tokyo without a moment's delay, Lt. Gen. 

Kawabe and the other principal members of 

the delegation decided to take off immediately 

aboard the remaining aircraft. The plane left 
Ie-Shima at 1840 on the 20th. 

Through an error made in refueling at 

Ie·Shima, the plane suddenly ran short of 

gasoline as it neared its home base at Kisarazu 

just before midnight. The pilot quickly decid

ed upon a forced ianding in shallow water just 
offshore near Hamamatsu and succeeded in 

44 File on Soviet Entry into War, op. cit. Part II , Docs. NO.4. 5 and 13; Part III, Docs. No ~, 90 and 91. 
45 Duty Report of Senior Naval Member, op. cit., Appendix E. 

46 The Japanese delegation was unanimously impressed by the firm but fair attitude of the American staff officers 

with whom they deale. Lt. Gen. Kawabe later stated that" the Americans listened carefully to what we had to say, 

expressed sympathy, and scudied our suggestions with a cooperative attitude," Mr. Katsuo Okazaki, Foreign Office 

member of the delegation, similarly remarked that the American accimde "was stern, but they were not arroganc nor 

did they mock the vanquished." (Statements by Mr. Katsuo Okazaki, Vice·Minister of Foreign Affairs, and Lt. Gen. 

Kawabe, previously cited.) 
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bringing the plane down without ser'O'ls 'nhry 
to anyone aboard and without loss of the vital 
documents carried by the delegation. Early 
on the morning of 21 August, a special Army 
plane picked up the delegates at Hamamatsu 
airfield and flew them the short remaining 
distance to T okyoY 

Immediately after reaching the capital, Lt. 
Gen. Kawabe made a full report on the results 
of the surrender mission to the Emperor, the 
Premier, and Imperial General Headquarters. 
With the scheduled arrival of the advance 

party of the Allied occupation forces only 
five days away, it was clear that only by 
superhuman effort could the necessary pre
parations and precautions be carried out in 
time to comply with the requirements fixed by 
General MacArthur's headquarters. 

Preparations for Allied Occupation 

The most pressing task facing the] apanese 
military authorities under the Allied directives 
received at Manila was the disarmament of 
combat units stationed in the areas of initial 
occupation and their evacuation outsides these 
areas. Only a few hours after Lt. Gen. Kawabe 

reported the outcome of his mission, the Army 
and Navy Sections of Imperial General Head
quarters, on the afternoon of 21 August, issued 
basic orders for the execution of this require
ment. Detailed implementing directives were 
issued the same day and on the 22nd. 

The basic orders stated that Allied forces 
would begin occupying the homeland on 26 
August and reaffirmed the intention ofImperial 
General Headquarters "to insure absolute 

obedience to the Imperial Rescript of 14 August, 
to prevent the occurrence of trouble with the 
occupying forces, and thus to demonstrate 
Japan's sincerity to the world." With respect 
to the disarmament and evacuation of Japanese 
forces in the initial occupation areas, the orders 
established the following deadlines: 

Army Force .... 

I. All forcer except units 5pecially authorized will 
be .. acuated, leaving behind their equipment, from the 
u area of initial evacuatiotl" along both sides of Tokyo 
and Sagami BaY5 (Plate No. 171) by 1200 on 25 
Augu5l ... 

2. All forces except unit5 5pecially authorized will 
be .. acuated, lea.ing behind their equipment, from the 
Kanoya area in 50uthern Kywhu, by 1200 on 30 

Augu5t.'" 
NtJ~y Force." 

I. All combat force5 except the minimum required 
to maintain order and guard weapot15 dump5, 5upplies 
and military i,l5tallatiotl5, will be .. acuated from the 
At5ugi area by 1800 on 24 Augmt, and fro .7I all other 
parts of the Cf area of i"itiat e"acuation " by 1800 011 

27Augu5t. 
2. All combat forces except those required for 

maintenance of order and guard duty will, after 

disarming, be e"acuated from the Kalloya area, In 

southern Kyu5hu, by 1800 on 30 Augu5t. 

The implementing directives subsequently is
sued by Imperial General Headquarters Speci-

47 The second plane, carrying the remaining members of the surrender mission, left Ie·Shima at 0830 on :11 

August after undergoing repairs. It arrived safety at Kisarazu in the afternoon of the same day. 

48 Dairikum<i Dai S<nsambyakuhachijushichi-go *Milllt~-+=:a A -t--t:lI!! (Imperial General Headquarcers Army 
Order No. 1387) 2I Aug 4~. 

49 The" area of initial evacuation" had been specifically defined by General MacArthur's headquarters in the 

documents handed to the Japanese surrender mission at Manila. These documents also defined a larger II Tokyo Bay 

area" inclusive of the U area of initial evacuation." (Plate No. 171) Certain requirements, such as the disarming of all 

coastal batteries, anti·aircraft guns and artillery, applied to the whole U Tokyo Bay area." 

50 For the purpose of the evacuation of armed forces the Kanoya area was defined as U the Satsuma and Osumi 

peninsulas south of a line through Kushikino, Ka jiki, Sueyoshi and Aburatsu." 

~I Daikairei Dai Gojuni-go :kl/i1;-1L-t-=llll (Imperial General Headquarters Nary Order No. ~2) 21 Aug 45. 
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fied that Army forces in the areas to be 

evacuated should prepare to begin movement 
out of these areas at 1200 on 23 August, and 
that all personnel left behind should be dis
armed and placed under reliable commanders. 

The evacuated troops were to be assembled as 
far as possible at points convenient for subse

quent demobilization. Procedures were also 

laid down for the disarmament of troops and 

the disposition of weapons and explosives. All 
flights by military aircraft were prohibited after 

1800 on 24 August. Movements of submarines 

and naval craft were similarly restricted. Steps 
to prepare the Atsugi and Kanoya airfields, as 

well as waterways and anchorages, for the arIlval 

of the occupation forces were directed." 
The Government meanwhile acted to trans

form the wartime organizational structure into 

one for handling the transition to peace. On 

22 August, the Supreme War Direction 
CoucH was abolished, and a War Termi

nation Arrangements Council (Shusen Shori 
K"igi) established in its place. The new council 
was a joint organ of the Government and 

Imperial General Headquarters, invested 'With 
top-level authority in matters connected with 

the termination of the war. On it sat the 

Premier, the Foreign, War and Navy Min

isters, a Minister without Portfolio, and the 
Chiefs of the Army and Navy General Staffs. 

A subordinate organ called the War Termi

nation Liaison Committee (Shusen Jimu Ren
,,,ku link"i) was also set up, with the primary 

functions of assuring the prompt and exact 
execution of Allied directives. The committee 

was composed of officials of various ministries 
under the challmanship of the Foreign 
Minister.') 

Later, on 26 August, another organ was 
established in accordance with Allied directives. 
This was designated the Central Liaison Office, 

attached to the Foreign Ministry, and was 

charged with liaison between the Japanese 
Government and the Allied forces of occupa

tion. Mr. Katsuo Okazaki, who had represented 

the Foreign Office on the surrender mission to 

Manila, received appointment as Chief of the 
Central Liaison Office. The main office of the 

agency -was established in Tokyo, and this 

organization gradually supplanted the original 
War Termination · Liaison Committee. The 
local liaison offices were later set up at such 

places as Atsugi, Tachikawa, Yokohama, Kyoto 

and other places as the occasion demanded." 
In addition to these agencies, the Govern

ment and Imperial General Headquarters estab

lished joint reception committee at the points 
of arrival of the occupation forces in order to 

expedite local preparations and cooperate with 

the command staff of these forces upon arrival. 

Such committees were stationed at Atsugi, 
Yokohama and Tateyama on the main island 

of Honshu, and at Kanoya in southern 

Kyushu." 
A joint announcement by the Government 

and Imperial General Headquarters, published 
on 22 August, notified the nation at large that 
Allied occupation troops would begin arriving 

in the Tokyo Bay area on 26 August." At 
the same time, both the central and local au-

52 (1) Dairikushi Dai Niungohyakushijuku-go naishi Dai Nisengohyakugojuirhi-go *!;jlmm=f-l£13Illl+1t.I)Jt~£ 
m=f-l£13l£i--t!l (Imperial General Headquamrs Army Directives Nos. 2549- 2551) 21-22 Aug 45. (2) Daikaishi 

I 
Dai Gohyakusanjusan-go naishi Dai Gohyakusanjuharhi·go :kIfimml£13.=.+.=.t.t~£ml£13.=.+ i\~ (Imperial General 

Headquarters Navy Dinctives Nps. 533-538) 22- 24 Aug 45. 
53 (1) Asahi Newspaper, Tokyo, op. cir., 24 Aug 45. (2) Central Liaison Ollice Report No. 9887 (GG), 

29 Dec 47. 
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54 Central Liaison Office Report, op. cit. 

55 Ibid. 
56 Asahi Newspaper, Tokyo, op. cit., 22 Aug 45. 



thorities took steps to calm public disquiet and 
apprehension caused by wild rumors that the 
occupying forces would commit acts of violence 
and brutality against the civilian population. 
A hasty evacuation of the coastal areas was al

ready beginning as a result of these exaggerated 
fears. 

To ease the public nervousness and combat 

rumors , the press and radio were fully employed. 

On 22 August, the Home Ministry announced 
that "all phases of me occupation by Allied 

troops will be peaceable " and urged the public 
not to " become needlessl y panic-stricken" and, 

under no circumstances, to resort to physical 

force against the occupying troops." Governor 
Hirose of Tokyo Metropolis similarly urged the 

people to shun irresponsible rumors and main
tain a discipline worthy of the nation." Resi
dents of the Y okosuka area were assured that 

the evacuation of women and children due to 

fears concerning the conduct of occupation 
troops was totally unnecessary and that " no 

unpleasant incidents are expected to occur."" 
While the authorities thus strove to instill 

confidence in the public with regard to the 

conduct of Allied troops, they themselves con

tinued to be apprehensive lest hostile action by 
die-hard anti ·surrender elements in the Japanese 

armed forces wreck the peaceful effectuation 

of the occupation. There had been ominous 
indications of trouble both from Kyushu, where 

the bulk of sea and air special-attack units 

were poised to meet an enemy invasion, and 
from Atsugi itself, which was to be the main 

point of entry for Allied airborne troops into 
the Tokyo Bay area. 

The threat in these instances came from the 

Navy Air forces. Although the Navy Section 
of Imperial General Headquarters, as early as 

'4 August, h'ad ordered the suspension of attack 
operations, Vice Adm. Matome Ugaki, Com
mander of the Fifth Air Fleet based on Kyushu, 
decided to defY the Imperial surrender decision 
in a final suicide attack on the enemy. Leading 

a formation of eleven tokko planes , he took off 
from Oita airfield on the afternoon of '5 
August, within a few hours after the Emperor's 

surrender broadcast, and headed for Okinawa 

to attack enemy shipping. None of the aircraft 
returned. Ugaki, who had sent hundreds of 

his Kamikaze pilots into battle now realized that 

me only way left for him was to follow in the 

footsteps of his gallant airmen.60 

Vice Adm. Ryunosuke Kusaka, appointed to 
succeed Ugaki, acted speedily to prevent further 

trouble by hastening the separation of units 

from their weapons. This device obviated a 
repetition of acts as serious as Ugaki's , but 

there was a temporary breakdown of discipline 

and control which hampered the orderly dis
armament and evacuation of units from the 

Kanoya area in preparation for me arrival of 
occupation forces. 

At Atsugi, an even more threatening situa

tion developed in the Navy's 302d Air Group. 
Immediately after the announcement of the 
surrender, extremist elements in the Group led 

by Capt. Yasuna Kozono, flew over Atsugi and 

me surrounding area in their aircratt and 

scattered leaflets urging continuation of the war 
on the ground that the surrender edict was not 

the true will of the Emperor but the machina

tion of "traitors around the Throne". The 

extremists, numbering 83 junior officers and 
noncommissioned officers, did not resort to 

hostile acts but refused to obey orders from 
their superior commanders. 

On '9 August Prince Takamatsu, brother 

57 Yomiuri·Hochi Newspaper, Tokyo, op. cit., 23 Aug 45. 
58 Asahi Newspaper, Tokyo, op. ci\., 26 Aug 45. 
59 Ibid., 27 Aug 45· 
60 ShuItnttn no Sa/cu!tn Gdikyo ntZrdbini T tisen ft~OfJ(J)f1=Iit.m.1f!.fC1*~ (Outilne of Operations Prior to Termi. 

nation of the War and AccivitiesConnected with the Cessation of Hostilities) 2d Demobilization Bureau, Feb 49, p. 16. 
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of the Emperor and a captain in the Navy, 
telephoned to Atsugi and personally appealed 
to Capt. Kozono and his followers to obey the 
Imperial decision. This intervention did not 
end the incident, however, for on 21 August the 
extremists seized a number of aircraft and flew 
them to Army airfields in Saitama Prefecture 
where they hoped to gain support from Army 
air units. They failed in this attempt, but it 
was not until 25 August that all members of 
the group had surrendered.· ' 

As a result of the Atsugi incident, the Em
peror decided on 22 August to dispatch Capt. 
Prince Takamatsu and Vice Adm. Prince Kuni 
to various naval commands on Honshu and 
Kyushu to reiterate the necessity of strict 
obedience to the surrender decision. Both 
princes immdiately left Tokyo to carry out this 
mission, but the situation so improved during 
the next two days that they were recalled before 
their scheduled tours had been completed.·' 
The Emperor's action was nevertheless effective 
in helping to restore full order and discipline 
in the naval forces. 

Meanwhile, physical preparations for the 
entry of the Allied occupation forces were being 
rushed ahead in the face of serious difficulties. 

On the night of 22-23 August, a typhoon 
struck the Kanto area, inflicting heavy damage 
and interrupting communications and transport 
vitally needed for the evacuation of troops from 
the occupation zone. It now appeared highly 
unlikely that the preparations to receive the 
Allied advance party could be completed by 26 
August, the scheduled date of arrival. On 
the 24th, therefore, a message to this effect 

was dispatched to General MacArthur's 
headquarters.·' 

In response to the Japanese message, the 
Supreme Commander notified the Government 
and Imperial General Headquarters on 25 
August that the occupation schedule would be 
set back an additional two days." This 48-
hour postponement was rendered even more 
necessary by a second typhoon which struck 
western Honshu during the 25th. The delay, 
however, proved sufficient to enable most of the 
disorganization and confusion to be overcome 
before ' the entry of the occupation troops. 
Preparation of troop billets, requisitioning of 
motor vehicles, and other required steps were 
carried out despite a serious lack of materials 
and facilities. 

Disarmament and Demobilization 

From the moment that Japan's surrender 
had become final, the military authorities had 
recognized that the key to assuring a smooth 
transition from war to peace lay in the speediest 
possible disarmament and demobilization of the 

armed forces. Imperial General Headquarters 
had therefore begun laying the groundwork 
for these vital processes even before the de
parture of the Japanese surrender mission to 
Manila. 

The disarmament and demobilization of 
such large forces, scattered over a wide area of 
the Pacific and the Asiatic mainland, was 
obviously a formidable task. In the homeland 

alone, there were approximately 3,655,000 men 
under arms, both Army and Navy." The 

61 Record of Court Martial of Capt. Yasuna Kozono, Imperial Japanese Navy, 16 Oct 45. 

62 Foreign Office Memorandum No. 1017 (LCR), 4 Oct 49. 
63 Radio No. 31, Japanese Government to SCAP, 24 Aug 45. File on Soviet Entry into War, op. cit., Part 

II, Doc. No. 50. 
64 Radio No. 2559, SCAP to Japanese Government and Imperial General Headquarters, 25 Aug 45. Ibid. 

Part II, Doc. No. 60. 
65 Special Report, Military Intelligence Section, GHQ SCAP, Final Progrtss of Demobili~arion of JapantIe Armed 

Forces, 31 Dec 46. pp. 12 and 79. (Report based principally on figures provided by the 1st and 2d Demobilization Bureaus). 
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strength of Army and Navy forces overseas, 
including the scattered remnants left behind 
and isolated in such places as New Guinea, the 
Bismarcks and the Solomons and in the 
mountains of the Philippines, could only be 
very roughly estimated owing to the lack of 
up-to-date information for many areas. Actu
ally, later investigations indicated an approxi

mate total of 3,575>323 , with the largest 
concentrations in China and Manchuria." 

For the homeland area, disarmament pro
cedures could be fairly well standardized and 
controlled. For the overseas theaters, however, 
they had to be left flexible to meet varying 
conditions, and local commanders were allowed 
a wide measure of discretion." As far as 

possible, Imperial General Headquarters sought 
to apply the principle of self-disarmament by 
Japanese troops by order of their own com
manders, so that the stigma of surrender would 
be less keenly felt by the individual soldier. 
This concern was manifested in similar Army 
and Navy Section orders issued respectively on 
18 and 19 August, which stated in part: 68 

Military personnel and ci.ilianr attached to the 
armed forces, who come under the control of enemy 

troops following the promulgation of the Imperial 
Rescript, will not be regarded as prisoners of war. 
NOT will the surrender of weapons or a"y other act 

performed in accordance with enemy directi.es handed 

down by Japanese superiors be considered surrender. 

In the homeland, fUll resort was made to 
the inactivation or transfer of military units 

from one place to another as a means of 
speedily separating personnel from their 
weapons. While generally effective, over
hasty measures of this nature led to some 

confusion in local areas, and on 19 August 
the Navy Section of Imperial General 
Headquarters issued the following directive 
calculated to assure orderly disarmament 
procedures: .. 

In order to eliminate all possible sources of trouble 
between Japauese and American forces when the enemy 

occupation begifl.S, to maintain effecti"e coutrol O)ieT 

personnel, dnd to facilitate furtber arrangeme,UJ of 

.arious kinds, the Commander·in·Chief, General Na.y 
Command, will make preparations in general con

formity with the following outline: 
I. Permission is granted to transfer and station 

forces as required, without regard to Julies and stations 

assigned by existing orders. 

2 . Separation of forces into small units will be 
a.oided, and so far as posnble all units will be 
arrembled promptly in suitable locations to facilitate 
direction and control. 

3. Weapons and munih'onr which cannot be 

mo>ed "'ith units "'ill not be de>troyed, Kattered or 

lost, but ",ill be placed under the custody of necessary 
guards to be left behind. 

4. Vesrelr "'ill be anchored at their aHigned 
mO()7ing places ; surface aud undersea special-attack 

craft will be kept at their regular bases or clo;;e to them ; 

and aircraft in general "'ill be stored at their present 
locationr. Necerrary guards will be arrigned. 

By 26 August, two days before the schedul
ed arrival ' of the Allied advance occupation 

66 Foreign Office Memorandum No. I281 (GR), 26 Jun 50. 

67 As an example of the latitude given to local commanders, an Imperial General Headquarters, Navy Section 

directive issued 19 August stated that" when necessary to facilitate smooth procedure, agreements may be entered into 

with the senior local commander of the Allied forces. H It further gave permission " to take expedient measures in 

accordance with the actual situation." Daikaishi Ddi GOhYdkuJdnjuichi-go *ifjj::mM1ia=+-~ (Imperial General Head

quarters Navy Directive No. 531) 19 Aug 45. 

68 ([) Dairikumei Dai Sen,ambyakuhachijugo.go *M1!lltM'f' =j~f il. -t-lLll.\! (Imperial General Headquarters Army 

Order No. (385) [8 Aug 45. (2) Daikair,i Dai Goju.go *1li'll'M'lL-t-ldt (Imperial General Headquarters Navy Order 

No. 50) [9 Aug 45. 
69 ([) Daikai,hi Dai Gohyaku,anju.go *llifiiM'lLa=:-t-ldt (hnperial General Headquarters Navy Direcrive No. 

530) [9 Aug 45· (2) Similar directive was issued by rhe Army Section. Dairiku,hi Dai Nisengohyaku,hijuku-go *M1fii 
M'='flLaJlll-t-Aldt (Imperial General Headquarters Army Directive No. 2549) 2[ Aug 45. 
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party at Atsugi, the disarmament of Army 
and Navy forces in the homeland and in some 
overseas areas was well under way. On that 
date, Imperial General Headquarters , in 
accordance with directives from General Mac

Arthur's headquarters , notified Army and 
Navy commands of procedures to be followed 
in negotiating the cessation of hostilities and 

in effecting the final transfer of weapons and 
equipment to Allied control.'" 

Parallel with the disarmament of the fight
ing forces, War and Navy Ministries and 
Imperial General Headquarters also tackled 
the broader problem of general demobilization. 
This was to be carried out in accordance with 
Allied directives, but even before such direc
tives were issued, the Army and Navy au
thorities proceeded to draw up and disseminate 
basic demobilization plans so that no time 
would be lost. On 18 August the War 
Ministry issued both a general demobilization 

outline, approved by the Emperor, and an 
implementing order containing detailed basic 
regulation." Three days later, on 21 August, 
the Navy Ministry radioed to subordinate 
commands a general plan for the demobili
zation of naval personnel." 

Actual execution of the plans began shortly 
thereafter. As the program got under way, 

the Emperor on 25 August issued a special 
message to all Army and Navy personnel 
expressing the Imperial desi e to see the 
demobilization carried out swiftly and in 
orderly fashion. The message read:" 

To Our trusted soldiers dna sailors 011 the occasion 

of the demobilizatioll of the Imperial Army and Na.y: 

Upon due c01lsideration of the situatioa, We ha'Vt 

decided to lay down Our arms and abolish military 

preparah"olls. We are o"ercome with emotion when 

We thillk of the precept of Our Imperial Forefathm 

alld the loyalty so long giyell by Our . aliallt 5e"ieemell. 

Especially, Our grief is unboullded for the mallY who 

haye fallell ill battle or died of sieknm. 

On the occasion 0fdemo!Ji/izahotl, it is Our /a'Vetit 

wish that the program be carried out rapidly alld 

systematically under orderly supervision, so as to gi."e 

a crowlling example of the perfectioll of the Imperial 

Army alld Na.y. 

We charge you members of the dTmed forces, to 

comply with Our wishes. Turn to ci"lli/ia1l occupatjoru 

as good alld loyal mbjeclI, alld by elldurillg hard,hips 

and o')'ercomi1lg difficulties, exert your full energies in 

the la rk of postwar recollstrU(holl. 

In the homeland, demobilization progressed 

rapidly, with some 1,500,000 men being dis
charged and returned to their homes by the 
end of August." Demobilization of the forces 
overseas, however, could be accomplished only 
little by little as a long and difficult program 

70 (I) Daikaishi Dai Gohyakushiju.go *lfiHl1itini~Ill!-t-~ (Imperial General Headquarters Navy Directive No. 

540) 26 Aug 45. (2) Dai,.jku,hi Dai NiI<ngohyakugojuhachi-go *'j!filjg=T.li~.li-t-i\!I!1 (Imperial General H ead

quarters Army Directive No. 2558) 27 Aug 45. (3) Dai,.jku,hi Dai NiI<ngohyakugojuku.go *1\IHl1im=T.li~.li-t-A.'J/ 

(Imperial General H eadquarters Army Directive No. 2559) 31 Aug 45. 

71 Meirti TJu{uri 1f.t"'ft-ta: (File of Orders) Military Police Headquarters, Aug 45: Essentials of Imperial Army 

Domobilization; and Detailed Regulations Concerning Essentials of Imperial Army Demobilization 

72 Secretariat Personnel Con6dential Radio No. 210,110, Navy Ministry, 21 Aug 45. File of Incoming and 

Outgoing Communications on Public Peace and Military Discipline, op. cit. Navy Gazette No. 5176, 6 Sep 45. 

73 Meirei Shiji Shorui Tru{uri 1fItfJ-:f1i7i-:.!fIiUft (File of Documents Pertaining to Orders and Directives) Military 

Police Headquarters, Aug 45. 

74 Demobilization of Army and Navy personnel in the homeland was completed by the end of November 1945. 

At this time the War and Navy Ministries were dissolved, being replaced respectively, by the 1st and 2d Demobilization 

Ministries which continued to handle the demobilization of persORnel repatriated from overseas. The ministries later 

became bureaus under the Welfare Ministry. 
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of repatriation was carried out. The program 
got under way soon after the formal signing of 
the surrender when the Navy hospital ship 
Takasago Maru was dispatched to Meleon in 
the Caroline Islands to bring back the Japanese 
personnel on the island." 

Entry of Occupation Forces 

At 1030 on 2 7 August, elements of the 
United States Third Fleet entered Sagami 
Bay in execution of first step of the delayed 
occupation schedule. Preparations for the 

reception of the Allied forces had been com
pleted as far as was humanly possible, and in 
a radio address on the 26th, the newly
appointed War Minister, General Sadamu 
Shimomura," had made a final and urgent 
appeal to the Army to submit to the occu· 
pation quietly and without incident. He 
said :77 

The course we must follow hase/early been indicated 

in the Imperial R"cript. We in the armed " " ices 
ha .. no choice but to obey re>ermtiy the Imperial 
will. . ... Any action against or coutrar] to the 

Imperial decision will not be condoned e>fI' though it 
springs from the pure Bushido spirit. . ... I strictly 
admollish you 1101 to let younel." be agitdted by 
untoward incidents dnd not to assume tJ hostile attitude 

toward the foreigners or indulge in disorderly speech 
or acti.ity. . ... We must beha .. prudentiy, taking 
into considerdtiou the future of the nation. Do not 

become excited and conceal or destroy arms which are 

to be suTT",Jered. This i, our opporiullity to display 
the mag1Uficence of our nation. 

Between 0828 and 1100 on 28 August, the 
advance party of the Allied occupation forces, 
consisting of about 150 men under Col. C.T. 
Tench, arrived at Atsugi airfield. After hear
ing a report by Lt. Gen. Seizo Arisue, chair
man of the official reception committee, the 
advance party completed technical arrange
ments for the arrival of the main forces and 
issued supplementary instructions to the Japa
nese authorities. Col. Tench expressed satis
faction with the preliminary preparations which 
had been carried out in comp! iance with the 
directives of the Supreme Commander." 

On 30 August the main body of the 
airborne occupation forces began streaming 
into Atsugi in a steady procession of transport 
planes, while naval and marine forces simul
taneously began landing at Y okosuka on the 

south shore of Tokyo Bay. At 1405 on 30 

August, the Supreme Commander himself 
arrived at Atsugi to set up his headquarters 

on Japanese soil. The Tokyo newspaper 
Yomiuri·Hochi, in a story published the follow
ing day, described the scene as follows :'. 

As the four-engined plane landed, the waitillg 
officen, men and newspaper reporters surged forward. 

The door of the plane opened, a,,J the tall, khaki·clad 
figure of General MacArthur appeared. He 1I'ore 
dark greell sun· glasses u,,Jer his large, .isored military 
cap and held a com·cob pipe in his mouth. Calmly, 
he paused with one foot Oil the debarkation ladder to 

75 (I) SCAP Directive to Imperial General H eadquarters, I Sep 45. File on Soviet Entry into War, op. cit. 

Part III, Doc No. 79. (2) It was initially estimated, in view of the almost complete destruction of Japanese shipping, 

that more than (our years would be required to complete the repatriation program. Progress was more rapid than 

expected, however, due to the loan of over 200 ships~lo4 Liberty ships and 104 LST's- by SCAP for repatriation 

purposes between February 1946 and February 1947. 

76 General Shimomura had been relieved on 23 August of command of the North China Area Army in order 

to assume the portfolio of W ar Minister in the H igashikuni Cabinet. Until Shimomura's appointment, Prince Higashi. 

kuni had filled the post of War M inister concurrently with the premiership. 

77 Asahi Newspaper, Tokyo, op. cit., 27 Aug 45. 
78 Statement by Lt. Gen. Seizo Arisue, Chairman, Atsugi District Reception Committee. 

79 Yomiuri·Hochi Newspaper, Tokyo, op. cit., 31 Aug 45· 
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look around at the welcoming party. 

In his first statement to Allied and Japanese 
reporters, General MacArthur declared: 

From Melbourne to Tokyo is a long road. It has 
been a long and hard road, but this looh like th. 
pay.off The sUTrender plan; are going splendidly 
and completely according to pre"io7ls arrangemeuts. 

In all outlying areas, fighting has practically ceased. 
In this area a week ago, there were 300,000 troops 

which have been disarmed and demobili{ed. The 
Japanese seem to be acting in complete good faith. 
There is .. ery hope of the IUCce;; of the capitulation 
without undue friction and without unnecessar'Y 

blood,hed. 

Every newspaper in Japan printed illustrated 
accounts of the General's arrival at Atsugi. 
The man who for more than three years had 
waged a relentless counteroffensive against the 
Japanese armies in the Southwest Pacific and 
who now was to accept and conclude the sur
render, thus made his first appearance before 

the Japanese people. 
Immediately after his arrival, MacArthur 

proceeded to Yokohama, accompanied by Lt. 
Gen. Robert L. Eichelberger, Commander of the 
United States Eighth Army, who had arrived 
earlier in the day. The party drove some 20 

miles eastward through peaceful, farming coun· 
try and silent, war-devastated towns. The 
Supreme Commander set up his headquarters 
provisionally III the Yokohama Customs 
House. The headquarters of the American 
Eighth Army and the Far East Air Force also 
had been established in the same city, and 

representatives of the United States Pacific 
Fleet were attached to Supreme Commander's 
headquarters." 

In order to facilitate rapid liaison, various 

Japanese agencies were established in the Ka
nagawa Government Building adjacent to the 
headquarters of the Supreme Commander. 

They included the Yokohama District Recep
tion Committee (later the Yokohama Liaison 
Office), the Imperial General Headquarters 
Liaison Committee and the office of the Gover

nor of Kanagawa Prefecture. 

Occupation forces arrived in ever-increasing 
numbers by land, sea and air until important 
cities and major military installations were un
der Allied control. The occupation of Tokyo 
itself was not carried out until 8 September, 
when some 8,000 troops of the First Cavalry 
Division moved into the capital in orderly fash
IOn. Up to this time, traces of uneasiness had 

lingered in the minds of the general populace, 
but the occupation of the capital without in
cident did much to ease tension. The nation 
as a whole was deeply impressed when it dis
covered that the occupation troops, from whom 
ill-treatment and excesses had been feared, were 
well·disciplined and under enlightened leader
ship. In particular, Lt. Gen. Eichelberger's 
order of 9 September p!acing the Imperial Pal
ace, temples, shrines and private dwellings" off 
limits" to occupation forces was gratefully wel
comed by the citizens.·' 

Scattered incidents of a minor character were 
reported as contact between the occupation 

forces and the Japanese Government and people 
became more frequent. On the whole, how
ever, the general public was submissive, and its 
trust in the occupation gradually deepened. 
Cooperation in all quarters improved as the 
Japanese came to know American soldiers as 
individuals and recognized the efficiency and 
discipline with which their work was carried 

80 The headquarters of both the United States Eighth Army and the Far Eastern Air Force were set up in the 
New Grand Hotel near the Yokohama Customs House. Rear Adm. } . } . Ballentine acted as the U . S. Fleet liaison 
officer with SCAP. 

81 Yomiuri-Hochi Newspaper, Tokyo, op. cit" 12 Sep 45. Lt. Gen. Eichelberger's order coincided with the 
1/ solicitations" which the}apanese mission (0 Manila left with Maj. Gen. Charles A . WlIIoughby, General MacArthur's 
G·" at the conclusion of the surrender parleys. (Cf. p. 694). 
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out. The words of General MacArthur at 

Atsugl were proving prophetic. 

Signing of the Surrender 

The day set for the formal signature of the 
surrender instrument was a peaceful, cloudy 

Sunday, the second of September. Shortly 
after 0600, Foreign Minister Shigemitsu rep
resenting the Emperor and the Japanese Gov
ernment, General Umezu representing Impe

rial General Headquarters, and nine accom
panying officials of the Foreign Ministry, 
Army and Navy assembled at the Kanagawa 
Government Building in Yokohama. From 
there they drove to the South Pier and 
boarded an American destroyer which took 
them out to the battleship U. S. S. Missouri 

resting at anchor in the middle of Tokyo Bay." 
The Japanese delegation boarded the Mis

souri at 0855. At 0900 the surrender formalities 
began, with General MacArthur presiding. 
Not a word was spoken or a sign of greeting 
exchanged as the Japanese representatives 
walked to their places. At 0904, Foreign 
Minister Shigemitsu affixed his signature to the 
surrender document. He was followed by 
General Umezu, who signed for both the Army 
and the Navy." Four minutes later, General 
MacArthur affixed his signature of acceptance, 
followed by representatives of the nine Allied 

Powers which had been at war with Japan. 
The ceremony lasted 20 minutes. After 

receiving their copy of the surrender instrument, 
the Japanese delegates returned the way they 
had come, proceeding immediately to Tokyo to 

report to the Emperor. 
The same afternoon, the Government and 

Imperial General Headquarters made public 
the contents of the instrument of surrender. 

The text of the instrument follows :" 

We, acting by command of and in behalf of the 
Emperor of Japan, the Japanese Go>ernment and the 
Japanese Imperial General Headquarters, hereby 
accept the pTOl'isiotls set forth in the declaration issuta~ 

by the heads of the Go>emmenu of the United States, 

China and Great Britain on 26 July 1945, at Potsdam, 
and subsequently adhered to by the Union of So,iet 

Socialist Repub[ics, which four powers are hereafter 
referred to as the Allied Powers. 

We hereby proclaim the u'lCo,u!itional surwu!er to 
the Allied Powers of the Japanese Imperia[ Genera[ 
Headquarters a,u! of all Japanese armed forces and ali 

armed forces utlder Japanese control, lIIherf1ler situated. 

We hereby command all Japanese forces, where>er 
situated, a,u! the Japanese people to cease hostilities 
forthwith, to preser,. a,u! sa>e from damage all ships, 
aircraft, and .mliwry a,u! ci,i[ property and to comply 
with all requiremen!> which may be imposed by the 
Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers or by 
agencies of the Japanese GO'YernmeUI of his direction. 

We hereby command the Japanese Imperia[ Genera[ 

Headquarters to issue at o'lCe orders to the Com
ma,u!ers of all Japanese forces a,u! all forces under 

Japanese control, where'Yer sifutIted, to surrender un

co,u!itionally themse[,.s a,u! all forces under their 
control. 

We hereby comma,u! all c;'il, miliwry a,u! na,a[ 

officials to obey a,u! enforce all proclamations, orders 
a,u! directi,,, deemed by the Supreme Comma,u!er for 
the Allied Powers to be proper to effectuate this 
surrender (t1ld issued by him or under his authority, 

and we direct all such officials to remain at their posts 
and to continue to perform their 1Jon-combala,,1 duties 

82 The nine attendants were : Messrs. Katsuo Okazaki, Toshikazu Kase and Saburo Ota, of the Foreign Office; 
Lt. Gen. Shuichi Miyazaki, Maj. Gen. Yatsuji Nagai, and Col. Ichiji Sugita, of the Army j Rear Adms. Sadatoshi 
Tomioka and Ichiro Yokoyama, and Capt. Katsuo Shiba of the Navy. 

83 File on Soviet Entry into War, op. cit. Part III, Doc. No. 90. 

84 The nine powers whose representatives signed the instrument of surrender were the United States, Republic 

of China, United Kingdom, Union of Soviet Socialist Republic, Commonwealth of Australia, Dominion of Canada, 

Provisional Government of rhe French Republic, Kingdom of Netherlands and the Dominion of New Zealand. Ibid. 
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Unlen specifically relie>ed by him or under his 

authority. 

We hereby u,ulertake for the Emperor, the Japanese 

GO'Yerument and their successors to carry out the pro

')I;S;01l1 of the Potsdam Declaratiq1l in good faith, and 
to issue whateller order and take whateyer actiou may 

be required by the Supreme Commander for the Allied 

Powers or by an)' other derig71ated represelltatj'Ye of 

the Allied Powers for the purpose of giving effect to 

that Declaration. 

We hereby command theJapa"ese Imperial Go .. ",

ment a"d the Japa .. ese Imperial Geueral Headquarters 

at o .. ce to liberate all Allied prisoners of war a"d 

ci"i!iQ" ill/emees 710W under Japanese control dud to 

prol'ide for their protectiou, (tire, maintenance dud 

immediate transportah'01l to places as directed. 

The authority of the Emperor a,uI the Japanese 

Go .. mmeut to rule the sl4te shall be subject to the 

Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers who will 

take such steps as he deems proper to effectuate these 

terms of surrender. 

Made public at the same time was the text 
of a new Imperial Rescript announcing the 
formal conclusion of the surrender to the Japa
nese people. The draft of this rescript had been 
drawn up by General MacArthur's headquar

ters and had been delivered to the Japanese sur
render mission at Manila. It read as follows: 8, 

Accepting the terms set forth in the Dec/aratio .. 

issued by the heads of the Go .. ",me"ts of the 

United States, Great Britai .. and Chi"a on 26 July 

'945 at Potsdam and subsequently adhered to by the 

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, We ha .. com

manded the Japanese Imperial Governme"t a,uI the 

Japatlese Imperial Geueral Headquarters to sign 011 

Our behalf, the instrument of surrender pre>ented by 
the Supreme Commander for the Allied Pow", a,uI 

to III1U general orders 10 the Mditary dnd NalJai 

forces in accordance with the direction of the Supreme 

Comma,uler for the Allied Powers. We command 

all Our people forthwllh to cease hostilities, to lar 

down their arms, and faithfully to carry out all the 

provisious of the instrument of surrender dnd the 

General Orders issued by the Japanese Imperial 

Gove",ment and the Japanese Imperial General 

Headquarters hereunder. 

Also in compliance with Allied directives 
received during the Manila parleys, Imperial 
General Headquarters issued Army-Navy Gen
eral Order No. 1. This order contained specific 

stipulations for the surrender of local Japanese 
commanders over the entire Pacific war area, 
for the demobilization of the armed forces and 
the general disarmament of Japan, and the fur
nishing of information required by the occu
pation authorities.86 

Simultaneously with and subsequent to the 
surrender aboard the Missouri, Japanese forces 
overseas formally surrendered to designated 
Allied commanders. At T ruk, the surrender 
formalities took place the same day as the sign
ing in Tokyo Bay. At Baguio on Luzon and 
at Chichi-Jima in the Bonin Islands, they were 
carried out the following day; at Batavia, on 5 
September; at Rabaul, on 6 September; at 
Nanking and Seoul on 9 September, and at 
Singapore on 12 September.8

' 

The words with which General MacArthur 
opened the ceremony aboard the Missouri stood 
as solemn testimony to the hopes of the entire 
human race, both victor and vanquished, as 
represented by the men there assembled.88 

But rather it is for us, both "jctors aud "a1l,quished, 

85 A specially prepared copy of this Rescript, signed by the Emperor and countersigned by Premier Prince 
Higashikuni and all other Cabinet Ministers, was handed to the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers by the 
Japanese delegate aboard the Missouri prior to their signing of the surrender instrument. Ibid, Doc. No. 91. 

86 Ibid., Doc. No. ~. 
87 (I) Kyu Nihongun Kofuku no Nichiji Basho m a *1Il~'H!:(1) a ~~m (Time and Place of Formal Surrender of 

Japanese Armed Forces) 1St and 2d Demobilization Bureaus, 24 Dec 48. (2) After the surrender of arms in an areas 
had been completed, the Imperial General Headquarters was first abolished on 13 September, and the Army and 
Navy General Staffs were dissolved on 15 October 1945. 

88 Asahi Newspaper, Tokyo, op. cit., 3 Sep 45. 
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Ix> ri" to that high" dignity which alOllt beuefit, the 

sacred purposes we are aboullo SeT1'f. It IJ my earnest 

hope-ltId<ed the hope of all mankind-that from thIS 

solemn oceanon a beller world shall emerge out of the 

blood a,uI ca",age of the past, a world fouuded upon 

faith a,ui understanding, a world dedicated to the 

d'gUlty of rna" and the fulfillment of hIS most cherished 

wlIh for freedom, tol,,<II.ce aud justice. 
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Glossary of Japanese Military Signs, Symbols, and Abbreviations Used in this Volume 

ARMY GROUND FORCES 

Imperial General Headquarters 

Area Army Headquanm 

Anny Headqwnm 

Division H eadqwutm 

Brigade or Infantry Group Headquarters 

Regimental Headquarters 

SA G<n.nI Anny 

HA Am. Anny 

A Anny 

o Division 

MBs l...kp<nd<n. Mitt<! Brig><!< 

B Brigade 

Infantry Regiment 

i 5 Independtm Infantry Regiment 

bs Independent Infantry Battalion 

TKO Armored Division 

TKB Tank Brigack 

TK Tank unit 

Tonk 

Artillery position 

AA Antiaircraft artillery 

NAVY 

p 

GF 

HF 

F 

AF 

S 

Sf 

Sd 

f9 

B9 

Division, Squadron, Aotilla Of 

Base Force Headquarters 

Combined Fleet 

Air Flett 

Battleship or Cruiser Division 

Carrier Division or Air AotiUa 

l::>esU'Oyt:r Squadron 

Air Group 

oBO Special Base Forte 

CV Aircraft camer 

CVL Light au'O'aft carrier 

BB Bottl"!'ip 

CA Heavy cruiser 

CL Light cruiser 

DO o..ao)'" 

AO Tanker 

TI Aircraft carrier 

ARMY AIR FORCES 

Air Division Headquarters 

Air Brigade Headquarters 

FA Air Anny 

PLATE NO. 172 

FD Air Division 

FB 

FR 

-~ 

- >OOl-

--

Air Brigade 

Air Regiment 

GENERAL 

General Army Of Combined Flut 
operational boundary 

Ana Army or Area Fleet 
operational boundary 

Anny or Fleet operational boundary 

Division operational boundary 

Brigade or Base Foret 
operational boundary 

Regimental or lower unit 
operational boundary 

tt Airfield 

1" Ai=h 

V Airborne landing 

o Assembly area 

~ } DefenSIVe position 

~} Offensive .position 

~ Advance or attack 

....... Troop movement 

--. Withdrawal 

NOTE 

I. Unless otherwise indicated. blue: rqnstnts 

Japanese Forces and red represents Allied Forces 
2. Barta[iom are designated by Roman 

numerals; i. e. 2nd Battalion of 41st Infantry 

Regiment is designated n/41 i. 

3. When the Japanese designation of a 

geographical location differs from that accepted 

by Dq=m'nl of th< Anny '" SWPA, lh< 
j.P'"'" tk.igna.ion ;, follo...d by (}) .nd lh< 
accepted American desigN-tion is given below it 
in parentheses. When no accepted Amencan 

designation can be asCertained, only the. Japanc:se 
designation is gIVen. 
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APPENDIX 

THE JAPANESE EMPEROR AND THE WAR 

The Emperor's Role at the Time 
of Surrender. 

The Pacific War broke out despite all efforts exerted 

by the Emperor to pr"eut the calamity. N"erthe

less, His Majesty's del'otiotl to iJilematioJlal concord 

was such that from the ye,y moment hostilities began 

his mind was directed constantly toward the restora· 

lion of peace. I 

As early as February 1942, when our forces were 

about to capture Mani/a, the Emperor in,tructed 

Premier Tojo to lose no opportunity in bringing the 

war to an end. 

I beli"e it WdJ in FebrUdry 1944 that His Majesty 

began to grapple with the problem of peace as the most 

urgeut issue confronting the Empire. I recall one day 

after the war ended the Emperor, speakifll, to us, his 

entourage, reminisced : t( From the lime our [jUt 

along the Stanley MJuntain Range in New Guinea 

'Was penetrated, I was anxious for peace, but, we had 

a treaty with Germany against concluding a separate 

peace; and we could not ')IJ'oLate an international 

commitment. This was d dilemma that tormented me." 

In February 1945, after the fall of Manila, the 

Emperor summoned i7lJiyjduafly, and 011 different 

days, Baron Wakatsuki aud se'lleral other ex·Premiers 

and a/so COUtlt Makitlo, former Lord Keeper of the 

Pri,y Seal, and asked for their ,iews. Though they 

al! /a'llored peace, I uuderstaud none had au') concrete 

suggestion. 

It WdJ toward the "Id of May, 1945 whell th. 

Yamato, our tlewest a,ld biggest battleship dispatched 

to Sd'JIe Okinawa, was JUnk aud all hope was goue in 

,,,,,,a/ warfare that Gelleral Umezu, Chief of the Army 

General Staff, itlformed the Thro"e of the impos

sibility of land operatiom to recoup our re'llerses ttt the 

YU7l1kttl a"d Bur1114 fronts. His Majestl was then 

resolyed to seek pettce at all costs. 

In order to briflg hostilittes to tttl end, however, ,·t 

was necessary to purSUtlde the officers and men, who 

were determined to fight to death, to lay dowtl their 

arms. Here was tt most delicate task. One false 

step would briug domestic turmoil to the country 

threatened with an rmmi',fUI fUfmy iuvasion. The 

fall of Saipa", defeat Otl Leyte, a,ld the loss oj 

Oki"awa had co,witlced the military leaders, as well 

as ttl! the Cabiuet members, of the pressing, need for 

termi'14ti"g the war-still they were at loss as to how 

to go about it. Iu the face of the nation's volcanic 

temper at that time, no oue dared to yo ice his hemest 

opimotl or do a"ythi"g that might arouse the suspiciotl 

of his e1ltertaining such an opinion. At this juncture 

it was His Majesty who urged the Go>emmetlt to sue 

for peace. 

The Supreme War Direction Coutlcil meetitlg be-

I The Emperor, as the sovereign ruler of Japan, played an important role in the termination of the Pacific War. 

His influence in bringing hostil ities to an end can be seen in the concluding chapters of this volume. It was felt however, 

that a more detailed report of the Emperor's feelings and actions would further aid in understanding his relation to the 

Pacific War. Therefore. this ·unpublished manuscript of Marquis Yasumasa Matsudaira, one of the Emperor's trusted 

advisors, has been included as an appendix to this volume. Marquis Matsudaira, currently the Grand Master of Cere· 

monies, Ministry of Imperial Household, served as Chief Secretary to the Lord Privy Seal , Marquis Koichi Kido, from 

June 1936 to November 1945. These positions has provided him with many opportunities to learn and understand the 

Emperor's views regarding numerous events of great historical significance. This manuscript was prepared in December 

1949 by the Marquis in response to a request from the G-2 Historical Section, GHQ FEC, aDd has been published just 

as it was translated from the Japanese. 
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fore the Emperor on June 8, 1945, passed on the 
" Basic Policy Draft for Future Direction of War" 
which declared the official decision of the Go>ernme1ll 
to continue the war. His Majesty was deeply shocked 
when this decision, in utter disregard of the deYelop· 
menu at the front and situation at home, was adopted 

by the Supreme Council presided over by Premier 
S,,<uki, who enjoyed Imperial confidence to the fullest 
degree. The Emperor wished to demand the Gov",,· 

men! as well as the military leaders to reconSlder. 

But extraordinary cautio11 was required for tbu. The 

Emperor was most reluctant to gi'Ye out his personal 

opinion in the form of a command, for that would 

contral'e1le the practice of our constitutional govern

ment and might produce gra')'e repercussions. Herein 

lay the difficulty. The draft of the B<lJic Policy 
Draft for Future Direction of War contained 411 ac· 

curate description of both the war situation and the 

domestic conditions of the country, of which the im

possibility of continuing the war was an oln-jour C01l

clusion. Yet the document, by an amazing twist of 
logic, ended in advocating the c01Jtinuation of war. 

At the June 8 conference the Emperor, though he made 
no comment, sensed the inconmtency at once . He 

desired to leaYe the matter to be threshed out at an

other meeting. Thus, with the consent of the Premier 

he called the Supreme War Direction Co.uncil meeting 
011 June 22, at which he proposed peace. 

Ie This is tl critical moment," said His Majesty, 

"permitting no hesitatioll, nor delay. Despite the 
Basic Policy Draft adopted at the Supreme War 
Direction Couueil meeting on June 8, 'lou will con

sider the questioll of ending the war as quickly as 
possible." To ad. ocate peace, as His Maiesty did 
in those days of frenzied chau)ir"nism, was an act which 

required an txtraordinary resolution in')lol"ing oJ graJ.'e 

risk tyffl on the august person of an Emperor. 

What impressed those of us who were close to the 
Emperor was the steadfast alld determined way His 
Majesty followed his OWII convictioll. Thallks to the 

Imperial admonition, the GO'JIernment was 1I0W mOlling 

toward the termination of hOIh"lih"es. But as to the 

time and method alld also the terms of peace, there 
was a wide di>ergence of .iews betweell the Cabinet and 

the military. The Premier and Navy Minister Yonal 

and Foreigll MinISter Togo were conspICuously acliYe 
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in working for peace, but the role of the Emperor, 

who openly alad ({rvertiy ga>e cOllstant encouragement 
alld support to these men, should not be forgotten. 

The government wa.ered until the very last minute. 

It was at the Imperial conferellce of the Supreme 
War Directioll COUllCil of August 14 that the Emperor 
himself prououllced his decision in fa')lOT of immediate 

acceptance of the Potsdam Declaratioll. Thus, did 

our nation emerge from eight loug years of warfare 

to hail the dawn of peace. At both conferellC", Augusl 

9 and 14, His Majesty, sumnuzrizing in a lucid fashion 

the gellerai situation relating to the war d",elopmeuts 
0" land and sea, the extent of air raid damage, the 

defense of the home islauds, the munition production, 

and food supply, expounded why Japan ,hould stop 

fighting and surr<tader. He was mort deeply concerned 
not only o)'er the sufferings of his subjects, which were 

being ;'lIensified each day, but also o>er the .norma US 

waste in li"es and property our fUh·le resistance Wdl 

causmg our ad"ersaries. These sentiment! a:e partly 

re>ealed in the Imperial Rescript issued on the termi
natioll of war. I know well how hea.ily these matters 

weighed upon the mi,ad o/the Emperor throughout 
the war years. 

Emperor's Efforts for Pre
ser'l'oljon of Peace. 

The Pacific War was terminated by the decision of 
the Emperor. Why then had it not also been possible 
ro pre'Velli war by Imperial judgement? 

This question II asked frequ.ntly abroad a,ad e .. n 
among our own people at home. The question arises 

out of ignorance of His Majesty's ceaseless endea"ors 

toward peace and also from misunderstanding the 

position of the Emperor in the Japanese government. 
The first part (1926-36) of the Showa Era witnessed 

great changes in Japanese thought and economy. The 
economic depressioll that followed the First World 

War oppressed hea.ily the li.es of our people and 
engendered extremisl mo>ements both to the right and 

to the left. It was an era of politIcal instability when 

the military clique raised its head and our foreign 
policy took on a markedly aggressi>e character. 

His Mairs/y is a mall of conviction who beli",,, 

firmly in peace and it is 110 exaggeration to sa! that 



all his efforts throughout the 20 years of his reign were 
dellotta to the preser"atiotl of peace. In order to 

bring out this fact collcrttely it is necessdry to explain 

the following points : 
(1) The military-especially the Army--was ex

tremely high·handed aud intractable, aud 

ignored the wishes of the Emperor. 
(2) The Manchunan Z,.cideut (19)1) a,id the 

China Affair (1937) broke out through arbi· 
trary actions of the military on the spot. 

(3) The Go.enimeut a,id the Diet, aud public 
opinion itself were all powerless before the 

military. 
(4) The Emperor always adhered scrupulously to 

constitutional procedures. 

In the following pages I .",ture to state the facts 

as I remember them with respect to these pJints. 

The GMeTnment and the Mjlittlf'y 

His Majesty's erodea.ors for peace had n .. er be", 
completely successful arid to explain why, it is neces
sary to describe the relationship betwe", the military 

aud the Go.emment. 

From the beginning of the Showa Era (1925) the 
economic depression, a,id especially the sorry plight 
of tbe [aTmitlg commuuilies had brought 071 confusion 
and unrest. Radical ideologies affected young officers 
itl the Army a,id Na.y, breeding a spirit of defiance 
and re'J'olt agai,1S1 their superiors. In 1931, the year 

of the Manchurian Incid"'t, there occured the ",. 
called" March Iu,ident" and" No"ember Incideut," 

in which they made unsuccessful attempts to stage a 
coup d'etat to seize the Go.emment. In the March 
ltlCident, officers at higher l .. els were in.ol.ed, reo 
.. aling how deeply the canker of TecalcitrarlCe had 
eaten into the heart of the Army. Both i,lCidents 

were carefully hushed up, all information being with· 
held from the public, a,id .. '" from the Go.emment. 
They were tlot reported to the Emperor. Notle of 
the culprits were punished. The situation grew from 
bad to worse. Otl May 15, 1932 Premier Inukai 
was shot by young Nayy officers. On the 26th of 

February, 1936, a mutiny was staged, ' in which the 

Lord Keeper of the Prr.y Seal, the Gra,id Chamber· 
laitl, the Premier, the Fitlance Minister a,id other 

important personages weTe either killed or wounded. 
Throughout these turbulent years His MajeIly did 
f"i'erything to restore order and discip!J'71t in the armed 

ser"ius. To cite a few iTu/atius as I recollect them; 

itl July 1929 the Tatlaka Cabinet resigned uuder 
Imperial reprimaud for its failure to carry out the 
Emperor's special instructions to track down aud 
punish the Army men responsible for the murder, in 

the preceding year, of the Manchurian war lord, 
Chang Tsolin. In 1931 the Emperor wamed the 
War aud Nayy Ministers agaiust the interference of 

the military in g0>ernment aud diplomacy. War 
Minister MiTJdmi, in pursuance of the Imperial wishes, 

dispatched a special emisSalY to Manchuria. The 
emissary arriyed in Mukden on the 'Yery eye of the 

outbreak of the Manchurian IrlCident. Before aud 

after the May 15, 1932 IrlCident, aud immediately 
prior to the February 26, 1936 mutiny, the Emperor 
wamed the military leaders against interference by 

soldiers in gO')lerumellt affairs, and called for strict 

enforcement of discipline. 
At the time of the February mutiny it was the 

Emperor who in the mid,t of unspeakable confusion 
ordered the suppreJIion of the uprising, aud sa.ed the 

country from an imperoding cataIlrophe. Wh", the 
Army was showing a sympathetic attitude toward the 

mutineers a,id trying to make patriots of them, the 
Emperor pronounced them to be " rebels" aud issued 
a strict command to the War Minister to suppress 
them. When Home MiniIler Goto, who was then 

acting as Premier, came to present the letters of 

resignation of his Cabillet members, the Emperor 

urged him to "use all efforts to supprm the rioters 
and to unite the Cabinet for the restorathm of order." 

Unfortunately, the Cabinet was too weak a,id helpless . 

To the Deputy·Chief of Army General Staff, 
Sugiyama, who repoTted on the partial promulgation 
of martial law, the Emperor inquired if he had 

completed plans for suppressing the rebel force, aud 
cautioned him agai,\st abuse oj martial law by the 
military. The War Minister recommetided to His 
Majesty, through His Majesty's Chief Aide-de.Camp, 
the formation of a temporary cabinet calculated to 

humor the rebel officers, who were then demauding 
the eIJablishment of a military go.ernment uuder the 

War Minister. The Emperor rejected the proposi. 
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lion, saying H I hdlle already ordered the Go'Vemme1lt 

to suppress the rebels." Despite repeated demands 
from the Throne, the War Minister hesitated to act. 
The Supreme Military Council, which was ordered to 
take the matter in band, could reach tiD decision. 

FinaLly, the Emperor summoned his Chief Aide·de· 
Camp. " If nobody can stop the rebels," said His 
Majesty, "I will go myself Fetch the Imperial 
standard, dtld follow me." O'JIerawed, the Army 

leaders decided upon a punih>e action, and the 

rebellioll was put down completely on the 29th of 
February. 

Notwithstanding the complaint _oiced among young 
Army officers, the Emperor always treated the political 
affairs and military affairs 011 an equal footing. For 

the disposition of the former he relied on the ad_ice 

and assistance of the ministers of Jtate; dUJ for the 

latter, on the counsel of his chiefs of staff-llamely 
the Chief of the Army General Staff and the Chief 

of Na_y General Staff. But when .. er the recom· 
me"da/ioll of the military ad-visers ra1' coutl/er to the 

policy of the Go>emment, he rese,.ed his appro.al. 
For instance, when at the outbreak of the Ma7lchurian 

Incident ;n September 1931, a contiuge,,! of the 

Japanese Army ill Korea crossed the border into 
Mauchu,ia to reinforce the Kwantu1lg Army without 

an Imperial CommaJld and agai1JJt the GO)lerumen(s 

policy of n01l~extensio1l of hostilities, the Emperor did 

not gil'e post facto approya! on the arbitrary action 

of the Commander of our Korea71 forces u"h"1 the 

GOyermneTlt had sanctioned au appropriation for this 

troop moyemeut. Again, on the occasion of a 

So.iet-Japanese clash at Chang.ku-feng on the So_iet· 
Manchurian border, when the Chief of the General 
Staff recommended to the Throne the dispatch of 
reinforcements, His Majesty who had been ad.ised by 
the Foreign Minister of the Goyemmem's opposition, 

disappra.ed the measure. 
It rruty be noted that the Imperial Rescript on 

Japan's wilhdrawal from the , League of Nations 

colltaitls the setlle1lce : 

" We command that all public ",.ants, whether 

ci_ilian or military, shall faithfully perform hir 
. d d " appomte uty ........ . . 

This was inserted at the express wirh of the 

Emperor. It differs somewhat from the passage in 
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the Imperial Rescript issued on the occasiotl of his 

acceSSLOtl to the Thro",e, which reads" with the ciyil 

seryice as the warp aud the military as the woof." 

III the light of the political background as described 
aboye, the i1ltemion of the Rescript is clear and was 

to warn the military agailut trespassillg UpOtl the 

sphere of ciyil goyemment. 

Some time after the war's end His Majesty spoke 
to his entourage of his difficult posItion in those 

years as follows: 

H I was greatly worried oyer the possible conse

quences of the reckless beha.ior on the part of the 
young Army hot heads. I seized "ery opportullity 
to caution the military leaders, but because of the 

spirit of ;lISubordination and defiance pervading the 
ranks, their words were of no ayai/. But I could flot 

>ery well speak directly to officers on the lower 
echelollS. That would destroy the >ery structure of 
control and direction. Here was m 1 problem. 
Among my trusted ad.,isers there were many who 

strOl'e day and night to curb the excesses of the 

military, howel'er, these metl hdd either to lose 

positions of influence, or eyen to sacrifice their 1Ier., 

li)les. 

The Manchurian Incident and 
China Affair. 

The Manchurian Incident of 19JI was aggra_ated 
and expanded in scope by the Japanese forces all the 
spot against the policy of the Go.ernment. 

The Emperor "'as alarmed at the I4lk of the so· 
called strong foreign policy of sol.ing by force the 
problems of Manchuria and Inner M .Jill,0lia prior to 

the outbreak of the Incident. He took up the rruttter 
",ith the then Premier Baron Wakatsuki. 

U You are settling these problems," remarked His 

Ma/esty, "of Manchuria and Mongolia on the basis 

of Sino-Japanese amity, I hope." 

The Premier at once relayed the Imperial words to 

his Cabinet, and the GO>ernment's policy for amicable 

solution was reaffirmed. 

But scarcely a month had elapsed before the 
Incide/lt sl4rted on September 18, 19JI. The confla

gration spread to Shanghai where a _iolent anti· 

Japanese movement flared out. In Februar, 19]2. 



the newly formed Inukai Cabinet was obliged to 
difpatch au Army contingent to rescue the Japanese 

marine corps which was threatened with antu"hilation 

by a superior Chinese force. 

The conseusu! of both Go)'ernment and pri"lldte 

drcles;1I Tokyo was: U Our armed forces, once 011 

foreign soil, are beyond the control of the home 

GO)'tmmenl, and hostilities are l,kely to expand 111 /0 

an all-out war between Japan dnd China ." 

Howt'JIer, contrary to these gloomy forebodings, 

General Shirakawa, Commander of the Expeditionary 
Force, after a series of fierce battlej had succeeded 

in driyj"g the enemy from around the Inlemationai 

Settlement, proclaimed a cease fire order to all his 
forces, much to the chagrin of his staff officers who 
wanted to pursue the fleeing Chinese. It Wds May 

3rd, the very day on which the League of Nations 
was scheduled to deliberate on the Shanghai incideul. 

This dramatic "ent had a background which was 
then not hown to the ",orld. General Shirakawa, 

appointed Commander of the Expeditionary Force, 
went to the palace to take le""e of His Majesty. 
Calling the General to his side the Emperor discoursed 
on the international situation. 

U This is entirely my personal wish," Idtd the 

Emperor, "But when you ha .. achi"ed the purpose 
of restoring peace to the Settlement, I hope you will 
hold back your troops and nfl'er let them march i7ll0 

the inferior." 

It ",as this Imperial wish which the Gelleral, as a 
loyal warrior, ca"ied out to the letter, although by 
so doing he incurred the displeasure of the Army. 

When the next March 3rd (1933) came around, 
the General was dead. The day being the Dolls 
Festival Day, His Majesty s",t to Mrs. Shirak"",a 

the following poem: 

This day whell maidens celebrate 

The Feast of Dolls, 

I remember the glorious deed 

Of him who stopped war. 

Japan's withdra",al from the League of Nations 
.. as, needless to say, not His Majesty's desire. With 

the return of Lord Lytton and his pariy to Gen""a 
in October 19]2, the Commi,sion Report "'ds made 

publiC. The Emperor, being opposed to the Armis 

scheme for an independent Manchuria, considered 

that the Lytton Report should be accepted in3Smuch ds 
it recognized Japan's legitimate rights and claims i" 
Manchuria, while sustaining China's suzerainty oller 

the territory. He ",ould ha .. therefore co,!>eyed his 
view to Premier Saito dnd j'Htructed him to reconsider 

the Goyemment's unyieldinx attitude, but for the 

ad ... ice of Prince Saionji and Count Mdki1lo. It was 

the carefully considered opiuiol1 of these senior states

men that it would be improper for His Majesty as a 

constituti(mal m07larch to iliter'Yene in matters of 

foreign policy which had bee" decided upon by the 
GOYfrnme1ll a"d duly reported to the Throne by the 

Premier. 

0" March 27, 1933, when the Japa"ese Go>ern· 
ment nOlified the League of Natio"s of Japa,,' s 

withdra",al from the League, a" Imperial Rescript 
was issued. Considering the wish of the Emperor, 

the Rescript laid special emphasis on His Majesty's 
unchallgi"g de'Yotion to the cause of international 

peace and harmony. This was intended as a warning 

to the nation against the tide of dnti-foreignism ariJing 

with its ",ithdr"",al from the League. 
Matsuo.~a, Japan's delegate to Gene"d, returned to 

Japan after lhe break with the League of Nati01lS, and 
said: " From the mom",t I had recei>ed the Imperial 
Command and left Japan, I was always "",are of ",hat 
was expected of me by His Majesty, which certai,Jy 
wds not our withdr"",al from the League. I do "ot 
understa"d why I, ",ho ha>e failed in this importd71t 
mission, should be welcomed back like a 'Victorious 

general by a segment of the public." The Emperor's 
senh"menu are well indicated in this remark of 

Matsuoka. 
The Jehol expedition of 19]2-33 became a subject 

of discussion by the League of Nations. The Em

peror thought of a plan of ca/ling an Imperial con
ference. It failed to materialize because Prince 

Saionji held the .iew: " From the beha>ior of young 
officers these days, there is little hope for the SUccess 

of such a plan. After a/l, it ",ould be best to let 
the Premier assume the enbre responsibility for coping 

'With the current situation." 

The China Affair started in 1937 by the Army 
on the spot as 'Was in the case of the Ma,,,hurian 

Incidellt. The Emperor, deeply concerned o>er the 
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trend of the conflict spreading from North China to 

Central China, CO'ltrary to the GOJlemmenl's d'tlOTVed 

policy of 1Ion*extension of hostilities, con'Ytyed his wish 
to Premier Konoye to call an Imperial conference 

and establish a basic national policy for the restoration 
of peace. The Premier, horvt'Yer, hesitated for 'Yar iour 

reasons to carry out this Imperi,:,l wish. 

From the first conference which was called under 

the First Konoye Cabinet on January II, 1938, to dis
cuss China policy following the failure of the peace 
negotiations through the i,uermediatio1l of the German 

Government to the last conference of D ecember I, 

194', which decided upon war with America and 
Britain, Imperiaf. conferences were held eight times. 

But there conferences were purely ceremonial, tls .they 

did nothing but adopt formally, in the Imperial pre
sence, the decisions that had already been reached at 

the Liaison Conference betweetl the Go>emment and 
High Command, independetltly of the int<1ltions of 

the Emperor. Such being the case, the confere1lces, 

instead of pro )liding an occasion to restrain the mili

tary, stT'JIed rather to adliance the cause of their 

aggressi .. policy_ 

The Pacific W tIT 

From the beginning to the end the Emperor was 
aetermined to pre-yent war. Words fail me to de

scribe His Majesty's anxieties and endea.ors in this 

respect_ As one who persoTkllly attetuJed him, I find 
it painful to recollect the momentous de.elopmenl5 of 

those days leading to the Pacific Wetr. 
It was at the Imperial conference of September 6, 

'941, that the Emperor counselled for peace, by re
citing the famous poem of the Emperor Meiji: 

When alJ on the four seas 

Are, 1 beli",., brethren, 

Why this tumult of winds and wa>es

o world! 

This episode, which was mentioned in the policy 

statement of Premier Higashikuni before the P05l

surrender Diet, is minutely related in the memoirs of 

the lette Prince Konoye. 
On the ",e of the Septemher 6th conference Premi

er Konoye reported to the Throne on the draft reso-
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lution on the a~enda. The Emperor was shocked 
to diKo'JIer that the draft resolution con/aifled a para

graph calling for a decision to declare war with the 
time limit set at the first part of October_ He de
manded d ".ision, but the Premier could not accede_ 

Therefore, His Majesty summoned the Chiefs of the 
Army a,uJ Na.y General Staff a,uJ obtained assurance 
to the effect that the High Comma,uJ considered the 

resolution to gi>< diplomatic negotiations priority O'Ver 
war. His Majesty caused both the GO'Vemment etnd 
High Command to confirm the same assurance. 

As stated before, an Imperial conference 'Was 

rtrictly a formal affair, muJ it proceeded like a cere
mony with the Premier presiding and the Emperor 
taki7lg 110 part whatsoe"JIer in its deliberations: How

e1leT, on this occlZSion His Majesty, breaking the (UI

tom, took the floor a,uJ made clear what he wanted_ 

Ne>erthelw, the draft resolution was adopted without 
a word of amendment. 

Now why did the Emperor appro>e this resolution 
to which he had openly declared his objection? 

From the days of M:iji it had been an un:vritt<1l law 
that the Emperor would approve any decision of the 
GO'Vernment, n"er would he >eto it. His Majesty 
adhered firmly to this constitutional usage as his own 
personal creed_ As a matter of fact this practice was, 

I am sure, the most appropriate means of safeguard
nag monarchy from fallin6 into dictatorship and fitting 

it into the SJstem of a C07lSh"lulional gOl'emment. 

With the stagnation of the Japanese-American 

C07 .. ersation and the approach of the date set for de
cision to fight, the Kono ye Cabinet resigned en bloc 
on October 18, 194'_ War Minister Tojo, who 
wrecked the Konoye Cabinet by his war-like stand, 
received the Imperial command to form the Iuccesfor 

cabinet. This has in"ited criticism from "ariow 

quarters. Let me explain! 
Under the old constitution of Japan the selection 

of a Premier was made, as a matter of tstdblished 

custom, through the recommendation of the Lord 
Keeper of the Pri.y Seal ",ho was co,mantly in at

tendance upon the Throne to tender ad.ice and 

assistance. Marquis Kido, Lord Keeper of the Pri.y 

Seal, who at this fateful juncture had to recommend 

a neJV Premier, took, needless to IdY, eyery pOIIible 

care and cetution. As Chief Secretary to the Lord 



Keeper of the Pri>y Seal I kno:v ",ell the circumstance 

of General Tojo's se/ection. Marquis Kido beli",ed 

that a man ",ho could successfully cope "'ith the 

situation at that critical moment had to meet the 

following t",o conditions: 

I. Instead of plunging immediately into ",ar, he 

must seek to bring the Japanese-American 

negotiation to a successful conclusion. 

2. In case of a selllement ",ith the United States, 

he must command enough influence to hold 

d01Vn the malcontents in the armed ser'Vices

especially in the Army. 

After careful c07lsideration the Marquis came to 

the conclusion that no 01,. but General Tojo could 

meet these qualifications. So, "'ith the appro.al of 

the senior Ita/esmen he recommended Tojo as Premier. 

As for the jirst condition Marquis Kido had been 

assured of General Tojo's .iew that",ar "'ith America 

and Bril4in must be a.erled as long as the Na.y 

Minister lacked conjidence in the ",ar (the fact that 

he did lack it had been ascerl4ined by Kido from a 

reliable source). 

With respect to the second condition Tojo himself 

had told His Majesty that in case the Japanese

American negotiations succeeded, he ",ould suppress 

e.en at the risk of his life any dissatisfactiM ",ithin 

the Army. Moreo.er, the War Minister had de

monstrated his power ",hen he forced the resignation 

of the Army Commander, a Di.ision Commander, 

and a Brigade Commander for the forcible landing 

of troops in French Indo-China, cOlltrary to the 

instructions from Tokyo. It was these concrete facts 

which con.inced the Marquis of the reliability of 

General Tojo ",ith regard to his control o.er the 

Army. 

On the day War Minister Tojo was commanded 

to form a new cabinet, Marquis Kido cony eyed an 

Imperial message to both War and Na.y Ministers 

stating: "In deciding upon the fundamental line of 

national policy, you .,ill, .,ithout being bou,ld by 

the decision of the September 9 Imperial conference 

decision, co,lducl a .,ider and deeper study of the 

situation at home and abroad and exercise utmost cart 

and prudence." This message, in order to ensure 

accuracy, ",as drafted jirst in "'riting (I myself .,rote 

the draft), a,ld ",as read aloud to the ministers by 

the Marquis. Hi, Majesty's intentia. .,as e>idcnt: 

"G;"e up 'lour war decision, and work sillgle~heartedl'Y 

for peace 1" 
On October 18, 1941, the Tojo Cabinet came into 

being. The new Premier in conformity .,ith the 

Imperial message made earnest endea'JIors toward the 

success of the Japanese-American negotiaticms. Un

fortunately his efforts failed and ",ar ",as declared, 

frustrating the hopes of His Majesty. But the Em

peror stro'JIe to the last minute to pre'Yellt the war. 

It ",as early in No.ember 1941, as I recall, that 

the Emperor happened to hear about the Premier 

tuT1Jing cool toward the Japanese-American negoti

atiJ1IJ. He asked Tojo ifhe wasconductinJ in eaTtiest 

the negotiatiom ",ith the United States. Tojo replied 

in the affirmative. 

On No.ember 29, 1941, His Majesty summoned 

to the paldce ex-Premiers, political leaders, the Presi

dent of the Pri.y Council, as ",ell as the Premier and 

principal miuisters of srutes for an informal discussion. 

His Majesty had jirst suggested to the Goyernment to 

call such a meeting, but ",h", the Cabinet declined, 

the Cabinet members and the senior statesmen wer. 

called separately, to meet at the sametime, and talk 

matters over in an informal fashion. The meet

ing ",as designed by the Emperor to se"'e as an 

oppartunity for the senior sl4tesmen to speak their 

minds a,ld moderate the stiff attitude of the Goyern

ment. 

The Emperor has since told me direct/y, "Most 

of the senior statesmen were opprJJed to war. Un

fortunately, their opini(Jn was abstruse and could not 

hold down the Cabinet members .,ho cited jigures to 

support their contentions." 

On the morning of No.ember 30, 1941, the day 

after the abo.e-mentioned palace meeting, the Em

peror heard from his Brother, Prince Takamatsu, 

attached to the Na.y General SI4/f, that the Na.y 

lacked confidenc.e i1l a war 'With America and Britain. 

If true, that ",ould be an absolute reason not to jight, 

or at least it would serve as a starting point for a 

mo .. against.,ar. The Emperor immediately asked 

the Premier to postpone the Imperial conference, 

scheduled for the following day. It pro.ed to be 

the last of such conferences preceding the declaration 

of ",ar. At the same time he summoned the Na.y 
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Minuter and the Chief of the Navy General Staff 

,,,,d inquired about the prospects of the tld.al oper

ation. They replied that as Na.y leaders they had 

full confidence in their plans for 11a)lal warfare. 

Thus on December 1, 1941, the Imperial conference 

attended by all members of the Cabinet, the Chiefs 

of Army and Na.y General Staffs and the President 

of the Pri.y Council, was held, presided oyer by 

Premier Tojo. War with America dud Britaiu was 

the final decision. 

The message of Presidetlt Roose>elt, his last at

tempt at presI!T.ing peace, reached Tokyo on December 

7,1941. But it was 15 minutes past midnight when a 

copy was delivered by Ambassador Grew to Foreign 

Minister Togo, who reported its contents to His 

Majesty at O}OO, December 8. At that time it was 

°730, December 7 in H Ollolulu, or some 20 minutes 

before Japanese tkl)la/ aircraft reached Pearl Harbor. 

In Washington it was 1}00, just the hour of appoint

merit for Ambassador Nomura to deii}ler the last 

memorandum of the Japanese Go'Vemmeni to Secre

tary of State Hull. In point of time it was no 

longer possible to call off the moyements of Japanese 

land and sea forces which had already started on a 

gigantic scale. 

Foreign Minister Togo, who had apparently con

fared with Premier Taja before coming to the palace, 
ad.ised His Majesty that no reply was t"cessary. 

He departed after obtaining the permirsioll to transmit 

a brief Imperial mesS4ge to the American ambaslador. 

This, I belieYe, was doue. 

Couceming the abo>, episode His Majesty said to 

me later, ." I wished to answer the personal cablegram 

from the American President, but I was persuaded 

not to do so by Foreign M;fluter Togo who told me 

I had beller not serod a reply because hostilities would 

start on the 8th, changing the situation completely." 

Accordiug to what I was told by Ambassador 

Kurusu, who was i,,.yited to tl btl" quet gi')len by 

Premier Tojo soon tlfter his return on the exchtlnge 

ship in the summer of 1942, the con')lersatiotl tlt 

·the table had tumed to the subject of Presideut 

Roose'Yelt's messtlge, tlnd the Premier remtlrked, H If 

the Americtltl note of NOl'ember 26 had not been 

as htlrsh as it was, tltui Jf the President's messtlge htld 

arri')led etlrlier, wtlr would htl')le been J"mpossible." 
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If, indeed, there htld been tl few days' time, tlS 

Premier Tojo said, the Emperor would 1Iot hdl'e de

sisted from cooperatiflg in the peace proposal of the 

President. 

The Emperor's Legal Status 

The Emperor once told his etllourage.- U Before 

doing auythi11g I ha')le made it my rule to rely on 

the adyice of my counsellors, and never to reject such 

ad. ice. Only twice in my life haYe I acted on my 

own i,u"tiative, once at the time of the February 26 

luddent, 1936, and again at the time of surrender." 

The Emperor personally ordered the suppression 

of the rebelliou allending the February 26 It"i:/ent 

because, with the Premier beseiged by rebels, the 

Cabinet had ceased to function. The Army leaders 

were all so upset that they did flOt know what to do. 

His Majesty's close ad.ism, the Lord Keeper of the 

Pri.y Seal had been killed, the Grand Chamberlain 

sen"ously wounded, and there were none tletlr him to 

shoulder the responsibility for assisting mod ad. ising 

the Throne. The Emperor had no alteTtldtive but 

to assume the dJ"rech'on for htl1uiling the emergency. 

There Ctlt! be no question of the constitutiolltllity of 
his action J"n that ctlse. 

At the time of the termJ'tltltiotl of the wtlr there 

existed both the GOYemment and the High Command. 

But both had lost their fuuctiotlS as the supreme 

orgtltlS of sttlte to advise tl1ui tlssist the Throll.e" In 

this respect the situtltJ"071 was similar to that of the 

February 26 Incident. That is to say, on the ques

tion of accepting or rejectiuJ the Potrdam Decltlratio1l, 

opinion was so hopelessly di.ided among the leaders 

of the GOYernment atod the High Command that the 

Premier asked the Throne for tl decision. 

The Emperor's attitude was consUtent throughout 

aud the fault lay with the Premier aud other leaders 

of the Go>'mment atod the High Commatod who wert 

found wanting iu the discharge of their duty to ad
')lise and assist the Throne in the affairs of state. In 

fact, it was for exactly this reason that the Su~uki 

Cabinet resigned en bloc immediately followiug the 

Emperor's radio address 011 the terminatiotl of war. 

Afterwards, the Emperor told the Miuister of the 

Imperial Household Ishiwata : " At that time I was 



con'JIinced of the necessity of e1u1ing the war . What 

worried me was that if the GO'JIernment atui the High 

Command had come to an agreement aud the con

tinuation of the war had been decided upon as the 

policy of state, I would ha., had to appro .. the 

decision against my persotlal con'JIiction. To my 

great relief, the decision was left to me." 

Now at the outbreak of the Pacific War the situ

ation was totally different. In this case the GO'JIem

ment and the High Command, which were responsible 

for tendering ad'JIice and assistance in these respective 

spheres of political affairs and military matters, had 

agreed. The policy of the state was decided upon 

and the Emperor could do no other than appro .. the 

decision in accordance with the constitutiatlal usage. 

Prior to that fatal moment His Majesty, as described 

already, had done "erything he could as a constitu

tional monarch to ayert the war. 

Adherence to the constitution was set down by the 

Emperor as the first principle of goyemment. At 

e'JIery change of cabinet he would enjoin upon the new 

Premier strict obser'Yance of the constitution. This 

might appear all too proper for comment. It had 

howe'JIer, a great significance at the time of his reign, 

when radical ideologies were sweeping o .. r Japan. 

We ollie it to His Majesty that we were able to pre

ser"lle, somehow, our constitutional gO'JIernme11t through 

those years during which dictatorship and force pre

.ailed in some quarters of the world. Years in which 

Japan itself saw the political parties become powerless 

and open threats to brush aside the parliamentary 

gO'Yemment itself 

"The King reigns but does not rule." This 

English proYerb was literally translated into action by 

His Majesty. The pri7ICipie under the old con

stitution that the Emperor shall always rely on the 

advice and assistance of his ministers in all matters 

of state, had established a rule that the Emperor was 

not to exercise the "eto as an Imperial prerogatille. 

His Majesty had an occasion early in his reign to 

confirm his faith in this unwritten law. 

In July 1929 Premier Tanaka, as I said before, 

resigned after halling reeeilled an Imperial repri

mand. On recollecting the episode "Iears afterwards, 

His Majesty said to us: " There I went too far; 

I was young. It ga'Ye currency to such annoying 

rumors as 'palace intrigue' or 'senior statesmen's 

block, which were in .. nted by the military and the 

rightists, and which had a bad effect upon goyernment. 

This bitter experietlCe has taught me to be always on 

guard against exceeding my limits." His Majesty's 

ath·tude toward the constitution was born of a pro

found reflection on his responsibility as sc»ereign and 

hi, ceaseless selfdiscipline and self-restraint from wilful 

and arbitrary ach·oTl. 

In his Memoires Pri7ICe Konoye appears to blame 

the passi .. attitude of the Emperor for the inability 

of the gO'Yernment to stop the war. This is a most 

regrettable mis-statement on the part of the Prince who 

had failed to Ii .. up to his ollln resp07"ibility as 

Premier. 

As I ha .. already said, His Majesty expressed his 

opposition to the .iew of the military at the Imperial 

confewlCe of September 6, 1941, and prodded the 

GOllemment on tf) peace efforts. If Prince Konoye 

hads hown a greater zeal {or peace he would ha .. 

been able to obtain His Majestls support and hold 

down the military. 

Again, if, at the Imperial conference of December 

I, 1941, which decided upon war, there had been a 

single member of the Cabinet standing against war, 

it might haye gi .. n the Emperor an opportunity to 

do something to allert war. But that conference at

tended by all ministers of state as well as the Chiefs 

of the Army and Nayy commands unanimously de

cided on war. As head of the state haying a constitu

tion and parliamentary system it was unthinkable of 

the Emperor to 'Yeto tHis decision. 

By respecting the constitutional function of the 

GO'Yermnent the Emperor did not mean to ellade his 

responsibility as so .. reign. Nor was he blindly bound 

by the letter of the constitution. He only conformed 

to the tenet of constitutional gO'Yernme1,t, which re

jects dictatorship and absolutism. 
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Hiranuma, Baron Kiichiro, 674-75, 6g2, 713-15, 719, 
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Hirayama Unit, 555, 559 
Hi'rohito, Emperor, 34, 37, 41 - 43, 585, 670-72, 676, 

679, 681, 692-703, 707, 709, 711-30, 734, 740-43, 
748, 752, 754, 763- 71. See also Imperial Confer
ences. 

Hirose, Gov., 751 
Hiroshima, 39, 581, 607, 706-707, 709, 728-30 
Hirota, Koki, 675, 684, 6g6-g8 
Hiryu, 72-74, 138 
Hishida River, 655 
Hiyo,293 
Hodai Mountain, 296 
Hojo, Lt. Gen . Tokichi, 538- 39 
Hokkaido, 45, 323, 328, 580, 583, 591-92, 601 , 605, 

622,630,646-47,668 
Hokoda, Col. Keijiro, 375 
Hokota,663 
Hollandia, 132, 228, 255- 56, 260- 77, 283, 304, 314. 

316,3 19, 37 1 
Home Ministry, 751 
Homma, Lt. Gen. Masaharu, 14, 7' ,83, 9G-93, 95, 98-

(.06, 107,122 

Hong Kong, 18, 32,51 , 62, 66, 78, III 
Honshu, 328, 577-81, 584, 589, 594,601 , 605, 627, 643-

47, 655- 59, 668, 689, 706, 752 
Hopoi Mission, 216-17, 230 
Harii , Maj. Gen . Tomitaro, 3, 6, 12,16-17, 125, 141 , 

159- 69, 176 
Hostilities ended, 742- 45 
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Howland Island, 74 
Hull, Cordell, 39, 41 
Huaton, 43 1-3 2 

Hucab, 507 
Humboldt Bay, 264, 266-68, 348 
Humen, 2o 
Huon Gulf, 130,216-17 

Huon Peninsula, 188, 202,217, 221 - 24,240 

Hutchinson, Brig. Gen. D. R ., 746 
Hyakutake, Lt. Gen. Haruyoshi, 134, '41 , 143, 152, 

234,246 
Hyane Harbor, 245 
Hyuga, 382, 389,401,442 

Iba, 90-91 , 465 
Ibdi, 287, 295 
Ichiki, Col., 148 
Jchiki Detachment, 148- 49, 153 
Ida Detachment, 47g-82 
Ida, Col. Kumpei, 479 
Ida, Lt. Col. Masataka, 734, 737-38 
!fuji, 17 
Iida, Lt. Gen. Shojiro, 71 
limura, Lt. Gen. Jo, 413, 416, 446, 447, 663 
Iizuka,657 
Iki,655 
Iki Fortress Unit, 655 
I1ihan, 548 
I1imo, 169 
Iloilo, 91 , 434. 542- 43 
Imabori, Col., 430 
Imabori Detachment, 408, 411 , 419, 422, 428-32, 535 
Imamura, Lt. Gen. Hitoshi, 171 - 73, 177, 183-84, TR8-

89,206,228, 233,236, 246 
Imoto, Gampei, 19 
I mpalutao, 553- 56 
Imperial conferences, III, 127, 226, 25 1, 325, 627- 29, 

671 - 77, 688,691-93, 695-97,704,709,7 11 - 15 
Imperial General Headquarters 

and Aleutians, 133- 34 
on atomic bomb, 707 
and Australia, 131-34 
and Central Pacific, 257-61, 276 
command shifts in , 304 
estimate of enemy capabilities, 577 , 634-·P , 64-1- , 

648-50, 658-59 
homeland defense directive, 585-89, 601-609, 

61 9- 3 1 

"IGHQ Cabinet," 672-73 
and Midway, 133- 34 
and Netherlands East Indies, 29 
and New Caledonia- Fiji- Samoa, 134, 138-39 



Imperial General Headquarters-Continued 
in occupation, 748-54,756 
operations orders, 66-71, 82--87, I I I , 122-23 
and Pearl Harbor, 6-8 
and Philippines defense, 304-42, 353-58, 363, 

36g-70, 378-79,447,560 
and Philippines seizure, 23- 24, 79-90 
and Solomons, 24- 29, 127, 146-49, 160, 172-84, 

196,200 

and Southeast Area, 24- 29, 124-30, 139-45, 
149-53, 160-61, 171-73, 183-84, 188, 205-
206,216,225-29, 256-57, 270-75, 287-88, 299 

strategic planning, 1-6, 21 - 23, 34-58, 2SD-52, 
304-309,319-22 

and suicide tactics and weapons, 561 - 74 
in surrender negotiations, 741, 743, 747, 757- 58 

Imperial Japanese Army, 51,54 
command shifts, 304 
operations orders, 70 
order of battle, 62-63 

Imperial Japanese Navy, 6-8, 51, 54, 58 
command shifts, 304 
operations orders, 68--70 
order of battle, 63-66 

Imugan, 515, 519 
Inada, Maj. Gen. Masazumi, 265, 269 
Inampulugan, 543 
I ndependent Air Companies 

52d, 106 
74th,106 
76th,106 

Independent Air Unit, 10th, 86, 104- 106, 108 

Independent Antitank Battalion, 25th, 484 
I ndependent Antitank Companies 

3d,86 
8th,86 
9th, 86 
loth,86 

I ndependent Engineer Company, 3d, 86 
Independent Engineer Regiments 

3d,86 
15th, '41 - 42, 17 2, '76 
215t,86 

23d, 112 

26th,I12 

Independent Field AAA Companies 
30th- 31St, 86 

I ndependent Fighter Squadron, 84th, 122 
Independent Garrison Units 

loth, III , 115,3 10 

11th, 310 

17th,3 10 

Independent Heavy Artillery Battery, 2d, II I 
Independent Heavy Artillery Battalion, 9th, 86 
I ndependent Heavy Mortar Battalions 

2d, 112 
14th, 112 

Independent Infantry Battalions 
163d,551 
I 64th, 55 1, 557 
165th,55 1,557 
I 66th, 552- 53 
167th,551 - 52,557 
168th,551- 52, 557 
169th,378,406-409,412,420 
I 7 1St, 406-409, 412, 419-20 
173d,482 
I 77th, 504 
I 79th, 526 
I 8 1St, 491 
182d,502 
186th,491 

352d,55 1 

353d, 55 1, 557- 59 
357th, 506- 507 
358th, 499, 521 

359th, 444, 514 
364th,420 

365th,54 1 

380th, 438, 534 
I ndependen t I nf an try Regiments 

IIth,439 
12th,423 
13th, 423, 427 
26th,335 

Independent Mixed Infantry Brigades 
21St, 171 -72, 177--8 1, 184, 185 

30th,3 10, 315,3 17 
3 1St, 310, 3 15, 317 
32d, 310, 3 15, 317 
33d, 310, 3 15, 317 
54th, 317,335,340, 342,530,539 
55th,317,335,341 - 42,530,539 
57th, 378 
58th, 317, 335, 438, 440, 453, 465, 470-73, 507-

508,511,527 
6 1St, 327, 334-35, 438 
65th,583 
66th, 583, 663 
67th, 583, 663 
95th,59 1 
96th, 591, 662 

97th,59 1 

98th,59 1, 623,654 
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Independent Mixed Infantry Brigades-Continued 
107th,655 
109th, 622, 654 
II 3th, 630 
I 14th, 630, 663 
I 15th- I 17th, 630, 662 
I 18th, 63Q, 655 
I Igth- 12I St, 630 
l22d, 630, 655 
123d-124th,630 
I 25th, 630, 654 
I 26th, 630, 655 

Independent Mixed Infantry Regiments 
1St, 245 
26th,439, 460,479 

Independent Mortar Battalion 15th, 86 
Independent Mountain Artillery Battalion, 20th, I I I 

Independent Mountain Artillery Regiment, 3d, III 
Independent Naval Battalions 

1St, 497 
3d,498--g9 
4th, 499 

Independent Tank Companies 
7th, 372-74, 377 
8th,484 

India, 5 I 
Indian Ocean, 28, 61,133, 256 
Indochina 32-33, 38-39, 48, 60, 70, 75,640 
Indochina Expeditionary Force, 19 
Infanta, 502-522 
Infanta Peninsula, 502-503 
Infantry Brigades. See also Independent Infantry 

Brigades ; Independent Mixed Brigades. 
1St, 630 
9th, I I I 

35th, III, 145, 148-52, 155, 164, 197 
65th, 62, 86, 88, go, 95, 104- 106, 107- 108, 11 2, 

114- 15,1 17, 122, 172,209- 11 ,228,236 

68th, 327, 380-8 1, 4 16, 426, 428, 431 , 435, 438, 
532-34 

75th,55 1,557- 59 
76th, 55 1, 559 
77th,531,536,542 
79th,506 
82d,439,455 

Infantry Divisions 
Imperial(}uards,62,75,734-35,737-38 
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1St , 327,354,380-81,408,411 - 15, 419,422, 428, 

431, 433,53 2-35,545-48 
2d, 62,160, 164,197 
3d,252-56 
3d Imperial (}uards, 583, 662 

4th, I I 1- 12,114- 15, 117-19, 122 

5th, 62, 75, I I 1, 122, 171 , 188 
6th, 171 , '97,209-1 I, 228, 234, 248 
8th, 327, 334-35, 430, 436-38, 443, 449, 455, 

45g-60 
loth, 416, 430, 435, 439-40, 454, 456, 465, 473-

77,482,5°6,513- 19,522-23 
I rth, 621 

14th,256, 258,347 
16th, 23, 62, 86-88, 93, 95, 98, 102, 104- 106, 

107- 12, "4- 15, 117- 18, 122, 315, 335, 338-
41, 366, 370-74, 377-78, 381 , 404-408, 411 , 
413,422-26,430-32,5°4,532-35 

17th, 228, 234-37 
18th, 62, 71, 75, I I 1 , 122 

19th,439,454,456,465,507,5 18,527 
20th, 20D-201, 204, 209, 224, 229- 33, 24D-4 1, 249, 

264- 65,272,297- 301 
215t,62 , III , 122 

23d, 409, 416, 435, 439-40, 443, 453- 54, 456-58, 
463,466-74, 5°7- 5°8,511,522,527 

25th, 621 , 654 
26th, 327, 334-35,380-81, 4°8, 411 - 16,419,423-

32,438-39,532-35 
30th, 315, 335, 340-41, 344, 378, 380-81, 405, 

419,426,428,431,528-3°, 534,551- 56 
32d,272- 74,312,349- 52 
33d, 62,75 
35th, 258, 26g- 75, 283, 303 
36th,252-55,26g-70,275-84,296 
38th, 63, 78, 172,175,193,197,2°9,228,245 
39th, 430, 440,475, 5 14 
40th,662 
41St, 200-201, 204, 213, 229, 240-4' , 248- 49, 264, 

272, 297-301 
42d,630 

44th,583 
48th,62,86,88,90,94-g5,98-106, 122 
51St, 184, 185, 201 - 202, 204-205, 20g-17, 221 -

25, 228-29, 240-4 1, 249, 264-65, 272, 297 

55th, 2, 9, 62, 75 
56th, 62, 122 

57th, 621 - 22, 655 
72d, 583 
73d,583 
77th, 622, 654 
8 1St, 583, 662 
84th,662 
86th,583, 623,654 
93d, 584, 662 
looth, 317, 335, 340-41, 344, 530, 549- 52, 555, 

559 



Infantry Divisions-Continued 
lo.d, 3'7, 335, 338-40, 344, 378, 381 , 405, 408, 

4'(}--", 43 ' , 433, 53(}--34, 54', 547- 48 
103d, 3 '7, 335, 436-38, 453, 456, 504- 507, 518, 

5 •• - . 6 
105th, 3'7, 335, 436-39, 455- 60, 465, 47(}--74, 

477- 78, 48., 490, 5°6-5°7, 515- 18, 5" -'7 
109th, 584, 593 
I 40th, 608, 66. 
14·d- 144th, 608 
'45th, 608, 6'3, 655 
'46th,608, 6'3, 654 
147th, 6 •• , 66. 
'5 1St, 608, 66. 
'5·d,608,66. 
'53d, 608 
I 54th, 608 
I 55th, 608 
' 56th, 608,6'3, 654 
157th,608 
201st, 621 , 662 
.0.d, 6",66. 
.05th, 6., 
.06th, 6." 654 
.09th, 6" , 630,66. 
21 2th, 62 1, 654 
2I4th, 6." 66. 
.16th,6",655 
22 1st, 630, 662 
••• d-'3 1St, 630 
'34th, 630, 66. 
303d, 630, 654 
308th, 6'9 
3' .th, 630, 655 
316th, 63o,66. 
3' lSI, 630, 663 
3··d,63° 
344th, 630 
35 1St, 630, 655 
354th, 630, 66. 
355th, 630 

Infantry Groups 
4th, III , 11 8 
6th, '46 
17th, '48 
21st, I I 1 
5 1St, 212 

Infantry Point, 11 8-- 19 
Infantry Regiments. See also Independent Infantry 

Regiments 
Ist, 412, 419- 22 
1st Formosa, 94- 95, 99, 103, 104 

1St Guards, 735, 738 
2d Formosa, 88, 91 , 99-104 
.d Guards, 735, 738 
5th, 43(}--3 1, 438, 534 
7th, 439 
8th, III, JI8 
9th, 88, 94, 98, 1°7- 108, 341 , 374, 377, 4°'-4°4, 

4.6 
loth, 456, 475, 506,515-16 
13th, 197,209, 220, 246,426 
17th,459,5 ' 9 
.oth, 95, 98, 107- 10, 37'- 77, 40'--{)4, 4.6 
'3d,.09, '34,'46 
3 ' st, 459, 495, 499, 5 ' 9- " 
33d,88,93, 108- 10, 119, 335,34' , 37'- 77,40'--{)4 
37th, Ill, 118 
41st, 3- 4, 9, 14, 16, I II , 145, 152, 157, 161- 69, 

172, '74, 176, 177, 181 , 378,406--409, 412,420, 

534, 55' 
45th, "0, '46 
47th, 94, 98, 103 
49th,4" ,4 ' 9-" 
53d,'39 
54th, '34 
57th, 4"- 1', 4 ' 9-" 
61st, II I , 118--19 
62d, I I I 

63d,408-°9, 513-14, 5'3 
64th, 473 
66th, .04, ·09- 13,3Q(}--301 
7' Sl, 443, 456, 47(}--73 
7·d,47(}--73 
74Ih,530,55', 555 
75th, 508 
77th,4·6, 4·8, 43 1- 3', 534- 35, 55'-53 
78th, •• , 
79th, '3'- 33,301 
80th, '09, "9-33 
8 1St, '37 
102d, 185, 190-92, 212, 217 
t 15th, 204 
122d, I06 
I 24th, III 
'4 ISt, 106, '37- 39 
142d, 106 
144th, 4, 15, 18-- 19, 63, 125, 130, 14' - 42 , 152 , 

'57,,6' - 70, '75- 76, '77 
I 46th, 86 
I 70th, '79, 184 
" oth, 35(}--5' 
'" th, 349-5' 
.,.th, 350 
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Infantry Regiments-Continued 
222d,255,277, 283-87,293-95 
223d,277- 82 
224th, 270, 277- 78, 281-82 
22gth, 175, 177, 197,209, 220,245 
237th, 299- 301 
238th, 213, 229,232 
239th, 301 

Inland Sea, 15, 20,39,72, 322, 330,360-61 , 382, 597, 
600,613- 14, 706 

Inouye, Vice Adm. Shigeyoshi, 135-36, 138 
In~rnoear, 277-80 

Inspectorate of Line of Communications, 510 
Intelligence operations, 21 - 23, 644 

Australia, 38 
Netherlands East Indies, 29 
New Guinea, 24- 29 
Philippines, 23-24 

Intramuros, 492 
Ioribaiwa, 163-65 
Ipil, 419,426,428-30 
IpO,456, 459- 60, 490, 502 
IpoDam, 497, 500, 521 
Irahuan, 538 
Irisan, 510--1 I 

IriyaBay, 16 
[se, 3JJ2, 389,401,442 
l se Bay, 644 
Ishihara, Maj. Sadakichi, 734, 738 
Ishigaki Island, 360-61 
Ishii, Lt. Gen. Yoshio, 349-52 
Ishiwata, Sotaro, 737 
Ishonomaki, 647 
Iso Unit, 18 
Isurava, 157- 59, 161 , 164-68 
[suzu, 382 
I tahana, Lt. Gen. Giichi, 172 
Italy, 32, 41, 669, 684 
Ito Naval Landing Unit, 430-31 
Ito, Vice Adm. Seiichi, 7,580,600 
Iwabuchi, Rear Adm. Sanji, 490-92, 497-98 
Iwakuni Conference, 70,87 
Iwakuni Naval Air Group, 39 
I wanaka, Lt. Gen. Yoshiharu, 460, 478, 5 I 5 
Iwo Jima, 577, 585, 593- 94, 603, 609, 61 3, 626, 646. 
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Izu Islands, 577-80, 635, 643, 658, 663-64 

Jadiboeri, 284 
Japan Broadcasting Corporation, 735 
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Japan, defense of 
air defenses, 581-83, 588, 625- 27, 647, 650 
air-naval attacks on homeland, 593-60 I, 613- 19, 

646-47,666, 723- 24 
aircraft resources, 593 
Cabinet policy on, 687-97 
civilian role in, 612 
coastal defenses, 646 
command structure, 588-9 I , 607- 1 I , 643 
general plans for, 584-93 
Kanto defense plan, 657-66 
Kyushu defense plan, 648- 57 
materiel production, 592-93 
mobiijzation, 6 I 9- 34 
naval defenses, 580, 596- 97, 652 
operations plan, 601-09, 619- 31 , 663- 64 
roles and missions assigned, 608-°9, 641 - 43 
suicide tactics and weapons, 61 I , 652- 54 
tactics and techniques planned, 609- 12 
troop dispositions and strength, 577-80, 583-84, 

589-92, 608,621 - 23, 629- 30, 652, 654- 55, 662-
63 

Japan Sea, 6 13, 643, 646, 667, 708 
Japanese-Soviet "Non-Aggresion Pact," 33 
Jaro, 404, 406, 408-13, 419, 422 , 428 
Java, 21 , 29, 38, 44,51 , 59, 68, 78,83-86, 104, 110, 

123,160,3 14 
Java Sea, 123 
Jesselton, 78 
Jintololo Channel, 406 
Jivenaning, 232 
Johore Strait, 75 
Jolo City, 93, 541 
Jolo Island, 78, 82, 83-87, 91-93, 104, 340, 341 - 42, 

530- 31,539 
Julita, 374 

Kabacan, 552- 56 
Kabayan, 526 
Kabenau Rive.r, 225 
Kaga,6,8, 125, 126, 138 
Kagosh~ma, 650 
Kagoshima Bay, 650 
Kagoshima Prefecture, 648-50, 654 
Kaiapit, ~2I-25 
Kainantu, 225 
Kaiten torpedo, 573-74 
Kajioka, Rear Adm. Sadamichi, 130 
Kako, 4, 12 

Kakuta, Vice Adm. Kakuji, 260 
Kalasa, 233 
Kamaishi, 647 



Kamikaze. See Suicide tactics and weapons 
Kamimura, Seaman 2d CI. Tsuneya, 15 
Kaminbo, 196 
Kamin, 296--g7 
Kampar, I6 
Kanan River, 522 
Kaneko, Maj. Chuji, 408-11 
Kankirei, 224-25, 241 
Kanin, Maj. Gen. Prince Haruhiko, 743 
Kanno Detachment, 4, 91-93, 99-102 
Kanoya, 357,360,648-50,657,747- 51 
Kanto, 580, 584, 586, 589-91, 594--96, 601~03, 605-

607, 622-25, 632, 636, 643- 46, 723, 752 
Kaoe Bay, 273 
Kaoru Airborne Raiding Detachment, 423- 27 
Karafuto, 580, 601 , 644, 708 
Karasebaru, 650 
Karatsu, 655 
Karkar, Island, 263 
Kashii M aru, 19-20 
Kashima Sea, 65~3 
Kashino, Leading Pvt. Hisazo, 9 
Katagiri, Lt. Gen. Shigeru, 229, 232-33 
Kataoka, Lt. Gen. Tadatsu, 411-12, 419, 422, 548 
Katika, 232 
Kato, 90 
Katori,4, 14-15 
Katsuta Maru, 17 
Kavieng, 28,124,126,189,200,202,239 
Kawabe, Gen. Masakazu, 580, 589, 607, 626, 733 
Kawabe, Lt. Gen. Torashiro, 681, 688, 6g1, 745- 48 
Kawaguchi Detachment, 71 , 75-78, I II , 118 
Kawaguchi, Maj. Gen. Seiken, 71, 148-49 
Kawamura Detachment, I I I, I 18, t 22 
Kawamura, Maj . Gen. Saburo, 9 
Kawano, Susumu, 20 
Kawasaki, 613-14 

Kawashima Detachment, 335, 439, 455, 459-60, 490, 
499,502,519-21 

Kawashima, Maj. Gen. Osamu, 52 I 
Kawashima, Maj. Takenobu, 349-52 
Kawatana Assault Unit (Navy), 652 
Kawazoe, Maj. Gen. Muraji, 557 
Kayashima, Lt. Comdr. Koichi, 497 
Keelung, 6, 21, 83, 90, 94 
Keijo, 19 
Kembu Group, 439-87 
Kernen, 224 

Kendari, 78,255 
Kerama Islands, 598 
Keravat River, r 26 

Ketsu-Go Operation, 431 -32, 439, 601~03, 607-609, 
612- 13,622, 625- 26, 632, 641 -43, 6'f8, 654-55, 659 

Kiangan, 510,518, 526 
Kiangwan,9 
Kiari, 224 
Kiating,14 
Kibungan, 507 
Kido, Marquis Koichi , 30, 671 , 673-76, 678-79, 6g2-

95, 6g8--g9, 703, 705, 709, 718- 22, 724, 737, 740, 
742 

Kieta, 28, 131,248 
Kii Ghannel, 604 
Kikuzuki, 19 
Kila Kila, 25, 134 
Kileg,28 
Kimura Detachment, 91-93, 95, 98,107-108 
Kimura, Maj. Gen . Naoki, 107 
King, Maj. Gen. Edward P., Jr., 117 
Kinoshita, Lt. Gen. Isamu, 378 
Kirige, 237 
Kinryu Maru, 142 
Kinu, 256, 406 
KirishimaMaru, I7 
Kishinami, 387 
Kiska, 226 
Kitakami,256 
Kitazono, Maj. Gen. Toyozo, 265 
Kiyoshimo, 391 
Kobayashi Force, 490, 499, 502-503, 519-21 
Kobayashi Ishizo, 32 
Kobayashi , Maj. Gen. Takashi, 490 
Kobe,583,586,593--94,605,613,646 
Koeroedoe Island, 255 
Kofu, 659 
Koga, Maj. Hidemasa, 734-35, 739 
Koga, Adm. lvlineichi, 207, 260-61, 275 
Kogure Detachment, 459-502, 521 
Koiso, Gen. Kuniaki, 304, 670-72, 677-78 
Kojima, Capt. Chokichi, 538 
Kokoda, 139, 143- 45, 152, 157, 161 , 165~, 174 
Kokura, 586, 650 
Kolombangara, 20g-1 1,219,220-2 1,248 
Komiatum, 213 
Komori Detachment, 237-39 
Kompisao, 433, 532 
Kon Operation, 287--93, 296 
Kongo, 396 
Kono, Lt. Gen. Takeshi, 531,536,542-43 
Konombi Creek, 181 , 184 
Konoyc, Prince Ayamaro, 30, 31,33-34,742 
Konoye, Prince Fuminaro, 672-73, 6g8-701 , 703, 705 
Konstantin Harbor, 225 
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Konuma, Maj. Gen. Haruo, 470, 506, 51~-15, 519 
l<orea,45-49, 61 ,585-88,601,605-607, 626,635, 643-

44,667,708,745 
l<orea Strait, 586, 626, 635, 646, 657 
Korim Bay, 289 
Kornasoren, 296-97 
Koror Anchorage, 260-6 I 
l<oshu, 659 
Koshun,90 

l<ota Bharu, 75 
Kotoku MOTu, 143 
Kowloon Peninsula, 78 
Kozono, Capt. Yasuna, 751-52 
l<ra Isthmus, 75 
l<uching, 78 
l<u jukuri, 658, 662- 64, 714 
l<ulaman River, 559 
Kuma, 106, 256 
Kumamoto, 650, 655 
Kumano, 39&-97 
l<umusi River, 168-69, 179, 184- 185 
Kuni, Vice Adm. Prince, 752 
l<ure, 38,581-83,707 
l<uribaya.hi, Lt. Gen. Tadamichi, 580, 593 
Kurile Islands, 250, 307,328,577- 80, 601 , 622,630, 

745 
Kurita, Vice Adm. Takeo, 260, 293, 329,365,382- 401 , 
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l<uroda, Lt. Gen. Shigenori, 315,326,335,357 
Kurogame, 19 
Kuromiya Detachment, 49 I 
Kurume, 650, 657 
Kurusu, Adm . Saburo, 14- 15,40-41 
Kusaka, Vice Adm. Ryunosuke, 7, 751 
l<ushikino, 654 
l<uzume, Col. Naoyuki, 284-87, 293- 95 
Kwajalein, 15,72,226,244 
Kwama River, 224 
K wamagnirk, 30 I 
K yokusci M aru, 20:.! 
Kyoto, 644, 750 
l<yushu, 45, 328, 357, 360-61, 577, 580-81 , 584, 586, 
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